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PREFACE 

Over forty years have passed since the discovery of the artifacts and documents in the 
Cave of Letters in Nahal Hever by the Yigael Yadin expedition. We have succeeded only 
now in concluding the publication of these discoveries with this, the long-awaited third 
and final volume in this series. The efforts to bring this work to completion have a long, 
complicated history. In his introduction to the first volume of this series, The Finds, 
which appeared in 1963, a short time after the discoveries were made, Yadin wrote: 

The major responsibility, I believe, is to present the finds to the scholars of the world ina 

shortest possible time and in a most objective manner. The large quantity of finds neces- 
sitates its publication in two volumes which comprise the beginning of a series dedicated 
to discoveries in the Judean Desert. This first volume, in which the finds other than docu- 

ments from the Cave of Letters are discussed, is here presented to the reader, and I hope 

that the second volume—dealing with the documents—will appear in the near future. 

The latter is being prepared by Prof. H.J. Polotsky and myself. 

Unfortunately, these expectations were not fulfilled for several reasons. To Yadin’s dis- 

tress, Polotsky, who had begun editing and publishing the Greek documents, requested 
to be released from the task for health reasons. Someone to continue this project was 
not found immediately. Yadin himself worked energetically on the non-Greek materi- 
als. He personally supervised the printing of the collotype plates of photographs for the 
intended volume, hoping to complete and publish it as quickly as possible. 

In the meantime, Yadin undertook the Masada excavation campaigns of 1963-1966. 
When he finally returned to work on the documents from the Cave of Letters, the 
Six-Day War began. In the midst of the battles, Yadin managed to acquire the Temple 
Scroll and began his study of that scroll, which lasted some 8 years. All of his other 
research was set aside and he devoted himself tirelessly to this task, producing the 
three volumes of The Temple Scroll, published by the Israel Exploration Society in 
both Hebrew and English editions. 

In 1976, under pressure from various circles in Israel, Yadin was persuaded and felt 
obliged to devote himself to the service of his country. He spent six years engaged full 
time in political activity before returning to his scholarly scientific pursuits in 1983. In 
the midst of planning his archaeological projects for the coming years, Yadin suddenly 
collapsed and died on 28 June 1984. In his will, he appointed N. Avigad, A. Ben-Tor and 

me to take charge of his scholarly legacy. 
In the 17 years since his death, we have succeeded in publishing nearly all of this 

legacy: two volumes of the Tel Hazor final excavation reports; six volumes of final 

reports of the Masada excavations and the Greek Papyri from the Cave of Letters, the 

second volume in the present series. 
The current volume, the third and final one of the series, was undertaken by J. 

Naveh, J. Greenfield and A. Yardeni. This project proved exceedingly complex. At the 
time of his sudden death in 1995, J. Greenfield had left only a portion of the material for 
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this book. We approached B. Levine who devoted himself wholeheartedly to this project 

with A. Yardeni. Assisted by others, they brought it to successful completion. 

While preparing the documents from the Cave of Letters for publication, Yadin 

requested that I write the preface to that book. I promised to do so as soon as the manu- 

script was ready. I am pleased to finally be able to keep this promise. 

Concerning my own role in the Judean Desert Caves expeditions and publications, 

Yadin wrote in the first volume of this series: 

I have left to the last the person to whom I offer my sincerest and most heartfelt 

thanks—my friend Joseph Aviram. Only by his adamant and insistent appeals was I per- 

suaded to join the expedition at a time when I had reason to be hesitant. It was he who 

organised the Expeditions and coordinated the operations of the teams; without him, it is 

doubtful whether the explorations would have been undertaken, and they certainly 

would not have been the remarkable success they indeed were. Through all stages of 

research, I was heartened by his interest, advice and encouragement. 

The story of this daring project has been told on various occasions and described in 

numerous published articles and books. Unfortunately, none the heads of the four expe- 

ditions: N. Avigad, Y. Aharoni, P. Bar-Adon, and Yadin, are with us today; all were cut 

short in the midst of intensive involvement in archaeological projects and preparation 

of publications. 

I cannot conclude this introduction without recollecting the dramatic and historic 

meeting held at the residence of then President of the State of Israel, Yitzhak Ben-Zvi, 

shortly after the discovery was made. The expedition supervisors each gave an account 

of the results of their excavations in the Judean Desert caves and presented a summary 

of the finds. Yadin was the last to speak. At the end of his presentation, a color slide 

showing part of a document was projected onto the screen and Yadin read aloud the 

first line of writing: “Shimeon Bar Kosiba, hanasi al Israel (President over Israel).” 

Turning to our head of state President Ben-Zvi, he said: “Your Excellency, I am honored 

to be able to tell you that we have discovered fifteen dispatches written or dictated by 

the last President of ancient Israel, 1,800 years ago.” 
For a moment, the audience seemed to be struck dumb. Then the silence was shat- 

tered with spontaneous cries of astonishment and joy. That evening, the national radio 
interrupted its scheduled program to broadcast news of the discovery. The next day, the 
newspapers carried banner headlines of the announcement. 

Why was a whole nation elated over the discovery of these fragmentary papyri? 
While the name of Bar Kokhba had long been treasured in folklore, it was virtually lost 
to authenticated history. The realization at this meeting that after nearly two thousand 
years the desert had yielded factual links to the leader of the last attempt of his people 
to overthrow their Roman masters, electrified the nation. 

This volume is dedicated to the memory of Jonas Greenfield, who devotedly worked 
long years on the material contained herein, but did not live to see it published. 

Joseph Aviram 

November 2001 
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FOREWORD and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The present edition of the Nahal Hever papyri in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Nabatean-Ara- 
maic, which were discovered by the late Yigael Yadin as part of a larger trove during 
two expeditions to the Dead Sea, represents the culmination of a long process, involv- 
ing a number of scholars over the years. From the time of their discovery in 1960-61 
until his untimely passing in 1984, Yigael Yadin made considerable progress in deci- 
phering the Nahal Hever papyri; he prepared photographs of the papyri, and discussed 
aspects of their contents and significance in books and articles, thereby bringing word 
of them to the scholarly world and to the general public. 

Joseph Naveh showed an early interest in the Nahal Hever Semitic papyri, and after 
Yadin’s passing began to work on them in collaboration with Jonas C. Greenfield. More- 
over, Naveh taught these papyri as the subject matter of graduate courses at the 
Hebrew University. One of his students was none other than Ada Yardeni, who accom- 
plished her Doctoral dissertation on the Judean Desert documents under his guidance. 
So it is that Joseph Naveh’s wisdom and acumen have contributed in a significant way 
to the present volume, even though he formally withdrew from the project after a time. 
It was not long until Jonas Greenfield wisely enlisted the participation of Ada Yardeni, 
who was, in the years following, to publish editions of the contemporary Nahal Se’elim 
papyri, and ultimately her monumental two-volume edition of the Judean Desert docu- 
ments. 

Jonas Greenfield passed away suddenly in March, 1995, at which time Baruch A. 

Levine, a colleague of long standing, was invited to continue work on the Nahal Hever 

papyri in collaboration with Ada Yardeni. Greenfield and Yardeni had already pub- 

lished Babatha’s ketubba (P. Yadin 10), and soon after Jonas Greenfield’s passing, an 

edition of P. Yadin 10, an elaborate Aramaic deed of gift, also appeared. What is more, 

Jonas Greenfield, at times in collaboration with other scholars, produced numerous 

scholarly articles touching on specific aspects of the Nahal Hever papyri, all of which 

proved to be of great value in facilitating their interpretation. It is in recognition of his 

lasting contribution to our understanding of the Nahal Hever papyri, both as an editor 

and as a leading investigator, that the present work is dedicated by the editors to the 
memory of Jonas C. Greenfield, 9”7. 

The editors turned to a group of noted scholars, with related interests, for guidance 

in engaging the diverse problems presented by the Nahal Hever papyri: Hannah M. 

Cotton of the Hebrew University (Classics), Geoffrey Khan of the University of Cam- 

bridge (Arabic studies), Joseph Naveh of the Hebrew University (Semitic paleography 

and epigraphy), and Lawrence Schiffman of New York University (Dead Sea literature 
and Talmud). These are listed on the Title Page as Consulting Editors, and their exten- 

sive knowledge, which they shared with us, as well as their time and effort in offering a 
critique of the manuscript, are greatly appreciated. Of the four scholars, two have also 
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contributed directly to the present edition: Hannah Cotton has prepared new editions 

of two Greek papyri not included in Naphtali Lewis’ 1989 volume, and Joseph Naveh 

has shared with us some relevant linguistic insights. At various points, Simon Hopkins 

of the Hebrew University and Alfred Ivry of New York University were also helpful. 

Needless to say, the editors are indebted in a more general way to the large community 

of papyrologists and historians, Arabists and Aramaists, and students of Dead Sea liter- 

ature. 
Late in 1998, Andrew Gross, a Doctoral candidate in the Skirball Department of 

Hebrew and Judaic Studies at New York University, was recruited as Research Editor. 

He worked tirelessly to make the manuscript ready for publication, and prepared the 

various indices and the BIBLIOGRAPHY In addition, he had a creative role in generat- 
ing the GLOSSARY, and in composing the section on grammar in the GENERAL 

INTRODUCTION. The editors are most grateful to him for his devotion to task, and 

appreciate, as well, his participation on a scholarly level. 

Support for this project has come from the Dorot Foundation, through its director, 

Ernest Frerichs, and also from New York University, in various forms. Joseph Aviram, 

director of the Israel Exploration Society, has been of the greatest help and encourage- 

ment from start to finish. His able staff, headed by Alan Paris, and our long-time friend, 

Avraham Pladot, have been exemplary partners in this effort. To all of these the editors 

express their gratitude. 
Now we offer this edition of the Nahal Hever papyri to you, the readers, in the hope 

that it may contribute to the understanding of an exciting body of evidence that has sur- 
vived the passage of almost two thousand years. It is part of the legacy of the late Yigael 

Yadin, 7”1, and it has been a great privilege for us to publish and explore what he origi- 

nally brought to light in his lifetime. 

Ada Yardeni, Baruch A. Levine 

November 2001 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

THE YADIN COLLECTION OF HEBREW, ARAMAIC, AND NABATEAN-ARAMAIC PAPYRI 

The papyri known collectively as the Yadin Collection were discovered during two 

seasons of excavation in the caves of Nahal Hever undertaken by Yigael Yadin in 1960-61. 

Regarding the circumstances of the papyri’s discovery, we shall offer only a brief summary 

description and refer the reader to the more complete and detailed descriptions in Yadin’s 

earlier publications on the expedition to Nahal Hever (1961, 1962, 1963, 1971; see also 

Lewis 1989:3—5). The papyri of the Yadin Collection can, for the most part, be divided into 

three major groups. The first group of papyri was discovered in a small crevice near the 

northernmost point of the so-called Cave of Letters (designated Locus 7) during the first 

season of excavation in March 1960. It consisted of fifteen dispatches in Hebrew, Aramaic, 

and Greek (P.Yadin 49-63) from the Jewish revolutionary leader popularly known as 

Shimon Bar-Kokhba (the two Greek letters, P.Yadin 52 and 59, were published preliminarily 

by Baruch Lifshitz [1962] and have been re-edited for this volume by Hannah Cotton). Also 

found in Locus 7 was P.Yadin 64, a papyrus that Yadin describes as having been found “in 

secondary use” (Yadin 1963:36). The other two groups of papyri were found during the 

second season of excavation, in March 1961, in a niche in the northwest corner of the cave 

(designated Locus 61). The first of these latter two groups consisted of an uninscribed roll of 

leather (P.Yadin 48) and six legal papyri (P.Yadin 42-46, the archive of Eliezer, son of 

Shemv’el; and P.Yadin 47, found rolled up inside a hollow reed). The last group was the 

personal archive of a woman named Babatha’, consisting of thirty-five legal papyri written in 

Greek, Aramaic, and Nabatean-Aramaic (P.Yadin 1-35), the Greek texts of which (P.Yadin 

5, 11-35) were published by Naphtali Lewis (1989). Also found in the Cave of Letters, were 

two fragmentary biblical texts (P.Yadin la, 1b = P.Yadin 40, 41), now published by Peter 

Flint (2000) in DJD XXXVIII, and some fragments of some Seiyal Collection texts, 

apparently dropped by the Bedouin who had previously explored the cave (P.Yadin 36-39). 

The appearance of Volume II of The Documents from the Bar-Kokhba Period in the Cave of 

Letters herewith completes the publication of the Yadin Collection. 

Volume I of The Documents from the Bar-Kokhba Period in the Cave of Letters: Greek 

Papyri, edited by Naphtali Lewis, appeared in 1989, and included Aramaic and Nabatean 

Signatures and Subscriptions edited by Yigael Yadin and Jonas C. Greenfield. Nabatean and 

Aramaic papyri, there registered as “The Babatha Documents,” nos. 14, and 6-10, were set 

to appear in the announced Volume II (Lewis 1989:29). There was no registration in Volume 

I of the Hebrew papyri from Nahal Hever (P.Yadin 44-46, 49, 51, 53, 60-61) or of other 

Aramaic papyri (P.Yadin 42-43, 47, 50, 53-58, 62[?], 63), in all totaling nineteen additional 
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texts, which are now included in the twenty-eight papyri edited in this, the promised Volume 

II. 

In Volume I, Naphtali Lewis presented a GENERAL INTRODUCTION dealing with matters 
directly relevant to the Greek papyri, but also providing overall background information on 
“The Babatha Find,” on the identification of certain personal names, and a section entitled 

“Family and Society” (see the family trees charted in Lewis 1989:25). For the texts 

published in the present volume, the Indices will provide additional information on the 

identity of the persons named therein, as well as on their functions and relationships to one 

another (see INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES). This will fill out the prosopography sketched by 

Lewis (1989:19-—20, 25). 

There is, therefore, no need to repeat all such information here. Suffice it to say that it was 

Yigael Yadin who, in the course of several expeditions, with David Ussishkin as his chief 

assistant, and a team of specialists discovered the Nahal Hever papyri that are included in 

Volumes 2 and 3 of Judean Desert Studies, and it was he who began work on their 

interpretation. In fact, the first in the series Judean Desert Studies appeared both in Hebrew 

and in English in 1963, by Yigael Yadin, entitled The Finds from the Bar-Kokhba Period in 

the “Cave of Letters” (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society). It includes no papyri, but it 

does present a detailed review of the expeditions, a survey of the site and the Roman camp, 

as well as of the Cave of Letters itself. Moreover, it registers all of the material finds: objects 

of metal, glass, ceramics and stone, jewelry and wood, and of special interest—leather and 

woven objects. Added information on the history of the discoveries can be found in Cotton 

and Yardeni 1997:1—6. In 1971 Yadin published a popular book entitled Bar-Kokhba 

(London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson), which brought news of these discoveries to a larger 

audience. 

In recent decades, and increasingly since 1989, we have seen, in addition to many 

individual studies, major publications of Judean Desert texts—Hebrew, Aramaic, and 

Greek—facilitating the interpretation of the Yadin Collection and adding depth to our 

understanding of the significance of these texts. The first is Aramaic, Hebrew and Greek 

Documentary Texts from Nahal Hever and Other Sites (the Seiyal Collection II), by Hannah 

M. Cotton and Ada Yardeni (DJD XXVII; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997). This publication 

had been preceded by Yardeni’s Hebrew volume entitled: The Nahal Se’elim Documents 

(Beer-Sheva: Ben-Gurion University of the Negev Press; Jerusalem: Israel Exploration 

Society, 1995). In 2000, Yardeni published in Hebrew, with an English section, the Textbook 

of Aramaic, Hebrew and Nabataean Documentary Texts from the Judaean Desert, Volumes 

A and B (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, Ben-Zion Dinur Center for Research in Jewish 

History). That publication includes the documents from Nahal Hever, together with those 

from Wadi Murabba‘at and the so-called Seiyal Collection. In the Textbook, the present 

volume, which was forthcoming at the time, is cited as the editio princeps of the twenty- 

eight texts here published and edited. 

Furthermore, as a matter of information, the Seiyal Collection texts, for the most part, are 
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now regarded as coming from Nahal Hever. In a real sense, investigators of the Yadin and 

Seiyal Collections are reuniting through publication documents that had, until fifty or sixty 

years ago, reposed in a single cave complex, only to be dispersed in the process of their 

revelation, as a result of separate explorations by archaeologists and diversified antiquities 

marketing. 

In addition to publications of texts, there have been important historical works on the 

Roman Near East and on the Nabateans in particular. The reader is directed to the extensive 

bibliographies now available in DJD XXVII (1997) and in Yardeni’s Textbook (2000c). The 

following works may be singled out as particularly significant: G.W. Bowersock, Roman 

Arabia (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1983); B. Isaac, The Near East under 

Roman Rule (Leiden: Brill, 1998); F. Millar, 7: he Roman Near East (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1993). The relevance of the Nahal Hever texts published and 

edited here to the history of the Bar-Kokhba rebellion and to Nabatean history, to cite merely 

two areas of interest, is potentially significant, but lies beyond the scope of the present 

volume. For now, the texts, as explicated, will speak for themselves. 

THE SCOPE OF THE GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The main objectives of this GENERAL INTRODUCTION are to discuss subjects of general 

interest that cut across the texts of the Yadin Collection, and to analyze distinctive 

grammatical features of the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Nabatean-Aramaic papyri, as well as 

elements of their style and composition. It should be noted that all three groups contribute 

significantly to our understanding of the respective, contemporary phases of these languages, 

perhaps the papyri in Nabatean script most of all for what they contribute to our knowledge 

of Nabatean-Aramaic and early Arabic legal formulation. 

The present collection includes thirteen Bar-Kokhba letters in Hebrew and Aramaic, 

which constitute a significant addition to the eight, already known examples of this genre 

from Murabba‘at, published and edited by J.T. Milik in DJD II (1961) and the one example 

from the Seiyal Collection edited by Yardeni (1997:103-4). Among other things, these 

letters illustrate the closeness of the contemporary phases of Hebrew and Aramaic, and 

specifically, the extent to which Hebrew was infused with Aramaic features. The historical 

importance of these letters is of paramount interest, and will undoubtedly be investigated 

extensively by scholars. They afford a glimpse into daily life at the headquarters (or 

“camps”) of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?, and introduce us to his officials and agents. Also 

included are three legal texts in Hebrew (P.Yadin 4446) that add to our information on the 

leasing of productive land in the Dead Sea region. J. Naveh devoted chapters in his book On 

Sherd and Papyrus (1992a:83-117) to a discussion of legal documents from the Judean 

Desert and the Bar-Kokhba letters, presenting sections of some of them, with photographs. 

Included are passages from P.Yadin 44, a Hebrew legal document, and P.Yadin 49, 50, 53: 

and 57, representative Bar-Kokhba letters. In 1967, the pre-eminent Talmudist, Professor 

Saul Lieberman of the Jewish Theological Seminary had this to say about the potential 
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importance of the Bar-Kokhba documents (1974:208-9): 

The discovery of the Bar-Kokhba documents and scrolls in the caves a few miles north of Masada 
opens a new era of understanding of both Jewish life in Palestine in the first half of the second 
century C.E. in general, and of Rabbinic literature in particular. ... I subscribe wholeheartedly to the 

evaluation of the finds given by Professor Yadin, with the reservation that, important as they are, 

subsequent investigation may prove that we underestimate their importance. 

Apart from the Aramaic letters, the present collection includes six legal papyri in 

Aramaic. Two of them, P.Yadin 7 (in a Hebrew publication) and P.Yadin 10 (in an English 

publication), have previously been edited with commentary by Jonas C. Greenfield and Ada 

Yardeni, and are presented here again in revised form. Of this group, P.Yadin 7, a deed of 

grant, is perhaps most enlightening for what it has to tell us about relations between Jews and 

Nabateans, and regarding legal practices in both contemporary communities. The relation of 

the deeds of sale from the Judean Desert to Talmudic law is soon to be discussed in a special 

study by Lawrence Schiffman (see BIBLIOGRAPHY). 

The six Nabatean-Aramaic legal papyri of this collection (P.Yadin 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9) are truly 

exceptional, and virtually unprecedented, the closest to them being Papyrus Starcky (P.Yadin 

36), published more than forty years ago. A revealing, new edition of Papyrus Starcky has 

been published by Ada Yardeni (2000c:A:265—71; and with commentary in Yardeni 2001; 

on P.Yadin 2 and 3, see Yardeni 2000a). P.Yadin 1, 2, and 3, in particular, are lengthy and 

elaborate documents, and all six texts significantly enhance our knowledge of Nabatean- 

Aramaic, and inform us of legal practices during the last decades of the Nabatean kingdom 

and the early period of the Provincia Arabia. 

Finally, for the sake of completeness, we should note two small fragments (registered as 

P.Yadin 38 and 39) whose contents are too meager to warrant the full treatment given to the 

other texts of the Yadin Collection. P.Yadin 38, whose picture is not included in the present 

volume’s plates, is a fragment from the verso of a document (perhaps P.Yadin 35?), bearing 

the remains of a signature of a witness in the Nabataean script. Only the patronymic Tayim- 

*Tahi (cf. Hunainu, son of Tayim-Ilahi in P.Yadin 3:26) survived of his name: 

[raw on>xeen [2 

P. Yadin 39 is a fragment of an unidentified document bearing remains of Nabataean script. 

Only a final aleph could be identified in the first line. Its photo appears on plate 74 (and cf. 

Yardeni 2000c:A:299). 
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1. SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST 

A. WATER RIGHTS 

The legalities reflected in the Nahal Hever documents, whether of Jewish or Nabatean 

provenance, require that all leases and sale agreements affecting irrigated land parcels 

contain provisions guaranteeing the right of scheduled times of irrigation and access to 

irrigation ditches. In the Yadin Collection, such provisions are stipulated in P.Yadin 7, an 

Aramaic deed of grant, and in P.Yadin 42, an Aramaic lease document from ‘Ein Gedi. They 

are also stated in P.Yadin 2 and 3, two Nabatean-Aramaic sale agreements. Irrigation 

technology was highly developed among the Nabateans, as is known. The reader will find 

some discussion of this subject in the COMMENTARY on the aforementioned texts, especially 

on P.Yadin 7. 

Such legalities are also attested in the Jewish sources (O. Irsai 1989). We find the phrase 

om dw ins “his assigned time of irrigation” (t. Mo‘ed 1:2). Since irrigation was permitted 

during the intervening days of Jewish festivals, we are told that one could, at that time, lease 

out one’s assigned periods of irrigation. This term was explained by S. Lieberman (1955-88 

5:1228-29) on the basis of a reading in the Erfurt manuscript. The form *3y (= ‘ané) may 

represent the plural construct of postulated jy*, a masculine realization of feminine nly 

“time, period.” Compare the Aramaic adverbs }y3, niy> “Now, then—” and the Hebrew noun 

nny, all cognates (see Levine 1978:287). Hence the form °1y would mean “times of-.” The 

term 1°” °39 is best explained as a Nabatean-Aramaic contribution, adopted by contemporary 

Jews for use in their legal documents, and which found its way into Talmudic literature. In 

more general terms, the cost of certain types of leases of irrigated fields had to be adjusted if 

the spring that provided the water dried up (m. B. Mesi‘a 9:2; t. B. Mesi‘a 9:34), and access 

to the water source had to be taken into consideration when dividing fields (b. B. Bat. 12b). 

Hannah Cotton has discussed these irrigation rights, which are also guaranteed in a Greek 

papyrus from the archive of Salome Komaise, a Jewish woman who lived in Mahoza 

(Cotton 1995:193—94; 1997:215—16). In that text (XHev/Se 64:8/27) it is stated that Salome 

bestowed a date orchard as a gift obv vdaTos “with the water allowance.” As Yadin 

(1962:243) put it: “the times of permitted irrigation ... formed part of the ownership of the 

garden.” And further: “The irrigation arrangements at En-Gedi—using the spring waters 

which flowed down the slopes in specially made channels [perhaps x7?v in P. Yadin 3:3, 24; 

7:48; 36:15|—were thus very carefully worked out, the water being allocated to every 

garden according to specific quotas” (Yadin 1962:249). In her COMMENTS, Cotton explores 

this matter in depth, referring to two double documents on parchment in Greek from 

Avroman in Kurdistan of the first century BCE, where water rights are stipulated in a sale of 

vineyards. She also refers to the Tablettes Albertini (493-494 CE) where water rights are 

stipulated in Latin, and to studies of irrigation law in Egypt. 

Katzoff and Schreiber (1998) devote considerable attention to a convention found in three 

Jewish documents (P.Yadin 7: Aramaic; P.Yadin 3: Nabatean-Aramaic; XHev/Se 64: Greek) 

according to which times for irrigation were assigned by specific days of the week (“on the 
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first day of the week, on the fourth day of the week, on the fifth day of the week”), not just 
week by week, as is the case in some other documents. Katzoff and Schreiber maintain that 
this convention is unprecedented and represents an attempt to avoid irrigation activity on the 
Sabbath by distancing it from that day. 

B. BOUNDARIES AND ABUTTERS 

A persistent ancient Near Eastern convention, amply evident in the Nahal Hever papyri, is 
the delimiting of real estate parcels by reference to abutting properties on all four sides, in a 
directional sequence. An example comes from P.Yadin 2, a Nabatean-Aramaic sale 

agreement, lines 4—5: 

>F 1033 J27) ,NDIM ONT NEINW YIN NPN’ MINTAY MI NNN on. exNayNAd) NTA exNITN> PMI TON 
XpPpo :xoRawl>r] Ay aw oPnX 

And these are its boundaries: To the east: the road; and to the west: the dwellings of Taha’, daughter 

of ‘Abad-Haretat; and to the south: the land of [our] lor[d] Rab’el, the King, King of the Nabateans, 

who has brought [li]fe and deliverance to his people; [and to] the north: the swamp. 

The subject of abutters has attracted considerable scholarly attention as the mass of evidence 

mounts. In this volume, three documents attest the full statement; two Nabatean sale 

documents (P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3), and one Jewish Aramaic deed of grant (P.Yadin 7), 

and the reader will find some discussion in the COMMENTARY on these papyri. The operative 

Aramaic term (also employed in Nabatean-Aramaic) is o017n “border, boundary.” Other 

Judean Desert documents, both in Aramaic and Greek, attest this provision (Yardeni 

1997:15). In P.Yadin 11:4/17 (Lewis 1989:42-43, 45), a Greek loan document, the 

comparable Greek term is yeitwv, plural yettoves “borderers, neighbors,” (or: 

“neighboring, bordering’’), referring in the first instance to persons, and by extension to 

property limits, whereas the Hebrew/Aramaic term o1nn designates, in the first instance, a 

physical boundary. Also note in P.Yadin 16, 19, and 20 (see Lewis 1989 ad /oc.). 

Looking beyond the corpus of Judean Desert documents, one discovers that the delimiting 

of real estate parcels by abutters is a widespread ancient tradition, well attested in Aramaic 

and Greek records and persisting into Medieval Arabic legal documents. Levine (1975:48— 

53) discusses this convention in the Aramaic legal papyri from Elephantine, and Porten 

(2000) updates his own earlier discussions with a fuller treatment of the subject. Now that 

the compendious work, The Elephantine Papyri in English (1996) by Porten and his 

associates has appeared, it is possible to gauge the extent of this practice. Particularly 

relevant in that volume is J.J. Farber’s edition of the Byzantine texts from Elephantine. 

Geoffrey Khan (1993:31-32), in his editions of Arabic texts from the Cairo Genizah, 

illustrates the currency of this practice in Medieval Egypt. 

Of special interest is the variety of directional sequences attested in the various 

documents. These represent differences in geographical orientation and cultural perception, 
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not all of which are readily explicable. In the Aramaic as well as the Nabatean papyri from 

the Judean Desert the predominant sequence is east, west, south, north, one of the two 

exceptions being XHev/Se 8a, which has the sequence south, east, north, west, and which 

prompted Porten (2000), following the correction and interpretation of this text by Yardeni 

(1997:34-37), to suggest that shifts in the sequence of boundaries within a given society or 

community may reflect the relative prominence of the individuals whose properties lay 

adjacent to those being transacted. The other exception is P.Yadin 7 where the sequence is 

different for each parcel. The Hebrew documents from Wadi Murabba‘at (Mur 22, 30) have 

the sequence east, west, north, south. This differs from the sequence in Arabic documents 

from Egypt: south, north, east, west. An easterly “orientation” is common in Syro- 

Mesopotamian perceptions. In contrast, the Byzantine papyri from Egypt consistently reflect 

the anomalous direction of the flow of the Nile, beginning with south in the delimitation of 

real estate boundaries. Conceivably, the Arabic tradition in Egypt could have been 

appropriated from the Byzantine ee or directly conditioned by the Egyptian 

environment. 

In contrast, the fact that the Aramaic legal papyri from Egypt begin with east, not south, 

would appear to reflect a resistance to perceptions of the external environment, suggesting 

that the composers of Aramaic legal documents were following a tradition not of Egyptian 

origin, but of Northwest Semitic origin, best known from the Aramaic Sefire treaties of 

eighth-century BCE Syria, where “upper” = north, and “lower” = south. This reflects very 

ancient Syro-Mesopotamian conceptions, and accords with the southeasterly flow of the 

Tigris and Euphrates, especially the latter. Specifically, we find in the Sefire treaties the 

formula: nnn) OX °>y “upper Aram and its lower part,” which we know to mean northern 

and southern Syria, respectively (I A, lines 5-6; Fitzmyer 1995 ad loc.). What has 

complicated our understanding of the Aramaic legal papyri from Egypt is the fact that in 

official correspondence, the Egyptian perception prevails. Thus we read in a letter from fifth- 

century BCE Egypt that the royal author speaks of lands xn°nnm xn°?ya 2 “that are mine, 
which are in upper (Egypt) and the lower part” (TAD A6.7:5—6 [Driver 5]). There is a 

difference, however, between the geographical description of a country, where Egyptian 

perceptions were employed, and boundary descriptions of real estate parcels, where Aramaic 

technical legal terminology, external to Egypt, prevailed. 

C. VENUES 

Lewis (1989:20-21) provides background on some of the place names occurring in the 

Greek papyri from Nahal Hever, and the reader is referred to INDEX: PLACE NAMES for 

further information. In one instance, however, there is much more to say, based on recent 

research. Reference is to the place name 77n?3y 11nNa (Mahoz ‘Eglatain), or xt1n”2 (Mahoza?) 

which occurs in a number of papyri. The toponym Mahoz ‘Eglatain is made up of two 

components, with the primary sense of the former, Hebrew/Aramaic xrina\rina, being “port,” 

and it may actually have that meaning in P.Yadin 49:8. In any case, the meaning “district” is 
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derivative, as Kutscher has shown (1969:5—18), and may be misleading, as Cotton and 

Greenfield (1995:127) note, since it is more likely that the district itself was named 71% 

(Zo‘ar), not ‘Eglatain. This is indicated by the Greek designation: €v Mawfa tept Zoopwv 

“In Maoza, near Zoar” (P.Yadin 14:20). In effect, j>n?.y tinw essentially means “Port 

‘Eglatain,” abbreviated as xrina, “the Port,” with Aramaic determination, and transcribed as 

Greek Maoza. This accounts for the alpha at the end of the Greek form. As for the dual form 

pn?3y, it represents part of the toponym mw>w nbay, occurring in Isa 15:5, Jer 48:34, in the 

celebrated oracles against Moab, where Luhit, Horanaim, Nimrim, and Zoar are also 

mentioned. This toponym is reflected in a nickname of a contemporary person, and 

variations of the same, in Greek (P.Yadin 12:8; 13:21—22; 14:23; 15:3-4/18; 27:6; XHev/Se 

69 a, 4r; and in Nabatean, P.Yadin 15:33). See Cotton 1997a:260, COMMENTS on XHev/Se 

69 a, 4r, s.v. AyAa. What is more, the Greek term pooxavTtKn, designating a type of estate, 

incorporates the Greek element .doxos “she-calf’ (see P.Yadin 16:24, and Cotton and 

Greenfield 1995). Shalit (1951:108—9), utilizing Greek renderings of the Moabite toponyms 

in the Septuagint, surveys the many translations, transcriptions and variations of this place 

name in Greek and Latin, including Greek Ayad\a8/Aye Akad. 

And so, it is likely that Mahoz ‘Eglatain = Mahoza = Maoza, was a village (referred to as 

a kN in P.Yadin 12:7) located in the district of the capital village of Zoar, but in some way 

subordinate to it. Mahoz ‘Eglatain was large enough, however, to contain other units, or 

designated localities, such as “the Luhit,” and Galgala, a locality within Mahoz ‘Eglatain 

that is named in P.Yadin 2, a Nabatean sale contract. What is significant historically is that 

Jews resided in and held property in this erstwhile Moabite district, where about two hundred 

years earlier Alexander Jannaeus had fought, and that they continued to inhabit towns that 

are referred to in biblical prophecies of the Neo-Babylonian and/or Achaemenid periods. 

D. CURRENCY 

The two silver coins in general use during the Bar-Kokhba period and for some time prior 

to it were the sela‘, the equivalent of the tetradrachm, and the zuz, the equivalent of both the 

Roman denarius with Latin legend and the provincial drachm with Greek legend. This is the 

terminology employed by Mildenberg (1984:27, 88, n. 237). Other terms in use were P13 

(“Tyrian”), plural, for the tetradrachm and 11(°)7 for the denarius. The use of the designation 

“Tyrian” was undoubtedly due to the role of Tyre as the site of the original high standard for 

the Tyrian shekel, but it would seem that the last of these was struck in 65 CE (Meshorer 

1984:171-79). Meshorer has made the case for the minting in Jerusalem of the Tyrian 

shekels of 5465/66 CE, and has interpreted t. Ketub. 12:6 accordingly: 922 471 12 7727w 403 

mowi? HOD Ar NS OD ~wy AOD a1 apn “The ‘silver’ of which the Torah speaks is 

consistently Tyrian silver; Tyrian silver—it is Jerusalemite silver” (ed. Lieberman, 99, end; 

Lieberman 1955-88 6:392). 

In the texts of this period the denomination Tvptot “Tyrians” is used for the contemporary 

provincial Syrian tetradrachms of lesser value, some of which may have come from Tyre. 
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The terms sela‘ and zuz were undoubtedly also applied to coins circulating in Provincia 

Arabia and to Trajan’s provincial Arabian issues from the year 112 CE onward (see 

Bowersock 1983:82-84; for a representative group of provincial issues, and also Meshorer 

1985). As a rule, drachm = zuz = denarius, whereas tetradrachm = sela‘ (including the 

Tyrian). One shekel = % sela‘ = 2 zuz. The term zuz, in this same value, is already attested at 

Elephantine (DNWSI 308-9, s.v. zz). A degree of fluidity in terminology is to be assumed. 

The use of the designation “Tyrian” for the tetradrachm is found in Mur 115:5 in the 

equivalency formula written primarily in symbols “200 denarii which are 50 Tyrians,” and 

the phrase dpyuptov tuptou “Tyrian silver” is found in Mur 114:10-11 (see Benoit 

1961:242). Thus it is that the Hebrew equivalent of Greek apyvptov TUpLoV is "118 03 (see 

Meshorer 1971:81—86). 

In P.Yadin 11:3, 15, we read of “sixty denarii of Tyrian silver which are fifteen staters” 

(Lewis 1989:42-44). This, the only Greek document of the Babatha? archive to contain this 

equivalency clause, was written in ‘Ein Gedi. In other Greek texts from this archive there is 

reference only to denarii, which were the coins in greatest circulation. In Babatha?’s ketubba 

(P.Yadin 10) and in P.Yadin 47b both sil‘in and sdérin are used for the tetradrachm, but only 

zizin for the denarius (also see Yardeni 1997:15 and n. 13). That the tetradrachm contained 

four denarii was noted in Talmudic sources in the name of Rabbi Hiyya?: 712° AYIIN XY?"O 

“the sela‘ is four denarii” (y. Qidd. 1:1 [48c]; cf. Josephus, Ant. 3:195). 

A note is in order about the use in our texts of the term si/‘in. Although this is a familiar 

numismatic denomination, it is not known from literary texts earlier than the Tannaitic 

period. It is known, however, from Nabatean epigraphic sources as °N1n 7°¥70, that is, “sil‘in 

of Arethas IV” (9 BCE—40 CE), and its valuation has been discussed (DNWST 788, s.v. sI‘). 

Meshorer (1975:30) considers the sela‘ to be the Nabatean substitute for the drachm or 

denarius, but not its equivalent. The term sela‘ occurs in a few early Palmyrene inscriptions 

(Hillers and Cussini 1996:392 Glossary, s.v. sl‘; ibid., 323 PAT 2775:11). A full discussion 

of currency in the Syrian-Nabatean sphere is provided by Weiser and Cotton (1997), taking 

into account contemporary evidence from all of the relevant documents and collateral 

sources, in several languages. 
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2. FORMAL FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI 

A. SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING 

We are fortunate in having considerable information on subscriptions and witnessing. This 

information comes not only from the Semitic papyri, but also from Greek papyri bearing 

subscriptions in Aramaic and Nabatean-Aramaic. In Lewis’ volume of the Greek papyri, 

Jonas C. Greenfield provided notes and commentary on the subscriptions attached to P.Yadin 

15, 17-22, 27 (Yadin and Greenfield 1989). These subscriptions are now re-edited in 

Yardeni 2000c:A:135—54. 

The formulation of the subscriptions varies, and it is relevant to note that those attached to 

Greek documents are usually more elaborate, undoubtedly because their function was more 

significant. They served as dockets and identified the transaction registered in a particular 

Greek document for those who did not know how to read Greek. The general practice of 

signing the documents from the Judean Desert has been discussed by Yardeni (1997:17). She 

differentiates between “simple” and “double” deeds as well as between the different 

placement and direction of signatures in various languages. Cotton (1997:144-46) has 

commented on the signatures of XHev/Se 60, 62, and 64. Common to all documents is the 

signature of at least one of the principals, often more than one; the signatures of the 

witnesses, sometimes of the scribe; and at times, the names of certain officials who issued, or 

authorized the document. Here it would be well to elaborate on certain features of the 

subscriptions that cut across the various papyri edited in this volume. 

1. Cases where someone else signed. The Nahal Hever papyri in Hebrew, Aramaic, and 

Nabatean-Aramaic provide evidence on the practice of enlisting another person to sign a 

legal document in one’s stead. In a Hebrew legal text, P.Yadin 44:28—30, three of the four 

principals to the transaction followed this practice. It was Greenfield (1993:41-42) who 

noted that in a Palmyrene tomb inscription (Hillers and Cussini 1996:233 PAT 1624:3-4) 

dated 214 CE, a first-person statement reads as follows: s/t ktb ydy 1 PN br PN br PN br hry 

PN bdyl dy P yé& spr “I have lent my handwriting to PN, son of PN, son of PN, the freedman 

of PN, because he does not know (how) to record.” It was Cotton (1997:179-80 on XHev/Se 

61, summarizing her discussion of 1996b) who applied this practice to an understanding of 

the Judean Desert papyri, both in Greek and Aramaic. She refers to the role of the person 

designated in that text by the Greek term xetpoxpnotns (Latin chirocrista). Such a person 

served in an official capacity as one legally entrusted to sign for another because of that 

person’s inability to write, as would be true of an illiterate woman, or for some other reason, 

such as the person’s inability to be present at the signing. Cotton informs us that this is the 

first recorded attestation of the term yetpoxpnotns, otherwise known from later sources, 

which she explores in depth. That person would write in the name of the signatory and then 

write his own name alongside it (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:28—30). 

The link that ties together the evidence from Palmyra, from the Greek text XHev/Se 61, 

and from P.Yadin 44 is an Aramaic legal papyrus, discussed by Cotton, namely, XHev/Se 

13:11 (Yardeni 1997:65-70), where a divorced woman who declares that she has no claim 
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against her former husband, enlists someone else to sign for her: nwD3 9y OI” N73 psnow 

xine piyaw [92 nn an3 soxw “Shelamsion, daughter of Yehoseph, on her own behalf. She 

is borrowing the (hand)writing of Mattat, so[n] of Shim‘on. By verbal order (or: by her 

verbal order).” This practice is also attested in other Judean Desert documents from the 

Yadin and Seiyal Collections, and from Murabba‘at and elsewhere. The subject of signatures 

will be discussed in two forthcoming articles, one by Yardeni and Cotton and the other by 

Schiffman (see BIBLIOGRAPHY). 

2. Factitive usage of the verb k-t-b. The verb that defines some of the signatures is 

Semitic k-t-b “to write, sign on,” etc. In some cases, this verb describes the act of the person 

who actually wrote with his own hand. In others, it refers to the act of signing the document 

on the part of one or more of the principals, or their surrogates, as just explained above. 

There are cases, however, where we find signatures of persons who are neither principals nor 

scribes, but rather officials who authorized or issued the relevant document. Finally, there are 

cases where we cannot identify the role of the signatory. What does it mean, in such 

instances, to say that So-and-So 3n3? 

To illustrate the problem, let us examine P.Yadin 42, a lease agreement in Aramaic from 

year one of the revolt. It consists of a declaration by two of Bar-Kokhba’s “administrators” 

(the Hebrew and Aramaic term is 0375), who are named, to the effect that they have let out a 

certain property for three years. The document concludes with the signatures of these same 

administrators, as follows (lines 10-11): 

mand ALwp3) SY [yw 42 yA 
na[n> Pxyjaw 73 yn 

This has been translated: 

YehfoJhanan, son of Yeshu[a‘]; he issued it on his own be[half]. 

Horon, son of (Yi)shma[°el; he is]sued it. 

This translation regards usage of the verb k-t-b in the given formula as factitive, which is to 

say, that it designates not the direct act of writing, or signing, but rather the sense of having 

the act done, with a force akin to that of the causative. This function is well known in the 

derived stems, the Pi‘el/Pa“el, and Hiph‘il/Aph‘el of Hebrew and Aramaic (and similar 

constructions in other Semitic and non-Semitic languages), but also in the simple stem. It is 

particularly noticeable in the case of verbs that are constitutive in meaning, such as “to build, 

to make,” and the like (Levine 1972:77—78). Thus, when we read that the king of Israel must 

“write” a copy of the book of Deuteronomy for himself (1? 1031; Deut 17:18) the sense is 

quite clearly that he would not actually write this document, but rather have it written for 

him by others. The same would be true of the Aramaic statement in Dan 6:26, to the effect 

that the king had epistles written to all of the peoples of his realm. So it is that in legal 

documents the verb k-t-b may convey the functional sense of authorization, or issuance; of 

having the document written. This interpretation would also apply to P.Yadin 43, where, in a 

transaction related to that of P.Yadin 42, we also find the signature of one of the same pair of 
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administrators, plus the remains of a second signature which may be that of the other 

administrator. These two issue the receipt for partial payment. In P.Yadin 8:10 there is a 

curious sequence of signatures that may also be interpreted by taking the verb k-t-b as 

factitive (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 8:10). 

The same factitive usage of the verb k-t-b is attested in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions, as 

intimated, but not explained grammatically by Healey (1993:89-90 on H 3:3-4). There we 

read: 179 PN 737 XIDII 3nI? wrx °w7 xXdi “And no-one has the right to issve for this tomb 
any deed of entitlement” (our translation). As Healey explains: “‘to write’—clearly the legal 

act of writing rather than the physical act, so that the effective meaning is ‘No one is 

permitted to have written.’” This is, indeed, what is meant by the factitive, as is illustrated by 

other, similar statements in the tomb inscriptions that prescribe penalties for those who 

would take certain prohibited legal actions with respect to tomb property. Thus, in H 19:6, 

we read: X2y 73 95 7 IND 737 NIIPI AND °7 wrx 2D) “and anyone who issues for this tomb a 
document respecting any of the above” (again, our translation; Healey 1993:166, and cf. 

ibid., 226 on H 36:5—7). The factitive is also implied in Mishnaic usage. Thus, m. B.B. 10:3: 

WAY INVN PRW D”YN WND DI yanid “We issue a bill of divorce on behalf of the husband, even 

though his wife is not present with him.” Regarding the verb k-z-b, it is worth noting that in 

P.Yadin 1-3, all of which are Nabatean deeds, the scribe’s signature is followed by the word 

x150 “the scribe,” followed in turn by a partially preserved word: A2ne:°. Were it not for the 

presence of an additional, preceding letter, we would read: 727[3] “he issued it,” thereby 

providing yet another instance of factitive usage. As it is, we are prompted to assume a noun 

form: 72ND) (= wekattabah) “and the writer,” if, indeed, the preceding letter is taken as a 

conjunctive waw. The number of witnesses varies according to the kind of document. Thus, a 

receipt (a “simple” deed) requires only two witnesses, whereas a deed of sale (a “double” 

deed) requires three witnesses. 

B. THE SCRIPTS 
Valuable information on the scripts utilized by the writers of the Nahal Hever papyri is 

included in the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS prepared by Ada Yardeni, co-editor of the present 

volume, and in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES and COMMENTARY, all of which accompany each 

papyrus. In her recently published Textbook, Yardeni presents a comprehensive 

palaeographic treatment of the script traditions of the Judean Desert documents, entitled: 

“The Jewish Cursive Script,” including an appendix: “The Nabataean Script” 

(2000c:B:[147]-[263]). These treatments provide detailed charts, affording a text-by-text 

comparison, and a letter-by-letter analysis of script development in the Hebrew, Aramaic, 

and Nabatean-Aramaic texts of the Yadin Collection, inter alia, along with historical 

discussion. In view of this, it would be superfluous to present an additional survey here, and 

we may simply refer the reader to the Textbook for this purpose. It is also relevant to call the 

reader’s attention to Yardeni’s hand drawings of the papyri and to the photographs provided 

in the present publication. 
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3. GRAMMAR 

The twenty-eight papyri presented in this volume, are written in three languages: 

contemporary Hebrew and Aramaic (in the “Jewish” scripts), and Nabatean-Aramaic (in the 

Nabatean scripts), though one could regard the texts written in Nabatean script as 

representing merely a different dialect of Aramaic. The purpose of this section of the 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION is to call attention to distinctive or unusual grammatical features 

whose clarification is germane to the proper exegesis of the Nahal Hever papyri. It can 

hardly qualify as a systematic or comprehensive grammar, and will not treat usual or 

expected phenomena. It is merely a descriptive survey, whose findings may hopefully clarify 

just how the present papyri add to our knowledge of the relevant languages. The treatment of 

each language group will proceed in the following manner: (1) Orthography, (2) Phonology, 

(3) Morphology, and (4) Syntax. The reader may normally assume that words listed as 

examples of particular grammatical phenomena are discussed in the passages of reference. 

Uncertain readings often complicate the analysis of given forms. 

Unless otherwise indicated, all references are to texts in the Yadin Collection (P.Yadin). 

Abbreviations: f. — feminine; m. — masculine; pl. — plural; s. — singular; 1 — first-person, etc. 

HEBREW 

I. ORTHOGRAPHY 

a. Drift 

i. Between X and 7: Of particular interest is the realization of third radical aleph as he? in 

one verbal form. Thus, 7p3v instead of x73” “which is called” (44:8, 9, 11, 12; 46:3). In 

contrast, note the participial form x71) “I acknowledge” (45:6; 46:3), which realizes original 

third radical yod as aleph, rather than as he? (normal in classical Hebrew), and which is more 

like Aramaic (cf. x31 in P.Yadin 4:14 [Nabatean-Aramac]). Also note the probable 

participle x1y~ “I command” (49:12), which exhibits the same realization. In non-verbal 

forms, note x1772 “quickly” (49:7; instead of 7772); x77DwA (49:8; instead of 77°DO with 

final he’ as in Jonah 1:5). Drift between he’ and aleph also occurs in the spelling of personal 

names. Contrast e.g., X?awn?) (49:2) with T2awn (44:28; 45:32), and xn?xX (44:4) with 19?xX 
(44:30). Similar drift is evident in Aramaic and Nabatean-Aramaic. 

ii. Between wv (= Sin) and 0: Note spellings with sin instead of expected samekh: nypwn “the 

boat(s)” (49:5); x3awn “from the boat” (49:8). This drift is more evident in the Aramaic 

documents. 

iii. Between ’ and x: Note the forms wxw (49:8) and w°xw (1.e., “that exists”) (Mur 24 C:7). 

Note pxian “the gentiles” (51:6); cf. ovanw (Mur 42:5). 

b. Defective versus Plene Orthography 

The Hebrew papyri exhibit a tendency toward defective orthography, which is even more 
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pronounced in the letters (P.Yadin 49, 51, 61) than it is in the three legal documents written 
in Hebrew (P.Yadin 44, 45, 46), where plene spelling predominates. A perusal of the 
contemporary Hebrew letters from Murabba‘at (Mur 42-48) as well as documents from the 
Seiyal Collection (XHev/Se 30, 4Q342; Yardeni 1997:103-4, 285; 2000c:A:183-84), as well 
as Hebrew legal texts from these collections, shows similar tendencies and inconsistencies. 

This tendency can be seen clearly in mpl. participles. Thus, in P.Yadin 49, a Hebrew 
letter, we find such forms as 95x, Pmw, PANT, ryt in the same text with: 3[°]aw? (line 3), 
and alongside such spellings as 127 15% (cf. the probable reading 127 ¥> [51:9], and 
accusative 99m “and all/every” in a legal text [44:9, 12, 15]). In the Hebrew legal texts, 
however, mpl. participial forms are always plene. Thus, in P.Yadin 44 we find: pwr (line 
5), o°?p1w (lines 19, 22). Note, however, defective singular participles such as 0391 (45:16, 
beside plene y71), and yan (45:28). It is possible that the defective participial forms reflect 
Aramaic morphology, so that we might vocalize a form written P22X with an a-vowel 
(akelin), rather than an o-vowel (okelin). There are also other instances of defective spelling 
in the Hebrew legal texts, probably including nponnn “the division” (44:25). Note, in a 
Hebrew letter, 202 (49:2), probably under the influence of Aramaic, and contrast in a 
Hebrew legal text the probable reading 2107 (46:5). Also contrast nD" “the fruit” (49:6), in 
a Hebrew letter, with plene ni7°3(7) (45:17; 46:7), in Hebrew legal texts; also nay? (46:12) 
with plene may? (45:30), both forms occurring in legal texts. The masculine plural is almost 
consistently plene: o°—, 1-. The same cannot be said for the feminine plural, as indicated by 
npn (49:6) and by the probable plural ny=wn “the boats” (49:5), both in the same Hebrew 
letter. If the reading jyn»nw (61:4), in a Hebrew letter, is correct, it would be an instance 
where the plural verbal form is written defectively. Note also the unusual plene form TY 
“witness” (46:15), alongside 7¥ (cf. 46:13, 14). 

c. Probable Scribal Errors 
° Wwimw (44:16): probable dittography, instead of mw, with one waw; or confusion as to 
whether to write yod or Aramaistic waw. 

° nny nw (44:26): metathesis, instead of n>ym>mw “which is above,” probably due to the 
closeness of the two mems. 

* Opimaw (45:18): metathesis, instead of 01772, probably due to scribal error. 

II. PHONOLOGY 

a. Assimilation 

° Of the preposition 7y: AwD1 2y “on his own behalf’ becomes nAwD3y (46:12). Though 
appearing in a Hebrew papyrus, this form itself is Aramaic. 

b. Syncopation 

¢ Of internal aleph: A7A<Kx>m (an Aramaism) becomes 77737) “his statement, verbal order’ 
(44:30). See below, ARAMAIC. II.c 
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* Of accusative particle nx: mostly followed by the definite article 7. See below, under IIL.e. 

c. Plural Suffix with Nun instead of Mem 

The traditional Hebraic plural suffix with mem predominates in the Hebrew legal texts, but 

there are a few exceptions. For mpl. nouns, we find: prt (45:23; 46:8), prt (44:23; 46:1 1); 

?y2K (46:9). For the rest there is only the plural suffix with mem in the Nahal Hever legal 

sampling, e.g., O°990 (44:21; 46:9, 11) and owp “ties” (46:9). As mpl. participles, we find: 

maw (44:5), o>piw (44:19, 22), as well as verbal suffixes such as O1073NX8 (2mpl. perfect + 

3mpl. object suffix), and 3pl. nominal suffixes such as onpinai (44:16). A perusal of Hebrew 

legal texts from the Seiyal Collection and from Murabba‘at shows a more mixed pattern, but 

still a predominance of mem. Thus, in Mur 22 frag. 1, we twice find the mpl. o°7nx “others” 

(lines 1, 2), whereas in Mur 22:3, the same word is written ]?1X (Yardeni 2000c:A:47). In 

the available Hebrew letters, by contrast, suffix with nun would appear to be the rule. Thus, 

mpl. participles such as y[J2w? (49:3), and all of the defectively spelled participles listed 

above (I.b), such as 7y7” (49:6), exhibit this feature. In the Hebrew letters from Murabba‘at 

there are numerous examples of the suffix with mem, e.g., 217? (= gerébim “are drawing 

near”) in Mur 42:2, and 052372 “on your legs” (Mur 43:6). It is likely, therefore, that the 

absence of the suffix with mem in P.Yadin 49, 51, 61 is due to the limited sample. 

Furthermore, in the Hebrew letters, the plural ending with nun is also present in some 

independent pronouns and pronominal suffixes, e.g., JNX (49:3), Jo°nx? (49:4), yo727w (49:6). 

There is little doubt that the Aramaic plural ending with nun entered written Hebrew at this 

period. 

Ill. MORPHOLOGY 

a. Distinctive Noun Forms 

¢ hagtalah form of middle-waw root: 4X17) (44:17); variant: 7°82) (46:6) “yield, crop” (cf. 

the usual Hebrew construction, with taw preformative: 78127). 

¢ gatiil: 719M (44:17, 25; 45:10; 46:11) “leased property; lease price” (unless one reads 7°5n). 

¢ gatil: 7">n “excavation” (44:9, 11), the Hebrew parallel of Aramaic qatil. 

b. Verbs 

i. Stems: Under obvious Aramaic influence, the Hebrew legal texts attest the Aph‘el stem 

alongside the Hiph‘il. Thus, for the same verb, we have the Hiph‘il: 12\7775nAw (45:7) as well 

as the Aph‘el: °n72nx (45:14), o1n tnx (46:8). In the last instance, the same text also attests 

the Hiph‘il: ponnw (46:5). There are also instances of the gattal participle characteristic of 

Aramaic: O°Xxw (rass@im; 44:24); 0°?) (wegqayyam; 44:26). 

ii. Forms: P.Yadin 49, a Hebrew letter, appears to use the Aramaic root h-w-y for the verb 

“to be” rather than h-y-h: }?¥7" X19 (49:6), presumably the imperative singular (instead of the 

expected plural 117). Otherwise, this verb appears with medial yod, as in classical Hebrew, 
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e.g., Mw (45:18). As noted above (I.c), the form 17"w (44:16) is a probable scribal error, 

either a dittography, with final waw merely repeated, or the result of some confusion over 

whether to write yod or waw. 

iii. Tenses: Participles serve to generate a present tense. Thus, participle + independent 

personal pronoun: °3X X71) “I acknowledge” (44:6; 45:6; 46:3). This corresponds to Aramaic 

forms attested in the subscriptions to some of the Greek papyri from Nahal Hever (see Yadin 

and Greenfield 1989): 73x71 (P.Yadin 17:40); 3X 777 (18:70); 73X X77” (20:40). Cf. also: 

maxX Wn XI (4:14; Nabatean-Aramaic) and 4? 73n3x 7312 (8:2; Aramaic). There is also 

the imperative of the verb h-y-h/h-w-h + participle: ?y7° x19, literally: “be knowing” (49:6). 

As in Aramaic, participles can generate a present-future tense. Thus, the imperfect form of 

the verb h-y-h + participle: o9pw NYA oowWINA NYy2IN Ww “that these four men shall be 
weighing out—” (44:16-17). Also note: 013) yout a’Anw “that you shall be sowing and 

gathering in” (45:16). Often, this tense has jussive force. For Aramaic examples, see below, 

ARAMAIC.IIL.c.111. 

c. Demonstrative Pronouns 

The normal Hebrew near demonstratives, singular 71 and plural 7x are attested, as well as 

the distant demonstratives. Thus, singular: 19n “that” (44:22; 45:13, 18, 22, 29; 46:7, 10, 11), 

and note the variant singular form 1197 (44:20) and fs. 1197 (44:25). Plural demonstratives are 

Wn (45:24; 46:4, 9), a syncopated form of 1997 nx “these, those,” used for determined 
accusatives (see below III.e), and the anomalous form 1177, used for plural nominatives 

(44:17, 18), which may be a scribal error or reflect an actual difference in pronunciation. It is 

thus far limited to these two, proximate examples. 

d. Prepositions and Pronominal Elements 

For the most part, these are normal for classical and contemporary Hebrew. But note the 

following: 

¢ Aramaistic 2307, 1397: “from me, from it/him” (44:23; 45:25) instead of forms with 

prepositional 77. 

¢ 3ms. pronomial suffix: “his” is normally written: 1-. Thus: 1773N7 (44:29); 153 Byi(a4.27. 

28, 29, 30). As would be expected, the Aramaic suffix occurs when signatories sign in 

Aramaic: 77797) (44:30); nwbay (46:12). 

¢ 3mpl. suffix with preposition: o°m172 (probable reading), a syncopated form of on’ma°2 

“between them,” or possibly: 0171372, a syncopated form of Aramaistic o077n1373 (less likely in 

a Hebrew text). 

e. Nota Accusativi 

In classical Hebrew, the determined accusative (namely, the direct object) is usually realized 

as: —7 nx, with the definite article prefixed to the direct object, whatever form of speech it is. 
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What we observe in the Nahal Hever papyri, and in some other contemporary Hebrew texts, 

is a double syncopation with junctive result. Thus, for example, the form oipmn (44:7, 8) 

resulted from the following progression: DIP NX — Oipia<> N<X> —> Opn (= tammaqom). 

This progression is confirmed by the syncopated, joined form: o1panx (Mur 22:2). (It reflects 

speech patterns noticeable in the way modern Hebrew-speaking children and even some 

adults run the accusative particle nx and the definite article he’ together.) Further examples 

snclude: 99m “and the whole” (44:9), Ion “these” (45:24), and narswn “and the boat(s)” 

(49:5). Note the long sequence of such forms in P.Yadin 46:4—5, all syntactically accusative: 

bon, oops, PeXA IXwM, Jan Tym, 2ptm, Tnm, and 72n. These examples show further 

that such syncopation occurs in determined construct formations (e.g., 23M, O27 "snm, and 

Tox INwM), as well as when the direct object is modified by a determined adjective (e.g., 

jan apym). Cf: W2A nivaipat Vann “the lease price of these sites” (44:17—18). Also cf. the 

form 7oxn “these” in Mur 24 B:18, and see GLOSSARY: HEBREW, S.v. MX, and Yardeni 

2000c:B:146-47 Concordance, s.v. n. By analogy, we find in a Hebrew letter from Wadi 

Murabba‘at an apparent oblique syntax: 1 nNawn 78x 12 17° “when they will be with you 

(on) this Sabbath” (Mur 44:5-6). We would have expected: naw, which actually occurs in 

line 10 of the same text. Although one could classify the above phenomena as phonological, 

which they are in the first instance, since they involve syncopation, they produce specific, 

fixed forms, and can therefore be regarded as morphological. In fact, such forms also have 

syntactic import, because they signal the accusative. 

f. Actual Aramaic Forms 

¢ 3n “one” (46:12). 

enor “if not” (45:26; 46:9). 

¢ 77 “how, like” (46:8). 

IV. SYNTAX 

a. Agreement 

- In gender: Agreement in gender between nouns and their modifiers is the rule. The noun 

y>o, as a unit of currency, is modified by feminine numbers in four cases: YIX oye (44:21, 

24); wibw orydo (45:24); ornw ory’ (46:11). In Aramaic y?0 is feminine. These are not 

actual instances of disagreement, however, because the Mishnah attests the same fluidity in 

gender for this noun, e.g., o°y%0 (wy (m. Ketub. 5:9), but ay20 AWwy (m. B. Mesi‘a 5:2). 

¢ With respect to determination: Generally, contemporary Hebrew exhibits some changes 

from classical Hebrew in this respect, but in the Hebrew documents from Nahal Hever, the 

classical agreement is the rule, e.g., ]277 1Ym1 (44:12, 15) and accusative }}o2n "3nn (44:22) 

in a construct formation. 

b. The Relative Particle w (= Se) and its Syntactic Effects 

The consistent relative indicator is the particle v, as is true in the late Biblical Hebrew of 
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Qoheleth, Song of Songs, and to a degree, Jonah, and in Rabbinic Hebrew (see Levine 1985). 

This relative particle is most often prefixed to verbs: y7Ixw (46:5); and with prepositional 

beth to nouns: mwiw (45:8) and to pronouns: o72v (44:12); and directly to independent 

pronouns: onw (44:20); and to other parts of speech: ]>>3xw (49:7). In P.Yadin 51:2, we find 

the prefixed particle w vocalized with orthographic he’: inbwnnw (see the COMMENTARY ad 

loc.). 

When combined with prepositional /amed, this particle signifies the genitive: pynw wv 

(44:7; 45:12); pan 2w “of the vegetable garden (plots)” (45:21; 46:7). Note the declined 

form 137v (45:7). The relative particle vy + > figures in the anticipatory genitive, a feature 

characteristic of Late Hebrew. Thus, X2019 ]2 piynw 2w io3nD, literally, “his administrator, 

(namely), of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?” (44:6-7; 45:11—12). 

c. Emphatic Use of Independent Pronouns 

In the Hebrew legal documents, and even more noticeably in their Aramaic and Nabatean- 

Aramaic counterparts, independent pronouns are used for emphasis. There are occasional 

examples of this phenomenon in classical Hebrew, but it is quite prominent in the 

documentary texts from the Judean Desert: 1199X ,7nKX ,7?2¥1 “And it is incumbent upon you, 

you, ?El‘azar”’ (46:10). 

d. A Syntactic Anomaly 

In P.Yadin 45:8—9 we have: Jay °nIMw Inn Nw 7aw “that is within the jurisdictional limits 

of the leased (parcel) I hold in partnership with you.” One would expect the relative pronoun 

w+, or: vw + 3 (= °mpnw Pw, "mpnwaw). In other words, a component appears to be 

missing (note the metathesis of pe’? and waw in the form nDInw < nipniw). 

e. Idiomatic Usage 

° mm 23997 (46:5) (Aramaic 37 27? 77) “previously.” 

* 01139 “according to custom” (46:6); 01713 7771 “as is the custom” (46:8) (cf. Greek vous). 

¢ 72> na(1)¥9 (45:30; 46:8, 12) (Aramaic 7722P?) “in view of this.” 
©1397 An (44:23) “in excess of it.” 

¢ Ion (44:20) “minus.” 

° 77(3) 9D (45:17; 46:6) (Aramaic O09739 75) “whatever, anything.” 

¢ —5 N19 (44:13) (Aramaic: —? xtn °73) “as is fitting for-.” 
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ARAMAIC 

The Aramaic of the Judean Desert papyri, including papyri in Nabatean-Aramaic, is best 

understood against the background of earlier phases of the Aramaic language, especially that 

of the Achaemenid period. For a comprehensive treatment of that phase, see Folmer 1995. 

I. ORTHOGRAPHY 

a. Drift | 

i. Between X and 73: 

- In postpositive determination of singular nouns: In the Aramaic language, generally, 

determination is indicated postpositively, by suffixed aleph, vocalized with long-a. Among 

the Aramaic texts from the Yadin Collection, one can say that the legal texts are slightly 

more conservative in this regard, as determined noun forms with aleph are rather frequent, 

e.g., XM (8:3); NWN (8:6); XDOD (42:6, 7; 47a:9); Ninn “the boundary” (47b:8); xnann “the 

gift” (7:5). In the Aramaic letters, on the other hand, suffixed he’ is frequent, e.g., 7792) “the 

cattle” (50:10); 73x “the trees” (50:11); 7923 “the man” (54:8); 75°0 “the sword” (54:16). 

Nevertheless, these are mere tendencies, since in the Nahal Hever papyri (and in Judean 

Desert Aramaic generally), we observe a mixed situation, with both aleph and he? signifying 

determination, at times in the same text and even in the spelling of the same word. This 

means that the same scribe might be inconsistent. Thus, in an Aramaic letter, P.Yadin 54, we 

have both amiayip (54:13) and xmuynb (54:7) “the punishment,” and both 7°2D0N2 (54:15) 

and x°?pOX2 (54:5) “under guard,” a Greek word in an Aramaic realization. In the Aramaic 

legal texts, the pattern is also mixed, depending on the scribe and the degree of adherence to 

the traditional spelling. Forms with he? include e.g., 737 (47a:4, 8); 337 771 (42:6); 7331 “the 

purchaser” (47a:9); 725 (7:4, 19; but x29 in 7:20, 22); A70Kx (7:14); 72ND “the writ” (47b:6; 
but note X2N5 in 22:32, 33). In Aramaic legal subscriptions of Greek documents, note: 7375 

“the deposit” (17:3); 37°21 3077 “the courtyard and the house” (19:1). 

¢ In plural determined nouns: With aleph, e.g., x°2°?9) “and the young men” (56:3); XN772 

x’ “in courtyards and the houses” (7:13); with he?: 7772177 “the Romans” (56:5) and, if the 

reading is correct: 7°795D2 “by the mules” (56:9). 

¢ In participial and adjectival forms: x7”p “is valid” (fs. Pa‘‘el adj.; 10:11); xan? “residing” 

(fs. Pe‘al part.; 10:15). Contrast fs. Pe‘al participles with he?: many “dwelling”; nppn 77291 
“and entering and exiting” (7:25). Also note fs. Pa‘el adj. with he?: nu?w x21 Tw X71 “she 
(shall) not have the rightful authority” (7:26). The spelling x°w 1 with aleph is attested at 

Wadi Murabba‘at: x°w7 nx °7 “that you are free, have authority” (Mur 19:6, 17). Also note 

feminine adjectives with aleph, such as xvDw “goodly, beautiful” (7:5), and Pa‘‘el-based 

adjectival forms with he’: nm°p 1772 “by a binding statement” (7:2). Also note the feminine 

adjective 725 “great” (50:12). Note the inconsistency in Pe‘il forms: 71071 ... 41n “is fit ... and 

may be fit” (47a:8), but: xin 7719 “as is fit” (7:13 et passim). Note also the gentilic, 

determined singular: 7°977n “the Palmyrean” (54:14). 

¢ In verbal forms: 717 (imperative) “be!” (58:3), and: 719n (50:12), but: x17 (42:8). 
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* In personal (mainly Aramaic) names: Contrast in the same Aramaic subscription: x>aw 
(18:69) with 777w (18:70); as well as xt" (22:31) alongside n717? (22:37). 
* In feminine indicators: For example, indeterminate feminine noun forms; with aleph: e.g., 
Nama (7:7), 82°? “night” (7:6); but also with he?: nim “gift” (7:13). 

ii. Y (= Sin) for 0: A peculiarity of the Aramaic texts from Nahal Hever (and of some 
Hebrew texts, as well) is that the voiceless, dental sibilant (i.e., the s-sound), usually written 
with samekh in the Aramaic of this period, is sometimes written with sin. Thus, qwna “holds, 
possesses” (42:4) for jon (cf. 7:14). Also note 2wn> (10:7, 9) for expected 300 “to take.” 
Also note the exceptional spelling wa33 (17:3) for Greek vépos instead of 01013 (cf. TOIL]; 
56:9). This peculiarity may have something to do with Nabatean scribal practice (see below, 
NABATEAN-ARAMAIC: I.d.ii and also Yardeni 1997:12—13). 

iii. 0 for w (= Sin): A more normal and widespread process in Aramaic and Late Hebrew is 
evidenced by the replacement of sin with samekh. In Aramaic texts, examples include: x°w3 
(42:1) written as °037 (54:1), both in the titulary of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba. Note that x30 
(7:16 et passim) is consistently written with samekh as in later Aramaic, whereas in the 
Nabatean-Aramaic papyri, it is consistently written x°3w, with sin, as in earlier stages of 
Aramaic. In P.Yadin 54 the scribe seems to be consistent in favoring samekh, even writing 
nw “greetings” as 070 (54:2). The influence of Greek is possible, as it lacks the phoneme /8/. 
Also see below, Il.e.i and Yardeni 1997:12-13. 

b. Defective versus Plene Orthography 

The Aramaic legal documents from Nahal Hever exhibit both defective and plene 

orthography. Contrast n?3217) with niat (47a:4; both forms in the same line); as well as yan 

(8:5) with plene yin (10:8). Although the Aramaic letters tend towards defective 

orthography, the do exhibit some examples of plene orthography: yrDm°xX “I will exact 

payment” (50:9); yisay¥°n “you will do” (54:7); m3” “camp” (57:3, 4; 58:2). 

¢ In plural pronominal suffixes: Defective orthography predominates in the Aramaic letters 

in plural pronominal suffixes: 7239 (54:7; 55:7); Joni? (54:11); yan? (57:4); 12% (55:7), but 

note jinn (55:5); 719? (63:5). Also note a rare instance of doubly defective orthography in a 

3mpl. imperfect verbal form with 2mpl. object suffix: j322n3° “they will aggravate you” 

(50:8). Also, in 3mpl. imperfect j29n° “they will destroy” (50:10). For the most part, 

however, 2mpl. and 3mpl. imperfect verbal forms are written p/ene, with waw. Thus, 713n2n 

“you will weigh, examine” (54:2); }in?wm “and you will send” (54:4). 

¢ In singular pronominal suffixes: 3ms. p/ene: 7°79 “with his products” (50:6); 7°75 “his 

fruit” (50:7). 

¢ In names: In P.Yadin 10:5, the name of Moses is written p/ene as nwa rather than Aw”, 

and in P.Yadin 47a:3, the month name is written n2°v rather than nav. The name 77/xX3015 is 

usually written with a waw (53:1; 54:1; 56:1; 63:1), but note 72w5 (50:1). 
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II. PHONOLOGY 

a. Use of Aleph to Separate Vowels 

This subject has been treated by Cook (1998:363). Note the following forms: °x7[1}7") “and 

the Judeans” (10:5; see the COMMENTARY ad loc.); *xn3awn (according to one reading) “you 

will be captured” (10:10). 

b. Assimilation of Nun 

Unlike Hebrew, the assimilation of nun to a following consonant is unusual in Aramaic. 

Nevertheless, in the Aramaic texts from Nahal Hever, this phenomenon does occur in a few 

infinitival verbal forms: ppm? (< pD3?) “to go out” (42:8); awn? (< 10397; see above, I.a.ii) 
“to take” (10:7, 9). Note, however: p53[721] (7:14), 28379? (7:17), and qn39? (7:17, 56; 10:16). 

c. Syncopation 

¢ Of aleph: In simple stem verbal forms: y17nNn (54:3) and infinitival tn? (54:16) “you will 

hold; to hold.” Also note: 771 (< 47x71) “and let him come” (56:6). In Aph‘el verbal forms: 

the participle: jon”) (< jonx~*) “possessing” (7:14, 51); the imperfect: Jon” (< Jonx’*) “will 

possess” (7:18, 19, 23, 58) and piwan (< pwAN*) “and they will bring” (57:4); and the 

infinitive (if taken as an Aph‘el and not as a simple stem): 9n377) “and to bequeath” (7:17). 
In nouns: 1773) (< 1x71) “and from a place” (55:3). 

¢ Of he’: In pronominal suffixes: "129 (< °71¥) “upon him/it” (54:16). 
¢ Of het: 12vn7 (54:6) as contrasted with mown in the same text (54:10) (possible scribal 

error). 

° Of yod: Note 77? (< 77°) “to my hand” (50:9; see the COMMENTARY ad loc.). 

d. Dissimilation with Nun 

Note the infinitive construct form of the Aph‘el verb <-/-/: 12¥31? “to bring in” (7:26, 68). 

e. Sound Shifts 

i. From shin to Sin: A single clear case of the sound shift shin — Sin in a noun occurs in the 

form 070 “peace, well-being, greetings” (54:2), occurring in an Aramaic letter. Otherwise, 

we find only the normal Aramaic form o%w (53:1, 5; 56:2, 10; 58:2, 3). 

ii. From sade to samekh (apparent): In an Aramaic letter, we encounter the form y1702n 

“you will fall short” (54:15), which may be a variant of }i782n. If so, the unusual spelling 

with samekh would represent a softening of the emphatic sibilant sade. If, however, an 

alternative derivation is accepted, no such shift would be attested. (For further explanation 

on this derivation as well as an alternative derivation see the COMMENTARY ad loc.) 

iii. From assumed proto-Semitic faw to taw: In P.Yadin 43:7 we encounter the term x1np 

“tle” (= *getar — qetar). Normally, the form is realized in Aramaic as wp “knot,” wherein 
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taw partially assimilates to the emphatic goph (as explained in the COMMENTARY ad loc.). 
/ 

iv. From lamed to resh (apparent): 77wn7 for Swnn (53:3; see the COMMENTARY ad loc.). 

v. From resh to lamed (apparent): Note the probable restorations of the imperial title 
TIWIPHIX, realized as T1y?PvIN in P.Yadin 8:1 (cf. in Nabatean-Aramaic, P.Yadin Gri): 

vi. From he to aleph: The prefixed aleph marking the Aramaic causative stem (Aphtel) 
replaced the he? of the Haph‘el characteristic of earlier phases of Aramaic. In the Aramaic 
reflected in the Nahal Hever papyri, this process was virtually complete. Note, however, the 
prefixed he? in the unusual forms 17wn7 (53:3) and 1Dwna7 (54:6), as well as the difficult form 
dan\nna\ns (54:3). Cf. also in an Aramaic subscription the form: nnpn (18:68; and see the 
NOTES ad /oc. in Yadin and Greenfield 1989:142). Note also the conjunction 17 “if, whether” 
(7:25, 66; 8:8), which is characteristic of earlier phases of Aramaic, instead of x, which is 

the normal form in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (but cf. Mur 18:7). Note also that the form 7A 

is normal in Nabatean-Aramaic (cf. P.Yadin 1:16 et passim) and that P.Yadin 7 and 8 evince 

other Nabatean-Aramaic influences. 

f. Metathesis 

* Note the consistent lack of the expected sibilant metathesis for (H)ithpe‘el verbs: j31nx 

(7:16), yarn (10:14), aswnt (53:3), and 1Dwnn (54:6). One possible exception is \xnawn 

“you will be taken captive” (10:10), but this problematic form is a probable scribal error. 

* Note the form 71977N “you must be careful” (50:6). This probably represents a contracted 

form of y17971n, which would be the normal Ithpe‘el (see the COMMENTARY ad /oc.). The 

root z-h-r is only attested in Aramaic in derived stems. Cf., for example, at Hermopolis: 

279TIX (TAD A2.1:8; 2.2:17 [Besciani-Kamil 4, 2]). 

g. Regressive Vowel 

¢ Note 737 natip qa “formerly” (10:4), a probable scribal error. 

h. The Form w13x in the Aramaic Documents 

In the Aramaic Nahal Hever documents this word for “man, person” is sometimes realized in 

the form wi3x, as in Hebrew, rather than in the expected Aramaic form, wix. The shift from 

ena to ?eno¥ reflects the well-known Canaanite sound shift whereby accented long a-vowel 

shifts to o-vowel, a process that did not occur in Aramaic. While in the Aramaic legal 

documents we find attestations of the form wi1x (7:19, 21, 60; 8:7), in the Aramaic letters we 

find, for the most part, the more expected Aramaic form Wix (50:13; 55:3; but also in 47b:10, 

a legal document). The form w13x is also evident in the Nabatean-Aramaic legal documents 

from Nahal Hever (see below, NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.I.e.i), and in the Nabatean tomb 

inscriptions, which exhibit a legal character (see Healey 1993:254 Glossary, s.v. *nw5). The 
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pattern of distribution suggests that when the Aramaic legal tradition preserved this 

“Canaanite” or Hebraic realization, it did so only in particular clauses, but why this is so 

remains uncertain. In Elephantine Aramaic legal texts, the realization is consistently W3X. 

Also note that P.Yadin 7 and 8 both exhibit other affinities with Nabatean-Aramaic. 

Ill. MORPHOLOGY 

a. Nouns 

¢ Indeterminate absolute °2: This form for “house” (= bay; 7:4, 16, 55) instead of absolute 

m2 (= bayit) is widely attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (Sokoloff DJPA 92, s.v. 2). It 

is also known in Old Aramaic (DNWST 156-57, s.v. byt). 

¢ The Arabic ellative: P73X (= °asdaq) “rightful heir” (7:22, 23; also in Nabatean-Aramaic, 

36:20, 21 [Papyrus Starcky]). 

¢ Feminine form: 72v “Sabbath, week” (7:7). See the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:7 for 

analysis of this form, which is normal in Elephantine as well as in later Aramaic. 

¢ Feminine plural: pyw “hours” (7:7), singular nyw (7:12), as is normal in Jewish 

Palestinian Aramaic (Sokoloff DJPA 561). 

¢ getil-based noun forms: x71°21 “the purchases” (8:7); perhaps f. 779n “leased parcel” 

(43:6). 

¢ gattel-based noun forms: probable ?70 (= salléq) “withdrawal” (43:2). 

b. Pronouns 

i. Demonstrative pronouns 

¢ Near m.: 137, also N37 “this” (7:16; 47b:9), 333 (47b:9). 

¢ Near f.: X87 “this” (7:5, 15; 8:2), also 837 (47b:7). 

¢ Distant m.: J7 “that” (47a:8, 9), 15 (7:26, 69; 8:3). 

¢ Distant f.: °n “that” (7:25, 67). 

¢ Distant pl.: 71x “those” (10:6), 7173(7)8 (8:5, 10:8). 

ii. The relative pronoun °7: In morphological terms, this pronoun is most often separatim. 

There are, however, some instances where it is prefixed: 

* to a verb (perfect): n’3317) “and which I sold” (47a:4). 

° to a noun: 4? WX YwWPNT 297 “that all that Elisha‘ says to you” (53:2-3). 
For further discussion of the relative pronoun, see below IV.d and also APPENDIX C by 

Joseph Naveh. 

c. Verbs 

i. Infinitival forms with mem preformative: In addition to the Aramaic Pe‘al infinitive 

construct with mem preformative (/emiqtal), which is normal, the Nahal Hever Aramaic 

documents (and the Nabatean-Aramaic documents) attest Pa‘‘el and Aph‘el forms with the 

same mem preformative (as in later phases of Aramaic). Examples of the Pa‘‘el include: 
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32179? “to sell” (47a:9, b:9) and 132199 (42:9) (contrast in Nabatean-Aramaic: 73219 [2:9; 
3:10]). Examples of the Aph‘el: 1n71771 “and to bequeath” (7:17, 56). This form reflects the 

syncopation of aleph: 1n71N271*, as does the possible reading: 73[nNJon>) (< ninoxn>1*) “and 
to hold” (10:7, 9; see Greenfield 1990). 

ii. Anomalous infinitives: 97N7) (42:8) instead of qnn>. Note the Pe‘al form yp? (instead 
of yn) “and to pay” (7:17, 57). 

iii. The present-future tense of X17” + participle: Examples have been noted in the Hebrew 

texts (see above, HEBREW.III.b.iii). Aramaic examples include: 73? 9pn xinn “you shall be 

weighing out for us” (42:6); 93? pram xian “you shall be clearing for us” (42:8); 2X NINN 77) 
“that I will be eating” (7:14). 

iv. Stems: 

¢ Pe‘il forms: 772733 “stolen” (54:6); y°7" “known” (55:6); P'?°pm “weighed” (63:3). 

¢ The forms J77NWx and j2tnx in P.Yadin 7:16/54: The form }77Nwx “it has been taken as 

pledge” is virtually identical with the Arabic form 7istarhan (= Istaftala, 3ms. perfect; 

Greenfield 1974:76—79; 1991:220-27; Beeston 1979:1—2). It is likely, as suggested by 

Yadin, Greenfield, and Yardeni (1996:397), that this represents a morphological Arabism. 

The form j21nx “it has been sold” represents the Aramaic Ithpa‘al, without the usual 

metathesis and shift of the taw to daleth under the impact of the sibilant zayin (normally 

j271x; see above, II-f). For a similar form in Nabatean-Aramaic, 3ms. imperfect j21n’, cf. 

Healey 1993:193 on H 28:4. 

IV. SYNTAX 

a. Nota Accusativi 

° Usage of n°: Thus, 7073x Mm “the letter” (63:5); 212 m1 (63:4); AMyND m (54:13). Note 

that n> can be combined with object suffixes: }(WAM (54:5; 55:5 et passim); n° (7:62); "2m 

(7:22 et passim). 

¢ Possible accusative lamed: 19 319 “do it!” (53:3); 12 79°78 “(we) need him” (56:7). 

b. Agreement of Determination 

Normally, agreement is the rule. The usual demonstratives show agreement. Thus, 337 x71? 

(47a:4, 10), but also note 77 XDOD (42:6, 7). 

c. Anticipatory Genitive 

One notes the general absence of this syntactic feature in the Aramaic texts, whereas it is 

attested in the Hebrew papyri (see above, HEBREW.IV.b). Note, however, the likely 

restoration: X2019 72 PyAlw JIL 77103)», literally: “his administrators, namely, of Shim‘on, 

son of Kosiba’” (42:2). 
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d. The Syntactic Functions of the Particle °4 

- As the functional genitive: Thus, 177 °7 j3yv “loads of salt” (58:3), literally: “loads which 

are of salt.” 

- In the relative function: Frequently introducing purpose clauses: n?wn °7 “(in order) that 

you dispatch” (57:1); fin2wmi yay 75 “that you load on, and send” (58:2). 

¢ Simply in the relative function: ]173(?)7 °7 (8:5; 10:8), literally: “which are (equivalent to).” 

¢ Relative, in the sense of “who”: 17¥ °3 “who resides” (7:3). 

¢ In combinations: 

—>7 1 “whoever ...” (7:19; 50:7); °7 773 “that which (= whatever ...)” (10:6). 

—»7 5°72 “because” (= for) (57:4—5). 
—°39 “like that” (= as; whenever) (7:4, 22, 53). 

= 93 22 “all that.( 7741029): 

— °t + > (functioning as relative-possessive): ’7"? °7 “which (belong) to the heirs of—” 

(7:37); °° “mine” (7:13; here perhaps as a declined possessive pronoun, but note *? 77 in the 

parallel 7:48). 

See APPENDIX C by Joseph Naveh for further discussion of the relative pronoun. 

e. Numbers between 11 and 19 

In most dialects of Aramaic, including Biblical Aramaic and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, 

numbers between 11 and 19 are formed with the units (in construct state) preceding the 

number 10 (e.g., wy nY¥I4KX; 47a:3). On the other hand, we also have wrni wy (7:2) and 

yawi wy] (8:2—3). Regarding these latter two examples, however, we should that note 

P.Yadin 7 and 8 evince features of Nabatean-Aramaic influence, and that this construction 

also occurs in all attested cases of numbers between 11 and 19 in Nabatean-Aramaic (e.g., 

P.Yadin 2:8, 29; 6:5) and therefore, may have been normative in this dialect (see Cantineau 

1930—32:96-97). Such a construction is also well attested amongst the Aramaic documents 

from Elephantine (see Muraoka and Porten 1998 §21c, where parallels in Mandaic are also 

discussed). See also Yardeni 1997:13. 

f. Usage of ’mx, Particle of Existence 

* positive: 79 "mx "7 1” 9D “whatever there is to me (= that I have)” (7:3 et passim). 
* negative: —9 °mxX x» “there is not to— (= one does not have)” (7:19). 

¢ declined form: °717°x “it/he is” (= Late Hebrew 13”) (7:20). 

g. Idiomatic Usage 

Comparative m5 has two functions: 

(1) m5 “as well, in the usual manner” (= n) + 3; = Hebrew ni>2)—in a concluding position, 

indicating a usual quantity or provision: n1D ... 83X72?) “and to our lord ... as well” (8:9). 

(2) mD, m9) “as well, and as well”—introducing an additional specification, or item, as in 

P.Yadin 7:7 et passim. 
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NABATEAN-ARAMAIC 

There are many similarities of a grammatical nature between the Aramaic and the Nabatean- 

Aramaic papyri, making it unnecessary to repeat features already discussed. Attention will 

focus, therefore, on distinctive features of the Nabatean-Aramaic papyri. Features of P.Yadin 

7, a deed of gift written in Aramaic and in the Jewish script, are relevant to a discussion of 

Nabatean-Aramaic grammar because that text contains some of the same Arabic words and 

formulae that occur in P.Yadin 1, 2—3, 4, 6, and 9. On this basis, the evidence of P.Yadin 7 

will be factored into the present section on Nabatean-Aramaic grammar. 

I. ORTHOGRAPHY/PHONOLOGY 

It has been decided to combine these two aspects, because it is often difficult to determine 

where orthography ends and phonology begins. Certain features are orthographic inasmuch 

as they pertain to spelling, and yet phonological in their ramifications. 

a. Indistinguishable Letters in the Nabatean Script 

Most of the offshoots of the Aramaic script, in this case the Nabatean, did not distinguish 

between daleth and resh. As a result, some readings, especially of Arabic words, remain 

uncertain. Examples include, inter alia: (1) 8INP¥/XIIPY “account, contract,” or “immovable 

property” (1:15; 4:14, 16, and see the COMMENTARY ad loc.); (2) 1N/77Nn, “border,” or 

“release” (2:6, 26, 29, and see the COMMENTARY ad loc.); (3) 81¥/X73¥ “promise, pledge” or 

a verb: “remains” (9:6). In most cases, etymology and context allow for reasonably certain, 

or at least preferable readings. 

b. Drift 

Some of the same kinds of drift noted in the grammatical treatment of the Aramaic papyri are 

present in the Nabatean-Aramaic papyri, as well. 

c. Plene and Defective Orthography 

Inconsistency is the rule. The evidence is too limited to allow us to draw statistical 

conclusions. Differences between defective and plene orthography may be due, at least in 

part, to different scribal schools, a situation that generated fluidity in spelling. Note the 

following cases in point: 

* In some respects, defective spelling seems to be more pronounced in the Nabatean-Aramaic 

papyri. Contrast defective y7n “dates” (1:21, 26) with plene 17N (7:4), and defective °37% 

“vessels of—” (1:24) with 72x (7:4, 16), where, however, the difference in spelling could be 

regarded as syncopation. 

¢ In mpl. noun forms plene and defective spellings occur side-by-side, e.g., ]W3y) J°31TP51 

“and deposits and penalties” (1:24). The same is true of ms. suffixes. Thus, we find 72n> “he 

wrote it; issued it” (3:52) but plene 74nd (1:53). 

* Note the normally defective writing of plural suffixes: om>y (1:50); o72 (2:15) (as well as 
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their ending with mem, as in Arabic). 

¢ getil forms are normally written plene: X°3W1 VT “small and large” (1:4, 31; 2:7, 28, ete?); 

awa") aw “wet and dry” (2:6, 26; 3:7, 29); 2771 p’nn “distant and near” (2:11¢ 33g ao: 

etc.); pews “ripened” (1:8); 3°n2 “written” (1:36). There are exceptions, however, e.g., 

defective yn “fixed” (2:9, 30; 3:32). 

° The Shaftel aw = 3ms. perfect “he has rescued” is not actually plene. It would qualify as 

such only if written: 2°17. 

d. The Transcription of Arabic Words 

The orthography of the various forms of Arabic words occuring in the Nabatean-Aramaic 

papyri of the Yadin Collection is complicated by factors that do not pertain to the Hebrew or 

(with the exception of P.Yadin 7) to the Aramaic papyri written in the Jewish scripts. In the 

period of the Nahal Hever corpus, writers of legal and other documents in the Nabatean 

script utilized the short, so-called “Canaanite” alphabet of twenty-two characters (reduced to 

twenty-one characters, the forms of daleth and resh having become identical). This is the 

same alphabet used in the Jewish scripts. As a consequence, seven characters in the short 

alphabet (daleth, het, tet, ‘ayin, sade, sin, and taw) would, when employed to signify letters 

of the Arabic alphabet, have a “double function.” In the Arabic script, the six additional 

characters are graphically indicated by supralinear punctuation, specifically one or more dots 

placed above the base character. In the script of the Nabatean-Aramaic papyri, however, 

there is no such punctuation, or, to put it another way, the short alphabet lacks the required 

graphemes for producing all of the Arabic sounds. This “double function” is of phonemic 

significance, affecting our determinations as to etymology. 

The important relationship of the Nabatean and other contemporary Aramaic writing 

systems to Arabic writing has been discussed by Naveh (1970:32 n. 3; 1987:153-62), Diem 

(1976, 1980), and more recently by Gruendler (1993) and by Yardeni (1991, 2000c). Most 

authorities agree that the Nabatean cursive was the immediate precursor of the Arabic script. 

Diem advanced the etymological principle that with respect to Arabic words used in 

Nabatean-Aramaic, Arabic phonemes for which no grapheme existed were written like their 

Aramaic cognates. An example, cited by Gruendler (1993:116), is Arabic nazara “to look” 

written with nun, tet, resh, following Aramaic netar “to watch.” A possible exception to 

Diem’s rule, 7¥¥, depending on one’s interpretation of this word, is noted below under I.d.v. 

i. Double function: The five Arabic sounds that lack a direct correspondent in the short 

alphabet are: dhdl (3), z@ (4), th® (©), kh@ (¢), and ghayn (¢). The relevant orthographic 

data on double function, as evidenced in the Nahal Hever papyri, may be summarized as 

follows: 

¢ Among the limited number of Arabic words, we have found no certain case of the Arabic 

sound dhal, which would be reproduced by 3, or of Arabic z@, which would be reproduced 

by v. 
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* We have found the following instances of “double-function” in the Yadin Collection: 

—n=t@ (©), but also = the (S), as in: 

— nan (tabit) “valid register” (2:6, 25; 3:6, 28). 
— yan (tamanun) “price” (6:7, if this word is to be identified as Arabic tamanun, and not as 

an Aramaic fraction, tuman = '). 

—n=h@ (c), but also = kh@& (¢), as in: 

— 19, 9N (hariifatun) “dates” (7:4; 1:21, 26). 

— np?on (haligatun) “custom, manner” (7:24, 65; 1:17, 38; 2:13, 36; 3:40; 6:10). 

—9)9n (hilfatun) “fruit” (1:37). 

— yn (haldsun) “release” (1:28, 32, 49; 2:12; 3:13, 38). 

— ¥ =“ayn (¢), but also = ghayn (¢), as in: 

— pnsyin (ganima) “profits” (2:12, 35; 3:39). 

— 921 (nabaga) “appearing” (1:22; 2:6, 26; 3:29), if this is an Arabic word (see the 

COMMENTARY ad l/oc.). 

— 7229 (gallatun) “produce” (7:4; 1:21, 26; 6:5). 
— PAX (girarun) “deceptive practices” (2:15, 40; 3:46; 4:18), if this is an Arabic word 

(see the COMMENTARY ad loc.). 

ii. Use of the grapheme shin [wv] for the Arabic phoneme /s/: 

To quote Gruendler (1993:116): 

In the orthography of Arabic names in Imperial Aramaic and Nabatean inscriptions, as well as in 
Arabic inscriptions, the Arabic sounds s (reflex of Proto-Semitic *s and *8) and 8 (reflex of Proto- 

Semitic *S) were written with the Aramaic homograph sin/Sin. 

The explanation for this choice, instead of transcribing Arabic s and § by samekh and shin, 

respectively, lies in the predominant role of Imperial Aramaic, and the fact that “the 

numerous pairs of cognates favoured the equation of Arabic s with Aramaic 8” (Gruendler 

1993:116). To do otherwise would clash with the cognate evidence, and so the equation was 

accepted across the board, even where there were no cognates indicated. The one case of this 

transcription in the Yadin Collection is the noun owP “share” (2:6; 3:28), a transcription of 

Arabic gismun “share, portion.” If in the construction JIPY\PAPY WRI (1:15), the lexeme WX 

is being used as an Arabic word, we would have an additional case of this transcription. 

Similarly, the word written as xinw “winter, rainy season” (6:14), with the Sin/shin 

homograph, is known from Song 2:11 where it is written with samekh. This may indicate 

that it is being used as an Arabic word, Sitd(w)un (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 6:14). 

Of further interest is the likelihood that certain spellings with sin/shin, where we would 

expect samekh, in the Hebrew and Aramaic papyri in the Jewish scripts may have been 
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influenced by Nabatean scribal practice. Thus, we find nypwn “the boat(s)” (49:5; Hebrew), 

xrpwn “from the boat” (49:8); wna “possesses” (42:4; Aramaic); and awn? “to take” (10:7, 

9: Aramaic). In an Aramaic subscription, we find the Greek word vowos “law, custom” 

spelled wi3> (17:42), and in XHev/Se 10:3 (Aramaic) we find the unusual spelling pyw for 

the monetary unit py. This tendency may also extend to the spelling of personal names. 

Also see above, HEBREW.I.a.ii; ARAMAIC. I.a.11. 

iii. Signification of the shadda (or tashdid): In the Arabic script, “a consonant that is to be 

doubled, or, as the Arabs say, strengthened ..., without the interposition of a vowel ... is 

written only once, but marked with the sign [*], which is called ... the tesdid” (Wright 1896— 

98 §11). Since the script utilized by the scribes in the Nabatean-Aramaic language provided 

no supralinear marking with which to indicate the tashdid (or shadda), as is the case in the 

Arabic script, such reduplication was often signified by the repetition of the relevant 

consonant. There are two clear examples of this practice in the Nabatean-Aramaic papyri 

from Nahal Hever (1) 77n\79n “border/clear title” (2:6, 26; 3:6, 29) and (2) 1729 “crop, 
yield” (7:4 [Jewish script]; 1:21, 26; 6:5 [Nabatean script]). There are two additional, 

probable attestations: onnn “gift” (1:28) and ?21n “pledge” (1:28), as well as one possible, 
but questionable attestation (if it is not a scribal ee >>yy “security” (1:28; see the 

COMMENTARY ad loc.). 

It is doubtful, however, whether gemination was consistently indicated by doubling in the 

Nabatean script, because it may be absent from some forms assumed to represent Arabic 

words that exhibit tashdid. Thus, the form }yn “specification” (1:28; 2:12; 3:38) is reliably 

taken to represent Arabic ta‘yinun, from the denominative ‘ayyana “to see,” and yet there is 

no doubling of the yod (cf. 1%y). If the form }3 is translated “concealment, concealed” (1:22; 

2:6, 26; 3:29) and identified with Arabic jinnun (noun) “concealment” or janinun (adj.) 

“concealed,” we would expect the doubling of the nun to be indicated (cf. 377). 

iv. Signification of long a-vowel with alif in the transcription of Arabic words: It would 

appear that in most instances, there is no signification of the alifin the Nabatean-Aramaic 

transcriptions of identifiable Arabic words. Thus, the most likely Arabic form underlying 7%n 

“clearance, requittal” (1:28) is haldsun (Lane 786, col. 2), but no alif is indicated here. The 

same would be true of the term O07N in the formula x°nw onn ?y “by the ban of heaven” (1:8), 

if this term is taken to reflect Arabic hardmun “forbidden act, statement of prohibition” 

(Lane 555, col. 3). Other cases, of varying degrees of probability, are 0°? (givasun; Lane 

2578) “measure” (7:10), and xI7P¥ (Sagadrun; Lane 2100) “immovable property” (1:15). In 

contrast, there are cases where alif would seem to be indicated, if the identifications with 

Arabic are correct. These include 71x?y (‘aldniyatun; 1:22; 2:6, 26; 3:29) and Jw™KN IY 

(girarun; 2:15, 40; 3:46; 4:18). 

v. The special problem of the word ny “wood” in P.Yadin 2:6, 26; 3:29: The problems 
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attendant upon this lexeme, and _ its possible interpretation, are discussed in the 
COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:6. If ny is taken as a Hebrew word, there is no orthographic 
(or phonological) problem, merely one of usage. If it were to be taken as an Aramaic word 
meaning “wood” we would expect ayin [dissimilated to aleph in certain Aramaic dialects], 
yielding: nY¥, AYX. Conceivably, we might even expect goph, producing Apy. It may well be, 
however, that 7¥¥ represents an Arabic word (= ‘ida). If so, it would be a clear exception to 
Diem’s etymological principle, because it would illustrate the preference for sade over ayin 
by Nabatean scribes in reproducing dad, as explained by Gruendler (1993:70). This tendency 
applies to all cases of Arabic dad. 

e. Clearly Phonological Features 
i. The cases of A210n “eight” and wi3x “man, person”: The Nabatean-Aramaic papyri attest 
two instances of “Canaanite” writing, wherein the shift of accented long a-vowel to o-vowel 
has been realized. The case of the noun wi3x “man, person” (1:20, 43; 2:10, 32; 3:12, 35; 
4:14; 9:7) instead of the normal Aramaic realization wx (actually attested in P.Yadin 2:16, 
41; 3:47) has already been treated above with regard to the Aramaic papyri in the Yadin 
Collection (see above, ARAMAIC.IL.h). The other instance is that of the numeral “eight” main 
(1:1, 11), also written xavan (2:1, 18; 4:1 1), instead of in the usual Aramaic forms 7/x°20N. 
As in the case of wi3x, it is likely that this anomaly has to do with the use of numerals in 
fixed formulae, in this instance, date formulae (Fassberg 1992:58; and note the use of 7nX in 
the date formula in P.Yadin 42, an Aramaic legal document). It is worth noting that in early 
Arabic papyri, long a-vowel before nun is sometimes written as a waw. Acording to Hopkins 
(1984:9 §8) it is questionable, however, whether the actual sound shift @ > 6 occurred in 
Arabic, since this shift is restricted to the suffix —iin (see Morgenstern 1999:137*). 

li. Syncopation: As in the Aramaic papyri, Aph‘el forms may exhibit syncopation. Thus, 
JOM” (< jonx’*) “he will possess” (1:44) (see ARAMAIC.II.c). 

iii. Sound shift: /amed — nun. The name of the Nabatean king, Malichus, 159%, is written 
133% (2:2, 20; 36:10 [Papyrus Starcky]). 

II. MORPHOLOGY 

Noun and Verb Forms 

i. Absolute feminine noun forms: There would appear to be a penchant for absolute 
feminine noun forms in the Nabatean-Aramaic texts. Note 1 “jurisdiction, authorization” 
(2:5, 25; 3:28, and in XHev/Se nab 2:8). The absolute form is also attested in an Aramaic 
papyrus, XHev/Se 7:6. Also note nw “partnership” (1:28; 2:7; 3:7, 30), and in Jewish 
Palestinian Aramaic (see Sokoloff DJPA). 

ii. Reduplication: 7275 “everything, entirely all” (2:15; 3:45; 4:16), also written separatim, 
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95 9D (1:9). 

iii. Verbal stems: The Nabatean-Aramaic papyri attest the Shaftel stem: 2”w “he rescued” 

(1:1; 2:1, 5, 24; 3:5, 21). Examples of Arabic stems occur in P.Yadin 7 and are discussed in 

ARAMAIC.IL.c. 

iv. Demonstrative pronouns: 13x instead of ]13X “those” (4:16; 36:12—-13; see Cantineau 

1930-32:60). 

I. SYNTAX 

Briefly note the following features of syntax: 

i. The iterative use of t-w-b: Note the repetitive force of the verb ¢-w-b: 72 71971 21n “And 

he may further (= again) have” (1:30). Normally, to express this repetitive force, adverbial 

forms of this root rather than finite verbal forms are used (cf. in Elephantine Aramaic: 821n 

[TAD A6.15:11] and in Syriac: twb [LexSyr 817]). 

ii. Nota accusativi: In the Nabatean-Aramaic papyri from Nahal Hever, we find no evidence 

of the Aramaic accusative particle n°, although it is well attested elsewhere in Nabatean- 

Aramaic (Cantineau 1930—32:56-57; Morgenstern 1999:139*). It is also well attested in the 

Aramaic papyri in the Yadin Collection. 

iii. Uses of prepositional ya: In the Nabatean-Aramaic papyri, we observe a penchant for 

what has been called partitive 12, where this preposition indicates that something comes from 

a larger category. Thus, 7277) 7°12 3% “concerning houses and courtyards” (2:12). The related 

causative function of prepositional }7 is also evident. Thus, 177) P73 77 “by entitlement and 

jurisdiction” (2:25), which is to say, deriving from these legal rights. 
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4. THE PRESENTATION OF THE PAPYRI 
The papyri will be presented in two sections: (1) Legal Texts and (2) Letters. Within Section 1, the legal texts will be arranged as follows: (a) Hebrew Papyri, (b) Aramaic Papyri, and (c) Nabatean-Aramaic Papyri. Within Section 2, the Hebrew and Aramaic letters will be arranged strictly according to numerical Sequence. Each papyrus will be presented in the 

following manner: 

* Introduction 

* Physical Description (of the papyrus) 
* Hand Drawing 
* Text (in Hebrew block script) 
° Translation 

¢ Epigraphic Notes 

* Commentary 

KEY TO SIGLA USED IN THE TEXT 
[x] — Letters within brackets have no extant traces. 
X — Letters with an overdot have partially preserved traces. 
x — Letters in small typeface indicate a highly conjectural reading or restoration. 
° — Mid-line circles indicate indecipherable traces of ink. 
\— Words separated with a backslash indicate that the extant traces of ink can yield more 

than one intelliglible interpretation. For example, the last word in P.Yadin 51:3 is 
indicated in the TEXT as: j14°>y\fr7>>, meaning that it can either be read jp 25 “their 
vessels, utensils” or {17°29 “upon them.” 

/— Letters separated by a forward slash indicate that the extant traces of ink can be narrowed 
down to a few possible letters, but neither the readings nor the context is certain enough 
to yield intelligible words. For example, in P.Yadin 61:3, the SEQUENCE FJWAN/TV/IN/A/I/VR 
means that the first letter could either be aleph, waw, or zayin; the second letter could 
either be gimel, he’, or het; and the third letter could either be waw, zayin, or yod. 

A NOTE ON NOMENCLATURE 
The importance of nomenclature can often be underestimated. One such problem has been 
how to designate the leader of the revolt against Rome in the years 132-135 CE. Though he 
has been popularly known as Shimon Bar-Kokhba, as reflected by the actual title of this 
volume, the very texts published herein demonstrate that this figure was referred to as 
Shimon, son of Kosiba (with this name itself being variously spelled). The editors have 
decided to be guided in each case by the data provided in the immediate document under 
consideration. Thus, when the name appears as 83019 72 yyw, the COMMENTARY will refer 
to him as Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?; when the name appears as 7201 [2 yynw, the 
COMMENTARY will refer to him as Shim‘on, son of Kosibah. 

[33] 
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LEGAL PAPYRI 



Text 

P.Yadin 1 

P.Yadin 2 

P.Yadin 3 

P.Yadin 4 

P.Yadin 6 

P.Yadin 7 

P.Yadin 8 

P.Yadin 9 

P.Yadin 10 

P.Yadin 42 

P.Yadin 43 

P.Yadin 44 

P.Yadin 45 

P.Yadin 46 

P.Yadin 47a 

P.Yadin 47b 

Category 

Debenture 

Sale Contract 

Sale Contract 

Guarantor’s 

Agreement? 

Tenancy 

Agreement 

Deed of Gift 

Purchase Contract 

Waiver (?) 

Marriage Contract 

Lease Agreement 

Receipt 

Lease of Land 

Lease of Land 

Lease of Land 

Sale Contract 

Purchase Contract 

Year of Composition 

8 Elul Year 23 of Rab’el II 

3 Kislev Year 28 of Rab’el II 

2 Tebet Year 28 of Rab’el II 

Year 28 of Rab’el II mentioned 

(not likely the year of composition) 

Day and Month lost; Year 14 of Provincia 

Arabia 

24 Tammuz Year 15 of Provincia Arabia; 

Year 2 of Hadrian 

3 Tammuz Year 17 of Provincia Arabia; 

Year 5 of Hadrian 

Day and Month lost; Year 17 of Provincia 

Arabia; Year 5 of Hadrian — 

3 Adar (year unknown) 

1 Iyyar Year 1 of Revolt 

1 Elul? Year 1? of Revolt 

28 Marheshvan Year 3 of Revolt 

2 Kislev Year 3 of Revolt 

2 Kislev Year 3 of Revolt 

14 Tebet Year 3 of Revolt 

14 Tebet Year 3 of Revolt (?) 

Lang. 

Nabatean 

Nabatean 

Nabatean 

Nabatean 

Nabatean 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Nabatean 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Hebrew 

Hebrew 

Hebrew 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 
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P.Yadin 44, 45, and 46 (= 5/6Hev 4446): THREE HEBREW LEGAL PAPYRI 

P.Yadin 44: Plate 76 28 Marheshvan, Year 3 of Revolt 
P.Yadin 45: Plate 77 2 Kislev, Year 3 of Revolt 
P.Yadin 46: Plate 78 2 Kislev, Year 3 of Revolt 

INTRODUCTION 
The three legal papyri written in Hebrew, P.Yadin 44, P.Yadin 45, and P.Yadin 46, are 

closely interrelated in their content and were written by the same scribe. The present 
introduction will, therefore, address them jointly, after which each will be presented in turn. 
P.Yadin 44 and P.Yadin 45 record, respectively, two sequential phases of a developing 
business arrangement. In P.Yadin 44 we read that on the twenty-eighth of Marheshvan, year 
three of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?, a division, or what is often called a “distribution,” was 
enacted between two pairs of partners, all four of whom had jointly leased, as a package, 
certain parcels of land in ‘Ein Gedi. The original lease had been granted by Shim‘on’s 037 
“administrator” in ‘Ein Gedi, Yehonathan, son of Mahanaim. We lack the document 
covering the original lease, and know of that transaction only by the reference to it in 
P.Yadin 44:1—7, and in the enigmatic, first person statement in line 16, which apparently 
refers to certain stipulations of that original lease (see below, and in the COMMENTARY on 
P.Yadin 44:16). 

P.Yadin 44:7-15 delineate the particular parcels that comprised the original package, 
leased jointly by both pairs of partners. There were in total four parcels, known by their 
handles as nna, orDwaA, Vpn, o707. Pair A took ann and O%07 and all cropland and trees 
contained within them, and Pair B took nv°nn and o°>wnn and all cropland and trees 
contained within them. The meanings of these Hebrew handles, and the convention of 
attributing them to real estate parcels, are discussed in the COMMENTARY. In sum, the two 
pairs of partners assumed all rights of tenure for the entire package (P.Yadin 44:7—16). 

At this point, P.Yadin 44 sets down the respective payments incumbent upon each of the 

two pairs of partners, pursuant to the new division. These payments are then guaranteed, or 

ensured, as it were, by an unidentified speaker in the first person who declares: °10x y “by 

(the terms of) my binding agreement,” the specified payments are to be remitted. One 

assumes that only a signatory to the document would speak in the first person. The speaker 

may have been the first, and perhaps the most prominent of the four principals, ?El‘azar, son 

of ?El‘azar, son of Hayyata’. The binding agreement to which he is referring would be the 

original lease agreement with Shim‘on’s administrator, Yehonathan, son of Mahanaim. It 

would still have to be paid in full, but on a new basis (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 

44:16). In principle, each pair of partners was to pay half of the total amount of the original 

lease price, but in practice, Pair A was to pay sixteen denarii (= four sela‘s) less, and Pair B 

was to compensate by paying sixteen denarii more. This differential may perhaps be 

explained by a difference in value, yield, and/or size of the respective parcels (see the 

[39] 
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COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:20). 

The present division probably took place either immediately pursuant to the original lease, 

or very soon after, since it would seem that the original lease price had not yet been paid. 

P.Yadin 44 nowhere specifies what the overall lease price actually was; presumably this 

information had been provided in the earlier document that we lack. (Unfortunately, the 

bundle containing the five documents of ?Eli‘ezer, son of Shemu’el’s archive did not contain 

any additional ones.) It is stipulated that neither pair of partners may sue the other for 

fulfillment of this new contract so long as the terms of the overall lease were being met by 

those liable for them. At least that is the implication, since we have, at this point, a short gap 

in the text. The record ETS with a statement of mutual obligation to the terms enacted 

(lines 16-26). 

P.Yadin 45 and P.Yadin 46 may be classified as documents of “acknowledgment,” or 

“declaration,” an act known in Greek as Ouodoyia, and expressed in Hebrew by the 

participial form 171 “(I) acknowledge, declare,” and its cognate in Aramaic. P.Yadin 45 

records that less than a week after the date registered in P.Yadin 44, on the second of Kislev 

of the same year, a second transaction occurred involving only Pair A of the original 

partners. Thus, ?El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, son of Hayyata’, declared to his partner, ?Eli‘ezer, 

son of Shemv’el, that he was now subletting to him, for the short-term of the current season, 

his rights to the section that the two had received in the division of the original lease from the 

administrator of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba? (lines 1-13). The document partially delineates the 

boundaries of what was to constitute ?El‘azar’s share of the parcel, and then specifies that 

henceforth ?Elisezer was to sow the land and gather in the crops and fruit that grew in that 

area for his own use until the end of the current season for garden plots in ‘Ein Gedi. In 

exchange for such rights, ?Eli‘ezer was to pay ?El‘azar twelve zuz (= three sela‘s) and take a 

wp “tie,” a proof of payment instrument (see APPENDIX B). There then follows a statement 

pertaining to the receipt of the “tie” which allows of two different interpretations (see the 

COMMENTARY on line 26). In the words of a defension clause that immediately follows, 

>El‘azar commits himself to silencing or clearing all claims and claimants for the term of the 

sublet (lines 13-30). 

Enter P.Yadin 46. On the very same day as recorded in P.Yadin 45, namely, the second of 

Kislev, year three, a certain Yeshua‘ QBY[S], made a declaration to ?El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, 

son of Hayyata?, and to >Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv’el that he was hereby leasing property from 

them. These are, of course, the very same two persons who constituted Pair A in the original 

division recorded in P.Yadin 44, and whose subsequent sublet, one to the other, is the subject 

of P.Yadin 45. The name of the second parcel, now being leased by Yeshua‘ QBY[S], has 

been corrected by the scribe and is to be read 127 “the cistern, excavation,” seemingly an 

alternative way of designating 1°»nn “the excavation.” In other words, the same parcels that 

Pair A had received in the earlier distribution were now being leased from these persons by 

an outside party (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 46:4). 

If the above interpretation is correct, the agreement of P.Yadin 45 was followed on the 

[40] 
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same day by further business activity relevant to the same parcels. An outside party, 
Yeshua‘, took over the seasonal lease of the parcels of original Pair A and paid these two 
partners 160 zuz (= forty sela‘s) for those rights. But in view of the fact that one of that pair, 
*El‘azar, had just been paid for transferring his rights to his partner, >Eli‘ezer, and would now 
split the new lease price with him as well, he is to pay Yeshua‘ a sum approximating what he 
had received from >Eli‘ezer—specifically, ten denarii (= two sela‘s and one shekel) instead of 
twelve zuz (= twelve denarii, or four sela‘s). To state the matter more simply: instead of 
refunding the twelve zuz to Eli‘ezer directly, >El‘azar paid a similar sum to Yeshua‘. 

To summarize: Yeshua‘ QBY[S] confirms to Pair A of the four original partners that they 
have let to him the relevant parcels for the current season, and then proceeds to specify his 
obligations in consequence of this agreement. As noted above, he is to pay the lease price 
and take the “ties” (according to one interpretation, his agent could receive the ties on his 
behalf). He commits himself to silencing all claims for the duration of the contract. The 
document concludes with Yeshua‘’s statement of obligation to fulfill all of the above terms. 

P.Yadin 46 adds an item of information about the previous status of the overall parcel, 
namely, that it had once been in the possession of Hananiah, son of Hayyata’. He was none 
other than the uncle of ?El‘azar, son of >El‘azar, son of Hayyata’, the first of the four who, 
according to the present documents, had more recently leased the entire real estate parcel 
from Shim‘on’s administrator. Could it be that Shim‘on, son of Kosiba? had expropriated real 
estate from the uncle of one of the present lessors, or had come into possession of it in some 
other way, so that his administrator could now lease it to private citizens, with the revenue 
accruing to Shim‘on? The parcel in question is described a bit differently here, in P.Yadin 
46; there is reference to “all” that Hananiah had held. This may mean that the present sub- 
lessor, Yeshua‘, was gaining use of the parcels that had fallen to two of the parties in their 
most extended limits. 

[41] 
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P.YADIN 44: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 44. 

Material: Papyrus. 
Kind of script: “Jewish.” 
Kind of Document: Simple deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: *Eli‘ezer, son of Shemu’el’s archive. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and tied; packed together with four more documents. 

Maximal Measurements: 26.8 x 10.5 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 

Description of Damage: Minor damage at the folds. 

Joins: 0.2 cm from the left edge. 

Direction of Folds: From left to right, and in half. 

Height of smallest, left fold: 1.1—-1.5 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 2 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 33. 

Main text: 26. 

Signatures: 7. 

Height of text: Total (including the ascenders and descenders): 22.8 cm. 

Main text (including the ascenders and descenders): 18.3 cm. 

Maximal Width of main text: 8.7 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (0.7 cm, including the ascender of /amed). 

Lower margin (including the descenders): Ca. 4.5 cm. 

Right margin: Ca. 0.6 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signatures: Recto; parallel to the main text. 
Special notes concerning the signatures: The seven lines of signatures include those of the four lessees involved in the 

transaction, as well as those of three persons (all sons of Shim‘on and possibly brothers) signing for three of them, 

and signatures of three witnesses. The first of the four lessees, °El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, signed himself with an 

unskilled hand. The person signing for the second lessee, Eliezer, son of Shemu’el, was none other than one of 

Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?’s administrators, Mesabalah, son of Shim‘on, known from the Bar-Kokhba letters (he also 

signed, as a witness, in P.Yadin 45 as well as in XHev/Se 13). The scribe of the document signed for the fourth 

lessee, ?Allima’, son of Yehudah. Each of the witnesses signed with his own hand, in Hebrew (as indicated by the 

words }3 and 3y). At the end of ?El‘azar, son of Yehudah’s signature, the word 7¥ (“witness”) is followed by one or 

two letters, the meaning of which is obscure. An addition following the last signature, written in a different and tiny 

script, terminates with the words 17n°2 72 (“from Beit-Ther”); the word before 7 has not been deciphered so far, and it 

is not clear if the addition belongs to the last signature, and we cannot be certain who wrote it. 

Scribe: Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on (the same scribe also wrote P.Yadin 45 and 46). 

Description of Script: A “Jewish” elegant, “square” script of a professional scribe, with attention to the graphical 

components of the individual letters. 

Main text: 

Average height of medial mem: 0.2 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5 cm. 
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P.YADIN 44: TEXT 
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P.YADIN 44: TRANSLATION 
On the twenty-eighth of Marheshvan, year three of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba’, 
Premier of Israel, in ‘Ein Gedi: They have consentually divided between them, of their own free will, 
this day, ?EI‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, son of Hayyata?, and >Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv’el, 
both of them from ‘Ein Gedi; and Tehinnah, son of Shim‘on, and ?Allima’, son of Yehudah, 
both of them from the Luhit that is in Mahoz ‘Eglatain, and residing in ‘Ein 
Gedi—the sites they had leased from Yehonathan, son of Mahanaim, the administrator 
of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba’, Premier of Israel, [in] “Ein Gedi. (These consist of) the site 
that is called the Hirot and the Mashokim, [and Jall of their jurisdictional limits, and the site 
that is called the Hapir, and all of its jurisdictional limits, [(and) the] Sullam, and all of its jurisdictional 

limits. 

And these are the si[t]es that fell to the portion of ?El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, 

and of ?E[li‘e]zer, son of Shemv’el: The site that is called the Hapir, and the site 

that is called the Sullam, and the cropland (contained) within it, and all (of the) trees 

(contained) within them; as is proper for them and according to their (terms of) tenure. And this is the site 
that fell 

to Tehinnah, son of Shim‘on, and to ?A//ima’, son of Yehudah: The site that is called 

the Hirot and the Mashokim, and the cropland contained within them, and all 

(of the) trees; as is proper for them and according to their terms of tenure. (It is) on (the terms of) my 
binding agreement, that they shall be, 

these four men, weighing out (to you) the lease price of "*these | sites, 

which they have leased from Yehonathan, son of Mahanaim (as follows): ?El‘azar, son of >El‘azar, 

<son of> Hayyata’, and ’Eli‘ezer, son of Shemu’el—both (of them shall undertake to) weigh out the half 

of that silver, minus sixteen denarii, which are (equivalent to) 

four sela‘s, on[ly]. And Tehinnah, son of Shim‘on, and A/lima’, son of 

Yehudah (shall be) weighing out >weighing out< the half of that silver 

and in addition to it, sixteen more denarii, which are (equivalent to) 

four sela‘s. And these men have no authority to pursue (= press a suit against) 

[one] another for [...] of that division so long as the lease price 
[...]. And all that is written above is legally binding on them, and on each with respect to the other. 

?El[‘aza]r, son of ?El‘azar, on his own behalf. 

>El‘azar, [son of] Shemv’el on his own behalf; (the one who) signed: Mesabalah, son of Shim‘on, [by] his 

(=El‘azar’s) permission. 

Tehinnah, son of Shim‘on, on his own behalf; (the one who) signed: Sapphon, son of Shim‘on, (by) his (= 

Tehinnah’s) verbal order. 

?Allimah, son of Yehudah, on his own behalf; (the one who) signed: Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on, (by) his (= 

?Allimah’s) verbal order. 

Yehudah, son of Yehoseph, witness. 

?EI‘a[za]r, son of Yehudah, witness. 

Shim‘on, son of Yehoseph, witness. [...] from Beit-Ther. 

[45] 
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P.YADIN 44: EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

The text of this document is beautifully preserved, and only a few individual words have not 

been restored (see lines 25-26). Moreover, where the text is intact, the elegant “square” 

script leaves only a few uncertain readings. These consist mainly of unfamiliar or unattested 

spellings of words whose meaning is obvious. Such anomalies result from the occasional 

resemblance of certain letters to one another, on the one hand,,and from the clear distinction 

between certain letters, on the other. Thus, waw and yod may occasionally look the same 

(although for the most part, the yod is shorter), and when this happens, we do not know, for 

example, whether to read 017137, or o°n12°3 “between them” in line 2. In contrast, waw and 

zayin are clearly different from one another, with zayin having its top bent backward, 

whereas waw (as well as yod) has a “hook” slanting down to the left. It is also true that waw 

and /amed are very different from one another, with the upper part of the /amed reaching 

high. When, therefore, we encounter an otherwise unknown demonstrative pronoun like 112n, 

which should mean “these, those” (lines 17, 18), alongside more normal forms such as 

singular 1i9n, 127, and ifn “that” (lines 20, 22, 25), we must acknowledge it as a genuine 

variant and not a mistake for one of these singular forms, or for 1277, the usual form for 

“these” (see the COMMENTARY on line 17). Certain lines have “space fillers” at their end, in 

the form of a large X, in order to avoid additions to which the parties had not agreed (see 

also P.Yadin 45 and 46 as well as P.Yadin 42 and 47a; marks of a similar appearance—and 

perhaps function—are also attested among the texts at Qumran in the Habakkuk Pesher and 

11Q20 [Manuscript B of the Temple Scroll]; see Tov 1996:66—68). 

Line 22: The excision of the dittography is indicated in the TEXT and the TRANSLATION. 

Lines 25-26: The beginnings of these lines have suffered damage. Nevertheless, on the basis 

of the remains of certain letters, a suggested restoration of the first three words in line 25 

may be offered. The three letters appearing before the word 9 may be read as het, yod, and 

waw, yielding: i5A[x], the last word in the phrase 17nX NX wx “one another,” which fits well 

in context. Immediately following, beginning with the word ¥y, it would be tempting on 

contextual grounds to restore: 1497 Ap?nnn yLyID]n 2y “on the [paymen]t of this division,” 

even though the determination of the nomen regens would be highly unusual. Such a reading, 

however, must be rejected because the remains of the bottoms of the letters do not allow for 

this restoration (see the COMMENTARY on line 25). 

P.YADIN 44: COMMENTARY 

Date, Place, Nature of, and Parties to the Transaction (Lines 1-7) 

Lines 1-2: All three documents, P.Yadin 44—46, are dated to year three of Shim‘on, son of 

Kosiba’, who bears the identifying title 2x1w° x°w31, which is here translated “Premier of 

Israel.” The background of this title is discussed at length in APPENDIX A. In other 

documents of this period we find more expansive date formulae that refer to Shim‘on, son of 
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Kosiba?’s regime. Repeatedly, in Mur 24, a series of Hebrew lease documents, we find: 
PNW? NOI NOI 72 pyaw 7 dy Sxw> noxxd “of the redemption of Israel by the hand of 
Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?, Premier of Israel” (Milik 1961:122-34; Yardeni 2000c:A:107). A 
variation is 7(1)1"? “of the liberation of-,” with both >x1w° and o>wr as the nomen rectum 
(Mur 25:1 [Milik 1961:135; Yardeni 2000c:A:29]; XHev/Se 7:1; 821, 8;-8a:1; 13:1 [Yardeni 
1997:27—28, 36, 67]). Here, the spelling is classical: x°w3, whereas alternative spellings are 
also attested, such as: x°03 (Mur 24 B:3; see Milik 1961:124) -w3 (Kloner 1990:61—62) and 
01 (XHev/Se 30:1 [Yardeni 1997:104]; cf. P.Yadin 54:1). 

The clause 03939 y2 DIM3\o°N173 yp2A 15 “They have consentually divided between 
them, of their own free will” recalls Mishnaic legal usage, where the verb h-l-g “to divide, 
distribute” frequently describes the action of heirs and partners with respect to property of 
various sorts, real and chattel (m. Kelim 18:9; m. B. Bat. 1:6; 4:9; m. Tem. 6:3). Such usage 
also recalls the Aramaic legal papyri from Elephantine (see DNWSI 367, s.v. hiq,). On 
o11373\0°N13"3 “between them” see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: HEBREW.III.d. 

The idiom 71877) recurs in the subscriptions, below, in line 28. This locution probably 
originated in the Aramaic legal tradition. The verb r--y in Aramaic, r-s-h in Hebrew, 
connotes volition and precludes coercion but may bear the authoritative nuance of “decide, 
permit,” yielding the sense of “permission” to nominal 7187 (see the COMMENTARY on 
P.Yadin 46:28). Here, the best sense of Hebrew 021877 is “by their own consent.” Cf. Mur 24 
B:6: 7215779 73x “I, of my own free will.” Also note the cognate Aramaic my" in Ezra 5:17; 

7:18, and cf. P.Yadin 7:2 "niyn ym and the see the COMMENTARY ad loc. This is also 

Talmudic diction. See the formula 7wD3 miyn2 “by his own free will” (b. Sanh. 7b) and 

Sokoloff DJPA 527, s.v. 71197; Levy 4:459, s.v. 15, X19). 

Lines 3-5: The vocalization of xx is uncertain. It could be taken as a defective spelling of 

the Aramaic adjectival form ?A/lima’, meaning “the strong one” (see Levy 1:87). The name 

m3nn is rendered in Greek as Oc€evas (Lewis 1989:152 Personal Names), there identified as a 

scribe, son of Simonos/Shim‘on. Information on ‘Ein Gedi and Mahoz ‘Eglatain, Greek 

Mawa, frequent venues of residence and business activity as recorded in the Nahal Hever 

papyri, in all languages, is provided in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL 

INTEREST: VENUES. Mahoz ‘Eglatain was composed of some internal sub-districts named 

here. On the name n’ni>n, meaning, literally: “the shelf, terrace,” compare nmi? noyn “the 
ascent of the Luhit” in late prophecies against Moab, canonically attributed to Isaiah and 

Jeremiah (Isa 15:5; Jer 48:5). It is perhaps to be identified with modern Katrabba in 

southwest Moab, at a point on the Transjordanian escarpment on or near the route that 

connected the plain of the Dead Sea with the tableland (Mattingly 1992:397). Josephus, in 

chronicling the conquests of Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 BCE), renders this site by Greek 
Naa and by the fuller form AvaBaots Adw8 (Shalit 1951:117). 

Line 6: The Hebrew/Aramaic verb h-k-r “to lease” is widely used in the Nahal Hever 
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douments, in several related forms, in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Nabatean (see below, in the 

COMMENTARY on line 17, and on P.Yadin 45:9, for a discussion of the variant noun forms). 

For the Hebrew verb, see m. Demai 6:2, 6; m. Seb. 4:3; and Levy 2:49-50; Sokoloff DJPA 

200-1. Milik (1961:127 on Mur 24 B:7) explains that the verb 73n refers to the leasing of a 

site for a fixed annual fee, whereas 07% refers to a part of what is produced by tilling, and 

“Dw refers to renting for a sum of money (see ¢. Demai 6). 

Hebrew/Aramaic 0375 means something like “administrator, legal executor” in the present 

context. This term of reference designates both private and public legal roles, as well as 

communal positions of leadership. The term probably derives from Greek Tpovontns (see 

Ben-Yehudah 1958:10:5192—93, and n. 1). Mur 42, a Hebrew letter from Murabba‘at (Milik 

1961:157), begins with the words: 12vm n°27w y0IDA ya “From the administrators of Beit 

Mashiku,” the pair of whom are then named. Reference would appear to be to public 

administrators or magistrates. The immediate subject of that correspondence is confirmation 

by the officials that an animal purchased from a resident of Beth Mashiku had legally 

belonged to him and was his to sell. The men who sent this letter go on to speak of 

approaching hostile forces, and generally sound like public officials (see DNWSI 940, for 

additional references to prns). 

The term 0395 is inscribed on lead weights of the period of the revolt found near ancient 

Beit Guvrin in 1987 (Kloner 1990:62—63 and literature cited). There, the word is written with 

Sin rather than samekh, 1w31b) “and his parnds,” perhaps referring to the parnas of Shim‘on, 

son of Kosiba?, Premier of Israel, and suggesting that the parnds was in charge of 

establishing uniform weights and measures. Alternatively, Shim‘on may be referring to 

himself as a °wi as well as a w3nb of Israel, which better fits the syntax. Rabbinic sources 

often speak of the parnds appointed 11237 y “over the community” (¢. Ros. Has. 2:3). For 

the communal role, see ClJ 1202, a synagogue mosaic from Noarah, near Jericho, probably 

dating to the fifth or sixth century CE, where we read: 701 73 [70375 7770732 10> P2[7] “May 

he be [rem]embered for good (before the Lord), Binyamin, [the] administrator, son of Yose.” 

There reference seems to be to a synagogue official (see Naveh 1978:97 no. 63:2). There are 

also references to the parnds as private executor. In Palmyrene we find the form mprnsy? (f. 

Pa‘‘el participle) in the role of a personal guardian or foster-mother. The person in question 

was a freed woman, or possibly a married woman (brt hry) (H. Cotton by private 

communication), who was the guardian of her husband’s or her master’s son (Hillers and 

Cussini 1996:37 PAT 0095:5). Sokoloff (DJPA 448) cites usage in Jewish Palestinian 

Aramaic sources that would parallel the Mishnaic sense of a personal receiver, or executor. 

In m. Ketub. 7:1, we read that one who vowed not to have sexual relations with his wife for a 

period of up to thirty days was required to appoint a 0375 to assure that his wife would 

receive her food allowance for which the husband remained liable during separation, in 

anticipation of final divorce. The parnds would act as interim provider. Denominatives of 

0375 in Hebrew/Aramaic are 0395 “to support, maintain” (cf. at Palmyra, Hillers and Cussini 

1996:63 PAT 0261:3, for 3ms. perfect Pa‘‘el), and note the noun 7N0375\70379D “subsistence, 
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maintenance, livelihood” (Sokoloff DJPA 448). As already stated, the role of the parnds in 
the present document from Nahal Hever surely seems to be that of a public official (as the 
evidence of the lead weights would seem to confirm). It remains unclear, however, by what 
right the Premier had possession of the relevant properties so that he could lease them to 
others through the agency of his parnds. 

It is usually unclear whether the possessive is written junctim or separatim, because what 
appears to be junctim may have been the result of close writing (cf. P.Yadin 45:12). Both 
methods are attested in the period under consideration. On the relevant syntax, see the 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: HEBREW.IV.b. 

Lines 7-9: Description of the Parcels Involved in the Division. The convention of 
identifying land parcels by names, or “handles,” is noteworthy. Here, two of the parcels are 
called o35iwam 45h, literally: “the canals and the conduits,” or: “the cavernous rocks and 
hedges(?).” Another is named ’pnn “the ditch, excavation,” and a fourth obon “the ladder.” 
The literal meanings of these words are relatively clear, even if their applications are not. 
Biblical nnn °D “the mouth of the canal” (compare Akkadian hiritu “excavation” [AHw 
348]) designates a site in the Egyptian delta near Kantara (Num 33:7 et passim, and Exod 
14:2, 9). These two terms would logically characterize topographic and/or structural features. 

The convention of naming sites is well attested in Judean Desert texts. In P.Yadin 7:7, 39 
we find the following entry: 8272 N7PNNT NINN “the site that is called KRB”’ (see the 
COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:7/39). In the Seiyal Collection documents we find a site named 
MOTD 2pn “an orchard plot” (XHev/Se 9:3 [Yardeni 1997:39, 45]). The same convention is 
evident in the Greek papyri from Nahal Hever. In P.Yadin 16, a record of land registration, 

we find an orchard named Adytotajipa (lines 18, 22; Lewis 1989:66, 69), which represents 

Aramaic x7” 43 2y “on the sea shore,” reflecting Maoza’s location near Zoar on the shore of 

the Dead Sea. Further on in the same document we find another date orchard named 

BayaAyaad (line 25), and still another named BnOdaapata (line 30; see the COMMENTARY 

on P.Yadin 2:3; 3:3). Both of these names designate the locations of the orchards in question. 

In P.Yadin 22, the record of the sale of a date crop, three orchards are named ®Wepwpa, 

Nikapkos and MoAxatos, respectively (lines 10-11). These could be personal names, since 

the third orchard is listed as Tob MoAxatovu “of Molkhaios.” Also note that the Hebrew and 

Aramaic formulae employing passive/reflexive forms of the verb q-r-7/h/y “to call, name,” 

such as n7p3v, XIpNna 7, are reflected in passive forms of the Greek verb Aéyw (see Lewis 

1989:158 Index of Greek Words, s.v. \€yu; also see ibid. 14, 97 NOTES to P.Yadin 21:9-10). 

Line 8: Here, the term Iw" connotes a delimited area of legal control. Cf. in Rabbinic 

usage: O27 Nw, WA Nw “public domain, private domain” (m. Seb. 3:10; m. Sabb. 11:1; 

Sokoloff DJPA 530). Hence the translation: “jurisdictional limits.” See line 24 (and the 

COMMENTARY ad loc.) for the form oO°xw7 (= rass@im) “having the authority,” which 

conveys a similar nuance. 
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The Details of the Division (Lines 10—16) 

Lines 10-11: Formulaic p>n2 553 “fell into the section/portion” conveys the results of the 

division of property or wealth. The verb bD3 “to fall” has as one of its many nuances the 

sense of something’s coming into the possession of a person or group, whereas Pn “portion” 

is a frequent term for parts or shares of an estate, or of a larger parcel of land. One who 

receives a portion, “takes” it, in Mishnaic Hebrew: pen ova (m. Masas. S. 5:14; m. Sanh. 2:4). 

Line 12: 127 75yi, literally: “the white land.” For this terminology, cf. j29n nw “cropland,” 

a Mishnaic term (m. Seb. 1:1), usually contrasted with Joxn mw “tree orchard,” and 

occasionally with such designations as pv 17 “vegetable plot,” which was usually irrigated. 

According to Gideon Hadas (by private communication) j227 “pyn designates 9yan ATW 

“rain-fed field” (m. B. Bat. 3:1). Hebrew/Aramaic usage of 15y to mean “terrain, plot” in 

delimiting land areas harks back to Akkadian usage of cognate epéru “terrain, area” and to 

comparable El-Amarna usages (CAD E 189-90, s.v. eperu, meanings 8, 9). The same sense 

is expressed in such Mishnaic designations as 15y 113 7° “an area producing a kor of grain” 

(m. Qidd. 3:3; m. B. Bat. 7:1-2) or 071m m3 7DY “the land area of a grave site” (m. ?Ohal. 

17:5). This terminology appears elsewhere in the Nahal Hever texts, as well as in a similar 

lease document, Mur 24 B:7: 1»y nxp Ta “a section of the terrain.” Also note in XHev/Se 

50+Mur 26, line 5: Pun yr n°2 “an area sown with wheat” (Yardeni 1997:127). 

Line 13: The phrase onptno here, and in line 16, means “according to their rights of tenure” 

or “terms of tenure.” Cf. m. B. Bat. 3:1: a°nan npin “The terms of tenure over dwellings.” 

The Prescribed Payments (Lines 16—24) 

Lines 16: The formula "10x ¥y, which we have rendered “on (the terms of) my binding 

agreement,” is problematic, in the first instance, since the contract involves more than one 

person in each pair, and up to this point, formulation has been in the third person plural. 

Who, then, is the single speaker in the first person? Perhaps it is El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, son 

of Hayyata?, whose name is consistently listed first, and who is speaking for the group. It 

might seem odd for him to refer to “these four men,” if he were one of them! And yet, this is 

the most logical identification of the speaker. 

It is important, in any event, to clarify the nuances attendant upon the term OX, an 

Aramaism in Biblical Hebrew (Num 30:3 ef passim). The term 70x is used frequently in the 

documents of this collection, Hebrew, Aramaic and Nabatean, and in similar, contemporary 

sources. Its basic meaning is “binding agreement.” This sense reflects the etymology of 

“binding,” conveyed by the Semitic verb 2-s-r, utilized so pervasively in legal terminology. It 

is comparable to usage of Akkadian rakdsu “to bind” in legal documents, which yields such 

nominal forms as riksu “binding agreement” or rikistu/rikiltu “contract, treaty” (CAD R 99— 

102, s.v. rakdsu, meaning 6; 345-46, s.v. rikistu; and 353-55, s.v. riksu, meanings 7-8; AHw 

945-46, s.v. rakdsu, and 984-85, s.v. rikistu, riksu; Levine 1999b:85). Nevertheless, there is 
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another nuance of the term 70x that could be relevant here. It can mean “order, edict,” as 
repeatedly in Daniel 6, where reference is to the king’s edict which “binds” his subjects. In a 
related sense, this term is used in P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, two Nabatean sale documents, to 
mean an official confirmation of sale (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:38). In P.Yadin 7, 
an Aramaic document of gift, the idiom °7 70x 5y is best rendered: “on the binding condition 
that—” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:28). The context of the present legal document 
would seem to favor the translation “on (the terms of) my binding agreement.” This is to say 
that whoever is speaking is setting down the payments due under the terms of the original 
lease, now subject to the new division among the partners to the original lease. 

Line 17: The verb 5-q-/ (Aramaic t-g-/), literally “to weigh,” has the sense of “counting out, 
paying.” Cf. Mur 24 B:15 et passim: 7? 2pw xAKXw [DN] “the [lease pri]ce that I will be 
paying you.” Also cf. P.Yadin 42:6 (Aramaic): n3w 9152 739 Spn xian pt XDOD “This silver 
you shall weigh out to us every year.” Here, the form 719n, or: 2n (waw and yod 
occasionally looking identical) undoubtedly means “lease price,” as it does below in line 25, 
because we read of conditions relevant to its payment. Also note the same meaning in 
P.Yadin 46:11. In P.Yadin 43:5—6, an Aramaic document, we read: 72 72n °3 77Dn 72 Plo 73 
“wh[ich he discharge]d from the lease price (of the parcel) he had leased from—.” Cf. m. B. 
Mesi‘a 9:2: 1119h 779.12 npn “He deducts for him from his lease price.” Also cf. Mur 24 B:8, 

C:8 (Hebrew; both partly restored): ya naanw 7°2n3 “under terms of a lease which you have 

leased from-,” also E:5: °n<3>na; see Segal 1983:33, no. 18:4; 72, no. 52a:3: 19n (= hakar, 

or perhaps hakir, defectively spelled; both are substantives), and the Aramaic emphatic = 

hkr (DNWSI 371). Sokoloff (DJPA 200) lists the nomen agentis 112n, “tenant farmer,” but 

that meaning would not fit here (cf. m. Bik. 1:2; m. B. Mesi‘a 9:4). 

Line 18: The demonstratives, as presently m?m\197, 1197, 1197, as well as 199n, are discussed 

in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: HEBREW.IIL.c. 

Lines 20-23: Functionally, 107 means “minus, less” and 17° “plus, more.” Cf. Mur 22 II:10- 

11, and more clearly in Mur 30:14: np129 17° IX Ton ON: “whether more or less—to the 

purchaser.” Also cf. XHev/Se 9:3; XHev/Se 50+Mur26, line 5, and also m. B. Mesi‘a 3:12; 

m. B. Bat. 7:2—3. The additional provisions, whereby one pair of partners was to pay more 

and the other less than half the lease price, are not explained. Most probably, this differential 

reflected a variance in the extent of the areas involved or in their respective yields. Currency 

values are treated in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: 

CURRENCY. 

Denial of the Right of Suit between the Parties (Lines 24—25) 

Lines 24—25: This part of the document forbids the parties to “pursue,” namely, to sue each 

other so long as all of the payments are being made. 
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The root r-s-h variously connotes “jurisdiction, authority” (see above in the 

COMMENTARY on line 9), as well as “permission, option.” The rare Piel 419 (= riddép) is 

used in Talmudic law to connote “pressing, pursuing” legal action, in the sense of initiating it 

against another by filing suit. See y. Yebam. 12:6 (12d): 

sTywn ina. Anyi :2°n D7 myo 27 pn 2) TAN TWA 79 779.972 PY ARV 737 

Rabbi Yohanan posed the question: “In the case of a woman awaiting levirate marriage, who is 

‘pressing’ whom?” Rabbi Le‘zer replied: “Is it not written: “His sister-in-law shall go up to the city 

gate?’” (Deut 25:7). 

Also see y. Sanh. 3:1(21a): 1m21 779 Ww Tinaw “[The litigant reasons] that since he 

selected him (= the arbitrator), he will press for his (= the litigant’s) rights.” This provision 

was intended to prevent the two pairs of partners from suing each other so long as the 

original lease payments were being met. 

Statement of Binding Validity (Line 26) 

Line 26: The formula 077292) o7°>y 0°?) means “And it (= the obligation) is legally binding 

on them, and on each with respect to the other” (cf. Mur 24 C:18, 24; D:19; E:14; for more 

examples, see Yardeni 2000c:B:155 Concordance, s.v. X?y ,?¥). In Aramaic documents we 

have the same formula, and, in fact, it is an Aramaic formula in the first instance. See Mur 

19:9: 20:6. Cf. XHev/Se 13:9-10 (Yardeni 1997:67): a[n]> by °7 21D pPRn?w TIX T7y OP) 

“and it is legally binding upon her (or: me), (namely) I, Shelamsion, all that is written 

above.” (Note that the scribe in XHev/Se 13 may have used he’ to represent long /i/ as well 

as the diphthong /ai/ in final position instead of the usual yod; cf. XHev/Se 13:5 7732°y.) Also 

cf. Esth 9:21: omy op “to accept as legally binding upon them,” and further in Esth 9:26: 
on>y bap wp “They accepted as legally binding upon themselves.” In certain biblical 
usages of the verb g-w-m, where Aramaic influence is perceptible, we also encounter the 

nuance of “to have legal validity; to become one’s property legally” (Gen 23:17; Lev 25:30; 

Num 30:5 et passim). Note that correct n2ym2mw* “which is above” is erroneously written: 
a>bny>nw. The Hebrew formula 21n> noyn>w 42 translates Aramaic: 2°ND X2Y °F 715 
“everything that is written above.” 

Signatures (Lines 27-33) 

Lines 27-30: See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE 

SIGNATURES. The four parties to the transaction sign the document, or, as is true of three of 

them, have someone else do the actual signing for them (see further). These signatures are 

then followed by those of three witnesses. The formula 1wD3 ?y “on his own behalf,” and 

related forms, have been discussed by, among others, J. J. Rabinowitz (1957:33-34). In 

P.Yadin 46:12, this formula is contracted as nwbiy. This formula consistently refers to a 

party to the transaction and would not be said of, for instance, a witness. It connotes self- 
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representation, and additionally, the obligation borne by the party in question, thus 
expressing a frequent nuance of the preposition >y. It does not necessarily mean that a person 
signed “by himself,” namely, that he signed with his own hand, an act unmistakably 
conveyed by the formula 77°2n5>, or even that he was present. See 4Q344, line 6 (Yardeni 
1997:290), where one of the principals’ signature is followed by the formula: 7w»3 2y “on 
his own behalf” (also cf. Mur 18:9; 19:26; 21:21; 24 C:19; 30:32—33; 42:10). In lines 28-30, 
we are able to determine that three out of the four parties to the transaction enlisted someone 
else to sign for them. This compels a specific parsing of the three entries. As an example, we 
examine the first of this group of three: 

“Elisezer, [son of] Shemu’el on his own behalf; (the one who) signed: Mesabalah, son of Shim‘on, 
[by] his (= Eli‘ezer’s) permission. 

Of this first of the three persons enlisted to sign for parties to the transaction, it is said: 
1187[7], which here means “[by] his permission,” and of the other two it is said: Mx, 779 
“[by] his verbal order.” The antecedent in both cases is the principal for whom the person 
signed. In other words, he signed by the permission, or verbal order, of the principal. The 
practice of enlisting another person to sign one’s name to legal documents has been studied 
by Greenfield (1993) and Cotton (1996b). See also the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: FORMAL 
FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING. 

Whereas the sense of Hebrew/Aramaic 7x1 (also: 779%, 779°) is clearly authoritative, the 

meaning of Hebrew 18", Aramaic 1y5, is admittedly ambiguous. In certain contexts, it, too, 

may connote authority, expressed as the will of the one in authority. This is attested in 

Biblical Hebrew usage. Thus, the idiom }137 Avy means “to obey the will, the command; to 

do according to the will” of God (Ps 40:9; 103:21; 143:10; Ezra 10:11; Dan 8:4; 11:16). This 

suggests that here, 1313772 is to be rendered: “by his permission; pursuant to his wishes.” See 

DNWST 1079, s.v. row (substantive), and note the ambiguities attendant upon this verbal root 

and its nominal derivatives in Hebrew and Aramaic. Also see in an Aramaic inscription from 

Dura-Europos (Naveh 1978:138 no. 102:1): Jam1y7 J “by your permission.” In the present 

case, the antecedent is the party to the transaction, who enlisted the named person to sign in 

his stead. This explanation is preferable to saying that the one who actually signed did so of 

his own free will, and would correlate better with what is said of the next two signers, 

namely, that they signed by the order of the parties. 

This raises the question as to why three of the parties, all men, did not sign their own 

names. They may have been illiterate, but it is also possible that they had someone else sign 

for them because they could not be present at the signing. They consequently empowered 

others, at times persons holding official positions, to sign on their behalf. In this connection, 

it is important to stress once again that the formula 7D >y expresses accountability, and 

does not necessarily mean that the party in question was actually present. 
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Lines 31-33: The primary term for “witness” in Hebrew is ty. There is a probable reference 

to the well-known site of 172 (Beit-Ther), but because the preceding word is illegible, we 

cannot explain this reference adequately. It could mean, of course, that the third witness 

himself came from 1102. The Arabic name of the site is Khirbet al-Yahud. Tell Beit-Ther lies 

southwest of Jerusalem, near the Arab village of Bittir. It was Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?’s last 

stronghold during the revolt, and was taken by the Romans in 135 CE. In the summer of 1984 

a test dig of the site was conducted by a team surveying Judea and Samaria, with the 

participation of the Institute of Archaeology, Tel Aviv University, and the Israel Exploration 

Society led by David Ussishkin (1993). A small settlement of one to two thousand people 

during the Roman period, Beit-Ther’s history goes back to the period of the First Temple. Its 

choice by Shim‘on as a base reflected its location near Jerusalem on the road from Jerusalem 

to Gaza, the presence of an abundant spring providing water, and its position at the top of a 

hill surrounded by deep valleys on three sides. The Romans were encamped to the south and 

constructed a dike around the site, which was assaulted without recourse to a siege ramp. 

Capture was quick, even before the defenders were able to use all of the catapult stones they 

had amassed. 
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P.YADIN 45: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 45. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Simple deed. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: Elisezer, son of Shemw’el’s archive. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded; packed together with four more documents. 
Maximal Measurements: 22.3 x 5.5 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 
Description of Damage: Minor damage at the lower folds. 
Joins: No join is visible. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom (against the direction of the fibers on the verso!) 
Height of smallest fold: Ca. 1 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 1.5 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 34. 

Main text: 30. 

Signatures: 4. 

Height of text: Total: 21 cm. 

Main text: 18.2 (including the ascenders of Jamed). 

Maximal Width of text: 4.2 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: almost no margin left (0:6 cm, including the ascenders of /amed). 

Lower margin (including the descender of final nun): 1.7 cm 

Right margin: 0.5—0.8 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signatures: Recto; parallel to the main text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: Four signatures altogether, all in the “Jewish” script. >El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, in 

whose name the deed is written, signs for himself in an unskilled handwriting. The first of the three witnesses is 

Mesabalah, son of Shim‘on, one of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?’s administrators whose signature appears also in P.Yadin 

44 where he signed for one of the parties. The second witness, Yehudah, son of Yehoseph, also signed P.Yadin 44, as 

a witness, while the third witness, Sapphon, son of Shim‘on, signed for one of the parties in P.Yadin 44. Yehudah’s 

signature is written over two letters (mem and samekh) which are the beginning of the name Mesabalah, who had 

already signed before. This is a scribal error that is hard to explain. 

Scribe: Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on (see P. Yadin 44 and 46). 

Description of Script: (See P. Yadin 44). 
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P.YADIN 45: TEXT 
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P.YADIN 45: TRANSLATION 
On the second of Kislev, year three 

of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?, Premier of 

Israel, in ‘Ein Gedi: ?El‘azar, 

son of ?El‘azar, son of Hayyata’, from ‘Ein 

Gedi, stated to °Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv’ el, 

from there: I acknowledge to you this day 

that I (or: we) have leased to you the garden (plot) of ours, 
the cropland that is within the jurisdictional limits 

of the leased (parcel) I hold in partnership with you; 
(part) of the leased (parcel) that we leased, I 

and you, from Yehonathan, son of Mahanaim, 

the administrator of Shim‘on, son 

of Kosiba?, Premier of Israel. This 

I have (now) leased to you, (extending) from the road 

that ascends en face, and to the south. 

That you may sow and gather in for your own (use) 

whatever fruits and crops 
that will be (= come into existence) in that site, 

1920 until such time as the season of the garden (plot)s of ‘Ein Gedi will reach its end; 

(and of) the vegetable garden (plot)s. 
In view of this, I have leased (this area) to you 

for silver, (in the sum of) twelve zuz, (equivalent to) 

three sela‘s. These (amounts) you shall remit 

to me, and take from me a “tie.” 

If not—(another) may be in receipt for you. And it is incumbent upon me (or: If it will not be received by 

you, then it is incumbent upon me) 

to silence all (objections) before you (or: to provide clearance before you), against any grievance, 

or contest, or claimant, until 

the end of this season. I am (legally) bound 

on this account. 
>El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar, on his own behalf. 

Mesabalah, son of Shim‘on, witness. 

Yehudah, son of Yehoseph, witness. 

Sapphon, son of Shim‘on, witness. 
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P.YADIN 45: EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

The text of this document is beautifully preserved and its elegant “square” script leaves 

almost no uncertain readings. 

Line 7: The two possible readings are: >n3nAw or: 137aNAWw. Either the scribe left out the letter 

resh and wrote °nDnww instead of: >nDnAw “that I have leased,” or he wrote: 139DnAw “that 

we have leased.” The singular is preferable; hence, correct to read: ?n<7>SnnWw. 

P.YADIN 45: COMMENTARY 

Date, Venue, and Names of the Parties (Lines 1-6) 

The formulation of the introductory data has been discussed in the INTRODUCTION to 

P.Yadin 44—46, and in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44: 1-6. 

Line 6: Adverbial ow” “from there” avoids having to repeat the place of origin, or residence. 

Cf. P.Yadin 5 frag. a, col. 1, line 7 (Lewis 1989:37): avtd8ev “from the same place.” 

OpoAoyta of °El‘azar, son of ?El‘azar to °Eli‘ezer, son of Shemu’el (Lines 6-15) 
Line 6: A large part of P.Yadin 45 is taken up by the declaration of ?El‘azar to ?Eli‘ezer, and 

is formulated accordingly. For the Hebrew construction 738 x71 “I declare, acknowledge,” 

cf. use of the Greek verb Ouodoyéw in the Greek papyri from Nahal Hever (see Lewis 

1989:159 Index of Greek Words, s.v. 6L0A0yéw; Cotton 1997a:372 Index, s.v. OLOAOYEw) 

and in the Greek papyri from Wadi Murabba‘at (Mur 114:9; 115:4—-5). Also note such 

Aramaic forms as °717°X “he acknowledged” in Mur 18:2, and x2°7179 “I acknowledge” in the 

Aramaic and Nabatean documents (P.Yadin 4:14; 42:3, and see also Yardeni 2000c:B:46 

Concordance, s.v. °71). The relevant verb is normally followed by the indirect object, 

introduced by prepositional /amed, but there are alternative formulations as well. In Rabbinic 

literature we encounter the Greek term x°27120X, 77372121X (Levy 1:40), and this type of 
declaration is discussed at length by Gulak (1935:12—20). Such declarations represent, 

therefore, a major genre of legal expression. What is more, Greek Ovo\oyew, nominal 

opodoyta, and forms of Hebrew w-d-h, Aramaic w-d-y, share an entire range of connotations 

in common, ranging from “agreement” to “admission, concession”; hence the translation 

adopted here for the Hebrew participle x11 “acknowledge” (Liddell and Scott 1051, s.v. 

opodoyta). The “acknowledgment” takes the form of a declaration, but the essential 

meaning relates to the force of the declaration, namely, the assent or agreement to specified 

terms and obligations. In light of the evidence from the Judean Desert, it would be well to re- 

examine usage of Hebrew 1717 and related forms in the Mishnah and other Talmudic texts. 

Thus, Halivni (1999:33*) has the following to say about the statement in m. B. Mesi‘a 1:2, in 

a case where two persons both claim full entitlement to a found object: 

Therefore, it appears reasonable to us to interpret 0°71 On ymT2 here not in the sense of admission, as 
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if they are conceding that they had made a false claim earlier, when one said, “It is entirely mine,” 
and the other said, “It is entirely mine,” and are admitting that (in fact) they both found it, but rather 
that they both hold to their initial claims, but agree (and that is the meaning of o°719 here) to forego 
the oath, with each taking a half of it without an oath. 

Line 7: Note use of Hiph‘il of the verb h-k-r, J? "niannw “that I have leased to you” (see the 
EPIGRAPHIC NOTES). Hebrew/Aramaic 733 (Aramaic determined: X32) in contrast to ]3, 
appears to be a late word in Biblical Hebrew, as evidenced by its restricted occurrences only 
in Song 6:11 and in Esth 1:5; 7:7-8. It most probably connotes both orchards and vegetable 
gardens, as in lines 20-21, below. 

Line 8: Once again, mw" indicates “jurisdictional limits,” as explained in the COMMENTARY 
on P.Yadin 44:8. 

Line 9: Here, the precise sense of the form 71Dn or W5n is “leased parcel” (for other 
meanings, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:17). Others might render it: “right of lease,” 
but it would seem that reference is to the parcel of land itself. For Hebrew moanw 
“partnership,” cf. in the Nabatean papyri, the Aramaic absolute fem. form pnw (P.Yadin 
1:28; 2:7; 3:7, 30). Also cf. in an Aramaic deed meniw (XHev/Se 32+4Q347, line 6) and 
Talmudic 4nw, mipmiw “partner, partnership” (Levy 4:619; Sokoloff DJPA 543). This 
terminology harks back to Akkadian Sutdpu, SutGpitu “partner, partnership” (CAD S§ 3:397— 
98), discussed by Kaufman 1974:105, and has a long history in ancient Near Eastern 
documentary sources. 

Lines 13-15: Here begins the description of the parcel. Note usage of the determinative 197 

“that one; that very same,” which begins the new clause. The >Aph‘el of the verb h-k-r, 

which is an Aramaic form, replaces the Hebrew Hiph‘il encountered above in line 7. This is 

an instance of Aramaic influence on the contemporary Hebrew morphology. Here begins the 

description of the boundaries, in somewhat abbreviated form. This convention, by which the 

boundaries of land parcels are detailed in legal documents, is prominent in the Aramaic 

common law tradition, appears in the Greek papyri from Nahal Hever, and continues in later 

Aramaic and Arabic documents. This topic is treated in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: BOUNDARIES AND ABUTTERS. The sense of the Hebrew 

description: 019771 731? N2yw 7777 74 is best understood as: “from the road that runs en face, 
and southward (of it).” This is to say, the road serves as the northern boundary, because that 

is what the verb ‘-/-h “to ascend” connotes (Levine 1975:48—53). Therefore, the contract 

applies to the area south of it. 

The Duties of the Lessee (Lines 16-21) 

The lessee was obligated to sow and gather in the fruit and the yield, undoubtedly of 

vegetables, until the end of the current season for both. A point is made of specifying both 
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fruit plantations and vegetable gardens in lines 20-21. The Aramaic/Late Hebrew verb k-n-s 

“to gather in” replaces Biblical Hebrew ?-s-p, and is widely used in Talmudic sources. The 

force of Jwb3? is “for yourself; for your own use, benefit.” The terms of the agreement will 

presently specify the payment due by the lessee for such produce. The form Man “crops, 

produce” is a conflate Hiph‘il construction. Cf. the haqtalah form 7x37 in P.Yadin 46:6, 

where the same formula is repeated (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: 

HEBREW.III.a). These forms literally refer to what the earth “brings forth”; hence: “produce.” 

Cf. Biblical Hebrew 3x12N (Lev 25:21). One notes the enhanced force of the verb h-y-h “to 

be,” used here in the sense of “to come into existence, to grow.” In line 19, the wording is 

redundant, with a subtle shift of meaning: ya1 D?w°w yt T¥ “Until such time as the season ... 

will reach its end.” The sense of “season” for Hebrew/Aramaic 771 or 21, a word of uncertain 

origin, is widely attested in Late Antiquity (Dan 7:12, et passim, DNWSI 332, s.v. zmm, 

ibid., 305, s.v. zbn3; Sokoloff DJPA 171, s.v. #2 321). Note the metathetic spelling op12v in 

line 18, which is probably a scribal error. 

Consideration (Lines 22-24) 

Line 22: The force of Tn nay? and 739 naiv? (below, in lines 29-30), is that of 
equivalence, literally: “as over and against,” “on this account,” “equal to—.” Cf. m. Ketub. 

5:8: “He provides, as over and against them (jn), fruit from another source.” That is to 

say, the same amount or type, or costing the same. This formula is undoubtedly a Hebrew 

back-translation of Aramaic: 77 %ap> “as over against this; in view of this” (Yardeni 

2000c:B:88 Concordance, s.v. 9277). 

Provision for Proof of Payment, “Ties” (Lines 24—26) 

The function of the Hebrew term Ww? “tie” is discussed in APPENDIX B, where the alternating 

formulae are analyzed. 

Clearance from Claims (Lines 26-29) 

Line 27: Here we find the defension clause, a subject incisively discussed by Greenfield 

(1992a). The one letting out the property pledges to clear it of all claims. The present 

formulation is distinctive, however. The precise sense of Piel mipw? in the opening of the 

formula 7°12? mipw? °2y1 “And it is incumbent upon me to silence before you—” requires 
comment. The verb §-p-y has usually been taken as a synonym of the Pi‘‘el m-r-q “to 

burnish, cleanse”; hence: “to cleanse, clear” (so Greenfield). In fact, the root s-p-y replaces 

m-r-q in such formulae as “to cleanse and to validate” (XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, lines 15, 19 

[Yardeni 1997:127], which parallels nm°pm>1 mw? occurring in XHev/Se 9:8). Hence: 
mipw? “to cleanse, clear.” It seems, however, that there are at least two roots to be 

considered: (a) S-p-y Qal: “to be silent, peaceful”; Pis‘el: “to silence,” as well as (b) 5-p-y “to 

pour,” as in XHev/Se 7:2: °»wn (Hebrew definite article + gattal form hasSappdy) “the 

mixer, pourer”; hence: “the wine seller.” In fact, the sense of “cleansing,” which is in any 
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event uncertain etymologically, would be derived from the sense of “pouring.” The 
Babylonian Talmud uses the Aramaic Pa“el of the verb §-p-y to mean “to rub, burnish”; 
hence: “cleanse” (Greenfield 1992b:18—20). For the sense of silencing, see b. B. Mesi‘a 15a: 

DPHIW PP 2AYI PPR—PON PIT PMN DIN DUR OPW NIN inpIod om 1 amd Jow yIN XII THR 
aay Soap JIT NIT PIS WIP OPN) 

Rabba’ said: This is definitely so, for the seller writes as follows to the purchaser: “T shall validate 
(O°?1X), silence (*DwX), cleanse (7271) and clear (72?77381) these purchases—them and their labor costs 
and their improvements, and I will substantiate [them] before you (777/?).” And this purchaser was 
agreeable and accepted the terms as binding on himself. 

Rashi explains "WX as v°PwK “T shall silence,” as in 7w3 3h by (Isa 13:2), rendered by the 
Targum: x1?w7 X70 2y “on a tranquil (= smooth) mountain.” For the syntax with °35>, cf. 
Mur 30:24: nia 1207 nx 73D? pm? “To clear before you this sale.” The ambiguity 
surrounding the verbal s-p-y goes back to Akkadian. Thus, CAD lists several entries, 
including Sapi C: “to be silent,” D-stem: “to silence, subdue” (CAD S 1:490-91). In 
summary: The fact that the Pisel of s-p-y replaces the Pi‘‘el of m-r-q is suggestive, but not 
conclusive, since functionally synonymous substitutions are normal in such formulae. Hence, 

the sense of “silencing,” namely, silencing objections, should be given a hearing, although 

the substantive result would not differ either way. Both translations are therefore provided. 

Lines 27—28: The two terms, 190 (harar) and 13N (tigar), are at home in the Aramaic papyri, 

and both are amply attested in the Aramaic legal tradition. Cf. the same provision in P.Yadin 

46:10. The usual formula, in evidence here, is a guarantee to clear all liens and claims that 

may be entered against the property, or against its new owner on its account after the 

effective date of the lease. See XHev/Se 9:9 (Yardeni 1997:40, 50 NOTES—note especially 

the reference to Mur 30:25). Greenfield and Sokoloff (1992:92 entry 43), list the form 73n as 

first occurring in Qumran Aramaic. It may be based on the root g-r-y, a verb occurring 

extensively in Elephantine Aramaic in the Qal stem, with the technical sense “to lodge a 

complaint, grievance” (DNWSI 234, s.v. gry, and literature cited). It is probably a secondary 

form, with preformative taw. See Levy 4:627, s.v. 13(°?)n, 813n, and note the idiom: 73N Xap 

°¥ “to lodge a complaint against.” Ultimately, the forensic sense harks back to the notion of 

hostility, as in Biblical Hebrew, usually expressed in the Pi‘‘el-Hithpa‘el progression (Deut 

Den 24). 

As for 19n, for which the meaning “dispute, contest” can be established from immediate 

context, uncertainty remains as to its derivation. Most have derived it from h-r-y, geminate 

h-r-r “to be heated, to burn” (intransitive). This forensic meaning is not usually expressed by 

h-r-r in Talmudic parlance, however. It is possible, though doubtful, that the form 77n is a 

phonetic variant of 17¥ “claim, contest,” and cf. the reduplicative verbal form y y, “to 

lodge a complaint” (see Sokoloff DJPA 421, s.v. 19 n.m. and Ny vb., and Levy 3:706—7). 
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Hebrew yin 07K (read: tobé&a, participle) “claimant,” expresses the Hebrew/Aramaic verb 

t-b-< “to demand, claim” (Levy 4:625, s.v. yan, and related forms). One assumes a derivation 

from the verb b-‘-y “to seek, demand” in a secondary form with preformative taw. Cf. y21nn 

“the claimant” in m. Seb. 4:12, and related forms in m. B. Mesi‘a 2:5. 

Validity Clause (Lines 29-30) | 

See the COMMENTARY on P. Yadin 44:26. 

Signatures of the Declaring Party and the Witnesses (Lines 31-34) 

See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES. Once 

again, there is the impression that regular, or even official persons served as signatories 

reflecting the interest of the authorities in the transaction. 
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P.YADIN 46: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 46. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Simple deed. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: >Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv?el’s archive. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded; packed together with four more documents. 
Maximal Measurements: 17.5 x 16.2 cm. 
Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 
Description of Damage: Minor damage at the folds. 
Joins: Ca. 0.5 from the left edge on the recto. 
Direction of Folds: Sidewise, from left to right (the last fold on the right seems to have been folded inside), and in half. 
Height of left fold: Ca. 3.2 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 3.5 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 15 

Main text: 12 1/2. 

Signatures: 3 1/2. 
Height of text: Total (including the ascender of Jamed and the descenders): 13.5 cm. 

Main text (including the ascender of Jamed and the descenders): 9 cm. 
Maximal Width of text: 

Main text: 13.8 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (ca. 0.6 cm, including the ascender of Jamed). 
Lower margin: (including the down-stroke of daleth from line 13): Ca. 6 cm. 
Right margin: 1—-1.5 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signatures: Recto; parallel to the main text. 
Special notes concerning the signatures: The first signature belongs to the lessee Yeshua‘, son of Shim‘on, who signed 

for himself, continuing the last line of the body of the deed. The three remaining signatures belong to witnesses who 
signed in Hebrew. The first, whose first name ends with nun, is a son of a certain Shim‘on; he ended the word ty with 

a huge cursive daleth, running way down below the last signature. The second signature, in an unskilled hand, is that 

of a certain Patron (Latin name), son of Yehoseph, while the third one, also in an unskilled hand, is that of Yehoseph, 

son of ?EI‘azar, who wrote the word 7’y with a yod indicating a pronunciation with a vowel ranging from /e/ to /i/. 
Scribe: Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on (see P. Yadin 44 and 45). 

Description of Script: See P. Yadin 44. 
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P.YADIN 46: TEXT 

[wap yws 72 pya Sew? xvws NOI fa pynw? wirw nw 17027 oIwa 1 
ona Sxiaw 72 Wy? NXd1 NOS ID WYN JI WVIN? WX TA PY ya pyAW Ta 2 

Tpaw Opa oFon MPIw oIpAN OD "NIN on OD? uN NT OWA 3 
boun) aon Tym ony FORA Iw OoOpIn oon man en Wan 4 
X yuRw nd $455n ksh FS sin pnw YA wow syn 3ibA 5 

SANIT IVS FT YD wb? ODN ONIID OPPTIN TAXI j277 WYN 6 
pn Swot py Sw nar yor oowew jar IP Ten oipaaw mw 7 

oswwi aN prt yo. °? ONIN nD naw? O11 Pn yoNT Dwi 8 

%) Sadr NOR Gow O58 Yipxi 052 Dipwx i22n pyaix oy70 onw 9 
X WYN ANN poyi ton Fat [yo Ty Tani Tn ya 732 maw? oD°291 10 

bow) onw ayo ow Wy Prat OD Pppw' jfen qon7 ya °2 ap? 11 
MwWDIY TyAwL I] yw? 755 Ady? coy opi sn 12 

$9 jigov Tt 1 13 
T¥ FOIL] J2 FAVS 14 

DY WYN AD yO 15 

P.YADIN 46: TRANSLATION 

On the second of Kislev, year three of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?, Premier of Israel, in ‘Ein Gedi: Yeshua‘ 

QBY{S], 
son of Shim‘on, from ‘Ein Gedi, stated to °El‘azar, son of 7El‘azar, son of Hayyata’, and to ?Eli‘ezer, son of 

Shemv’el, both of them 

from there: I acknowledge to you this day that I have leased from you (both) the site that is called the 
Sullam and the site that is called 

the Bor. Those have I leased from you (including) the date palms and the rest of the trees within them, as 

well as the cropland and the date palms 
of first quality, and the harvest (or: the hsd-date crop) that is in the village; all that Hananiah, son of 

Hayyata? held prior to this. I (undertake to) sow 

the cropland, and I will pick (or: prune) the date palms as is customary. And I shall gather in for my use 

all of those fruits and the crop 

that will come into existence in that site, until such time as the fruit season at ‘Ein Gedi will reach its end, 

both of vegetables 

and of trees, as is customary. On this account, you have leased them to me for silver (in the sum of) one 
hundred sixty zuz, 

which are (equivalent to) forty sela‘s. Those I shall count out to you (both), and I will take from you ‘ties.’ 

If not, (another) may be in receipt for me. 

And it is incumbent upon you (or: “If it will not be received by me, "then it is incumbent upon you), to 
silence (all objections) before me (or: to provide clearance before me), against any grievance or contest, 

until the e[nd] of that season. And it is incumbent upon you, you, ?EI‘azar, 

to deliver to me from (the amount of) that lease[ and to weigh oJut [silver], ten denarii, which are 
(equivalent to) two sela‘s plus "one ''"shekel. 

I am legally bound on this account. Yeshua‘, [son of] Shim‘on, on his own behalf. 

[...]n so[n of] Shim‘on, witness. 

Patron, son of [Ye]hoseph, witness. 2 Yehoseph, son of ?El‘azar, witness. 
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P.YADIN 46: EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

Like P.Yadin 44 and 45, this document is beautifully preserved, and its elegant “square” 

script leaves very little to be restored. 

Line 1: The restoration [w]’3p is conjectural. This name recurs several times in Nahal Hever 

and elsewhere in diverse forms (see INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES). It is assumed to be a 

handle, or epithet, whose etymology remains uncertain. 

Line 4: The first word consists of four letters, the third of which was cancelled by the 

original scribe, who placed a dot above it. Therefore, it has to be read: 127. We have 

provisionally translated this word as “the Bor,” namely, “the cistern, excavation” (see the 

COMMENTARY). 

Line 5: The final letter in the second word is definitely daleth, thus excluding the reading 

with resh: 13mm) “and the courtyard” and compelling us to read: 73mm “and the harvest” (or: 

“the hsd-date crop”; see the COMMENTARY). 

Line 6: The third word in this line apparently ends with he? rather than with two consecutive 

zayins, which may look very similar when written close’ together. Hence, we read the rare 

verb: 73%) “and I will remove, extract, pick,” rather than 113X) “and I will shear, trim” (see the 

COMMENTARY). 

Line 11: The restoration: [40> ]2[Pw?1] “[and to weigh o]ut[ silver]” is conjectural. Only the 

top of the Jamed actually survived above the tear. An alternative restoration, which would fit 

into the gap, may possibly be: [90> °J2[ }n(°)?1] “[and to pay ]m[e silver].” The infinitive 
17(7)?1 could be spelled either defectively or plene. 

P.YADIN 46: COMMENTARY 

Date, Venue, and Names of the Parties (Lines 1-3) 

The interrelationship of the parties to P.Yadin 46 with those of P.Yadin 44 and P.Yadin 45 

has already been discussed. The newcomer is Yeshua‘ QBY[S?], son of Shim‘on. 

Opodroyta of Yeshua‘ QBY[S] and Identification of the Parcels (Lines 3-5) 
Line 4: See the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES where it is suggested that we read the first word in line 4 

as 137 (vocalized either as bir, or as Hebrew bdr) “cistern.” This term would be an expected 

replacement for Wann “the ditch, excavation,” in P. Yadin 44:9, 11. The verb for excavating a 

cistern is h-p-r, in m. B. Qam. 5:5: 77y2) Mw 112: 7DINA IMX “One who excavates a cistern, 

ditch or cave.” 

The form 1?2n reflects the prefixing and contraction of the accusative particle to the plural 

demonstrative pronoun: 19%<7> m<x> — 199n (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: 
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HEBREW IIIc). Hebrew 3161 277 “palm trees of first quality,” replicates Aramaic 20 >p7 (0. 
‘Abod. Zar. 13a). It was customary to indicate grades of quality in certain commodities. Cf. 
in Biblical Hebrew usage a1wA jaw “oil of first quality” (2 Kgs 20:13; Isa 39:2; Ps 133:2), 
and 3107 7”°3 “like wine of first quality” (Song 7:10), and a1vn onon “gold of first quality” 
(Lam 4:1, and cf. 1 Sam 8:14). This harks back to Akkadian and Sumerian diction, also 
notable in early West Semitic, as in Ugaritic, where we find such constructions as yn tb 
“wine of first quality” and tq/ ksp tb “a shekel of first quality silver.” Cf. in the same vein, 
among the Nahal Hever texts: xwDw ... XIN NI “ the palm-grove ... of good quality” 
(P.Yadin 7:5). 

Line 5: The word 73n allows for two interpretations, as indicated in the TRANSLATION. (1) 
“harvest,” (n.m.) from the root h-s-d “to reap, harvest,” whose closest Akkadian cognate is 
esédu “harvest” (CAD E 338, s.v. esédu [Ass. esadu], meaning 2). Nominal and verbal forms 
of this root are frequent in most dialects of Aramaic (Sokoloff DJPA 212-13, s.v. 73n 

“harvest” [Jewish Palestinian Aramaic]; Levy 2:98 [Jewish Babylonian Aramaic]; LexSyr 

251 [Syriac]). (2) “date crop” a variant spelling of 13n “a kind of date,” listed in m. <Abod. 

Zar. 1:5: 07137 T1907 TOX 02°9721 2¥M1 aw ¥PT AX “even dates of good quality, hasab, and 
naqlibas, it is forbidden to sell to gentiles.” Levy (2:97, s.v. 13m) cites a possible Arabic 

cognate, gasbun, and notes attestations in b. ‘Abod. Zar. 13b, 14b. He also mentions that in 

manuscripts of the Palestinian Talmud we find the variant spelling with daleth: tn. The 

latter interpretation would be attractive because in both P.Yadin 46 and the Mishnah this 

word occurs in conjunction with dates/date palms. Also cf. XHev/Se 64:8 Favvad Acaéata, 

possibly a transcription of x°73n n33. The former interpretation has the virtue of being based 

on a well-attested root in Aramaic and involves no reliance on manuscript variants. In either 

case, the document is stating that the lease included additional property in the village, of 

which there has been no previous mention. 

The Duties of the Lessee (Lines 5-8) 

Line 6: The lessee will sow the cropland, pick the date palm trees, and will gather in all 

produce as his own for the current season. The lease provides for a cash payment on the part 

of the lessee, to be specified presently, in lines 8-9. Rejecting the reading 1138) “and I will 

shear, trim” (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES), the preferred reading is: 748}, translated “and I will 

pick (= remove the fruit).” The form 73x (taken as the Hiph“l, lcs. imperfect) could be 

derived from several first- and third-weak verbal roots, all probably related to each other, 

including y-g-h and h-g-h. Most dictionaries cite 2 Sam 20:13: 72077 Ja 137 WR “when he 

(= Amasah) had been removed from the road” under y-g-h II (BDB 387; DCH 4:79; HALAT 

369). The form 737 represents the Hoph‘al (= hdgah), reflecting the sense of the Hiph«il: “‘to 

remove”; hence: “had been removed” (cf. just above in 2 Sam 20:12: 72007 Ja Nway nN 307 

“then he removed Amasah from the road’). They also list a verb h-g-h II “to extract, 

remove” as in Prov 25:4: 902% 0°3°0 137 “purge dregs from silver” (BDB 212; DCH 2:488; 
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HALAT 228). The form 1373 would represent the infinitive absolute of the simple stem. Here 

the expected meaning is “to pick,” namely, to cut off the date clusters when the dates have 

ripened, which would be the required activity, paralleling the other duties undertaken by the 

lessee. Conceivably, reference is to pruning of the date palms. 

Hebrew 0179132 and, in line 8, 01213 777 “‘as is the custom” express Greek voyos “custom, 

law,” a term occurring frequently in the Greek documents from Nahal Hever, often with 

further specification (cf. Hebrew/Aramaic 017°3 [Levy 3:387—88, s.v. 017371 and related forms; 

Sokoloff DJPA 349]; and see Lewis 1989:158 Index of Greek Words, s.v. vojtos, and note 

the spelling wim3> in the Aramaic subscription to P.Yadin 17 [Yadin and Greenfield 

1989:141]). It parallels Hebrew/Aramaic 739, N33, etc. and Nabatean-Aramaic np??n> “as is 

natural, customary” (see the COMMENTARY on P. Yadin 2:13). 

In the provisions of the lease we again encounter some unusual forms and terminology 

(cf. P.Yadin 45:15—-21. Further on in line 6, we have a variation of the idiom n” 92 

“whatever,” already encountered in P.Yadin 45:17, namely 797 99, literally, “the whatever” 

(apparently translating Aramaic 09737 75). 

Consideration (Lines 8—9) 

The formulation is essentially the same as in P.Yadin 45:22—24. 

Provision for Proof of Payment, “Ties” (Line 9) 

The formulation in the first person mirrors the second person formulation of P.Yadin 45 

discussed in APPENDIX B. 

The Defension Clause (Line 10) 

This is the same as in P.Yadin 45:26—29, except that address is in the second person. 

Provision for a Differential Payment by °El‘azar (Lines 10—12) 

Line 11: The basis for this differential payment is discussed in the INTRODUCTION to 

P.Yadin 44-46. The unusual usage °9 39p% “to deliver to me” requires comment, although 

the meaning is fairly clear. Perhaps cf. the Akkadian verb gurrubu (D-Stem from gerébu “to 

be near”); hence: “to deliver to” as gift or tribute (CAD QO 237, s.v. meaning 10, 6', and 6' b) 

“to bring, to present, deliver gifts, tribute.” Also note in P.Yadin 36:23 (Nabatean-Aramaic): 

PPM pIVID 7 my 2° 7a I4pxRi “and I will deliver to you what is yours with me (= what I 

owe you) from the payment, (as) legally (required)” (Yardeni 2000c:A:265-66). 

Signatures (Lines 12—15) 

See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES. 
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P.Yadin 7 (= 5/6Hev 7): A DEED OF GIFT 

Plates 29-30 24 Tammuz, Year 15 of Provincia Arabia; Year 2 of Hadrian 

PUBLICATION: Yigael Yadin, Jonas C. Greenfield, and Ada Yardeni “A Deed of Gift in 
Aramaic Found in Nahal Hever: Papyrus Yadin 7” (Hebrew). Pages 383-403 in Yosef 
Aviram Volume. Erlsr 25. Edited by David Ussishkin et al. Jerusalem: Israel Exploration 
Society, 1996. Yardeni 2000c:A:93-102. 

INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 7 is a deed of gift written on 13 July 120 CE. Through this deed, Shim‘on, son of 

Menahem, none other than Babatha’’s father, granted his wife, Miryam, daughter of Yoseph, 

son of Menasheh, all of his property in Mahoza and any further property he may acquire 

during his lifetime, on condition that actual ownership of same be transferred to her only 

after his death. The length and extent of P.Yadin 7 and the prominence of its parties, as well 

as its excellent state of preservation, make it a document of exceptional interest and scholarly 

value. 

Legal instruments such as P.Yadin 7 have a long history in the ancient Near East and the 

Classical world, and their features have been discussed extensively (Yaron 1992:29-45; 

Cotton and Greenfield 1994:211—24; Cotton 1995:183—203). In essence, they were intended 

to circumvent the normal inheritance process, which had to await the death of the testator 

and which was bound by specific priorities. This document resembles what we today call a 

“living trust.” Very often, as in the present case, the advantage to the testator was to assure 

that the beneficiary would care for him during the remainder of his life, and a provision to 

this effect was written into the document. The advantage to the beneficiary was to be 

guaranteed eventual ownership of the specified property, or wealth, without having to share 

it with, or lose it to the heirs under existing laws and priorities of inheritance. It also enabled 

a father to provide for the welfare of his daughter after his death, should she be widowed and 

in need of a place to live. The major sections of the document will be outlined in the 

COMMENTARY. 
This document, which is almost completely preserved, is singular among those written in 

the Jewish, cursive script. In composition and format, and in scribal tradition, it resembles 

the documents in Nabatean script that were discovered together with it at Nahal Hever. The 

affinity to the Nabatean documents is evident as well in the visual appearance of the 

document and in aspects of language. Several terms occurring in this Jewish Aramaic deed 

are best explicable as Arabic, a fact which illustrates, in the first instance, the penetration of 

Arabic diction into Aramaic documents executed by Jews. Whereas this process was more to 

be expected in Nabatean-Aramaic documents, produced by Arabic speakers, the presence of 

Arabic terms in a document written in the Jewish script is striking and reflects the influence 

of Nabatean scribal practice on contemporary Jewish legal writing in the Nabatean region. 
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The scribe who prepared P.Yadin 7 was trained in the Nabatean scribal tradition. 

From the description of the properties included in the transaction there emerges a picture 

of wealthy Jews living peacefully among Nabateans within the boundaries of Provincia 

Arabia. This was some twelve years before the outbreak of the Bar-Kokhba rebellion, which 

compelled them to flee to caves in the Judean Desert, where they met their end. 

This edition of P.Yadin 7 is based on the Hebrew edition and commentary published in 

Eretz-Israel 25 by J.C. Greenfield and A. Yardeni, which has been followed quite closely. 

Accommodations were made to the requirements of presentation in English and to the 

particular format and arrangement of materials in the present volume. References and other 

information have been updated, and some further comment has been offered. Certain 

interpretations of the Aramaic text presented in the Hebrew edition have been reconsidered 

in the interest of scholarship. 

Although the two versions of P.Yadin 7 are identical for the most part, the UPPER 

VERSION differs in several places from the LOWER VERSION. Thus, for example, the passage 

regarding the duty of the woman in question to be of service to her husband during his 

lifetime appears, in the UPPER VERSION, near the end of the document (lines 28-29), whereas 

in the LOWER VERSION the same passage appears earlier on (lines 61-63). The positioning of 

this provision near the conclusion of the deed makes better sense in terms of legal exposition, 

indicating that the UPPER VERSION is formulated in a clearer manner, and that it was written 

after the LOWER VERSION. Since the COMMENTARY on the UPPER VERSION will take note of 

significant variants, comment on the LOWER VERSION will be restricted to the few words and 

formulae that are unanticipated in the UPPER VERSION and therefore require explanation. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P. Yadin 7. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Double deed. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded, tied and covered separately. Packed together in a bundle with thirty-four other 

documents. 

Maximal Measurements: 44.3 x 15.5 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the text. 

Description of Damage: The document suffered only minor damage, especially at the fold near the stitches and at both 

edges on the right and on the left. The upper text has remained almost intact, except for the last line on the verso and 

the first lines on the recto, which suffered some damage. The first lines of the lower text as well as the bottom lines 

were largely torn away. In addition there are a few small tears at the folds throughout the lower text. 

Joins: 12.4 cm and ca. 27.8 cm from the top on the recto (the height of the second sheet is ca. 15.3 cm and that of the 
third sheet, at the bottom, ca. 16.5 cm). 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom. 

Height of smallest (upper) fold: Ca. 2 cm. 

Height of largest surviving fold: Ca. 4 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 79 

Upper text: 29 (verso: 10; recto: 19). 

Lower text: 43. 

Signatures: 7. 

Height of text: 

Upper text: Verso: 3 cm; recto: 7.5 cm. 

Lower text: 34.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Upper text: Verso: 14.8 cm; recto: 14.9 cm. 

Lower text: 14.5 cm. 

Height of space between upper and lower texts (including the ascender of lamed): Ca. 0.8 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin (Recto): No margin left (on purpose). 

Lower margin (Recto): Ca. 2.5 cm (except for long final ka/). 

Right margin (Recto): Upper text: Ca. 0.5 cm; lower text: Ca. 0.7 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signatures: Verso; perpendicular to the text on the recto, starting opposite the beginning of the 

lower text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: All signatures are in the “Jewish” script. All are missing their beginnings. The 

uppermost line (line 73) belongs to the person in whose name the deed was written. It is not clear to whom the 

second signature belongs, but the daleth at its end may indicate the word 7[7v] (“witness”). The following four 

signatures apparently also belong to witnesses, while the last (line 79) may be the scribe’s signature, its script 

resembling that of the document. The last part of the fifth line of signatures (line 77) is also in the scribe’s 

handwriting; however, the preceding word—7nw—surviving in the same line, is not in the same hand. The number of 

witnesses thus resembles that in Nabatean deeds from the same find (P.Yadin 1-3). 

Scribe: [... son of ]Shim‘on (?). 

Description of Script: A clear and skilled handwriting, perhaps of a professional scribe, with personal features. 

Upper text: A tiny version of the script in the lower text: 

Average height of medial mem: 0.1—0.2 cm. 

Average space between lines: Verso: 0.2—0.15 cm; recto: 0.15—0.25 cm. 

Lower text: A standard “Jewish” cursive hand, with an influence of the Nabatean script. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.25—0.3 cm. 

Average space between lines: 0.4—0.5 cm. 
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P.Yadin 7: A DEED OF GIFT 

TRANSLATION 
UPPER VERSION 

VERSO 
1 During the second consulship of Lucius Catilius Severus and (of) Marcus(!) Aurelius Antoninus, year 

three of Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, and (according) to the counting of 
this province, on the twenty-fourth of Tammuz, year ten and five (=15), in Mahoz ‘Eglatain: (I hereby) 
bestow with validity, by a valid statement, a perpetual gift that shall not pass away, of my own free will — 

I, Shim‘on, son of Menahem, who resides in Mahoza», to you; you, Miryam, my wife, daughter of Yoseph, 
son of Menasheh, all that I possess in Mahoza?; (consisting) of houses and courtyards, (both) lower 
(stories) and upper (stories), 

and household utensils, and date palms and their yield, and palmeries, both ground and trees, in entirety, as 
they are inscribed among the sites specifically in this document, and whatever else I (may) possess that is 
not described, together with all that 

I may acquire and (that) will become my possession from this time (forth)—I have given to you as a gift 
forever. And these are the designations of the sites of this gift: The pa[l]m-grove that I possess, of good 
quality, and all that is in it. Its boundaries: to the east: the desert; 

and to the west: the (property of) the heirs of Yoseph, son of Dormenes; and to the north: the craggy land 
belonging to the heirs of Menahem, and others; and to the south: (the property of) the heirs of Yoseph, 
son of Baba’. And its irrigation periods: together with the heirs of Yoseph, son of Dormenes, at night, 

(on) the fifth (day) of the week, (for) one and one-half (hours) of (the) three hours (allotted). And, as well, 
another gift, the site that is called KRB?, (consisting of) a planting of dates. Its boundaries: to the east: 
(the property of) Garm-Illah, son of 

‘Arahzu; and to the west: the /arge river (or: the river ...), and (the property of) the heirs of [Yohana]n, 
son of Baba’; to the south and to the north: (the property of) Menelaus, son of ‘Awat~Illah. And its 
irrigation periods: as is fitting. And (in addition) the new orchard (or: garden) that had belonged to the 
sons of Tiberius, and was acquired "by me lin trade (or: and was turned over "to me) 

from [Shi]m‘on, the Clothier. Its boundaries: to the east and to the south: (the property of) Garm-IIlah, son 

of ‘Arahzu; and to the west: (the land of) Shammua‘, son of Menahem, and others; and to the north: the 

aforementioned river (or: the ... river) and the road. And the irrigation <periods>: [the "first ™day] 

[of the week, for one-half hour, from the waters of the wadi], toge[ther with the h]eirs of the Clothfier, and 

the second day for one-half hour (out) of three (allotted) shares of water. And as well], the “white” land 
and the date palms 
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Its [boundaries:] to the east: (the land of) the hfeirs of Yoseph, son of |Baba? ...; and [to] the wes[t:] (the 
property of) Sh[ammua‘], son of Menahem; and to the north: the sites of the h{eirs of Yoseph, son of 
‘Arati], that branch off into ...; [and to the south: (the property of) YoJhanah, 

[daughter(?) of Makkuta’. The irrigation periods: (the) fourth day of the week, for one hour, and the ni]ght 
of the fourth day of the week, one hour (together) with the heirs of Yoseph, son of Baba’, [and together 
with] Zabdion and his associates. [And, as well], (still) another gift, (consisting of) all the date palms 

[and the trees belonging to me, scattered in Maho]za?, [including the irrigation ditches. And, as well,] 
(still) another gift, (consisting of) the courtyards and houses that belong to me in Mahoza’, including 
their upper (stories) [and their lower (stories)], and all that is (contained) within them, together with all 
that is <written> above, as is fitting for me with respect to them. 

... And, as well, [(rights of) entry and eg]ress, [and the] irri{gati]on [per]iods, in entirety, I have given to 
you; you, Miryam, my wife, as a gift forever, on the binding agreement that I may enjoy the usufruct, 
and retain possession, and remit 

payment of their property taxes; and reside and install (others) as residents, in the courtyards and houses, 
all the days of my life. And when I go to my eternal home, you shall become the rightful possessor of the 
sites of this gift, or of what 

[I shall] leave of them behind, (and) whi[ch will not have been pledged (as security)], and (which) will not 

have been sold for my own subsistence subsequent to this (time). And (similarly), over all properties, and 

income of property, and household utensils, and anything (whatsoever), small or large, that "71 "will 
possess 

from this time forth [and forever], that is described in this document of gift, to buy and to sell, and to 

inherit (or: and to bestow) and to bequeath, and to pledge (as security) and to grant as gift, and to sow 
and to plant, and to build, and to remit 

their payments, and to do with them all that you wish; you and your sons and your heirs, and whoever may 

gain possession from your hand from the day on which I will go to my eternal home and forever. And 
Ulthere shall be no "'*!vow or oath, or binding agreement, 

or sworn statement on the part of my sons and my heirs, or on the part of any person (whosoever, acting) 

in my name; not against you, nor against your heirs, nor against anyone who may gain possession of this 

gift from your hand, or any part of it, 

regarding all that is mine, (whether) described or not described; what is (now) mine or may become mine 

from this time forth. In entirety, it shall belong to you in the fullest extent of this gift (or: for damage 
against this gift). (And you) are the rightful possessor, to do whatever you wish, 

from the day on which I go to my eternal home, and forever. And there shall be no suit or contest or oath 
whatsoever on the part of my heirs, or my legal inheritors, or on the part of any (other) person 

(whosoever, acting) in my name against you, or against your heirs, regarding all that (is written) above; 

nor concerning all that I shall leave in your presence when I go to my eternal home. From (claims 

regarding) all I have written over, I hereby grant you clearance, and (as well), any child that you may 
bear from me, from this time forth; or any legal inheritor or heir, 

or (any) person who may gain possession of this gift, or of any part of it from your hand; from any vow or 
oath whatsoever, by any person (acting) in my name, whether legal inheritor or an heir, (whether) distant 

or near, 
during my lifetime and after I go to my eternal home, and forever; as is customary for (such) gifts and 

clearances, that are (granted) in written form in perpetuity. The sole (exception is that) it shall be the 

established right of Babatha’, our daughter, 

that if she is widowed and will have no husband, that she may reside in the horreum (= storage place for 
grain) (or: pen), which is a part of the sites of this gift, and may have (free) access and egress together 

with you in that courtyard of 
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the horreum (= storage place for grain) (or: pen), for as long as she is a widow without a husband; but she 
shall not have the rightful authority to bring a husband into that house. Thus, of my own free will, I have 
granted written clearance 

to you from (the claims of) my heirs, and from any person (acting) in my name, regarding all that is 
written above, from any vow or oath or suit or contest, and from any cause whatsoever, small or large, 
[during] my lifetime and from the day [that I will go] 

to my eternal home, and forever. With respect to this, (and) in consideration thereof, I have given you this 
gift, on the binding agreement that you (continue to) be [my wilfe [as] (was so) previously, and be 
attending to [my needs] 
me a nat of this gift, [as (was so) pre]viously. And all that is written above is binding in con[sideration 
there Jof. 

26 

27 

i) co 

tN \o 

LOWER VERSION 

* [Dur]ing[ the second consulship of] Luc[ius Cati]l[ius Severus and (of) Marcus(!) Aurelius Antoninus, 
year th]r[ee of Imperator 

[Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augus]tus, and according[ to the counting of this province, on the twenty- 
fourth of Tammuz, year] 

[fifteen, in Mahoz ‘E]glatain: (I hereby) bestow with validity, [by a valid statement, a perpetual gif]t that 

shall not pa[ss away, of my own free will] — 

[1, Shim‘on, son of MenaJhem, who resides in Mah[oza, to you;] you, Miryam, my wife, daughter of 

Yose[ph], 

son of Menasheh, all of the[ lan]d and trees,[ in entirety, as the sites are described specifically in this deed, 

and what]ever[ else] th[at is not described that] I (may) possess, [or that I may acquire and (that) may 

become my possession from this tim]e forth. In entirety, I have giv[en to you (as) a gift] 

[in perpetuity. And these are the designations of the sites of this gift: The palm-grove that I possess, of 
good quallity, and all that is in it. [Its] boun[daries: to the east: the desert; 

and to the west:] (the property of) the heirs[ of Y]oseph, son of Dormenes; and to the north: the [c]raggy 
I[and] belonging to the heirs of Menahem, and others; and to the south: 

(the property of) the heirs of Yoseph, son of Baba’. And the irrigation periods: together with the heirs of 

Yoseph, son of [Do]rmenes, (consisting of) water(ing) for one and one-half hours of the three hours 

(allotted). 

And as well: The site that is called KRB?, (consisting of) a planting of date palms. Its boundaries: to the 

ea[s]t: (the property of) [Ga]rm-7Illah, son of ‘Arahzu; and to the w[est:] 

the aforementioned [r]iver (or: the ... [r]iver), [and (the property of) the heirs of YoJhanan, son of Baba’; 

and to the south and to the n[or]th: [(the property of) Me]nelaus, son of ‘Awat-Tllah. And the irrigation 

periods: as is fitting. 
And, as well: The ne[w] orchard (or: garden) [that (had) belong(ed) to the sons of Tiberiu]s and which was 

acquired by me in trade (or: and was turned over to me) from Shim‘on, the Clothier. Its boundaries: to 

the east 
* fand] to the [s]outh: (the property of) Garm~Illah, son of ‘Arahzu; and to the west: (the property of) 

Shammua‘, son of Menahem and others; and to the north: the aforementioned river (or: the ... river) 

8 and the road. The irrigation periods: (the) first day in the week for one-half hour from the waters of the 

wadi, (together) with the heirs of the Clothier, and the second day 

“ Tone hjalf-hour o[f] the three (allotted) shares of water. And, as well: the “white” land and the date palms 
that are in it. Its boundaries: to the east: 

*° (the property of) the [he]irs of Yoseph[, son of Baba’...]...[...; and] to[ the] w[est: (the property of) 

Shammua‘, son of Menahem; and to the north: the sites that belong to the heir[s of Y]oseph, 

4© son of ‘Arati, that branch off into ...[...; and to the south: (the property of) YoJhanah, daughter(!) of 

Makkuta?. The irrigation periods: (the) fourth day of the week 
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(for) one hour; and the night of the fourth day of the week—for one hour (together) with the heirs of 
Yoseph, son of Baba’? and (together) with Zabdion 

[and] his associates. And, as well: All the date palms and trees belonging to me, scattered in Mahoza’, 
including the irrigation ditches. And, as well: still another gift 

(consisting of) the courtyards and the hou[ses that belong to] me in Mahoza?, (including) their upper 

(stories) and their lower (stories), and all that is (contained) within them, (together) with all thfat is] 
written [a]bo[ve, as] is fitting 

[for me with respect to] them ...[...]...[...]. ...[And, (as well): (rights of) entr]y and [egres]s, and 

irrigation periods. In entirety, I have given (it) to you; you, Miryam, 

my wife, the daughter of Yoseph,[ (as) a gif]t in perpetuity,[ on ]the binding agreement that I will enjoy 
the usufruct, and retain possession, and remit the payment of their property taxes; 

[and re]side and install (others) as residents, in those courtyards and houses, all the days of my life. And 

when I go to my eternal home you shall become 

the rightful possessor of the sites of this gift, or of what I shall leave of them behind when I go 
[to] my eternal home, and which will not have been sold or pledged (as security) for my own needs 

subsequent to [this (time). (And similarly), over al]l pro[perties] 
and the income from pro[perties], and household [utensils], and anything (whatsoever), small[ or ]large, 

that I will possess from this [time (forth) and fore]v[er]; 

[whi]ch is desc[ribed in ]th[is deed of gift], to[ b]uy and to sell, and to inherit (or: to bestow) and to 

bequeath, and to pledge as (security) and to grant as gift, and to sow 

[and ]|to plant, and to build and to remit their payments, and to do with them anything that you wish. You 

and your sons that will [be (born)] 

to you from me, from this time forth; and your heirs (and) whoever may gain possession of this gift from 

your hand, or any part of it (whatsoever) [fro]m 

(the) day that I go to my eternal home and forever. Th[ere sh]all b[e] n[o] oath, or vow, or binding 

agreement or sworn statement on the part of [my] s[ons] 

and my heirs, or any person (acting) in my name, whether distant or near; not against you nor against your 
heirs, nor against (any person) [w]ho [may gain possessio]n (of this gift) from[ your hand] 

[during my lifetime or Jafter I go to my eternal home. With respect to this, in perpetuity, in this manner I 

have of my own free will written (over) to you 
this gift as (specified) above. That you (continue) to be my wife as (was so) previously, and be attending to 

my needs from a part of this gift 
until the day when I go to my eternal home. And you shall become the rightful owner of all that I lea[ve 

behind] 
as (specified above), from the day I go to my eternal home and forever. There may be no suit, or co[ntest,] 

n[or] oat[h nor vow], 
as is the custom of gifts and clearances that are (executed) in written form, forever. The sole (exception is 

that) it shall be the established right [of] Baba[tha’], 

our daugh[ter, tha]t if she is widowed and will have no husband, that she may reside in the horreum (= 

storage place for grain) (or: pen) which is 

a part of this gift, with (rights of) entry and egre[ss (together) w]ith you in that courtyard (leading) to the 

horreum (= storage place for grain) (or: pen) all the day[s] 

that she shall remain a wi[dow without] a husband; but she shall not have the legal right to bri[ng in]to 

(lr thJat '*![house] 

a husband. T[hus, of] my [own free willl, I granted written clearance to you fr[om (the claims of) my heirs, 

and from any person] 

[(acting) in my name regarding all that is written above, from (any) vow, or oath, or suit or contest, and 

from 

[any mire whfatsoever, s]mall or large, [during my lifetime and from the day ]I go to my eternal home 

and forever, with respect to this [(and) in c]onsideration thereof. 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
Special comment on the script of P.Yadin 7 would be informative. It is in the style of the 
Jewish cursive (Yardeni 1991:41-66), and the letters blend in well with the continuous 
development of the Jewish scripts, notwithstanding the noticeable influence of the Nabatean 
script on the forms of some letters, like gimel, he’, waw, zayin, tet, nun, ayin, pe’, sade, goph, 
and shin. This influence is also noticeable in the distinction between the medial and final 
forms of many letters in size and structure. The most striking distinction appears in the final 
ayin, which is an anomaly in Hebrew script. These observations indicate that the scribe was 
trained in the Nabatean scribal tradition. Apart from this distinction, the script is quite 
consistent, and there are only a few variations of form of each letter in the alphabet. The 
script is abundant in ligatures of two or three letters, but most of the attached letters have 
retained their formal distinctiveness and the maximum number of their primary strokes. As a 

consequence there are virtually no identical letters, except for waw and yod. This 

characteristic distinguishes the script style of this document from the extreme cursive script, 

one of whose characteristics is identity in the forms of some letters to the point that they 

cannot be distinguished from one another. It is therefore possible to define the script style of 

this document as “calligraphic, official cursive.” 

The UPPER VERSION is written in a much smaller script, starting on the VERSO, where 

about a third of it appears (lines 1-10), and continuing on the RECTO. The first six lines of 

the RECTO (lines 11—16) are somewhat damaged, and so are the last three lines of the UPPER 

VERSION (lines 27—29). The LOWER VERSION has suffered greater damage than the UPPER 

VERSION and has been restored on the basis of the latter where the two versions are identical. 

There are, however, instances where the text is damaged in the same place in both versions, 

as in lines 11/45—46 and 14/50. 

UPPER VERSION 

VERSO 

Line 1: Both readings, xm?271n “the second” and xni373n “for the second time,” are possible 

(see the COMMENTARY on lines 1—2). 

Line 9: In the combination 8157 x73 (of unclear meaning), at least the last two letters of the 

second word are unclear in all attestations (see lines 40, 42). 

RECTO 
Line 11: After the restoration of the name X22 12 *}01’, remains of five letters appear, which 

have not been restored. The parallel text in line 45 is partly torn on the fold and only an ayin 

is clearly visible, seemingly after a space, on the surviving part of the document. The word 

may be a nickname of Yoseph, or of Baba’, his father, or the name of another person, which 

according to line 45, contained an ayin. The remains here in line 11, however, do not reveal 

an ayin, and the sequence of letters looks like waw, zayin, beth, daleth, and perhaps another 
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waw, yielding: 1731). Since this restoration does not coincide with the clear ayin in line 45, 

we have refrained from inserting it in the TEXT. Further on in line 11, illegible remains of 

script survive in the subordinate clause, following the words: —5 pep °3 “that branch into-.” 

The parallel text in the LOWER VERSION (line 46) is unfortunately damaged in the same 

place, except for a vertical down-stroke following the /amed that looks like a yod. The 

following word: 77217771 “and to the south,” which is restored in both versions, leaves a space 

of about four letters to be restored in this preceding space. 

Line 14: The beginning of this line is badly damaged, as is the parallel text in the LOWER 

VERSION (line 50). Lacking a parallel formula, this clause has not been restored in either 

version. 

Line 20: The reading 1312 “in the fullest extent,” an Arabism, is preferable to P1312 “for 

damage” (see the COMMENTARY on line 20). 

Line 71: Although the text reconstructed at the beginning of this line [oy73)4 AL?y 7D jn] 

differs slightly from the parallel text in line 27 of the UPPER VERSION: O[Y]732 73 ny ym, the 
extant traces of the taw here compel this reconstruction. 

COMMENTARY 

Opening Statements (Lines 1—5) 

Lines 1—2/30—31: Date and Place. The triple dating appearing here resembles what we find 

in a number of Greek and Nabatean documents of the Nahal Hever archive (Lewis 1989:27— 

28). It is also known in a Syriac deed of sale from Dura-Europos (P.Dura 28; Goldstein 

1966:8-9) and in other Greek documents from Dura-Europos (P.Dura 31; Welles et al. 

1959:143), as well as in Greek and Syriac documents from the region of the Middle 

Euphrates (Feissel and Gascou 1989:551 no. 15; Teixidor 1990:15). There are even instances 

of four dates at Dura-Europos (P.Dura 25; Welles et al. 1959:127—29, and discussion, ibid., 

130-31). The passage containing the date in the LOWER VERSION is torn, but may be restored 

reliably. 

The Greek term utateia “consulate, consul-ship” is attested in Rabbinic literature in the 

forms X”UD’X, TNVD’N, MVD (Lieberman 1955-88 8:890—91; Levy 1:69; Sperber 1984:41— 

42; Sirat et al. 1986:23-24). It occurs in the Greek, Aramaic, and Nabatean-Aramaic 

documents from the Judean Desert in dating according to the Roman consuls. The Aramaic 

adverbial form xniyx3n “for the second time” is well attested (Levy 4:655; cf. Dan 2:7, and 

note the opposite: xnim7p “first, for the first time,” and see Sokoloff DJPA 587). It is also 

possible, perhaps even preferable, to read xn°I7IN (tinydnaytd’), a determined ordinal 

adjective “the second.” There is virtually no difference in meaning. Note comparable forms 

such as xn’n"2n “the third” in an Aramaic ostracon published by Yardeni (2000c:A:191) and 

xn77p “the first, former” (DNWSI 992, s.v. qdmy, citing CJS II no. 158:5). Some comment 
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is required on the names of the Roman consuls and of the Roman emperor as written here. 
Both of these consuls, recorded for the year 120 CE, are listed by Degrassi (1952:35). The 
full name of the first consul is Lucius Catilius Severus Iulianus Claudius Reginus. In the 
Aramaic of P.Yadin 7, the component Lucius is written 0°71, and the component Severus is 
written 0710. The full name of a consul was not always recorded. Normally, only the three 
standard elements were listed, as is the case here. This consul was polynymous; he was 
known by quite a few names, which was normal in the second century CE. As for the second 

consul, his praenomen may have been known by some scribes as Marcus, as our text seems 

to indicate, but is listed in the official records as Titus: Titus Aurelius Fuluus Boionius 

Arrius Antoninus, who became the well-known emperor Antoninus Pius (see Degrassi 

1952:35). The third name is that of the emperor Hadrian, who reigned 117-138 CE and who 

bore the title aTokpdtwp, equivalent to Latin Imperator. The same sequence of Hadrian’s 

titles is attested in the Greek documents of the Babatha? archive (Lewis 1989:151 Emperors). 

The Aramaic 7°13) 9y1 is translated from the Greek kata 5€ Tov dptOnpov “according to 

the number.” This formula is employed to register the years of the province, and may, in fact, 

represent the first attested usage of the word 7737 in this sense. In later Jewish documents the 

formula is 01°97 4D O7319 1Xw 7379 “according to the count that we count here today.” In 

P.Dura 28, a Syriac deed of sale from Dura-Europos (Goldstein 1966), the wording is: “In 

the month of Iyyar, year five hundred fifty-four according to the former chronology (bmnyr’ 

qdmy”).” Also see Teixidor 1990:154, lines 2—3: “In the month of Elul, year five hundred 

fifty-three according to the early chronology.” 

The term 7°2757, Greek €tapyta, occurs in the Nabatean, Greek, and Aramaic documents 

from the Judean Desert, where it serves as a shortened way of designating Provincia Arabia, 

which was established in March 106 CE. This term is also attested in Rabbinic literature, 

variously written as: X’D955, 7’D05"7, "D95°XN, N’IWD’NX, and in other ways (Levy 1:487; 

Sokoloff DJPA 53, and see Wasserstein 1993:206, who explains the realization with he’). 

The fifteenth year of the province is 120 CE, and the twenty-fifth of Tammuz of that year fell 

on July 13 (Cotton and Greenfield 1994:214 n. 24; on the manner of registering dates, see 

Cotton 1997a:146—-49). The deed was written in Mahoz ‘Eglatain, on which see the GENERAL 

INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: VENUES. In effect, Mahoza’? and Mahoz 

‘Eglatain are the same place, as demonstrated by Cotton and Greenfield (1995). 

Lines 2-5: The Parties; and the Substance and Legal Force of the Gift. We have here the 

official formula for bestowing a gift, which resembles the language of royal edicts in Daniel 

6: TON TPpN>) XDbn OP np? “to issue the decree of the king and to put a ban into effect” 

(Dan 6:8). This is followed in Dan 6:9 by the statement: 8? 77 NAD OWIN1 RON OPN X77) J¥D 

XIyn xO °F 01D) TM NID WIwA? “Now, O king, you must issue the ban and inscribe the writ 

not to be altered, according to the law of Media and Persia, that shall not pass away.” The 

king’s reply comes in Dan 6:13: XT¥N NX? 77 OTD) "TM NID NN NIB? WRT NI TY 

“Answering, the king said: The order is firm according to the law of Medea and Persia, that 
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shall not pass away.” 
In line 2, it is difficult to decide whether to read 0°77) as the Pa‘el: umeqayyem, or as the 

Aph‘el umdgim, but the occurrence of the combination 72°? 7”, best read as millah 

gayyamah (Pa“el) “valid statement, a statement in force,” favors the Pa‘el in the first part of 

the statement. The term 7” bears a legal connotation. On the oy ninv “a gift forever, a 

perpetual gift” and the legal concepts related to it, see Yaron (1992) and by Cotton and 

Greenfield (1994). Also note in XHev/Se 64:7 the parallel Greek term 56ctv atwviou 

(Cotton 1997a:209). 

The Aramaic verb ‘-d-y “to pass away” requires comment. It is used in many dialects and 

phases of Aramaic. In the Aph‘el it means “to remove, to cause to pass away,” and it occurs 

in this stem in Dan 2:21; 5:20; 7:12, 26 and in the Aramaic papyri from Elephantine (TAD 

A4.7:6 [Cowley 30]; C1.1:50, 146 [Ahigar]). Also see DNWSI 829, s.v. ‘dy;. For usage in 

Targum Onkelos see on Gen 49:10, where the Hebrew 710° 8? “shall not depart” is rendered: 

py? x2. Also see LexSyr 511-12 for Syriac usage; Drower and Macuch 1963:6-7, s.v. Ada 

for usage in Mandaic; Levy 3:621 for usage in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic; and Sokoloff 

DJPA 396. It is worth noting that the Hebrew of Esth 1:19; 8:8: 129° x21 “and it shall not 

pass away,” said in reference to a sealed, royal edict, is a back-translation of the Aramaic °7 

79° X92, as in Dan 7:14. 
The Aramaic formula *miy7 7 “of my own free will” is well attested in contemporary 

documents. Cf. Mur 19:2, (Milik 1961:105) and XHev/Se 8a:3; 9:2, 13 (Yardeni 1997:36, 

39-40). For examples from Jewish Palestinian Aramaic see Sokoloff DJPA 527, s.v. 7ny°7. It 

continues to occur in medieval Aramaic documents as well. In the collection of legal 

documents presented by Rav Saadiah Gaon (Ben-Sasson 1984—86:210, line 6) we find the 

formula: °wDJ N12 °2NsKX7 “that I was agreeable of my own free will” within a deed of gift 

issued by a sound person (x?72 n3n7). In the codex of documents (nwwh 150) of Rav Hai 

Gaon (Assaf 1930:24, folio p. 5b:17) within a deed of purchase of houses, we encounter the 

formula: °w51 12327 “that by my own agreement.” In the same codex (Assaf 1930:37, folio p. 

11a:6—-7) in a deed of dividing ownership of houses we find the formula: JP17N XP2V3°X) 

NINWDI [Ni]y12 “and the two of us were agreeable of our own free w/{ill].” Also cf. the 

variation: °WDi My 2 "N17 “that I agreed to of my own free will” (Gulak 1926:187 no. 

199:4). The equivalent Hebrew formula on 74 “of their own free will” occurs in the 

Hebrew legal papyri from Nahal Hever (see P.Yadin 44:2, 28), and in the Palestinian 

ketubbot we find: >myn ja “of my own free will” (Friedman 1980:1:136; see the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 10:2-4). 

Lines 3—4/33: In line 3, the parties, both the donor and the recipient, his wife, are 

specified by name, with the donor being the subject of the verb 27° “I give” in line 2. For the 

relevant prosopography of Babatha?’s family, see Lewis 1989:25 and also INDEX OF 

PERSONAL NAMES, below. The Aramaic verb ‘-m-r “to reside” is, indeed, known in Christian 

Palestinian Aramaic (Schulthess 1903:148) and frequently in Syriac (LexSyr 532), but here 

may be an Arabism, since ‘Samara is the normal verb meaning “to dwell, reside” in Arabic, 
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whereas in the other Aramaic documents from the Judean Desert the verb used to convey this 
meaning is y-t-b, with place of origin expressed as: “PN from GN.” In Jewish Palestinian 
Aramaic, the verb ‘-m-r occurs in the noun form 711 “resident” in a liturgical poem of the 
Byzantine period (Sokoloff DJPA 410-11). Line 3 continues with the itemizing of the 
properties being granted, which occurs only here in the UPPER VERSION, and is not repeated 
in the LOWER VERSION, where all we have is a general description: ]9°x1 y1x 9D n° “all land 
and trees” (line 34). Prepositional 7”, with which the itemization begins, has partitive force: 
“including, consisting of-,” a feature better attested in the Nabatean-Aramaic papyri (see 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.IILiii). It was customary to 
specify that the gift (or sale, or lease) included both houses and courtyards. This matter is 
discussed further in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:7, 12 (cf. also P.Yadin 3:14), both of 
which are Nabatean legal texts, where we have the feminine noun 73777 “courtyard” 
alongside the combination }1771\}?17) 7?n3 “houses and courtyards.” See below, in lines 13/49: 

8°21 X17 “courtyards (fpl.) and houses.” 

Specific reference to “lower and upper (stories) reappears in reverse order below, in lines 

13/49. The Aramaic 1°79) poDw is to be read: Saplin we‘aliyin. The Aramaic form x°>y, 

Hebrew 7°9¥, is known in some Aramaic dialects, as, for example, in Syriac, but we have not 

found usage of the verb s-p-/ in the sense of “lower (story)” in any Aramaic dialect, or in 

Hebrew for that matter, where this meaning is rather conveyed by forms of the word nnn 

“under.” An example occurs in a Hebrew deed of gift cited by Gulak (1926:188 no. 200:5): 

“And they granted him by means of a final act of possession, effective as of now, all of the 

aforementioned houses and courtyards, both lower stories and upper stories (nv?¥1 nvnnn).” 

In contrast, usage of the cognate verb sapala (which would be written with shin in Nabatean 

script) is frequent in Arabic, in the specifications of purchase documents of houses: sufliha 

wauluwiha “its lower stories and upper stories” (Khan 1993:22). In Khan’s view this is 

more than merely a merism, since upper stories are specifically excluded from some sales or 

at least not automatically included in them. This is a shared feature of some Arabic, Aramaic, 

and Hebrew deeds (cf. m. B. Bat. 4). 

The itemization continues in line 4 with reference to the contents of the houses. The 

common Aramaic word jx “tool, utensil,” is written here with an aleph, in the older 

spelling, whereas Aramaic °3 “house, household” is the absolute form of n°2, known in Old 

Aramaic, and which persists in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (Sokoloff DJPA 91). The words 

m>>y) 71m) are most likely Arabic. The latter term is based on the root ‘-/-/ “to enter,” 

common to Aramaic and Arabic, where it is written gallatun. This term occurs in Nabatean 

legal papyri (cf. P.Yadin 1:21, 26; 6:5) in references to successive crop years and is a 

semantic equivalent of Hebrew 712” and 4x12, literally, what is “brought in” from the field 

or orchard. The meaning of the word 4170 is less clear, but it could reflect Arabic harifun 

“autumn, fall” (Lane 726, col. 2), perhaps referring to dates that ripen in the fall (harfiatun; 

Dozy 1:364). It is specified that palm groves, or plantations are included in the gift. On this 

feature of legal documents see Cotton and Greenfield 1994, and further, in lines 12-13. 
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The property includes the land and the trees growing on it. Aramaic yoX “land, ground,” 

appears in the absolute state, and when mentioned together with trees, includes everything 

within the parcels that are covered by the gift. Thus, in the LOWER VERSION, the reference to 

land and trees suffices, and there is no further specification at that point. Aramaic 729 is 

adverbial: “entirely, in entirety,” whereas Aramaic 1172 “only, specifically” is idiomatic (cf. 

sin?, XHev/Se 9:6; 50:11 [Yardeni 1997:40, 127]; Levy 2:492, s.v. 71n?). In the Aramaic 

merism: oY732 9D KNW), literally: “and the remainder of whatever else,” we find the form 

oy732 “something” written with a nun as in the Nabatean documents from Nahal Hever. The 

same form occurs in Elephantine Aramaic, which also exhibits the plural xnaytim (Porten 

and Muraoka 1998 §13c), and cf. Mandaic mnd’m (Drower and Macuch 1963:267). 

Alongside the form with nun, there are the spellings oy7, 0977, the latter in an Aramaic 

papyrus from the Seiyal Collection (XHev/Se 13:9 [Yardeni 1997:67]), and in Old Aramaic 

and also in other later phases of the language (DNWSI 598-99), including Jewish Palestinian 

Aramaic (Sokoloff DJPA 303). In Syriac the normal form is mdm (LexSyr 375), and in 

Jewish Babylonian Aramaic the usual form is 77° (Levy 3:98-99). Cf. also Kaufman 

1974:120-21 and Morgenstern 1999:137—38*, esp. n. 33. 

In an inclusive statement, the text here and in lines 17 and 20, below refers to what is and 

what is not “described” in the document by what appears to be an Arabic form 43). Cf. the 

Arabic noun form sifatun “description” (Lane Supplement 3054). The form 431 would 

represent a passive participle; hence: “described.” Since this appears to be a unique 

attestation (it is preserved only in the UPPER VERSION), and the writing is small, one cannot 

be certain. In any event, Yadin’s attempt (in manuscript) to read 437, which he took to mean 

“specified,” is unlikely, since the meaning of the verb r-s-p is “to bind, join”; hence: “to 

follow in sequence” (Levy 4:467). The LOWER VERSION here has been partly restored on the 

basis of the UPPER VERSION, although the word order seems to differ in each version. 

Lines 4—5/35-36: Reference to future acquisitions is a reflex of the statement in line 3, 

above: °? °m°x °7 “that I possess.” The point is that the gift would presumably include 

property not in the current possession of the donor: °? X17) 73PX °F “that I may acquire and 

may become my possession.” Such provisions are fairly standard in sale documents, where 

the object is guaranteeing title, but might be problematic in deeds of gift, at least according 

to the majority of rulings of Talmudic law where the operative principle is that one may not 

make a gift of something that has not yet come into existence (Yaron 1960:55; 1992:41, 45). 

One need not assume, however, that this principle was operative at Nahal Hever, and as a 

matter of fact, it was contested in Talmudic law (see the view of Rabbi Meir in b. B. Mesi‘a 

33b). Some Sages agreed to the bestowal of gifts that had not yet come into existence in 

certain circumstances: Thus, the dictum: 1nX3 °7297 2P7 NIWD AD 777 °3n “This principle 
[namely, that one may make a gift of something that had not yet come into existence] applies 

only in cases like the fruit of date palms which predictably come into existence” (b. B. Bat. 

79b; b. Git. 42b). In the ancient Near East it was possible to know in advance which of the 

date palm trees were fertilized, so that sale of the yield could be transacted in advance. As a 
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matter of fact, date palm plantations constituted most of the present gift. It seems, however, 
that this provision was conventional and appears here with no actual impact. 

Specification of Parcels and Attendant Irrigation Rights (Lines 5-14) 
Lines 5—7/36—37: The sites included in the gift are specified, or literally, listed by name. The 
sense of ni, literally “names” is that of “designations, items”; in a collective sense “list,” 
although some parcels mentioned in documents from Nahal Hever and elsewhere bear actual 
names or “handles.” A good example comes in line 7, where the handle of the second parcel 
is specified. Cf. ni~w AI “this (is the list of) names,” the title of a list of contributors from 
Elephantine (TAD C3.15:1 [Cowley 22]) dated to 400 BCE. The Akkadian cognate sumu may 
have the sense of “line, item, entry” referring to the heading of a list (CAD S 3:296, s.v. 
Sumu, meaning 5b), and represents a semantic extension of the notion of a name. In all, four 
parcels were included in the gift. The first of the four is a palm plantation, referred to as 
“beautiful, of good quality.” 

The traditional manner of identifying a property by delineating its boundaries (the term 

ninn), or abutters, in four directions is discussed in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS 

OF GENERAL INTEREST: BOUNDARIES AND ABUTTERS. It is present in the Nahal Hever 

documents in all attested languages, as well as in Coptic, Greek, and Arabic documents, 

being prominent in the Aramaic documents from Elephantine, and harks back to ancient 

Mesopotamia. Here, the sequence of directions begins with east, then west, then north, and 

finally south. In referring to parcels of land belonging to the heirs of certain persons the 

apparent intent is to indicate that they had not yet been apportioned among the heirs. It is to 

be noted that, as a rule, persons with Hebrew names are presumed to be Jewish, even if as in 

the case of Yoseph, son of Dormenes (note the spelling in line 37: 037717), the affiliation of 

the father remains uncertain. 

In line 6, the description: my y5Xx “craggy land” is best explained as containing a 

feminine adjective from the Arabic verb wa‘ra “‘to be full of crags, unsmooth,” referring to 

rocky, untilled land (Lane 2953). That area abutting the plantation to the north belonged to 

the heirs of one Menahem, perhaps the father of Shim‘on. This might explain the fact that 

Menahem’s patronymic is missing, implying that he was a known personage. Once again, the 

land in question had not yet been apportioned among the heirs. Reference to “others” (]?37nX) 

implies that Menahem owned the land in partnership. The same status pertains to the land 

lying to the south of the gifted parcel, namely that it had not yet been apportioned among the 

heirs. The same heirs of Yoseph, son of Baba’, are mentioned in XHev/Se 64, a Greek deed 

of gift (frag. a, line 11; Cotton 1997a:209, 218). 

In line 6/28 we encounter the term 7°7”73¥, 7’2°19 “irrigation periods” for the first time in 

our texts in its suffixed form: 771727391 “and its irrigation periods.” This term is common to 

papyri in Aramaic and Nabatean-Aramaic, and appears in Greek documents in translation. 

Because of its broad relevance it is discussed in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF 

GENERAL INTEREST: WATER RIGHTS, where the legalities of irrigation rights have been 
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outlined. In sales, leases, and deeds of gift it was required that irrigation rights be 

guaranteed. In the present case, considerable detail is provided about times of irrigation, but 

this is not always the case. Here, the assigned times coincide with those of the heirs of 

Yoseph, son of Dormenes, namely, at night on the fifth day of the week for half (Aramaic 

x») of the total time of three hours allotted. 

In line 7, we have 74 instead of n2w, with a taw. This development in Aramaic is known 

from Elephantine in the so-called “L’Ostracon Araméen du Sabbat” (Dupont-Sommer 1949; 

= TAD 7.16:2); also note TAD D7.10:5; 7.12:9; 7.28:4; 7.35:7; in Talmudic sources (Levy 

2:493, s.v. X2w, X2w); and in Syriac as Sabba’. In later Aramaic, this form is normal. One 

would have expected the Aramaic form xnaw, which also occurs frequently, but if the 

indeterminate Hebrew form nav was used as a loan-word in Aramaic, this may have led to 

the dropping of the final taw. Functionally, the sense is often “a week” (Tigay 1978). For 

other examples at Nahal Hever, see below lines 12, 43, 46, 47; P.Yadin 50:6; and in 

Nabatean, P.Yadin 3:4, 25. 

Lines 7-8/39-40: The list of parcels continues. Aramaic m5 “as well, the same; in like 

manner” appears here at the beginning of an entry to introduce further gifts. Often it comes 

at the end of a clause. Some of the remaining entries also specify “another gift.” This 

particular parcel has a handle; it is “called” (x7pN7): 8275. The Arabic verb karaba can mean 

“to collect the dates which have fallen upon the leaf stalks” (WKAS 1:112, s.v. karaba, V- 

form, meaning 2). The Classical Arabic form closest to 8273 would be kurdbatun, a passive 

form meaning “collected dates.” Most likely, the words }?17n 2°33 “a planting of date palms” 

function as a gloss to explain x37. Cf. ?2p77 72°83 “plantings of date palms” in the Targum 

of Ps 144:12, where the Hebrew reads: o°yp3. It is noteworthy that two of the properties 

abutting this parcel were owned by Nabateans: Garm-Illah, a common name in Nabatean 

inscriptions (Negev no. 251), son of ‘Arahzu (unattested elsewhere), and Menelaus, son of 

>Awat-Illah (Negev no. 860). 

In line 8, there is mention of a large river (835 X13; reading not entirely certain), which 

has not been identified. Interestingly, in line 9, below, and again in line 40, there is reference 

to X17 N73, with the last two letters of the second word being unclear. Aramaic 8737 could 

perhaps be read as a defectively written Pe“il form: dekira’ “aforementioned, referred to,” but 

this would be unusual in Jewish Aramaic, the usual expression being 2°nD x?y? 77 “that is 

written above,” though more expected in Nabatean-Aramaic. Idiomatic xin °73 1s known 

from the Murabba‘at Aramaic papyri (Mur 19:11, 25; 21:20; Miulik had read x’n °75 

[1961:105, 115], which was corrected by Yadin to xin °75), and its parallel in Hebrew is 

"N19 (cf. P.Yadin 44:13, 16). The name written 017°2¥ represents the Roman name Tiberius. 

The sense of the verb s-h-r “to revolve, move around” is uncertain here; it could indicate 

trade (cf. the Hebrew noun 110 “merchant”); hence: “was acquired in trade” or: “was turned 

over,” in the sense of being received as a gift, or acquired in some other way. This is 

preferable to seeing a reference to location. Literally, the property in question had “revolved” 
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to the donor from another person (cf. Hebrew —? 230, “to revolve, become the property of—” 
in Num 36:7, 9). It is not certain what form of speech 1nd represents. Conceivably, we could 
have a Pe‘al perfect “it revolved.” Shim‘on was known by his Hebrew handle as 7237 
(habbaggad) “the Clothier” (see below, in line 10). It was customary to refer to previous 
owners as a way of further identifying properties. Although the names Menahem and 
Shammua‘ were frequently used, it is entirely possible that the Menahem mentioned here 
was the father of Shim‘on, Babatha’’s own father. If so, Shammua‘ was Shim‘on’s brother 
and Babatha?’s uncle. 

Lines 9-10/41-44; The word x10? may be taken as combining two Arabic words, giydsun 
“measure” and maun (Lane Supplement 3025) “water”; hence: “measures of water.” 
Aramaic 8710 X¥48 = Hebrew 7227 1Dyn “the white land,” a reference to rain-fed land. This 
Hebrew designation occurs in P.Yadin 44:12, where it is explained in the COMMENTARY. 

Lines 11—13/46—49: The sense of the Aramaic: —9 729) °7 is unclear because these words 

are followed by remains of four letters that are difficult to explain. Most likely they indicate 

some splitting off of the land, in which case the verb has stative force, and its subject would 

be the land. Alternatively, it is tempting to translate: “which they (= the heirs) are dividing.” 

Aramaic 72 “daughter of’ Makkuta? is probably a scribal error for 13 “son,” since Yohanah, 

son of Makkuta’, was a well-known person in the Nahal Hever documents. In P.Yadin 22:34, 

a Greek document, he is the legal guardian (Etitpotos) of Babatha?, and in the Aramaic 

signature of the same document he is referred to as 73178 “her master.” The scribe may have 

been confused, since Yohanah is also a woman’s name (it occurs as such in an ossuary from 

the Jerusalem area; Barag and Flusser 1986:40). The sense of Aramaic x°Pw (which has been 

restored in line 13 from line 46), a term which also occurs in the Nabatean documents 

(P.Yadin 2:22; 3:3, 24; 36:15), is probably “irrigation ditches” (Levy 4:602; Sokoloff DJPA 

564; cf. in Syriac, LexSyr 798). Also cf. Hebrew npw “drinking trough” (Gen 24:20, and see 

HALAT 1522, s.v. npw). See also the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL 

INTEREST: WATER RIGHTS. The Aramaic verb b-d-r in the simple stem means “‘to be apart” 

and in the Pa‘el “to scatter.” The form 1?172%, therefore, would represent the mpl. Pa‘el 

passive participle. 

Line 13 continues with an additional gift. The word o1n2»wi is restored by analogy with 

p17°9y1, o172; in line 49 the normal Aramaic 3mpl. pronominal suffix —hon occurs, instead of 

ending in mem, as is the case here, which sounds more like the Arabic —hum. Although this 

could be a (perhaps, intentional) archaic Aramaic form, it seems more likely to be the result 

of Arabic influence. 

The Basic Legalities and Conditions of the Gift (Lines 14-18) 

Lines 14—15/50—52: See the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 14. The remains of several words at 

the beginning of line 14 are illegible, and unfortunately, the condition of line 50 makes it of 
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little help. If the reading Ai5 assumed here but not in line 50 is correct, it would not have the 

function of introducing a further gift but would merely indicate another provision. It was 

customary to include a provision guaranteeing access through property owned by others. As 

in line 4, above, the force of Aramaic X79 (here written with an aleph) is adverbial: “entirely, 

in entirety.” As an alternative, x52 could be taken as the direct object of the verb y-h-b “to 

give,” since it occurs at the beginning of the clause, as is normal in Aramaic syntax. 

The Hebrew/Aramaic term 70x “binding agreement” also occurs in the Hebrew papyri 

from Nahal Hever (P.Yadin 44), in the Nabatean-Aramaic legal documents (P.Yadin 2-3), 

and in the Bible, both as an Aramaic word (Daniel 6) and as an Aramaism (Numbers 30). 

This term enjoys a wide range of nuances, and it is necessary in each instance to ascertain its 

contextual meaning. Here, the expression 7 770x ?y might suggest a conditional nuance: “on 

condition that,” but it has been translated as “binding agreement,” with the understanding 

that it refers to the provisions of that agreement. 

Further on in line 14, the recipient of the gift is granted the right of usufruct. In legal 

usage, participial 92x (aké/) “eats, eating” is short for the legal formula known in Hebrew as 

nip DIN “eats/eating the fruits,” namely, enjoys the usufruct (m. Ketub. 4:4; 6:1). For the 

same abbreviated formula in Aramaic, see b. B. Mesi‘a 68a: 10°)? P2017 287) NNW 17 IDK ONT 

“If one profits from its usufruct for a year, he will have the capability to pay him off.” 

Normally, the right of usufruct connotes less than full possession and may even contrast with 

it, so that usage here is somewhat flexible. The Aph‘el participle jon” indicates that the donor 

would retain possession of the properties while alive, and that they would be transferred to 

his wife Miryam only after his death. Furthermore, in the Targums to Scripture, the Aphcel of 

the verb h-s-n translates Hebrew ?-h-z and hehezig “to seize, hold,” as well as forms of the 

verb n-h-/ “to inherit.” Such Aramaic forms are frequent in Elephantine Aramaic (DNWSI 

391-92, s.v., hsn,), but this root apparently does not occur in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. 

Semantically, to own by way of inheritance is a form of possession, which may account for 

the fact that in b. B. Bat. 148a we read: “Rav Sheshet said: ‘Let him take, gain ownership, 

hold, acquire’ are all statements of gift. And in the Mishnah it is stated: “Even: ‘Let him 

possess and inherit (n771 770M” 4X),’ provided it is proper for him to inherit it.” Also note the 

factitive formula: 83()0nX?1 X\VNITIN?) “to bequeath and to confer possession” in medieval 

documents (Assaf 1930:26, folio p. 6a:14; 27, folio p. 6b:14; 28, folio p. 7a:6). The 

combination of the two verbs h-s-n and y-r-t may be by way of hendiadys. The metathethical 

form s-h-n is similarly used in Christian Palestinian Aramaic and in Samaritan Aramaic. 

Thus, the Samaritan Targum renders the Hebrew of Num 18:23: 72n3 19n7 X? by Aramaic: 

Mino yunno’ x> “they shall not possess a possession” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 

10:9). 

In the Aramaic formula: }14559 71945 y75) (lines 14-15), the form y7) represents yet 

another in a string of Pe‘al participles whose antecedent is the donor. He commits himself to 

“paying the payment” (ji975) of the taxes on the gifted properties because he is still the legal 

owner of these during his lifetime. The term 777 is best explained as Arabic mulkun 
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“possession, property, ownership” (Lane Supplement 3023), referring in this case to taxes 

levied on owners of real estate by the Roman provincial authorities. One could, with little 

difference in functional meaning, translate }175%% as “their government (taxes),” taking J” 
to mean “authority, rule.” 

As one who retains legal ownership of the properties in question during his lifetime, this 

Shim‘on also retains the right to continue occupying them and to grant to others the right to 

reside in them on whatever terms he chooses, and this would apply both to houses and 

courtyards. Judging from Syriac usage (LexSyr 532), the form 4498 would represent the 

Aph‘el, ma‘amar, comparable to the sense of the Hebrew Hiph‘il 2°w17 “settling, granting 

occupancy.” 

Lines 15—17/52-56: The Aramaic of this document recalls Qoh 12:5: m3 0x otNT Jn 7D 
miy “A person goes to his eternal home.” This way of referring to the grave may have 

originated in the Egyptian designation: pr n dt “house of eternity” (Wilson 1944:208), and its 

use in Qoheleth may reflect contemporary Aramaic diction. The term }?y n°2 has more 

recently been found in the Balaam inscriptions from Deir ‘Alla of the eighth century BCE, 

where it refers to a necropolis (Levine 1981:200-1). Also cf. the designation of a grave in 

Tobit 3:6: aidviov TétTov “eternal place.” In Jewish Aramaic dialects we find o%y n°a (Lev. 

Rab. 12:1, ed. Margaliot, 245; Sokoloff DJPA 95) and yn2y na in the Targum to Isa 14:18; 

42:11; cf. b. Sanh. 19a. Also cf. the statement about a terminally ill person cited in b. B. Bat. 

153a: mn>y ma WWPNX my IN 12721 “And because of his illness he passed away to his eternal 
home.” See also Hurvitz 1992 for similar expressions in Phoenician, Palmyrene, and Syriac. 

Further on in line 15, the Aramaic combination 70°>w) mw" is best taken as hendiadys: 

“the rightful possessor, owner.” The verbal root 7-s-y conveys the sense of control, which, 

according to one interpretation, may be expressed in an early Phoenician inscription in the 

abstract construction: nay] AXW7 (ras@ut na‘imat) “prosperous rule” (Karateppe; KAJ 26:A 

III 6; C If 20). In the Old Aramaic of the Sefire inscriptions, the verb 7w1n appears in 

parallelism with ?wrn “you shall rule, have control over—” (KAJ 224:9). Similar connotations 

occur in Elephantine Aramaic, in Qumran Hebrew, and in the Hebrew of Ben-Sira, and this 

is actually the basic meaning of the Akkadian cognate rasti (CAD R 196-97, s.v. rasu, 

meaning 2'), and see DNWSI 1086-87, s.v. rsy. Other connotations developed from this 

sense. In certain Aramaic dialects, adjectival °xw1 means “one who is empowered, has 

authority; one who controls,” and this sense is attested in the Aramaic and Nabatean 

documents from the Judean Desert (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:5), as well as in 

Rabbinic Hebrew (this distribution is discussed by Greenfield 1974:79-82; Sokoloff DJPA 

530). In an Aramaic divorce document from Murabba‘at (Mur 19:17-19; Milik 1961) we 

read the following: P23n 77 77179 723 2199 NXNIX fn? W[N}a? "DwPII Nw cnx “You are 
empowered on your own to go and become the wife of any Jewish man that you wish.” In 

divorce documents from the Geonic period and later we find the combination: 70°9w1 AXwT 

“rightfully empowered” (Gulak 1926:71). 
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Beginning at the end of line 15 and continuing into line 17, the deed of gift makes 

provision for the expectation that subsequent to its enactment, the donor may use some of his 

assets as pledges for debt or may sell them. In effect, pledging, sale, and use for one’s own 

sustenance are specifications of the general statement “of what I shall leave of them,” as if to 

say: What I do not pledge, sell, or use for my own sustenance during my lifetime, subsequent 

to this day, will be left to you, my wife. One could also take the Aramaic 137 1NX2 7 as 

resumptive, referring to the statement of empowerment, as if to say: You will own them 

“afterwards,” namely, after my death. 

This provision contains some, key terms of reference that require clarification. The 

Aramaic verb §-b-q “to leave, abandon,” like its semantic equivalent, Hebrew ‘-z-b, may 

functionally connote leaving an inheritance. This is illustrated by two examples from Jewish 

Palestinian Aramaic: (1) y. Sanh. 10:10 (21d): °31%2? inv pawi 77 73175 “So-and-So passed 
away and left an inheritance to So-and So.” (2) Lev. Rab. 12:1 (ed. Margaliot, 245, line 4): 

oiy> ann anK? 7? paw x1 “And he did not leave to us anything after his death.” The same 
connotation is attested in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic: Xn7aXx °NIN [ANAK p17 paw “Their 

father left them two slave-women” (b. B. Bat. 13b) or: "111 7128 paw xWwod 37 “As for Rav 

Safra—his father left money” (b. B. Bat. 144a). Also note the usage in Qumran Aramaic: 

ponAaN 7199 paw °F [xn “The inheritance that your fathers left you” (4Q542 11 12 

[Puech 1991:33]); and also cf. the same usage in Syriac (LexSyr 752) and in Greek 

KaTaneitw “to leave” (Yaron 1960:126). 

The form j77nwxK is restored from line 54. The verbal root r-h-n “to pledge” is known 

from Old Aramaic, Rabbinic Hebrew, Nabatean-Aramaic, South Arabic (Minaean and 

Sabaean), New South Arabic, and classical Arabic, and continues in Arabic usage to this day. 

This verb and its derivatives have been discussed extensively by Greenfield (1974:76—-79; 

1991:220-27; cf. also Beeston 1979:1—2 and Healey 1993:121). The form JA1NwK CPistarhen; 

Arabic: ?istarhan) means “has been taken in pledge” and represents the Arabic Istaftala, 3ms. 

perfect. This term may be described as a morphological Arabism. The form ]27nX is 

irregular, because normally an Aramaic form of the Ithpa‘<al stem would reflect the partial 

assimilation of the taw to zayin together with the metathesis of these two consonants, 

producing the form ]271X = 7izdabban. In the Nabatean tomb inscriptions, however, we do 

find the present construction: }777" x21 yarn x? “It may not be sold or pledged” (Healey 

1993:193 on H 28:4). See GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC. II.g; III.c.iv. 

In line 16, the Aramaic *wb3 01395 “for my own sustenance” appears, a denominative of 

the title 0399 “‘administrator, guardian,” and brings us back to the Hebrew papyri from Nahal 

Hever, where this official title is discussed (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:6). The 

Pa“el-based infinitival form occurring here, 0137 is attested in glosses to Targum Neofiti on 

Gen 47:24, where it translates the Hebrew 0592x “and for your eating” and 0350? 95x71 
“and for your young to eat” (Sokoloff DJPA 448), and Late Hebrew attests the feminine 

counterpart 70395 “support, sustenance.” Reflected in such usage is the reality that persons 

would often be supported by rations or allocations provided through personal executors or 
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communal administrators. 

In the parallel passage of the LOWER VERSION, line 54, we have an interesting variant: 
wDI Ninwn? “for my own needs.” The verb h-s-h “to desire, to be in need” is known in 
Biblical Aramaic (Dan 3:16) and as well the noun forms jnwn “needs” (Ezra 6:9) and abstract 
ninwn “necessities” (Ezra 7:20). Akkadian attests the frequent verb hasahu “to need, desire, 
require, lack” (CAD H 134) and the noun hi¥ihtu “necessities” (CAD H 204). 

Reference to “properties and income of properties” is meant to be inclusive. The specific 

sense of 031 "M7 is elusive. Perhaps it refers to chattel property, such as household vessels 

("2 71X72), here mentioned again as they were above in line 4 but missing in the LOWER 

VERSION. The merism “small and large” also occurs in Nabatean and in Arabic documents 

(see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:7). On the form oY737 “anything, whatever,” see above 

in the COMMENTARY on lines 3-4. Aramaic 7’yt “small” is known in most dialects, and in 

Syriac and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic we have the form x11. In Jewish Babylonian 

Aramaic and Mandaic we have an alternative, 111, xo1t “small.” The normal Aramaic word 

for “large” is (X)?20/¥. 

Lines 17—18/56—58: The deed proceeds to enumerate the customary rights of ownership that, 

in the present case, will accrue to the wife, Miryam, upon her husband Shim‘on’s death. The 

list of rights is idiomatic, and reference to buying and selling (Aramaic x1p%? [in certain 

formulations: ]217? in Pa‘‘el] and 13279 [Pa‘el]) is merely a way of indicating full 

ownership, which, naturally, permits the owner to sell his property as well as to add to it by 

acquiring more. The same is true of references to bequest and inheritance. The verb n-h-/ “‘to 

inherit” is not known in the Aramaic dialects and is a West Semitic root, attested at Mari as 

nahdalu, where it connotes movement in the opposite direction, having the sense of “to 

convey, transfer.” In Ugaritic we find the noun form nh/t designating the estate of a deity. 

There is abundant evidence on the currency of this verb and of its related forms in Biblical 

Hebrew. The question here is whether the infinitival form 9n17? constitutes the simple stem 

“to inherit” or the Aph‘el, causative stem “to bestow, bequeath.” Both translations are given. 

In favor of the simple stem is the fact that it would be symmetrical to have a contrast 

between Aph‘el 107127) “to beqeath” (from the root y-r-t, Hebrew y-r-s) and the simple sense 

of 9n3> “to receive as an estate, inherit.” This would correspond to the other contrast in this 
statement between buying and selling. And yet, parallelism is also evident here, as between 

sowing and planting. In Biblical Hebrew usage, the root n-h-/ refers most often to real 

property and land (Hebrew 1?n31 “estate, territory”) whereas y-r-s, the Hebrew cognate of 

Aramaic y-r-t, may refer more generally to other possessions. In later documents we find the 

contrast "maKN>) nan> “to inherit and to bequeath” (Gulak 1926:187), but also the 

synonymous: X30nN?1 °n71KN1 “and to grant as inheritance or bequeath” (Assaf 1930:26, 
folio p. 6a:14). See the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:9. 

The import of the verb r-h-n “to pledge as security” has been discussed in the comments 

to line 16, above. On the right to make the properties a gift, Aramaic ]n171, note the formula 
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in the Aramaic legal documents from Elephantine: *nann °t ym? 725 “give to whomever you 

like” (TAD B2.3:19 [Cowley 8]). Also note: nin mann °t 771 “and to whomever you like you 

may give” (TAD B3.12:23 [Kraeling 12]). In medieval documents the prevalent formula is: 

22397 Ro 99> Tanga ann... 73Px71 xIPN? “to buy and to sell, and to give as a gift to 
whomever he may wish” (Assaf 1930:26, folio p. 6a:14—16). 

Sowing and planting are then usual agricultural activities. In later formulations (Assaf 

1930:27, folio p. 6b:16) we find additional terms, such as 7377? “to reap, cut,” 2nwn’? “to 

plant,” and 1pyn> “to uproot.” The formula 717397) y175771 “and to remit their dues” refers 
to various taxes due on the properties. On the many forms of the infinitive construct see 

Greenfield 1990:80. 

Further in line 18, there is a formula allowing an owner to do with his possessions as he 

wishes. Such formulae are attested in legal documents from different periods. Note the 

following: (1) In the Nabatean tomb inscriptions: x2¥n °7 79 J2yNn °5 “that you may do 

anything that you wish” (Healey 1993:189 on H 27:4). (2) In XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, lines 12— 

13: pay? ot b> m3 aynd) naam) mapnd JANI IT NINN NY J 77 NvIAT PNW O29 “Forever 
are the above (named) purchasers in the matter of this parcel and their heirs empowered to 

buy and sell and to do with it whatever they wish” (Yardeni 1997:127). (3) In P.Dura 28, a 

sale document of a female slave from Dura-Europos written in Syriac, lines 11-12: “You, 

Tiro, the purchaser, and your heirs are empowered over this female slave whom you 

purchased for yourself to buy and sell and to do with her whatever you wish (wim‘hd bh kl 

dtsb’)” (Goldstein 1966:2). The Hebrew counterpart: pannw 73 12 nwy? “to do with it all that 
you wish” occurs in a legal document from Murabba‘at (Mur 30; Milik 1961:145). Alternate 

formulations occur in later documents, such as: 182n ¥5 11 7WDn2 Mwy) “and to do with this 

sale whatever his wish,” and 1wb3 N¥pn 2D 1 73ND. nwy') “and to do with this gift all that 

his heart desires” (Gulak 1926:186). For a discussion of the biblical expression: 7DN Wx 7D 

mwy “whatever he desired he did” (Ps 115:3; 135:6), see Hurvitz 1982, and note the parallel 

Akkadian idiom epés sibiita “to do business” (CAD E 218; CAD S$ 170-71, s.v. sibiitu). 

The rights of ownership are transferred to one’s heirs. In the LOWER VERSION (lines 57— 

58), we find an alternate statement: ]¥> 7% 73%) 792 []1]17° °F 73732) °N3X “you and your sons that 

will [be (born)] to you from me.” The verb jon “to have possession” connotes acquisition. In 

line 58 we find 7 rather than 37), and the formulation differs. Cf. just below, in line 19. 

Guarantee of Clearance from All Future Claims (Lines 18—24) 

Lines 18—20/57—60: Beginning in line 18, four terms for oaths and vows are listed. The term 

373 “vow” and forms of the verb n-d-r are known in Biblical Hebrew, Ugaritic, Phoenician, 

and Aramaic. The term x12, which also occurs in the Nabatean papyri from Nahal Hever 

(P.Yadin 2:10, 15, 32; 3:11, 35; 4:15) derives from the root y-m~ which is cognate with 

Akkadian wam@um/amii “to speak” and from this: “to swear, pronounce a curse.” In various 

dialects of Aramaic this term also appears as xn7179 (abbreviated xnva), cf. Akkadian mamitu, 

“oath, curse” (CAD M 1:189-95). Also cf. the plural form mwm? in Mandaic (Drower and 
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Macuch 1963:262a) and in Syriac (LexSyr 303, s.v. 2ym’). In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic we 

find the form 717) (Sokoloff DJPA 295). The term 70x “binding agreement” has already been 

discussed above in the COMMENTARY on line 14. As for the term 7y12v “oath,” it is best 

regarded as a Hebraism even though it is attested in some Aramaic dialects and in Samaritan 

Aramaic (Levy 4:500—1; Sokoloff DJPA 533-36). All of these four terms: 773, 7212, 4Y12w, 

and 70°X appear in Jewish documents from the Cairo Genizah in various formulae and in 

close proximity (Friedman 1980:1:263; cf. also Sirat et al. 1986:20—21, lines 6-7, where the 

reading ’ny7 should be corrected to "ny1; see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 10:2-4). 

Provision is made to cover claims brought by agents of one’s sons or heirs. This 

stipulation is repeated below in line 21. In line 19, the form wiix “person” instead of the 

expected Aramaic form WiX appears to be Hebrew. It is rarely attested in Qumran Aramaic, 

but interestingly, it occurs frequently in Nabatean, and is also attested in Palmyrene (see 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.II.h). In the Elephantine Aramaic papyri 

we encounter similar designations such as °9°t w°x “a person associated with me,” °9 w°X “a 

person of mine,” and "2w2 w°xX “a person (acting) in my name” as we have here. For 

examples see 7AD B2.3:12; B2.9:10—14; B2.10:13; B3.9:4—6 (Cowley 8, 20, 25; Kraeling 8). 

Line 20: See the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 20. The uncertain reading is likely to be either: 

NT NIN PTI2 or: NI XIN W132. The sense of “damage” (13) might fit the immediate context 

if we were to translate: “for any damage against this gift,” which is to say that the guarantee 

of clearance protected the recipient fully. The terms 13, 311 do occur in the clearance 

clauses of Judean Desert documents. Cf. 17021 }p1n) “damage and annulment” (XHev/Se 9:9; 

Yardeni 1997:40). More likely we have an Arabism, naufun “full extent, excess, surplus” 

(Lane Supplement 3039; Wehr 1971:1185). This would yield the translation: “to the full 

extent of this gift.” This was Yadin’s understanding (in manuscript). Cf. Assaf 1930:29 folio 

p. 7b:17—18, where, in a deed of gift, we read: “A final gift, fixed, irretrievable (xv°9n), valid 

and in force, granted in full (nm?w71 x2°n°).” This is another way of guaranteeing complete 

conveyance of the gift. 

Line 21: The Aramaic combination 227) 7° “suit or contest” expresses the well-known 

Akkadian legal idiom dinam dabdabum (and variations of the same; CAD D 10, s.v. dababu) 

and it occurs frequently in the Aramaic Elephantine papyri (see examples in TAD B2.2:12; 

B2.4:13; B2.9:11 [Cowley 6, 9, 20]). Also cf. Deut 17:8: m9 7927 ... P72 PT Pa “In legal 

suits ... contests involving disputes,” wherein Hebrew 727 is semantically equivalent with 

Akkadian dabdbu, Aramaic 227. 

It is best to take: ?P78x1 °N7 as hendiadys: “my rightful heirs.” In the Nabatean texts the 

sequence is reversed. The combination 1771 P73X also occurs in P.Yadin 36:20, 21, where it 

was originally translated: “/ ayant droit et l’héritier” (Starcky 1954:165; see the new edition 

of P.Yadin 36 [Yardeni 2001]). The form 73x reflects the Arabic ellative, which often 

expresses the superlative and is used in personal names. It also conveys an adjectival sense. 
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The term PTX occurs in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions (Healey 1993:264 Glossary, s.v. 

sdq/’sdq) in the sense of “rightful heir” (cf. Cantineau 1930-32, who translates the idiom: 

PISX2 PIX both as: “chacun suivant son droit” [1:88]; and as: “par droit d’héritage” [2:139, 

Lexique, s.v. *?73]; see also DNWSI 963, s.v. sdq3, meaning 3). 

Lines 22/69: The donor guarantees clearance from all claims against his wife or the children 

she may bear from him, and against all others who exercise rightful possession. In the 

LOWER VERSION this provision appears as part of the concluding statement (line 69) and the 

wording is slightly different: "Dn? max) n2n> “I granted written clearance to you.” 

Furthermore, the reference to offspring is absent there. For further discussion of the verbal 

root b-r-?/b-r-y “to clear” see Greenfield 1992b:11-—17, and cf. the forms 718721, 831X721 in the 

Nabatean-Aramaic papyri from Nahal Hever (P.Yadin 2:13, 36; 3:40). The form 771 is more 

likely an Arabism, meaning “descendant, child,” whereas in Hebrew/Aramaic this form more 

often means “embryo” as well as a baby shortly after birth. In the Nabatean tomb inscriptions 

we find the combination 7771) 4P7%x “heirs and descendants” within inheritance provisions. 

We do not know whether Shim‘on had children in addition to Babatha’, and it is somewhat 

strange that this clause was added in the UPPER VERSION if it is correct that 1t was written 

subsequent to the LOWER VERSION. 

Lines 23/60: The idiom “distant or near” appears frequently in the Elephantine Aramaic 

papyri. For examples see TAD B2.1, 2.2, 2.7, 3.2, 5.1 (Cowley 1, 5, 6, 13, 43). The adjectives 

2°71 p°n are ambiguous and may designate “unrelated and related” or may connote merely 

physical distance or proximity, which was the view of Yaron who cites instances of the 

merism O°71n7) O°219P in biblical diction (Deut 13:8; Jer 25:26; Esth 9:20; Dan 9:7). Yaron 

(1961:120) explains that 

in all these passages (relatively close in time to the Elephantine documents) 0°71N7) 0°27? is used in a 

local sense, “those near by and those far away.” This suggests, tentatively at least, a similar meaning 

in the documents under discussion. If this is correct, the promise refers to persons present or absent: 

the alienee is assured that there will be no interference not only by persons present (who had 

opportunity to know of the transaction and could have objected to it), but also by persons far away at 

the time. 

In contrast, Healey (1993:90—91 on H 3:5—6) favors the relational interpretation: “related or 

unrelated.” The matter is actually quite subtle. Muffs (1969:16—29, 231 Index) takes pn" and 

related forms in the Elephantine papyri to refer to one who is alienated, in the sense that he 

has no claim, not to one who is physically distant. This was the view of Yadin on the import 

of the present statement (Yadin 1962:241). This would correspond to the usage of the Pi‘‘el 

participle pnam “to alienate, transfer” in respect of ownership of property or goods (J. 

Rabinowitz 1956:21—23, and cf. DNWST 1074, s.v. rhq3, meanings 3-4; and m. Ned. 1:1). 

We must also consider that in Late Hebrew 117? is the term for “relative,” and that removing 
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someone from the family is conveyed by the Piel of the root r-h-qg (m. Qidd. 2:3; m. ‘Ed. 

8:4-7). 

Lines 24/65: The specific forms xninn “gifts” and X°21N72 “clearances” are plurals, with the 

latter being an Arabic term that has been “Aramaized” as a determined plural. The 

expression np??n> “as is the nature of, as is customary” is an Arabism characteristic of the 

Nabatean tomb inscriptions and the Nabatean-Aramaic legal documents from Nahal Hever 

(see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:13; also cf. 019139 in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 

46:6). The occurrence of this expression in a Jewish Aramaic document further demonstrates 

the influence of Arabic on the style of the scribe who wrote this deed. The Aramaic formula 

p2yv? panony °7, literally: “that are (granted) in written form in perpetuity” emphasizes the 
fact that the gift was granted by deed. 

Exceptions and Derivative Rights, with Attendant Guarantees (Lines 24—28) 

Lines 24—26/65—69: The father, Shim‘on, makes an exception for his daughter, Babatha?, in 

the event that she is widowed. Aramaic 71n%2 corresponds in meaning to Hebrew 71°72 

“except, with the exception of.” It serves to limit the rights of the wife, Miryam, in certain 

specific respects. In this case, Shim‘on, the father, guarantees to his daughter, Babatha’, what 

amounts to a “a widow’s residence” (in Rabbinic language ni3aa9X m3, n777xN 73). The 
most explicit source for this practice is t. Ketub. 11:7: “One who orders: ‘Provide a widow’s 

residence for my daughter’—they do not provide her (with the same) unless she commits 

herself to reside therein, and the heirs may constrain her lest she let it to another person. For 

this reason, if she died they inherit her (rights)” (ed. Lieberman, 94, and cf. m. B. Bat. 6:4; b. 

Ned. 39a). According to the Tosefta, the daughter must reside in the widow’s house and may 

not let it, but there is no mention of any restriction against having the widowed daughter 

bring in a second husband should she subsequently remarry. This restriction may be implied, 

however, in the very provision for a widow’s residence, it being understood that only while 

the daughter remained in a state of widowhood did she have the right of residence. 

Nevertheless, Yaron, in discussing the Tosefta passage, notes that according to Roman law a 

widow who inherited a house was permitted to bring into it her new husband (Yaron 

1960:220). This document, which was written under Roman rule, may have sought to 

counteract this eventuality. 

Line 25 begins with a relative clause employing the Old Aramaic form of the conditional 

particle, namely 37. This word likely reflects the scribe’s Nabatean influence, as this form of 

the conditional particle persisted in Nabatean-Aramaic, whereas other contemporary 

Aramaic dialects used }X (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.IL.e.vi). 

It was noted in the comments to line 7, above, that usage of the verb ‘-m-r “to dwell, 

reside,” reflected the influence of Arabic. The term 8718 n°3 allows two interpretations: (1) a 

crib or pen, (2) a storage place for grain. The former suggests comparison with 71171X 

(HALAT 82, “stall, stable”), whereas the second reflects Rabbinic usage: NI7S1N71 APTINT 
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“the storage places and treasuries” (¢. Ma‘as. 2:20, ed. Lieberman, 236; see Levy 1:164, s.v. 

x-T1N). The term nx reflects Greek wpetov and Latin horreum (Lieberman 1955-88 

2:691). In any event, reference is to a small structure located in the courtyard. The Mishnah 

(B. Bat. 6:4) stipulates the size of marriage residences and widow’s residences as follows: 

“He builds four by six cubits, the words of Rabbi Akiba. Rabbi Yishma°el says: That is a 

crib for cattle! One who wants to build a crib for cattle builds four by six cubits; a small 

house is six by eight.” Both agree, however, that reference is to a small structure that could 

be dubbed a cattle crib. 

In the continuation of line 25, the recipient is guaranteed the right of entry and egress. 

This right is fundamental to ownership by purchase or through receipt of a gift, and is known 

from the Elephantine Aramaic legal papyri. If it had not been made explicit, Miryam would 

have been able to bar entry and egress to Babatha’. This right is denied in XHev/Se 8a:9-10, 

a document from the Judean Desert originally published by Milik (1957:264) and later 

reedited by Yardeni (1997:36): "9y pb [X]>1 Py ND1 99 OF ANT 192 Say 472 omNX x2 Tw “and 
you have no right with me inside the courtyard that belongs to me, or to enter o[r] exit 

through (what belongs) to me.” 

However, Babatha? has no right to bring a new husband into the space allotted to her for 

her personal use. In line 26, the infinitival form 12319? “to bring in” is complex. The spelling 
with nun follows the practices of Old Aramaic in realizing-the Aph‘el of the root <-/-/ “to 

enter.” The ending in waw follows the practice with respect to the Aph‘el infinitive construct 

in Syriac and Christian Palestinian Aramaic. Similar forms are attested in other Judean 

Desert documents (see Greenfield 1990). The donor reiterates the usual guarantees, now 

covering the rights just added. . 

In line 27, we have the idiom oy739 n?y 35 79 “from any cause, whatsoever” (and with 
slight variations in the LOWER VERSION, lines 70-71). The term ny is derived from the verb 

<-/-] “to do, act” and means “cause, pretext” (Sokoloff DJPA 404, s.v. n°y; Levy 3:650—51, 

s.v. 7°2y). Levy cites Syriac ‘elt@ and Arabic <illatun. 

The Contingent Duties of the Wife to Her Husband during His Lifetime (Lines 28-29) 

Lines 28—29/62-63: The deed of gift concludes with a binding agreement (or perhaps 

“condition”), Aramaic 10x, that Miryam will continue to be Shim‘on’s wife as long as he 

lives and will use some of the resources of the present gift to care for him, as she had cared 

for him previously (on the term 0X, see the COMMENTARY on line 14 and on P.Yadin 

44:16). All that has been granted to Miryam is, in effect, conditional on her performing these 

services. Should the couple be divorced, this agreement would no longer be binding. The 

stipulation 737 O74 37 “as was previously” and its variant Xn’27P2, coming at an earlier point 

in the LOWER VERSION, line 62, are temporal in force. In XHev/Se 13:6 we have: ]33 na 7 

“previous to this time” (Yardeni 1997:67). Similar provisions are known in Syriac: mn qwdm 

d- “beforehand,” and the very expression we have here: kqdmyf. Sokoloff (DJPA 475) lists 

the form °°77?, and renders the form xn’""7P as both “first” and “previous.” Other variants in 
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Targumic literature include: xn77p?2 (Levy 4:247, and cf. Dan 7:4, 8). Targum Onkelos 

translates 731WN1D in Deut 9:18 as XN°7P9, and in Isa 1:26 the Hebrew 731WN125 is rendered 

xm77p25. The same Hebrew form is rendered Xn°77P275 in the Targums to Judg 20:32; Jer 

Be) ali. 

The feminine Pa“el participle [wawn derives from the root §-m-s “to serve,” which is well 

known in Mishnaic Hebrew and in various later Aramaic dialects. In Talmudic literature it 

usually refers to the service performed by students attendant upon their masters, but it is not 

used to characterize the services a wife performs for her husband. It is unclear as to which 

services are intended here. There is little warrant for seeing exclusively, in the context of the 

present document, the sexual nuance associated with the verb S-m-s in the terms 70m Winw, 

or: Nyan wenwn “‘service’ of the bed.” Clearly reference here is to normal services in caring 

for one’s husband. Given the frequency of references to the service performed by students 

for their masters, or of a son for his father, one can understand the extension of this concept 

to the services performed by a wife for her husband’s father, according to m. Git. 7:6; b. 

Ketub. 40b, 51a. 

The normal services of a wife are outlined in m. Ketub. 5:5: “These are the tasks (n19x7) 

that a wife performs for her husband: she mills and bakes and launders; cooks and suckles 

her child; she lays out his bed and works with wool.” There is no full discussion of these 

tasks in either the Babylonian Talmud or the Palestinian Talmud, and such requirements are 

not mentioned in Babylonian ketubbot, but they are in the Palestinian ketubbot, where we 

often have detailed statements of a wife’s services to her husband. This subject is discussed 

at length by M. Friedman (1980:1:181—91). One of the terms used is M7» “she does service,” 

and Friedman compares the clause in our document to that appearing in medieval marriage 

contracts: °m nwawn>) ... anix? °> °ann> “to be my wife ... and to serve me” (Friedman 

1980:2:167, no. 14:5, and see Yadin 1962:243-44, which deals with this clause). He also 

calls attention to the statement in y. B. Mesi‘a 7:1 (11b): “A man who set out to betroth a 

woman from a different locality is required to negotiate conditions with her and to declare to 

her: ‘On condition that you perform in such a manner, on condition that you eat in such and 

such a manner.’” It is possible that the clause appearing in the present deed of gift is taken 

from marriage contracts, but there is no sign of any similar formulation in the Aramaic or 

Greek marriage contracts from the Judean Desert. More likely the present provision is akin 

to what we find in living trusts from Elephantine wherein a father grants property to his 

daughter during his lifetime on condition that she will attend to his needs and expenses in his 

old age. The operative verb in Elephantine Aramaic is s-b-/ “to carry a burden”; hence: “to 

support.” This theme is discussed by Muffs (1969:39 n. 4), with specific reference is to TAD 

B3.10:16—18 (Kraeling 9): “I have given it (= the gift) to Yehoyishma‘, my daughter, upon 

my death, in love, in consideration of her having cared for me (?1N?20 °1 22?) when I am in 

old age. I was incapacitated, and she cared for me. So, I have provided for her at my death.” 

Also see Held (1968:92 n. 52) and DNWSI 774-75, s.v. sbl, and sbl, (= the noun meaning 

“sustenance’’). 
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The UPPER VERSION concludes in line 29. The LOWER VERSION concludes more simply. 

VERSO 

Signature and Witnesses (Lines 73-79) 

Conventions governing signatures are discussed in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: FORMAL 

FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING. Also see the PHYSICAL 

DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES. In line 73, the force of 72n5 

is possibly factitive: “He issued it.” However, as this is the signature of the person in whose 

name the deed was written, it may mean “he signed it”; and as no scribe is mentioned, it can 

simply mean “he wrote it” (cf. P.Yadin 10:20). 
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P.Yadin 8 (= 5/6Hev 8): A PURCHASE CONTRACT IN ARAMAIC 

Plate 33 3 Tammuz, Year 17 of Provincia Arabia; Year 5 of Hadrian 

INTRODUCTION 

P.Yadin 8 is a contract in Aramaic recording the purchase of an ass (or donkey) and a 

female animal, either a she-ass or some other animal, by Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on, from his 

brother, whose first name is missing. The contract can be dated to 122 CE, or as stated, 

seventeen years after the founding of the new Provincia Arabia in 106 CE. The papyrus is 

fragmentary, but its conventional terms and formulae are well known from other Nahal 

Hever and Murabba‘at papyri in Aramaic, and even from the Hebrew documents, which are 

heavily infused with Aramaistic features. Like P.Yadin 7, a much more elaborate Aramaic 

document pertaining to gifts of land and property, the present document also bears a strong 

formulaic affinity to the Nabatean-Aramaic documents of the Yadin Collection. The reader 

will be referred to the relevant sources where these terms and formulae are explained. A few 

restorations have been suggested to fill in some of the gaps. It is of interest to note that sales 

of chattel property were often formulated in the same way as sales and leases of real 

property. Nevertheless, the present document is simple in form, whereas most sales of real 

property were recorded in double documents. 

Since the main problems in the interpretation of P.Yadin 8 result from gaps at important 

junctures, it would be better to raise them at this point, rather than in the COMMENTARY 

where only particular aspects will be discussed. It is important to emphasize that the present 

document speaks for the purchaser who issued it and who is signatory to it. It is formulated 

from his perspective, beginning in the third person (lines 14a), in the objective mode 

(namely, “he purchased”), and then shifts to the first person (lines 4b—9), in the subjective 

mode (namely, “I have received”). After recording the transaction, the purchaser 

acknowledges receipt of the animals and states his satisfaction, saying that he has no further 

claim on the vendor, literally: “there is [nothing] of mine with you (J~ay 7)” (lines Sb-6). 

After the first word in line 7, 34x “I,” namely, the purchaser, Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on, 

there is a gap, but the remainder of the line reads very much like a defension clause. We 

would expect the vendor or previous owner to guarantee clearance to the purchaser or lessee, 

as the case may be. Since, however, this document speaks throughout for the purchaser, line 

7 more probably represents a statement by the purchaser. He could be addressing the vendor, 

obligating him to guarantee the purchase from any challenger, far or near. Or, the purchaser 

could be stating, in the first person, that he disavows any further liability from any quarter, 

far or near. 

Lines 8—9a, as broken as they are, represent a stipulation often found in contemporary 

legal documents wherein one of the parties accepts the imposition of a penalty for abrogating 

the terms of the contract (cf. P.Yadin 2:15; 3:17—18). Here, the acknowledgment of liability 
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is stated by the purchaser in the first person, addressing the vendor in the second person: 

“And if I... and I deviate (X3vx1) from this ... you will have with me (= I owe you) the 

entire [... (= amount)].” The sense is that if the purchaser ever comes back at the vendor and 

says that he was not satisfied with what he had received, or claims that he never received the 

animals in question at all, he would be liable for “all, the entire amount.” 

Because of a gap at this point, we cannot tell for certain what the purchaser would owe the 

vendor in case he deviated from the specified terms; whether the entire cost of the animals or 

possibly something else. The cost of the two animals totaled five sela‘s, so that the sela‘s 

mentioned in line 9a—whose number is illegible, but which cannot be five in quantity (see 

the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES)—most likely represent an additional penalty, similar in effect to the 

doubling or even quadrupling of penalties ordained in biblical and other ancient legal 

systems for stealing or fencing animals and other property. Finally, the Roman ruler is also 

rendered his permanent due in the customary amount. The fact that this provision, which is 

prominent in the Jewish Aramaic and Nabatean-Aramaic land transactions, is here included 

in a document recording the sale of chattel property, more or less determines that the 

intended payment, whether due to the Nabatean king or subsequently to the Roman ruler, did 

not represent rent or a leasing fee, but rather a tax payment to the governing authority. 

Comparable provisions occur in other Nahal Hever documents (see the COMMENTARY on 

P.Yadin 2:13—14). ; 

Line 10 lists three names in succession. The first is that of the purchaser, Yehoseph, son 

of Shim‘on, who apparently signed for himself. The second is that of one Yehonathan, son of 

Yishma®el, followed by a verb with the object suffix: 72n> “he had it written; he issued it.” 

This means that Yehonathan was an official of some sort who issued the document. Finally, 

there is the name of Yohanan, son of Makkuta?, whom we know to be the scribe. Above his 

name there is a superlinear addition of one word, of which only the final letter, mem (or 

possibly he’) survived. This addition most likely designates Yohanan’s title as that of 

“scribe” (see the COMMENTARY). Two witnesses are then listed in Aramaic (lines 11—12), 

and a third witness signed in Greek. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 8. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Simple deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded, packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, mainly at the 

folds. Holes caused by insects. 

Maximal Measurements: 16.3 x 14.6 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the text. 
Description of Damage: The main damage is on the left side, where the ends of most of the lines are missing, and along 

the folds, particularly along the second fold on the right. One of the two tiny fragments that fell off from the left fold 

apparently belongs to line 2, whereas the precise place of the other fragment has not yet been determined. 

Joins: No join is visible. 

Direction of Folds: Right to left. 

Height of smallest fold: Ca. 1.5 cm (right fold). 

_ Height of largest fold: Ca. 3 cm (second fold from left). 

Number of lines (including signatures): 13 

The body of the deed: 9 

Signatures: 4 

Height of text: Total (including the signatures): 12.8 cm. 

The body of the deed: Ca. 9.5 cm. 

Signatures: Ca. 3.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: Ca. 14. cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: No margin left (on purpose). 

Lower margin: Ca. 2.5—3 cm. 

Right margin: Ca. 1 cm. 
Place and Direction of Signatures: Recto; parallel to the text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: Except for the last one, all signatures are in the “Jewish” script; the last 

signature is in Greek. In the first line of signatures, three persons have signed their names: the first one—Yehoseph, 

son of Shim‘on—is the purchaser in whose name the deed was written. His signature is very fragmentary. The second 

one to sign was Yehonathan, son of Yishma®el, whose role is not clear. He may have been another witness or a 

supervisor, as is perhaps indicated by the word nan> following his name, the exact meaning of which still requires 

clarification. The third signature in this line is that of Yohanan, son of Makkuta’, who is known from other Nahal 

Hever documents as Yohana?, son of Makkuta?. He apparently was the scribe of this document, as indicated by the 

resemblance of the handwriting in his signature and in the text. Here he signs his Aramaic name, in the “Jewish” 

script while elsewhere he signs in Nabatean. The ligature of the word oy739 in line 6 exposes his identity also as the 

scribe of the Nabatean documents P.Yadin 6 and 9 where a similar ligature appears (despite the difference between 

the Aramaic and Nabatean scripts). It seems that he also wrote the preceding signature. A supralinear addition, above 

his signature, perhaps designates his role; only a final mem, however, survives instead of the expected aleph of x70 

(“the scribe”). Two more signatures belong to witnesses, both known from other Nahal Hever documents. The Greek 

signature may be that of an official who confirmed the deal. 

Scribe: Yohanan, son of Makkuta?; the same hand as that of P.Yadin 6, 9, and 22 (subscription). 

Description of Script: Extreme cursive letter-forms, but only a few ligatures. The final mem in lines 6 and 10 

(supralinear) testifies to some Nabatean influence. A rapid script written with a skilled hand. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.3—-0.4 cm. 

Average space between lines: 0.4—0.6 cm. 
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Fig. 8. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 8: Recto 
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P.YADIN 8: TEXT 

[70° Tb pw1x? wlan] naw xXOlwp1] 777K OLopx npwosn oy 

Swly Jaw nan? Xon2n2 x7 PS qp)A psn Ovi oLatjA ow 
[ Jeo JO PyAW 72 7017 Jar WT NAVY RE A) yaw 

[70D = Je AIA Apa 41n. 7945 AIN An pyLaw Ja "TNX 
[7017 max n2)3p1 Wan prs pydo AO. pane PALwy paps pry 

Lo RpaO 81 yt NR? OVTIN Tay 2 Neeef Jooe NIN 
[2-971 pps 72D wrx 2D 9 FPR xXF7°2[12 iL Jo 74x 

[ Jo 21D 59 JP NGA > ATT WO NIWNI occoon TA 
Aid op Nixw 1 Messe pyro FOW%"Mec[ J Oo AON HNN PWN 

of ] 
NAIA I2 any AIaNd PRvaws 72 pnsAL’] fliyaw] 43 ALo7s 

saw pyaw AL. Ay ox 

sav Mp AS ALr]y! oN 

(SIGNATURE IN GREEK) — — WO nN —- © 

TRANSLATION 

During the consula[te of Aciliu]s Auiola [and (Corellius) Pan]sa, year [fiv]e of the Jmperato[r, Caesar] 

Trajan Ha[drian] (Augustus); and according to the counting of this p[rov]ince, on the third of Tammuz, 

year ten 
and seven (=17) [in ...]... (@GN)]. (On) that day, Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on, purchased from ...[... 

(=PN),] 
his wate so[n of Shim]‘on, one donkey, entirely white, and one female (= she-ass?) ...[... (for the sum 

of) silver] 
[twe]nty Ty[rian] denarii (zéizin), which are equal to silver, five Tyrian sela‘s. And I have rece[ived, I, 

Yehoseph] 
the donkey (or: donkeys) ... [and] I will [not] have with you anything (= you do not owe me anything), 

neither small nor larg[e .... And cleared] 
am I, Ye[hoseph, so|n{ of Shim‘jon, [regarding] these [pJurchases, from any person whomsoever, fa[r or 

near. 
And iat ... and deviate from this, you will have with me (= I will owe you) the entire [... (© amount).] 

[...]...[...]silver (in the amount of)... (= eight) sela‘s. And to our lord, Caesar, as well. 

Yeh[os]eph, son of [Shim‘o]n; [Ye]honathan, son of Yishma°el; he issued it. Yohanan, son of Makkuta’, 

(supralinear) [...]... (= the scribe). 

-El‘azar, [so]n of Shim‘on, witness. 

>Elicezer, son of Hilqiyah, witness. 

Greek signature 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

The extreme cursive handwriting of this document and the abundance of ligatures compel 

one to rely mainly on the context and less on the forms of the letters. 

Lines 1-2: In line 1, the word after n3w “year” has been restored as w[an] “five” even though 

the remains of the final letter resemble an aleph. The scribe, however, distinguished between 

medial and final aleph, and this letter looks like the medial rather than the final form. 

Consequently, it has been interpreted as shin, the right part of which is missing. The reading 

wlan] would fit the restored name x6[35], as in Corellius Pansa, who served as Roman consul 

along with Acilius Auiola in 122 CE, the fifth year of Hadrian (Degrassi 1952:36). The 

names of the Roman consul and of the Caesar can be restored reliably as indicated. The two 

further restorations in line 2 are certain. 

Line 3: This is the normal slot for the relevant place name, following registering of the year. 

About five or six letters are missing in this gap. The formula for registering place names 

begins with prepositional beth “in,” and here the missing name ends in aleph. Possibly read: 

x[Tinm2] or: x[>a>323], two sites known in the Nahal Hever papyri (P.Yadin 2, 3, 6, 7, 36, and 

44: also see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: VENUES). 

Line 4: According to the usual formula, we restore [02] at the end of the line, which 

immediately precedes the stipulated amount at the beginning of line 5. 

Line 5: The bracketed restoration: P-[wy ys “[twe]nty Ty[rian] denarii” is certain, and 

later on in the line, we restore on a formulaic basis: [9017 73x 17]371 “And I rec[eived, I, 

Yehoseph].” 

Line 6: Following the first word x7n “the donkey,” there are two or three illegible words: 

JAY "> Neeef Joes (see the COMMENTARY for problems of restoration). After restored [X]?20 

“large,” there is further space for text, a matter also discussed in the COMMENTARY. 

Line 7: If the reading ix “T’ at the beginning of the line is correct, the words missing in the 

following gap may represent the name of the purchaser. This restoration is supported by the 

remains of a final mun (ending the name Shim‘on). Following this, we have the words: 

HX xd72[12] “[in (= regarding)] these [p]urchases.” At the end of the line, we restore on a 

formulaic basis [2°9}?) p19 “far or near.” 

Line 8: After the conditional 11 which begins the line and which initiates the penalty clause, 

a legible final aleph preceding the words *49 7? belongs to a verb in the third person, most 

appropriately: xi3* “there will be,” preceded by an unidentifiable letter (see the 

COMMENTARY). At the end of line 8, the papyrus is torn, with one or two words missing. 
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Line 9: There is a gap at the beginning of the line that has not been restored. Following we 

have the remains of several letters, possibly a number specifying the sum of the penalty. 

Following the words }y?0 405 “silver sela‘s” there are remains of a word. Except for the 

final he’, the word is illegible. The monetary unit y20 being feminine, the only number that 

fits is 73179n “eight,” but this restoration is uncertain because the remains of the letters hardly 

resemble the expected form of 73177. 

Line 10: There is a supralinear addition above the name of Yohanan, son of Makkuta’, 

ending in what looks like a final mem or a final he? in the formal script style, thus deviating 

from the style of this document. This could yield: [7150] “the scribe,” which is what 

Yohanan’s role in fact was, as explained below in the COMMENTARY. 

COMMENTARY 

Essential Information (Lines 1—Sa) 

Lines 1—Sa list the date, name the parties, and identify the objects purchased and their sale 

price. Most of the formulary, including the conventional triple dating, has been explained in 

the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:1—2. Line 3 uses formulaic 15 xv” “that day.” This formula 

occurs several times in the Nabatean doucments (P. Yadin 1:2, 13, 47; 2:2, 20; 3:22), whereas 

in the Jewish Aramaic texts from Nahal Hever, the formula 737 571° is more prevalent. 

Aramaic 11n “white” is common usage, often in references to arable land as being “white” 

(see P.Yadin 7:10, 44: xnvIn XYN and the COMMENTARY ad loc.). The syntax is 

characteristically Aramaic: 41n 3745 ,77n 7n “one ass/donkey, entirely white.” The force of 

Aramaic 3715, x?1D is adverbial, as is often the case. Note that the masculine determined 

form 37n “the one” is to be assumed for the male animal, whereas the same form when 

modifying the female animal being referred to would represent the feminine form of the 

number. If we translate 17n as “‘ass, donkey,” the female animal purchased might have been a 

she-ass. Also note in line 5, the customary equivalence formula for specifying currency, 

explained in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: CURRENCY. 

Acknowledgment of Receipt of Purchase and Statement 

of Satisfaction by Purchaser (Lines 5b—6) 

In line 6 we unfortunately have a gap that makes it difficult to interpret the statement 

precisely. One would expect a negative verb before the words ay °? yielding the sense that 

there is nothing of mine with you. The usual formula: °m°x x? is not possible, because the 

final letter is aleph. And yet, usage of oy7i “whatsoever,” a locution well attested in 

P.Yadin 7 and in the Nabatean-Aramaic documents from Nahal Hever, in and of itself 

suggests the negative; namely, in this case, that I, the purchaser, have nothing more “with 

you”; that you, the vendor owe me nothing. A restoration that would suit the immediate 

context is: Jay °? xia. x21] “And I will have nothing with you (= You will owe me 
nothing).” The remains of the letters, however, do not allow for this reading. 
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Statement of Clearance (Line 7) 

The overall sense of this line is that the recorded purchases are free and clear from any future 

claims. Since this is a statement by the purchaser in the first person, the gap after what is 

most likely the first person pronoun, ‘13x, at the beginning of the line should have contained a 

statement like: “[cleared (or: entitled)] am I, Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on regarding these 

purchases.” The required participial form would have appeared at the end of line 6, as 

indicated in the TRANSLATION. For the formulation itself, see P.Yadin 7:22ff, 26ff, 69ff. 

Stipulation of Penalty for Abrogation by Purchaser (Lines 8—9a) 

Line 8: As indicated in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES, the text contained two verbs, each in the first 

person, but the former of these is illegible except for initial aleph. The latter of the two is 

clearly written: x2wx1, followed by prepositional jm, and preceded by conditional 4), 

yielding: “and if I ... or deviate from” (cf. P.Yadin 2:15; 3:17—18). This is the formula for 

saying that the contract has been abrogated. Idiomatic “you have with me,” the opposite of 

what we read in line 6, above, means that the other person is owed something by “me.” As 

restored, the purchaser goes on to say, in the first person, that he will owe the entire amount 

if he defaults. On the form of the conjunction 77, see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: 

ARAMAIC. ILe.vi. 

Line 9a: The problem as to the nature of the payment of a certain sum of sela‘s was raised in 

the INTRODUCTION and in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES. Most likely, it represented an additional 

penalty. 

The Governmental Tax (Line 9b) 

It seems that every private transaction, even the purchase of pack animals, was subject to a 

governmental tax. Usage of comparative nD “as well, in like manner” does not mean (pace 

Healey 1993:79 and DNWSI 496, s.v. kwt, meaning 2) that the tax paid to Caesar was 

equivalent to any of the amounts specified above. It is rather a reference to usual practice. In 

P.Yadin 2 and 3 a fixed amount is stipulated for this payment. As noted in the 

INTRODUCTION, this payment, which prior to 106 CE went to “our lord, Rab’el, the King” in 

the Nabatean-Aramaic contracts from Nahal Hever, and to other Nabatean kings as indicated 

in the tomb inscriptions (for references see Healey 1993:260 Glossary, s.v. kwt), was 

henceforth payable to the Roman governmental authorities. See the discussion in the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:13—14. 

The Signatory and the Witnesses (Lines 10-13) 

Except for the last one, all signatures are in the “Jewish” script. The last signature is in 

Greek. As noted, line 10 contains the names of three persons. Yehoseph, son of Shim‘on 

signs as the purchaser. There had been no previous mention of Yehonathan, son of 

Yishma®’el, the second person listed, but his role is determined by the verb 52n3 “he had it 
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written; he issued it” which follows it. For the significance of the factitive force of the simple 

stem of the verb k-t-b “to write,” a frequent feature of legal documents, see the GENERAL 

INTRODUCTION: FORMAL FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING. 

We cannot identify Yehonathan’s role specifically but other examples of the factitive of 

the verb k-z-b in the Nahal Hever documents are associated with administrators (cf. P.Yadin 

42 and 43, as examples). This brings us to Yohanan, son of Makkuta’, the third person listed. 

He is known from other Nahal Hever documents as Yohana or Yohanah, the Aramaic rather 

than the Hebrew form of his name. Furthermore, he signs his name here in the “Jewish” 

script whereas elsewhere he signs in Nabatean. The ligature of the word o¥737 “whatsoever” 

(line 6) exposes his identity as the scribe of the present document, and also as the scribe of 

P.Yadin 6 and P.Yadin 9, where a similar ligature appears, and this notwithstanding the 

difference between the Aramaic and the Nabatean scripts. It seems that Yohanan also wrote 

the preceding signature, that of the official named Yehonathan, son of Yishma®el. 
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P.Yadin 10 (= 5/6Hev 10): BABATHA”’S KETUBBA 

Plate 31-32 3 Adar, year unknown 

PUBLICATION: Yigael Yadin, Jonas C. Greenfield, and Ada Yardeni, “Babatha’s Ketubba,” 

IEJ 44 (1994), 75-101. Yardeni 2000c:A:125. 

LITERATURE: M. Friedman, “Babatha’s Ketubba: Some Preliminary Observations,” [EJ 46 

(1996), 55-76. S. Safrai, “Two! Notes on the Ketubba of Babatha” (Hebrew), Te arbiz 65 

(1996), 717-19. 

INTRODUCTION 

The present treatment of P.Yadin 10 closely follows the original publication by Yadin, 

Greenfield, and Yardeni (1994). In many instances, the wording of the original publication 

has been simply paraphrased, and some sections have even been reproduced verbatim, and 

accordingly bracketed: {{ 33. The treatment offered here has, nevertheless, been adapted 

considerably to the format and style of the present volume and updated after further 

investigation. Certain readings in the text have been revised, leading to new interpretations. 

P.Yadin 10 was discovered during the expedition to the Cave of Letters led by the late 

Yigael Yadin at Nahal Hever during the spring of 1961 in the course of the second campaign 

to the Judean Desert. Yadin prepared a reading of the text, with notes, and included it in his 

preliminary report in JEJ (1962:244—45) and in his discussion of the present ketubba in his 

book Bar-Kokhba (1971:237-39). He did not, however, produce a full-scale edition and 

commentary on the text. Joseph Naveh contributed a close reading of the text, and the 

present edition reflects subsequent examination by Ada Yardeni of the original document 

and of the excellent photographs provided by the Shrine of the Book, courtesy of Magen 

Broshi, then curator. P.Yadin 10 is a double document, but the inner, upper text has not been 

preserved. The first four lines of the LOWER VERSION, which is what we have, are severely 

damaged (see the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION). This poorly preserved document was promptly 

identified as a marriage contract (ketubba), that of Babatha’, daughter of Shim‘on, son of 

Menahem, a notable resident of Mahoza’, known from P.Yadin 3 (Nabatean) and P.Yadin 7 

(Aramaic). It was written by Babatha’s second husband, Yehudah, son of ?El‘azar 

Khthousion, on the occasion of their marriage. Examples of Yehudah’s handwriting are 

found in Aramaic subscriptions appended to Greek papyri from Nahal Hever, such as 

P.Yadin 15, 17, 18 (Yadin and Greenfield 1989:139, 141, 142). Yehudah was not a 

professional scribe, however, and this text contains errors and repetitions. Although no date 

is provided in the document as preserved, Yehudah and Babatha? must have already been 

married in 125 CE, since Yehudah served as her guardian (Et{TpoTos) according to P.Yadin 

14 and 15, “a function normally performed by a woman’s husband” (Lewis 1989:58). 

A matter of considerable interest is that the present ketubba was written for Babatha?’s 
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second marriage, after she had been widowed. This fact is established by the partly restored 

name of the groom, Yehudah, son of ?El‘azar on the VERSO (line 19); he was Babatha’’s 

second husband. It had been maintained (Yadin, Greenfield, and Yardeni 1994:77) that the 

amount stipulated for Babatha’’s dowry, namely, 100 sela‘s, the sum presumably set by the 

Rabbinic authorities for widows and divorcees (not 200 sela‘s, the amount presumably for 

previously unmarried women), was, in itself, evidence of a second marriage. This argument 

has been questioned variously and independently by Friedman (1996:56-61) and by Safrai 

(1996:717-19). Safrai’s point is particularly cogent. He notes that the statements cited from 

the Mishnah (m. Ketub. 1:2; 4:7; 5:1) are speaking variously of 100 or 200 zuz (= denarii), 

not of sela‘s (= tetradrachms), which unit was equivalent to four zuzim. Safrai goes on to cite 

plentiful evidence to show that the term maneh, used in the abovementioned statements cited 

from m. Ketubbot, and elsewhere, consistently designated zuz (= denarius) and not sela‘ 

(= tetradrachm). This means that Babatha’ was actually receiving four times as much as the 

minimum amount set by the Rabbinic authorities for the dowry of a widow, not the 

customary amount at all. It was allowable to increase the amount, as Safrai notes, citing D. 

Ketub. 66b. Essentially, Friedman agrees with this analysis, after a discussion of other cases 

where exceptionally large dowries were demanded, as in marriages within priestly and 

aristocratic families. In conclusion, the amount of Babatha’’s dowry, however it is 

rationalized, does not in itself indicate either a first or a second marriage, if Talmudic norms 

are any indication. That this was her second marriage is otherwise demonstrated. 

{{The ketubba, to judge by the early ones that have reached us and by literary references, 

contained the following elements: 1) the date and place of its writing; 2) the names of the 

groom and the bride as part of the groom’s declaration; 3) the marriage proposal; 4) the 

promise to give the bride her due; 5) the mandatory ketubba clauses or “court stipulations” 

(in the Mishnah they are called 7? 7°23 °XIN [m. Ket. 4:7-12]); 6) the statement that the 

document will be replaced; and 7) a statement by the groom that he accepts all the above 

stipulations.}} The groom’s declaration would often note the places of origin of the groom 

and bride. {{Most ketubbot also record the assent of the bride, but this is lacking here.}} 

Perhaps the bride’s signature sufficed as evidence of her assent. 

This is one of the earliest Jewish marriage contracts known to us. It justifies being labeled 

a ketubba by virtue of its contents and Aramaic formulation, and because of the reference to 

this type of document in line 5: A352) “and pursuant to your ketubba.” Two contemporary 

marriage contracts in very fragmentary condition were discovered in the Murabba‘at caves, 

Mur 20 and 21 (Milik 1961:109-17; also see Fitzmyer and Harrington 1978:140—45; Beyer 

1984:309-11; Yardeni 2000c:A:119-123). Two fragmentary marriage documents in Greek 

are also known from Murabba‘at, Mur 115 and 116 (Benoit 1961:243—56), as is a partial 

Greek marriage document from the Seiyal Collection, now published by Hannah Cotton as 

XHev/Se 69 (Cotton 1997a:250—74). Showing less affinity to the Jewish ketubba are the two 

Greek marriage contracts from Nahal Hever, P.Yadin 18 and 37 (Lewis 1989:76—82; Yadin 

and Greenfield 1989:130-33). The Byzantine ketubba from Antinoopolis, written in 417 CE, 
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is the next on record (Sirat et al. 1986). Various discrete components of the ketubba are 

recorded in m. Ketub. 4:7-12, and in the Tosefta and Talmudic literature. {{These are 

followed by the ketubbot of the Palestinian type from the Cairo Genizah and of the 

Babylonian type known from the Geonic formularies. The Palestinian type of ketubba is 

studied in detail by Friedman (1980). For the Babylonian ketubbot from the Genizah, see 

Friedman (1980:1:21—25). The most recent representative presentation of ketubbot in the 

traditional mode from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century may be found in S. Sabar 

(1990).}} 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 10. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Double deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and tied, packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, 

mainly at the folds. Holes caused by insects. 

Maximal Measurements: 40.3 x 18 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the script. 

Description of Damage: The upper, inner text of the folded papyrus sheet apparently fell to pieces in the course of its 

unfolding. Some of the nine unplaced, tiny fragments perhaps belong to the upper text. The four uppermost lines of 

the lower text suffered severe damage, as did line 12, and the last two or three lines of the body of the text as well. 

Ten lines (lines S—11; 13-15) have survived to a large degree, and most of their text has been reconstructed. On the 

verso, remains of six lines of signatures have survived (see below, Special notes concerning the signatures). The 

lower half of the surviving papyrus sheet has been left blank, for the purpose of protection. It suffered only slight 

damage. At its bottom, on the verso, an endorsement of one line survived to a large degree. 

Joins: Ca. 4.8 cm from the bottom on the recto. No other join is visible. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom. 

Height of smallest, surviving fold: Ca. 1.2 cm. 

Height of bottom fold: Ca. 2.4 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 24 (26?). 

Upper text: Missing. 

Lower text: 17 (187). 

Signatures: 6 (77). 

Endorsement: 1. 

Height of text: 

Upper text: Missing. 

Lower text: 19.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Upper text: Missing. 

Lower text: 16.5 cm. 

Height of space between upper and lower texts (including the ascender of Jamed): 0.6(+?) cm. 
Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Missing. 

Lower margin: Ca. 20 cm. 

Right margin: Ca. 1.7 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signatures: Verso; perpendicular to the text on the recto, starting opposite the beginning of the 
lower text on the recto. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: For the most part, the signatures were preserved on the four small fragments 
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surviving from the upper folds of the lower part of the document, i.e., the folds near and below the ties. These 

fragments were placed according to the fibers as well as the script, which remained on both their sides. Unfortunately 

these lines suffered severe damage on both the left and right sides of the document, which on the verso correspond to 

the upper and the lower signatures. In addition to the remains on the fragments, the ends of four of the signatures 

survived on the main sheet, the first of which is that of the scribe who also is the groom—Yehudah, son of ?El‘azar 

Khthousion. After a relatively large space (where, perhaps, another line existed although no signature seems to be 

missing), remains of Babatha?’s signature appear, including the words nwp3 by (“for herself”). We know, however, 

that Babatha was illiterate. Therefore there is no other possibility but to assume that another person signed in her 

name and added his signature in the following line, which probably terminates with the word [pn] (this reading 

annuls the former reading 77 suggested in the editio princeps; both words may be reconstructed on the basis of the 

remains). This reading also solves the problem of the unusual number of witnesses, which should be reduced to three, 

as would be expected in a marriage contract. If this is correct, no additional signature is missing at the bottom! All 

signatures are in the “Jewish” script. 

Scribe: Yehudah, son of ?El‘azar Khthousion. 

Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive hand of the late first century CE, with certain personal features. 

Upper text: Missing. 

Lower text: 

Average height of medial mem: 0.4-0.5 cm. 

Average space between lines: 0.6—0.8 cm. 
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P.YADIN 10: TEXT 
RECTO 
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TRANSLATION 

RECTO 

[On] the [thi]rd of Adar, in the consulship of] 

IGE 
feel you (...] 
[...from ‘Ei]n Ged[i...that you be to me (or: Be to me) | 

as a wifle (or: in wife[hood) according to the la]w of Moses and the J[uJdeans. And I will [feed] you and 

cl{othe] you (or: and I will re[mit] to you, pursuant to your mo[har]), and pursuant to your ketubba, 1 

will bring you into (my house). 
And you have a binding claim on me (for) silver (in the amount of) four hundred denarii (zazin), which 

equal one hundred T[y]rian (tetradrachms), whatever 

she (!=you) may wish to take and to ... from the dowry, together with the rightful allocation of your food, 

and your clothing and your bed, 

the (fitting) sustenance of a free (= married) woman. Or (or: which is) the sale value of silver (in the 

amount of) [fJour hundred de[nJarii (zdizin), which are (equal to) Plone hundred "!tetradrachms (= sil<in). 

Whatever you may wish /o take and to...[... from (the) dow]ry together with the right(ful allocation) of 

your[ food], and your bed 

and your clothing as (is fitting) for a free (= married) woman. And if you are taken captive, I will redeem 

you from my “house” and estate, 

[and I will rest]ore you as a wife, [and (the amount due on)] your ketubba will remain as a binding claim 

on me as (or: according to) ...[...]...[....] 

113 Tand if you should go to your eternal home before me, male children that you may have from me shall 

inherit the sum of your ketubba, over and above their share with their brothers;] 

4 fe[ml]ale '*!c[hildr]en (4 shall reside, and (continue to) be provided for from my “house” and from [my 

properties until ]the time they are m[arrie]d to husbands. And if 

>and if< I should go to my eternal h[ome] before you, you will [re]side, and (continue to) be provided for 

from my “house” and from my properties, 

[until the t]ime that my [heir]s will agree to give you the silver of your ketubba. And whenever [you] tell 

me, 
{I will exchange] for [you this document, as is fitting. And all properties that I possess and that I will 

acquire are guaranteed and pledged. | 

[to (payment of) your ketubba. And I Yehudah, son of, °Elazar, it is bind]ing on me, I,[ myself, all that is] 

written [above]. 

vA & WwW HY — 

11 

15 

— a 

17 

VERSO 

19 [...] (due) to Babatha?, (vacat) [daJughter of Shim‘on, (incumbent) upon Yehudah, son of El‘azar. 

SIGNATURES 
20 [Yehudah, son of ?EI‘azar; on] his own [account]; he wrote it (or: he issued it). 
21 

[?] 
22 [Babaltha?, [daughter of] Shim[‘on; Jon her own behalf. 

[...]-°U[...] w/y, son of [ ...]m; by [her] verbal order. 

Toma’, son of Shim‘on; wi[tn]ess. 

[... son of Yeho]hanan; wiltness]. 

ol el RE 

FRAGMENT 

RECTO VERSO 

] .. from me [ ). ?Elaza[r 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

RECTO 

Line 1: The beginning of the first line of the RECTO, bearing part of the date, survived on a 

fragment. It has been restored to its original place on the basis of the remains of the 

signatures on the fragment’s VERSO. The rest of this line is missing. 

Lines 2-4: Only single letters survive on the fragments bearing the remains of these lines. In 

line 3, only the word Aix “you” is legible. The letters surviving in line 4 are perhaps part of 

the place name ‘Ein Gedi; hence, read: [°]734[°y 1] “[from ‘EiJn Ged[i],” (as suggested by 

Friedman 1996:62). As such, the place name was written as one word. Cf. the gentilic forms: 

puaiyn “the <Eingedites” (Hebrew) in P.Yadin 51:1, and x[*]7339 “the “Eingedite” (Nabatean- 

Aramaic) in P.Yadin 6:3. The rest of the probable content of lines 3-4 is suggested in the 

COMMENTARY. 

Lines 4—5: The beginning of line 5 is reliably restored on the basis of known formulae: 

NID Twin WPID A]n3x\[1]n3x? “as a wifle (or: in wife[hood) according to the la]w of 
Moses and the J[u]deans” (see the COMMENTARY). This was undoubtedly preceded, at the 

end of line 4, by: °> pinn °7 “that you be to me,” or by the imperative formulation: °? "17 “be 

to me.” If we consider the ink dot below the tear after the word 8715") as the remains of a 

waw that begins a new clause, then the following gap can contain only three letters. This 

excludes the existence of an aleph, which would be needed to form the pronoun 73x, and 

compels us to restore, instead, a participial form suffixed by an abbreviated form of 73x, 

namely, 73-, the remains of which are visible after the tear, in turn followed by the pronoun 

7°. The word following 9? is damaged, showing clearly only a mem in the second position 

and a final kaph. Regarding the participle, two verbs suggest themselves: y-h-b “to give, 

remit” and z-w-n “to feed, provide food.” The remains of the letter preceding mem may be 

restored as waw or alternatively as beth (cf. the beth in the words *xA2wn and °n°2 in line 

10). If it is a waw, a possible restoration of this clause is: 7[03]21 J? 73[3xt}) “and I will [feed] 

you and cl[{othe] you.” If it is a beth, one could restore: 7[77]}23 4? A3[a7°h “and I will re[mit] 

to you pursuant to your mo[har].” The problem resulting from this latter reading, and the 

reasons for preferring the former option, are discussed in the COMMENTARY. In both of the 

following words, the first and last letters are clearly legible, with the internal letters only 

partially legible, yielding the fairly certain reading: 7>9x 7353) “and pursuant to your 

ketubba, | will bring you in.” 

Line 6: In the second word, the ayin is undoubtedly a scribal error occasioned by the ayin in 

the following word, the preposition °79. Near the end of the line, we reliably restore }7[1]¥ 

aN idigh inns 

Line 7: The third word in this line appears to be an infinitival form, with preformative mem, 
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of a verb that begins with a samekh and ends with what appears to be a nun. Perhaps it is 

possible to restore here (and see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 9, below): 7§[n]on’7) “and to 

ho{I\d’ (Aphtel infinitive). This verb is discussed in the COMMENTARY, but has not been 

restored in the TEXT because this suggestion is highly speculative). The reading of the word 

following 7 “from” is conjectural, but it is tempting to read: 7355 “the dowry” rather than: 

m7? “her hands” (cf. below, in line 9). If so, the resh would lack its serif, characteristic of 

this handwriting (but compare the resh in the word wd}, at the end of this line), while the 

base-stroke of the nun would be extremely short, as no remains of it are visible after the tear 

(see the COMMENTARY). Nonetheless, the suggested reading warrants serious consideration. 

Line 8: After the first four letters in this line, which are fully legible, there are two words 

that remain uncertain, although parts of all of their letters are visible. The first may be either 

7 or 1X, the second letter being either yod or waw. The second word is partly damaged. Its 

first letter is legible as shin, and the last letter as final mem, and, ignoring the remains of ink 

attached to the final mem, we would restore the middle letter as waw, yielding the noun ow 

“estimated value” (see the COMMENTARY). The rest of line 8 can be restored confidently 

from line 6, above: Y3°[X8 JP" 

Line 9: Based on the repetition of formulae already encountered in line 7, above, we again 

propose reading here (although we have stopped short of actually restoring): awn? yJasn 77 

S[an> Ips oy yap 72 manod}a71 “that you may wish to take and to A[old from (the) do}wry, 

together with the right(ful allocation) of your[ food].” Quite possibly, the word for 

“hundred” (namely, 4X73), was erroneously written twice by the scribe (dittography), as is 

true at the beginning of line 15, where the last word in line 14, Ox) “and if’ was mistakenly 

repeated. An alternative is to read 7>x<”, and to assume that the scribe misspelled this word 

under the influence of the preceding word, 7x7 “hundred.” This would produce symmetry 

with line 6, so that in both places we would have the same relative phrase: °7 9 “whatever,” 

and this is confirmed by the dot above aleph in the second occurance of 7x7 (marked in the 

TEXT with a circle), effectively cancelling this letter. 

Line 10: The line is completely legible when we insert supralinear aleph to produce 73X53 

“as a wife.” We have metathesis in the following word, representing the Ithpe‘el form 

Shavnixhawn, reflecting °x2nwn “you will be taken captive.” Both spellings, with aleph 

and yod are attested in manuscripts of the Mishnah (Friedman 1980:1:348 n. 3). 

Line 11: Several probable restorations carry us through more than half of the line, whereas 

the end of the line is partly damaged. The sequence of surviving letters near the end of the 

line does not yield a meaningful text. 

Lines 12-13: Remains of these lines have survived on separate fragments. They were 
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numbered as joining in a sequence on the assumption that the clause to be restored in them 

had not occupied more than two lines (see the COMMENTARY). The expected content of lines 

12-13 (with clauses perhaps beginning near the end of line 11) can be surmised from known 

ketubba formulae, and has been bracketed in the TRANSLATION and italicized (also see the 

COMMENTARY). The last word in line 13, which begins a clause, can, however, be reliably 

restored as: j[32] “daughters.” 

Lines 14-16: These lines can be reliably restored from known legal formulae, as indicated 

by brackets in the TEXT. In line 15, the first word is a dittography, a repetition of the last 

word in line 14: >OX'. 

Lines 17-18: A possible restoration of lines 17-18 has been offered in the TEXT and 

TRANSLATION, based on known formulae in comparable sections of marriage contracts. This 

suggested restoration is offered although only single letters survive. 

VERSO 

Line 19: This single line, at the bottom of the VERSO, constitutes the endorsement written on 

the external fold of the document. A space between Babatha?’s name and the following 

words, fiynw n*[2] “daughter of Shim‘on” was left for the seal. The first part of line 19, 

preceding Babatha>’s name, is severely damaged and has not been restored thus far. 

Lines 20-26: See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE 

SIGNATURES and the COMMENTARY. 

FRAGMENT 

RECTO AND VERSO: 

The legible remains allow for the restoration of the name of the groom’s father: ["iy>s on 

the VERSO, plus part of a word on the RECTO (see the COMMENTARY). 

COMMENTARY 

Lines 1-2: These opening lines would have contained the date and place. Only four words 

remain from the date: mvpn by 7482 XNE[NI] “[on] the [thi]rd of Adar in the consulship of-.” 
The other dated Aramaic documents from the Babatha? archive at Nahal Hever that are dated 

to Roman consuls (P.Yadin 7 and P.Yadin 8) begin: nven by = Ent Umdtov “in the 
consulship of—,” then list the two consuls and the year of Hadrian’s rule. They then provide a 

date according to the years of the 7°D"5n, which is to say, of Provincia Arabia. This 

information is followed by the day of the month. The dating in our document undoubtedly 

follows the usual custom in Jewish documents of placing the day of the month before the 

number of the year. {{Double and triple dates are found in many of the Greek documents 

from Nahal Hever, and this mode of dating is also found in later documents from Dura- 
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Europus and elsewhere, in Greek and Syriac. There does not, however, seem to be room for a 

double or triple date here. The place where the document was written follows the date, but 

due to the fragmentary state of the top lines of Babatha’’s ketubba, it is presently missing. 

Since both Yehudah and Babatha dwelt in Mahoza?, the document was surely written 

there.}} 

Lines 2-4: These lines would have provided the names of the groom and bride. In the oldest 

Jewish marriage documents that have reached us, those from Elephantine of the fifth century 

BCE (TAD B3.3; 3.8 [Kraeling 2, 7]; 6.14 [Kraeling 14; Cowley 36, 46, 18]), the date is 

followed by a declaratory statement. The groom, PN, son of PN, states that he came to the 

house of PN, son of PN, either the father or “brother” of the bride, and asked for the hand of 

the bride, PN. In the Antinoopolis ketubba, dating from 417 CE, the date and place are 

followed by the statement: “I, PN, son of PN from GN, who resides in GN,” and this is, in 

turn, followed by a volitional clause that provides the name of the bride: "ny ya W931 NX 

nnx> ... 7a 2p nap nx °9 ron [wai °3]1538 Jn “I have declared my request, of my own 

‘mind’ and fr[ee will], to take PN daughter of PN from GN ... as wife” (Sirat et al. 1986:20— 

21, lines 6-7, where the reading ’ny7 should be corrected to *nyn, the resh in this deed 

sometimes resembling daleth). In the traditional Babylonian ketubba it is usual to find a 

statement that the groom “declared” to his bride his intent to marry her (Friedman 

1980:1:118-30). The names of the groom and bride and their places of origin are thus 

effectively provided. In Mur 20:12 (Milik 1961:110-11) it is stated that the groom is: 7337 

a°w°x “of the ‘sons’ of 7Elyashib,” which might have also revealed his place of origin. 

In the Palestinian ketubbot it is normal to find a clause with the verbs 77x “to speak, 

declare,” or "yn “to seek, request.” These statements can be phrased either in a subjective 

manner, giving the verba certa of the groom in the first person, or in an objective or 

descriptive mode, in the third person. Fourteen of the ketubbot published by Friedman (1980) 

follow the subjective mode, while the others follow the objective mode. In both types there 

was often a volitional phrase, such as *ny7 79 “of my own ‘mind’” or ’m1y7 ya “of my own 

volition.” There does not seem to be enough room for such a statement in our text. In view of 

the likelihood that line 4 can be restored so as to contain the place name ‘Ein Gedi as the 

venue of the groom (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to lines 2-4), our text apparently contained a 

declaration such as follows: xTINM Ja PyAwW NID XNII? TAP Pa WYN 72 777? WwxX “Yehudah, 

son of 2El‘azar from ‘Ein Gedi declared to Babatha?, daughter of Shim‘on from Mahoza’.” A 

similar restoration may perhaps be suggested for Mur 20:1—2 (Milik 1961:110—11). 

Friedman (1996:62) has some further suggestions in this regard. 

Lines 4-5: Here we have the marriage proposal. According to the restoration in the TEXT, 

we read: NID AWin [PTD ANN \[y)NIKX? [2 “N\pIIN 77] “[that you will be to me (or: Be to 

me)] as a wife (or: in wife[hood) according to the la]jw of Moses and the J[ujdeans.” The 

first four words of the proposal are not fully preserved, so that it remains uncertain which 
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Aramaic word was used: 7n3x> “for a wife,” or 1n3x “for wifehood, as a wife, in marriage.” 

The latter is an abstract form recognized as a calque of Akkadian ana aSsiti “for wifehood, 

in marriage” already found in the Elephantine papyri. Originally it expressed the notion of a 

change in legal status, but in time it came to serve simply as a way of saying “for a wife.” In 

the Byzantine ketubba, line 8 (Sirat et al. 1986:21), the form is minx? “for a wife.” {{Note that 

in t. Qidd. 1:1 MS Vienna, [ed. Lieberman, 276]) the giddushin formula is: NPR? ON OT, 

but, as Friedman notes, MS Erfurt and the editio princeps have: 1nix?. Also note the formula 

in b. Qidd. 5b: 1n3x> °9 nx 275. The traditional ketubba and the majority of Palestinian 

ketubbot from the Genizah prefer 1n3X?.}} 
In the Babylonian type of ketubba, the proposal is phrased in the various traditions "W/?X11 

Sxawe1 nw ntD 1n3x> °> “Be to me for wifehood/ in marriage according to the law of Moses 

and the Israelites.” The Alexandrian ketubba is cited in certain Rabbinic sources as follows: 

Inaixd > oav/pIan ,ApINeven2? voxD"nwd? “When you enter my domicile, you will become/ 
(imperative) become to me for wifehood/ in marriage” (¢. Ketub. 4:9, ed. Lieberman, 68; y. 

Ketub. 4:8 (2a); y. Yebam. 15:3 (14d); b. B. Mesi‘a 104a; and see Gulak 1926:32-41; Sabar 

1990). In some of the Palestinian ketubbot the relative construction is employed: °? "177 

“that you become to me.” This formula is usually followed by the abstract 1n3x?, but the 

concrete 73x? is also attested. The restoration proposed here is based on a comparison with 

Mur 20, one of the two contemporary marriage contracts from Wadi Murabba‘at, where we 

have: [....w]2 733 43x? °? XIN LI] (Mur 20:3). {{One may propose that the form An3x and 

its variants were the normal usage in the Palestinian formula, and that 1n3x follows 

Babylonian usage.}} 

Some comment is required concerning the formula °x7[1]9"1 Hwin [33] “according to the 

law of Moses and the J[u]deans.” This is the formula employed in our text, rather than 

traditional: 5xw?) nwa n7D, which has the same essential thrust, and the present formula 

should be restored in Mur 20:1, 3: [831971 Nw] 7°79. The same formula is known from the 

version of the Alexandrian ketubba quoted in y. Ketub. 4:8 (29a) and y. Yebam. 15:3 (14d): 

NTI Tw NID 13x? °9 pian “You will be to me for wifehood/in marriage according to the 
law of Moses and the Judeans.” It is also attested in some of the Palestinian ketubbot. In 

speaking of improper behavior through which a wife would incur the loss of her ketubba, the 

Mishnah (m. Ketub. 7:6) refers to one “who has transgressed against the law of Moses and 

(against) the Jewish (law)”: m-719"1_ ,AwW nt Oy nIaIvN. Reference there, as the Mishnah goes 

on to explain, is not to the legalities of the ketubba, per se, but to the wife’s behavior, which 

should conform to the norms of Jewish practice. Nevertheless, the usage of the Mishnah 

helps to define the concept of accepted practice, a notion applicable as well to the provisions 

of the marriage contract. In the divorce document from Murabba‘at (Mur 19:8, 21) one 

should also read: ’X719"1 [Aw7] 7°73, and this same formula also occurs in Palestinian divorce 

documents from the Genizah (Margulies 1973:119—22). {{Discussion of this phrase would 

not be complete without reference to the Greek of Tobit 7:13, where the phrase: kata TOV 

vowov Kal KATA THY KPLOLV yeypapLEeVHY Ev TH BiBAw Mwvoéws “according to the law 
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and decree written in the book of Moses” is used when Tobiah takes Sarah as wife.}} One 

may also refer to CPJ 128:2, where we may reconstruct the statement of a wife who, 

referring to her husband, says that he holds her [kata TOv vépov T]oALTLKOV TOV 

(’Iov]Satwv “according to the civil law of the Jews.” 

Lines 5-10: These lines set forth the groom’s commitments to the bride under the terms of 

marriage, including both financial and what may be called personal requirements. Line 5 

requires special comment because of difficulties in establishing clear readings. As explained 

above, in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to lines 4—5, there are two possible ways of reading the 

statement that follows immediately upon °x7[1]7) Twin PID]. (1) oI 7? AsLaxth “and I 

will [feed] you and cl[othe] you.” Pronominal 4? would represent the Aramaic accusative. 

This reading was first suggested by A. Yardeni. It is the preferred restoration and would 

accord with the clause found in various ketubbot: ¥2271 03751 PRI 73N1 “and I will feed, and 

support, and clothe.” {{Friedman (1980:1:168) called attention to 4 Yebam. 2:1 (ed. 

Lieberman, 5) where 037271 711? “to nourish and provide” are noted as primary obligations, 

with “providing for” meaning in this case, clothing.}} In Mur 20:9-11 we read that the wife 

“is provided for and clothed” (x’0D21 731m). Also note the undertaking of the groom in 

several Greek texts to feed (Tpédw) and to clothe (4udidw) his wife (see Mur 115:9; 116 

a:9 [Benoit 1961:249, 255]; XHev/Se 69 a:10, 13 [Cotton 1997a:256]; P.Yadin 18:15—16 

[Lewis 1989:78]). (2) J[w]M2 4? Ayan} “and I will re[mit] to you pursuant to your 

mo|har].” Pronominal 7” would represent the dative “to you.” This reading would attest the 

significant term 77% in Babatha?’s ketubba, as Yadin and now Friedman (1996:64) have 

interpreted the text. The problem is that the verb y-h-b “to pay, remit,” would have no object. 

One would expect the statement to say that the groom would remit a certain sum pursuant to 

the mohar, but this proposed reading leaves no room for an object, being immediately 

followed by another clause on the matter of the ketubba which is introduced by waw. The 

reading [77]? was considered but rejected also for the reason that no traces of the “mast” of 

lamed could be detected. It is more likely, therefore, that the term mohar does not occur in 

the present ketubba, after all. 

The construction: J9¥x 7A3Ad21 “and by means of, pursuant to your ketubba | will bring 

you in” attests beth instrumentii. The point is that the bride enters the groom’s domicile 

under a contractual status affirmed by the ketubba. Usage of the Aph‘el stem of the Aramaic 

root <-/-/ “to enter”; hence: “to bring in,” parallels usage of Late Hebrew 039 “to gather in, 

accept” for the same description, and though readily understood, is distinctive nonetheless. 

This phrase has no parallel in the known marriage documents or in other sources. 

In line 6 begins the statement of the groom in which he acknowledges his obligation for 

the amount of the dowry that his wife is bringing with her in marriage, and further commits 

himself to the basic obligations of a Jewish husband. In actual fact, these provisions are 

stated twice, in lines 6-8, and again in lines 8-10, with minor, yet significant variations. This 

repetition can be explained as affording the mutual obligants two options, either actual silver, 
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in denarii or in Tyrian tetradrachms, or in “the estimated value of silver.” As explained in the 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 6, the correct reading is: °»9 7? O°?) “and you have a binding 

claim on me (= I owe you),” abbreviated as: °?y op “it is a binding claim on me” (see the 

TEXT near the end of line 18). The formula with: 13x 7 “which are (= equal)” in line 6 is 

expressed at the end of line 8 as: 117254 73 “which are (= equal).” The former is more in line 

with standard Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, whereas the latter, which is the common form in 

the Judean Desert documentary texts, represents a more conservative form. The specification 

of units of currency and variations in the same will be discussed below, in lines 8—9, where 

the present clauses are effectively repeated. The text continues with a parenthetical 

provision: 828 °3 7” “whatever she may wish” (correctly expressed in line 9 as the OTs: 

imperfect: Pan, “whatever you may wish”). Considering what follows, this may mean that 

Babatha? may demand whatever amount promised to her, or, perhaps, in whatever units of 

silver she wished. In any event, what immediately follows, continuing through line 7 to the 

beginning of line 8, states the wife’s right to receive the amount of her ketubba. According to 

the suggested, though conjectural restoration, we would encounter two infinitival forms: 

miad ya mi[njony: awn “to take and to ho[/]d from the dowry.” {{The first is, in all 

likelihood, the Pe‘al infinitive of the verb 203 “to take,” written here 27, i.e., with a Sin and 

assimilation of the nun. The use of sin for samekh in the Judean Desert texts is not unusual. It 

has been discussed by E.Y. Kutscher (1961a:119-21).}} See also Yardeni 1997:12-13 and 

the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.I.a.ii. The second possibly represents 

an Aph‘el, infinitival form of a verb s-h-n “to bear, hold, carry,” as explained above in the 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES. Sokoloff (DJPA 372) lists such a verb as being a metathetical 

realization of Aramaic h-s-n, with the syncopation of preformative aleph, which in the 

Aph‘el stem means “to hold.” Sokoloff refers to a discussion by S. Lieberman (1934:XIII 

Introduction), who explains that this metathesis was dialectal in Galilean Aramaic speech 

and should not be corrected in text editions. It occurs in the Palestinian Talmud, in Midrashic 

texts, and in Samaritan Aramaic. In the Targum Neofiti to Gen 36:7, Hebrew mw? “to bear” 

is rendered xino07?, the very form proposed here. The sense would fit the immediate context: 

the wife could take and “retain,” or “possess” the amount due her. This reading remains 

speculative, however (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:14—15). 

The suggested reading: 1355 yn “from the dowry” (preferred over 7°7” a “from her 

hands”) attests the Aramaic determined form of the well-known Greek term depvy. This 

term occurs in the Aramaic subscription appended to P.Yadin 18, written there as 375, and is 

there explained by Yadin and Greenfield (1989:143), referring to the discussion by M. 

Friedman (1980:1:76—79). In line 9, below, the indeterminate form 7°[5] most likely occurs in 

the repetition of the same clause. Also see Levy 4:119; Sokoloff DJPA 448, s.v. 175, and its 

variant forms, with denominative verbal forms. The point of the provision is that the wife 

had a claim on her husband for the amount due her as dowry, together with (oY) her food, 

clothing, etc. 

As line 7 continues, three of the husband’s obligations are listed: Jw451 JMI0D1 JAN? Ps oy 
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provisionally translated as: “together with the rightful (allocation) of your food, and your 

clothing, and your bed.” {{This is undoubtedly the equivalent of the biblical AMI02 T9Xw 

anziyi (Exod 21:10), which was traditionally interpreted as “her food, her garment, and her 

conjugal rights” (see Friedman 1980:1:167—-68). In later ketubbot this was phrased: °?y1 

xyIN 9D MND °D°>y Yymi ~D°PIDOI "D°MNIDD) "D711 “I am obligated (to provide) your food, 

clothing, and needs and to ‘come to you’ as the way of all the world.” Usage of the term 7?7 

is unusual, but readily understandable. Like the Hebrew terms pn and vw, it may connote 

what is judged to be entitled to by law, or established as correct; what is rightfully his. The 

term vw is particularly suggestive, because Exod 21:10 is captioned as: n132n Daw 

“according to rightful dues of the daughters.” There are two unique elements in Babatha’’s 

ketubba: the first is the word wb, not known elsewhere, and the second is the phrase 7117 

pain m2 7nax. The spelling of v1» with w is misleading, for this can be a shin, Sin, or even a 

samekh written with a Sin, since the orthographic practice of this period was not stable 

among non-professional scribes. Among the possibilities are a noun from the root WP, 

usually spelled 07» during this period, with the meaning “to spread out, spread over” and 

standing for “spreading a covering over,” a euphemism for conjugal relations.}} In fact, 

Friedman (1996:86) points out that Rabbinic interpretation connected the idiom of Ruth 3:9 

with sexual relations: Jnmx 2 7’PID nNwiDi “and may you spread your garment over your 

handmaiden.” Similarly, Sokoloff (DJPA 448) lists an Aramaic noun 075 “curtain, 

covering,” which translates Hebrew Jo”, and in the Targum Neofiti is once written WD. 

Perhaps this is an Arabism from the cognate verb farasa “to spread, expand” (Lane 2369-72, 

s.v. farasa and related forms, especially 2371, s.v. the noun fir®Satun “a bed, upon which 

one sleeps”). Here, the term JIT is apparently being used in the more general sense of 

“sustenance, needs,” rather than connoting food, in the strict sense, which has already been 

mentioned. {{In the Talmud and related literature, the Hebrew phrase }?11n na is used, but 

this is in contradistinction to nnpw [“slave woman”] as a matter of social status, rather than 

marital privilege. The words pn n2 seem to be a reflection of €dev8epa used in 

P.Elephantine 1 from 311 BCE and in some later marriage documents. In that text (lines 4-5) 

we read that “Heraclides shall supply Demetria all that is proper for a freeborn wife” 

(yuvatki €devdépat; Hunt and Edgar 1932:1:2—3). The nearest parallel to this clause is in a 

Genizah ketubba: NowIp2 PPWI TW? PINT PITT PIA WNW PIP NPHow? °Key PowIM ys 

“I will supply you with your food and your clothing, as other Jewish husbands who maintain 

their wives faithfully (Friedman 1980:2:90-95, no. 7:6). The difference is that in our text the 

status of the woman is noted, while in the Genizah text the emphasis is on the man’s duty.}} 

As line 8 continues, the repeated clauses begin with what may perhaps be read as: "7\1X 

AOD ofw “Or (or: which is) the sale value of silver.” The construction 02 ow is known from 

the Mishnah (m. B. Qam. 1:3): 7 172 73D3 FOI TW FOI OW “the sale value of silver and of 

the equivalent of silver (is to be determined) in the presence of the court.” In fact this 

terminology is used in connection with the evaluation of precious goods brought into 

marriage by the wife (Sokoloff D/JPA 541, citing y. Ketub. 6:3 [30d]). The sense seems to be 
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that the ketubba may be paid in forms other than silver or money. 

{{The two monetary equations used in this document are noteworthy: 

Line 6: AX PALS JX 779 AND YIAN Pry OD 

Lines 8-9: axa pydo p54 77 AN PI5LN IPL o> 

Both phrases mean “four hundred denarii which equal one hundred tetradrachms” (see 

above, line 6). The latter form is known from several other documents from the Judean 

Desert that contain the equivalency formula (see Yardeni 2000c:B:45 Concordance, s.v. 

77a(°)7). During this period the shekel was the equivalent of two denarii (zdzin). It is 

noteworthy that in some Hebrew documents the word onw is lacking. Thus Mur 30:20-21: 

nw owy ayo nr aw o°apwajw 053.3} Also note P. Yadin 45:23—24: 1wy ori Pry 7052 

wiew oy20. On the currency attested in P.Yadin 10, see further in the GENERAL 
INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: CURRENCY. 

{{Babatha?’’s ketubba specifies that the amount to be given was in Tyrian tetradrachms. It 

thus testifies to the validity of the Amora Samuel’s view, reported in y. Ketub. 1:2 (25b), that 

in Palestine the ketubba must be paid in the “shekel of the sanctuary,” i.e. in Tyrian 

tetradrachms: wIpn 2pwa :>ximw ow. xin “Huna in the name of Samuel: it was (paid) in the 
shekel of the sanctuary.” The other rabbis preferred xsi? y2v” “current coinage,” i.e. the 

denarii then in circulation. For the terms °11¥ 737 and its application to the ketubba of a 

widow, cf. y. Ketub. 1:2 (25b). Note that in P.Yadin 8:4—5 (Jewish Aramaic), the designation 

P13 is also used for the drachm: van pry py?o AOD 195 -T PALwWY Pry prt [OD] “twenty 
Tyrian ztizin which equal five Tyrian sil<in.’’}} 

{{The presence of both }3X 7 and 717354 °7 in the same document is of additional interest 

for it presents an excellent example of the use of documents for the solution of textual 

problems. The text of ¢. B. Bat. 11:2 (ed. Lieberman, 167, line 15) has the meaningless 277 

OPT PIPNT PIT (MS V; MS Erfurt ’2m7). Lieberman [correctly] proposed that this was the 

equivalency formula (1955-88 10:454). He also noted that the Mishnah manuscripts of the 
Palestinian type, e.g., Kaufmann and Parma, read 73°F °7, 12°77, etc. For X7 he quoted m. 
B. Bat. 10:2: proy py2o p3x7 AN pr, and for a parallel Greek formula, see Mur 114. 
Lieberman also surmised that °77°7 should be written 12777, the earlier Aramaic form.}} 

Thus concludes, with some repetition, the first of six mandatory ketubba clauses known 
from m. Ketub. 4:7-12, namely, specification of the ketubba itself, that is, the mandatory 
amount due to the wife in the event of divorce or the death of her husband. In lines 10-18 the 
remaining five clauses of the Mishnah are represented in the present document, albeit in a 
different order. Following is the order of the Mishnah: 

1. {{The pledging clause: Jn1n3? pRInX °? mxXT yoD°3 4D “all property that I have are 
surety for your ketubba (money).”?} 

2. {{Nanwn OX “if you are taken captive.” This clause states the husband’s duty to redeem 
his wife in such a case.}} 
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3. {{p D7 32 “male children.” In case the wife dies before her husband, this clause 

establishes the right of her sons to her ketubba money after his death, along with their share 

of the inheritance.}} 

4. {{j2p1 332 “female children.” This clause establishes the right of daughters to dwell in 

their father’s house and to be supported by him until their marriage.}} 

5. {fne22 Nam XAN nN “you will dwell in my house.” This clause guarantees the widow’s 

right to dwell in her late husband’s home after his death and to be maintained from his estate. 

The Mishnah states that the people of Jerusalem, followed by the Galileans, wrote that 

clause, but the people of Judea wrote Jn21n> J? 7? pwrrn www ty “until the heirs wish to 

give you your ketubba money.” The Mishnah continues: “Therefore, the heirs can give her 

her ketubba (money) and send her away.” }} 

{{These clauses were in use in Palestine during this period. This can be seen not only from 

Babatha?’s ketubba but also from the two fragmentary ketubbot from Murabba‘at (Mur 20, 

21), which preserve slight remnants of these clauses, and from two Greek marriage contracts 

(Mur 115, 116), which also contain elements of these clauses. They were not in current use 

in the ketubba as it developed in Babylon. The Babylonian ketubba became the one in 

standard use with numerous variations among Jews of various communities and rites. It was 

only during the last century that ketubbot containing the clauses mentioned in the Mishnah 

were discovered and published. Thanks to the efforts of M.A. Friedman, many examples of 

this type of ketubba are now known from the Cairo Genizah. The clauses as formulated for 

practical use in the Palestinian ketubbot are closer to the ones known from Babatha’’s 

ketubba than the formal statement in the Mishnah.}} 

Lines 10-11: The pledge to redeem a wife taken captive may be restored on the basis of the 

Mishnaic version and has been discussed by Friedman (1980:1:347-56). It may also be 

restored in the two Murabba‘at texts (Mur 20, 21). As noted by Yaron (1960:160), this clause 

probably occurred as well in the Greek contract of remarriage (Mur 115:7—8). The provision 

D3 Jn °m2 ya “from my ‘house’ (and) from my properties” indicates that all of the 

husband’s possessions are pledged to the commitment made in this clause, and, as Safrai 

explains (1996:719), this accords with the ruling of the Mishnah in m. Ketub. 4:9 that a 

husband may not divorce his captive wife, pay her the ketubba money, and tell her to ransom 

herself from her own resources. Here, the relevant commitment is made explicit and 

unequivocal by the added words, in line 11: “and (the amount due on) your ketubba will 

remain as a binding claim on me.” {{This is expressed in one of the Palestinian ketubbot as: 

PNIIND FOD J) X27 7977 Ja “from my possessions exclusive of your ketubba money.” }$ 

The formula 3n2x> ° 432[°nx1] “and I will restore you as wife,” literally: “reinstall you” 

also follows Mishnaic requirements. Safrai (1996) makes a point of explaining that this 

obligation is not a matter of whether the husband believes his wife that she has not been 

rendered impure, but rather accords with Tannaitic law, which regarded a captive wife as one 

who had been violated, and such a woman was not forbidden to her husband unless he was of 
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priestly lineage. In his old age, Rabbi Yishma°el was of this same opinion (b. Yebam. 100b; 

b. Ketub. 51b). 

Lines 11—13: {{It is plausible that the benin dikhrin clause began on line 11 and continued 

on these now missing lines. In all likelihood this clause was also in Mur 20; remnants of it 

may be found in Mur 21:12-14, as well as in the Greek texts, Mur 115:12—14 and Mur 

116:5—8. The first word of the bendn nuqban clause is at the end of line 13}} (see Friedman 

1980:1:356—91). While no restoration was offered in the TEXT, an italicized projection of the 

relevant clause is presented in the TRANSLATION in the interest of continuity. 

Lines 13-14: These lines contain the bendn nugbdn clause, as reliably restored. In line with 

the beginning of the clause in line 15 that speaks of the prior death of the husband, it is likely 

that in line 13, prior to the word j[33] the words: °27p 72 JH?y n°22 "D7 ON) “and if you go to 
your eternal home before me” were written. Remnants of this clause are found in Mur 20:7— 

9; 21:10-12. This phrase is lacking in the Mishnah. In the Genizah ketubbot one finds both 

formulations, since the purpose was to provide for the daughters in either event. {{The Greek 

texts are fragmentary at this point. Mur 115:8—10 seems to indicate that male and female 

children should be provided for, but does not seem to refer to the death of either parent. 

Should this be taken as a general obligation undertaken by the groom to look after the 

children? Mur 116:4 also has an ambiguous line about providing for daughters and giving 

them in marriage. True to form, there are a series of mistakes here: a) the scribe uses the 

imperfect, singular X17[N] rather than the correct plural form 717”; b) once again, the feminine 

singular X32” is used, rather than the correct plural form 127°; c) the phrase [°033 ]779) "772 7 is 

out of place here. The text should read °053 7 yarn) °n°22 j2n? “dwelling in my house and 

provided for from my properties,” as in some of the Genizah ketubba texts. Also note Mur 

21:11: [7033 qa yarn °n°2 jan}} “dwelling (in) my house and being provided for from [my 

properties].” The scribe, Yehudah, was undoubtedly influenced by the formulation in line 10, 

above, where we have: 033 7” °n?2 77 in the redemption pledge. 

In line 14 we read, as restored: 7°7y3% j[203]f5 °7 yoIL Ty] “[until ]the time they are 

m{arrie]d to husbands.” In Mur 20 and 21, the word ]203n” is missing altogether. {{The text 

was restored according to the Mishnah, but it should be noted that b. Ketub. 53b records a 

reading jnp2n (Epstein 1949:181—83). Note p»ya rather than 727239 of the Mishnah, both 
here and in Mur 21:12. 

Lines 15-16: These lines contain the clause securing the wife’s rights after her husband’s 

death. Yehudah wrote Ox’ at the end of line 14 and repeated it on line 15. He correctly wrote 

Xam but repeated }31n1, confusing singular and plural, and again telescoped °053 7” °7n°2 7, 
as in line 14. 

{{The purpose of this, the sixth of the clauses in the Mishnah, is to guarantee the widow’s 
right to dwell in her late husband’s home and to be supported from his estate (see Friedman 

1980:1:427-43). The Mishnah notes that the Jerusalemites, followed by the Galileans, wrote 
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ompaa Jno 37 mY VD ODI Aan N12 WAN pwn nx (“You will reside in my house and 

be provided for from my properties all the days of the duration of your widowhood in my 

house”), thus guaranteeing that the wife is to be supported as long as she remains a widow 

and resides in her husband’s house; the Mishnah adds that the Judeans wrote PWT" IS VW TY 

snain> 79 jn°> “until the heirs decide to give her her ketubba money.” This gave the heirs the 

right to expel a widow from her husband’s house by paying her the ketubba money. It may 

be worth adding here that in y. Ketub. 4:15 (29a) there is the comment that “the people of the 

Galilee considered their honor and not their money, while those of Judah considered their 

money and not their honor.” Soon after the discovery of Babatha’’s ketubba it was pointed 

out that it conformed with Judean practice. This was not at all surprising since Yehudah was 

from ‘Ein Gedi (Yadin 1962:245; 1971:239).}} 

The language of the Mishnah is discrete: one dwells in a house, whereas one is provided 

for from properties. Our text, however, continues its mode of combining home and property. 

In any event, the intent was to protect the integrity of the ketubba assets, so as to prevent the 

heirs deducting the cost of supporting the widow from them. In P.Yadin 7, in the context of a 

gift from husband to wife, there are similar concerns voiced about the rights of the wife if 

she should be widowed. {{There is a fragmentary echo of this in Mur 20:9-11. In line 10 we 

are told that the widow X’0D%) 731N” “is sustained and clothed.”}} In line 11, the text may be 

restored: [9n2]n> 72 X9 77 19729¥ [n72...] “(in) your widow’s [house] that is not from [your] 

ket{ubba] (money).” Friedman (1980:1:429) suggests restoring: [PN3]N> yo xX? 77 197K “of 

widowhood, that is not from [your] ket[wbba] (money).” A similar clause is found in Mur 

21:14-15. {{There is no hint of a widow’s house in Babatha?’s ketubba. As regards the Greek 

texts, Mur 115 is fragmentary at this point, but Mur 116:8-12 guarantees that the widow be 

“sustained and clothed” ([tpJadrjoetat ... [kal dudtacO[joletar). In this document the 

widow’s right to collect her money and leave at any time is also confirmed.}} 

Line 15 begins the statement of the husband guaranteeing his widow’s sustenance in case 

he predeceases his wife. In the Palestinian ketubbot one finds omby ma? qaIp 2x ox “if I go 

before you to my eternal home” (Friedman 1980:2:91, no. 7:9). For a fuller discussion of the 

expression 079 72, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:15=17. 

Lines 16-17: The replacing of documents, expressed by the Aph‘el of the verb h-/-p, is 

found in a number of texts. Here, the scribe, Yehudah, once again wrote 77[N] (masculine) 

for “"7n, Pann (feminine; from ?-m-r “to say”; see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: 

ARAMAIC.ILc). The exact function of “exchange” eludes us. This phrase occurs in the two 

marriage contracts from Murabba‘at, Mur 20:14 and 21:19-20. In a divorce document, Mur 

19, the phrase is found in both the UPPER and the LOWER VERSIONS. It also occurs in sale 

documents: Mur 27:5; XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, line 22 (Aramaic); XHev/Se 8:7 (Hebrew); 

9:10—-11 (Aramaic). It could be taken to mean simply that the document would be replaced 

when it is worn out (thus, m. B. Bat. 10:6), or, perhaps, if one can confirm that it was lost. 

Milik (1961:109, on Mur 19) compared this provision to the Greek term dvavewots used for 
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the renewal of contracts in Greek papyri. Also see C.B. Welles et al. (1959:114) who defined 

this term differently as follows: “Here and in Egypt dvavéwots meant merely the ‘renewal’ 

of the contract and the continuation of its provisions.” It is found in P.Dura 19:4, 19; 20:9, 

11; 22:12; 24:17, 18 (cf. also Yardeni 1997:16). 

Lines 17-18: The exchange clause is followed by the pledging clause, which should have 

preceded it, and this may be yet another lapse on the part of Yehudah, the scribe. It has been 

restored from known formulae, and from the legible ending of the word }?[033] “properties” 

in the middle of line 17 (cf. Mur 20:12 and in Greek, Mur 115:17 [Benoit 1961:249]). 

As line 18 continues, we have the acceptance clause, restored somewhat conjecturally 

from known formulae that begin with a first person statement: 73x}, followed by the name of 

the one for whom the document speaks, in this case, the groom, Yehudah, son of ?EI‘azar. Cf. 

the formulation in Mur 21:17: on39 73N), and in line 18: 71¥9[X] 73x); and therefore, we 

restore: W1¥9X 72 7717 71x}. The restoration of the rest of the line is less conjectural because 

of what remains of the words: ??¥ o[°P] “[it is bind]ing on me,” although it is admittedly a bit 

awkward because it repeats the first person pronoun, [73]x. {{The Tosefta (4. B. Mesi‘a 1:13, 

ed. Lieberman, 64) records “What does ‘after signing the document (ninvw o1nn) mean? I, A, 

son of B, agree to what is written in this document (A197 Www3 2INDw AM 73x 9IpN).}} 

In P.Yadin 10 the scribe and the groom were one and the same, and his signature on this 

line serves as ample guarantee for the ketubba money. From P.Yadin 21—22 (from 130 CE) 

we know that Babatha’ distrained date-orchards that had belonged to Yehudah, son of 

Khthousion, her deceased husband, “in lieu of my dowry and debt [owed me]” avti Tis 

TPOLKOS [LOU Kal OdtAf|s (21:9-10), and leased them for a share of the produce. In 

subsequent documents she defended her right to this property.}} A better translation of 

Tpotkos than “dowry” would be “settlement money” due her on her divorce or the death of 

her husband (P.Yadin 21—22; Lewis 1989:95). 

VERSO 

Line 19: The inscription, to the extent that it is preserved, was visible when the papyrus was 

folded and sealed. The wording is somewhat unusual, but the preposition ?y connotes 

obligation (hence: “owed by, incumbent upon’’), in this case the obligations of the groom, 

Yehudah, son of ?El‘azar to Babatha’, daughter of Shim‘on. We are at a loss to suggest the 

word or words that preceded the name of the bride: yaw n5[3] 7n22. Whatever was written 

meant that Babatha? was entitled to what her husband owed her. 

SIGNATURES (LINES 20-26) 

See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES. In line 20, 

it is not clear what the suffixed verb 72ND connotes here. Often it is to be understood as a 

factitive: “he issued it” (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: FORMAL FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: 

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING). Here, the husband himself was the scribe, and therefore, 
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he was the person who both had the document written and wrote it in his own hand. 

FRAGMENT: RECTO, VERSO 

It is not certain what the function of this fragment is. The VERSO attests the name of 

Yehudah’s father, °El‘azar, suggesting that it may have belonged to the first signature, but its 

exact location is unclear. 

In summary, many questions remain concerning the development of the ketubba. It is clear 

that this institution, as well as the formal divorce document (the get) were well established 

by the first century CE and that the prescriptions of the Mishnah reflect actual practice. 
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P.Yadin 42 (= 5/6Hev 42): A LEASE AGREEMENT IN ARAMAIC 

Plate 75 1 *lyyar, Year | of Revolt 

INTRODUCTION 

Dated in the first year of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba? (132 CE), P.Yadin 42 records that two of 

this leader’s administrators, Yehohanan, son of Yeshu‘a? (and) Miryam, and Horon, son of 

Yishma®el, acknowledged to one QBYS, son of Shemv’el, that they were granting him a 

lease on a certain property for three years, to expire in year four of the projected schedule of 

the contract. This is undoubtedly the same person who is recorded by his full name, >Elicezer, 

son of Shemv’el, “the QBYS” (w’ap7) in P.Yadin 43:3, and in fact, P.Yadin 43 records the 

partial payment of this very same lease. Furthermore, P.Yadin 43 was issued by the same 

administrator, Horon, son of Yishma‘el (see the INTRODUCTION to P.Yadin 43). The parcel is 

then identified by saying that it is the same property that had been held formerly by a certain 

wap 12 “son of QBYS” (lines 3-4). This could have been ?Eli‘ezer’s actual son, in which 

case a father was assuming his son’s lease, a legal action that might have occurred for any 

number of reasons. Or, w’2p could represent a “handle” that was shared by the whole family, 

in which case some other relative might have formerly held the property in lease. Another 

case where reference to a prior owner or lessee of a certain property served as a means of 

identifying the property more conclusively is to be found in P.Yadin 46:5. It is even possible 

that “the son of QBYS” and QBYS, son of Shemu’el are one and the same person, being 

referred to idiomatically in the third person, and that an earlier lease was merely being 

extended to this person (see the COMMENTARY on lines 3b—Sa). 

It is then stipulated that the lease includes all of the property, both productive and 

unproductive areas, along with rights to fixed times of irrigation, conveyed by the term 

aay. The subject of irrigation rights is discussed at length in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

SUBJECT OF GENERAL INTEREST: WATER RIGHTS, where it is explained that access to 

irrigation went with land that was leased or sold. A schedule of lease payments is imposed: 

QBYS is required to make annual payments, each totaling 650 denarii (zdizin), to be remitted 

each year in three installments: on the first of Tebet, the first of Sivan, and the first of Elul 

(see the COMMENTARY on line 6). Failure to make these payments would give the 

administrators the right to disavow the lease, and they could proceed to sell the property, all 

to QBYS’s loss. Any payments remaining due would be collectible from the “house” and 

possessions of the lessee. There are no witnesses signatory to this document; nor does 

QBYS, the lessee, sign it either. Only the two administrators who issued it signed it. P.Yadin 

42 thus provides a clear instance of the factitive function of the verb k-t-b by identifying 

those who issued it as administrators. The site where the lease was drawn up is not given, 

only the place from which Eli‘ezer hailed, which is partially lost in line 3 and cannot be 

identified. Elsewhere it is stated that ?>Eli‘ezer comes from ‘Ein Gedi (see P.Yadin 44:4; 
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45:56; 46:2). The difference in the place name can only be explained by the time span of 

two years between the early P.Yadin 42 (year 1 of the revolt) and the later P.Yadin 44-46 

(year 3 of the revolt), during which ?Eli‘ezer apparently moved to ‘Ein Gedi. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 42. 

Material: Papyrus 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 
Kind of Document: Simple deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: ’Eli‘ezer, son of Shemu’el’s archive 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded; packed together with four more documents. 

Maximal Measurements: 11 x 19.3 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 
Description of Damage: The document became torn vertically in the middle (at the join?), perhaps during the process of 

its unfolding. 

Joins: No join is visible. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise, from left to right. 

Height of smallest (right) fold: 1.1 cm. 

Height of largest fold: 2.9 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 11. 

Main text: 9. 

Signatures: 2. 

Height of text: Total: 8.5 cm (not including long final nun of line 11). 

Main text: 6.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Main text: 18 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: No upper margin left (on purpose). 

Lower margin: Ca. 2.5 cm (including the long descender of final nun of line 11). 

Right margin: Ca. 0.9 cm. 
Place and Direction of Signatures: Recto; parallel to the script of the main text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: The two administrators who issued the document are the only ones to sign it 

(without witnesses). The second one, Horon, son of Yishma”el, signed for both in a “Jewish,” unskilled hand (the 

handwriting of both signatures is identical). 

Scribe: Unknown (same hand as P. Yadin 43). 

Description of Script: A “Jewish” standard cursive with personal characteristics (key letters: medial nun with its head 

bent backward; long ayin; shin with its medial stroke joining the top of the left stroke). Rapid, but clear handwriting, 

with most of the letters separated from one another (there are only ligatures of }@ and of }’1"1). 

Average height of medial mem: 0.2—0.4 cm. 

Average space between lines: 0.3—0.4 cm. 
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P.YADIN 42: TEXT 

92 pNP Px Ww? NrwI NIOID 73 WI yLAw 7727177] by Sew? noxx? NIN Aiw PN? IN[X]J2 1 

x2 wap> PpIX NIOID I AL PIL mMIOIND PRynw? 72 PA OPI KYL? 2 

32 NUTTER ETN WL oT AL manag pov recL ly ma ya oxfiaw] 3 

say x34 pap Jay 7142 °F 7191 TILT lel IX a7 ATP ya wna wap] 4 

PWN AN Mw Prt ODI pAPN/OL Part 5 a? Nin FD AAI PIB] 5 

say S52 73> pn NAN JT XDOD YIAN[ Na}w Ty 337 May par ya Maw nw [52] 6 

17 XDOD DION] INND NIM POI F[NN]S LIA N3w2 TRI NIN nen prifye] 7 

sandy papa? pwr Xi3 °F IX TL Jo Reee HoND pane pa pia? py XN 8 

sroap> opr Pods pai N's ya XLPAPw[N Joc ed Dy Poy 148 wate1 AID 9 

Sand a[wp2 Dy ynw? 42 AL 10 
mand Sxyjaw 92 yn 11 

TRANSLATION 

On the [fi]rst of *lyyar, year one of the redemption of Israel by [the hand(s) (or: in [the days) of Shim]‘on, 

son of Kosiba?, Premier of Israel, Yeho[h]anan, son of 

Yeshu‘a (and) Miryam, and Horon, son of Yishma°el, the admi[nistrators] o[f ShiJm‘on, son of Kosiba’, 

declare to QBYS, son of 

[ShemuPel, from Beit <[...GN]...: W[e] acknowledge [to Jyou [that] your [...]... (land), white, complete, 

excavated, that the son of 

[QBY]S had been holding formerly: W[e ... tJhis [...] and all that is within it, (whether it) produces fruit 

or does not produce 

[frui]t, and the set times of irrigation, as is fitting for them. ...[...]...[-..]...G their costs, in the sum of) six 

hundred fifty silver denarii (zézin) 

[in eac]h and (every) year, from the period of this day until y[ear ]four. This silver you shall weigh out to 

us each year 

[in] three [measu]res: One: on the first of Tebet, and one: on the [firs]t of Sivan, and one: on the first of 

Elul. (As regards) this silver, 

you must pay them (!) on/in/by ...[...]..., or we shall be within our rights to depart and ‘walk away’ 

from it, and to sell (any part) of it at you(r expense), on/for ... [and] the [p]aym[ent (will be exacted)] 

from your ‘house’ and from your possessions. And (this contract) is valid accordingly. 

Yeh[oJhanan, son of Yeshu[a‘]; he issued it on his own be[half: ] 

Horon, son of (Yi)shma[°el; he issu]ed it. 
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Fig. 13. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 42: Recto 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

About two words in each line, all along the torn fold, suffered severe damage. Due to the 

lack of parallels, only part of the lines have been restored. 

Line 1: The restoration here is [(*)7] ?¥ “by the hand(s) of, on the part of-,” or [7°] 29 

“during the days of,” both formulae being attested in documents from the Judean Desert (see 

e.g., XHev/Se 8:1 2” 9y; XHev/Se 49 7 by and Mur 24 B:2; D:2; E:2 7 %y) (see the 

COMMENTARY). 

Line 2: Restore [7103]1) “his administrators,” as found in others of these papyri (see the 

COMMENTARY). 

Line 3: Restore 9x[17wv]. The name of QBYS’s town, which begins with 7°32, is damaged; an 

ayin is legible at the beginning of what was the next word, and apparently a resh at its end. 

One or two unidentified letters survived before the resh, and one or two additional letters are 

missing in the tear. Later on in the line, we restore: 4[> nanajx pt “W[e] acknowledge [to] 

you.” This is followed by a more problematic gap where we restore the relative "7 “that, to 

the effect,” which is usual in such formulae. We are, however, unable with any certainty to 

restore the two or three words that preceded the adjective xn71n “white,” coming right after 

the gap. All we have are the last two letters of a word: jr, with these letters undoubtedly 

indicating a second person pronominal suffix in the singular (see the COMMENTARY). 

Line 4: The large gap ends with the restoration 53[7] “this.” 

Line 5: We restore }[°15] “fruit” at the beginning of the line. Further on, after the gap, we 

have yi2/O[. If we read a final mem after the bracket, we are assuming that a word appeared 

in the gap that ended in mem. If, however, we read a medial mem, we could restore Ji’ 7], 

which would mean “their costs” (see the COMMENTARY on line 5, below). 

Line 6: Restore 72v %[D2] “[in eac]h and (every) year” or simply A3w 2[13]. Cf. Mur 24 C:18; 

P.Yadin 3:4: 72w1 Naw 9D “each and every week.” The space between 7y (“until”) and Y20x 

(“four”) is relatively large. The word naw has been restored in the drawing according to the 

size of 73 at the beginning of this line. The script, however, looks more spacious toward the 

end of the line, and as no other word is expected here, it is reasonable to assume that niw 

occupied a much larger space than it shows in the drawing. 

Line 7: The first word is defective, and reads: }1)[ ], which might be restored as Aramaic/ 

Late Hebrew }”i[¥w(a)] “measures, shares,” yielding the specification: “in measures, three.” 

which would be logical, in context. Further on in the line, we have the certain restoration: 

[nx] 3. 
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Line 8: After the first three words, the text is too broken for comprehension until clear 

reading resumes later on in the line. Nevertheless, the expected sense of the missing section 

may be surmised through formulaic analysis (see the COMMENTARY on line 8). 

Line 9: Beginning with the fifth word, the text reads: x[mJA?b[n ]o°°d ¥¥ of which only 

X[n]A?b[n] “payment, balance,” is fully comprehensible. 

Lines 10-11: In these lines, the bracketed restorations are certain. 

A fragment, which has been framed together with this document, very much resembles the 

texture and color of this document and bears the bottoms of three down-strokes, the size of 

which resembles that of the signatures in lines 10—11. Nevertheless, it has not been placed in 

the gap, because no letters with down-strokes exist in the restored signatures. Consequently 

its placement is puzzling at this stage. 

COMMENTARY 

Essential Information (Lines 1—3a) 

The document begins with a precise date, according to the system used in Shim‘on, son of 

Kosiba?’s administration. Shim‘on’s titulary is discussed at length in APPENDIX A. 

Lines 2—3a: The term 0375 has been discussed in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:6. The 

verb ?-m-r “to say, speak” has legal force and here conveys the sense of a formal declaration, 

as is the case in P.Yadin 10:16, an Aramaic contract of marriage; hence: ]’7”x “declare.” 

This sense is reinforced in the actual acknowledgment: 9? 73n3x 77719 “we acknowledge to 

you,” a conventional formula of OoAo0yia (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:6—15). 

The name of the lessee was written in several ways. His full name is provided in P. Yadin 

43:3: wapn oximw 12 I1y°2xX, whereas here he is referred to merely as: 9x1w 72 WIP. Clearly, 

w(’)2P(7) is the handle of Elisezer, the son, not of his father. P.Yadin 46:1 refers to a certain 

yaw j2 [w]}3p yiws who leased parcels in ‘Ein Gedi from two persons who held them under 

lease at the time, one of whom is none other than ?Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv’el, the very person 

known as °Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv’el “the QBYS” here and in P.Yadin 43:3. See also 

XHev/Se 10:12 (Yardeni 1997:55), which attests the probable name xwap yn317”?, and cf. 

XHev/Se 13:4 where we encounter the name wap 4017". We have not been able to explain 

the meaning of this handle in its variant forms with any degree of certainty. 

Acknowledgment of the Lease as Granted (Lines 3b—Sa) 

The statement of acknowledgment given here does not differ significantly from those 

appearing in the Hebrew legal papyri, and bears affinities even to those of the Nabatean- 

Aramaic documents. Its formulation has been discussed at considerable length in the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:6—15. Basic to the acknowledgment is the identification of the 
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property in terms of what it contains, which in this case does not include the delineation of 

boundaries. In the gap preceding what we understand as the determined adjective xnTIn 

“white,” we would expect a word meaning “land,” such as X/AY7X, as is the case elsewhere 

(see P.Yadin 7:10/44 and the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:12). We could restore and 

translate literally: xn71n 47[1? "7 XYIN 77] “that the land that is with you (= that you are 

leasing), the white.” This recalls Hebrew 297 Dyn, literally “the white land” (see P.Yadin 

44:12, 15; j29n yn in P.Yadin 45:8; 46:4). It is likely that x°D1 represents an Arabic 

feminine adjective, based on the verb w-fy, and Aramaized as wafiya, and meaning 

“complete, entire” (Lane Supplement 3057), a cognate of Hebrew 75”. Taken this way, we 

would have two, successive adjectives, the next word, x7’5n, being an adjective meaning 

“dug, excavated.” Cf. P.Yadin 7:5: xvpw ° °T N° N[3]4 “the palm-grove that I possess, of 

good quality.” Conversely, if we still choose to read X7’5n as a substantive rather than an 

adjective, it could represent an additional item: “(and) an (irrigation) ditch.” Aramaic 72 

pnp, like Hebrew n199/°75 AWY “to produce fruit” is idiomatic (cf. Gen 1:11; m. Kil. 6:5), and 

refers, of course, to all kinds of produce, not only to fruit. 

Terms of the Lease (Lines 5b—9) 

Line 5b-6: If the restoration: 17°2[7] “their costs, equivalent values,” is correct, we have a 

clause stipulating the costs of the lease: “their costs,” namely of all parcels and areas 

mentioned above. Cf. the plural 717? “for them,” in line Sa. The lease was based on an annual 

payment of 650 denarii (zéizin), for a term of exactly three years, until the first of lyyar, year 

four. This is the effect of saying 737 771 Jnr 79 “from the period of this day.” Presumably, no 

payments were due during the first season, from the inception of the lease in *lyyar until the 

month of Tebet, when the first payment came due. 

For the language and formulation of P.Yadin 42, see the Hebrew of P.Yadin 44:17, 19 and 

of Mur 24 B:15—16; C:13-14, which date to the Bar-Kokhba period (Milik 1961:125—28; 

Yardeni 2000c:A:107) where we find the clause: 7301 TIw 71D ... 7? 2pw XoXw “that I will 
weigh out to you ... every year” and variations of the same. The form of payment in the 

Murabba‘at documents was prime-quality wheat, whereas in the present case, it is coinage, or 

currency. 

Line 7: If the restoration }?7‘[yw3] “in measures” is correct, then what follows merely spells 

out the three payment periods of each year, beginning when the fruit was ripe. Cf. XHev/Se 

12 where a similar schedule is reflected in a receipt for specified quantities of dates (Yardeni 

1997:61-62). 

Lines 8-9: The Pa‘‘el of the verbal root m-r-q occurs in defension clauses, where it means 

“to wipe off, clear” of claims, and serves as one of a series of verbs conveying similar 

meanings (cf. XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, lines 15, 19; Yardeni 1997:127, and see the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:26). Here, and in another Aramaic document, P.Yadin 47a:9, 
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it bears the nuance “to pay up, remit.” This same connotation is attested in y. Ketub. 6:2 

(30c): FIND 7? Pra X71 WNNYNX prawns 372 “like one who divorces his wife but does not pay 
her the dowry.” In a similar vein, the Ithpa‘‘al form p~anx ?ithmdrag) means “‘to be repaid, 

reimbursed.” 

If these payments are not made on schedule, the two administrators are free to consider 

the lease null and void. The way this is expressed is interesting: ]?w7 x11 °7 “That we shall 

be within our rights.” The form }w" (= raSsdyin) is a gattal plural. The clause continues: 

P2y 748 13217977 7379 7AN?1 pp? “to depart and to ‘walk away’ from it, and to sell (any part) 
of it at you(r expense).” This is a very graphic legal idiom. The form 47n°1 is strange; we 

would expect 97771. The form 1311797) (dilemezabboni)) represents the Pa‘el infinitive; hence: 
“to sell.” The nuance of “at your expense (literally, “against you),” for 7°y is contextual. 

Provisions granting creditors the right to attach, and ultimately to seize assets of the 

debtor in default of payment are well attested. See the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:43-44, 

and Yardeni 2000c:B:150—51 Concordance, s.v. o1>wn. 

The Signatories (Lines 10-11) 

Lines 10—11: The two administrators issued the document, which is the force of factitive 

mand “he had it written; he issued it,” appearing after each name. It is worth noting that these 

are the persons in whose names the document was written: they let out the land. So it is that 

Yohanan was, in fact, signing on his own behalf, as stated. Apparently, documents issued by 

the administrators required no witnesses (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: FORMAL 

FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING for a discussion of this feature, 

and cf. P.Yadin 8:10). 
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P.Yadin 43 (= 5/6Hev 43): A RECEIPT IN ARAMAIC 

Plate 75 1 Elul(?), Year 1(?) of Revolt 

INTRODUCTION 

P.Yadin 43 is a “tie, receipt” (x1NP, cf. Hebrew 1w) for the partial payment of a lease. 

The number of the year during Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?’s administration is illegible, but the 

ink remains exclude any restoration other than [77n] naw “year one.” Furthermore, we can 

make out the first Jamed in the month name Elul, yielding the date of the fifth of the month 

of Elul, year one (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 1). Two features make P.Yadin 43 

particularly interesting. The first is that it is a direct consequence of the lease recorded in 

P.Yadin 42; it records a partial payment of that same case. In fact, the third payment 

scheduled in P.Yadin 42 was due on the first of Elul, and here we have a payment being 

remitted on the fifth of Elul. This represented a small payment, considering that the lease 

price was 650 denarii (zézin) per annum, payable in three installments, each presumably 

exceeding 200 denarii. Perhaps it was a late payment, part of the sum that had come due on 

the first of Elul. The second point of interest is that P.Yadin 43 resembles P.Yadin 4546 in 

its reference to a “tie,” or receipt, and thereby helps to define the relevant legalities. In effect, 

Elicezer, son of Shemwel, known as “the QBYS” (here QBS), who was the lessee in the 

transaction recorded in P.Yadin 42, paid out to Horon, son of Yishma®el, one of Shim‘on’s 

two administrators named in P.Yadin 42, thirty-nine denarii, by which sum he reduced the 

balance of the lease price owed by him for the parcel he had leased from Shim‘on. The 

document ends with the statement that this “tie” shall be valid. 

Horon, son of Yishma®el, the administrator acting as collection agent, wrote the receipt 

after the funds were weighed out to him. As indicated in the TRANSLATION and in the 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 8, there was an additional line after line 8 with indications of a 

second signature, perhaps that of Yehohanan, the second administrator in P.Yadin 42, but 

this is uncertain. On the VERSO, remains of large letters appear, but they may have belonged 

to a different text (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to VERSO, below). 
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P.Yadin 43: A RECEIPT 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 43. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Simple deed. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: ?Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv’el’s archive. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded; packed together with four more documents. 

Maximal Measurements: Ca. 17 x 9.1 cm. 
Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the script. 

Description of Damage: The document is torn horizontally, approximately near its center, into two separate, overlapping 

fragments. If the placing of the fragments is correct, most of the three folds below the center are missing. The upper 

half, containing the text, is almost intact, except for the last signature, which is almost totally missing, and except for 

minor damages at the folds. It seems that part of the fold at the bottom is also missing. 

Joins: No join is visible. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom, and then in thirds. 

Height of upper fold: Ca. 2.3 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 2.5 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 9. 

Body of the deed: 7. 

Signatures: 2. 

Height of text: Total: Ca. 6.9 cm. 

Body of the deed: Ca. 6.2 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 7.5 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (ca. 0.8 cm, including the ascender of /amed). 

Lower margin: Ca. 9 cm (+7). 

Right margin: Ca. 1.4 cm (line 1). 

Place and Direction of Signatures: Recto; parallel to the main text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: Only the first signature survives, that of Horon, son of Yishma*el, the 

administrator of Shim‘on, son of Kosibah, who issued this receipt. Of the second signature, only the tops of the first 

three or four letters survive. This signature may have been that of Yehohanan, son of Yeshua‘ (cf. P.Yadin 42). On 

the verso, parallel to the script on the recto, remains of one line appear, which seem to be the end of a signature, 

probably belonging to an older text which occupied part of this papyrus sheet from which P.Yadin 43 has been cut 

off. 

Scribe: Unknown (same hand as in P.Yadin 42). 

Description of Script: (See P.Yadin 42) 
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ARAMAIC LEGAL PAPYRI 

P.YADIN 43: TEXT 
RECTO 

coo IW cof] Awana 1 
53 poo nIDD WI ynw? 2 

wapn oNInw 12 Wy?PX Ipn 3 
ROD OXYAW? TDA Dey 4 

PLenNplro 3 aywmi pnen prt 5 
72 aw TIN TAIN Nb 

DP XV JITNINP TID 7 
HanS Dsxynw? 72 yin 8 

[ Jere 9 

VERSO 

AAS-L]op oof ] 10 

TRANSLATION 

i Q = ° 
On the fifth [of ]./.. (= Elul), year ... (= one) 

of Shim‘on, son of Kosibah, the discharge (of debt) th[at] 

he weighed out, (namely) ’Eli‘ezer, son of Shemv’el, the QBS, 

into the hand of Horon, son of Yishma°el; (the sum of) silver 

thirty-nine denarii wh[ich he discharge]d (or: apportione]d) 
from the lease price (of the parcel) that he had leased from Shim‘on, son of 

Kosibah. This “tie” shall be valid. 

Horon, son of Yishma°el; he issued it. 

...[...] (indications of a second signature) OF GO ON GU od [G3 INOS) ie 

VERSO 

(Apparently remains of a different text) 
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ARAMAIC LEGAL PAPYRI 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

Line 1: As preserved, the line reads: °°° naw oo4o[5] Awana. As explained above, only the 

lamed of the month name is recognizable. Because only the month Elul contains a /amed as 

its second letter, there seems to be no alternative reading, even though the remains of the 

other letters hardly resemble the forms of those that would be expected. We, therefore, 

provisionally restore: 5498[?] nwnna. Ink remains rule out any year number except “one.” 

Line 2: After the word pd, we provisionally read *4 at the end of the line yielding “the 

discharge (of debt) that—.” 

Line 4: For 7°7y written junctim, cf. P.Yadin 1:38. The tendency to write these words 

without a space is already known from Elephantine documents (e.g., TAD C3.8:2, 3; 312310, 

Liles ctcen 

Line 5: Preferably read p[¥d] “he paid off, discharged” in the light of line 2, above. A 

reading p'7n “he apportioned” is also possible. 

Lines 8-9: Remains of ink near the tear below line 8 indicate the existence of another 

signature. Therefore, an additional line should be restored here as line 9. 

VERSO: As already noted, the remains of large letters in one line may have belonged to a 

different text, which may be concluded from the fact that the line, which appears upside 

down on the fold of the document, is cut on its right side, whereas our document preserves 

both its right and left margins. 

COMMENTARY 

Line 2: The word 7% is a noun form, based either on the simple stem and read as selaq, or 

possibly selig, or a noun of the Pa‘el stem, read as salléq. Whether taken as the simple stem 

or as the Pa‘el, the meaning is literally “removal, reduction”; hence: “discharge of debt.” 

The Aramaic verb s-/-g in the Pa‘‘el stem, which actually occurs in line 5, below, has a range 

of meanings, the most frequent of them being “to take away, remove” as an aspect of lifting 

or raising. In the context of indebtedness, the verb p70 (salléq) would mean: “to pay off.” Cf. 

b. B. Mesi‘a 68a: 

ni)? poor os NNW 7? SON ONT WI TPHI Nn? .xnw NNIDwA Ono 

A mortgage for an unspecified period is (assumed to be) for a year. What practical result would ensue 

from this (= What difference does it make)? (It is that) if one profits from its usufruct for a year, he 

will have the capability to pay him off. 

Line 3: There are quite a few references in the legal papyri to “weighing out,” Hebrew 5-q-/, 
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P.Yadin 43: A RECEIPT 

Aramaic t-q-/, as we have here (P.Yadin 42, 44, 46; Mur 24). In this line, the full name of the 

lessee appears as ?Eli‘ezer, son of Shemw’el, the QBS (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 

42:2-3). 

Line 4: The prepositional construction 7° 9 (here written junctim 3°99; see the EPIGRAPHIC 

NOTES) connotes agency (1 Chr 25:2; 2 Chr 29:27; and with the same meaning 7° 2X [Esth 

2:3, 8]). The plural 7° y has the same force in Talmudic usage (Sokoloff DJPA 407). 

Lines 5—6: Preferring to read p[0 °]4 “that he discharged, paid off’ at the end of line 5 

(rather than pn, “he apportioned”), we continue to read that this sum was part (as expressed 

by partitive 7) of the “lease price,” 792n (= hakirah). For this meaning, and a discussion of 

various forms of the verb h-k-r, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:17. 

Line 7: The Aramaic term 8M? “tie, receipt,” also: “binding agreement,” is etymologically 

related to Hebrew wp. Both Aramaic x1nP and Hebrew wp are assumed to be derived from 

Proto-Semitic *g-t-r, which is realized phonetically in Hebrew as wp and normally in 

Aramaic as 0p “knot,” instead of expected 1, resulting from the partial assimilation of the 

taw to the preceding goph. For Aramaic 1p “knot,” and related forms, see Sokoloff DJPA 

488-89; Levy 4:288-89, and cf. Syriac getr@ (LexSyr 662). All of this is explained, using 

these same examples in Aramaic and Hebrew by Brockelmann (GvG 1:154 §54h), who lists 

as hypothetical an Aramaic form *qgetar, written with taw, the undetermined state of the very 

form x7nP now actually attested here (see also Bauer and Leander 1927:33 §7d). See 

APPENDIX B for more information about the function of this type of receipt and its 

utilization, as well as its underlying legal concept. Such receipts were particularly useful in 

acknowledging partial payments made through agents, which is what occurred here. The line 

concludes with a statement of validity, guaranteed, as it were, by the collecting agent. The 

form 0°? represents the gattal: gayyam “valid,” with iterative, or durative force. 

Line 8: As in other instances 73/5 has factitive force: “He had it written; he issued it” (see 

the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 8:10, and on P.Yadin 42:10-11, and the GENERAL 

INTRODUCTION: FORMAL FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING). 
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P.Yadin 47 (= 5/6Hev 47): ASALE CONTRACT IN ARAMAIC 

47a and b: Plates 79-80 14 Tebet, Year 3 of Revolt 

47a: Plate 81; 47b: Plate 82 

INTRODUCTION 

P.Yadin 47 is an unusual sale contract in Aramaic, composed of two sections (henceforth 

P.Yadin 47a and P.Yadin 47b), written by two different scribes, in different directions. 

Unfortunately, both sections are in a very poor state of preservation. Although both P.Yadin 

47a and P.Yadin 47b attest to the same purchaser and the same vendor, due to the 

fragmentary condition of the papyrus it is not altogether certain that both sections pertain to 

the same transaction, although this is most likely the case because the two sections are 

written on the same papyrus sheet. It should be noted that P.Yadin 47a is formulated from 

the perspective of the vendor, who addresses declarations to the purchaser in the second 

person. P.Yadin 47b is mixed in its forms of address. It begins and concludes from the 

perspective of the purchaser who addresses the vendor in the second person, but along the 

way shifts, referring to the purchaser in the third person. There seem to have been signatures 

on the VERSO of 47a, where remains of two lines have apparently survived, but due to the 

poor condition of the papyrus, these are hardly recognizable. 

P.Yadin 47a:3 preserves the date of the document as the fourteenth of Tebet, year three of 

Shim‘on, son of Kosiba?. The parcel that was sold consisted of half of a vegetable garden 

located in ‘Ein Gedi. Notwithstanding its highly fragmentary condition, the text provides 

important information in the parts of it that are preserved. We know the partial name of the 

purchaser, *Eli‘ezer, which appears in both sections. *Eli‘ezer is designated “purchaser” (331) 

in P.Yadin 47a:9, and is again mentioned in P.Yadin 47b:4, 9. We also have the name of the 

vendor, Yeshua‘, son of RSTYN, who is addressed by the purchaser in the second person in 

P.Yadin 47b:4, and again in line 8, where he is explicitly designated “the vendor” (321%). 

The sale price of 100 denarii, equal to twenty-five sela‘s, is recorded in P. Yadin 47b:6. 

For the rest, there are tell-tale signs, in one or both sections, of the standard 

acknowledgments of payment, the defension clauses, the delineation of boundaries, and the 

conventional statements stipulating the rights of ownership. It is possible that only three 

abutters are listed (P.Yadin 47b:7-8): east, west, and south, with the other half of the garden 

(perhaps belonging to Yeshua‘ himself), lying to the north. This is suggested by P.Yadin 

47b:8, although the relevant passage can be understood differently (see the COMMENTARY). 

It might be helpful to outline the cumulative information provided by P.Yadin 47a and 

P.Yadin 47b: 

P.Yadin 47a: 
Date of document. 

Statement of sale by vendor, and location and identification of parcel. 
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ARAMAIC LEGAL PAPYRI 

Acknowledgment of receipt of full payment. 

Statement of rights of ownership. 

Guarantee of clearance by vendor (?). 

P.Yadin 47b: 
Name of vendor and partial name of purchaser. 

Guarantee of clearance by vendor (residual indications). 

The purchase price. 

Acknowledgment of receipt of payment by vendor. 

Statement of the rights of ownership. 

Delineation of the boundaries of the parcel. 

Repetition of the rights of ownership. 

Guarantee of clearance by vendor. 

There are several problems of interpretation that will be raised in the COMMENTARY. As an 

example, we cannot positively identify °El‘azar of P.Yadin 47b:2, unless this is an alternate 

spelling of the name of the purchaser, ’Eli‘ezer. In its formulation, P.Yadin 47 resembles 

most of the deeds of sale from the Judean Desert including the principal Nabatean-Aramaic 

legal documents, P.Yadin 1, 2, and 3, where many of the terms and formulae occurring here 

are explained, and to which the reader is referred for explanatory comment. The lines of the 

document are of extended length, as is evident from the drawings and photographs. 
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P.Yadin 47: A SALE CONTRACT 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 47a; 47b. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Two double deeds (each tied separately, written on one papyrus sheet, in upside-down position). 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: ?. 

Condition at time of discovery: Rolled, inside a hollow reed. 

Maximal Measurements: 30 x 27 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the script. 
Description of Damage: Most of the upper, tied part of 47a fell to pieces while unfolding the document. The rest of the 

papyrus is full of insect holes scattered all over, and large sections of the script in both texts are either torn away or 

peeled off. 

Joins: Ca. 14.7 cm from the top of 47a, near the center of the papyrus sheet on the recto. 

Direction of Rolling: From the top of 47a toward the top of 47b. 

Number of lines: 47a — 11; 47b — 10. 

Upper text: 47a — missing(?); 47b — 3. 

Lower text: 47a — 11; 47b — 7. 

Signatures: (1 or 2 [+?]; appearing neither in the transcription nor in the drawing) 

Height of text: 

Upper text: 47b — ca. 1.3 cm. 

Lower text: 47a — 11 cm; 47b — ca. 6 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Lower text: 47a — 24.5 cm; 47b — 25.7 cm. 

Height of space between upper and lower texts (including ascender of Jamed): 47a — 1.5[+?] cm; 47b — ca. 1.5 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 
Upper margin: 47a — missing; 47b — no margin left? (0.6[+?] cm). 

Blank space between the two documents: Ca. 7.5 cm. 

Right margin: 47a — ca. 1.2 cm; 47b — ca. 0.8 cm. 
Place and Direction of Signatures: Verso; perpendicular to the text on the recto. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: On the verso of 47a, remains of one or two signatures seem to have survived, 

which are now hard to recognize. 

Scribe: 47a — unknown; 47b — Mattat, son of Shim‘on (the same scribe wrote XHev/Se 7 and 13). 

Description of Script: 

47a — A “Jewish” elegant cursive, in line with the standard cursive of the early second century CE. Personal 

characteristics include the bending forward of the script and the long descenders as well as /amed. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.15—0.2 cm. 

Average space between lines: 1—1.3 cm. 

47b — “Jewish” standard cursive, with personal characteristics (key letter: shin with an almost horizontal left stroke, 

and an almost vertical middle stroke). Rapid but clear handwriting with nicely spaced letters and only a few ligatures. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.3—0.35 cm. 

Average space between lines: 0.5—0.8 cm. 
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ARAMAIC LEGAL PAPYRI 

P.YADIN 47: TEXT 

47A: 

o of eee leo ies 

ee 
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P.Yadin 47: A SALE CONTRACT 

TRANSLATION 

P.Yadin 47a: 

eats: ealdacls..]... 
meals 
3 

On the fourteenth of Tebet, year three of Shim[‘]on, son of K[osiba?, Premier of Israe]] ... [...] ... of (or: 

‘oie Ba ee 

* [...]... [Th]is day I have sold you the half-share of this vegetable garden which is mine, which is in ‘Ein 

Ge[di.] ...[...]...[...]... and (of) which I sold you a halff...]... 

> ‘[...]... of a half of the (or: that ... divided) ...[...]...[...]... 
aeaie)...[...]... 
Sumely..|...]... to ...[.-.]... a8 is 
; fitting. On this (matter)(?) all that/which ...and ...and will be fitting. And that place [...]...[...].... And I 

am in receipt of the silver, (and I) grant clearance for the total amount of payment. In perpetuity, ?Eli‘ezer, 

the purchaser will have jurisdiction over his ..., and may acquire [by p]urchase the half of this garden, 
(he will be permitted) to buy and to sell [...]...[...]... and to d[o] with it anything you wish 

10 from this day [and in per]petuit[y]. And I[...]...[...]...from any ... 

eee)... Jany [...].... 

P.Yadin 47b: 
a 
2 ...[...]...[...].... And °El‘azar is in receipt of ...[...]... 

Beh ef 8: ).0s time (?) [.2.] k | 
4 ..[...]...[...]... and [...] that you are declaring, Yeshua‘, son of RSTYN to me, I, ?Eli‘ezer, son of 

Sion)... of/from ...[...]... of mine, which [...]... from [...]...[...]... to you ...[...] which ..., far] or 

[nJear ... 
...[...]... and ... with (the sum of) one hundred silver denarii which are (equal to) twenty-five Tyrian 

(sela‘s). And the funds were received (or: they received the price) on the day that this document was 

written. ?Eli‘ezer is per[mit]ted and empowered 

7 [...]...[...] is fitting. All of ... and its roof, from t[his] day and in perpetuity. And these are the boun[daries 

of] this plantation: To the east: ..., son of >Abbah; 

8 and to the west: [...]....[...]; and to the so[uJth: ... and Yeshua‘, the vendor ... [...]...[...]... Zephaniah 

, (or: the northern) [...]... all of ...[...]... on the boundary — 

[th]is (same) >Elisezer has purchased. Per[mitted] and empowered (is) ”Elisezer, to buy and to se[1]l [and] to 

[...] and to do with this [... al]l that [you wis]h from this day and in perpetuity. And you, Yeshua‘ 

10 ..[...]...[...] to release [...]...[...] any person, far or near and [...]...[... ]the garden. 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

P.Yadin 47a: 

Lines 1—2: Virtually illegible; tiny spots of ink indicate the existence of an UPPER TEXT that 

is now lost. 

Line 3: The first part of the line can be reconstructed with certainty, giving the date of the 

transaction. The rest of the line shows indications of writing, but is damaged beyond repair. 

Line 4: There is a gap at the beginning of the line, followed by a restorable statement of sale. 

The words A373] xi’, of which only a mem and a final aleph are clearly preserved, were 

restored according to the formula evident, for example, in XHev/Se 8:2; 8a:3, where these 

words appear either before or after 7 n321 “I sold to you.” After the restored place name, 

[-7], pa there are large gaps where there was a tear. There is then a reference, in a relative 

clause, that the sale had been made. The last words in the line may perhaps be restored as: 

55 [n> “half of all,” with the clause continuing into line 5. 

Lines 5—7: These lines are too fragmentary to allow for interpretation. Near the beginning of 

line 5 we read: 4553 “that he divided’ (see the COMMENTARY). Line 6 is entirely 

unintelligible, with indications of writing. At the end of line 7 we read: °73, which continues 

into line 8 as the idiomatic phrase: n7n °75 “as is fitting.” 

Lines 8-9: Except for legible 733 %y “on, regarding this,’ which completes a clause, 

followed by 95, which begins a clause, and the word 71n”1 “and will be fitting,” the rest of 

this line is largely unintelligible. It ends with the word 73x) “and I” which begins a new 

clause that continues into line 9, which is quite well preserved. Following the word 11331 “the 

purchaser,” the unidentified word: *4i°°3 stands where we would expect either: 77107") “and 

his heirs” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 47a:9) or 7713252 “in (= regarding) his 

purchases.” In the clause outlining the rights of the purchaser, we restore }3%[71] 447271 “he 

may acquire or sell.” This imperfect formulation seems to be a variation as evidenced by the 

use of infinitives in this well-attested formula further on in the line. Still further, the 

infinitive [7]2¥n>) “and to do” is restored. 

Lines 10-11: Line 10 begins by completing the statement of the new owner’s rights, and 

then begins a new clause. We restore: 44x) [0]?¥? 7[¥1] “[and in per]petuit[y]. And I.” Near 

the end of line 10 we read °°n %5 7 “from any/all ...,” followed by an X-mark filling the gap 

near the margin (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to P. Yadin 44). Near the end of line 11 we read: 

25 99 “concerning any—.” These two lines are largely unintelligible. 

P.Yadin 47b: 

Lines 1—3: These three lines, which apparently comprised the UPPER TEXT of this document, 
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are mostly illegible. It is difficult to tell if text is missing at the top of the papyrus, although 

it seems that no additional fold of the papyrus sheet is missing. Near the end of line 2 we 

read three words: 119°x 93pH1 mnis[ (see the COMMENTARY). Near the middle of line 3, 

which is short, we read: ]377 (see the COMMENTARY). 

Line 4: This seems to be the first line of the LOWER TEXT, and since this is where a date 

formula would occur, it is conceivable that after what would have been the first three letters 

of the line, which are now missing, the word [1]?[02]? occurred (see the COMMENTARY). 

There is room, however, for only about sixteen letters of the usual thirty used in such 

formulae. Although the gap may end with the letters aleph and lamed (= ?x[7w"]), the rest of 

the remains do not seem to fit this formula. The last third of the line is quite clear, except for 

the name of Yeshua‘’s father, only dubiously restored as }30W". 

Line 5: This line is mostly unintelligible, with indications of writing. We can make out two 

short words: °7 °%°7 “of mine, which-.” Near the end of the line we restore: 2p) [P°nN 

“flar] or [n]ear.” 

Line 6: After partially preserved words and a gap coming at the beginning of the line, the 

main part of the line is preserved very well. We restore *[w]* as part of the phrase vow) 5[wya 

“ner[mit]ted and empowered (is)” near the end of the line. This formula gives the purchaser 

the right to do whatever he wishes with the acquired property. 

Line 7: Notwithstanding sizable gaps in the first half of the line, the latter part of the line is 

intelligible, with two minor restorations: [83] N”ai> ja “from t[his] day” and [:i]nn “the 

boun{daries of—].” Although the patronymic 72x is legible, the first name of the person 1s not 

restorable. It ended with he’, preceded by what looks like a beth, but what preceded that 

letter is uncertain: resh, daleth, waw, zayin, or yod. The first letter, which is badly damaged 

looks like the left part of a gimel. 

Line 8: The major part of this line is unintelligible. Notwithstanding its large gaps, this line 

identifies the vendor, Yeshua‘. Preceding his name is an undeciphered word that may be a 

ligature of 172 “the son,” in which case we would read: yiw°7 772 “the son of Yeshua‘,” but 

this reading is uncertain. Finally, at the end of the line, we have: xainn By [ Jeo 29 “all of 

...[...]... on the boundary.” The word x7inn ends with a large emphatic aleph suggesting 

that it terminates a clause. The beginning of line 9, however, seems to continue this clause 

from line 8. 

Line 9: Notwithstanding large gaps, this line is comprehensible because it contains standard 

formulae (see the COMMENTARY). Before the provision: 4§[2]791 73pm? “to buy and to sell,” 

restore: [[]1y°>xX p>wi [pw] “per[mitted] and empowered is ?Eli‘eze[r].” 
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Line 10: Except for the clear words 2771 pn w3x 22 “any person, distant or near,” this line is 

severely damaged, but we partially read one verb that connotes clearance: ]ep3n?. The last 

legible word is perhaps to be read x/ij “the garden.” 

COMMENTARY 

P.Yadin 47a: 

Line 3: The restorations are self-evident. On the title )x1w’ x°w3 “Premier of Israel,” see 

APPENDIX A. 

Line 4: Several forms of the verb p-/-g “to divide” occur in this document. We find abstract 

nix>» “half-share” here and in line 9, as well as the form 39» later on in line 4. The form 175 

is perhaps to be taken as a masculine noun meaning “half, half-share.” As with other terms 

denoting parts of a whole, such as pn, for instance, the nouns 47D and nia2) may connote 

“half-shares,” not necessarily half of the area of the property, but rather a fifty-percent share 

in its ownership. In line 5, the form 47573 with the prefixed relative particle is more likely a 

verb, which means “who divided.” This opens up the possibility that the form 375 in line 4 

might also be a verb. Note inconsistent spellings in the same line: 9? n321 “I have sold to 

you” versus plene 4? 773217) “and which I sold to you (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.Lb). 

Lines 7-10: The last word in line 7 begins a familiar phrase continued in line 8: 1n 73 “as 

is fitting.” This may be resumed further on in line 8, where we are able to read: 1m”) “and it 

will be fitting.” What we have is a resumptive statement: 71n") ... 71m 72 “as is fitting ... or 

will be fitting,” which is to say, at sometime in the future. To understand the force of the 

imperfect, some comment is necessary. Underlying the extended sense of the Pe‘l “is 

fitting” is the semantic transaction by which verbs meaning “to see” connote choice, or 

preference. Thus, in Hebrew, Exod 18:21: oy y nINN FnKI “and you shall select from the 

people.” In Rabbinic usage, cf. m. Abot 2:9: 73125 °727 NX 738 ANT “T prefer the words of So- 

and-So.” In Late Hebrew, Aramaic 71n 775 is back-translated: "1x75 “as is fitting.” This form 

actually occurs in our texts, P.Yadin 44:13, 16 (and cf. m. Git. 6:5, etc.). To achieve this 

meaning for the active imperfect of the simple stem, we must assume that it has been 

impacted by the preceding Pe‘il form, so that it does not mean “or he will see,” but rather “or 

will be fitting.” We would have expected the Ithpe‘el: A1nn”1 in order to convey the required 

sense, and it is not entirely impossible that nin’) is an assimilated form of the Ithpe‘el: 

min<m>"1. Once again we find that the last word in line 8, 73x) “and I,” begins a new clause, 

which continues into line 9. It is the acknowledgment of receipt of full payment by the 

vendor, a clause well attested at Nahal Hever. Note that the name of the vendor is not 

repeated after the subject pronoun 73x) as is usual in such formulations. 

Usage of the Pa‘el pam (plene) in line 9 in the clause: P73 PAT PT requires 

comment. This significant verb often means “to clear, remove claims” and is part of the 
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standard defension clauses (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:26—29 and see XHev/Se 

50+Mur 26, lines 15, 19 [Yardeni 1997:127]). We have also encountered the meaning “to 

pay up, remit” as in P.Yadin 42:8, where the Pa‘el of m-r-q pertains to payment of what the 

lessee owes. Here the sense seems to be “to release,” an act undertaken by the vendor as part 

of his acknowledgment of receipt of payment. That is to say, he has received payment in full 

and guarantees release from any further claim for payment on his part. Further on in line 9, 

we encounter, if the reading and restoration are correct, a subordinate clause interrupting the 

investiture clause and containing two finite verbs in sequence that seem to be redundant. 

This may have the effect of rendering the second verb circumstantial; hence: }37[°1] 33/275 “he 

will acquire [by p]urchase.” The verb 12h “you (pl.) wish” was possibly meant to include 

>Eli‘ezer’s heirs, as well (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to P. Yadin 47a:9). 

In line 10, a new clause begins with ix) “and I,” and probably contained a clearance 

formula similar to what we have traces of in P.Yadin 47b:9—10 (see below). 

P.Yadin 47b: 

Line 2: This section is written in the name of the purchaser. Note that in contrast to P.Yadin 

47a, this section, which was written by a different hand (as a matter of information, the same 

hand as XHev/Se 7 and 13 [Yardeni 1997:20]), attests the demonstrative 37 alongside x37. In 

line 2, which is very fragmentary, we read with great uncertainty that a person named 

-El‘azar (not >Eli‘ezer) 2apmi nnis[ “opens and receives.” If the reading is correct, we may 

assume that the Hebraistic participle nnip is part of the clause that follows, but its reading is 

doubtful and its meaning is elusive. Now, if this °El‘azar is the same person named ?Eli‘ezer, 

namely, the purchaser (P.Yadin 47b:4, 6, and 9), he would not be on the receiving end of 

payments, but rather the payer. Due to the fragmentary condition of the beginning of P.Yadin 

47b, we cannot identify this otherwise unmentioned ?El‘azar. 

Line 4: This line opens the LOWER TEXT of this double deed. If the reading 17059 at the 

beginning of the line is correct, it must be concluded that 47b had been written before 47a 

which bears a date in Tebet! This presents a problem concerning the relationship between the 

two sections. In the latter part of the line we have reference to a citation made in the name of 

>Elisezer of what the vendor, Yeshua‘, stated to him, the purchaser. Unfortunately, the 

statement itself is damaged beyond restoration. Note the characteristically Aramaic present 

tense, generated by combining the participle with an independent pronoun: FAX WANT 

(= de’amar ant) “that you are declaring.” Also note use of the relative pronoun in this same 

construction, written junctim, —1, instead of separatim: "7 (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.III.b.11). 

Lines 5—6: The presence of idiomatic 2°>[p)) [?°n}) “far or near” indicates that a defension 

clause appeared here. In line 6 we have a legible sequence, beginning with the registration of 

the purchase price of the property. (On the currency values, and the well-known equivalency 
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formulae, see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: CURRENCY.) 

This is followed by a more specific acknowledgment to the effect that “they received the 

funds; the funds were received” (Pa‘el perfect, plural: 122? = gabbilu, with passive force) on 

the day that the contract was written (Pe“il, singular: 2n3 = ketib). Line 6 ends with the 

beginning of an investiture clause, assuring ?Elicezer of his rights as the new owner. 

Formulaic v>i ‘[w]4 = rassay weSallit) may be taken as hendiadys: “the rightful possessor,” 

or: “rightfully possesses.” 

Lines 7-8: A description of the property undoubtedly appeared in the large gaps of line 7, 

concluding with reference to 7331 “and its roof’ perhaps the roof of the garden, or of a 

structure within it. ?Eli‘ezer is to have possession of this, too, in perpetuity. In line 8, we have 

the usual stipulation of boundaries, in the order: east, west, and south. Illegible and partly 

torn away is the identification of the persons who owned the contiguous properties. More 

significantly, there is no certain reference to the northern boundary, unless we take 7715 

later on in line 8, after a gap, which is a known personal name (but not attested in documents 

of this period!), to represent some form of 128 “north,” meaning “the northern,” which 

would be descriptive of the immediately preceding word. We would not have, however, the 

usual syntax for boundary descriptions. The line is too damaged to allow for clear 

interpretation. Actually, there might not have been a need to specify the northern boundary if 

abutting the parcel in question lay the property of the vendor himself. It is followed, after a 

gap, by the phrase: xa1nn ?y “on the boundary.” 

Lines 9-10: Line 9 may be restored according to the formula of the investiture clause. The 

fact of purchase is registered, and the rights of the new owner restated. Line 9 ends with a 

statement addressed to the vendor, Yeshua‘, apparently requiring him (line 10) to clear the 

property (from all claims); we can read ]°D¥”?, indicating an infinitival form of a verb s-p-y 

well known in clearance clauses, and which means “‘to clear of debt” (see the COMMENTARY 

on P.Yadin 2:10—13 and Greenfield 1992b:18—21). 
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P.Yadin 1 (= 5/6Hev 1): A DEBENTURE IN NABATEAN-ARAMAIC 

Plates 16-20 8 Elul, Year 23 of Rab’el II 

INTRODUCTION 

The complex legalities of P.Yadin 1, further obscured by the relatively poor state of 

preservation of the papyrus, render its reconstruction and interpretation difficult. As a legal 

document, P.Yadin 1 actually includes two related, but distinct agreements: (1) P.Yadin 1:1— 

45 comprises a double document with an UPPER VERSION (lines 1-10), and a LOWER 

VERSION (lines 11-45). This document may be classified as a debenture, namely, a written 

promise to repay a loan within a specified period of time. It was drawn up by the debtor, in 

this case a husband, and addressed by him, together with his guarantor, to his wife. (2) 

P.Yadin 1:46—52 contains a second, brief agreement drawn up by the creditor, in this case the 

wife, in which she consents to the above loan, stating her right of foreclosure. 

The principals of P.Yadin 1 are Nabatean Arabs. The indebtedness recorded in the present 

document has a complex background. It is associated with the dower obligations borne by a 

husband toward his wife. As employed here, the term 177) (= mohar, in line 18) is to be 

understood in its post-biblical meaning as designating property or wealth provided by the 

bride’s family to her that she brings into marriage (see below). These assets would be 

available, under certain conditions, to her husband for the good of the family (see the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:18). In turn, the husband was required to pledge all of his 

property and wealth to the mdhar in the same way as a debtor must do. This explains why 

most of P.Yadin 1 is taken up by a delineation of the assets of the debtor-husband. The 

debtor-husband declares that he owns all of his assets, herein listed, free and clear of any lien 

or contest. In fact, the husband enlisted a guarantor, who is also bound by this pledge (see 

below). 

The specific contents of the UPPER VERSION and LOWER VERSION (lines 1-45) may be 

summarized as follows: On the eighth of Elul, year twenty-three of Rab’el [II] (93/94 CE), a 

certain Muqimu declared to his wife, >Amat~Isi, that she had 150 sela‘s on deposit with him, 

which is to say, that he owed her this amount. This basic obligation defines P.Yadin 1 as a 

debenture. There is then reference to a man named ‘Abad-‘Amanu/‘Amiyu who is acting as a 

guarantor (279) on Muqimu’s behalf, assuming liability for repayment of the specified sum 

to >Amat~Isi in case Mugimu defaults. Muqimu required this sum of money for the “leasing 

fee” (°2X) of a property, perhaps jointly with ‘Abad-‘Amanu/‘Amiyu (see the COMMENTARY 

on line 16, below). Such an arrangement would explain why ‘Abad-‘Amanu/‘Amiyu vouched 

for Mugimu; they may have been partners in the venture (H. Cotton by private 

communication). The term of the debenture is set at two years, at which time Muqimu must 

repay the 150 sela‘s to >Amat-7Isi, his wife. If he fails to do so, the claim stipulated in the 

present deed will remain in force. In addition, Mugimu will be charged accrued interest, with 

the rate left unspecified. >Amat-Isi may extend the period of the loan for as long as she 
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wishes (lines 16-18). Near the tail-end of the contract (lines 39-40) there is an apparently 

related provision whose import is not entirely clear. Quite possibly, it addresses the reverse 

situation in which ?Amat~Isi would either demand full payment in advance of the two-year 

period of the loan, or in which Mugimu would offer to repay in advance. In such an event, 

Mugqimu would be accorded a discount on the amount due (see the COMMENTARY on lines 

39-40). The usual payments to Rab’el, the king, are stipulated. 

The severely damaged lines 46-52 of this document comprise an additional agreement 

that was apparently executed on the same day as the principal contract. It speaks for the wife, 

>AmatIsi, the creditor, and records her assent to the terms of the loan to her husband, 

endorsed by the guarantor, on condition that both her husband and the guarantor 

acknowledge that the full sum of the mortgage against the mdhar remains as an obligation. 

Quite clearly, such assent was required in writing in order for the funds to be released to the 

husband; hence the appended contract of lines 46-52. 

Certain features in the formulation of the contracts warrant special attention. Both the 

UPPER and LOWER TEXTS, as well as the appended contract of assent, refer to a sum of 300 

sela‘s, said to constitute the full amount of a given mortgage (713w%). The relevant statements 

in both the UPPER VERSION, line 6, and in the LOWER VERSION, lines 33-34, are consistent: 

jinwna xb> AND N?2n Py 40D °45 “The price in silver (in the sum of) three hundred sela‘s, the 

mortgage in its entirety.” The appended contract again refers to the same mortgage (lines 49— 

50). In yet a fourth statement (LOWER VERSION, lines 18-19) the amount Muqimu now 

owes, and the full mortgage, are defined as pursuant to the terms of 7Amat-Isi’s mohar. The 

statement reads as follows: °m°X 77 93 47371 737 N°ODI PIDWAI NI PORN WN "TY 9 737 XDOD| 

[...] ja 327 wpm? “And this silver from the agreement of the mdhar of this (same) >Amat-Isi, 

and this mortgage of the properties, and its interest; all that belongs to this (same) Muqimu 

from [...].” It is this reference to the “agreement of the mohar” that helps to explain the 

dynamics of the present debenture, and accounts for the fact that so much space is taken up 

by a description of Muqimu’s assets. 

By way of background, it is to be understood that the ancient West Semitic term 7% 

originally designated a payment from the intended groom to the father (or brother) of the 

bride at the time of marriage, for the right of connubium. In the course of time this term came 

to designate, in certain systems of law, the transferal of property, or funds in the reverse 

direction, namely, from the bride’s family to the groom, under stipulated conditions. In other 

words, it became functionally synonymous with the term x?3173 “dowry; gift,” and even with 

the term 21ND, itself (Levine 1968:280-81). This redefinition is already evident in the 

Septuagint, where the Hebrew term 1719 (Gen 34:12; Exod 22:16) is translated by the well- 

known Greek term depv7j “that which is brought by the wife,” as noted by Bickerman 

(1976:1:210). To be precise: In the Jewish legal tradition the mdhar was usually stipulated in 

the ketubba as an obligation borne by the husband to the wife, not to be paid to the father (or 

brother) at the time of marriage, but to be deferred until the dissolution of the marriage, 

whether through widowhood or divorce. Sokoloff (DJPA 294) translates mohar as follows: 
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“an endowment pledge in the marriage contract, collectible upon the dissolution of the 

marriage.” So it is that the tradition of a payment to the bride’s family was preserved in 

principle, while in practice, the provisions of the ketubba held the amount of this payment in 

trust for the wife together with what she had brought into marriage from her father’s house. 

The husband was required to pledge all of his assets to the payment of ketubba obligations, 

which now included the mohar. In Jewish law, the ketubba obligation assumed in the course 

of time the force of a prior lien on the husband’s assets, to be paid before all other debts. The 

same legal force would seem to be implied by 179 -7¥ “the agreement of the mdhar,” 

presumably referring to a written document. Although we currently possess no exemplar of a 

Nabatean marriage contract, we are able to refer to marriage contracts written in Greek for 

the proper interpretation of the present debenture (seé the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:18). 

In summary, P.Yadin 1, in both of its parts, the debenture (lines 1-45) and the consent 

(lines 46-52), tells us that in Nabatean practice a husband who at any time actualized his 

prerogatives by using some of the assets or funds provided under the terms of the mohar had 

not only to confirm that his assets were unencumbered, but also to gain his wife’s assent. The 

total mortgage liability borne by Muqimu in this case amounted to 300 sela‘s, of which a 

half, or 150 sela‘s, had now been withdrawn. In effect, >Amat-7Isi is releasing these dowry 

funds, held in trust, to her husband for use by him as an investment. It is repeatedly 

emphasized that the husband’s full commitments under the terms of the dowry remained in 

force. 

A word is in order concerning the unusual form of P.Yadin 1 as a double document. In 

addition to the appendage of a second contract (lines 46-52), there is the fact that the UPPER 

VERSION compressed a good deal of descriptive detail elaborated in the LOWER VERSION 

into a single line, or a line and one-half, with the result that the UPPER VERSION ended up 

being considerably shorter. There is also a degree of variance in legal formulation between 

the two versions. Such compression and variation, usually more limited in extent, are not 

unknown in other Dead Sea Nabatean contracts. An interesting analogue to both features of 

P.Yadin 1 is provided by Mur 30 (Milik 1961:144-46; Yardeni 2000c:A:51), a Hebrew sale 

document of land. There is, first of all, some compression and variation evident in the UPPER 

VERSION of Mur 30, although the damaged condition of this section of the papyrus makes 

the exact extent difficult to ascertain. There, too, a brief statement is added to the contract, in 

both the UPPER and LOWER VERSIONS (Mur 30:6—7 and 25-31), in which the vendor’s wife 

grants her consent to the sale of the land by her husband. As in P.Yadin 1, the legal 

background of Mur 30 reflects the dower obligations of the husband, and the mortgaging of 

all his assets to payment of same. In P.Yadin 1 a brief contract was added to this effect, 

whereas in Mur 30 a statement was added within both versions of the contract itself. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 1. 

Material: Papyrus 

Kind of script: Nabatean 

Kind of Document: Double deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded and tied, packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, 

mainly at the folds. Holes caused by insects. 

Maximal Measurements: Ca. 81 cm x 14.2 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to script. 
Description of Damage: Parts of lines at the upper left corner are missing. Tears at the folds, mainly at the right half of 

the document all along the length. Most of the lines are partly damaged. 

Joins: One join visible 12 cm from the top on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Top to bottom. 

Height of upper fold: Ca. 1.5 cm. 

Height of largest fold: 2.7 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 66. 

Upper text: 10. 

Lower text: 42. 

Signatures: 14 (recto: 7; verso: 7). 

Height of text: 

Upper text: Ca. 9.5 cm. 

Lower text: 61 cm (not including the signatures at the bottom). 

Maximal Width of text: 

Upper text: 13.1 cm. 

Lower text: 12.5 cm. 

Height of space between upper and lower texts (including the ascender of Jamed): Ca. 3 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: No margin left (on purpose). 

Lower margin: Missing. 

Right margin: Upper text: Ca. 1 cm (line 1). Lower text: Ca. 1.7 cm (line 11). 

Direction of signatures: Recto: Parallel to the text. Verso: Perpendicular to the text of the recto, starting opposite the 

beginning of the lower text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: Unusual repetition of the seven signatures on both sides of the documents, 

including the signature of the scribe. All signatures are in the Nabatean script. 

Scribe: imy 72 171m (signed in line 59, recto, and in line 66, verso). 

Description of Script: The hand of a professional scribe. 

Upper text: Cursive. 
Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.3—0.4 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5—0.6 cm. 

Lower text: Formal and elegant. 
Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.5—0.7 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 1 cm. 
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P.YADIN 1: TEXT 
UPPER VERSION 

RECTO 
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P.Yadin 1: A DEBENTURE 

TRANSLATION 
UPPER VERSION 

RECTO 
1 On the eighth of Elul, year twenty three of Rab’el the King, King of the Nabateans,—who has brought life 

and deliverance to [his people in RMWN|DMWN,] 
which is in Moab: (As of) that day, you have; you, ?Amat~Isi, daughter of Kaminu, [son of ‘Ammaru, with 
me (= I owe you), I, Muqimu, her husband], 

...[..-Silver] (in the amount of) one hundred se[la]‘s [and fifty,...] 

... and garden ...[... and anyth]ing [whatsoever], 
small or large, that is proper for her, including sunny areas [and] where shade falls. The ban [of heaven] 
ieee |S. 

the price in silver (in the sum of) sela‘s three hundred, the mortgage in its entirety. ... are tru[stworth]y for 

this (amount). The ban ...[...]... 

And this (same) ‘Abad-‘Amanu\‘Amiyu is a guarantor for all that is <wri>tte<n> above. <And w>e, 

[th]ese (same) Mugimu and ‘Abad-[‘Amanu\‘Amiyul], besid[e]s ‘roots and fruit’... 

... by the ban of heaven ... that is in them ... is sufficient ... are ripened. And the manner (of preparing) 
this contract 

... as is (fitting) for you, you, this (same) 7Amat~Isi, regarding all and everything that is in this contract of 

yours. And to our lord, Rab’el, the King, 

as well. ... And none may impose conditions on (anything) to which the witnesses have affixed their 

signatures (or: And none has delayed (anything) to which the witnesses have affixed their signatures; or: 
set their conditions). 

LOWER VERSION 
11 

12 

22 

On the eighth of Elul, year twenty three of Rab’el, the King, King of 

the Nabateans—who has brought life and deliverance to his people in RAWN\DMWN, which is in Moab. 
(As of) that day, 

you have, you, ?Amat~Isi, daughter of Kaminu, son of ‘Ammaru, with me (= I owe you), I, 

Mugqimu, her husband, son of ‘Awat-Ilahi, son of Halaf-TIlahi, who resides in ‘Aina Shuharu, [which] 

(is) in Moab, [sil]ver (in the amount of) sela‘s one hundred fifty, precisely (or: split/half); the principal 

(sum) of the real property (or: the principal sum of our contract) 

for the leasing fee, two years from the time of this contract. And if he will not make payment before the 

arrival of 
the time which is [written] above, ...[... (= the terms of)] this [co]ntract will increase to his debit, 

according to the custom, until such time as 

she wishes, this (same) ?Amat-Isi. And this silver from the agreement of the mdhar of this (same) >Amat- 

*Isi 

and this mortgage of the properties and its (accrued) interest—all that belongs to this (same) Mugimu from 
[...]... person. And the (manner of) preparation 

... and restriction, and dates and harvest, and land parcels and vineyards and houses and courtyards, and 

gardens and [...]|s, 
and payments and (right of) purchase, all of it, ‘roots and branches,’ and gardens and springs, and ..., and 

as above (or: and concealed and open (document), and..., and public), 

[...] and record and valid document, all of it, and (free of) writs of 

proclamation pertaining to it (or: by him), and deposits and penalties and ... and ... and garments, and 

vessels of copper 

[...]... and wool, and chains and crafted articles of silver and gold, 
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[...]... and oil, and dates and harvest 
and improvements and principal worth, and ... and ... and ... and it is sufficient and ... 
[...]... and partnership (rights), and as gift, and as pledge and security; and clearance and specification, 
and agreement (or: accounts) 

[and oaths...] ..., 
and he may further have from this time on ... and in every site [en]tirely, 
[...]... and anything small or large that is proper for him or may become proper for him, sunny areas 
[and where s]hade [falls ...] ... and... and clearance and specif[ica]tion 
and agreement (or: accounts) and oaths pertaining to it, on the face of the earth and under the heavens. 
The price in silver (in the sum of) : 

[se]l[a‘s thr]ee hundred, the [mortgag]e in its entirety ... are trustworthy for this (amount). 
[... and a guarantor is this (same) Muqimu, son of] ‘Awat-Ilahi, and a guarantor is this same ‘Abad- 
<Amanu\‘Amiyu 

[for all] that is written ab[ove]. And we, these (same) Mugimu and ‘Abad-‘Amanu\‘Amiyu, exclusive of 
‘roots and fruit’ 

[...]... or as is sufficient [...] 
these ... are ripened. And this contract has been prepared by them according to the customary manner (of 
preparation). 

[... threJe. And if her/its payment is required 
in advance, repayment shall be made (in the amount of) one-third of the assets. And any return or 
expenditure that may accrue or be expended (or: any “scattering” or expenditure that may be “scattered” 
or expended) 

[...] that is not [...] 

to you, you, this (same) ?Amat~Isi, as regards all that is (stipulated) in this deed. And to our lord, Rab’el, 

[the] King, 

[as well....] and after her (or: and responsible). And any person who this “!contra[ct] 

shall possess, by right of possession, may take hold of any holding which is theirs, concerning all that is 
stipulated in this contract 

[fore]ver. And none may impose conditions on anything (to which) the witnesses have affixed their 

signatures (or: None has delayed anything (to which) the witnesses have affixed their signatures. 

[On the eighth of Elul, year twenty th]ree of Rab’el, the King, king of the Nabateans— 

who has brought life and deliverance to his people—on that day, she prepared, namely, >Amat-?Isi, 

daughter of 

[Kamin]u,[ son of SAmmaru ...]... [... al]l that 

...[... and clear]ance and specification which they have. The equivalent of silver, sela‘s, three hundred 

[the mortgage in its entirety...]|... (as owed) by them, sela‘s, Oonje "hundred 

and fifty. If they do not repay (it) in its (full amount), you are ‘alive and trustworthy’ that 

[... forever. 

Muqi[mu, o]n [behalf of himself; he wrote it. 

[sAbad-“Amanu\‘Amiyu o]n [behalf of himself; he wrote it]. 

[Za]idu, son of Shahru, witness; (in) his own handwriting. 

Taim[u], son of Huwaru; (in) his own handwriting. 

[...; (in) his own handwriting] 
[Wanah, son of Halaf-i]la[h]i, witne[ss]; (in) his own handwriting. 

[Huwaru, son of ‘Awatu], the scribe, ... (= and) he wr[ote]\iss[ued] it 
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Mugimu, on [behalf of] himself; he wrote it. 
<Abad-‘Aman[u]\‘Amiy[u], on behalf of hi[m]self; he [wrote it]. 

Zaidu, son of S[hah]ru, witness; (in) his own handwriting. 

Taim[u], son of Hu[war]u; (in) his own [hand]writin[g]. 

..., On Off] ...]..; (in) his own handwriting. 

Wanah, son of Halaf-?Ilahi, witness; (in) his own handwriting. 

Huwaru, son of ‘Awatu, the scribe, ... (= and) he wrote\issued it. 
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P.Yadin 1: A DEBENTURE 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
The most complete Nabatean legal documents are P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, whereas the 
present document, P.Yadin 1, exhibits extensive /acunae, and is, by virtue of its form and 
content, considerably unusual. While maintaining the order and numeration in which the 
papyri were registered, it was decided, nonetheless, to regard P.Yadin 2 as the locus 
classicus for the interpretation of standard clauses and legal terminology. Accordingly, the 
reader will be referred to the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES and COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2 in relevant 
instances. 

UPPER VERSION 

The readings of certain passages in the two versions of this document depend on their 

interfacing with each other. Because of the brevity of the UPPER VERSION, however, where 

textual compression is evident, and because of variance in formulation, the ability to restore 

certain parts of the LOWER VERSION through interfacing with the UPPER VERSION, and vice 

versa, 1S severely limited. 

Lines 1-2: These two lines can be restored quite reliably from the LOWER VERSION (lines 

11-14). At the end of line 1, we restore: []1272 77”¥] “his people in RMWN,” a place name, 

based on line 12 of the LOWER VERSION, where this reading is favored over 11272. Line 2 

contains the name of ?Amat-~Isi’s father 1345, as in the LOWER VERSION (line 13). 

Line 3: The remains of about ten letters at the beginning of the line indicate the omission of 

part of the text where certain identifying details of the husband’s lineage and place of 

residence would have been recorded (cf. line 14). One would expect at least two Jameds of 

the name of Mugimu’s father, °7?xD?n to appear in this space, since there is no space for this 

name in line 2, but there is no trace of any /amed here. Alternatively, if the grandfather’s 

name was omitted in the UPPER VERSION, at least an abbreviated version of the subordinate 

clause referring to the place of residence would be expected here (again, cf. line 14). The 

remains of the sixth through the eighth letters may perhaps be identified as "nw, which would 

be part of the name 17nw, but this seems doubtful because the remains of the preceding letters 

do not appear to fit. The amount of the debenture is restored quite certainly from the LOWER 

VERSION (line 15) as: [wan J77A AXA yL°y]7 [02] “[silver] (in the amount of) one hundred 

sel[a‘]s [and fifty].” The information missing in the last half of line 3 can be estimated from 

line 15 and the beginning of line 16 in the LOWER VERSION. 

Line 4: The remains of the letters in the first half of the line do not yield an intelligible text, 

and the rest of the line is missing, except for the end of the last word O9[737] “anything, 

whatever,” part of a merism that continues into line 5. The appearance of this merism makes 

it clear that what is limited to the space between the middle of line 3, the word }wrn, and 

the end of line 4 in the UPPER VERSION, where the merism begins, took up, in the LOWER 
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VERSION, the entire space between the last part of line 15, where we also find the word 

ywnm, and the beginning of line 31, where this same merism again begins. Quite clearly, 

many of the specifics of the agreement were left out of the UPPER VERSION, which was 

compressed into a total of ten lines (see below, in line 10, for reference to further 

compression, and the INTRODUCTION for discussion of this feature). 

Lines 5—6: These lines correspond approximately to lines 33-34 of the LOWER VERSION. 

The formula [x°nw] O45 “the ban [of heaven]” is provisionally restored from line 8, below. 

Line 7: Some interfacing is possible with lines 35-36 of the LOWER VERSION. 

Line 8: This line, which can be only partially read, corresponds approximately to lines 37— 

38 of the LOWER VERSION, but there seems to be some difference in formulation (see the 

COMMENTARY). Toward the end of the line we read: y>?%ta ‘pe “... are ripened” (not: 

1’>5w3), here, and in line 38, below. These words apparently end a clause. 

Line 9: The remains of about twenty letters at the beginning of the line, as well as a gap of 

about five letters, defy restoration. The corresponding passage is somewhere in lines 38-41 

of the LOWER VERSION, parts of which (the first part of line 39 and almost all of line 41) are 

missing. 

Line 10: Although this line, which concludes the UPPER VERSION, is intact, about ten letters 

or so have not been deciphered. The beginning of this line corresponds to line 43, whereas its 

end corresponds to line 45 of the LOWER VERSION, indicating further compression. On the 

problems of reading the concluding clause of the UPPER VERSION, see the EPIGRAPHIC 

NOTES and COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:17, and note the alternative translations. 

LOWER VERSION 

Part of the text of the LOWER VERSION has been restored on the basis of the remains of 

letters and the suggestiveness of the context. Due to the lack of parallels in other documents, 

many missing terms, some of which may have been Arabic, could not be restored. 

Lines 11-14: These lines are nearly complete, allowing for several preferred readings of 

personal and place names. In line 12 we read 11972 (instead of }1272). The relative particle 

[°7] “which is” is restored from the UPPER VERSION, at the beginning of line 2. 

Lines 15-17: These lines are mostly legible, allowing for the restoration *[03] “silver” and 

the preferred reading 07D (not 03D, which yields no meaning) in line 15. Further on in line 15, 

two alternative readings are possible: j>py “real property,” or: }7?¥ “contract.” Both readings 

are indicated in the TRANSLATION, and are discussed in the COMMENTARY on line 15. In line 
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16, read: j[°1]% “years.” Near the end of the line, the preferred reading is y45* x» “he will not 
pay” (not 973°). In line 17, we encounter the fairly certain restoration [2°ND X]b¥ $4 “which is 
written above,” restored on the basis of the UPPER VERSION, line 7, above, and from line 36, 
below. 

Lines 20—22: After a gap that takes up most of line 20, leaving signs of four masculine plural 

nouns ending in final nun, we are able to read: 35°n Wisk “person ...,” just before another 

clause begins. Lines 21—22 are somewhat better preserved, although the last word in line 21 

is partly missing. In line 22 we encounter a sequence recurring in several of the Nabatean- 

Aramaic documents from Nahal Hever: °38291\"28991 "Je ewi yah ya1, which allows for more 

than one reading and for alternative translations (see the TRANSLATION and the 

COMMENTARY on line 22). 

Lines 23-29: In line 23, approximately the first half of the line is damaged. An extended list 

of legal provisions begins in the latter part of line 23 and continues through line 29, with 

many breaks in between. In line 24, two words, seeming to be two masculine plural nouns, 

are illegible. Approximately the first half of line 25 is illegible or missing, whereas in line 

26, only the final three words are legible. After the first two words, line 27 is mostly illegible 

past the first two words, but the last two words may be conjecturally read: "2n3n\73nIM 7371 

“it will be possible for you to give/write.” Line 28 is legible except for the first word, of 

which only the last letter is legible, which seems to be the second person singular suffix. In 

line 29 the first word 1n17) “and oaths” is restored on the basis of line 33, below. 

Lines 30-32: After the first five words in line 30, there are remains of a few illegible words, 

followed by the final three words, which are legible. Line 31 lacks a couple of words at its 

beginning, but is otherwise legible. The first two words in line 32 may be restored, on the 

basis of the UPPER VERSION, line 5, as 99[w m3n\] “[and where s]hade [falls].” These words 
are followed by gaps, with only the final nuns of two words remaining, after which are two 

unintelligible words: 74°m1 17/13. The final two words of the line are legible, requiring only 

the restoration 7[°]}m\ “and specif[ica]tion” (see line 28, above). 

Lines 33-36: These four lines are better preserved than most, notwithstanding gaps. By 

adopting preferred readings, line 33 is fully comprehensible, beginning with the legal pair 

ini °Ty¥1 “and agreement (or: accounts) and oaths” (see lines 28-29, above). Line 34 is 

largely comprehensible once the sequence [121] 823 AX n[2n py]e[o] “[se]l[a‘s thr]ee 

hundred, the [mortgag]e in its entirety” is restored on the basis of the UPPER VERSION, line 6. 

Lines 35-36 may be adequately restored on the basis of the UPPER VERSION, line 7. 

Line 37: Line 37 is almost entirely illegible allowing us only to conjecture that a plural word 

occurred near the beginning of it. At the end of the line, we may possibly read either X°37) 1X 
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“or is sufficient,” or possibly xD3” 1X “or clears” from all contests. 

Lines 38-42: With the exception of the second and third words, which apparently end a 

clause: Pw2 *S°° “...are ripened” (see above, in the UPPER VERSION, line 8), line 38 is 

complete. For o77°?y written junctim, see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to P.Yadin 43:4. The first 

half of line 39 is missing, although we can likely restore at the end of the gap the word npn] 

“three.” Line 40 is complete, but line 41 is almost entirely missing, except, once again, for 

signs of two plural words ending in final nun (see above, line 20). Line 42 is virtually 

complete. 

Lines 43-45: After restoring mD “as well,” we encounter a long gap, after which we read: 

=54nx) “and her descendants” (or: “and responsible”). Line 44 is complete, and contains the 

fully legible phrase: 7°21 1, which has been so restored accordingly in P.Yadin 2:16/41, 

and P.Yadin 3:19/47, where the text is damaged (see the COMMENTARY on lines 43-44). In 

line 45 we have the same restriction clause as in the UPPER VERSION, line 10, though a bit 

more garbled. 

Lines 46-52: Here begins the appended contract recording >Amat-Isi’s assent to the 

debenture. As explained in the INTRODUCTION, it would make the best sense if its date 

corresponded to that of the main contract. This may be concluded from the remains of the 

letters in line 46, which, however, are not indicated in the TEXT. Indeed, the month and year 

are indicated by remains of the two lameds of 219x, the shin and nun of naw, and the final 

nun of pawy. The remains of final he? of the word indicating the day of the month allow for 

any number from one to eight, except two (which ends in nun), and because eight is the 

desired number here, we read: *[312N2]. Line 47 is complete, and the first part of line 48, 

containing the name of >Amat~Isi’s father, can be restored from lines 2 and line 13 of the 

UPPER VERSION. A new clause begins at the end of line 48 and continues into line 49, where 

we again encounter two unintelligible words: [7°]"m1 NVv73 (see above, in line 32). More than 

half of line 50 is missing, but the clause that begins in the second half of this line and which 

continues into line 51 is comprehensible, requiring only one certain restoration in the first 

word on line 51: *[7n] “one.” Line 52 is almost entirely blank, preserving only remains of 

two letters. 

Lines 53-59 RECTO; Lines 60-69 VERSO: Although the signatures in lines 53-59 are 

severely damaged, we can restore them without difficulty, because they overlap to a large 

degree with the signatures on the VERSO, lines 60-66, which have survived in large part. The 

names of the two principals already appeared in the main body of the deed, and the names of 

three of the witnesses are restorable on the basis of lines 62, 63, and 65. The name of the 

fourth witness is incomplete, both in line 57 and in line 64. Line 59 can be restored from line 

66, which is virtually complete. 
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COMMENTARY 

UPPER VERSION 

The fullest version of the titulary of Rab’el II appears at the beginning of P.Yadin 2, and is 

discussed in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES and COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:1-2. 

RECTO 

Principals, Date, and Location of the Contract (Lines 1—2/11-12) 

The names of the principals are attested elsewhere in Nabatean. The wife, ’o°XN”x “servant 

of Isis,” is listed by Negev (no. 105), as is the name of the husband 173°?” (= Mugimu; Negev 

no. 679a), and the wife’s patronymics "my (Negev no. 916) and 1325 (= Kaminu; Negev no. 

568). The husband’s patronymics are also known; °n2xMIy (Negev no. 860) and °n>xXD>n 
(Negev no. 451). More specifics as to where the contract was executed are supplied in line 

12: 31842 °3 71792 “in RMWN, which is in Moab” (on the preferred reading of this place 

name, see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 12). The unusual spelling of Moab as M@6b (2187) 

reflects a progressive sound shift known in certain dialects. One would assume that this site 

would not be too far from Jimnw xy where ?Amat-Isi’s husband resided. Wenning 

(1987:72-73) lists a Nabatean site, Hirbet Umm Rummane, in southern Moab, just north of 

Wadi el-Hesa (site 88), and a site, Rujm Shihar (site 100) approximately 30 km east of it and 

just west of the Way of the Wilderness of Moab (see Map 4, Region L in Wenning 1987). 

The component Rummane is known elsewhere in Moab. We have no way of identifying the 

locales mentioned in the present document with certainty. 

The Husband’s Statement to His Wife Identifying the 

Provisions of the Loan (Lines 2-6) 

The formula: "ay ... 929 °7mx, literally: “You have ... with me,” functionally means: “on 

deposit with me; I am holding funds which I owe you.” Note the reverse in XHev/Se 13:3—5 

(Yardeni 1997:67): Jay ... °2 "MX xX? “T do not have ... with you,” namely, you do not owe 

me the relevant funds. That document also impinges on arrangements between husband and 

wife, wherein the wife in question renounces claim to certain funds previously owed her by 

her husband. 

In lines 5 (and 6), the restoration: [x’aw] O57 “the ban of heaven” is suggested by the 

appearance of the full construction in line 8, below, where it is discussed. The 

Hebrew/Aramaic term jiDw “mortgage” is frequent in Talmudic literature and is an 

Akkadian loanword frequent in cuneiform documents (Sokoloff DJPA 334; CAD M 1:368- 

74). The denominative maskén “to pledge” is attested in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions in 

statements forbidding use of burial property in pledge of debt (Healey 1993:68, 75 on H 1:5). 

This legal term is derived from the root Sakdnu, an active transitive verb in Akkadian 

meaning “to place, set”; hence: “deposit; what is ‘put down”’—in place of what is received. 

The sense of x¥> is adverbial: “entirely, all of it.” The formula 937 733 9y ypam7mn °° %n 

appears twice (in line 6, and again in line 34) and is not fully legible. We are told that the 
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debtor and guarantor “are trustworthy for this amount,” which is what 737 °73 ?y means. See 

below, in the COMMENTARY on the LOWER VERSION, line 34, for the repetition of this 

statement, and for discussion. Conceivably, the illegible word in line 6, just preceding 

11:30°]97 “trustworthy,” is to be read [p*]2n “according to custom,” an adverbial usage. See 

below in line 17: Ap?’n omey NIA 145 NIWLw] “[(the terms of)] this [co]ntract will increase to 

his debit, according to the custom.” The sense here would be: 737 73D 9y y[ran°}n7 [p?]en 

“According to the cu[stom] they are tru[stworth]y for this amount.” Alternatively, the text 

could be parsed: [p’]?n yinwz “a nor[mal] mortgage,” taking p°2n as an adjective (see the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:5—8 for further discussion of this term). 

Identification of the Guarantor and Declaration of Joint Liability (Lines 7-8) 

Line 7 provides the name of the guarantor (27¥), PayT2y\112y72y by name (Negev no. 817), 

probably mentioned before, and whose father’s name is lost in a damaged section (see below, 

in the LOWER VERSION, line 36). In P.Yadin 2, the purchaser Archelaus’ father bears this 

name. Etymologically, the West Semitic term 219 (= ‘dréb) is a verbal adjective expressed as 

a participle and having the meaning of “voucher, guarantor.” It derives from the verbal root 

<-r-b (Akkadian erébu) “to enter, come in”; hence: “to stand in.” In contemporary papyri we 

find the legal formula 0°271 O>X7NX “responsible persons and guarantors” (Mur 30:24 [Milik 

1961:145] and cf. XHev/Se 23 and XHev/Se 50+Mur 26 [Yardeni 1997:87—88, 127]). Forms 

of the verb <-r-b enjoyed wide usage in the West Semitic languages, early on in the 

Elephantine Aramaic papyri (DNWSI 884-86; TAD 2:xxxviii; 3:xlviii; 4:Ivi). Biblical 

Hebrew attests the form y121y “pledge, security” (Gen 38:17-18, 20) as well as naqy 

“security” (1 Sam 17:18), also attested in Talmudic literature. The nomen agentis 149 occurs 

in the Mishnah (m. B. Bat. 10:7, 10, 17-18) and in Talmudic literature (Sokoloff DJPA 417, 

s.v. #2 299; Levy 3:690, s.v. 29Y, meaning 3; ibid., 693, s.v. 19¥, meaning 2). The Hebrew 

root “-r-b is fully treated in a sample entry prepared for The Historical Dictionary of the 

Hebrew Language in Lexonénu 46 (1982), entitled “The Root 259,” and see in particular, 

ibid. 201-11. 

In line 7, the idiom, as restored from line 36 where it is fully legible: 49m1 9x, is best 

rendered: “roots and fruit.” It alternates with y7D) 28x “roots and branches” occurring in line 

22, below. It would be simpler to discuss both idioms together at this point. Both are 

attributable to Arabic usage. The noun 9x, Arabic ’as/un, is a well-known term for “root, 

stem, the lower part of anything.” Lane (64-66) provides a lengthy discussion, explaining 

that this term may have extended meanings in two modes: (a) “principles, fundamentals, 

articles,” in our case, the basic provisions of the contract, as opposed to its ancillary or 

derivative provisions; (b) “real property” or: “principal,” as opposed to revenue, “fruits.” 

Following through, the second term of the idiom would refer either to the derivative 

provisions of the contract, or to revenue from the real property. Thus, y15 is Arabic far‘un 

“branches, the upper or uppermost part of anything, that upon which another thing depends” 

(Lane 2378-80; Dozy 2:256). The contrast expressed by the complete idiom, in a plural 
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construction, is cited by Lane (2379, col. 2): ?usiilun—furiun “roots—branches.” Similarly, 
the noun *?n reflects the Arabic verb halafa “to replace, come after.” Cf. Arabic hilfatun 
“fruit that comes forth after other fruit” (Lane 797, col. 1). Dozy (1:397) provides another 
form: hulifun “shoot, sprout; such as a branch which, when cut off of another tree, can be 
replanted.” On balance, the former interpretation (a) is preferable in the immediate context. 
Cf. Amos 2:9: noma pwrwi Syn PID PrwK “I destroyed its fruit from above, and its roots 
underneath” (cf. also 2 Kgs 19:30; Isa 37:31). Mal 3:19 has: 4391 wow “roots and branches.” 
The sense of both of these metaphorical idioms is: “principal and ancillary provisions; 

explicit and implicit provisions,” or the like. The sense of Aramaic 7 X13 is “besides, in 

addition to,” not necessarily “exclusive of.” In other words, all of the assets were covered by 

the document. 

In line 8, the composite term X*% O4f is highly suggestive because of the wide 

application of the root h-r-m in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions (Healey 1993:72 on H 1:3), 

where this verb and its derivatives connote something like “consecration,” a frequent 

meaning in Arabic. Quite possibly, the term o7n may have been used here as Arabic 

haramun “prohibited act, statement of prohibition” (Lane 555, col. 3). Then, too, there is the 

widespread theme of “heaven” as a way of signifying divinity. The force of “by the ban (or: 

sanctity) of heaven” is that of an oath, and in the Jewish tradition o7n (plural: 7727, X°77N) is 

a term that means “oath of prohibition, ban” (m. Ned. 1:2; 2:4). The formula x°av onn ?y 

may be taken as a replacement of earlier Aramaic x°2v n?X2 “by the imprecation of heaven” 

(DNWST 1161, s.v. Smym). 

On ND38”\x°8 (feminine), cf. °8%4 (masculine), below, in line 27, and the feminine 

NDBA\N'SA in line 37, below. Because both occurrences of this word are in damaged sections 

and alternative readings are possible, it is difficult to assess its precise import. On the less 

likely reading XDx” “clears” (participle) see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:10, and cf. 

P.Yadin 3:35. There are at least two lines of evidence that converge on the reading X37. 

First of all, there is Akkadian masz “to be equal to, to be able to, to be sufficient for, to 

amount to.” A survey of Akkadian usage indicates that this stative verb often characterizes 

quantities of grain and other goods, like silver, as well as wages, personnel, and the like, as 

being “sufficient” (CAD M 1:345-50). One notes several idiomatic combinations in 

Akkadian such as ki masi “as needed,” mala (ammar) libbi mast “to have full discretion, to 

do what one wants.” Secondly, Jewish Palestinian Aramaic attests the verb m-s-y (Sokoloff 

DJPA 325, s.v. 2# °8% vb.). In Aramaic this verb is often auxiliary, somewhat like Hebrew 

512°, but followed by a participle in the frequent Aramaic mode: 7X n°? “you can say.” 

There remains a good deal of uncertainty about the possible relationship of this verb to other 

homographs. As line 8 continues, we read that the assets pledged are “ripened, mature” 

(7>°wa). A fuller formula similarly expressed occurs in P.Yadin 2:9 and in P.Yadin 3:33. 

The Binding Validity of the Contract and Its Related Dues (Lines 8-10) 

For a fuller discussion of pv “manner of preparing,” see the COMMENTARY on line 38. 
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Toward the end of line 8, and undoubtedly continuing into line 9, the validity of the 

document is affirmed. 

The recurrent formula: m1D XDo9 5X27 KINI? “And to our lord, Rabel, the king, as well,” 

and variations of the same, are explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:13-14, where 

its full relevance can be noted. This formula recurs in lines 42-43, below. 

The Conventional Restriction Clause (Line 10) 

This enigmatic clause is discussed in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES and COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 

DEAN 

LOWER VERSION 

Basic Information (Lines 11-15) 

As noted above in the INTRODUCTION, the LOWER VERSION fills in details, and these have 

been discussed above. Because of a large gap in lines 3-4, above, it turns out that here, in 

line 15 we have preserved the full statement of price, namely, 150 sela‘s 015 (= paris) 

“precisely” (or: “split/half’). The preferred interpretation of this enigmatic form 075 requires 

some detailed explanation. First of all, the reading of the word following the price iS 

uncertain (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES), so that whichever interpretation is given to it will 

necessarily be speculative to a degree. Its position is consistent in all occurrences. It 

immediately follows the total amount of the price, as we have it here: 17n AX py A[OD] 

oip\on» pwam. There can be little doubt that the word 035\075 goes with the preceding 

statement, not with the following one, because in P.Yadin 3:9/32, the next statement begins 

with a conjunction: 737 XD0D) “and this silver,” initiating a new statement. Most likely, this 

word is to be read 079 (not 03D or 0°D), and its derivation would be from a verbal root p-r-s, 

cognate with Akkadian pardsu meaning “to cut, split off’ (4Hw 830-32, s.v. pardsu). The 

sense of nominal 01» is therefore “‘cut,’ portion, payment,” often specifically “half,” or some 

other fraction such as one-third. Usage in Aramaic sources reaches all the way back to the 

Tell Fekheriye inscription of the ninth century BCE where a form prys designates a meager 

measure of grain, something less than full, which is all that an accursed person may expect to 

harvest after sowing much more (Abou-Assaf et al. 1982:34-35, and n. 1; see line 19 of the 

inscription). Akkadian attests the form parisu in the sense of a partial unit, like one-half of a 

kar (AHw 833, s.v. parisu Il). In Elephantine Aramaic the term 079 is likewise used to record 

weight and currency, at times referring specifically to one-half of a mina, and at other times 

to a half, or third of another unit of currency (DNWSI 940-41, s.v. prs2; Levy 4:123-24, and 

related forms). On weights from the Bar-Kokhba period, the word 075 appears, and 

apparently designates one-half of a larger weight (Kloner 1990:64). What unites these 

varying meanings may be the notion of a part of a fixed amount (see further). 

It is not possible, however, that here 075 denotes one-half of a sela‘. One would expect a 

conjunctive waw: 0751, if this term indicated an additional amount. More important, the 

particulars of this document would contradict such an interpretation, because the amount of 
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the loan taken by the husband from his wife’s dowry is one-half of a stipulated total sum; 
namely, 150 sela‘s out of 300 (cf. line 3 with line 6, and line 15 with line 49). And yet, in 
line 15 the listing is: “silver: sela‘s one hundred fifty, prs.” Therefore, 01D does not indicate 
an addition to the price. 

One possibility is that 095 describes the means, or currency of the payment. Meshorer 
informs us that bronze coins were popular during the reign of Rab’el II, as at other periods 
(1975:70-79). On some bronze coins from the reign of Aretas IV (9 BCE—40 CE) there are 
inscribed indications of value based on the silver ma‘ah (= Yn) standard, so that a coin will 
bear the inscription 503 7y7 “a ma‘ah of silver,” or DOD 3n “half a ma‘ah,” and so forth, even 
the fraction ¥(1)27 “a quarter.” At times we also find the word o%w “complete, full” for coins 
representing full units of value, not parts of the same. On this basis, the term 075 in the 
Nabatean texts would be a way of indicating that the payment was made in coins, most likely 
bronze coins of fractional valuation, as though in contrast to obw. It is even possible that 
Aramaic 075 is cognate with Arabic fi/s, which can connote “small coin(s),” with emphasis 
on the coin’s meagerness (Lane 2440). This would assume a certain degree of fluidity 
between resh and l/amed, a feature not unknown in Semitic languages (see GENERAL 
INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.Le.iii). (Actually, the reading 03D could 

be analyzed in the same way, exhibiting a similar fluidity between nun and lamed.) Hence, 

we would translate: 095 = “in coin,” perhaps even: “‘in half-(sela‘) coins.” 

A more functional and preferable translation of 015 would take it as characterizing the 

stated price as precise, fixed, or specified; literally as “cut, split off.” On this basis we would 

translate: “in silver, sela‘s one hundred fifty, precisely/exactly/as fixed.” The form 09 may 

be conjugated as paris, a stative form used adverbially, on the model of Akkadian haris 

“exactly” (CAD H 102, s.v. haris) and the Aramaic borrowing hdris “fixed” used in P. Yadin 

2:9 (see the COMMENTARY ad /oc.) in the construction 77N [wv] “fixed price.” Both of these 

verbs, p-r-s and h-r-s, connote “cutting, splitting,” actions that express the taking of legal 

decisions, the issuance of edicts, and the fixing of costs. In other words, it is being suggested 

that, functionally, 095 means what yn °[v] means in P.Yadin 2:9, namely: “as fixed, 

exactly.” It is highly appropriate to find this adverbial expression immediately following the 

specification of the price. It finalizes the price. In two sale documents from the Seiyal 

Collection the adverb 71n? “only” immediately follows the price: XHev/Se 9:5—6: yr 023 

sin? yaw pyro yA TF WIN) prwy “with silver zéizin twenty-eight, which are (equivalent to) 

selass seven, only” (Yardeni 1997:40), and similarly in XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, line 11 

(Yardeni 1997:127). 

The Purpose of the Present Loan (Lines 15-16) 

As indicated in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to lines 15—17, two readings are possible in line 15: 

(1) {7?¥ wR, which we have rendered: “the principal (sum) of the real property” on the basis 

of Arabic ‘agarun “real property” (Lane 2100, col. 3). The final mun in this case would 

indicate the nunation of absolute nouns in Arabic. This term also occurs in P.Yadin 4:14, ina 
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fairly clear context: N?¥ "7 NIIPYNIIPY 95 jnix "7 “that I will convey to you the real 

property (or: the contract), which is (written) above.” Further on, in P.Yadin 4:16 we read: 

XOY OT NJIPY\NIIPY °N7 7191 “and all the costs of the real property (or: the contract), which is 

(written) above.” The final aleph after the nun may be the Aramaic definite article. 

Alternatively, the nun or nun + aleph may indicate the first person plural pronominal suffix. 

The term wx" in the sense of “principal” is attested in P.Yadin 36:9 (Papyrus Starcky), in a 

difficult clause that follows the listing of a specified sum of money that was owed. The 

clause: [[71PYLTUPY wx Py nw “I completed payment covering the principal costs of the 

real property/of the contract” occurs in a broken context, within an inscription from 

Elephatine (TAD D1.17:5 [Cowley 82]). That passage was actually restored on the basis of 

the Nahal Hever papyri. The formulation would be the same in Hebrew. Cf. Lev 5:24: o°wi 

WwRI2 1nx “He shall repay it in its principal amount” (Muffs 1969:5—6). (2) ]7?¥ WRI “the 

principal cost of the contract (or: our contract),” in which case }7?¥ would be derived from 

the Arabic root ‘-g-d “to tie,” and related noun forms meaning “binding agreement, 

contract,” (Lane 2105-6, s.v. ‘aqgdun, and see APPENDIX B for a discussion of the equivalent 

Hebrew term wp). The sense would be that one assumes accountability for the costs 

stipulated in the contract. In effect, this alternative reading would work in all of the passages 

just cited and discussed. In either case, we would have to assume that the forms we have here 

have been Aramaized. Idiomatic xy °7 is an abbreviation of 2°ND xX?y 77 “which is written, 

specified above,” as in P.Yadin 4:12. In the present case, the loan was to cover the “leasing 

fee” of a property, "12x? °7 (at the beginning of line 16). The term "79x (cf. P.Yadin 2:14) 

“rent, leasing fee” represents a noun form of the Arabic verb kara, which in the IV-form 

means “‘to let, hire out” (WKAS 1:159-60, meaning 3), and therefore, perhaps vocalize here: 

-ikr@. Perhaps this is a variant of the form kir@un “leasing” (WKAS 1:162-63). Khan 

(1994:212-14) notes that forms of the verb kara occurred in early Arabic legal texts from 

Egypt but were later replaced by Arabic ajara “to rent,” a cognate of Aramaic -g-r, 

reflecting subsequent Aramaic influence on Arabic legal terminology. In time, the circle 

came full swing. 

The Duration of the Loan and Binding Force of the Document (Lines 16-18) 

The duration of the loan was to be for a period of two years from the date of execution of the 

present document. If the debtor fails to repay it on time, the amount of the loan would be 

subject to interest. This is the meaning of what we read in line 17: Ap on Mey NI7 137 NAW] 

“(the terms of)| this [co]ntract will increase to his debit, (according to) the custom.” The 

form x2" (= rab@) is participial. Such usage of the verb r-b-y “to grow, increase,” in the 

sense of accruing interest, is well attested in the Elephantine legal papyri from the 

Achaemenid period, and usually in conjunction with x7 “principal, capital” with which it 

contrasts (DNWSI 1053, s.v. rby1, Qal, meaning 2; ibid., 1044, s.v. PS, meaning 8; Muffs 

1969:5-6). The syntactic construction: *»y 727 “will increase to my debit,” paralleling the 

syntax of line 17, actually occurs in TAD B4.2:4-6 (Cowley 10). It is significant that the 
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term 7°27 “interest” occurs below in line 19, where it is one of the obligations undertaken 
by Muqimu (see below). In the Elephantine legal papyri, we also find such terms as 270 
“interest” used in conjunction with loans. 

The Obligations of the Debtor According to the Terms of the Loan (Lines 18-20) 
The contract proceeds to delineate the various obligations of the debtor. Since most of line 
20 is missing it is uncertain exactly at which point this delineation ends and the next item of 
business, the declaration of assets and clear title to them by the debtor, begins. The silver had 
been borrowed against “the agreement (or: accounts) of the mdhar of this (same) ?Amat-7Is1” 
(XT °O?RNNAN 1 Ty). The term ty is best taken as Aramaic. It represents a singular construct 
form, with collective force: “treaty, treaty provisions, agreement” (DNWSI 824-25, s.v. ‘dj). 
There is extensive evidence on the usage of this term in Early Aramaic, as in the Sefire 
treaties of eighth-century BCE Syria, where the term "7, cognate with Akkadian adi (CAD A 
1:131-34, s.v. adi A), occurs in the titles of the relevant treaties. It is possible that this is 
actually an Aramaic term introduced in Akkadian since it is first attested in Neo-Assyrian 
(see below in the COMMENTARY on line 28). The term y12w” “mortgage” was explained 
above, in the COMMENTARY on line 6, and it is also restored below, in line 34. To 

summarize: Mugqimu declares that, pursuant to the agreement (or: the accounts) of the mdhar 

of his wife, >Amat-’Isi, all that he owns (12°pm? "nx 77 2D) is mortgaged to the present loan. 

The function of the mohar in the Roman period was discussed in the INTRODUCTION. 

The terms of the present loan mandated an interest penalty for late payment. In some 

contracts of this type, a rescheduling of debt took place. Normally, principal and interest 

would continue until full repayment had been made. In the present case, payments would 

continue as long as >AmatIsi desired. Since she was the debtor’s wife, there is the 

implication that >Amat-Isi might forgive the debt at some future date. The term 37727 

“interest,” from the root r-b-y just discussed above, is a cognate of the Biblical Hebrew 

forms mn, n°277 (Lev 25:36-37; Ezek 18:6, 13, 17; 22:12), all probably cognate with 

Akkadian ribbatu(m) “arrears, outstanding debt,” literally: “increase, accrual” (CAD R 315— 

17; AHw 980; HALAT 597). 

Unencumbered Assets of the Debtor-Husband (Lines 20-34) 

A large part of the contract is taken up by a delineation of the husband’s assets and by 

statements declaring them to be free of all encumbrances. This was to guarantee that if the 

debtor-husband failed to repay the present loan, there were assets of his that could be 

expropriated. As already noted, most of line 20 is missing, but it seems that it contained a 

statement of clearance from claims by any person (only the word for “person,” Wi3X is 

legible), and that everything was executed in the (proper) manner. 

Then, the long list of holdings and rights appears. Since many of these terms occur in 

P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, and in other texts, discussion here will be restricted to terms not 

discussed elsewhere. In line 21 we have the following: (1) the term 774n derives from the 
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Arabic verb hajara “to prevent, prohibit”; hence: “restriction, prohibition” (Lane 516-18, 

s.v. hajrun). That is to say, the listed assets are delcared to be free of any encumbrance. (2) 

#5591 44m “and dates and harvest” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:4, and below, in line 

26). (3) A list of mortgaged properties, meant to be all inclusive (see the COMMENTARY on 

P.Yadin 2:5—7, 12). In line 22: (4) 134iy451 “and repayments” (cf. below, in line 39), a well- 

known term also known at Murabba‘at (Sokoloff DJPA 450; Levy 4:130; DNWSI 943, s.v. 

pr‘n). (5) 7>2 [31 “and complete (rights of) purchase.” This term also connotes “goods, 

possessions,” namely, what has been purchased or acquired, and occurs in the Elephantine 

legal papyri (DNWSI 1017), as well as in later sources (Sokoloff DJPA 497, s.v. 743 

“possession, ownership”; Levy 4:339-40). At this point, there is further listing of those 

properties that were covered by the mortgage. It has been explained how it is typical of 

documents of this type to alternate between legal rights and property descriptions. The 

metaphorical idiom y7D1 98x “roots and branches” has been noted above, in the 

COMMENTARY on lines 7—8. 

Further on in line 22, we have the conventional pair, y3i 32, clearly legible, but of 

uncertain meaning. The text is speaking either of “gardens and springs,” features descriptive 

of the property, or of legal features of the document that are variously “concealed and open.” 

These problems of interpretation are discussed in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:5-8. In 

lines 23-24, after a long break, the list of terms clearly reverts to legal instruments: (1) 150 

“record, document,” and (2) 4pn “valid writ.” The latter, 1p, is conventional in the Nahal 

Hever texts, and is explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:5—8. In contrast, 150 is less 

common. In fact, this is its only occurrence in the Yadin Collection. It is used, however, in 

the Aramaic bill of divorce from Murabba‘at (Mur 19:7—8, 20-21) in the traditional Jewish 

legal formula: ppav v3) PIN 1d “a bill of expulsion and a document of repudiation.” It also 

occurs in XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, line 29 in the designation x°120 2n3, which follows a 

personal name, and means either: “He wrote the documents,” or “writer of the documents,” a 

professional classification (Yardeni 1997:128), in which case, this is merely the alternate of 

450, XD “scribe,” frequently encountered in the Nahal Hever subscriptions. It seems, 

therefore, that the word 1d was going out of style, being replaced by 7ww, so that only 

traditional formulae retained it. In a similar way, it may have continued to be used when 

reference was to the work of scribes, since the title x1p0 “scribe” remained current in 

contemporary Aramaic. In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 150 means “book,” rather specifically 

(Sokoloff DJPA 387). 

West Semitic 1D0 has a long history, going back to Ugaritic, Biblical Hebrew (HALAT 

723-25, s.v. I pd), and Phoenician-Punic (Krahmalkov 2000:347, s.v. SPR I, DNWSI 799— 

801, s.v. spr3, where the sources in Egyptian Aramaic are reviewed). The basic sense of this 

term seems to be “inscription, record,” and it develops specialized connotations along several 

lines, including (1) “letter” and (2) “document, contract, deed,” the meaning applicable here. 

Muffs (1969:188-89, 207-8, [addendum to p. 188], Glossaries, West Semitic terms, s.v. spr 

“deed”) discusses no less than five specific types of deeds mentioned in the Aramaic legal 
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papyri from Achaemenid Egypt: 13x 10 “deed of marriage,” "2 150 “deed of house(-sale),” 
JOD 10 “deed of silver (= loan),” pram 10 “deed of removal, alienation,” and }39D 190 “deed 
of assignment (of a slave).” It was not long until the term ww began to replace D0 as 
evidenced by the Edfu papyrus (cf. TAD C3.28:90-102 [Cowley 81]). In other words, 
Muqimu owns his assets by established right. This is a positive statement, but it is not clear 
whether what follows is positive or negative. One could say that the force of references to 
proclamations, repayments, and deposits is to state that Muqimu is free of such 
encumbrances and that no one has attached any of his properties. Or, one could say that he, 
Muqimu, has issued all of the necessary writs to preserve the properties intact. The terms of 
reference are as follows: (1) 74 x13 and) “and (free of) writs of proclamation pertaining to 
it” (= the property). Or, the force of prepositional 73 may be causative: “by him,” namely, 
Muqimu; hence: “and writs of proclamation by him.” It should be noted, however, that the 
reading 139 is itself uncertain. This type of document figures prominently in P.Yadin 36 
(Papyrus Starcky), a writ of seizure (X17¥) of real property executed in Mahoz ‘Eglatain (for 
an enhanced edition of P.Yadin 36, see Yardeni 2000c:A:265—70 and Yardeni 2001). Starcky 

(1954:168—69) reviews usage of the term x1199 3n> and related forms. Also see DNWSI 534— 

35, s.v. krwz, “proclamation (made by the court that the unpaid creditor has the right to 

seize goods from a defaulting debtor),” and krz, “proclamation,” the form underlying 

determined x173 (kerdzd@) appearing here. P.Yadin 36 states that all of the notifications 

required before property can be seized had been made, and there was no longer anything to 

prevent seizure of such properties for payment of debt. The point here is either that no such 

assignments of any of Mugimu’s properties are outstanding, or that Mugimu has attended to 

any debts owed to him as owner of the property. Note the noun form 1°7x “proclamation,” 

based on the Hiph‘il/Aph‘el stem, 1795x/5 “to announce, declare, notify” employed in 

Talmudic law (see Sokoloff DJPA 268-69; Levy 2:396-98). All verbal forms are 

denominative of 1195 “herald,” (Levy 2:397), a term possibly of Persian origin, from which 

Greek kfjpué “herald” is derived. (2) 7°21?) “deposits.” That is to say that none of Mugimu’s 

properties have been deposited with any other person; that they are under his control and 

available, free and clear (see Sokoloff DJPA 432, s.v. ]17°D; Levy 4:88). (3) js>way 

“penalties.” No penalties have been imposed on any of Muqimu’s assets (see Sokoloff DJPA 

399; Levy 3:672, s.v. wiiy, [singular]). In both instances, one could understand the text to be 

saying that Mugimu had taken action to collect all penalties and deposits. On balance, the 
first reading is preferable: There were no liens against Muqimu’s assets. 

Toward the end of line 24, after two illegible plural nouns, we encounter a list of chattel 

assets of Mugimu that are also pledged to the loan. Some of the commodities are designated 

by familiar terms, such as w3? (= /ebisin) “garments” and wni 7379 “utensils of copper.” In 

line 25, after a further break, we read of “wool” (77¥). Two terms require some comment: 

(1) j#>>w, which probably means “chains, bracelets,” or the like. Sokoloff (DJPA 553-54) 
lists a Jewish Palestinian Aramaic verb, 99w “to chain,” and it is likely that the plural noun 
y>>w is conflated from reduplicative pow>w, cf. feminine n/77w>w “chain” (Sokoloff DJPA 
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555; Levy 4:569). The sense is that of jewelry, as the next term indicates. (2) nyix which is 

Arabic san‘atun “handiwork, craft” [also: sani‘tun] (Lane 1734; DNWSI 971, s.v. sn* “to 

make [a tomb]’”). Such articles were made of silver and gold. 

More than the first half of line 26 is missing, after which we have listed hwm “and oil” 

and m>>y4 sm “and dates and harvest,” terminology known from P.Yadin 7:4, where it has 

been explained in the COMMENTARY. Line 27 begins with two significant legal terms: (1) 

sn2w (determined form) “increase in value, improvements,” well attested in Talmudic 

literature (Levy 4:494-96, s.v. naw [verb], and several related forms). As explained in 

Sokoloff DJPA 534 (citing Kaufman 1974:99), s.v. 2# naw “to increase in value,” is cognate 

with Akkadian samahu, and results from a sound shift of Sawahu to Samahu (cf. GAG §21d). 

(2) na, (determined form) “bone,” namely, “the thing itself, oneself” (cf. usage of Hebrew 

oxy “bone, self’). The combination 77731 Anawi is contrastive: “improvements and essential 

property.” The import of all the foregoing is that Muqimu exercises complete ownership. 

This notion is further amplified, after a break in which only one word (7371 “and he/it is 

sufficient, able”) is legible, by referring, in line 28, to additional rights enjoyed by the owner. 

These include 1pnw “partnership,” a term explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:9 

(and which also occurs in P.Yadin 2:7; 3:7, 30; and XHev/Se 32+4Q347, line 6). This means 

that the owner may enter into partnership arrangements with his assets. 

The term Ban is to be associated with the set of meanings of Akkadian rdmu (riamu) “to 

grant as an estate” (CAD R 146-47, s.v. radmu B). It would represent a masculine form of 

Aramaic nam “gift” in the Elephantine legal papyri (Muffs 1969:133 nn. 3, 5; 202; DN WSI 

1069, s.v. rhm;) Lane (1056, col. 3) lists an Arabic feminine noun form rahmatun “orft, 

commision,” as “the gift of prophecy.” The doubling of final mem expresses the Arabic 

shadda (GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.IIL.d.ii1). The term 

bb4n “pledge” derives from the verb h-b-/, expressed in Hebrew by the simple stem “to take 

as pledge” (Exod 22:25; Deut 24:6, 17; Amos 2:8). Once again, the doubling of the final 

lamed expresses the Arabic shadda. The strange form boyy, if it is not an error, recalls the 

term (7)¥y “crop yield, harvest,” literally, “what comes in,” from the root ‘-/-/ “to enter” 

(see above, line 21, and P.Yadin 6:5; 7:4). In the present context we would expect a term 

synonymous with “pledge”; hence: “collateral, security,” something brought in, or left in 

place of a loan. The sense would be that Muqimu retains all of the rights of ownership over 

the properties he has mortgaged to ?Amat~Isi’s dowry, and that he may enter into 

partnership, etc. The point is that his property can be used to secure the dowry, thereby 

allowing him to borrow against it. 

The remaining three words in line 28 and the restored first word in line 29: yom, PyN, 

“t¥1, and [in] all occur in the same sequence in P.Yadin 2:10-13 (also see the 

COMMENTARY on line 18, above), and recur just below, in lines 32-33. This list serves to 

include all possible claims against Mugimu’s ownership. In line 33, we encounter a merism 

meant to cover all of Mugimu’s assets: “pertaining to it on the face of the earth and under the 

heavens.” Cf. Jer 10:11: 5X xmw NINN Ww XVIND 1793x” “May they perish from the earth, and 
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from under these heavens” (see DNWSI 1160-61 for occurrences in earlier Aramaic). 
At the end of line 33, and continuing into line 34 we have a specification of the entire sum 

of the mortgage (7127), namely, 300 sela‘s, for which amount Muqimu and his guarantor, 
‘Abad-‘Amanu\‘Amiyu are “trustworthy” (}?22°77; and see for this later form Sokoloff DJPA 
294, s.v. ya"; Levy 1:465, s.v. pan, yan [= yan], and xn3n7). 

Statement of Joint Accountability by Debtor and Guarantor (Lines 35-38) 
A plausible restoration at the beginning of line 35 sets up parallel statements for debtor and 
guarantor, and we have a repetition of the same commitment stipulated above, in the UPPER 
VERSION, lines 6-8. There is joint liability for the total sum of the loan, and all assets are, we 

are told once again, pledged to this debt. 

The key words in line 38 are pow and Ap (Arabic tarig, “road, manner”; Lane 1848, 
col. 3; fem. tarigatun, ibid. 1849, col. 1). The sense is that the present document was 
prepared in the proper “manner.” The active verbal form nprv “and she put together, 
prepared” (3fs. perfect) occurs below, in line 47. It is interesting that certain forms of the 

Arabic verb taraga have the connotation of “sewing,” as one sews one’s sole of a shoe upon 

another or a piece of cloth together. This nuance conveys the sense of “pressing down” 

endemic to the verb taraqa. Hence, this same verb is particularly appropriate for describing 

how double deeds written on papyrus or leather were sewn together. Also see P.Yadin 2:36: 

7231 Np??n> “according to the customary (manner) of purchases.” The form 7p°9n is widely 

employed in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions (Healey 1993:72 on H 1:3), and in Arabic as 

haliqatun “normal mode, manner” (Lane 801), namely, the way things were created; their 

natural constitution (see above in the COMMENTARY on lines 2—6 and on P.Yadin 2:12 and 

46:16). 

Additional Provisions and Dues under the Contract (Lines 39-45) 

After a long break in line 39, where only the last word in a lost formula may be restored as 

n¥[n] “three” (or: “a third”), we encounter a conditional clause that is difficult to interpret. 

As noted in the INTRODUCTION, the force of this clause possibly pertains to a demand by 

>Amat~Isi for full payment in advance of the two-year period of the loan. It would relate 

back to the provision in lines 16—18 for extension of the loan. Assuming this to be the case, 

we had best explore the possibilities of interpretation in detail. The clause reads: 9y nwn? qm 

xaioow non yids °7 9193p nny which has been provisionally translated: “And if her/its 
payment is required (or: desired) in advance, repayment shall be made (in the amount of) 

one-third of the assets.” The final he’? of the word 731975 represents either the feminine 

suffix, “her” repayment, namely, that due >Amat-7Isi, or it refers to the loan, namely, “its” 

repayment. The unusual syntax: 7319792 ?y nwn? is what suggests an elliptical interpretation, 

with stative, or passive force, literally: “and if it is required on the matter of her/its 

repayment.” The Aramaic verb h-5-h “to need, require, desire” (Dan 3:16; Ezra 6:9; 7:20), is 

cognate with Akkadian hasahu (CAD H 134-37). As for the form 7727? it would seem to 
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have adverbial force. There are two lines of interpretation, either of which would make sense 

and would ultimately yield a similar meaning: (1) “in full, in an equivalent amount or 

manner.” Cf. Aramaic 92p> “facing, in a manner equal to, in accordance with,” as in ]723?? 

“in accordance with this” (DNWSI 981-82, s.v. qbl;, meaning 5). In cuneiform documents 

we find the cognate form gab/itu in similar legal clauses, which may connote an “equivalent 

share.” Thus, in a statement wherein the verb hasahu actually occurs we read: “If one of the 

brothers desires (ha-se-eh) to buy it, he shall pay up the comparable (price) of the other’s 

(share); he may match the other’s offer (gablit Sanim umallay’ (CAD H 135, s.v. hasahu, 

meaning 2). (2) “before, in advance.” This is one of the meanings listed for the Arabic verb 

gabala “to face” and the noun form qabla “before,” extended to a temporal meaning (Lane 

Supplement 2983). Forms of this Arabic verb connote the future: what we face or what faces 

us! The latter meaning is more appropriate, but the force of the statement would be, in any 

case, that full payment was expected in advance. 

To summarize: Provision is made for advance repayment of the loan. Just as the extension 

of the loan meant additional payments, of interest and the like, one would logically expect 

that advance payment should benefit the debtor in some way. It is therefore proposed that the 

apodosis stipulates a reduction or discount in the amount that Mugqimu and his guarantor 

would repay if they paid in advance. Now, the contract repeatedly states that the total 

indebtedness borne by Muqimu amounted to 300 sela‘s, and that this obligation remains in 

force (see the INTRODUCTION). Of this, he has now withdrawn one-half, namely, 150 sela‘s. 

If this reading of lines 39-40 is correct, Muqimu would only have to pay one-third of the 

total amount of his overall indebtedness, namely, 100 sela‘s, instead of 150, if >Amat-?Isi 

demanded full repayment in advance. The noun x31v?v would represent a determined 

singular (= silt6n@), meaning “assets, possessions, property.” These meanings fall within the 

semantic range of the Aramaic verb §-/-t, and also of Arabic sultanun “power, authority” 

(Lane 1405, col. 3). The form n?n may be taken as a fraction (= silt or tult, written 

defectively), rather than as a cardinal number. 

The provision for advance payment, if that is what is meant, is followed in turn by another 

statement, incomplete as preserved (in the continuation of line 40), whose meaning is clear, 

in itself, but since the section that immediately follows is illegible, we are left wondering 

about its applicability. It reads: ppam) XIN °F APH x77 251, which we translate: “And all 

return and expenditure that may accrue and be expended.” Aramaic p51 “outgo, 

expenditure” is well attested (Ezra 6:4, 8; DNWSI 743, s.v. npqh, with occurrences in 

Achaemenid Aramaic; Sokoloff DJPA 358). An Arabic cognate of Aramaic 15] 

“expenditure” is attested in the papyri from Hirbet el-Mird, located southwest of Qumran, 

between Qumran and Mar-Saba in the Judean Desert, and which date from the early Islamic 

period. Thus in APHM 18:6—7 (Grohmann 1963:16), we read in an official reply to a petition 

that a certain husband had expropriated his wife’s property and her nafaqatun “maintenance, 

expenditure allowance” (Lane Supplement 2036, col. 3; and cf. APHM 24:5; Grohmann 

1963:26). The form x17 may be a neologism from the root d-w-r “to revolve, turn”; hence: 
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“return, income.” Allowing for some drift between middle and final weak verbs, the reflex 

form X170N would represent an Ithpe‘el form: “will revolve, return.” Sokoloff (DJPA 156, 

S.v. "17) cites a passage from Gen. Rab. 79:6: ppp prs py, which may be rendered, 
“and they bring back (Pa‘el) and take out (Aph‘el)” (ed. Theodor-Albeck, 943). With both of 

the same verbs attested in that passage, it would seem to support the interpretation first 

suggested here, namely, that all expenses and income would be prorated in the event ?Amat- 

>Isi demanded repayment of the loan in advance, or in some other situation. Alternatively, 

53) X17 may be synonymous, if we take x44 from the verb 777 “to scatter” (Sokoloff DJPA 

156) since idiomatically one who spends money is said to “scatter” it. 

Further Provisions (Lines 42—45) 

In line 42 we have: 95 992 (written separatim), “in everything,” whereas in line 9 of the 
UPPER VERSION, it was written junctim and reduplicative. After the large gap in line 43 we 

read: 7°9nx) which may be the final word in a clause, based on comparison with P.Yadin 

2:16, where a reference to heirs concludes with the words "A1NnX 7” “after him.” Here, the 

sense would perhaps be: “and her descendants” (cf. in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions, 7wD1? 

mani AT21vA79 “for herself and her offspring after her,’ oOF7nN1 On72 onwDI? “for 
themselves and their offspring after them” [Healey 1993:116-17 on H 8:2; ibid, 254 

Glossary, s.v. hr; Yardeni 2000c:B:187 Concordance]). A less likely alternative would be to 

take the word 7°7nx) as a variant form of ’x1Nnx, which would then be the latter part of the 

usual formula “accountable and responsible,” in which case it would have been preceded by 

a form of the verb <-r-b “to be accountable, to guarantee” (the order of these verbs in the 

documents is usually reversed: 2991 °X7NX). 

In lines 43-44 we have a provision to the effect that anyone who may in the future 

possess this contract would be empowered to seize any holdings of the debtor, or debtors, in 

default of payment. Similar statements occur in P.Yadin 2:16, 41; 3:19, 47, but the present 

formulation is the most complete and facilitates the interpretation of this provision, wherein 

the enigmatic phrase 772” 7 occurs. We have tentatively translated it: “by (right of) seizure, 

possession,” taking 7°27 as a noun with mem preformative, derived from the Arabic verb 

lama’a “to get possession of, take away” (Lane 2671-72). Cf. the similar, though not 

identical Arabic form malmi?atun “a place in which a thing is taken.” This would represent 

yet another instance of legalistic redundancy whereby an Arabic usage served to restate what 

was said in Aramaic (we would expect, however, a waw or an aleph rather than the yod). 

Finally, in line 45, there is the restriction clause already encountered in line 10 of the UPPER 

VERSION, which is explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:17. 

AN APPENDED DOCUMENT: 

The Wife’s Consent, with the Right of Foreclosure (Lines 46-52) 

A brief contract has been appended to the main document. Its significance has been 

explained in the INTRODUCTION. It affirms >Amai~Isi’s consent to the loan made to her 
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husband. Here comment will be restricted to some details of interpretation. We read that 

without any exemptions, ?AmatIsi “has prepared” this document (the 3fs. perfect np ty, 

explained above, in the COMMENTARY on line 38). The full amount of 300 sela‘s is again 

stipulated, and although the text is broken, when it resumes, it records the amount of the 

present loan as being 150 sela‘s. In line 50 the preposition 07°7y probably means “to their 

debit; owed by them,” by the husband and his guarantor (see the COMMENTARY on line 17, 

above). If the two men fail to repay the debt, “you (= ?Amat~Is1) are ‘alive and trustworthy’ 

(aaa) XM)” to collect it. In line 34, above, we read that the debtor and guarantor were 

trustworthy and would repay the loan. Perhaps with some poignancy, we read here that 

>Amat~Isi can be relied on to foreclose if the debtors defaulted! 

Principals and Witnesses (Lines 53-59; VERSO, Lines 60—66) 

Both the debtor and the guarantor sign on their own behalf. The construction NwD3 7¥ occurs 

in any number of legal documents from Nahal Hever and elsewhere. The names of the two 

are followed by those of five witnesses, including the scribe (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

FORMAL FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING). 
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P.Yadin 2 and 3 (= 5/6Hev 2 and 3): TWO SALE 

CONTRACTS IN NABATEAN-ARAMAIC 

P.Yadin 2: Plates: 21—22 3 Kislev, Year 28 of Rab’el II 

P.Yadin 3: Plates: 23-24 2 Tebet, Year 28 of Rab’el II 

INTRODUCTION 

It is best to introduce P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3 jointly before presenting the two texts 

independently and commenting on each of them. Taken together, they represent two sale 

contracts that are for the most part identical in form and content. Their comparison 

commands our attention, in the first instance, because they both record the purchase of the 

same type of property, a date palm plantation, with the result that the same, standard 

documentary model was utilized in both instances (see below). Even more compelling is the 

inevitable conclusion that both transactions pertain to the same essential parcel of property, 

owned by the same person, who presumably sold the property to two different purchasers 

within a period of a month, less a day. As a consequence, P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3 are 

largely repetitive of each other in their physical descriptions and specifications. There are, 

indeed, several differences between the two contracts, and these will be discussed as we 

proceed. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the same scribe prepared both documents. 

To understand the problem of defining the precise relationship between P.Yadin 2 and 

P.Yadin 3 it would be best to review their respective contents in detail. P.Yadin 2 records 

that on the third of Kislev, year twenty-eight of Rab’el II (97/98 CE), a Nabatean otpatnyos 

“commander” named Archelaus, son of ‘Abad-‘Amanu (or: ‘Abad-‘Amiyu), purchased a 

date palm plantation from a Nabatean woman named ?Abi-‘adan, daughter of ?Aptah, son of 

Manigares. The plantation, located in Galgala’ which is in Mahoz ‘Eglatain, was purchased 

for 112 sela‘s. For its part, P.Yadin 3 records that another person, a Jew named Shim‘on, 

apparently Babatha?’s father, purchased from the same Nabatean woman, ?Abi-‘adan, 

daughter of >Aptah, son of Manigares, a plantation in Galgala which is in Mahoz ‘Eglatain, 

on the second of Tebet of the same year, year twenty-eight of Rabel II, for 168 sela‘s. The 

two transactions are thus separated in time by only one month, less a day. 

Of the six Nabatean papyri in the Yadin Collection, P.Yadin 1, 2, and 3 are explicitly 

dated to the reign of Rab’el II, whereas P.Yadin 6 and 9 are dated to 119 CE and 122 CE, 

respectively, subsequent to the Roman annexation of the Nabatean kingdom in the year 106 

CE. In P.Yadin 4:10—11, there is mention of the twenty-eighth year of “our lord” (1x79), 

undoubtedly a reference to Rab’el II, although the month and precise date are missing (see 

the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 4:11). 

The question has been discussed at length as to whether Rab’el II’s titulary celebrates an 

historical event, when he actually delivered his people from an enemy or other disaster. Graf 

(1978:6) reports the findings of both Winnett and Oxtoby, that a revolt broke out in Rab’el’s 

ascension year, 70/71 CE, instigated by a certain Damasi, in which the Safaitic tribes of 
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Muharib, Masikat and Daif participated. Damasi was heir apparent to the office of governor 

of Mada‘in Salih (Hegra), in the southernmost part of the Nabatean kingdom, but he had 

been denied that post by Rab’el II and consequently rebelled. For delivering his people from 

that threat, Rab’el II may have been accorded the title of preserver of his people. Meshorer 

(1975:75—76) notes that the title x22” “the King” was added to the Nabatean coinage in 

75/76 CE after Rab’el’s mother, Shuqailat, who had enjoyed considerable power, died and 

Rab’el ruled alone. It is at that same time, or possibly later, that the appellation “who has 

brought life and deliverance to his people” also begins to appear on the coins. Negev (1963) 

gives a different historical justification for the title, seeing in it a reflection of Nabatean 

expansion in the Negev, an explanation that Meshorer questions. In his view, the Nabatean 

kingdom was actually in a state of decline after 76 CE. 

The conclusion that both P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3 actually record sequential transactions 

pertaining to the same parcel rests on the fact that the abutters on all four sides of the 

plantation are almost identical in both contracts. On three sides, they are virtually identical: 

to the east: the road; to the south: the plantation (8733) of Rab’el (in P.Yadin 3: the land [YX] 

of Rab’el); to the north: the swamp. To the west, P.Yadin 2 mentions only the houses of a 

certain Taha’, daughter of ‘Abad-Haretat, whereas P.Yadin 3 first mentions the houses of a 

certain Hunainu, son of Tayim-Ilahi, followed by those of Taha’, daughter of ‘Abad-Haretat. 

The addition of the houses of Hunainu to the western abutter in P.Yadin 3 is the only 

significant difference in the delineation of any of the four boundaries. Conceivably, this 

might indicate that the parcel being sold in the second deed (P.Yadin 3) encompassed an 

additional area on its western side, which may possibly explain the rise in the price now paid 

for the parcel. However, such a difference hardly allows us to conclude that two different 

parcels are involved in P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, respectively. At the most, two different 

parcels of land can share two abutters, and then only in opposite directions, but not three or 

four abutters, in all directions. 

We are left, therefore, with a difficult question: If the earlier sale fell through subsequent 

to the signing of P.Yadin 2, why was the papyrus not marked, or defaced in some way to 

indicate that it was invalid and could not be used? An actual instance of this practice is 

provided by XHev/Se 69, a canceled Jewish marriage contract, written in Greek and dated 

130 CE (Cotton 1997a:250). After the dissolution of the marriage by death or divorce, that 

papyrus was marked by “pen strokes crossing diagonally, as well as over the signatures on 

the back.” No such markings appear on P.Yadin 2. There is also the consideration that 

invalid documents were often discarded. Why attempt to preserve them? 

There is yet more to be learned from further examination of the precise differences 

between P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3. Though the specific hours and days of irrigation are often 

detailed, as they are in P.Yadin 3, the absence of such detail from P.Yadin 2 is not all that 

significant. The most important difference is the reference to the enigmatic “this (same) son 

of LTY” (737 °n? 13), whose otherwise unattested name appears out of the blue in P.Yadin 

3:44, near the end of the document and which may be reliably restored in P.Yadin 3:16. No 
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third person is involved in the transaction of P.Yadin 2, only the vendor and the purchaser. 

As will be suggested in the COMMENTARY (P.Yadin 3:16—-18/42-45), it is quite possible that 

someone surfaced during the intervening month who had a prior lien against >Abi-‘adan’s 
property, or to whom ?Abi-‘adan was otherwise indebted, and blocked the earlier sale. This 

person may have been “the son of LTY” himself. For whatever reason, >Abi-‘adan needed a 

guarantor the second time around, and this may have been the role of the son of LTY. It is 

also important to bear in mind that in the Nabatean kingdom land sales were not strictly a 

private affair, but required title registration in the form of a new 0X “binding agreement, 

order,” to be issued when the new owner assumed responsibility for the royal tax. This 

conclusion is based on Hannah Cotton’s incisive hypothesis on the larger question of land 

tenure (Cotton 1997b), which seems most probable (see the COMMENTARY on P. Yadin 2:13— 

14). The first sale may have fallen through before such registration took place. 

Although we cannot be certain of the reasons for the involvement of “the son of LTY” in 

the second contract, it is clear from the legal formulation that at least two persons, ?Abi-‘adan 

and the son of LTY, ultimately assume the obligations and guarantees incumbent upon the 

vendor, ?Abi-‘adan, who was alone accountable in P.Yadin 2. The fact of a joint guarantee is 

established by a series of first person plural forms (see P.Yadin 3, UPPER VERSION, lines 16— 

18, LOWER VERSION, lines 43-45), where P.Yadin 2 had only first person singular forms. 

For instance, P.Yadin 3 has: “We shall not alter,” instead of: “J will not alter” in P.Yadin 2. 

There is also the fact that P.Yadin 3:16/43 mentions the inclusion in the contract of a 

“condition, encumbrance,” or of a “gift,” depending on how we understand the ambiguous 

term Xin” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 3:16/43), and this comes immediately before 

mention of the name of the son of LTY. Finally, it is undoubtedly this same guarantor who 

signed the document beneath the name of the vendor, ?Abi-‘adan, in line 50 as: 73 oL ] 

nn?. As a guarantor, he would have been required to sign the deed. Unfortunately, we do not 

know his first name. It is also possible that he signed for >Abi-‘adan, who was illiterate. In 

this case, the word 2n> would have preceded his name as has been tentatively restored. See 

below, the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES. 

The question as to why P.Yadin 2 would have been retained without defacement once the 

sale it records fell through cannot be answered definitively. Even so, it is a matter of 

judgment as to how much importance one attaches to this anomaly when it is weighed 

against the nearly identical descriptions of the parcels in both contracts. We have noted two 

variables: (a) a possible extension of the western limit of the parcel, which might account for 

the rise in price, and (b) the involvement in P.Yadin 3 of a third person, most probably as a 

guarantor. Neither difference provides a satisfactory answer to the question as to why the 

earlier deed of sale to the otpatnyés had not been invalidated, or discarded. 

Before moving on to the presentation of P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, it is worth mentioning 

that Ada Yardeni (2000c:A:290—92) has recently published a Nabatean double document of 

sale, listed as XHev/Se 2 nab (= Rockefeller 662), and provisionally dated ca. 100 CE. That 

document represents exactly the same form of legal contract as P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3. It 
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exhibits only a very few minor variations in formulation, fewer than are observable between 

P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, or, at points, even between the UPPER and LOWER VERSIONS of 

each of the same! It records the sale of a parcel of real estate in Mahoz ‘Eglatain to a 

Nabatean named Sa‘ad~Tlahi by a woman named SLWM (= Salome(?)), who, if Menahem is 

indeed her father’s name, was Jewish. The UPPER VERSION is mostly missing, and the end of 

it is worn, but large parts of the LOWER VERSION have survived, and some gaps in it may be 

restored on the basis of P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3. Although XHev/Se 2 nab is the beneficiary 

of P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, and not the reverse, the former adds to our understanding of the 

latter in a larger sense: It suggests that a standard model of sale documents in Nabatean- 

Aramaic was used in the Dead Sea area during the last years of the Nabatean kingdom. The 

discovery of further documents in Nabatean-Aramaic, and the future decipherment of any 

extant documents, may serve to strengthen this observation. 
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P.YADIN 2: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 2. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: Nabatean. 

Kind of Document: Double deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and tied, packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, 

mainly at the folds. Holes caused by insects. 

Maximal Measurements: 32.5 cm x 17.1 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to script. 

Description of Damage: The upper edge is almost intact and the upper text is very well preserved except for minor 

damage at the folds. The lower part is mainly damaged at the folds and at the right margin and several lines are 
severely damaged. The bottom of the papyrus sheet is torn away with part of the last line. 

Joins: No joins visible. 

Direction of Folds: Top to bottom. 

Height of upper fold: Ca. 1 cm. 

Height of largest fold: 2 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 49. 

Upper text: Total: 17 = verso: 5 (upside-down, opposite the top of the recto); recto: 12. 

Lower text: 25 

Signatures: 7 on the verso (including the scribe). 

Height of text: 

Upper text: Verso: Ca. 2.3 cm; recto: Ca. 5.4 cm. 

Lower text: Ca. 26 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Upper text: Verso: 15.5 cm; recto: 15.3 cm. 

Lower text: 14.7 cm. 

Height of space between upper and lower texts (including the ascender of /amed): Ca. 2 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: No margin left (on purpose). 

Lower margin: Missing. 

Right margin: Upper text: Verso: 1.4 cm; recto: 1.5 cm. Lower text: 2 cm. 

Direction of signatures: Verso: Perpendicular to the text on the recto, starting opposite the beginning of the lower text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: Only four are partly legible, all in Nabatean script. The other three have only 

illegible remains of letters (lines 43, 45, 46). Comparing the list of signatures to the lists in other documentary texts 

from the Judean Desert where the main party of the deed was illiterate and another person signed in his/her name, we 

may assume that the second signature here, as well as in P.Yadin 3, belongs to a person who signed for the main 

party ?Abi-‘adan, who presumably was illiterate), even though the word 7/x71 does not follow the second signature, 

as expected, either here or in P.Yadin 3. Perhaps the word 1n> (“he wrote”) preceded the signature, indicating the 

relationship between the two first signatures. 

Scribe: 1miy 17 1119 (signed in line 49, verso). 

Upper text: Cursive. 
Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.15 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.15—0.2 cm. 

Lower text: Formal, written with a skilled hand. 

Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.4-0.5 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5—0.8 cm. 
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P.Yadin 2 AND 3: TWO SALE CONTRACTS 

P.YADIN 2: TRANSLATION 
UPPER VERSION 

VERSO 
1 On the third of [K]islev, year t]wen]ty and eight of Rab’el the King, King of the Nabateans—who has 

brought life and deliverance to his people—and during the lifetime of <Obodat, son of Rab’el the King, 
King of the Nabateans—who has brought life and deliverance to his people— 

and of Gamilat and [Ha]gru, his sisters, Quee[ns] of the Nabateans, [children of] Maniku (= Maliku) the 
King, King of the Nabateans, son of Haretat, King of the [Naba]taeans—lover of his people—in Mahoz 

‘Eglatain: On that day (he) purchased, (namely) Archelaus, son of ‘Abad-‘Amanu\‘Abad-‘Amiyu 

ees: [ ].., the com[man]der, fr[om me, I, >Abi]-‘adan, daughter of >Aptah, son of Manigares, a [plantation 

of djate palm[s which is in Gal]gala’, which is in Mahoz ‘Egla[tai]n, including [irrigation ditches and 

assigned] watering periods, as is 

proper. (It is stipulated) that ...[ Ar]chelaus, from HNH BHDRYT .... And these are its boundaries: To 

the east: the road; and to the west: the houses of Taha’, daughter of ‘Abad-Haretat; and to the south: the 

land of [ou]r lor[d], Rab’el the King, King of 

the Nabateans—who has brought [li]fe and deliverance to his people; [and to] the north: the swamp. That 

plantation, in its entirety, within all its boundaries, and all that belongs to this (same) ?Abi-‘adan within 

it, by entitlement and jurisdiction, according to boundary and share, and valid document, 

RECTO 
6 

and firm register, [and apportionm]ent and boundary; including garden and spring, and ... and as above 

(or: concealed and open (document), and ... and public); and date pa<l>ms and sycamores, and all types 

of trees, and wood, wet and dry, and arid land such as there is in it, and assigned watering periods, 

and water, and [...] ...[ and part]nership and estate rights and ... and courtyards inside it in every p[la]ce, 

and everything (whatsoever), small or la[rg]e, as is pr[op]er for him 

regarding [these] purchas[es; sunny (areas) and where shade] falls—this (same) A[rchelaus] has purchased 

with silver, (in the amount of) sela‘s one hundred twelve, precisely (or: split/half). This, the entire price 

of these purchases, has been re[ceiv]ed by [me], I, 

[this (same)] ?Abi-‘adan, [the fixed sale prilce in funds. (These are) [...]... at full value, mature and 

beyond release forever. (The right) to buy and to se//, and to pledge and to bequeath, and to grant as gift, 

and to do with these purchases all that he wishes, 

(accrues to) thi[s (same)] Archelaus, [from the da]y on which [this deed Jis written[ and foreve]r. That 

(this transaction) not (be subject to) lawsuit, con[te]st, oa[th].... And (further) that I, this (same) ?Abi- 

‘adan, will clear these purchases from anyone 

at all, distant or [nea]r, and I will free (them up to) you, you, this (same) Archelaus, to you and to your 

sons after you forever. And, as well, you, this (same) Archelaus, are clean and ... from me, I, this (same) 

?Abi-Sadan, from 

all that I may claim, or that may be claimed in my name regarding these purchases..., concerning houses 

and courtyards, and (with respect to) clearance and specification, and agreements and oath, that may still 

be claimed regarding ... and .... And (there is) agreement regarding exchange rates and profits 

...[...]... regarding purchases and clearances, as is customary [for purchases] and clearances, as is written, 
for[ever]. And accordingly, this (same) ?Abi-‘adan has [ap]portioned, what is ow[ed from this plantation, 

]the portion of 
our lord, the leasing (tax) for a year, as well, in it(s amount of) ten se’ah’s, until such time as there will be 

a new binding agreement and this plantation will be registered as the parcel of this (same) Archelaus. 

And if I, this (same) ?Abi-‘adan, will ..., or will deviate from this (agreement) 
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P.Yadin 2 AND 3: TWO SALE CONTRACTS 

[with]ou[t authority] then I shall owe to you, you, [this] (same) Archelaus, the entire price of these 
purchases, and for all and everything that I may claim, or that may be clai[med] in my name against you 
regarding them. And, as well, to our lord, Rab?el the King. And (concerning) claims 

that are without authorization (or: ''*!deceptive actions !"“lare not permitted). And empowered and clean 
and ... is this (same) Archelaus, and his sons after him, or anyone else who may be in possession of 
[thi]s de[ed] by rilght of possess]ion, regarding these purchases, as (provided) in it, forever. 

And none may impose conditions on anything (to which) the witnesses have affixed their signatures (or: 
And none has delayed anything (to which) the witnesses have affixed their signatures\set their 
conditions). 

OWER VERSION 

[On] the third of Kisle[v], year twen[ty] and eight of [Rabel the King, Kin[g] of the Nabateans—who has 
brought life and deliverance to his people—and during 

[the lifetime of ‘Obod]at, [son of Rab’e]l the [K]i[n]g, [K]in[g of the Nabateans—who has brought life and 

deliverance to his people—and of GamlJil[at and Hagru, his sisters, Qu]e[fens of the] 

[Nabatae]ans, children of Manik[u the King, King of the Nabateans, son of Haretat, King of the 

Nabateans—lover of his people—in Mahoz ‘Eglatain. On] that [day] he purchased, 

(namely) [Arche]laus, son of ‘A[bad]--Amanu\‘A[bad]-‘Amiyu ...[...]... the commander, from me, I, 

>Abi-‘adan, daughter of ?Aptah, son of Manigares, 

[a plantatlion of date [pa]lms [...]...[...]...[which is in Gal]l[g]al[a which is in Mahoz ‘Eg]lat[ain, 

including irrigatjion ditches[ and assigned watering periods, as is proper. (It is stipulated) that ... 
Arche]laus 

from HNH BHDRYT? ...[.... And thes]e [are its boundaries: To the east: the road; and to the west: the 

houses of Taha?, daughter of ‘A ]bad-Haretat; 

[and] to [the south: the lan]d of our lord, [Rab’e]l [the K]i[ng, K]ing of the Nabateans—[who has brought 

lijfe and deliver[ance to] his [people]; [and to the] no[rth: the swamp]. That [plan]tation 
[in its entirety, within all its boun]daries, and all that belongs to this (same) ?Abi-‘adan [with]in it, by 

entitlement and jurisdiction, according to boundary and share, and valid deed and firm register and share 

[and borde]rs, and garden and spring, and ... and as above (or: concealed and open (document), and ... 

and public); and date palms and syca[mores, and alll types of [tr]ees, and wood, wet [and d]r[y], and arid 

land 

[such as there is in it, and assigned watering periods, and water, and ... and partnership and estate rights, 

and ...]...and courtyards 
[... Jinside it in every place, and everything (whatsoever), s[ma]ll or l[arg]e, as is proper for him regarding 

these purchases, sunny (areas) and where shade falls 

he purchased, this (same) Archelaus, with silver, sela‘s one hundred and t[e]n [and] two (= 12), precisely 

(or: split/half). And this silver, the entire price of these [pur]chases 

[has been received] by me, I,[ this (same) ?Abi-‘adan, for the] fixed[ sale price Jin funds. (These are) ...[... 

at full vjalue, [m]atu[re and be]yond release for[ev]er. (The right) to [bu]y [and] to sell, 

[and to pledge and] to [bequeath, and to grant as gif]t,[ and to do with these purchases all that he wishes 
(accrues) to this (same) Archelaus, fro]m [the da]y [on which °"this °"deed is written] 

[and forever. That (this transaction) not (be subject to) lawsuit, contest, nor oath ... and (further) th{at I 
will clea]r, I, this (same) >Abi-‘adan, these purchases from any person 

[whomsoever, di]stant or near, and I will free them up to you, you, [this (same)] Archelaus, [to y]ou and to 
your sons after you[ forevjer. And as well, clean 

[and ...]... are you, [this (same)] Archela[us, from me, I,] this (same) ?Abi-‘adan [from al]l that I may 

[claim, or that may be claimed in my name against you] regarding these purchases 
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from [houses and courtyards, and (with respect to) clearan|ce[ and specificatio]n, [and ... and oath, that 

may still be claimed regarding ...]... [and ...].... [And (there is) agreemen]t [regarding exchange rate]s 

[and profit]s 

...[...]...[...]... (regarding) purchases and clearances, according to the customary (manner of) purchases 

and clearances as 

[is wri]tten, forever. Accordingly, this (same) ?Abi-‘adan has apportioned what is owed from [this] 

planta[tion, the share of] our lord, the leasing (tax) for a year, as well, in it(s amount of) se’ah’s, ten, 

[until (such time) as there will ble a new binding agreement (and) this plantation will be regist[ered] as 

part of the parcel of this (same) Archelaus.[ And if I, ]this (same) >Abi-‘adan will ...[...] or will alter 

from 

[this (binding agreement) without authority, I shall owe to yo]u,| you, this (same) Archelaus the enti]re 

[price of these purchases, and for all and everything that I may claim, or that may be claimed in my 

name] 

against you regarding them. [And Jto our lo[r]d, [Rab’e]l the [King, as well]l. [And (concerning) cla]i[m]s 

(that) are without authorization (or: dece]p[tive (action)]s are not permitted). [And empowered and] 

clean and ... is this (same) Archelaus 

and his sons after him, or anyone else who may be in poss[ession] of this deed [by right of possess ]ion 

[regarding] these purchases, as (provided) in it forever. And none 

may impose conditions on anything (to which) the witnesses have affixed their signatures. (or: And none 

has delayed anything (to which) the witnesses have affixed their signatures\set their conditions). 

VERSO VERSO 

[ ] 43 3 PAbi-cadan, on her own behalf; ] 

IPT AD coef Jocee 44 2 ... (= wrote?)[...]..., son of Zaidu 

igen aes odie titers 
[ Joccecesll ly 46 47 1... wrlitten in his own hand. 
span} 147 48 __[...}>Mahi, writ[ten in his own hand]. 

” cAzufr, son of ‘A]watu, [the] scri[be; 
[aPans ASR ]7y 48 Gand) hewrotelseucdl is M[anee NID Ii[y 1a Ary 49 
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P.Yadin 2 AND 3: TWO SALE CONTRACTS 

P.YADIN 2: EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

P.Yadin 2 is a double document, whose two versions, the UPPER and the LOWER, can be 

interfaced. Furthermore, such interfacing may be extended to both versions of P.Yadin 3, 

with very few exceptions. As a result, most of the indicated restorations in these Nabatean 

texts are inner-comparative, and as a consequence, have a high degree of reliability. There 

are, however, limits to this process. The text could not be restored where the same words or 

clauses are damaged in the parallel versions. As an example, in P.Yadin 2:3/21, some details 

concerning the purchaser might have been restored on the basis of the surviving letters in the 

UPPER and LOWER VERSIONS, which seem to complete each other, but the text is too 

damaged. Similarly, in P.Yadin 2:4/23, remains of seven letters, comprising one or two 

words, conclude the clause that begins in line 4 with the relative ‘1 immediately preceding 

the delineation of the boundaries, but a sound and complete restoration of this clause, which 

apparently concerns the past ownership of the property, would require information presently 

unavailable. There are also some differences in formulation, even between the UPPER and 

LOWER VERSIONS of P.Yadin 2. As an example, the damaged text in P.Yadin 2:22 of the 

LOWER VERSION includes some details concerning the plantation absent from the 

corresponding line 3 of the UPPER VERSION. As a general observation, it should be noted that 

different letters are formed in a similar fashion. As examples, beth, medial kaph, medial nun, 

and occasionally medial pe’ look alike. The same is true of gimel and het, daleth and resh, 

waw and zayin, medial mem and samekh, and there are also many ligatures, all of which 

often obscure the actual forms of the letters. 

Lines 3/21—22: The well-known Greek title otpatnyés “commander” is typically written in 

the Nabatean texts with a prosthetic aleph, but also with assimilation of the first /t/, as 

NANTON instead of xan NOK. This is the normal convention in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions 

(Healey 1993:255 Glossary, s.v. ’srtg?). In line 3, before the word Xa[N7J6x “commander” the 

text is broken: °°[ ]¥°°°°°%, and the same is true in line 21 in the LOWER VERSION in the 

same position. In this gap there may have been additional information about the purchaser, 

perhaps indicating where he came from. The name of the vendor, ]7¥[?3x], has been 

identified on the basis of the clear reading of the same name appearing in Samaritan Papyrus 

1 from Wadi Daliyeh (WDSP 1). The yod and daleth may also be read as nun and waw, 

respectively. Whereas in the UPPER VERSION, line 3, a continuous restoration is possible, 

referring to the property, in the LOWER VERSION, line 22, something additional had 

apparently been written in, as is suggested by the partial restoration based on the tops of 

some letters in this damaged line: [N]7[A]7[92 "eeePececeL Jo%  JR*EWAA ALI). 

Lines 4/23: In both versions, the text is problematic. In line 4 we find: X°9e°e°e> XAT, 

and in line 23: [x]°°?9 Nee RMAF. 

Lines 5/25: In this line the Aramaic term for “jurisdiction” is miswritten as: Ww>1<1), whereas 
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line 25 exhibits the correct spelling: 1w71. 

Lines 6/26-27: In the first word in line 6, the middle letter may be read as beth, nun, kaph, 

or yod. The preference for the reading n3n is based on the currency of the Arabic legal term 

tabit (see the COMMENTARY on line 6, below). The third word may be read with daleth as 

=3n or with resh as 17n, with a clear preference for the former (see the COMMENTARY). 

Following this, in both versions, we have a partial, unintelligible word: 7°, although its 

form in line 26 and in P.Yadin 3:29 is clear; each of the two letters in the middle of the word 

may be read as beth, yod, kaph, nun, or even as pe’. In turn, this problematic word is 

followed by the enigmatic word °2%?y1 which may also be read as °3X2y1 (see the 

COMMENTARY). . 

Lines 7-8/27—28: In the large gap after restored 72°72, line 27 is almost entirely blank, 

whereas line 7 has: Jo°°°°°° VVIIW RZ Ji. In the same position, P. Yadin 3:29-30 have: 

371201 Joo} V-V72Ri. These are undoubtedly terms for physical features of the parcel, but 

which are not fully understood. There is some damaged text after the word mena, of which 

line 7 preserves the following: 4040004 mofom), whereas in line 27, most of which is torn, 

only the final he? has survived: f°[, suggesting that identical statements, which unfortunately 

cannot be reconstructed, had appeared in both versions. Following the conventional 

statement of price, here and in P.Yadin 3 and P.Yadin 1, we find a problematic word, 

allowing for two readings: 015\079. The reading 07 is more likely (see the COMMENTARY on 

P.Yadin 1:15). 

Lines 9/30: In the break after the word 7°77 (in line 9: T[ ]; in line 30: [Jee]°:e), it is 

tempting to restore: 9[°2"21] “purchases.” In the parallel clause in P.Yadin 3:33, however, the 

second letter does not look like beth. The suggested reading there would be 77377, which 

would yield no meaning. 

Lines 10/32: After the conventional triad of legal terms—j"7, 223, and xava—there is an 

illegible word of five letters, ending with nun, before a new clause begins. 

Lines 11/33—34: In line 11, the particle ni) “and as well” is miswritten as: m>%>'x. In both 

versions, as well as in P.Yadin 3:12/37, in the comparable position, this word begins a 

conventional clearance clause that reads: X°°°m) °D7 “clean and ...” (also in line 16, below), 

and in P.Yadin 3:37: Xe”) °D7; the synonym that follows °27, although intact, has not been 

deciphered. It starts with conjunctive waw, followed by mem, and ends with aleph. Here and 

in line 16, below, the word consists of six letters, whereas in P.Yadin 3:37, it has only five 

letters. 

Lines 12/35: The preferable reading is "191 “pledges,” not “1y1 (see the COMMENTARY). 
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Further on, we have a damaged word in a recurring pair: J°°°1 ]?492, whereas in P.Yadin 3:39 
in the parallel clause we may perhaps read: }v°77) 7737[] (see the COMMENTARY), which 

logically should be restored wherever this pair occurs. 

Lines 13/36: This line is badly damaged, and partly missing in all four versions, here and in 

P.Yadin 3:14/39. In the same position in P.Yadin 3:39, we find the following in a partially 

broken section: Mee) "WAT Ie[en}) 13/1 pees Seo, There, the legible words occur in a 

sequence of legal terms, as discussed in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 3:14/39. 

Lines 14/37-38: The word for “our lord” is miswritten: X>3<3XN77) in line 14, but not in line 

37, and the same is true of the verb X>3<3vxK' in line 14, but written correctly in line 38. In 

both versions we have only an aleph of what may have been a verb: In line 14, only the first 

letter of a six-letter word remains, namely aleph, producing: 83>3<]UN) °°°°°X “T will ... or 

alter.” In line 38, we have: X3Wx) °[ Jox. In P. Yadin 3:17/44 we find plural forms (see the 

INTRODUCTION and the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 3:17/44). 

Lines 15/39: In line 15, there are indications of two letters following the word *[33], and 

attached to 55, whereas almost all of line 39 is restored. 

Lines 16/40—41: See above, on lines 11/34. Both versions exhibit a break: n[ 97) 7 (line 

16); JA (line 41). In a similar conventional clause appearing in P.Yadin 1:44, the reading is 

complete: 777%, and as such is restored here. 

Lines 17/42: Formulations of this conventional clause, which appears any number of times 

in the Nabatean texts from Nahal Hever, show minor variations. For the most part, the 

statements as they occur in P.Yadin 2 can be restored by interfacing with P.Yadin 3. The 

final word is understood as: 12ND “they wrote.” See the COMMENTARY on line 17 and 

P.Yadin 4:19, wherein the first word of this formula, unless it is damaged, seems to start with 

yod rather than kaph. The preceding word beginning with shin and he’ has been understood 

as 74m “the witnesses.” It should be noted, however, that in line 42 and in P.Yadin 3:48, 

only one letter exists between the two he’s, resembling medial yod. Hence, the word in those 

two places looks like 7nw, rather than 1°77U, although it is the latter reading that makes 

sense. 

Lines 43-49: See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE 

SIGNATURES for the proper interpretation of these lines, and also the COMMENTARY on lines 

43-49. 

P.YADIN 2: COMMENTARY 

The opening lines (1—5) of P.Yadin 2 provide the following information: (a) The regnal date 
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of the Nabatean king; his lineage and titulary, (b) The venue of the transaction, (c) 

Identification of the principals—the purchaser and the vendor—and (d) Identification of the 

parcel, including the guaranteed water rights that come with it, and the delimitation of 

boundaries on all four sides. 

Regnal Date, Royal Lineage and Titulary (Lines 1—2/18—20) 

The reign of Rab’el II, the last king of the Nabateans, is usually dated from 70-106 CE. His 

twenty-eighth year would be 97/98 CE, depending on whether one counts the ascension year 

and whether the third of Kislev still fell in 97 or already in 98. Meshorer (1975:70—71) 

explains that the Dumer inscription, found between Damascus and Palmyra, provides a 

double date equating the twenty-fourth year of Rab’el II with the 405th year of the Roman 

chronology (X°177X 723792), which is to say, of the Seleucid era. On this basis, the twenty- 

fourth year of Rab’el II would be 93 CE. Fiema and Jones (1990), using other data, maintain 

that the reign of Rab’el II began in 71 CE. 

The conventional title is: 123 92% “King of the Nabateans.” The form wai has received 

considerable scholarly attention. It is usually taken as a gentilic form: “the Nabateans,” 

referring to a people, NaBatatot, rather than as a way of designating a country. The 

vocalization of 1933 is most likely Nabatu. Healey (1993:68, 72-73 on H 1:4) discusses this 

subject in reference to a Nabatean tomb inscription where the Nabateans are mentioned 

alongside a subsidiary, allied tribe known as SLMW (= Salamu), an Arabic gentilic 

constructed the same way (see also Graf 1992 and bibliography cited there). The expansive 

titulary of Rab’el II and the references to his son, his “sisters,” and his family tree are of 

considerable historical interest, as is the distinctive characterization of Rab’el II as savior of 

his people. In fact, P.Yadin 2 has the most elaborate opening of any of the Nabatean 

documents in the Yadin Collection. By contrast, in P.Yadin 1 and 3 all that is provided is a 

date in the reign of Rab’el II, and the characterization of him as savior of his people. (The 

beginning section of P.Yadin 4 is too broken for consideration.) Rab’el’s son, bearing the 

dynastic name ‘Obodat (n73¥), never had the chance to be king since the kingdom was 

annexed while Rabel II, his father, still reigned. The titulary must be regarded as 

anticipatory, as if to say that ‘Obodat was the heir apparent. To date, P.Yadin 2 provides the 

only record of him (see below). 

What is especially distinctive is mention of Rab’el’s two “sisters,” Gamilat (n?°72) and 

Hagru (1737), together given the title “queens of the Nabateans” (1023 n>27) and identified as 

“his sisters” (ShInxX). The numismatic evidence discussed by Meshorer (1975:78—79) 

indicates that Gamilat apparently died in 102 CE, at which time Hagru became queen for the 

last years of the kingdom, so that in 97/98 CE Hagru was not actually queen, and, in any 

event, there would not have been two queens reigning at the same time. An elaborate 

Opening section, almost identical to what we find in P.Yadin 2, and going back even further 

in time, occurs in RES no. 1434, dating from the final years of Rab’el’s reign. It also 

mentions both Gamilat and Hagru, although by that time Gamilat was probably no longer 
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alive. Usage of the title “queen” and of the relationship “sister” is, therefore, nuanced. Some 

have suggested that Nabatean kings actually married their sisters, or, alternatively, that a 

king’s sister may have been given the honorific title of queen even when she was not 

reigning. It is quite clear that the phrase attested here, 1w22 42% 1539 [712] “[children of] 

Maniku (= Malichus II), King of the Nabateans,” refers not only to Rab’el and his son, but to 

the two “sisters” as well, indicating that they were daughters of Malichus II (40-70 CE). An 

earlier Hagru, daughter of Aretas IV, is mentioned in a Nabatean inscription, C7S II no. 354, 

making it more likely that the present Gamilat and Hagru were actually Rab’el’s sisters. In 

the present text the genealogy of Rab’el II is carried back to Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE). 

Formulaic °n 9y is best taken to mean: “during the lifetime of-,” similar in its temporal force 

to: 7. 
The characterization n”y Onn (participial rahém) “lover of his people” is distinctive to 

Aretas IV. It corresponds literally to the Greek title, dbLNdS5q Los. Rab’el’s characterization: °7 

may aw nx “who has brought life and deliverance to his people” recalls the Greek epithet 

cwtp. As noted by Graf (1994:291) both the royal and military organizations of the 

Nabateans were patterned on pre-Roman models. In the Aramaic dialects and in Hebrew the 

causative stem of the verb h-y-y often has the sense of preserving in life, of allowing and 

enabling others to live (Gen 6:9; Num 22:33), but also of restoring to life, of resurrecting (2 

Kgs 8:1, 5) and of restoring one’s strength, revitalizing (Isa 57:15). The Aramaic Shaph‘el, 

31°, is derived from the common Semitic root ‘-z-b. Akkadian attests the cognate ezébu “to 

abandon, leave, place”; S-stem suzubu “to extricate, save” (CAD E 424, s.v. ezébu, meaning 

6). This connotation is well attested in various phases of Aramaic (Dan 3:15, 17, 28; 6:15, 

17, 28; Sokoloff DJPA 546, citing Kaufman 1974:105; DNWSI 1119-20; Levy 4:544—45). 

Venue of the Transaction (Lines 2—3/20) 

The transaction took place in Mahoz ‘Eglatain (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS 

OF GENERAL INTEREST: VENUES). The locale named “Galgala which is in Mahoz ‘Eglatain” 

is also listed in P. Yadin 3:3/24 and P.Yadin 6:4. The site named Galgala? appears in a Greek 

document from Nahal Hever (P.Yadin 16:24-25), where there is reference to a date palm 

plantation in Mahoza: he yépevov Bayadyaha “called Bagalgala”; prepositional beth has 

become part of the name in Greek (Lewis 1989:70; Cotton and Greenfield 1995). It would 

seem, therefore, as Cotton and Greenfield observe, that Mahoz ‘Eglatain, or Mahoza’, which 

are one and the same, were composed of interior, named precincts, such as Luhit, for 

instance, mentioned in the Hebrew papyri from Nahal Hever (see the COMMENTARY on 

P.Yadin 44:5). Many of the properties involved in the transactions recorded in the Nahal 

Hever archive pertain to date palm plantations. Both masculine }3 and feminine forms are 

attested (see below, lines 22, 24, etc.). 

Water rights were considered as a prerogative of ownership; and they came with the 

property and thus had to be stipulated. This subject of broad interest, integral to the Greek 

documents as well, has been recently discussed by Cotton (1995:193—95; see also Levine 
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2000a:849—50 and Katzoff and Schreiber 1998). The technical terminology, including x°pPw 

“irrigation ditches” and 71°39 (and variant forms) “assigned watering periods,” is explained 

in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: WATER RIGHTS (for 

x°pw, see also the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:13). In formulaic 73y1 X’pw y, the 

preposition ?y means “including, together with” watering ditches and times for irrigation. 

Identification of Vendor and Purchaser (Lines 2—4/20—21) 

As has been explained in the INTRODUCTION, the vendor in both contracts is the same 

person, a Nabatean woman named ]7¥°2x (?Abi-‘adan). Negev lists two Nabatean names, 

IwIy (no. 842) and 1379 (no. 844), and notes the presence of the ‘-d-n component in the 

Palmyrene onomasticon, but the composite ]79°2X is not listed by him. The name written as 

}7y2x has turned up, however, on an Ammonite seal (Avigad and Sass 1997:326, no. 869; 

Index 475) and is listed by Said (1995:205) in the Minaean onomasticon. The plene spelling 

]7¥°2N is attested in the Aramaic Wadi Daliyeh papyri of the fourth century BCE (Cross 

1988:23). The form >Abi-‘adan “My Father/the Father has prospered, beautified” (active 

transitive) suggests an Aramaic derivation. On this connotation of verbal ‘-d-n in Old 

Aramaic see DNWSI 830, s.v. ‘dn,, with reference to its occurrence in the Tell Fekheriye 

inscription, as explained by Greenfield (1984:220—21). The name of this woman’s father, 

nnDx (= ?Aptah) “greatly open,” presumably referring to the opening of the womb at birth 

(HALAT 406, s.v. nn5° I and II, with old West Semitic cognates in Amorite and in the El 

Amarna language) is widely attested in Nabatean (Negev no. 137), and is typically Arabic in 

its elative morphology. The grandfather’s name, 073737) (Manigares?) is not listed by Negev, 

although the element °3” (‘to reward”) is attested as an Arabic name (Negev no. 656). The 

element 073 may be a variant of w13, Greek Tapaoos (Gerassa), a place name (Negev no. 

258), although this is uncertain. 

The vendor has a Greek first name, Archelaus (Apyedaos), written 09°29x (Yadin 

1962:240; Negev no. 144), but his father’s name is attested as Nabatean 139972¥, in Greek 

ABdonavou (Negev no. 817). Alternatively, this name may be read as Vayta2y, the 

component 1°7¥ being attested in Nabatean (Negev no. 903, Ajpatos). The name Archelaus 

is borne by a witness to the transaction recorded in P.Yadin 3 (line 51), but the name of the 

father of that Archelaus is comprised of only three letters. Presumably, the name would mean 

“servant of-,” a divine epithet. 

Archelaus bears the title of oTpatnyds (XAN10N), a title well attested in the epitaphs of the 

Nabatean tomb inscriptions. The position of the otpatnyds in the Nabatean military and 

civil administration has recently been discussed by Graf (1994:275—79) in the context of a 

larger treatment of the organization of the Nabatean military. It is Graf's view that the 

Nabatean military was patterned on Hellenistic models and that its structure was formed 

considerably before the major Nabatean engagements with Rome. The office of otpatnyos 

is widely attested at Palmyra, a subject discussed at length by Ingholt (1976:124—27). Very 

often during the late second and in the third centuries CE, two otpatnyot governed that 
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important city jointly. The office of otpatnyés is also known from Dura-Europos and from 

Tyre. It is generally acknowledged that it was a very high office of an originally military 

character, but which usually came to involve civil responsibilities as well. From all 

indications, this office was often passed on in prominent families. In his review of the 

epigraphic evidence, Graf (1994:276) lists more than fifteen otpatnyou ranging all over the 

Nabatean realm, including a otpatnyés named ?Aitibel (22°mX; Negev no. 77) whose son 

was camp commander at the Luhit in Mahoz ‘Eglatain for thirty-six years during the reign of 

Aretas IV. We have no independent evidence of a otpatnyos residing in Mahoz ‘Eglatain, 

although such would have certainly been possible. Alternatively, Archelaus may have sought 

to invest in a date palm plantation in Mahoz ‘Eglatain, although he hailed from another town, 

has been left untranslated. It could be taken to mean: “from the encampment at HDRYT?,” 

with the last word being introduced by prefixed beth, and taking the word 73h to connote 

something like 73n” “encampment.” The form 73M, in a related meaning, is discussed in the 

COMMENTARY on line 8, below. 

The parcel is designated x°779n m3; “a date palm plantation,” and is resumptively referred 

to in line 5 as: "7 xn33 “that plantation.” The forms }2, —n3, are well attested in Aramaic and 

in Late Biblical Hebrew (HALAT 190; DNWST 227, s.v. gn; Sokoloff DJPA 133). 

Delineation of Boundaries (Lines 4—5/23—24) 

The boundary formula, employing the term 7’m1INn “its boundaries,” has a long history, 

which is discussed at length in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL 

INTEREST: BOUNDARIES AND ABUTTERS, where it is explained that differing directional 

sequences are attested. Here, the sequence is: east, west, south, north. Several distinctive 

terms require comment. Usage of the term ?xnw for “north,” literally, “left side; left hand,” is 

well known. It is attested at least once in Biblical Hebrew, in Gen 14:15: pwnt? Oxawn 

“northward of Damascus,” and in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (Sokoloff DJPA 571 [contrast 

nin7 “south”]; also see HALAT 1242-43 for cognates, and DNWSI 1162, s.v. Sm7l,). It is 

possible that here it is being used as an Arabic term, a substitute for the usual }1»¥ of the 

Aramaic documents from Nahal Hever. To the north, the property in question was bounded 

by swampland, Aramaic xpp7. This term, more precisely indeterminate pj9, has recently 

turned up in a fourth-century BCE Aramaic ostracon from Edom in a similarly descriptive 

context (Ephal and Naveh 1996:86 no. 191). It is also attested in Talmudic literature in a 

Hebraized form (Levy 4:471, s.v. PP). To the south, the property was bounded by the king’s 

land. Aramaic yx “land” often connotes parcels of land, plots, or areas. Thus below, in line 

6: 7740 yx “an arid (plot of) land.” It was conventional in legal specifications to refer to the 

Nabatean king as x3xN77) “our lord,” as can be observed in the Nabatean tomb inscriptions 

(see below, in lines 13-14, and see Healey 1993:68 on H 1:8). To the east, the boundary was 

the road, Aramaic xm7X “the road,” cf. Hebrew nox (Gen 49:17; Isa 33:8; DNWSI 106, s.v. 

rho). 
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Legal Formula of Ownership and an Inventory of the Purchase (Lines 5-8) 

The protracted legal formula includes two components: (a) legalities and features of the 

document and (b) physical descriptions and features of the property. These two agendas are 

interspersed, which makes interpretation more difficult. Thus, the formula opens with a well- 

known inclusive statement: “and all that belongs to X within it.” It proceeds with a series of 

somewhat redundant legal specifications and then switches to itemizing what is covered by 

the purchase. This pattern of switching continues, first with further legalities, and then with 

reference to buildings and courtyards. 

In the opening list of legal specifications, there are five Aramaic terms, followed by three 

Arabic terms that translate or match three of the preceding Aramaic terms. The Aramaic 

terms are: (1) Aramaic p73 (= sedaq) “entitlement.” Morphologically, it parallels pn “share” 

and pn “valid writ,” and is thus to be regarded as an Aramaic usage notwithstanding the fact 

that various forms of the same verbal root, s-d-q, are used in Arabic, and actually occur in 

the Nahal Hever papyri themselves. An example is the form P7388 (= ’asdaq) “rightful heir, 

entitled person,” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:21), as well as p’73n “authorization” 

(see below, in line 12 and cf. Levine 1974:135—37, on the connotations of the root s-d-q). (2) 

Aramaic/Late Hebrew iw “jurisdiction,” construct: nw. In various forms, verbal and 

nominal, the verbal root r-s-y “to have authority, jurisdiction” figures in all three groups of 

Semitic papyri from Nahal Hever—Hebrew, Aramaic, and Nabatean-Aramaic—simply 

because it is integral to the definition of ownership (see below, in the COMMENTARY on lines 

15-16). Closest in meaning to the present occurrence is usage in the Hebrew legal texts. 

Hirot and the Mashokim, [and] all of their jurisdictional limits” (see the COMMENTARY on 

P.Yadin 44:8). Here, usage seems to be abstract, referring to the rights of an owner, but the 

fact that 1w' is listed alongside o1nn “boundary,” and other spatial terms, lends to it a spatial 

connotation, as well (cf. below, in the COMMENTARY on lines 15-16, and in the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:15—16). (3) Aramaic/Late Hebrew o1nn “boundary.” This term 

is explained in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: 

BOUNDARIES AND ABUTTERS as part of the discussion of the boundary formulary, and it has 

already occurred above, in line 4. (4) Aramaic pn (= haldq, cf. Hebrew pn = héleq) “share, 

portion.” This term has now turned up in the Aramaic ostraca from Edom dated to the fourth 

century BCE (Ephal and Naveh 1996:86 nos. 189, 193). Closer to home, it is frequent in the 

Nabatean tomb inscriptions where it means “share, estate, territorial rights” (Healey 1993:95 

on H 4:6—7): pon 737 NDD2 7 NI xX? 77 “that he may not have in this tomb any share.” 

Healey (1993:99 on H 4:7) cites biblical usage in Deut 10:9: n2nn1 pon 179 T° NX? “Levi had 
no share or estate” (further, see Healey 1993:258 Glossary, s.v. hlg, and Greenfield 1974:71— 

72). (5) Aramaic Pn (= teqdp) “valid writ.” In legal contexts, “strength, force” connotes 

“validity.” This form is most likely short for Pn 2n3, which is found in the Nabatean tomb 

inscriptions (H 3:3-5; Healey 1993:86): n> 4Pn 37 KXIDI2 INI? wie "wI X21 “And no 
person has the authority to write for this tomb any (deed) of entitlement.” Healey (1993:90 
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on H 3:4—5) refers to Assyrian dannatu “valid tablet” (CAD D 90-91, s.v. dandnu, meaning 

8, and see Greenfield 1974:73—74). Muffs (1969:193 n. 4) regards 4}pn as an actual loan- 

translation from the Assyrian. 

The three Arabic terms that follow are: (1) nan (abit) “sound, firm” (Lane 42, col. 3). 

This Arabic term clearly translates Aramaic 4?n, and has a long history in the Arabic legal 

tradition. Khan cites a recurring statement in Arabic legal documents: sira@’an tabit sahih la 

Sart “As a purchase that is sound and valid, without condition” (see Khan 1993:32, and n. 

96; 1994:208). (2) aw (gismun) “share, part” (Lane Supplement 2988). This known Arabic 

word translates Aramaic p?n. (3) A term read either as 19 (cf. harrun “freed, clear” [Lane 

538, col. 2]), or as 13M (haddun) “border” (Lane 528, col. 2). In either case, gemination in the 

Nabatean script indicates the shadda of Arabic script (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

GRAMMAR: NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.I1.d.iii). Read as Arabic harr, this term would translate 

Aramaic p7%x “entitlement,” or possibly w “jurisdiction.” It is cognate with Aramaic and 

Hebrew expressions such as "119N “freed slaves” (m. Qidd. 4:1), and the Shaph‘el 17nw “to 

release, manumit.” In fact, it is cognate with the abstract Hebrew/Aramaic noun n10n 

“liberation,” occurring in deeds of the Bar-Kokhba period. Both in Arabic and in 

Aramaic/Late Hebrew, this root usually refers to freed persons, not to land. See Lane 538— 

40, s.v. hr[r]; and Biella 1982:191—92, s.v. Arr I, for Old South Arabic ?hrr(m) “freemen.” 

Also see Mur 25:1 o?wi ninnd “of the liberation of Jerusalem” (Milik 1961:122). 

Notwithstanding the need to extend the connotation to land, this derivation is preferable to 

taking 77n as an Aramaic term meaning “contest,” from a root h-r-r “to be heated, hostile” 

(also occurring in Arabic). Thus, the Aramaic idiom: 13m) 79 29 74 “from all contest and 

claim,” known from the Hebrew legal papyri from Nahal Hever (P.Yadin 45:27-28; 46:10) 

and from contemporary Jewish Aramaic papyri, does not work as well here (see, as 

examples, XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, line 20 [Yardeni 1997:127]; XHev/Se 9:9 [ibid., 40]; Broshi 

and Qimron 1986:206, line 7). The reason is that this clause lists affirmative rights of 

ownership and differs from the defension clause, which speaks of possible challenges to 

those rights. 

Having explored the reading 17n as far as the evidence allows, so as not to be unaware of 

its possibilities, we may offer a much simpler alternative reading: 777 (haddun) “border” in 

which case this term would precisely translate Aramaic onn (G. Khan by private 

communication). This reading is preferable and would, in fact, produce a chiastic symmetry 

between the Aramaic and the Arabic: 

APN (3) Pen (2) oN (1) 

TIA (3) wp (2) nan (1) 

It is worth noting the manner of proliferating legalities in the Nabatean papyri. In the Jewish 

papyri, additional, redundant terms of reference were gleaned from the Jewish tradition to 
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create an impression of all-inclusiveness, whereas in the Nabatean papyri fairly synonymous 

Arabic terms were added to create the same effect (Levine 2000a:844—-46). 

It would appear that as line 6 continues, the document turns to physical features of the 

parcel under discussion, but it is uncertain how long it stays on this course. We read that the 

property includes sycamores and date palms and all sorts of trees, as well as wood, and that it 

contains arid areas. In the midst of all this, we read of ¥35 3, which is most simply taken to 

mean “garden and spring” in the collective sense, thus comprising another of the property’s 

features. Although the precise form y23 is not attested in Hebrew or Aramaic in the sense of 

“spring,” the root n-b-* “to flow” is widely attested, including the nominal form y127 

“spring” (HALAT 628; Sokoloff DJPA 340; Lane Supplement 3027). As for 33, it is well 

known, although the feminine form is usually encountered in these documents. On this basis, 

the damaged section following y2i 73 would be taken to mean “and ... and as above,” 

reading °2X?¥1 as Aramaic. For this latter word, two constructions are possible: (1) 728 + 79, 

wherein the element °Dx represents a variant of ?97 (cf. 727/772) “so, in this way” (Sokoloff 

DJPA 165). (2) °3 + x¥y “as above, the same.” In P.Yadin 7:4, we encounter in a similar 

position the Aramaic idiom oy7I7 65 -xwi “and the rest of everything, whatever.” This idiom 

consistently occurs at the end of a series, and functionally means: “et cetera.” 

It has been suggested that this part of line 6 reverts to citing legalities and features of the 

document itself and that we should translate: “and concealed and open (document), and ... 

and public,” reading °38?¥1, an Arabic form, instead of »ox>y¥1, and taking y35) 73 as Arabic 

forms as well. This alternative rendering projects a repeated contrast between the covered 

and exposed parts of a double document like P.Yadin 2 (and P.Yadin 3). Thus, as described 

in Jer 32:14: “and I took this deed of purchase and the sealed part, and this exposed 

document (a1 ">37 15D nX1 O1NNT nxN}).” To arrive at this translation requires deriving the 

form 3, from an Arabic root jinna, II-form, “to conceal,” yielding a noun jinnun 

“concealment” (Lane 462, col. 2). The simple passive janinun “anything veiled, concealed” 

(geminate) is also possible (Lane 463). The problem is that both the II-form with shadda and 

the geminated form would, according to Nabatean-Aramaic orthographic practice, require 

doubling the nun, and this is not indicated (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: 

NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.L.d.iii). As for the given form y73, this alternative translation would 

derive it from Arabic nabaga “to appear” (Dozy 2:644). We would have to posit a II-form 

passive, nubbaga “overt, open,” and the doubling to represent the shadda is not indicated. 

There is also the fact that Lane lists naba‘a but does not list a form with gain, although the 

latter may be, in any event, an outgrowth of the former given the closeness of meaning. In 

contrast, there is no problem in reading °3X?y) and in identifying it as an Arabic form, 

‘ala’aniyatun “something public” (Lane 2142, col. 2). This rendering could be sustained 

however we understood yi) 3. 

Further on in line 6, we read: nt$371 72°07 7>’<891, wherein the correct form 73y (as in line 

26) is miswritten as 7°xy. The same form, the Hebrew collective n3y “trees,” is attested once 

in Jer 6:6: 79490 o>win? Sy IDDwI M¥Y IND “Cut down the trees and lay down a siege ramp 
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against Jerusalem.” The immediate context favors a meaning like “wood,” either 72°07 
“wet,” in contrast to nw? “dry.” It would be strange, however, to find such a rare Hebrew 
form in a Nabatean-Aramaic document, and so it has been assumed that the form 7¥y is 
either Aramaic or Arabic. The problem is that Aramaic sade, in most phases of the language, 
realizes Proto-Semitic sade, and not Proto-Semitic (and Arabic) dad. It is the dad, however, 
that is reflected in Hebrew 7y and realized in Aramaic as yx, XY, py “tree, wood.” Therefore, 
m8y, if itis an Aramaic form, would presumably be unrelated to Hebrew yy “wood, tree.” If 
m¥y is taken as an Arabic word transcribed into the Aramaic short alphabet, however, its 
realization with Aramaic sade is explicable. Gruendler (1993:68—70) explains Diem’s rule 

that “Arabic sounds not represented in the Aramaic alphabet were written by the graphemes 

of their phonological cognates” (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: NABATEAN- 

ARAMAIC.I.d). On this basis, the grapheme that denoted Proto-Semitic dad in Imperial 

Aramaic would be ayin (in Old Aramaic goph). It turns out, however, that in the case of the 

dad we have a single exception to what is known as Diem’s “etymological principle.” For a 

variety of reasons, sade was preferred over ayin to represent Proto-Semitic dad in the 

Nabatean-Aramaic script, so that a form like Arabic “ida’un “‘tree(s)” (Lane 2076) would be 

realized in Nabatean-Aramaic script with a sade. It should also be mentioned that 

graphically, the dad was distinguished from the sad in the Arabic cursive only by a point 

above the center of the loop, and that the separation of the two graphemes is a late 

development relative to Nabatean. So it is that the present form 78¥ could be, after all, 

cognate with Hebrew 7y, nzy and the Aramaic forms with ayin. 

In the Aramaic combination 9795 y4X “arid land,” the component 7775N expresses the root 

h-r-r “to be heated,” and recalls Biblical Hebrew usage in Jer 17:6: 927792 O°99N J3w1 “and he 

will dwell in the arid zones of the desert.” Idiomatic 73 °75 literally means: “as is in it; as 

much as there is in it.” Line 6 closes with a further reference to water rights (see above, in 

line 3), and line 7 begins by mentioning water located on the property, or running through it. 

There follows a gap in which reference may be to further physical features. The statement 

then takes up additional legal rights. The Aramaic absolute form ipniw (Late Hebrew 

construct: mpniw “partnership [rights]”) also occurs in contemporary Aramaic papyri 

(XHev/Se 32+4Q347, line 6) and in the Hebrew legal papyri from Nahal Hever (P.Yadin 

45:9). See the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:28 and on 45:9. 

It is of interest that the Biblical Hebrew term 79n1 “estate, estate rights” occurs here in a 

Nabatean text, but does not occur in the parallel delineation of ownership rights in P. Yadin 7, 

a Jewish deed in Aramaic (Levine 2000a:842—-43). Common to P.Yadin 7 (and both P.Yadin 

2 and 3) is, however, the infinitive 9n3m71 “to inherit,” which occurs in the conventional 

statement of ownership rights (see below, in line 9). The interpretation of this infinitival form 

as the simple stem (= “to inherit”), and not as the Aph‘el causative (= “to bequeath”), is 

discussed in the COMMENTARY on P. Yadin 7:17. 

Reverting to physical descriptions, we read of courtyards. The Nabatean-Aramaic reads 

either j147, the indeterminate feminine plural of the normally determinate singular x\nn75 
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“courtyard,” or masculine plural j777, as below, in line 12, in the sequence: JV777) 772 

“houses and courtyards.” P.Yadin 7:13 has the determinate feminine plural form: 8°72) 8A4 

“the houses and the courtyards.” The singular form, written 177, occurs, e.g., in an Aramaic 

deed from Kefar Baru dated to year three of the Bar-Kokhba period (line 4), and the singular 

construct form occurs twice in the same document—in the composite term 77)? 12 177 “the 

courtyard of the beamed house” (line 2) and A239 1379 772-075 “the courtyard of the house of 

Manu, the large one” (line 4) (Broshi and Qimron 1986:203, 206). If taken as the masculine 

plural, this form may be explained as having been influenced by the masculine plural 7°72. It 

was necessary to stipulate that the courtyards were included in the purchase, since, as Cotton 

(1996a) has shown from the Greek papyri, courtyards were often owned and registered 

independently. Such stipulations represent ancient conventions in Near Eastern documents. 

In line 7, in the large gap after the word jm) “and water,” no sense can be made of the 

letters restored (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to lines 7-8). In lines 7-8 we encounter two 

conventional merisms. The first is &[’a]w1 Vyt OY7I 59) “and everything (whatsoever), small 

and la[rg]e.” A similar cliché occurs in medieval Arabic: wakull qalil wakatir “and 

everything, small and large,” and variations of the same (see Khan 1993:48). This Semitic 

idiom is expressed in the Greek papyrus P.Yadin 5 frag. a, col. 1, lines 11-12 as: EK TAVTOS 

TpOTOU PELKPOU Kal weydou “in every manner (of thing), small or large” (Lewis 1989:37; 

cf. ibid., 15). The same merism is expressed in Akkadian as sihir (u) rabi “the youngest and 

the oldest” = “the small and the large” (CAD S$ 184, s.v. sihru, meaning 2c); in the synagogue 

inscription from Jericho dating from the Byzantine Period 7’11yN1 7727 “the elder and the 

younger” (Naveh 1978:104 no. 69:2); and in Biblical Hebrew as 9173 79) JupH? “from young 

to old” = “from small to large” (Gen 19:11; Deut 1:17; 1 Sam 30:19; 2 Kgs 23:2; Jer 42:8). 

In the second merism, idiomatic ¥>v 73m) waw “sunny (areas) and where shade falls,” the 

form man is taken as a participle (wehdanéh): “encamping, setting (down).” In Biblical usage, 

the cognate Hebrew verb h-n-h is used to describe the setting of the sun in Jud 19:9: 81 030 

ora mun mam... 2y> on mp7 “Behold, the day has waned toward the entry [of the sun] ... 

behold the setting of the day.” Above, in line 4, it was suggested that the same form, 13N, 

might designate a military encampment, and therefore here, as well, it could designate some 

sort of structure that shaded an area from the sun. In an Aramaic testament of manumission 

from Elephantine (TAD B3.6:8-9 [Segal 47]) the freed slave woman is addressed as follows: 

xwaoe x>v qa Mpyaw °nixi “and you are released from the shade to the sun.” This is a way of 

saying “everywhere,” as indicated a line later in that text where the same thought is put 

another way: 87?xX2 npeaw °nixi “and you are released to (the care of) God.” Here, too, 

contrasting sun and shade is a way of including the entire parcel in the purchase. 

Acknowledgment of Receipt of Payment in Full and a 

Statement of Conveyance (Lines 8-10) 

As is normal, this deed registers prices in silver, whereas it is known that at the time 

Hebrew/Aramaic 402 functionally meant “sum, currency, money,” and did not necessarily 
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refer to silver ingots. Currency payments were most often made in coins, which either had 
some silver content, normally much less than 50%, or in bronze coins (see below). 

The price paid for the property is listed according to a conventional formula: “silver: 
sela‘s + number,” as here: “silver, sela‘s one hundred twelve.” On the value of the sela‘ (= 
yd) recorded in documents preceding and subsequent to the Roman annexation of Arabian 
Nabatea in 106 CE, see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: 
CURRENCY and also Yardeni 1997:15 and n. 13. The word following the price is best read 
075, and is explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:15. 

The acknowledgment of payment received is then stated formulaically: num ... 737 XDOD 
»2y, literally: “This silver ... has reached me” (see P.Yadin 9:5). In the Elephantine legal 
papyri this is expressed as: >?y ?y literally: “entered into me,” employing the Aramaic verb 
<-[-] “to enter.” In Biblical Hebrew the idiom is: 9x x2 “entered into—.” Cf. Gen 43:23: n5505 
°X N32 “Your silver has been received by me.” Also cf. Num 32:19: 13n>n3 139 4x2 °D “For we 
have received our allotted territory (across the Jordan to the east)” (Muffs 1969:51—52). 

The statement of acknowledgment continues, but its formulation is problematic because of 

a gap. We would expect: 13 Pm7 yan °w “the fixed (sale) price, fully paid in funds,” but 

standing between 777 and 7°73 is a word of which only the last letter, nun, is legible. The 

basic formula can be explained quite clearly. The form ’w is abbreviated from o°v, or from a 

predicated Aramaized form wv (which could reflect a phonetic shift from mem to waw), 

constituting the Babylonian formula sim haris “fixed price.” The same formula, written as 

yw, occurs regularly in the Aramaic papyri from Wadi Daliyeh of the fourth century BCE: 

}73 P27 PAnw “at fixed price, the full price” (WDSP 1:3 et passim; see Gropp 1986:15-17). 

Also cf. CAD S 3:20-30, s.v. simu “price,” especially 28, meaning 1g 3', s.v. Sim haris “fixed 

price”; and CAD H 103, s.v. harisu, adj. “exact,” as in: ana SAM ha-ri-is “at a fixed price.” 

Muffs (1969:100—1) provides extensive notes on Neo-Assyrian sim gamir and Neo- 

Babylonian simu gamriitu “full price” (cf. CAD S 3:26-27), and related forms. Gropp regards 

the specific combination of legal terms at Wadi Daliyeh as original with the Aramaic scribes. 

The Nahal Hever scribes apparently went even further in adapting traditional legal formulae. 

Considering that the acknowledgment of payment is followed directly by a declaration of 

conveyance, it would be best to phrase line 9 as follows: 7 71n °w “the fixed price in 

funds.” This is perhaps followed by a line of adjectives: pnoy? pon pow. prs. “final, 
mature and irretrievable forever.” This interpretation remains uncertain, however. The next 

two adjectives follow smoothly. Adjectival }?w1 “ripe” could reasonably be translated 

“mature, full,” and nuanced to apply to funds, although such a usage would be novel. 

Adjectival pu>n (= halitin) “irretrievable, beyond reclaim” recalls Targumic Aramaic ]’019n, 

which translates the Hebrew nnns? “beyond reclaim” in Lev 25:23 (Levine 1989:174). It 

may be somewhat whimsical, but there is a verb, h-/-t, that means “to mix drink, to steep”; 

hence: “brewed” (DNWSI 374, s.v. hlt,; Levy 2:56; HALAT 305, s.v. von). On this basis, the 

funds would be “ripe and brewed.” The former interpretation is obviously better grounded. 

There then follows the delineation of the rights that come with ownership, closely 
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paralleling the similar clause in P.Yadin 7:17. The present order differs slightly in one of its 

infinitival forms, and what is more, additional rights are tacked on. The key infinitives 9n39? 

“to acquire, inherit” (in the simple stem!), most probably of early West Semitic derivation, 

and 712? “to use as pledge,” clearly based on an Arabic verb, are explained and discussed in 

the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:17, based on seminal studies by Yadin and Greenfield (also 

see Levine 2000a:841—-43). Infinitival jn1m? “to grant as gift” is well attested, and the Pa‘‘el 

infinitival forms: 72217, 732109 “to sell” are also employed in certain texts. The statement of 

ownership rights concludes by expressing, in the traditional Aramaic formulation, the 

freedom of the new owner to do with his purchases as he pleases, henceforth and forever. 

The Defension Clause and Its Corollaries (Lines 10—13) 

Defension clauses are a common feature of the legal documents—Hebrew, Aramaic, and 

Nabatean-Aramaic—from Nahal Hever, and distinctive features have been noted as they 

occur. The defension clauses in the Nabatean documents reflect the Aramaic common law 

tradition, so that, as an example, the present formulation overlaps to a great extent with that 

of P.Yadin 7, with some differences in sequence and vocabulary. The opening formula: x? "7 

xa x1 127 X91 77 “that (this transaction) not be subject to lawsuit, or contest, or oath” is, in 

its several versions, part of the common tradition (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:21). It 

is followed by a statement in the first person: W1IN 23 72 T?X NII NT [IVAN IN NDSK OT 

“and that I, this (same) >Abi-‘adan, will clear these purchases from anyone.” The Aramaic 

Pa‘el of the verb s-p-y, written with aleph, reflects the Arabic verb safawa “to be, become 

pure” (Lane 1703-4). Whereas the Aramaized form is decidedly Pa‘‘el, it is not certain 

which form in Arabic would best convey the sense of “clearing” someone or something, 

because usage in Arabic seems to be different. Several forms ranging from II to VIII are 

possible. The present statement may be compared with the Aramaic subscription of P.Yadin 

20, a Greek guardianship document from 130 CE, which reads in part: by 07 5D NBER) AYN 77 

5n> “that I will act and clear (= act to clear) the title (according to) all that is written above” 

(Yadin and Greenfield 1989:145; Greenfield 1992b:18-21). As noted by Greenfield, 

Aramaic XD&x is parallel with Greek kaSapotorew “I will clear.” In fact, Lewis (1989:16) 

regards usage of Greek ka@apototetv to be a Semitism, a translation of the Aramaic verb 

s-p-y. This expression of clearance also occurs in P.Yadin 3:35; in P.Avroman 1 (first 

century BCE) and in P.Dura 25 and 26 (180 and 227 CE), but, according to Lewis, does not 

turn up in the Greek papyri from Egypt before the sixth century CE. The next verb 

encountered is the simple Aramaic form Pawx' “and I will free up, leave unencumbered,” 

which is written piawx in P.Yadin 7:22, and is part of the Aramaic tradition (see the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:16). One “leaves” property “to, for, in the presence of’ another. 

The merism2°7p) pn “distant or near” is frequent in Aramaic documents. The ambiguity as 

to whether it connotes physical presence vs. distance, or family relationship vs. arm’s length 

transactions, is discussed in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin Ti 

So much for the parcel of land itself. At this point, the vendor addresses the purchaser and 
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guarantees his immunity from any acts on his own part, or by a third party against the houses 
and courtyards that are included in the purchase. There are some gaps, and not all the terms 
of reference yield a certain meaning, but the overall sense can be retrieved. Adverbial m1 
functions as a connective: “and as well.” The purchaser is declared to be °D7 “pure, clear.” 
The synonym that follows, whatever it was, is poorly preserved, and the word occurring 
below, in line 16 in the same formula, although intact, has not been deciphered. The same is 
also true of the parallel in P. Yadin 3:37. 

There is then further reference to claims, using the Aramaic verb b-<-y “to seek, demand:” 
779 "WIA XYIN' XYIN °7 “that I may claim, or that may be claimed in my name against you.” 
These assurances pertain to “houses and courtyards” (p71 pn2). A further stipulation 
perhaps concerns courtyards that were not attached to houses but surrounded by hedges, or 
trees, if the suggested translation is correct (see below). Here, the purchaser is declared to be 
clear of such claims, and such clearance and protection are expressed by a series of four 
terms. The first two are clearly Arabic and the fourth Aramaic, but the third, although better 
understood as Aramaic, may possibly be taken as Arabic. (1) 7¥n (haldsun) “clearance, 
requittal.” The pre-Islamic provenance of this term has been noted by Frantz-Murphy 
(1985:110—-12) and Greenfield (1992b:21), and is discussed at length by Khan (1994:210, 

214-22). Khan cites usage of the term ha/dsun “clearance, requital” (Lane 786, col. 2) in an 

early Islamic legal formula. He cites the following in the names of >Abi Hanifa (d. 767) and 

>Abu Yusuf Ya‘qub (d. 798): “Should a claim (darak) be made against So-and-So, son of So- 

and-So, it is the duty of So-and-So, son of So-and-So to clear that (halds dalika) or to return 

the price (radd al-taman).” (2) P¥N (tayinun) “specification,” literally, what one specifically 

sees with his eye (Lane 2213-14, s.v. ‘ayyana, II-form). (3) "ty “agreements.” On the 

possible meanings and derivations of this term, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:18—20. 

(4) in “oath.” This form is perhaps a variant of x1 “oath” appearing above in line 10, 

where its derivation and relation to the base form with determination, xn, is explained. M. 

Ned. 1:2 attests the form xn, a contraction of the same xn(79)1) “oath.” Such a meaning 

would fit the immediate context, but would require us to conclude that two variant forms of 

the same term occurred in the same document. The overall sense is that the purchaser is 

guaranteed protection from all claims. 

There is then a gap in the continuation of the provisional clause, but it can be restored as: 

Jeee) pana Ayan? ty °7 “which may still be claimed ... and ....” In the parallel clause in 

P.Yadin 3:14, the reading seems to be: 7/777) 7?172, so that wherever this pair occurs, it 

should be restored accordingly (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES). Assuming ]V/°77 to mean 

“courtyards,” as it does earlier in line 12, we would expect 7747 to refer to a space, or 

physical structure. The meaning of plural ]?35 remains uncertain, however. Rabbinic sources 

attest a noun x3°77 (also written Xan, and XN3X) “thorn, thorn bush.” The plural is attested as 

on and °° (Kohut 1878-92 3:177, 344). This term often appears alongside 70x 

“thornbush,” and some have classified such thornbushes as trees. It is equated with Hebrew 

yisy3 “thornbush” (Isa 7:19; 55:13). The Aruch cites a comment from y. Ros. Has. 2:2 (58a): 
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eran pos b127 x°>p7 pan jim “And we used to consider the date palms of Babylonia as 

being no more than so many thornbushes!” If this explanation is correct, it would mean that 

the deed protected the purchaser from claims against two types of courtyards, those attached 

to houses and those unattached and surrounded by hedges or thornbushes. Admittedly, this 

interpretation is highly speculative. Arabic attests a verb hajana “to be incorrect or faulty; to 

deceive,” and the form hajinun would accordingly mean “low, base,” referring to 

ungrounded claims (Dozy 2:756). 

The clause continues with the statement that there is agreement on exchange and profits, 

with the notion of agreement or consent being conveyed by the noun form p?73n = Arabic 

tasdiq, from the verb s-d-q “to be truthful, to assent”; hence: “consent, agreement” (Lane 

1666-69, meanings 1 and 5; Wehr 1971:594). The second term is Aramaic/Late Hebrew 

pon, a form attested in Jewish legal sources in the sense of “exchange rates/goods” (m. 

Qidd. 1:6; m. Bek. 2:8; Sokoloff DJPA 203; Levy 2:62). The verb h-/-p frequently connotes 

various types of exchange, as is true of the Arabic cognate verb halafa (Lane 791-99). Two 

possible interpretations present themselves here: either the exchange involved replacing the 

property with a payment computed according to value, or it involved the replacement of the 

deed itself; in other words, the preparation of a new document. There are provisions for such 

“exchange” in many earlier and contemporary Aramaic documents (see WDSP 7:14 [Gropp 

1986:114-15]; XHev/Se 8:7 [Yardeni 1997:27]; XHev/Se 50+Mur 26, lines 21—22 [ibid., 

127]). The former explanation is more probable because the next term encountered is ]"719%, 

reflecting an Arabic verb ganima “to gain, acquire” (Lane 2300-1). The form 719% would 

represent a plural noun, realized with the Aramaic plural suffix. Note the Arabic feminine 

noun forms with preformative mem: magnamatun, also mugannamatun “numerous (sheep or 

goats).” The sense is that the purchaser is entitled to all profits that may accrue from the 

conveyed property. An unintelligible text then follows, after which we read the remainder of 

the general clause guaranteeing the usual rights of ownership: x°321 np?2nd jik73i 75434 

anand 54 x4ik431 “regarding purchases and clearances, as is customary for purchases and 

clearances as is written.” The form 831X712 is a plural noun derived from the Arabic verb 

bariya, I-form (= barra’a) “to clear” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:22, and 

Greenfield 1992b:17—18). Adverbial np>2n> (k + feminine construct) expresses Arabic 

haligatun “manner, nature” and adjectival haliq “suitable, appropriate” (Lane 801—2) and is 

frequent in Nabatean inscriptions (see Healey 1993:72 on H 1:3). Of interest is P.Yadin 7:24: 

Pans °F NXIINIDI XIN np’2n> “as is customary for gifts and clearances, as these are 

written.” This is an alternative way of saying 019139 (Greek voyos) “as is the custom,” 

appearing in Aramaic and Hebrew documents (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 46:58). 

Interim Payments to the Nabatean King (Lines 13-14) 

One assumes that there would normally be a time-lapse of less than a year until the annual 

taxes would be collected, at which time the property in question would be registered to the 

new owner. It was required, therefore, to arrange for the vendor and the new owner to split, 
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or pro-rate the leasing tax payable to the king for the interim period of some months, after 
which the new owner would assume this obligation (Cotton 1997b:256). More is known 
about taxation in the provinces following the Roman annexation of 22 March 106 CE, but it 
would appear that the same process obtained under the Nabatean kings, namely, that 
registration occurred when the taxes were paid (Isaac 1994). That this deed is referring to 
fixed taxes or fees, and not rent, is implied by the fact that the amount of ten se’ahs is the 
amount required in both P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3, notwithstanding the difference in price 
and expected difference in yield. The language of the relevant passages makes this clear. 

The act of “dividing” is conveyed by the verb np¥» “she split,” which realizes the 3fs. 
perfect of Arabic falaqa “to split, divide” (Lane 2441-43), cognate with Aramaic p-/-g. The 
term °45x “rent, leasing fee” has been explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:16. 

Idiomatic ni means: “like, as well.” Cf. the Nabatean tomb inscriptions, H 1:8 (= CIS II 

no. 199): m2 x39” NNN N3ixWw1 “and to our lord Aretas, the king, in the same manner” 

(Healey 1993:68; Sokoloff DJPA 253, s.v. n1D). Such payments are referred to as “the share” 

(pn) of the king and constituted a form of taxation probably payable in kind. It is necessary 

to repeat that the amount of the payment seems to be unaffected by the price, since in 

P.Yadin 3:15, the payment to the king is also ten se’ah’s, even though the price paid for the 

property was considerably higher. For this reason, it is better to translate n1D as indicating the 

customary manner, or accepted duty rather than as indicating an identical amount (see the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 8:9b). The antecedent of the particle 713 “‘in it” is xn3w? “for the 

year,” namely, the leasing fee for the year. 

There then follows a clause stipulating that at the end of the tax year, the plantation would 

be registered in the name of the new owner, the purchaser, Archelaus. The verb “to be 

registered” is Aramaic x3”mnn (the antecedent is feminine xn3,. “plantation”), the Ithpe‘el 

form of the common Semitic verb, most characteristic of Aramaic, namely, m-n-y “to count, 

measure.” More difficult to define in the present clause is the particular significance of the 

term 10x “binding agreement,” already encountered in the Hebrew and Aramaic papyri from 

Nahal Hever, and discussed at great length in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:16. In 

P.Yadin 7:28/62, the formula is as follows: “With respect to this, (and) in consideration 

thereof, I have given you this gift, on the binding agreement that ("7 0X ?¥) you (continue 

to) be my wife as (was so) previously.” Here, we are given to understand that the present 

document would be followed by “‘a new edict/binding agreement” (N7N 70x) to be issued at 

the end of the tax year, confirming on the part of the royal administration the purchase by 

Archelaus. The same provision occurs in P.Yadin 3:15/42. 

A Provision Penalizing Unauthorized Alterations in the Present Contract (Lines 14-16) 

If the vendor, ?Abi-‘adan, alters any of the terms of the contract she is liable for the entire 

price of the purchase, including the payment to the king, and she continues to bear 

responsibility for clearance of all claims. The present formulation adds the words: x? j7484y1 

xwi2 “and (concerning) claims (that) are without authorization” (the relative pronoun is 
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missing). Since this formula is peculiar to the Nabatean documents, an Arabic derivation for 

7>axIy would be reasonable. Perhaps Arabic garr “to be deceptive” would fit the context, the 

sense being that acts of deception are not to be tolerated. The translation “deceptions, 

deficiencies” is supported by meanings attested for the Arabic root garr (Lane 2237-40) “to 

deceive.” One geminated form especially suggests itself: girarun “deficiency, imperfect 

performance” (Lane 2239, col. 1). Given the frequency of geminated realizations of this 

verbal root in Arabic, any one of several meanings would suit our present context (also cf. 

P.Yadin 4:18). An alternative would be to take this word as the reduplicative form 1Y79 

“objection, complaint” with the second ayin having dissimilated to aleph: Pruyy > PAX. 

Cf. Hebrew/Aramaic 11y “grievance, contest.” For Talmudic usage see Sokoloff DJPA 420, 

s.v. 3# Ivy; ibid. 421, s.v. Wy. Idiomatic: xwi3 x> “unauthorized, without permission” 

expresses the root r-s-y “to have authority” (Sokoloff DJPA 530; and see above, the 

COMMENTARY on line 5 as well as on P.Yadin 3:14 and on P.Yadin 44:8, 24). The 

reduplicative ¥5¥> “everything” is probably meant to be all-inclusive. 

A Final Statement of Unencumbered Ownership (Lines 16/40-41) 

The new owner, Archelaus, and his sons after him, and any other person in possession of the 

deed, is declared empowered and clear. Adjectival v->y “having authority, empowered” is a 

widespread Aramaic usage (DNWSI 1142-43; Sokoloff DJPA 552-53). A similar formula to 

the one here occurs in XHev/Se 9:6-7 (Yardeni 1997:40), likewise in a deed of sale. 

Restored 7[°2]?% is explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:43—-44. 

The Legal Force of the Witnesses’ Signatures (Lines 17/42) 

The deed ends with a clause, perhaps relating to the signatures of the witnesses; the same 

clause occurs in a number of other Nabatean-Aramaic legal documents (cf. P.Yadin 1, 3, and 

4). Its meaning is uncertain, however, and depends on how the form 137 is derived. Two 

alternative translations have therefore been provided to the reader: 

(1) The given form may be derived from the root t-n-y/t-n~ “to make a condition” which 

is well attested in Aramaic/Late Hebrew, often in the noun form "Jn, °XJn, “condition, 

permission, authorization” (Levy 4:654; Sokoloff DJPA 586). If we read 130%, with a waw, 

we have a variant form of the Aph‘el plural participle: [j)?3n2 “They impose a condition.” 

This variant, with waw instead of yod in the mpl. participle, is attested in Jewish Babylonian 

Aramaic (Epstein 1960:49, s.v. Aph‘el, mpl. participle). No parallels to such a participle, 

however, are found in the Judean Desert documentary texts. For usage, cf. m. Ketub. 9:1: 93 

sini 2inDw 7a ’y nanan “Anyone who imposes conditions on what is written in the Torah.” 

Even closer to home, C/S II no. 350, a Nabatean-Aramaic sepulchral inscription from Arabia 

(Yardeni 2000c:A:319), attests the form xin “condition, authorization” in its concluding 

clause: 

ody Jy aN NIN ww Tapa KIN AD Dn 77 Pa 172 9D WIaN MIT NPI TPN X71 
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No person at all may be buried in this sepulcher except the one for whom authorization of burial is 
written in these deeds of consecration, forever. 

From a much earlier period, in the Aramaic docket of a cuneiform inventory we read in 
Paleo-script: 732? °? xin “authorized (quota) of bricks” (CZS II no. 69; see DNWST 1222, s.v. 
tn’). A mem-preformative construction, xin “condition, encumbrance,” may occur in 
P.Yadin 3, unless it means “gift” in that passage (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 
3:16/43). Hence: “And none shall/may impose conditions on anything (to which) the 
witnesses have affixed their signatures.” 

(2) The given form may be derived from a root m-t-n “to await,” attested only in the 
Hiph‘il/Haph‘el, hamtén, bearing the sense: “to await, wait for something” (Sokoloff DJPA 
337; Levy 3:297-98, s.v. jn ID. To derive the form 13m” from the root m-t-n, this form 
would have to be read as a Pa“el 3mpl. perfect with causative force: matténu “they delayed,” 
which is possible. On that basis we would translate: “None has delayed/may delay anything 
(to which) the witnesses have affixed their signatures” (for a variant formula, see P.Yadin 
3:48). The reading and interpretation of the second half of this line, however, are conjectural. 

VERSO: The Signatures (Lines 43-49) 

See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES. The 

formula 77°2n> indicates that the witness signed on his own behalf (see the GENERAL 

INTRODUCTION: FORMAL FEATURES OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING). The 

component °7x (= 7i/ahi) “of God” is frequent in Nabatean personal names (cf. P.Yadin 

Ba05, 3:26, 52; 38:1). 
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P.Yadin 2 AND 3: TWO SALE CONTRACTS 

P.YADIN 3: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 3. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: Nabatean. 

Kind of Document: Double deed. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded and tied, packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, 

mainly at the folds. Holes caused by insects. 

Maximal Measurements: 38 cm x Ca. 15 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to script. 
Description of Damage: The upper part is fragmentary but the upper edge has partly survived. The lower text is almost 

intact except for a few gaps at the right margin and a few scattered holes mainly along the middle of the document. 
Joins: 5.7 cm from the top, perhaps remains of a join. No other join is visible. 
Direction of Folds: Top to bottom. 

Height of upper fold: Ca. 0.6 cm. 

Height of largest fold: ca. 1.9 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 55. 

Upper text: Total: 20 = verso: 6 (upside-down, opposite the top of the recto); recto: 14. 

Lower text: 28. 

Signatures: 7 on the verso (including the scribe). 

Height of text: 

Upper text: Verso: Ca. 2 cm; recto: Ca. 5.8 cm. 

Lower text: Ca. 26.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Upper text: Verso: (surviving:) 8 cm; recto: [12 cm?]; (surviving): 8.5 cm. 

Lower text: 12.6 cm. 

Height of space between upper and lower texts (including the ascender of lamed): Ca. 2.2 cm. 

- Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: No margin left (on purpose). 

Lower margin: (surviving:) Ca 4. cm. 

Right margin: Upper text: Verso: 1.5 cm; recto: 1.5 cm. Lower text: Ca. 1.7 cm. 

Direction of signatures: Verso: Perpendicular to the text of the recto, starting opposite the beginning of the lower text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: All signatures are in the Nabatean script, including that of the main party, as 

well as another person (7n? 13), who presumably signed for her (see the Physical Description: Special notes 

concerning the signatures in P. Yadin 2), four witnesses and the scribe. 

Scribe: 1niy 72 711y (signed in line 55, verso). 

Description of Script: Written by the same scribe as P. Yadin 2. 

Upper text: Cursive. 

Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.15—0.2 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.15—0.3 cm. 

Lower text: Formal, written with a skilled hand. 

Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.4—0.5 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5—0.7 cm. 
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P.YADIN 3: TEXT 
UPPER VERSION 

VERSO 
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P.YADIN 3: TRANSLATION 
UPPER VERSION 

VERSO 
1 [On the second of Tebet, year twenty-eight of Rab’el the King, Kin]g of the Nabateans—who has brou[ght 

life and deliverance to his people, in Mahoz ‘Eglatain. On that day 
[he purchased, (namely), Shim‘on, son of ...]...[...]...[...] of Mahoz ‘Eglatain, from me, I, ?Abi-‘adan 
daughter of *Aptah, son of Manigares, a date palm plantation 

[belonging to >Abi-‘ada]n, called GH.2, which is in G[algala, which is in Mahoz ‘Eglatai]n, including 
irri[gation ditches and assigned watering periods; half of one hour on the first day of the week], 

every single week and forever. And [these are its boundaries: To the east: the road; and to the west: the 
houses of Hunainu, son of Tayim-Ilahi, and the houses of Taha’, daughter of ‘Abad-Haretat]; 

and to the south: the plantation of our lord, R[ab’el the King, King of the Nabateans—who has brought 
lijfe and delive[rance to] his [people]; and to the nforth: the swamp. That entire plantation, within all its 
boundaries], 

and all that belongs to this (same) >Abi-‘adan [in it, by entitleme]nt and [jurisdiction, according to 
bouJn[dJary [and sectio}]n and valid document, and by firm register [and apportionment and boundary, 
(including) garden and spring and ..., and as above (or: a concealed or unconcealed document; and..., 
and publicity); and wood, 

RECTO 
7 

we]t and dry, and arid land su[ch as there is in it, and ... and ...] and ..., and pa[rtnership and estate rights, 
and ... and courtyards inside it in every place, and everything whatsoever], 

small or large, as is proper for him [regarding th]e[se purchases; sunny areas and where] shade [fall]s— 

[this (same)] Shim‘[on has purchased with silver (in the amount of) sela‘s one hundred sixty] 

eight, precisely (or: split/half). [All of this] silver,[ the price of these purchases, has been received by me, 
I, this (same) ?Abi-‘adan, the fixed price in funds. (These are) ... at full value, mature] 

and [beyond reclai]m forever. (The right) to buy and to sell, [and to pledge, and to inherit and to gr]Jant as 

gift, and to d[o with these purchases all that he wishes (accrues to) this (same) Shim‘on from the day] 

on which] this [document is written] and forever. [That it not be subject to lawsuit or contest or Joath 

whatsoever, and (further) [that I will clear, I, this (same) ?Abi-‘adan, thes purchases from] 

anyone at all, [distant or near, and I will free them up to you, you, this (same) Shim‘on, to you and to your 

sons after you forever. And as well, clean and [...] are you, this (same) Shim‘on, from me, I], 

this (same) ?Abi-‘adan, from all that I may claim or [that may be claimed] in [my ]na[me against you 

regarding th]lese [purchases], from houses and courtyards. (There is) [clear]ance [and specification and 
accounting and oath concerning what may still be claimed] 

regarding ... and [...]; and agreement regarding ex[change and profit. And ..., and... and ..., and ... and 

... and ... entirely, (regarding) purchases and clearances, as is customary for purchases and clearances, 
as 1S written, forever. And accordingly], 

this (same) [?A]bi-‘adan has apportion[ed] the share of [our] lord, [the leasing tax for a year, as well, in it(s 

amount of)] t[en] s[e’ahs], until such time as there will be a new binding agreement and this plantation 

will be registered 
as part of the property of] this (same) Shim‘on (as) in t[his] document. [And everything that is written in it 

as a condition(?)/gift(?) this (same) son of LTY ... and regarding what this (same) ?Abi-‘adan (has 

stipulated) pertaining to you. And if we], 
PAbi-‘adan, and ..., thJese (same persons) shall change or shall alter f[rom this (agreement) without 

authority we shall owe to you, you, this (same) Shim‘on, the entire price of these purchases, and all and 

everything that] 
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we may [claim or that may be claimed in our name against you regarding them. And the same applies to 
our lord, Rab?el the King. And claims (or: deceptive actions) are not permitted. And empowered and 
clean and ... is this (same) Shim‘on] 

[and his sons after him, or anyone else who may be in possession of this document from its place of 
holding regarding these purchases, as provided in it, forever]. 

And[ none may impose conditions on anything (to which) the witnesses have affixled their signatures (or: 
And[ none has delayed anything (to which) the witnesses have affixjed their signatures\set their 
conditions). 
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[On] the second of Te[b]et, ye[ar tw]e[n]ty and ei[ght of RabPel the King, King of the Nabateans—who 
has brought life [and] deliverance to his people— 

in Mahoz ‘Egla[tain]. On that day he purchased, (namely), [Shim‘]on, [son of ...]...[...]...[...]... 
Mahoz ‘Eglatain from me, I, >Abi-‘adan, daughter of >Aptah, so[n of] Manigares, a date palm plantation 
belonging to “!this (same) 5) Abi-adan, 

that is called GH.?, which is in Galgala?, which is in Mafho]z ‘Eglatain, including irrigation ditches and 
assigned watering periods; half of é 

one hour on the first day of the week, week [after wee]k forever. And these are its boundaries: To the east: 
the road; 

and to the we[s]t: the houses of Hunainu, son of Ta[yim-T]lahi, and the houses of Taha?, daughter of 
‘Abad-Haretat; and to the south: the plantation of 

our lord, Rab’el the King, King of the Nabateans—who has brought life and deliverance to his people; and 
to the north: the swamp. That entire plantation, 

within all its boundaries, and all that belongs to this (same) >Abi-‘adan in it, by entitlement and 
jurisdiction, according to boundary and share and valid document, and by firm register and 
apportionment 

and boundary, (including) garden and spring and ... and as above (or: a concealed or unconcealed 
document, and ... and publicity); and wood, wet and dry, and arid land, such as there is in it, and ... 

and ..., and ..., and partnership and estate rights, [and ...], and courtyards inside it in every place, and 
everything whatsoever, small and large, 

as is proper for him regarding these purchases, sunny areas and where shade falls—this (same) Shim‘on 
has purchased with silver (in the amount of) sela‘s one hundred si[xt]y 

[and] eigh[t, pre[cisely (or: spl[it]/hal[f]). And this silver, all of it, the price of these purchases, has been 
received by me, I, this (same) ?Abi-‘adan, the fixed price 

in funds. [ ]... at full value, mature and beyond reclaim, forever. (The right) to buy and to sell, and to 
pledge, and to inherit and grant as gift, 

and to do with these purchases all that he wis[hes] (accrues to) this (same) Shim‘on from the day on which 

this document is written and for 

ever. That it not be subject to lawsuit or contest or oath whatsoever, and (further) that I will clear, I, this 

(same) ?Abi-‘adan, these purchases from anyone 

[at all, dist]ant or near, and I will free them up to you, you, this (same) Shim‘on; to you and to your sons 

after you, forever. 

And, as well, clean and ... are you, this (same) Shim‘on, from me, I, this (same) ?Abi-‘adan, from all that I 

may claim or that may be claimed 

in my name against you regarding these purchases, from [hous]es.and courtyards. (There is) clearance and 
specification and accoun[ting and Joath concerning what may still be claimed 

regarding ... [and ...]. And (there is) agreement regarding exchange and profit, and ..., and ..., and..., and 
authority, and .... 
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[...]... entirely, (regarding) purchases and clearances, as is customary for purchases and clearances, as is 

written, forever. Accordingly, 

[this (same) ?Abi-‘ada]n [has apportioned] what is owed from this plantation, the share of our lord, the 

leasing tax for a year, as well, in it(s amount of) ten se’ahs 

until such time as there will be a new binding agreement and this plantation will be regi[stered] as part of 

the property of this (same) Shim‘on (as) in this document. And everything that 

is written in it as a condition (or: gift), this (same) son of LTY ..., and regarding what [this] (same) ?Abi- 

cadan (has stipulated) pertaining [to] you. And if we, 

>Abi-‘adan and ..., these (same persons), shall change or shall deviate from this (agreement) without 

authority, then we shall ow[e to] you, you, (4) thi]s (same) (“IShim‘on, 

the entire price of these purchases, and all and everything that we may claim or that may be claimed in our 

name against you regarding them. And to our lord 

Rab’el the King, as well. And claims (or: deceptive actions) are not permi[tt]ed. And empowered and 

clean and ... is this (same) Shim‘on and his sons 

after him and any [othe]r person [who may be in possess]ion[ of this document frJom [its place of holdin|g 

with respect to these purchases, as (provided) in it, forever. And none 

may impose conditions on anything to which the witnesses have affixed their signatures (or: And none has 

delayed anything to which the witnesses have affixed their signatures\set their conditions). 

VERSO VERSO 

awpi oy TI¥5ANX 49 49 >Abi-Sadan, on her own behalf; 
50 a 

snd or bs YL°°p/an an>] 50 = [= wrote) mes FP son of LTH. ' 

Archelaus, son of ..., written in his own hand. 

IVPINI eKe I O73 51 52 Wahab-Ilahi, son of Mushalimu, written in his 

sand own tan oxam) 52 own hand. 

spans >w 42 NWI) 53 53 Wahab-Dushara, son of Shulay, written in his 

apand ppytat 1a vyatar 54 et ae 
Zabad-ba‘al, son of Zabadion, written in his 

own hand. 

‘Azur, son of ‘Awatu, the scribe ... (= and) he 

wrote\issued it. 

mince NIOIMNY I Wy 55 
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P.Yadin 2 AND 3: TWO SALE CONTRACTS 

P.YADIN 3: EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
The EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to follow will only cover P.Yadin 3 where both of its two versions 
differ from the two versions of P.Yadin 2, such as in those lines where new or different 
content appears. They will not repeat what has already been presented in the EPIGRAPHIC 
NOTES to P.Yadin 2. As in P.Yadin 2, the UPPER VERSION begins on the VERSO and 
continues on the RECTO, leaving no margin between the two sides so that no text could be 
added which might have changed the agreed version. Unfortunately, the UPPER VERSION of 
P.Yadin 3 suffered severe damage, although part of it may be restored by interfacing with the 
LOWER VERSION, of which most is preserved. Nevertheless, where both versions are 
damaged, significant information is missing. 

Lines 2/22: We do not know the very crucial information about the patronymic of the 
purchaser Shim‘on because it is partly damaged, and partly illegible in both the UPPER and 
LOWER VERSIONS. In line 2, the name is missing altogether, and in line 22, the beginning of 
the name is missing in a hole, and its end is mostly damaged because the papyrus layer has 
peeled off at this point. Thus, we have no proof that this Shim‘on is, indeed, Babatha?’s 
father (see the COMMENTARY). 

Lines 3/24-25: The name of the grove in Galgala? is partly damaged both in line 3, and in 
line 24. The first two letters of the name may be read as gimel and he’. Each of the two 
following letters may be read alternatively as beth, yod, or nun. The second of the two may 
also be read as waw, zayin, daleth, or resh. The name apparently ends with aleph. None of 
these alternative readings yield an identifiable name. The end of line 3 is completely missing, 
and in the parallel text in line 25 we find the determined form X°°°w2. The possible 
restoration Xnw3 “in the week,” as indicating the schedule of irrigation rights, is uncertain, 
as the beginning of the word surviving in line 25 looks more like xnyw3, which, however, 
would seem to make no sense in the immediate context (see the COMMENTARY). 

Lines 7/29-30: Most of the problems arising in these lines have already been discussed in 

the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to P. Yadin 2:5—7/25—27. 

Lines 14/39-40: More is preserved here than was the case in P.Yadin 2:12/35—36, and 

limited interfacing can be of help. Thus, line 14 of the UPPER VERSION may be restored in 

large part from P.Yadin 3:39—40. In line 39, the restored taw in: 1°[°n]}), on which basis the 

same damaged word is restored in line 14, comes from P.Yadin 2:36, where, however, the 

first letter looks like kaph rather than waw, and is therefore transcribed as: °°°h5. In either 

case, the word is not intelligible. At the beginning of line 40 about six letters are missing, 

estimated to represent two words. 

Lines 16—-17/43—44: In line 43 there is a person referred to as: 733 °n? 72 “this (same) son of 
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LTY,” and this name is accordingly restored in line 16. The question of his role is discussed 

in the COMMENTARY. The usual way of referring to a known party to the transaction by 

usage of the demonstrative 137 means that the full name of this person had been mentioned 

earlier on, perhaps in lines 2/22, near the beginning of the document, where some text iS 

missing. In line 44, the first name of this person appears alone, after the name of ?Abi-‘adan, 

the vendor, and although all of its letters are preserved their readings are uncertain. The final 

lamed is preceded by five letters, the first of which is a short, vertical down-stroke, which 

may be waw, zayin, daleth, or resh. The second may perhaps be beth or yod; the third is 

either pe’ or goph, and the fourth may be beth, kaph, or nun. The fifth letter is again a short, 

vertical down-stroke, resembling the first letter. None of these alternatives has yielded an 

identifiable name. In his signature (line 50) his first name is again missing, except for the 

final Jamed, and his patronymic is written sn> instead of °n>. Neither of these forms has 

parallels elsewhere. 

P.YADIN 3: COMMENTARY 

Given the fact that P.Yadin 2 and P.Yadin 3 are so similar in content, the COMMENTARY on 

P.Yadin 3 will be limited to new content that has not been treated in the COMMENTARY on 

P.Yadin 2, and to other significance differences between the two documents. The reader is 

referred to the INTRODUCTION. 

UPPER VERSION 

Regnal Date, Royal Lineage and Titulary (Lines 1/21) 

The titulary of Rab’el II is much briefer here than it was in P.Yadin 2, where it was unusually 

elaborate. 

Identification of Vendor and Purchaser (Lines 2—3/22—23) 

There are a number of individuals named Shim‘on on record in the Nahal Hever papyri, 

including Babatha?’s father, Shim‘on, son of Menahem, the donor of the grant in P.Yadin 7 

(see INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES and Lewis 1989:153). Since the name of the father of the 

present Shim‘on is missing in both versions of P.Yadin 3 it is not possible to identify him 

with certainty (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES). It is of great interest, nonetheless, that a Jew 

purchased property located in the Nabatean kingdom from a Nabatean owner, under the 

provisions of Nabatean law, and that the deed of sale was written and witnessed by 

Nabateans. 

Identification of Parcel and Stipulation of Watering Rights (Lines 3-4/24—25) 

It was a well-attested practice to give names, or handles, to parcels of property; to refer to 

them as the local residents would have done. Thus, also in XHev/Se 9:2-3 (Yardeni 

1997:39), a deed of sale, we read: NOTD I[P]N MPN 77 955 AInKx» “the parcel that is mine, 

that is called ‘the field of the orchard.’” The Hebrew and Greek legal documents in 
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Babatha?’s archive from Nahal Hever attest several, similar handles (see the COMMENTARY 
on P.Yadin 44:7-9). 

Here, the assigned times for irrigation are specified, as in P.Yadin 2:6-7/22. Such 
specification also occurs in P.Yadin 7:6—7, where this convention is discussed, especially use 
of the word 72w “Sabbath,” determined Xnlw, in the sense of “week” (see the COMMENTARY 
on P.Yadin 7:7). See also the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: 
WATER RIGHTS. 

An Expanded List of the Rights of Ownership (Lines 14—16/39-41) 
As explained in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to P.Yadin 2: 13, and now in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
to P.Yadin 3:14, the text of this line has been restored on the basis of P.Yadin 3:39-40, 
where more of the text is preserved. There follows a series of legal terms, about ten in 
number, including two possibly occurring in the gap at the beginning of line 40. The term 
1737? may be understood in two ways: (a) = “receipt,” from Pi‘el/Pa“el g-b-/ “to receive,” a 
verb that in various forms, is widely attested. It must be noted, however, that the Nahal 
Hever and other similar texts employ other terms for “receipt” (see APPENDIX B). 
Furthermore, this meaning for the given form may not have been current. (b) = “complaint,” 
from the same root but with the nuanced meaning of “to face off, oppose”; hence: “to 
complain, grieve,” and vocalized gebilah, a Qal form attested in Imperial Aramaic (TAD 
A6.15:5, 11 [Driver 12] gbylh; Levy 4:235-36, s.v. ¥1p). Cf. also, the form nap in P.Yadin 
36:35. The next term has been partly restored on the basis of P.Yadin 2:36, where the third 
and fourth letters are ambiguous. In turn, it is followed by the term °w4, which, if the reading 
is correct, would represent a variant, absolute form of feminine 1w7 “jurisdiction,” occurring 
above, in line 6. In fact, the final yod is distinct in the Nabatean script, so that a reading 1w7 
must be ruled out here. Adjectival rasay “authorized” is less likely in the immediate context. 

The words 87 813 ?¥ “regarding this plantation” in line 41 do not appear in line 15. Here 
words are included that are absent at the same point in P.Yadin 2, namely: 937 xqwwa3, whose 
precise sense warrants clarification. These words could be taken to mean “by means of this 
document” with beth instrumentii, but it may be also mean simply that the terms as specified 
in the present document will be fulfilled; hence: “(as) in this document.” The difference 
between the two renderings is hardly incidental. There is a question as to whether the vw 
itself was instrumental in establishing title, or whether it merely constituted a record or 
declaration. From what is stated below about possession of the document it would appear 
that it was a legal instrument. 

The Role of the Guarantor (Lines 16—18/42-45) 

The next clause introduces a guarantor, out of the blue, who is an interested party to the 

transaction, and it refers to contents of the document applicable to him as xin”, a term that 

may represent an absolute form of 73n” “grant, gift,” as in P.Yadin 7:7 (cf. also P.Yadin 

7:13). Alternatively, it may represent a variant of X3n “condition, authorization” (see the 
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COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:17). If taken to mean "gift,” Xin might refer to some additional 

part of the parcel contributed by the guarantor, which could be the reason for the higher sale 

price, or to a pay-off of some debt owed to >Abi-‘adan by the guarantor. If taken to mean 

“condition,” the term x2n” would mean that the enigmatic son of LTY will endorse, or vouch 

for all of the conditions of the document. The text is stating that the son of LTY stands 

behind whatever >Abi-‘adan had guaranteed to Shim‘on. In either case, prepositional 7>?¥ 

should be understood relationally: “pertaining to you,” namely, to Shim‘on, who is being 

addressed. 

As noted in the INTRODUCTION, here, first person plural forms replace the first person 

singular forms of P.Yadin 2 in the parallel clauses. Thus, 73738 771 “if we”; NiW4 “we shall 

alter”; 210) “and we shall owe”; and X39w2 “in our name.” This reflects the joint liability 

undertaken by the son of LTY. One of the signatories, whose name appears right below that 

of >Abi-‘adan herself, preceding the names of the witnesses (in line 50, below), is this same 

person. There his name appears as: mie ea har; | ]. He probably signed in her name (see the 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES ON THE SIGNATURES). AS suggested in the 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES, the first name of the guarantor may have also appeared in lines 17/44, 

explaining the force of mbx: “Abi-‘adan and X, these (same persons),” instead of “this 

(same) >Abi-‘adan.” In the signatures (line 50) the final letter of the guarantor’s first name 

appears as /amed, and here, in the next line of the LOWER VERSION (line 44), sufficient 

letters are legible to indicate that the guarantor’s first name ended in /amed. 

The Signatories (Lines 49-55) 

See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES. On 

subscription and signature formulae, see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: FORMAL FEATURES 

OF THE PAPYRI: SUBSCRIPTIONS AND WITNESSING. 

As for the specific names: (1) 779x371 (= wahab-ilahi) “sift of God” (Negev no. 337). In 

P.Yadin 2:48, it appears as a patronymic. (2) 12wa (= musallamu,; cf. obwn, Negev no. 703) 

conveys the sense of “unimpaired, complete.” The form ending with waw is more decidedly 

Arabic. Negev mentions that these names could express the designation “Muslim,” although 

it is uncertain if it was in use in pre-Islamic times. (3) 89W72m1 = wahab-DuSsara’) “gift of 

Dushara” is not listed by Negev. For references to the principal Nabatean god Dushara, see 

Healey 1993:252 Index, and for more information on Dushara, see references listed ibid., 32 

n. 180. (4) *»w (= Shulai; Negev no. 1138) may be partially preserved in P.Yadin 2:48, as the 

first name rather than the father’s name. (5) 9y2721 (= zabad-Ba‘al) “gift of Baal” is one of a 

number of personal names incorporating the component zabad “gift” (Negev nos. 367-73). 

Most likely, })[?]721 is a Greek form of the same Semitic name. 
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P.Yadin 4 (= 5/6Hev 4): A POSSIBLE GUARANTOR’S 
AGREEMENT IN NABATEAN-ARAMAIC 

Plates 25-26 Date unknown (Year 28 of Rab’el II mentioned) 

INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 4 is possibly a guarantor’s agreement written in the Nabatean script. The papyrus 

is very heavily fragmentary. Traces of signatures on its VERSO indicate that this is a double 
document, but nothing of the UPPER VERSION has survived. Furthermore, very little is 
preserved in lines 1—8 of the LOWER VERSION, RECTO, where most of the basic information 
would have appeared (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES). The date that is restorable in lines 10-11: 
NIN? KINI PLwy nw] “[year twen]ty and eight of our lord,” namely, of Rab’el II (98/99 
CE), is not likely the date on which the present document itself was written, because such 
information would hardly occur in the middle of the text. That date is most probably the date 
on which the purchase that underlies the present guarantor’s agreement was enacted (see the 
COMMENTARY on line 11, below). As will be explained in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 12} 
below, the reading 259 “guarantor” is decidedly uncertain, and yet it is virtually the only 
explicit basis for characterizing this document as a guarantor’s agreement. Even with this 
uncertainty in mind, it is distinctly possible that P.Yadin 4 is, in fact, a guarantor’s 
agreement, and that its formulae may best be interpreted as components of this type of 
document. In any event, P.Yadin 4 was written by the same scribe who wrote P.Yadin 2 and 
P.Yadin 3. Whether or not it was related in substance to P.Yadin 2 and/or P.Yadin 3, which 

is possible, remains unclear because of the extent of missing information. 

If we acknowledge, for the sake of interpretation, that P.Yadin 4 is a document drawn up 

by a guarantor (29¥) in connection with the purchase of a plantation (xn33), we can state that 

the commitments it records are being made by the guarantor to the purchaser on behalf of the 

vendor. Line 12 may attest the name of the guarantor, if we restore the name *}0‘[7”], but it is 

also possible to restore the word 4}05[2] “in silver” at that point (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

to line 12). If the name Yehoseph could be sustained, the parties to the transaction may have 

been Jews, as was true in P.Yadin 6; or perhaps one of the parties was a Jew and the other a 

Nabatean, as in P. Yadin 3. 

Continuing the above line of reasoning, the guarantor assumes responsibility for any lien 

or contest against the property in question originating prior to the time of the sale, literally: 

“prior to the time that is written above” (line 12), the very date during the twenty-eighth year 

of Rab’el II mentioned in line 11. He declares his readiness to reimburse the purchaser for 

the entire cost of the property in question, if it comes to that, as well as for payments to the 

Nabatean king (the leasing fee, etc.). 

We lack the names of both the purchaser and the vendor. We would normally find such 

information both in the text of the document, and again in the signatures, since at least one 

party normally signed agreements. In the present papyrus, the signatures have not been 
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preserved, except for part of the name of the scribe (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 26). 

There are, however, some further indications as to the nature of the transaction and the 

identity of its parties. In line 7 we can perhaps read the first person independent pronoun ix 

“I,” referring to the speaker, which, if correct, would indicate that this agreement was 

formulated in the subjective mode. This conclusion is verified, in any event, by the two first 

person statements occurring in lines 14-15, addressed in the second person, where we find 

the first person pronoun once again, and the first person verbal form ]n3x, “I will convey, 

remit, pay.” Moreover, whoever is being addressed in the second person was a woman, 

namely, the purchaser, if this is a contract of guarantee. This is indicated by the feminine 

suffix in °5584p “before you (fs.)” and the oblique feminine pronoun in the statement: JN3X °7 

»95 “that I will remit to you (fs.).” Female gender is further indicated by the second person 

verbal form pynnn “you (fs.) will be agreeable” at the end of line 16. 

For the rest, the legible portions of P.Yadin 4 attest the conventional terms and formulae 

known to us from the other Nabatean papyri in the Yadin Collection, including the term (also 

attested in P.Yadin 1) read either x37py “real property, land” or XITPy “our contract,” either 

of which yield an Arabism (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:15). 
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P.Yadin 4: A POSSIBLE GUARANTOR’S AGREEMENT 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 4. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: Nabatean. 

Kind of Document: Double deed. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded and tied, packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, 

mainly at the folds. Holes caused by insects. 
Maximal Measurements: Ca. 20.5 cm x Ca. 16.7 cm. (Height of large fragment: 13.5 cm). 
Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to script. 
Description of Damage: The deed is torn into separate fragments, four of which are now placed one on top of the other. 

The two upper ones, which have no script on them, may, however, belong to the bottom of the document. The upper 
one of the two remaining fragments is severely damaged, while the lower one is in a better condition; most of its tears 
are at the folds, particularly in its left two thirds. The upper text is missing, probably having fallen to pieces and lost 
after its discovery, at the time of its unfolding. 

Joins: Ca. 0.7 cm from the bottom. No other join is visible. 

Direction of Folds: Top to bottom. 

- Height of smallest fold: Ca. 1.2 cm. 

Height of largest fold: ca. 1.7 cm. 

Number of lines (surviving; including signatures): 26. 

Upper text: Missing. 

Lower text: (surviving:) 19 (in addition apparently 2 lines are missing at the beginning). 

Signatures: 7 on the verso (including the scribe). 

Height of text: 

Lower text: (surviving:) Ca. 19.4 cm (the upper part is missing). 

Maximal Width of text: 

Lower text: 14.6 cm. 

Height of space between upper and lower texts (including the ascender of /amed): 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Missing. 

Lower margin: Ca. 1 cm. 

Right margin: Ca. 1.7 cm. 

Direction of signatures: Verso: Perpendicular to the text of the recto, starting opposite the beginning of the lower text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: An unidentified letter on the verso of the lower fragment apparently marks the 

end of the first signature; the remains of the first and of all six other signatures have partly survived on the verso of 

the smaller fragment. Except for the scribe’s signature, all others seem to be in the Aramaic script. It seems that four 

signatures belong to witnesses, while the first no doubt belongs to the person in whose name the deed or agreement is 

written. The small space between the first and second lines of the signatures may indicate that the second line belongs 

to a person who signed in the name of the first party, the latter being illiterate. This assumption may be supported by 

similar cases in P.Yadin 2 and 3. In this case, the word restored as 727[3] in line 21 may be the end of a personal 

name. Being extremely damaged, however, these lines cannot be restored. 

Scribe: 1n1y 12 T11y (signed in line 26, verso); only the last two letters of his signature have survived. 

Description of Script: The script resembles that of P.Yadin 2 and 3. 

Lower text: Formal, written with a skilled hand. 

Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.4—0.6 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5—0.8 cm. 
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Fig. 29. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 4: Verso 
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P.YADIN 4: TEXT 

LOWER VERSION 

RECTO 
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P.Yadin 4: A POSSIBLE GUARANTOR’S AGREEMENT 

TRANSLATION 
LOWER VERSION 

RECTO 

; elect ssc] 
lel] 

; ei... |... 
ee: 

meni.) that.:.[...] 
ae es 
fe. |... J,[...] 
: Dihat ...{...] 

= So 

11 

the leasing fee ... according to the plantation that is (written) above SF es ce 
... from...[...year twent]y 
and eight (of) our lord, in well-being ... that any person at all[ ...] anyt[hin]g, [small 
or la[rge.] (I am) a guarantor in the purchases of that (same) plantation, prior to the time that is written 
above ... is binding ...[...] t[hi]s (same) [Yeh]oseph (or: th[i]s silver) 
sila 
before you from [an]y person, distant or near, that I will convey to you the real property (or: contract), 
which is (written) above. Accordingly, (I) acknowledge liability, 

I (do), in (the amount of) this silver, which is not subject to any suit, or contest, or oath, whatsoever. And 
if ...[...]... that (or: which) 

[...]...[...] that (pertains to) any of the costs of those sales, and all of the costs of the real property (or: 
contract), which is (written) above, and everything to which you will agree (or: with which you will be 
satisfied) 

in accordance with the desire of [...]...[... and to Jour lord, 

Rabrel, the king, as well. And claims (or: deceptive [actions]) are not permitted [regarding all] that by this 

writ shall be done. And none may impose conditions on anything to which the witnesses 

may set conditions (or: And none has delayed anything to which the witnesses may set conditions). 

[...5 (by) his verbal order. 

[...]...; [his own hand] writ[ing]. 

[<Azur, son of ‘Awa]tu [the scribe, ... (= and) he wrote it]. 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

Lines 1-8: It is difficult to know exactly how many lines are missing at the beginning of the 

LOWER VERSION. The restoration of the scribe’s signature on the VERSO (line 26) may 

indicate that the part missing measured at least 2.5 cm, namely, about two lines, provided 

that it started opposite the beginning of the LOWER VERSION on the RECTO, according to the 

scribal practice (cf., e.g., P-Yadin 3). This means that line 1 is actually the third line of the 

original LOWER VERSION. There are some letters visible in line 3, and single letters in lines 2 

and 4, but they are unintelligible. The only word in lines 1—8 that can be read with certainty 

is the relative pronoun °7 “that, which” in line 5. In line 7, we may perhaps be able to read 

the first person independent pronoun 3X “I,” and in line 8, possibly the relative pronoun *7, 

once again. 

Line 9: The two words at the beginning of the line are damaged, but remains of all of their 

letters are visible. Only three words are clearly legible in this line: x?y °7 xm32 “the 

plantation that (is written) above.” It is tempting to restore the word that precedes them as 

79x “the lease payment of,” but the first letter looks like waw rather than aleph. On the other 

hand, the first word in the line, of which only initial aleph can possibly be read, could be 

restored as "12x if we could be certain that the tiny spot remaining from its final letter indeed 

indicated a yod. This spot is, however, too small to allow for a certain restoration. As 

indicated below in the COMMENTARY on line 9, the term °72X, a word of Arabic origin 

meaning “leasing fee,” may apply to taxes on leases or other similar obligations that were 

payable to the authorities. ; 

Lines 10—11: There are some letters preserved in line 10 but most of them are unintelligible, 

except for the very last two letters which are yod and final nun. These letters are followed 

immediately, at the beginning of line 11, by a number, and thereby allows us to make the 

following continuous restoration: xivani p[awy n3wa] “[in year twen]ty and eight.” This is 

followed by the royal title: x3x7” “our lord,” namely, the Nabatean king Rab’el II. In turn, 

this is followed by a word that may be read &nw4 “in well-being” (see the COMMENTARY on 

line 11). 

Line 12: Virtually certain restorations allow us to read most of line 12. Thus, we read the 

word [x’]aw “and la[rge]” at the beginning of the line. The readings of the second and third 

words of this line as: 43/2 249 “a guarantor in the purchases of’ is highly conjectural, both 

words being written with ligatures. The latter part of the line is spotty, but we can read the 

word (or completion of a word) O°P°°°, provisionally translated “is binding.” At the end of 

the line we read 43] 4}O1[7"] “th[i]s (same) [Yeh]oseph,” or *[3]7 40D “th[i]s silver” (cf. line 

5). 

Line 13: This line is heavily damaged. 
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Line 14: This line is complete when the third word in it is restored: 22] “any, all.” In the 
COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:15, the alternative readings x31py “real property” and NITPY 
“contract” are discussed (see the COMMENTARY on line 14, and note the recurrence of this 
term in line 16, just below). 

Line 15: More than half of the line is completely preserved, and we note the introduction of 
a conditional clause: 171 “and if-.” The rest of the line is illegible. 

Lines 16-17: As noted, a conditional sentence beginning with 17) “and if” in the last part of 
line 15 continues into line 16. The last word in line 16 is best read pyinn “you will agree” 
(or: “you will be satisfied”), rather than pyann “you will be required,” which does not fit as 
well in context. Line 17 is mostly illegible, except for the first and last words, both of which 
constitute parts of known formulae as explained in the COMMENTARY. On the basis of the 
currency of the formula indicating a payment to the Nabatean king, we restore at the end of 

line 17: X3x72[71] “[and to] our lord.” If correct, the final letter would be an aleph rather than 

a yod. The oblique stroke slanting to the right below the imagined base-line may perhaps be 

part of an unusual form of a/eph, similar to the one attested in line 14 at the end of the word 

XI7PY (or X3IP¥) and in line 18, at the end of the word x34. 

Line 18: After the word 798591, on which see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:15, the 

words: Xw72 x? “without authorization” should be restored, on the basis of the unusual form 

of aleph in the word x57, just commented upon, even though the curving stroke from the 

final letter looks like the tail of a final yod. 

Line 19: The first letter of the one word comprising line 19 is a short, vertical down-stroke 

that definitely differs from that of a kaph. Therefore, the reading 1in° should be preferred to 

j2n>. On the interpretation of this enigmatic formula, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 

Beh? 

Lines 20-26: The VERSO would have contained, in line 20, the signature of the person in 

whose name the document was written, namely, the guarantor. Traces of a taw are visible. In 

line 21 we read [2] “(by) his\her verbal order.” Because there is only a small space 

between the first two lines of signatures, this overrules the conjectural reading 727[3] “he 

wrote it” (cf. the second signature on the VERSO of P.Yadin 10). These two signatures are 

followed by the signatures of five witnesses, if we include the signature of the scribe. All 

signatures are heavily damaged. Only parts of the final two letters, the taw and the final waw, 

in the name if[1¥], the scribe’s patronymic, have survived, but the identity of the handwriting 

of P.Yadin 2, 3, and 4 allows us to conclude that all three deeds were written by this same 

scribe. Following the name of the scribe it is reasonable to restore: [A.2N°° X10] “the scribe, 

... (= and) he wrote/issued it.” 
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COMMENTARY 

Line 7: If the first person independent pronoun ik may be restored in this line, it would be 

informative because this would be the first indication that the present text is formulated in 

the first person (see the INTRODUCTION). 

Line 9: As explained in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES, above, there are problems in restoring the 

term "DX “leasing fee, payment” at the beginning of line 9, but this reading would suit the 

immediate context well, since such payments to the authorities were part of sales agreements 

(see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:15—16). What we are missing in the gaps of lines 9-10 

are undoubtedly other relevant provisions, or perhaps descriptions of the property. The words 

xdy °F X33 “the plantation that (is written) above” indicate that a plantation had already been 

described in the missing sections of the document. 

Line 11: Since the date recorded here, year twenty-eight of Rab’el II, appears in the middle 

of the document, and not at its beginning, it would not refer to the date on which the 

document itself was written, but rather to some other action, or rental payment, that took 

place at that time. Most probably, this is the date of purchase referred to in line 12, namely: 

n> xdy 77 Nit “the time that is written above.” Read as xnows “in well-being, peace,” this 

word, coming after the name of Rab’el II and his regnal year, may express the wish, or 

prayer, that his reign will continue to be peaceful, or, in a similar vein, that this king will 

continue to enjoy well-being during his reign. Alternatively, it could be affirming that the 

king’s reign has, indeed, been peaceful and prosperous, thereby praising the king. It is also 

possible that it is connected to a verb that followed it, and which is now missing, to the effect 

that something had been done or had taken place “in peace.” The noun n>w (= selam) is best 

known in Nabatean from epitaphs, where it expresses the wish that the departed “rest in 

peace”) (CIS Il nos.:3557°357, 362;/367> and so forth). The form 07w1 is attested in the 

Hermopolis papyri of the Achaemenid period, in words of greeting: PDX 731m? "1 NND? "2NI72 

now “I have recommended you to Ptah for blessings, that he may allow me to behold your 

face in well-being” (Herm 2:2, 3:2; in TAD A2.1:2; 2.2:2; 2.3:2; 2.429 

[Bresciani-Kamil 1—6]). Also cf. the frequent combination in West Semitic: ow) 203 “in 

prosperity and well-being” and variations of the same (DNWSI 1150-52, s.v. Slm,). The 

force of prepositional beth is circumstantial, indicating a good state of being. For similar 

Hebrew usage cf. Gen 28:21 and Mal 2:6. Some of the Bar-Kokhba letters end with the 

greeting obw xin, literally: “be at peace”; hence: “fare well!” 

Line 12: The West Semitic term 25y “guarantor,” whose reading is uncertain here, is 

explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:7. The stated specification that those claims 

which originated 2°n> xy 77 Xint O7P “prior to the time that is written above” is unusual and 

requires comment. We have seen that statements of clearance by vendors, or those who let 

property, are usually formulated in the future tense, to the effect that the purchaser or lessee 
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would be protected henceforth against claims outstanding at the time of sale (see the 
COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:26~29). Although the present statement by the guarantor is 
oriented to the past in its formulation, its legal import is the same. The date of sale is 
definitive, no matter when the claim is actually pressed or how clearance is expressed. If the 
obligation that generated the claim had been incurred before the date of sale it would be 
covered by the statement of guarantee or clearance, but from that point on responsibility 
would obviously shift to the purchaser. The difference between a vendor and a guarantor is 
that the latter is back-up for the former, and would bear said obligation only in the event that 
the vendor himself had failed to meet it. In P.Yadin 4 there is a certain drift between 
references to “purchases” (77321) and “funds, cost” (F}03) in the several statements of 
guarantee, but the legal intent is the same. 

Line 14: After a commonplace merism, the guarantor pledges that he will, as we say today, 
convey “clear title” to the said real property (accepting the reading XJ7P¥) as delimited 
above, should the vendor fail to do so. The legal formulation: —2 2°nna XTi has been 
translated: “I acknowledge liability for” On usage of the participle x/771%, see the 
COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:6 where it is explained that this verb has forensic force, 
referring to a statement of affirmation, admission, or agreement. When the two verbal forms 
are combined we have hendiadys. The form 2°nnx corresponds to the Hebrew Hithpa“el 
participle of the root h-w-b “to owe, be liable for, be guilty,” attested in the Mishnah (m. B. 
Qam. 3:10; m. ?Abot 3:4, 8; m. Ketub. 3:2, 8, and so forth). The basic sense is that of 
indebtedness, and it is understood that notions of sin and guilt are often expressed in similar 
terms as legal terms (see Sokoloff D/JPA 189, for nominal and verbal forms, and also see 
Levy 2:19-21). The term that can alternatively be read x39py “real property, land” or xIIpy 
“contract,” either of which reading would be an Arabism, is discussed in the COMMENTARY 
on P.Yadin 1:15. This same obligation on the part of the guarantor is apparently repeated 
below, in line 16. 

Line 15: The triad 7°7, 223, and Nav is a merism: “suit, contest, oath,” namely, any claim 

whatsoever. On the history of this formulation see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:21, and 

Levine 2000a:843—44. A new clause begins with conditional 37) “and if-.” 

Line 16: The demonstrative is written defectively as 13x “those,” instead of the usual 13x 

(see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.ILiv). Beginning in 

line 16, and continuing into line 17, it is likely that two redundant statements are expressed, 

which we take to mean that in the event that the vendor does not clear the property of 

encumbrances, he, the guarantor, agrees to repay the purchaser the full cost. In the former 

statement this obligation is expressed as: 11X X7121 "27 715 “the full cost of these purchases,” 

and in the latter as: xI7PY\NIIPY °mT 7191 “and the full cost of the real property (or: 

contract).” Unfortunately, the verb connoting repayment, ]n1X “I will remit” encountered in 
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line 14, above, or a verb of similar meaning, is missing in the gap, although such a verb was 

quite certainly expressed. These two statements of commitment on the part of the guarantor 

are followed by another phrase, expressing the rights of the purchaser. This is expressed as: 

hiaxd pytnn 7 95951 “and everything to which you (fs.) will agree in accordance with the 

desire of-.” We would normally expect a word meaning “self” (w53). The sense may be that 

there are no strings attached to the refund, but the text is too damaged to allow a sound 

interpretation. 

Lines 17-19: Beginning at the end of line 17 and continuing into line 18 is the conventional 

formula, restored as: M13 X21 N27 RIX VALI] “[and to] our lord, Rabel, the king, as well.” 

This formula is explained in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:13-14 and 8:9b. There then 

seems to appear a warning, somewhat obscured by a gap, prohibiting further claims: 

gwia xd pAkaipAxiy1 “and claims (or: deceptive acts) are not permitted.” The form 

JARAPNPARAV) is discussed in the COMMENTARY on Pr¥adin215: 

The concluding statement is standard in the Nabatean legal documents, and peculiar to 

them. It has been discussed in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:17, where alternative 

interpretations have been offered. In the present case, as mentioned in the EPIGRAPHIC 

NOTES to line 19, the last word of the formula, which is the first word in line 19, seems to be 

iim “they will impose conditions(?),” which, if correct, would overrule the alternative 

reading 11n>° “they will affix their signatures” whenever this formula occurs. 

Lines 20-26: As noted, the VERSO (lines 20-26) contained the name of the principal, in this 

case, of the guarantor first, followed by the person who signed for him, and of five witnesses, 

if we include the name of the scribe (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES and the PHYSICAL 

DESCRIPTION). 
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Plate 55 Day and Month unknown, Year 14 of Provincia Arabia 

INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 6 is a tenancy or management agreement executed in Nabatean between two Jews 

who were active in Galgala’, a precinct of Mahoz ‘Eglatain (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 
SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: VENUES). Recourse to a Nabatean document, produced in 
the distinctive Nabatean cursive, in a case where both parties are Jews (and both witnesses as 
well), suggests the high degree of business interaction characteristic of the southern Dead 
Sea region at the time. Yohana?, son of Meshullam, an ‘Eingedite, addresses Yehuda?, son of 
?El‘azar Khthousion, who is known to us from P.Yadin 10 and other documents as Babatha?’s 
second husband, in the second person, undertaking to act as a tenant-manager of the lands 
that Yehuda owned in Galgala?. The agreement was to extend for a period of three years, the 
first of which was year fourteen of the Roman Provincia Arabia, founded in 106 CE; hence 
119 or 120 CE. 

Gaps in the papyrus leave us uncertain about some specific provisions of the agreement, 
but its general terms can be recovered. Most of the preserved text consists of delineating the 
tasks that Yohana? undertook to perform. He was to “sow” (the verb z-r-©) and “work” (the 
verb <-m-/) the lands, being obligated to provide the required seed himself and whatever 
would be needed to care for the crops, and prevent damage to the property. In line 10, the 
preferred reading 04X79) “and tilling” suggests that Yohana? was undertaking the usual duties 
of an 0°7X “tenant farmer” (see the COMMENTARY on lines 9-10), and his tasks included 
tending the property during the winter rainy season (Xinw2). 

Returning to lines 6-8, we note the specific duties of Yohana, the tenant, which are 
introduced prepositionally in the first person as: °¥y1 “and it shall be my obligation,” 
followed by those of Yehuda’, the owner, stated in the second person as: 9°>¥1 “and it shall 
be your obligation.” Further duties are again specified in lines 12-14, and are stated in the 
same way. Such formulaic repetition is the key to the structure of the present document. 

The passages in which Yohana?’s compensation would have been specified are 
unfortunately broken. The clue to this aspect of the agreement is conveyed by the 
construction pn qn “the price (or: one-eighth) of the halaq of-” near the end of line 7, and 

by repetition of the term yn “price” (or: “one-eighth”) near the beginning of line 11. It is 

unclear as to how such obligations were calculated, since the term pn can connote either a 

“section” of the property, or a “share” of the price or the yield (see the COMMENTARY on line 
8). Most likely, Yohana? was to receive a fixed share of the crop since there is no mention 

here of payment in currency. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 6. 

Material: Papyrus. 
Kind of script: Nabatean. 

Kind of Document: Simple deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha’’s archive. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded; packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, mainly at the 

folds. Holes caused by insects. 

Maximal Measurements: 19.6 x 12.8 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to script. 

Description of Damage: The bottom as well as all the left side of the document is missing. Judging by the average width 

of the other documents in this group, it seems that about a quarter is missing on the left side; it apparently fell to 

pieces when it was opened. At the bottom one or two folds are missing. 

Joins: 10.4 cm from the top on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom. 

Height of smallest (upper) fold: 1.5 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 2.2 cm. 

Number of lines (including signatures): 20. 

The body of the text: 16 or 17. 

Signatures: (Surviving:) 3 or 4. 

Height of text: Total: 19.3 cm. 

Without the signatures: 18 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: (surviving:) 11.6 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: No margin left (on purpose). 

Lower margin: Missing. 

Right margin: Ca. 0.8—1 cm. 

Place and Direction of signatures: Recto; Parallel to the text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: The signature of the person in whose name the document was written is 

expected in line 18; illegible traces of letters survive in lines 17-18, however, and it may be that line 17 also 

contained a signature (in that case we have to assume that the person mentioned above did not sign with his own 

hand but that somebody else signed for him and added his own signature, as is evidenced in several documents from 

the Judean Desert). The remains in line 18 seem to be in the Aramaic script, whereas the script in line 17 has not been 

identified, but could also be Aramaic. The signatures surviving in lines 19-20 are of persons known from other 

documents in the Babatha? archive and are also in the Aramaic script. There may have been the signature of another 

witness at the bottom of the document, which is now missing, and perhaps even still another one, of the scribe or of 

an official. 

Scribe: Yohana?, son of Makkuta?; the same hand as P.Yadin 9, 22 (subscription), and the Aramaic P.Yadin 8. 

Description of Script: Extreme cursive. A rapid script written with a skilled hand. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.4—0.5 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5—0.7 cm. 
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P.YADIN 6: TEXT 
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TRANSLATION 
During the consulship of Imperator Caesar, Traianus Hadrianus, the third (consulship), and of ... 
Desenius...[...] 

... according to the cou[ntin]g of this pro[vincel], in ...[...]. sae 
Yohana’, son of Meshullam, the ‘Einged[it]e, to you, you Ye[h]ud2, [son of] °El‘azar Khthousion [... the 
parcel] 

that is yours in Galgala’, which is ... [ in Mahoz ‘Eglatain...]... of (or: from) [...]...[... that] 
is year fourteen, for the crop of year fifteen, and for the crop of ye[ar sixteen] 
I will do the sowing and be working (the land), and the ‘labor’ shall be my obligation, and the seed shall 
be (as well), and the ‘labor’ ...[...] 

[...] and there shall accrue to me (a share) from all 
And your obligation shall consist of the share of 
And that I will be ...[...] 

and making improvements and keeping fruitful ... [...]...which (or: that)...[...] 
and working and tilling (the land) according to the customary manner of working and you shall {tilll/... 
and .f.[:.] 

shall be the price (or: one-eighth) that (or: of) ...[...]...[...] 
and that I will be ... from ... and uprooting and detaching, and not be cutting down (or: failing) [...] 
nor damaging these purchases, in the proper season, as is fitting ...[...] 

I shall be ... from that (parcel of) land, anything, during the winter. And if ... that (or: which) ...[...] 
small or large ... from [...]...[...] 

[...]... exclusive of (what) [I ha]ve paid (or: (what) [I ha]ve pledged), anything at all, small or I[arge,...] 
a 
ieee 
Yehoseph, son of Hananiah, witness. 

Eliezer, son of HLT(!)YH, [witne]ss. 

... the price (or: one-eighth) of a share for [...] 

... Which is incumbent on that (parcel of) land. — tt Lad be 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

This document deserves detailed treatment of its readings. In addition to the gaps in the text, 

caused by tears at the folds, and the fact that the ends of all of its lines are missing, the script 

is extremely cursive, which gives rise to difficulties, since about half of the letters appear 

very similar to each other (Yardeni 2000c:B:[227] Chart B). Thus, the readings of many 

words are based on context rather than form. 

Lines 1-2: After the word npn “consulship of—,” a designation usually followed by the 

titulary of the current Caesar is expected, namely: 11w7pv1Ix (= Imperator), as has been 

restored in P.Yadin 8:1, and which is clearly legible in P.Yadin 7:1. What we have here are 

three letters: goph, lamed, and apparently fet (taw may occasionally look the same as fef), 

yielding the combination: vp. The first three and the last two letters are written as vertical, 

very slightly curved down-strokes, each of which may be read as waw, zayin, daleth, or resh. 

The first letter may stand for aleph. Putting together all of this information, we end up with 

the same interchange between resh and lamed observable in P.Yadin 8:1, yielding restored 

siw>pwix. The reading of the name 017307 (Desenius) is based on information supplied by H. 

Cotton, citing A. Degrassi (1952:35). In line 2 restore: 83[ 723]957 j[?3] %¥ “according to the 

cou[ntin]g of this pro[vince],” the expected entry here, suggested by the two consecutive 

legible letters he’ and pe’. Following this conventional formula in line 2 there is a sizable gap 

that likely contained the place name where the agreement was enacted, most probably 

[xba>]a3 (cf. line 4). 

Lines 3-4: Several simple restorations make line 3 almost completely legible. Thus, we 

restore x[J743y “the ‘Einged[it]e” and further on }5wind AYR 72 JTLT} “Ye[h}uda, [son 

of] 2>El‘azar Khthousion.” Based on the extant text at the beginning of line 4, at the end of 

line 3, there may have been a word like xY7Kx “land,” or Xn3; “plantation,” or even NINX “site, 

parcel”; hence: “the parcel that is yours in Galgala’.” As for line 4 itself, the subordinate 

clause that follows the place name Galgala? and begins with the relative "7 is severely 

damaged. Logically, the relative pronoun °7 would precede the locality in which Galgala? is 

found, namely, Mahoz ‘Eglatain (cf. P. Yadin 2:3). 

Line 7: For the first word in the line, the only certain letter is the final he’, while the reading 

of the first three or four letters is uncertain: 41/97/3°/99/7/1. 

‘Line 8: Conceivably, the initial mem in what was the last, or next-to-last word in the line 

represents a participial preformative of a word that concludes with the subsequent final nun. 

This participle would perhaps have begun the series of participles appearing at the beginning 

of line 9. 

Line 9: The reading of this line is conjectural. 
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Line 10: The reading of the second word is quite certain, although the letter preceding the 
samekh could be waw or daleth as well as resh, the latter of which yields the best meaning in 
context: 07x31 “and tilling.” The fifth word, 6°°M, immediately following ny, is only 
partially preserved, the bottom of most of its letters missing in the hole. The top of the 
second letter looks like that of taw in the formal script style (rather than in the cursive), this 
differing from most of the faws in this document, except for that of kinwa in line 14. 

Line 11: After the words: °4 jan xin? “will be the price (or: one-eighth) that (or: of)” the 
remainder of the line is damaged. 

Line 12: Although almost all letters in this line are preserved (except for the missing part on 
its left side), the interpretation of certain words remains unclear. 

Line 13: After the first five words, the line has not been deciphered thus far. If the reading of 
the first three words is correct, the letter zayin, occurring in all of the first three words, seems 
to be connected to its immediately following letter (but not in the word xn in the same line). 

Line 14: The second word consists of either three or four letters. After the initial mem, we 
have either another mem or possibly two letters (the first: beth, kaph, nun, or zayin; the 
second: yod, beth, kaph, or nun), whereas the last letter in the word seems to be a resh, but 

daleth and waw are also possible. In any event, we have a progressive tense: “I shall be” + 

participle, of which the preformative mem is evident. Compare the same textual situation at 

the end of line 8, above. Later in the line, a conditional clause begins with 7 “And if—” and 

continues into line 15. The first letter in the word preceding °4 near the end of the line may 

be yod, resh, or daleth, or alternatively a distorted aleph. The following letters, written as a 

ligature, have not been deciphered thus far. 

Line 15: The reading of the first two words is conjectural, but compare the first word with 

7y1 in line 16, where the reading is certain. Both words look very much alike. The rest of the 

line is too damaged to allow for reading. 

Line 16: The beginning of the line is missing. The long, oblique stroke after the tear might 

be the bottom of final ayin, or the left part of a samekh (cf. the samekh of 0587 in line 10). A 

final ayin ends the following word, which has not been deciphered because the letters 

preceding the ayin resemble each other in their form and are written as a ligature. The word 

following 7 x43 “exclusive of” cannot be read clearly. It may be possible to read n3A[’] “I 

have paid” or nin[n] “I have pledged” (see the COMMENTARY on line 16). In contrast, the 

ligature of oy73” “whatever” is clear, and has its parallel in line 14, as well as in P.Yadin 9:6. 

Line 20: The reading of the patronymic of the last witness is uncertain. The witness is likely 
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the same person as in P.Yadin 8:12 and elsewhere (see INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES), but 

due to his idiosyncratic handwriting 7°P?n appears here (and elsewhere) as 4°A2n. 

COMMENTARY 

Lines 1—2: For the typology of the triple date formula, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 

7:1-2. 

Lines 3-4: On the identity of the principals, see INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES. 

Lines 4—5: The Arabism 1¥y “yield, harvest” is discussed in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 
7:4. j 

Lines 6—7: The duties and compensation of the tenant-manager, stated in the first person, are 

here outlined, except that the part where the compensation had been specified is partially 

broken. It is incumbent on the tenant-manager to tend the property in the usual ways. In legal 

contexts, prepositional ?y, literally: “on,” often means “incumbent upon,” and functions as a 

way of indicating the assumption of debt, obligation, or being subject to penalty (see above, 

in the INTRODUCTION, and cf. below in the COMMENTARY on line 8). Hence: °?¥ “shall be 

my obligation,” literally, “on me.” This is a very ancient West Semitic usage that persists in 

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Phoenician-Punic (DNWSI 846, s.v. ‘l,, meaning laa “used 

metaphorically”). 

The verbal root ‘-m-/ “to labor,” and its derivatives, are common to Aramaic, Hebrew, and 

Arabic. Thus, Lane (2158-60, s.v. ‘-m-/) lists occurrences of this root in various Arabic 

forms. Under VIII-form, he cites from the Taj el-‘Arus a formula employed in contracting 

with tenants or managers that sounds very much like our present statements: dafa‘a 7ilayhim 

?ardahum ‘ald ?an yatamiliiahad min ?amwalihim “He delivered to them their land on 

condition that they bestow their labors upon it;—or doing what is required to be done (upon 

it, of cultivation, and sowing, and fertilizing the palm trees, and guarding, and the like, from 

their own resources).” The activities and costs involved in accomplishing these tasks befall 

the tenant-manager. Forms of the verb ‘-m-/ are also attested in Early Aramaic, where both 

the relevant acts (“toil, labor’) and their frequent consequences (“trouble, harm”) are 

conveyed in the same way (DNWSI 870-71, s.v. ‘ml, [verb] and ‘ml, [noun]). Biblical 

Hebrew usage also attests meanings for ?7y that relate to the results of labor, such as “profit, 

wealth” (Qoh 2:10 et passim; Ginsberg 1950). In contrast, Hebrew ?my may mean “harm, 

evil” (Num 23:21). In the present text, the participial form ‘amé/ means “‘to labor, toil,” 

whereas the determined noun ‘am/l@ may have the connotation of “labor (costs), profit.” 

The word jn may represent the common Arabic term tamanun “‘price” (Lane 355), and it 

recurs in line 11. It is decidedly possible, however, that it is an Aramaic fraction meaning 

“one-eighth,” (tuman/toman; see e.g., y. Sotah 1:7 [17a]); hence: “the price of the share (or: 

one-eighth of the share).” The West Semitic term p%n (again in line 8) is ambiguous in the 
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sense that it can refer to something physical, namely “section, area,” or to something more 
abstract, namely “share” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:5—8; Levine 2000a:844—46). It 
seems that the abstract connotation is more appropriate, and it persists in later Arabic 
documents. This is to say that the tenant-manager bore the price (or: an eighth) of a share of 
something; precisely what it is cannot be read. 

Line 8: Shifting to the second person, the text proceeds to specify the obligation to be borne 
by the owner. The damaged word after pn starts with goph perhaps followed by yod. This is 

then followed by: °5 xynx 9y °7 “which is incumbent on/located on that (parcel of) land.” 

The reference may either be a payment owed in connection with this parcel of land, or, more 

literally, to a structure actually located on the property, or even to a section of the property. 

At the end of line 8, the text shifts back to the first person and goes on to specify the duties 

of the tenant-manager, continuing through lines 9-10. 

Lines 9-10: The duties of the manager continue, stated in the first person, although both 

lines are only partially deciphered. Line 9 begins with two active participles: xn 15w71, and 

line 10 begins with two further participles: 0471 291. Comment has already been offered on 

the root ‘-m-/ (above, line 6). The verb S-p-r, probably in the Pa‘el stem, means “to 

improve,” in the way we today refer to “improvements” carried out on real estate. This root 

is well attested in early West Semitic usage in the Qal stem, meaning: “to act well, to 

please,” and in the adjectival form spyr (= Sappir) “goodly, authentic” (DNWSI 1184-85). In 

later Hebrew and Aramaic, the Pi‘‘el/Pa‘‘el is, indeed, attested for this root (Levy 4:599; 

Sokoloff DJPA 563-64), although the usual way of indicating improvements in the Jewish 

sources is by forms of the verb 5-b-h (Sokoloff DJPA 534, s.v. #2 naw). As for the suggested 

reading Nxfi, it may represent a defective writing of the Pa‘‘el participle x<’>fm “and 

keeping alive, fruitful” (Sokoloff D/JPA 198, s.v. ”"n vb. Af.). This participial form of the 

verb possibly recurs below, in line 12 (third word). 

As for the participle 04x21, we have abundant evidence bearing on forms of the root ?-r-s 

from Jewish and Christian Aramaic sources. It is best taken as a denominative of the noun 

o°"x “tenant farmer, sharecropper,” literally: “tiller” (Sokoloff DJPA 74-75; Levy 1:172, s.v. 

D°IN, NMIO NN), terminology that harks back to the Akkadian verb erésu, a cognate of Hebrew 

h-r-§ “to seed by drilling seed into a furrow by means of a seeder-plow, to cultivate or plant a 

field” (CAD E 285ff., s.v. eré’u B, and ibid. 304-6, s.v. erréXu). On this basis, participial 

o1x” means, literally: “doing the work of a tiller.” For this meaning, Levy cites b. ‘Abod. 

Zar. 21b: Payp XMIO7K NON “a tiller does his tilling!” The verb arasa “to till” and related 

forms are listed in some Arabic dictionaries (Wehr 1971:15). Further on in line 10, it might 

be possible to read: 04Xm “and you shall till.” The sense is that one undertakes the 

obligations of the 0°". 

Lines 11-13: Line 11 speaks of the price (or: an eighth) of something or other, resuming the 
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reference to the same word in line 7. The rest of line 11 is severely damaged. In line 12 we 

have a series of active participles describing activities that are not allowable. The first of 

these begins as: °°n7 (the third word in the line), which may be identical to the second word 

in line 9, xfai, discussed above, or may represent another word. 

After an unintelligible part of the line, the activities resume with the participial form 7P¥1 

(= we‘agar) “and uprooting,” a frequent verb in Aramaic/Late Hebrew (Sokoloff DJPA 416— 

17; Levy 3:687—89). This verb occurs in Early Aramaic (DNWST 882-83, s.v. ‘qry, °qr2). 

“Uprooting” is paired with wm (= wetalés) “and detaching, tearing out,” and shares its 

meaning (Sokoloff D/JPA 583). The next activity is referred to negatively: 4yp &71. The verb 

q-s-r most often connotes “reaping, harvesting” and is a positive act, occurring in connection 

with grain, whereas the verbs ‘-q-r and ¢-/-§ suggest uprooting what grows, which would be a 

forbidden activity. The same is true of pai “and causing damage,” at the beginning of line 

13. 

We are left with the problem of explaining usage of the verb q-s-r to describe a 

destructive act, one to be avoided rather than the productive act of reaping. An appropriate 

meaning would be “to cut down” in a destructive way, and, indeed, the Aramaic nomen 

agentis 18? (= qasor), literally, “reaper” is a way of referring to one who annihilates, cuts 

down (Sokoloff D/JPA 500-1). An alternative, suggested most specifically by usage of 

Arabic_gasara, would be to translate “and not failing, falling short of, desisting,” which is 

logically followed in the legible text by 71 “(nor) causing damage” at the beginning of line 

13 (Lane 2532-34, s.v. gasara). In summary, we probably have a series of required activities 

followed by another series of forbidden activities. Because of the uncertain reading, 

however, we are unable to explain the precise meaning of this clause. 

Lines 14-15: The reading of the participle that follows the verb xinx “I will be” is missing. 

It is also possible that the verb x17X was preceded by negative x, missing at the end of line 

13. We may surmise that line 14 states the requirement that the tenant must not neglect 

anything needed for the proper care of the property &inw1. “during the winter.” This noun has 

been subject to various spellings in Hebrew and Aramaic, usually spelled with samekh rather 

than sin. Cf. Sokoloff DJPA 390, s.v. 1nd, noting the variant 711N°0, and see Levy 3:598-99, 

and note late biblical usage in Song 2:11: 19 Jn 42n own Tay inom 735 °D “For behold, the 
winter has passed; the rain has disappeared into the distance.” Arabic attests forms with shin, 

such as Sita(w)un “winter” (Lane 1503-4), suggesting that in the present document, this may 

have been used as an Arabic word (but see GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: 

NABATEAN-ARAMAIC.I.d.). The tenant must tend the property during the winter, or rainy 

season. Line 14 introduces a conditional clause beginning with legible qm “And if-,” which 

continues in line 15. We may surmise that the tenant is stating an overall obligation that he is 

assuming. | 

Line 16: In this damaged line, the tenant is possibly stating that he has made full payment 
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and may not be required to pay anything more. Legible is part of the formula of disavowal 
which is preferably to be read: nAn[?] J 843 “exclusive of what I have paid,” although we 
would expect the relative particle °3 “that, which” preceding the verb. It may also be possible 
to read: nin[7] J X13 “exclusive of what I have pledged.” Since the text is broken preceding 
this part of the formula of disavowal, we cannot be fully certain of its import. 

Lines 17-20: See the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE 

SIGNATURES. 
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Plate 56 Day and Month unknown, Year 17 of Provincia Arabia; 

Year 5 of Hadrian 

INTRODUCTION 

Because this document is so fragmentary, much basic information is irretrievable. The text 

most likely refers to a sale in line 7: 79X x73212, “regarding these purchases,” although the 

reading is conjectural. A sale is explicitly referred to in line 8: 79x x°321 97 291 “and all the 

costs of these purchases.” Nonetheless, this document is not formulated in the usual manner 

of sale contracts, and may rather represent a waiver of claims pursuant to a sale instead of an 

actual record of sale. In line 3, the only legible word is 73x “I,” indicating that a person 

identified in line 5 as a certain Yoseph is speaking. It is he who states in line 6 that the other 

party does not owe him anything more. No clue is left as to the nature of the property itself. 

The amount paid for the property, or still owed for it, is stipulated as twenty sela‘s of Tyrian 

silver. It is to be assumed that a parcel of land was sold, and that the vendor granted the usual 

clearance to the purchaser (line 6, and following). The name of the purchaser, addressed in 

the second person, is irretrievable in the main body of the document (but see below). The 

legible portion of line 9 records the additional, customary payment “to our lord, Caesar.” In 

the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES it is explained 

that in line 10 we would expect the signature of the person in whose name the document was 

written, and it seems that the name of Yehoseph appears there. Three witnesses sign in lines 

11-13, whereas line 14 perhaps contained the name of an official who had the document 

written. The scribe is Yohana’, son of Makkuta’?, who also wrote P.Yadin 6 and 8, and the 

subscription of P.Yadin 22. 

The function and content of Fragments A and B remain unclear. Fragment A, line 2, 

mentions a certain man whose own name is missing, leaving only his patronymic, “... the 

son of Somala? (= x?mw).” P.Yadin 18, a Greek marriage contract from Mahoza?, dated 5 

April 128 CE and bearing an Aramaic subscription, records a marriage between a grandson of 

a certain Somala (Zwyada), named Yehudah Cimber, to Shelamzion, the daughter of 

Yehudah, son of ?El‘azar Khthousion (Lewis 1989:76—-82). That “son of Somala” was named 

Hananiah in the Aramaic subscription. Thus far, we have Jewish names. In the present 

contract, this name is followed by that of another person, in a genitive construction: N?3X °7) 

“and of ?Aslah,” after which several words are partially preserved, but unintelligible. The 

fact that two persons are listed raises the possibility that at least one of them may have been a 

guarantor, but this is mere speculation. FRAGMENT B is entirely unintelligible. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 9. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: Nabatean. 

Kind of Document: Simple deed. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: Babatha?’s archive. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded; packed together with thirty-four other documents. Partly damaged, mainly at the 

folds. Holes caused by insects. 
Maximal Measurements of the large fragment: Ca. 16.3 x 18.5 cm. 
Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the text. 
Description of Damage: Five fragments survived from this document, including one from the upper right corner and a 

large one of the lower part of the deed; the placing of these two fragments is conjectural. The large fragment suffered 
some damage at the folds. In addition, a large part at its top and of its upper right side is missing. Two of the small 
fragments have not been placed so far. 

Joins: No join is visible. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom. 

Height of smallest (upper) fold: Ca. 1.3 cm. 

Height of largest (lower) fold: 2.6 cm. 
Number of lines (including signatures): 14, assuming that the reconstruction of the fragments is correct; this 

reconstruction is conjectural, however, and perhaps more text is missing in between. 
Body of the deed: 9 + part of line 10. 

Signatures: 4 + part of line 10. 

Height of text: Total: Ca. 17 cm. 

Body of the deed: Ca. 12 cm (?). 

Maximal Width of text: Ca. 16 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: No margin left (on purpose?). 

Lower margin: 1.8 cm (excluding the long he’ at the end of line 14). 

Right margin: Ca. 1.6 cm. 

Place and Direction of signatures: Recto; parallel to the text. 

Special notes concerning the signatures: The signature of the person in whose name the deed was written is expected in 

line 10, which, however, suffered great damage. The remains of the letters at the beginning of this line are in the 

Nabatean script and this seems to be the end of the body of the deed, whereas the following remains are in the 

Aramaic script; the name Yehoseph seems to appear here, as expected. Two signatures of witnesses follow in lines 

11-12, both in the Aramaic script. These are followed by the Nabatean signature of Yohana’, son of Makkuta? (line 

13), who is known from other Nahal Hever documents. Still another person, whose role is unclear, signed in the 

Nabatean script in line 14; one would expect here the scribe’s signature, but the handwriting differs from that of the 

document. Therefore we may assume that he was an official confirming the deed. 

Scribe: Yohana’, son of Makkuta?; the same hand as P.Yadin 6, 22 (subscription), and the Aramaic P.Yadin 8. 

Description of Script: Extreme cursive. A rapid script written with a skilled hand. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.5—0.8 cm. 

Average space between lines: 0.7—1 cm. 
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P.YADIN 9: TEXT 

RECTO 
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TRANSLATION 
RECTO 

' During the consulship of Acilius Auiola [...] 
* and according to the c[ounting of] this [provin]ce Red Baa 
j cea a ee 

oun eee ae 
° [...].... And I have received, I, this (same) Yoseph 
° [...]... this writ. And nothing whatever... remains of mine, with you, neither small 
’ [nor large ...] from you [regarding] these purchases from any person, far or nea[r]. 

[...]... from (or: of) ...[...].... And all of the costs of these purchases 
[...] in silver, twenty sela‘s, Tyrian; and to our lord, Caesar, as well. 

10. ...[.... Yehoseph(?)[...] 
[s+]... Son of..:.[...]..., witness. 

Yehudah, son of Shim‘on, witness. 

Yohana’, son of Makkuta’, witness; written by his own hand. 

mal -|..., son of ...: he is[su]ed it. 

FRAGMENT A 

ol ead ae | 
* [...]..., son of Somala?, and OreAslahm [oa |: 

FRAGMENT B 

meee [2:.] 
memeliet}ess[22.] 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

Like P.Yadin 6, this simple deed (having the signatures on its RECTO) is written in an 

extreme cursive hand, with many ligatures of letters. Half of the letters look so similar to 

each other that reading them depends more on context than on form. 

Lines 1-3: The beginnings of the first three lines survived on a small fragment comprising 

the upper right corner of the text. It appears that the ends of lines 2-3 survived on the main 

fragment, but because of the fragmentary condition of these three lines, the given restoration 

remains conjectural and would require further examination of the fibers on the VERSO. The 

restoration of the name 4954x (= Auiola) is based on its first two letters, the reading of which 

is fairly certain. The initial statement begins in line 2 and continues into line 3. In line 2, 

after the restored entry: X7 M2[7P7 pala byi “and according to the co[unting of] this 

[prov]ince,” remains of an oblique down-stroke are visible that may indicate the expected 

letter shin of the word niw “year of-,’ which would then be followed by the number 

seventeen or eighteen. In line 3, only the word 33x “T” is legible, after which the name of the 

speaker, Yoseph, is expected, followed by his patronymic, as in line 5, below. 

Line 4: Only the last words have partially survived, without yielding meaningful readings. 

Two of the words, which appear to be almost intact, begin with ayin, the former attests a 

clear Jamed, and the latter a final yod, but the rest of the letters are ambiguous. 

Lines 5—6: About two-thirds of line 5 have survived, but only the last third of it yields a 

meaningful reading. The clause that begins at the end of line 5 continues into line 6. After 

the long gap in line 6, the rest of the line is legible. The preferable reading is 83¥ (see the 

COMMENTARY on lines 5—6, below). 

Line 7: The fixed character of formulae of clearance allows us to restore: X°2Y X71 “nor 

large” at the beginning of line 7 with virtual certainty. This leaves a gap of about two words 

that are missing in the tear, which begins a new clause continuing with 434 (“from you”). 

The restoration: 45& x5343[2] “[regarding] these purchases” is conjectural, but strongly 

indicated by immediate context. We complete: [2]°*j?1 “and nea[r]” further on in this line. 

Line 8: Unidentified remains of letters survived below the tear, close to the beginning of this 

line, which progresses with a slight slant down to the left. Only about a third of the line, 

toward its end, has been deciphered. If the reading 75) is correct (and not 252, for instance), a 

new clause begins there, which continues into line 9. 

Line 9: The first word is severely damaged. The reading nOD3 is based primarily on the 

formula that follows, since only the samekh and the pe? are certain, whereas the two down- 

strokes that precede the samekh hardly resemble beth and kaph. The end of this line is 
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enigmatic even though remains of letters are preserved. 

Line 10: The last half or so of the line is vacant, whereas the former half preserves some 
letters. It is in this line that we would expect the name of the person on whose behalf the 
document was written, Yehoseph, followed by the entry mw >y, “on his own behalf” (see 
the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES). 

FRAGMENT A: Line | preserves only a couple of letters: ]¥[ }il _‘]. The beginning of line 
2 lacks the first name of Xm 43 °[. The rest of the line reads: ]°ommdeonm ADEN 71 (see the 
INTRODUCTION, above). 

FRAGMENT B: The remains of the text in lines 1 and 2 are too few to yield a context. 

COMMENTARY 
Line 5: For a discussion of the Aramaic formula °¥¥ xvii, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 
2:8. 

Lines 6—7: Although broken, these lines undoubtedly contained a routine clearance formula 

that covered all provisions of 737 X2n> “this writ.” In the Nabatean documents from Nahal 

Hever, the term (vw “written document” is more often employed, but 1n> (= ketab) also 

appears in Nabatean, especially in the tomb inscriptions (Healey 1993:95 on H 4:5, and 

especially see 115-17 on H 8:3, for the term 4?n 1n>D “a document in force”; also see the 

COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:5 and Levine 2000a:846). Cf. also P.Yadin 1:23 (and the 

COMMENTARY ad loc.); P.Yadin 22:32, 33; P.Yadin 36; and XHev/Se 8a:14 (as restored: 

m7 xX[anj> “this writ” [Yardeni 1997:36]). The Arabic term kitabun likewise connotes a 

variety of written documents (WKAS 1:41, s.v. kitabun. Also see DNWSI 546, s.v. ktb2). 

There follows a statement by the person on whose behalf the document was written that 

the other party owes him nothing more. This is the force of prepositional Jay “with you” (see 

the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:2). The second half of line 6 is potentially legible, but not 

fully comprehensible. Syntactically, the subject of the clause OY739 Jay °? XIY X21 is OVTIN 
“(nothing) whatever,” which characteristically comes at the end of the clause. The overall 

sense is clear: the speaker is stating that the other party owes him nothing more. Elsewhere 

we have encountered in this slot the formula oy732 Jay °2 "mx x21 “And I have nothing 

whatever with you” (cf. XHev/Se 13:8; P.Yadin 1:2/13). This is to say, “You owe me 

nothing.” In this light, one would expect the word x7y, if that is the correct reading, to 

represent a stative verb, meaning something like “to remain, carry over.” Aramaic ‘-d-y 

connotes departure, passing through or away (Dan 4:28; 7:14; Sokoloff DJPA 396-97; Levy 

3:621) and the same is true of Arabic ‘ada (Lane 1977-81). Conceivably, the phrase °? x7y 

could mean “passing to me, coming to me,” with the form x7y taken as a participle (= ‘ddeé”); 

hence: “Nothing whatever is coming to me.” 
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An alternative would be to take the form x7y as Arabic ‘ida “promise” (Lane 1969). This 

term occurs regularly in Arabic sale documents from the Cairo Genizah. See Khan’s 

discussion (1993:33), where he cites the recurrent formula: Sird sahihan Ia Sart fihi wala 

hiyar, wald ‘ida “a valid purchase, there being no condition in it, no option, and no promise.” 

On this basis, we would translate, “And I have no promise for anything, whatever, with you; 

neither small [nor large].” As Khan explains, Arabic ‘ida often occurs in such documents as 

a replacement for Arabic wa‘dun “promise”; thus, that functional meaning. 

Lines 8—9: In line 8 there is reference to full payment for the purchases, further specified in 

line 9 as twenty Tyrian sela‘s. On the monetary units, see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: CURRENCY. There follows a reference to the payments 

due to Caesar: mid 70°? x3xW21 “and to our Lord, Caesar, as well.” The import of this 

provision is discussed in the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:13—14 and 8:9b. 

FRAGMENT A: In line 2, we have two personal names: the name fx is well attested in 

Nabatean-Aramaic (Negev no. 139). The name x?mwv (Zwyaha) has been discussed in the 

INTRODUCTION, above. As noted in the INTRODUCTION, the function of these fragments 

remains unclear. Nevertheless, they belong to the body of the contract. 
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Text 

P.Yadin 49 

P.Yadin 50 

P.Yadin 51 

P.Yadin 53 

P.Yadin 54 

P.Yadin 55 

P.Yadin 56 

P.Yadin 57 

P.Yadin 58 

P.Yadin 60 

P.Yadin 61 

P.Yadin 62 

P.Yadin 63 

HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

Sender 

Shim‘on, son of Kosiba? 

Shim‘on, son of Kosibah 

Shim‘on 

Shim‘on, son of Kosibah 

Shim‘on, son of Kosibah 

(issued by Shemuel, son of Ammi) 

Shim‘on, son of Kosibah 

Shim‘on, son of Kosibah 

Shim‘on 

Shim‘on 

Shim‘on? 

Shim‘on, son of Kosiba 

Shim‘on? 

Shim‘on, son of Kosiba 
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Addressee(s) 

Mesabala; 

Yehonathan, son of Bayan 

Yehonathan, son of Bayan; 

Mesabala, son of Shim‘on 

Yehonathan, son of Bayan; 

“the rest of the Eingedites” 

Yehonathan, son of Bayah 

Yehonathan; Mesabala 

Yehonathan; Mesabala 

Yehonathan, son of Bayan; 

Mesabala; the son of Hayyata? 

Yehudah, son of Menasheh 

Yonathan; Mesabala 

Yehonathan 

The people of Tekoa 

te 

??; Mesabala 

Lang. 

Hebrew 

Aramaic 

Hebrew 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 

Hebrew 

Aramaic 

Aramaic 



P.Yadin 49 (= 5/6Hev 49): A HEBREW LETTER 
FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBA? 

Plate 83 

INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 49 is a Hebrew letter, written in two columns, of which the left column has only 

partly survived (see below, in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES). It was addressed by Shim‘on, son of 
Kosiba to “the men” of ‘Ein Gedi, primarily to his two agents there, Mesabala and 
Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan, chiding them for enjoying their own comforts while others are in 
need. Shim‘on is critical of the fact that a boatload (or possibly, boatloads) of fruit that 
docked at ‘Ein Gedi had not been unloaded, suggesting that the agents have not been doing 
their job. They should be more concerned for their “brothers” and the children (and wives, 
too, mention of whom usually accompanies mention of young children, and may have 
appeared where there is a gap in the text). Other instructions were probably contained in 
Column II, but they are illegible. Shim‘on issues a not-too-subtle warning, also evident in 

others of his letters, that such behavior is receiving his attention. There is no date given, but 

since all three of the Hebrew legal papyri and one of the Aramaic legal papyri within this 

collection are dated during the third year of Shim‘on’s administration, it is quite possible that 

the present letter dates to the same year. According to Yadin (1971:134), the letters may 

have been brought by Yehonathan’s wife when she fled into the cave; the circumstances, 
however, are unclear. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 49. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: Ca. 9.5 x ca. 18[+?] cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 
Description of Damage: About a quarter of the papyrus sheet has fallen to pieces on its left side, four or five small, 

narrow fragments of which have survived. 

Joins: No join visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; from right to left? 

Height of right fold: 2.1 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 3 cm. 

Number of lines: 

Main text: 14 [15?] in two columns (col. I: 8; col. I: 6 [7?]). 

Signature: [1?; see below]. 

Height of text: 

Main text (including ascender of /amed): Col. I: ca. 9 cm; col. II: ca. 6 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Main text: Col. I: ca. 12.8 cm; col. II: 5[+?] cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin (including the ascender of Jamed): Ca. 1 cm. 

Lower margin: Col. I: no margin left; col. II: ca. 1.7 cm. 

Right margin: 0.1—0.3 cm. 

Place and direction of signature: ? (recto; parallel to the fibers [see below, Special notes concerning the signature! ]) 

Special notes concerning the signature: An ascender of /amed is visible at the lower edge, below col. II. This may be a 

remnant of a blessing, perhaps (but not necessarily) followed by a signature. 

Scribe: Unknown. 
Description of Script: A “Jewish” cursive script, written by a practiced, idiosyncratic hand with a worn-out reed pen or 

with a rough piece of wood. Relatively large letters, largely varying in size, with only a few ligatures. (Key letters: 

daleth with a large serif, occasionally cutting through its “roof”; long ayin; shin with a long left stroke; taw with an 

additional “hook” descending from its left stroke). 

Main text: 

Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.4 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.6 cm. 
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P.YADIN 49: TEXT: 

COLUMN II COLUMN I 

Joi 8 [AyMMA\[TI]N2 DIAN NX 9 TAP WIN? NIOID AD yaw «1 
170 Jem fa[r]5d nx 10 303 diy 793 43 jnsim?i xvawn? 2 

]¥I[ Je nXw 725 11 m2 7053 J Nw 7x JLJawy jnX 3 
Tw Jk 24977 Nisa 12 927 9199 JOONN? PANT X21 PNW? 4 

J2[ 178 JoA\p7? weoow\ninw 13 2409 jn>%y x? JOP ]2¥ Prpaw\jpaw nypwni 5 
Op>]w xin wy 3497 14 nian By ay IAI Py x7 23N 737 6 

NII MayNwi jn. wAinw yoosxw 7 
Ta ] 15 JoISNW\y°cISNw 1177921 DPR WNW NPD 8 

TRANSLATION 

COLUMN I (RIGHT): 

From Shim‘on, son of Kosiba to the men of ‘Ein Gedi; 

to Mesabala? and to Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan: Peace! In good (circumstances) 

you are dwell[i]ng; eating and drinking of the property of the House 

of Israel, but showing no concern for your brothers in any manner. 

And (as regards) the boat(s) which they have inspected at your place—you have not done any- 

thing at all. However, be informed that your case is (under consideration) by me. And regarding the fruit 
that is with you—you are to handle them carefully, and you are to bale them quickly 

from off the boat that is with you, and (which is) at the port. You are to ... (= provide necessities for) 
on Dn A F&F W NH -& 

COLUMN II (LEFT): 

* your brothers (who are) at the por[t (or: in the cam[p),...]...[...] 

their young ch[il]dren and ...[...]...[...] 

The matter that you (or: that I will give) ... [...[...]...[... D ] 

command. And let him enter (or: let him guarantee) ...[...]...[...] 

that I will instruct them ... [...]...[...] 

to any direction/side. Be well! 

ai pe Land eh 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
COLUMN I: 

Line 3: The second word is restored as ?Wyaw. 

Line 5: The restoration ]2[’]?y is fairly certain. Readings with daleth, }v"1ppw must be ruled 
out, as tempting as they might be. A daleth would exhibit a large serif, while its right down- 
stroke projects above the “roof.” The preferred reading is j11ppw, for reasons that will be 
explained in the COMMENTARY. 

Line 8: The last word in the line is partly damaged. The letter following the sade seems to be 
a resh since its top curves a bit to the left, unlike the straight down-stroke of the daleth. 
Following this letter, there are unintelligible remains of ink above the tear, belonging to one 
or two narrow letters. If, indeed, nothing is missing at the bottom of this column, the 

sentence continues in Column II with the direct object of this verb, namely, ]2'AX nX “your 

brothers.” Only a few roots with sade and resh could fit the present context. The verb at the 

end of line 8 is perhaps to be read: ][13]78nw “You are to provide necessities,” an Aramaistic 

Hiph“il form with final nun that would take a direct object (see the COMMENTARY). 

COLUMN II: 

Lines 9-15: These lines comprise the second column, and exhibit a large vertical tear from 

top to bottom. On the fragments surviving from the left part of the papyrus sheet, at the most 

two letters in any line remained. 

Line 9: The third word may be restored either as [73]n72 “in the camp” or as [11]N2 “at the 

port,” the same word that appears in line 8. 

Line 10: The second word may be restored as 77[7]5¥ “their young children.” 

Line 12: The reading of the remains after the participle xi3” “command” is doubtful. One 

should perhaps read waw followed by yod, yielding: 2471 “and let him enter” (or: “let him 

provide guarantee’’), although the fragmentary condition of the text does not allow for certain 

restoration. 

Line 13: Tentatively restored as: }7? Wixw “that I will instruct them.” 

Line 14: The beginning of the line may perhaps be restored as: 78 913? “in every direction.” 
The last words of the letter may be possibly restored as: O[7]w xif “Be well!” 

Line 15: The thin stroke near the lower edge may have been a part of a /amed, but if it is 

correct that nothing is missing at the bottom of Column I, it is likewise unlikely that anything 
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existed at the bottom of Column II, since such a large space was left after line 14. This 

papyrus sheet may have been cut off from a larger sheet that also contained another text. 

COMMENTARY 

Lines 1-2: What is meant, precisely, by °732°y "wix “the ‘men’ of ‘Ein Gedi” is not clear. 

Reference may be to the citizenry, or the registered residents of ‘Ein Gedi at large, or more 

likely to their representatives. Hebrew 017 is a common epistolary greeting, as is Aramaic 

now (see the GLOSSARY). Adverbial 1012, with circumstantial beth, means “well; in comfort, 

luxury, or plenty.” This is biblical diction (though the form could be an Aramaism). Cf. Ps 

25:13: “His soul shall repose in comfort (777? 2102 1wD3)” or Qoh 2:1: “I will afford you the 

experience of wisdom, that you may attain luxury (2102 4x71).” Also cf. Qoh 7:14. 

Lines 3-4: Idiomatic “eating and drinking” is common parlance (1 Sam 30:16; 1 Kgs 4:20, 

20:5; Isa 21:5; 22:13; Job 1:13, 18). Hebrew/Aramaic 023 “property” occurs in late Biblical 

Hebrew sources (Josh 22:8; Qoh 5:18; 6:2; 2 Chron 1:11—12) and in the Aramaic of Ezra 6:8, 

7:26. It is widely attested in Rabbinic sources (Levy 3:395; Sokoloff DJPA 351). Some have 

associated it with Akkadian nikkassu (epésu) “(to make) an account,” the sense being that the 

033 is what has been acquired by or accounted to the owner (HALAT 661). 

The verb d--g + prepositional Jamed means “to be worried, concerned about,” as in 1 Sam 

9:5; 10:2. Interestingly, the noun 73X7 appears in the context of food deprivation (Ezek 4:16; 

12:18-19, and see Levy 1:369, s.v. 3°87). It is suggestive that the letter employs the biblical 

designation “the House of Israel” (2x7w’ m2) idiomatically, as a way of designating the 

network of communities under Shim‘on’s command. The leader is chiding his agents, who 

undoubtedly received compensation from him, for living higher than others. 

Line 5: The problematic, elliptical clause: 2[°]?¥ fi7ppw n3rpwmi has been provisionally 

translated: “And (as regards) the boat(s) which they have inspected at your place.” In other 

words, “the boats” is not the antecedent of the verb. Allowing for the sound shift from beth 

to pe’, the present verb may be associated with the Hebrew/Aramaic root b-q-r, which in the 

Piel stem means “to inspect, examine.” What renders this possibility so reasonable is that in 

TAD C3.7, an Aramaic “Account of Import Duties” (The Ahiqar Palimpsest) from 

Achaemenid Egypt, there is repeated reference to inspection to the inspection of ships (see 

TAD 3:xxviii Glossary, s.v. 1P2 V, for sources). The reading jPDw (= Seppakkirtin) would 

represent the third-person, plural perfect form in the Pi‘‘el stem, “which they inspected” (the 

final nun perhaps reflecting an Aramaic influence; cf. the form y°73nw\q°°73nw in line 8). If 

we were to read j7"PDw, we would be positing a simple stem participle, and this would not 

work because the desired meaning is specifically conveyed by the Pi‘<el/Pa‘el. The Pa‘el 

Aramaic form is also attested in Nabatean-Aramaic (DNWSI 187, s.v. bqr;). The sense “to 

visit” may be an extension of this meaning (Sokoloff DJPA 110, s.v. 12 vb.) 

As for the form nyDwmi, the plural, written defectively, is more likely than the singular. In 
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line 8, just below, the singular, absolute form is written xPDv. On the prefixed taw as 
accusative particle and the spelling with sin instead of samekh, see the GENERAL 
INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: HEBREW.lLa.ii; III.e. Biblical Hebrew attests a unique 
occurrence of the word 73°Dd in Jonah 1:5, whereas other forms of the root S-p-n, such as 
sippun “covering deck,” and the passive participle sdpzin occur in a variety of biblical 
sources (see | Kgs 6:9, and see for Aramaic, DNWSI 797, s.v. spynh). 

In a Hebrew letter it is more likely that the form jn>>y represents the Hebrew geminate 
root “/-/, and is to be read ‘olaltem (or possibly <alaltem) “you have done, performed a 
deed.” The noun forms 77y, and yr may connote productive, even praiseworthy acts (Isa 
12:4; Ps 77:12-13). The alternative is to see here the Aramaic verb </-/ “to enter,” and 
translate: “You have not entered (the boats) to attend to any matter.” For idiomatic: 127 95> 
“anything at all,” cf. Mur 46:8 and possibly P.Yadin 51:9. 

Line 6: We have }?y7 x17 when we would have expected the plural imperative: 117 (see the 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: HEBREW.III.b.ii). To say "ay 1292 7w “that your case is 
with me” is to say that the matter has received the speaker’s, in this case, Shim‘on’s concern; 
that he knows all about it and will dispose of it (see below in line 11, and cf. in a broken 
context P.Yadin 51:11). ; 

Lines 7-8: The verb z-h-r is generally recognized as a phonetic variant of s-h-r “to shine”; 
hence: “be rapid, attentive; to act with care.” Thus, Ezra 4:22: taya> vow va pan “And be 
careful (not to) make a mistake.” Also cf. Levy 1:515—16 for usage in Aramaic/Late Hebrew. 
The form here is the Niph‘al: Settizzahari “that you (pl.) be careful, act with care.” Thus, m. 
?Abot 1:11: 03°9232 WAIT jon. “Sages, be careful of your words!” See also the form 
y77N1 in P.Yadin 50:6 and the COMMENTARY ad loc. 

The Piel verb 1y “to bundle up, bale” with reference to grain or produce is probably 

denominative of Hebrew 7my “sheaf” and is frequent in Late Hebrew (m. Pe’ah 5:5; 6:11, 

etc., and for Aramaic see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 56:2). The fruit must be bundled and 

unloaded from the ship. An alternative would be to take this verb as the Aramaic privative 

Pa“el of ‘-m-r “to dwell”; hence: “to evict, remove,” but this is less likely. The form wxw 

“that is,” is a variant of plene wexw (= ww) in Mur 24 C:7, and see P.Yadin 51:2 (cf. 

XHev/Se 49:12; Mur 30:19, 23; and possibly Mur 44:3) and the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

GRAMMAR: HEBREW.I.a.ili. The statement probably concludes with the word 1n72) “and in 

the port.” The term 117% here retains its original sense of “port, dock” (see Kutscher 1969:5— 

18). 

Lines 8-10: The final word in line 8, a verb with the prefixed relative, is difficult to restore. 

The sense seems to be that after unloading the boat, or as a result of so doing, the addressees 

must do something for “your brothers” (J3°AX nx), the direct object of the verb. If we restore 

yia7snw the form could be taken as a Hiph‘il of s-r-k (Settasrikiin) in the sense of “to provide 
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(necessities).” The “brothers” are either “in the camp,” reading the next word in line 9 as 

[33]n22, or, reading it as [11]N72 (or: [x11]N72), the “brothers” would be “at the port” (which is 

preferable since this very word has already occurred in line 8) or: at Mahoza?. After a gap in 

line 9, where reference to the brothers’ wives would have most likely occurred, we find 

reference to the young children, Biblical Hebrew "yw. 

Lines 11-13: Only certain words are legible in this concluding section, but it would seem 

that Shim‘on is issuing orders, evidenced by the participial form x13, possibly “[I] 

command” (line 12), and the clause 77? 1nixw “that I will tell/instruct them” (line 13). Some 

“matter, case” (127, in line 11) demanded attention. This reading assumes that the legible 

part of line 11: }nXw 725 means: “the matter that you-,” which can also be read to mean: 

“that I will give/pay.” In line 12 we may possibly restore 25971 “and let him enter (or: let him 

guarantee),” the former interpretation being more likely. Obviously, further instructions were 

being communicated, the exact nature of which it is difficult to determine. 

Line 14: The final line, as restored, yields a fairly clear meaning, but because the latter part 

of line 13 is broken, we cannot know the precise reference of “to any direction.” In the 

closing greeting we once again note singular x17 instead of the plural form 115 as was also the 

case in line 6, above. ; 
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P.Yadin 50 (= 5/6Hev 50): AN ARAMAIC LETTER 
FROM SHIM‘ON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

Plate 83 

INTRODUCTION 
Like several other letters in Hebrew and Aramaic written by Shim‘on, son of Kosibah to 

his agents, P.Yadin 50 was addressed in the second person to Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan and 
Mesabalah, son of Shim‘on instructing them to dispatch a certain °El‘azar, son of HTH 
promptly to him before the Sabbath. This person may be none other than °El‘azar, son of 
Hayyata, known to us from P.Yadin 4446, with his name spelled differently or defectively, 
but this is uncertain. There are other instructions concerning the care of trees and produce, 
some of which are unclear in meaning. There are the usual warnings of punishment for 
disobedience, or failure to exercise care in the execution of the instructions as we find in 
other letters. As is the case with other letters, the precise date of this one, which exhibits only 
one small gap, is not given. The letter was issued by Shim‘on, son of Yehudah, one of 
Shim‘on, son of Kosibah’s officials. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 50. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 12.5 x 7.2 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 

Description of Damage: Minor damage at the left fold. 

Joins: No join visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; right to left(?), and in half(?). 

Height of right fold: Ca. 1.3 cm. 

Height of left fold: Ca. 2 cm. 

Number of lines (including signature): 15. 

Main text: 13. 

Height of text: Total: Ca. 10.3 cm. 

Main text: Ca. 8.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Main text: 6 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (ca. 0.4 cm). 

Lower margin: Ca. 1.5 cm. 

Right margin: Ca. 0.7 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signature: Recto; parallel to the text. 

Special notes concerning the signature: The person signing the letter is a certain Shim‘on, son of Yehudah, who does not 

appear elsewhere in the Nahal Hever documents. As his handwriting differs from that of the letter, it proves that the 

word mand (“he wrote it”) following the name does not mean that he is the scribe who actually wrote the letter, but 

that he was the official who issued it in the name of Shim‘on, son of Kosibah (see the COMMENTARY). 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: A “Jewish” cursive script with idiosyncratic features. Most of the letters lean forward except for 

the resh, which leans backward. There are almost no ligatures. 

Main text: 
Average height of medial mem: 0.15—0.3 cm. 

Average space between lines: 0.3—0.4 cm. 
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PD4 Yair 

Fig. 37. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 50: Recto 
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Shim‘on, son of Kosibah, 

HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

P.YADIN 50: TEXT 
maw 12 pynw 
pya 72 pny? 

pyaw 72 72.0771 
sryox moo pin2awn oF 

DIP mw Ayn 7 
moAya WTI naw 
°F TAT PD 79 NWI 

173 $3 9y yodany? 
PIDIPN 748179 TW 
m2 xX? °F TIA 

MIYID IN? "FJ TIN 
navy >1 727 Jin man 
WIN 72 IP? x75 

aT 72 pwAw 
mand 

TRANSLATION 

to Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan, 

and to Mesabalah, son of Shim‘on: 

You are to deliver to me ?El‘azar, 

son of HTH, immediately, before 

the Sabbath. And exercise care with his products, 

and the remainder of all of his fruit. And whoever 

raises a clamor against you on this sort of matter, 

dispatch him to my side, and I will exact punishment. 

And (as regards) the cattle—they must not destroy the 

trees. And should anyone raise a clamor—punishment 

will be exacted from you, in great (measure). And as regards the ladanum/spice (garden) 

let no person come near it. 
Shim‘on, son of Yehudah; 

He issued it. 
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P.Yadin 50: AN ARAMAIC LETTER FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
Line 5: The patronymic 4vn could represent an incorrect or defective spelling of xv’n, a 
patronymic known to us from P. Yadin 44-46, but this is far from certain. 

Line 6: In the word 177M, the fifth letter looks like a nun, even though a resh is expected, 
but in this handwriting, resh often looks like a medial nun, as in the word 1Nw1) in line 7. 

~ COMMENTARY 
Lines 5-6: The sense of Aramaic 71 is elusive. It usually means “to be equal, even.” A 
logical translation in the present context would be “immediately, directly, straight away,” 
with no delay or deviation, in a sense similar to the temporal nuance of Hebrew 1w” “straight, 
straight away” (cf. Yadin 1961:44-45 and Kutscher 1961a:125, who both cite the liturgical 
poem ?Agdamiit: xnww2 X77 “Ww “immediately, without tardiness”). On the form 72 (instead 
of naw), see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 7:7. 

The word 7°?4y functions as a synonym of “his fruit” (7°79) in the following line, so that 

it should yield the sense of “his products.” Indeed, this is the meaning of ¥y in Qoheleth 

(2:20; 4:4 et passim), where it defines the theme of the entire book by connoting the 

consequences of labor: gain, wealth, or products (Ginsberg 1950). Arabic exhibits similar 

meanings for the verb ‘-m-/ “to labor” and its derivative forms (Lane 2158-59; and see 

Sokoloff DJPA 411). In the same way, Biblical Hebrew wy connotes both the deed and its 

product, and the same is true of Hebrew 1729 “possessions” (Gen 26:14; Job 1:3). 

The form 719971 is cognate with Late Hebrew z-h-r “to be quick about it, attentive”; 

hence: “careful.” The present form ]1977N is probably contracted from the Ithpe‘el, which 

would be realized as 717971n. See the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.ILf. 

Lines 7-8: Here and again in line 11 we have an Aramaic cognate of an Arabic verb, sahiba, 

“to clamor, yell, be enraged” (Lane 1657) in Aramaic. The form given here is the 3mpl. 

imperfect with the nun ending unassimilated: yishabunkon in the simple stem, or possibly in 

the Pa‘‘el: yesah(h)abunkon, meaning “to object, interfere.” A third person singular form 

appears in line 11. Z. Ben-Hayyim (1941) discusses the Hebrew/Aramaic realization 27%, 

suggesting that two separate roots had coalesced: (1) 378 “to brighten up, be happy” (from 

the adjective 217 “yellow, bright” in color, wherein medial he? is original, and (2) 37%, 

reflecting the softening of the het from s-h-b “to be angry, to grieve, strive against,” and so 

forth. Ben-Hayyim concludes that Christian Palestinian Aramaic 3n%, attested in official 

correspondence, is cognate with Arabic sahiba, and the same can be said for the form 

attested here, showing that contemporary Jews who wrote in Aramaic knew this root. 

Line 9: The form °79 is a variant of °7°9 (singular): “into my hand, to my side,” reflecting the 

syncopation of the yod. Forms with beth are well attested in Hebrew and in West Semitic 

inscriptions. Cf. at Masada, Yadin and Naveh 1989:49 no. 554:3: }1332. The verb p-r-< “to 
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pay, repay” what one is obligated to pay, or what the other deserves, assumes a particular 

meaning in Aramaic/Late Hebrew in the passive-reflexive stems, so that here Y75n°X means: 

“T will be paid; I will exact my due.” This is conceived in terms of punishing the other in the 

pursuit of satisfaction. The noun n3y5» in line 11 recurs elsewhere in the Bar-Kokhba letters 

and literally means: “payment exacted, punishment” (P.Yadin 54:7, 13; 55:8; 56:4). It is 

idiomatic to speak of exacting payment “from” (17) another, or others. 

Lines 10-11: In Aramaic 7793) “and the cattle,” written defectively, final he? represents the 

definite article, often expressed as aleph (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: 

ARAMAIC.1.a.i). The form 739X (= plene: 739°x) is best taken as a singular collective: “the 

tree(s).” 

Line 12: This letter, like most, is laconic in style, making it necessary to supply: “and (as 

regards) the 00%.” Sokoloff (DJPA 281) lists a spice, or spice bush, known as oni, also 

attested as 010%, Jadanum in Latin. Also note Targum Onkelos on Gen 37:25, where v1 is 

translated by Aramaic ow) (J. Naveh by private communication). This meaning was 

adopted by Yadin (1971:128) because of the prominence of the spice industry at ‘Ein Gedi. 

One would have to extend the meaning of 001? to connote a spice garden, or spice bushes. 

This would represent the same sort of admonition as the one in lines 10—11 urging that the 

cattle not destroy the trees. 

Line 13: The relative clause uses Aramaic wix idiomatically, much as Hebrew w’x following 

or preceding a negative statement means “no person, no one,” much like French personne. 

Lines 14-15: The force of the suffixed verb 72ND? is factitive: “He had it written; he issued 

it.” The letter is not in the handwriting of the signatory, who issued it in an official capacity 

(see the PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL NOTES CONCERNING THE SIGNATURES). 
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P.Yadin 51 (= 5/6Hev 51): AHEBREW LETTER FROM SHIM‘ON 

Plate 84 

INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 51 is too fragmentary to allow for adequate interpretation. Restoring the first 

words in line | as j[1ymw j}4 (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES) “From Shim‘on” we may assume 
that this letter, in a manner similar to P.Yadin 49, was addressed by Shim‘on to his well- 
known agent in ‘Ein Gedi, Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan, and to the rest of the citizenry. Like 
the rest of the letters, this one also is not dated. Notwithstanding the numerous lacunae, we 
can determine that it contained orders for a shipment or delivery (the verb 5-/-h at the end of 
line 1), and an admonition to exercise care (the restored verb 5-m-r in line 6). The possible 
reference to “the fruit” (77"DN) in line 5 is reminiscent of the fruit shipment mentioned in 
P.Yadin 49. 

There are a few more clues. In line 4 we provisionally read: p>wy yt9°n “the children (as 
the direct object), twenty,” (or: Pw> p72°n “the legitimate children”; see, below, the 
COMMENTARY). Were the children to be sent somewhere? The possible reference in line 5 to 

the fruit would be followed, after a sizable gap, by the words: “which belonged to the 

gentiles” (7x137 2w nw). One can only speculate as to the import of this statement, as to 

whether it pertained to the fruit itself or to something else. If reference is to the fruit, one 

may ask whether there were ritual implications stemming from the fact that the fruit had 

belonged to, or had been grown by non-Jews. Or, does the statement refer to the confiscation 

of gentile products by the Jewish authorities? For the rest, there is little of substance that can 

be elicited from P.Yadin 51, except for its attestation of several interesting linguistic features 

and terms of reference, all to be discussed in the COMMENTARY. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 51. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 26.2 x 19.3 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 

Description of Damage: Most of the right part of the letter is missing, while the remaining part, including the upper right 

corner on a separate fragment, is severely damaged. The ends of the lines, however, have almost entirely survived. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; from left to right(?), and in half. 

Height of left fold: Ca. 1.7 cm. 
Height of the fourth fold from left: Ca. 2.5 cm. 

Number of lines: 11[+?] (Perhaps one or two short lines are missing?). 

Main text: 11?. 

Signature: [?]. 

Height of text: 
Main text (including the ascender of Jamed and the descender of final nun): 16 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 

Main text: 15.2 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (ca. 0.8 cm, including the ascender of /amed). 

Lower margin (from the bottom of final nun): 9.5 cm. 

Right margin: 1.5 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signature: (see below, Special notes concerning the signature). 

Special notes concerning the signature: There are no remains of either a blessing or a signature on the surviving large 

fragment, but these might have existed on the missing right part of the letter. 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: A “Jewish” cursive script written by a practiced hand with typical personal characteristics. The 

letters are relatively large, nicely spaced, and with no ligatures. Large space was left between the lines (almost twice 

the average size of the letters). 

Main text: 

Average height of medial mem: 0.5 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.9 cm. 
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P.YADIN 51: TEXT 

PIII AW) Py. ALIA]? jynw ya 1 

inewnnw ow PE deck Jeol Jee WL demeL IE IL] 2 
pUPoy\priPrD pace ie Joel JoooL Jyo/necof Jece 3 

PwMprws prampreneL Jooe Jy Joes Joooorvm $4 

TL Jech 

NAW\PAW APL Jeo TL P OMaApPIDN onion \iFyM1 cexssvre:jorrrny 5 

J0? 3° of yACAW prin ow 6 
fA PyV\ja7ORX IL Jel Joven Phi 

Vy MeL 138 
727 2y\9D 72° 1 9 
pipm 23a psAel Nel JL ] 10 
Peel Ja pm f°S51 Ju 

[2] 12 
[7] 13 

TRANSLATION 
F[rom Shim‘o]n to [Ye]ho[na]than Ba‘yan and the rest of the ‘Eingedites: 

[...]...[...]...: Greetings! You are to send 

....[...]...]... their utensils (or: to them). 

and ...[...]... the children, twenty (or: the legitimate children), 

And ..., and you are to bring up (or: to use up) the fruit (or: the iron). ...[...]...(= Be informed) that they 
belonged 

to the gentiles. And you are to care [for ...]...[...] 

[salle eee tene 

[ ...]...[...]... . And they are to bring up (or: to go up) 

[...]... i every respect (or: in the matter of) 

TT ules el petom any place (or: in any event). 

'! T...] your case. They will be [...] 

[Two additional short lines may be missing] 

n & w tO _ 

© coo JF DQ 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
Line 1: Only the final nun at the end of the name of the sender is fairly certain: jhoyaw). (In 
the drawing, the fragment at the right upper corner should be placed closer to the right 
margin.) The space is too large for just yaw or piymwa, compelling us to restore the 
preposition [}]” at the beginning. 

Line 2: Apparently no text precedes the letter that resembles an aleph on the separate 
fragment at the right upper corner. Following this letter there is a large gap of about five or 
six letters, after which remains of a he? are preserved. These remains belong to the first four 
or five words in this line, which defy decipherment. 

Line 3: Overall, in lines 3-5, and 9, four words appear that are written with either medial 
kaph or ayin; the latter is less likely because these letters differ from the clear ayins that 
appear in line 1, in the word 7773397 and in line 8, in the word 12971. As a consequence, the 
last word in line 3 may be read either as j1/9°7y “to them” or as j17°9 “their vessels, utensils” 
(see below, and in the COMMENTARY). 

Line 4: Only the last two words are legible: 77°n “the children,” or: pu>in, using an 
Aramaistic form. The taw, however, may be the end of the preceding word of which only 

illegible remains survive, and the following word may be read either as P1wy “twenty” or as 

yw “legitimate, proper” (see the COMMENTARY). 

Line 5: The line begins with what seems to be a supralinear correction of the first one or two 

words, cancelled with a crossing line and rewritten above. Unfortunately, a part of these 

words is missing in the tear and cannot be restored. This verb is followed by what may be 

read as: Jpn j%ymi “and you are to bring up the fruit,” since the same verb {%y “they are to 
bring up” most probably occurs in line 8. It is also possible to read: 122m “‘and you are to 

finish off, use up.” A third alternative reading: 192n° “they will be used up” will not work, 

because a reflexive verb does not take a direct object. Both forms for “fruit,” nin and 7°75, 

are attested, the latter albeit in an Aramaic text (P.Yadin 42:4—5), and in context, reference to 

fruit is preferable to reading 91757 “the iron.” As for the form nv, which may also be read 

yinw, the more Hebraic form has been preferred, since in line 11 we can apparently read 17°, 

indicating use of the Hebraic form of this verb with yod rather than waw. 

Line 6: The end of line 5 continues into line 6. We can read: PxR147 9w Aw “which belonged 

to the gentiles” (on the spelling 77x127 see the COMMENTARY). Immediately preceding this 

clause we find letters that do not allow for sound interpretation. Further on in line 6 we 

restore with reservation: [17]4#Aw) “and that you are to take [care].” This word, however, 

may also be restored [1y]AwAw1 “and that you are to ob[ey]/he[ed].” Conceivably, the last two 

letters in line 6 represent prepositional /amed }?, followed by a noun or personal name, or 
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the beginning of an infinitival form. 

Line 7: The spots of ink at the end of line 8 may belong to a final nun, whose top no longer 

exists at the end of line 7. Some other letters are legible at the end of line 7, but no 

convincing interpretation has been suggested so far. 

Lines 8-11: These lines are too damaged to allow for continuous restoration. Nothing is 

intelligible in line 8 except the last word: 17971 (see the COMMENTARY on lines 5-6). In line 

9, only the last two words are legible, either: 127 9y “concerning the matter of—” or: 123 72 

“everything, anything at all.” In line 10, only the last two words are clearly legible: nip 727 

“from any place,” or taken idiomatically: “in any event.” 

The end of the text, which would not have comprised more than half a line (line 12), 

seems to be missing after line 11. A greeting may have followed at the beginning of still 

another line, line 13, or possibly a signature. 

COMMENTARY 

Line 1: The full name of the sender, Shim‘on, son of Kosiba is not given, only the first 

name, which is also the case in some other texts. The form 13339 represents a plural gentilic, 

‘Engedayin (possibly ‘Engediyyin), namely: “Eingedites.” The place name written as one 

rather than two words (as in Greek; see Lewis 1989:153 Villages) is evidenced in only two 

other cases: P.Yadin 49:1 (°733°9 °w3x?) and XHev/Se 13:5 (9732°Y 77). 

Line 2: In the relative form: in?wnnw “that you are to send/ship/deliver,” we observe the 

prefixed relative particle: -w spelled with vocalic he? as nw (= seh). This spelling is attested 

in a Hebrew inscription from Dabbura in the Golan, published by D. Urman (1972:21) as no. 

6. The inscription was incised on a basalt lintel, dating to the period of Rabbi ?Eli‘ezer Ha- 

Kappar of the late second or early third century CE, one of the fifth generation of Tannaim. 

The inscription reads: 12pA AWy!PNKX °aWeAW IwITY ma mt “this is his House of Study, that of 

Rabbi ?Eli‘ezer Ha-Kappar.” On the junctim presentation of the genitive: 2(7)w, see Epstein 

1949:2:1252, who provides examples of this spelling from Talmudic manuscripts, and notes 

that writing with vocalic aleph also occurs, producing xv (= Sa’). Urman compares Qoh 

6:10: 13a -Ppnnw oy “with one who is more powerful than he.” See also the GENERAL 

INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: HEBREW.IV.b and Levine 1985. 

Line 3: The presumed form 41°25 “their vessels, utensils” is less common than }17?2y “to 
them,” but may be a better reading, nonetheless. If }17°?¥ is correct, it is worth noting that 

under Aramaic influence, Late Biblical Hebrew and Post-Biblical Hebrew employ the 

preposition ?y to mean x “to, toward.” 

Line 4: Note the possible prefixed accusative particle in 1972°n “the children.” The reading 
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yw, if correct, would presumably characterize the children as legitimate in terms of 
religious law, and this reading would illustrate the absence of agreement with respect to 
determination between nouns and their modifying adjectives. Thus, we would have: pian 
Pwo “the legitimate children” instead of: p>won 779°n. If, however, we read p>wy “twenty,” 
we have an illustration of the convention in West Semitic languages to list the number after 
the item of reference: “the children, twenty” (Levine 1965:314—15). If, on the other hand, the 
taw belongs with the preceding word, this analysis would not hold up. 

Lines 5—6: The form i%yni, if this is the correct reading, is taken as a Hiph‘il rather than as a 
Qal stem and accordingly rendered: “And you are to bring up” (and the form of the same 
verb in line 8 would also be taken as the Hiph‘il). An alternative would be to read i$>n1, a 
Pi‘‘el form, meaning: “and you are to use up.” As explained in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES, 
context favors reading }""DN, an attested masculine plural of 75, rather than 51457 “the iron.” 
Further on in line 5, and continuing into line 6 we read: pxiin Sw raw “which belonged to 
the gentiles.” The possible import of this reference is discussed in the INTRODUCTION. One 

notes the defective spelling o”anw “that the gentiles” in Mur 42:5, a contemporary legal 

papyrus from Beth Mashiku, to which Milik (1961:155-56) compares the Kethib of this 

word in Gen 25:23 and Ps 79:10. 

Lines 9-10: Since 727 7159 is attested in P.Yadin 49:4, that reading is preferred here and is 

to be understood idiomatically as “in every respect.” The reading 127 ?y, however, is 

possible in which case we would assume that the noun that followed is missing in line 10. 

Hebrew o1p7 92% may also be idiomatic: “in any event,” but in context is better understood 

literally: “from any place.” 

new clause begins with the verb 177° “they will be.” If so, the verb 177” may be an auxiliary 

verb preceding a participial form: }??-[ J, perhaps to be restored: ]?°[1n]}4 177° “they will be 

holding.” The Hebrew term 137 conveys the legal concept of “suit, case” in Biblical Hebrew 

and in Late Hebrew, as do its equivalents in other Semitic languages. In P.Yadin 49:6 this 

meaning is expressed in Shim‘on’s admonition: °ay J3725v PyT Xin “be informed that your 

case is (under consideration) by me.” 
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P.Yadin 53 (= 5/6Hev 53): AN ARAMAIC LETTER 

FROM SHIM‘ON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

Plate 85 

INTRODUCTION 

This brief, undated letter, entitled n3x, is addressed by Shim‘on, son of Kosibah to his 

agent in ‘Ein Gedi, Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yah (elsewhere spelled Ba‘yan; see the 

COMMENTARY) with orders to carry out whatever a certain ’Elisha‘ instructed him to do. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 53. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 8 x 12 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular (!) to the script. 

Description of Damage: Minor damage at the folds. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; from left to right? 

Height of smallest fold: Ca. 1.6 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 2.1 cm. 

Number of lines: 

Main text: 5. 

Signature: There is no signature. 

Height of text: 

Main text (including blessing): 4.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 7.2 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (0.5 cm). 

Lower margin: Ca. 2.5 cm. 

Right margin: 4.3 cm. 

Scribe: Unknown. 
Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive. There are no ligatures. A clear and orderly script written with a 

practiced hand. 

Main text: 

Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.3 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5—0.6 cm. 
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TRANSLATION ‘ 
A letter of Shim‘on, son of Kosibah: Peace! : 

To Yehonathan, so[n of] Ba‘yah: (Be advised) that whatever Elisha‘ 

tells you, do for him, and try to do well 
with him [in eve]ry task. 

Fare you well! 
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P.Yadin 53: AN ARAMAIC LETTER FROM SHIM‘ON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
The text is almost completely preserved. The few damaged letters have been restored, except 
for two uncertain readings. 

Line 2: Restore [7]3, and note the variant spelling: 7°y2. 

Line 5: Both possible forms are acceptable as the ms. imperative: 7a, "14 (= hawéh, hawé) 
with some preference for the latter. The reading 714, however, seems to be indicated by the 
remains of the last letter. 

COMMENTARY 
Line 1: The formula: 72013 72 yiyaw n73x “The letter of Shim‘on, son of Kosibah” serves as 
the caption of the message. In P.Yadin 55 the determined form 7773 has the same function, 

except that it comes after the names of the sender and the addressees (also cf. P.Yadin 63:5). 

On the term 73x see DNWST 12; Muffs 1969:187 n. 4; Kaufman 1974:48; CAD E 45-46, 

s.v. egirtu; and AHw 190, s.v. egertu. 

Line 2: The variation of he? and nun in the spelling of the name 7°y3 evidences the phonetic 

phenomenon, also attested in other words, of closing the last stressed syllable bearing a long 

vowel. Other examples include personal names such as (1)9’Ptn written as Ppin, T° written 

as J71°, Nom? written as jo?, and 797%, written as on. 

Line 3: There are two ways of understanding the Aramaic 7? 329: (1) Pronominal 7% (= /éh) 

represents the accusative /amed, well known in Aramaic; hence: “do it,” with the antecedent 

being —7 797 “that whatever”; (2) Pronominal 7° (= /éh) is the indirect object “to him, for 
him,” with the antecedent being °Elisha‘. The latter is preferable and is comparable to 

Hebrew — nwy “to do to, for.” 

The imperative 17wni) allows of more than one analysis: If the consonantal script is taken 

to express a Sin, then the given form would derive from a root s/s-d-r more often written with 

samekh., On this basis, 17wn7 would be the unmetathesized form of the Hithpa‘<al reflexive, 

usually metathesized as W7no07/77NwA “to come to an arrangement, to bring one’s self in 

order.” If, however, we predicate a root s-d-r, we would have the unmetathesized Hithpa“al 

meaning of a typically Aramaic verb meaning “to send, dispatch”; hence: “to send one’s self; 

to dispatch one’s self; to accompany.” Because of the frequency of the verb S-d-r in 

Aramaic, the latter interpretation is possible. A third possibility, however, has been adopted 

in the TRANSLATION. The form 5-d-r may be a phonetic variant of §-d-/, already attested in 

Elephantine Aramaic (TAD A4.3:4 [Cowley 38]), having the meaning: “to attempt, try; to be 

on good terms, to do well” (Kutscher 1961a:122). 

Line 4: 77°29 is a widely attested term in Aramaic. It has usually been taken as a Hebraism, 
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expressing the Hebrew rather than the Aramaic meaning of the root ‘-b-d, namely, “to work” 

rather than “to do,” although there is a degree of confusion in this regard; hence: n1’2y = 

“task, project, enterprise.” Thus, Dan 2:49; 3:12 tell us that Daniel was put in charge of: 

699 nPTe Nay / oT XN IY “the work of the State of Babylon.” Similarly, NTON m2 nVay 

(Ezra 4:24; 6:7 [apparently also intended in Ezra 6:18]) means: “the (construction) project of 

the Temple of God.” See DNWSI 819-20, s.v. ‘bdh for usage at Elephantine and in 

subsequent phases of Aramaic, and see Sokoloff DJPA 393, s.v. 1729. 
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P.Yadin 54 (= 5/6Hev 54): AN ARAMAIC LETTER 
FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

Plate 86 

INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 54 is a very well-preserved Aramaic letter written in the name of Shim‘on, son of 

Kosibah to his two agents in “Ein Gedi, Yehonathan (son of Ba‘yan) and Mesabalah (son of 
Shim‘on). These officials are consistently addressed in the second person plural. The letter is 
composed in two lateral columns, from right to left. In Column I (lines 1-9), Shim‘on 
instructs the men to examine, test, and seize (actually, to seize and examine) the wheat that 
had been brought(?) by a certain Hannun, son of Yishma°el, and ship one se’ah of it to him 
promptly. He orders that this wheat be shipped under guard, because it was discovered to be 
stolen grain. Then follows the customary warning of punishment, this time including orders 
to deliver to him under guard “that person,” presumably the thief, whoever he was. 

Column II (lines 10-17) is of particular interest because it makes reference to people from 
Tekoa‘ residing in ‘Ein Gedi. The houses in which they were staying were to be burned 
down. Orders are also given to deliver to Shim‘on under guard a person named Yeshua‘, son 
of “the Palmyrene” (7°727n). His sword was also to be seized and delivered to Shim‘on. A 
person named Shemv’el, son of ‘Ammi signs the letter. 

We can only speculate as to why people from Tekoa‘ were to be punished so severely if 
they had taken up residence in ‘Ein Gedi (but see P.Yadin 55 and P.Yadin 61). If it is correct 
that we have a reference to a person whose father was known as “the Palmyrene,” we would 
also have to speculate as to what he was doing in ‘Ein Gedi at the time of the revolt, so as to 
warrant his arrest and the confiscation of his sword. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 54. 

Material: Wood (!). 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 7.5 x 17.5 cm. 

Description of Damage: The folding caused the breaking of the wood sheet into four pieces. After its restoration it is 

intact. 

Direction of Folds: Folded vertically in the'middle and then folded again horizontally in two unequal folds. 

Height of upper folds: 2.8-3 cm. 

Height of lower folds: 4.2-4.5 cm. ; 

Number of lines (including signature): 17: Col. I: 9; col. II: 7. 

Signature: 1. 

Height of text: Col. I: ca. 7.2 cm; col. II (including signature): ca. 7.1 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: Col. I: 8.2 cm; col. I: 8.2 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (col. I: ca. 0.5 cm; col. II: ca. 0.4 cm including the ascenders of /amed). 

Lower margin: Col. I: ca. 0.2 cm; col. II: ca. 0.2 cm. 

Right margin: Col. I: ca. 0.5 cm. 

Space between the two columns: 0.4—1 cm. 

Place and Direction of Signature: Recto; parallel to the text. : 

Special notes concerning the signature: The signature of Shemwel, son of ‘Ammi seems to be in the same handwriting as 

that of the text, indicating that it is he who actually wrote the letter in the name of Shim‘on, son of Kosibah. He is not 

attested elsewhere in the documentary texts from the Judean Desert. The name <Ammi is unique. 

Scribe: Shemv?el, son of ‘Ammi. 

Description of Script: A personal, non-calligraphic version of the standard “Jewish” cursive, written somewhat carelessly 

and demonstrating a large variety of letter-forms in varying sizes and in an increasing spacing between the letters. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.3-0.35 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.4-0.6 cm. 
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Fig. 40. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 54: Recto 
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P.YADIN 54: TEXT 

COLUMN II COLUMN I 

mown? oT °vipn 7123 7131 10 oxaw? Sy °oIn MIDID TA yyaw 1 

paw px TPN. yn 11 paran 7 O20 Aeaon'1 jn? 2 

SYN JIN WIP? pa 12 PAN\pan OANANAV oT MAN TY TWIN 3 

yw? minaniuyrp nm 13 PIV\py yaya} pnowm PRyaw? 43 4 

yawn pInn WwIN Aa 14 NODOND PIN PIINNI NIN ANO 5 

yMoan N21 WON "7 15 AND ONT PIII DWNT 6 

yawn iy $4 mo MN? IND? 16 NMUYAD JIN PIA ID 7 

omy 13 ONinw 17 OS nnmown mani taynn 8 

X?2DONI 9 

TRANSLATION 

COLUMN I: 
Shim‘on, son of Kosibah, the Premier over Israel, 

to Yehonathan, and to Mesabalah: Peace! You are (ordered) to examine 

and (to) seize the wheat that he brought (or: brought down; or: plundered), (namely) Hannu/in, 

son of Yishma®el, and ship of them to me, (weighed) precisely (or: on time/here), 

one se’ah. And place them under guard, 

because they were found to have been stolen (or: after they were stolen). And if you do not 

do accordingly, (know) that from you, punishment 

will be exacted. And the (= that certain) man—you are to deliver to me 

under guard. NODE6O <3!" Cy CUES IND) stent 

COLUMN II: 
10 And any Teko‘an man who is found 

with you (= in your vicinity)—let the houses that they reside 

in them burn down, and from you I shall exact 

: punishment. And Yeshua‘, 

son of the Palmyrene, you are to seize for dispatch 

to me under guard. And do not fail 

to seize the sword that is on him (= carried by him). Send it (on)! 

Shemw’el, son of ‘Ammi. 

11 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
In spite of its idiosyncratic handwriting, this beautifully preserved letter contains only two 
words of unclear reading, in line 3. 

COLUMN I: 

Line 3: The last two words may be read variously. The personal name j13n is preferable to 
yn. The preceding word may be read in two ways with little difference in meaning: °nn “he 
brought” or nnn “he brought down,” from the root n-h-t. From the paleographic point of 
view, the third possibility 017 seems even more convincing, but its meaning “he broke off” 
from the root n-g-s, makes little sense. The reading °m’n is based on the following 
assumption: the letter resembling a gimel or het is in fact a yod followed by part of the right 
down-stroke of taw, whose left down-stroke is attached to the final yod. J. Naveh (by private 
communication) suggests that 015 may represent a Haph‘el denominative (defective) from 
0° “troop, legion” and has the sense “to plunder, pillage,” which is what the 0°73 does. He 
notes that the Pa‘el has just such a meaning. Thus, Gen. Rab. 98:15 on Gen 49:19: °nXx XO} 
NO”3 77077472 IPN JIN? 0°27 “a troop comes to plunder them, and they plunder the troop” 
(ed. Theodor-Albeck 1266; cf. also y. Sotah 8:7 [23a]). The use of the Haph‘el instead of the 

Aph‘el, as would be the case no matter which of these readings is adopted, is somewhat 

unexpected (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.L.e.vi). 

Line 4: The last word seems to be j*¥, as suggested by J. Naveh (see the COMMENTARY). It 

may alternatively be an extreme cursive variant of daleth (cf. as an example, the daleth of °7 

in line 6), yielding the reading }7y. 

Line 6: The form written 13wn7 is undoubtedly a faulty writing of 1nDwnn, the Hithpe‘el 

perfect of §-’-h: “they have been found.” Cf. the imperfect form nawn” in line 10. The sign at 

the end of the line may be a redundant final aleph of the negative x, or less likely, a mark 

filling the gap at the end of the line. 

COMMENTARY 

COLUMN I: 

Line 1: The spelling °037 “the Premier” is attested (cf. XHev/Se 30:1), and the formulation 

of the titulary, 2x7w? 2y °035 “the Premier over Israel,” here alternates with the more frequent 

2X1 X°wI. See APPENDIX A for discussion of the term x°w3 appropriated by Shim‘on, son of 

Kosibah, which occurs in many of the papyri. 

Line 2: Note the spelling with samekh: 00 “Greetings!” (see Yardeni 1997:12—13 on the 

interchange of shin and samekh in these documents; also see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

examine,” but its basic meaning is “to weigh,” which is one way of expressing the act of 
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examining. Since orders are given to ship a specific weight—one se-ah—to Shim‘on, perhaps 

the sense of weighing is appropriate here. One could also translate: “You are to examine/ 

test/inspect and seize the wheat.” 

Line 3: The writing 17mm reflects the syncopation of the aleph in the root >-h-d “to seize, 

take hold.” Syncopated forms of the same verb recur in lines 14, 16 of Column II (see the 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.IL.c). 

Line 4: The last word on the line may be read }7¥ “time, period,” with adverbial force, as if 

written ]7y2 “on time, now,” although such would be admittedly unusual. It is also possible 

that }7¥ reflects the preposition <ad “to”; hence “to us here,” but this is less likely in an 

Aramaic document. Use of prepositional ‘ad is more at home in Hebrew and Phoencian- 

Punic. 

J. Naveh (by private communication) suggests reading }’y (instead of 77), and translates: 

“and ship them to me (weighed) in precise balance.” Here, 7 (literally “eye”) may represent 

an abbreviation of the idiom }y2 Py “precisely, in balanced measure.” Actually, Py3 Py “eye 

to eye” is a biblical idiom (Num 14:14). In Rabbinic usage, the noun }°y has assumed the 

connotation of actuality in appearance and substance, a meaning implied even in biblical 

usage, where 7"N7 PY means “the visible earth” (Exod 10:5; Num 22:5, 11): Seeu7ebaeere 

5:11: py2 py 1? >piw mn “He was weighing (it) out for him in precise balance.” Also note b. 

Ker. 5a: pw xin pya Py IX Ypw KX yr. Ypw xinw2 “When he weighs out, does he 

outweigh, or does he weigh out in precise balance?” This usage generated the denominative 

Py (= ‘ayyén) “to weigh in precise balance.” Thus, 5. B. Bat. 89a: Py IAW OP PIP YI PR 

“We ought not weigh out in precise balance where they outweigh.” Also, Pesikta Rabbati 

§45; mpi ONSD] OP IINVT NID °nwi “and the two plates of the scales were found to be 

precisely balanced” (also cf. y. Sanh. 10:1 [27c], Num. Rab. 16:25, Deut. Rab. 5:13). It is of 

interest, that the Nahal Hever papyri attest the noun form ]yn, from the word for Levers 

known to be an Arabism meaning “specification” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 2:10— 

13) 

Line 5: The wheat is to be placed under guard, Greek doddeva, which also occurs in line 9. 

Line 6: As noted in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES, the form 13mm is puzzling unless we supply a 

het: ««n>2wnn, the unmetathesized Hithpe‘el form, usually realized as nN3nwn “they were 

found to be.” Note the 3ms. imperfect form of this verb in line 10: nawn “he will be found” 

(see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.ILf). The perfect stem of the 

passive-reflexive verb is followed by the Pe‘il participle with adjectival force: 772733 “stolen.” 

Line 7: Note the anomalous spelling }1329°n “you will do” instead of normal 71729n. This 

may be a scribal error. 
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Line 8: The reference intended by the determined form 7723 “the/that man” is unclear; we do 
not know who this person is; he may be the thief himself. This may be a repetition of the 
order to ship the wheat under guard, namely, to send a man along to guard the wheat. It 
might even refer to Hannun, son of Yishma®el, as if to say “that man.” 

COLUMN IT: 

Line 12: The form 117?” may be taken as the Pe‘al (yigediin) stem with stative force: “they 
(= the houses) will burn down.” The burning or tearing down of the house of one who was in 
violation of an edict, in this case by providing a residence for an illegal resident, was and is a 
widespread practice. This is what was known as 113 (newalii), 213 (newali) “ruin” in the 

Aramaic of Ezra 6:11; Dan 2:5; 3:29, and such punishments hark back to earlier Near 

Eastern regulations. 

Line 14: The form 7°77 is the singular determined gentilic Tadmérayyah “the Palmyrene.” 

Once again, the verb ?-h-d “to seize” is written defectively: }17nn (cf. line 3, above, and line 

16, below, where the Pe‘al infinitive construct is written: 77%). When two finite verbs 

follow each other without conjunctive waw prefixed to the second verb, the effect is to 

combine the actions described, lending to the second verb infinitival force; hence: “seize for 

dispatching.” 

Lines 15—16: The verbal form ]1702n may represent a phonetic variant, a softening of }17¥10N, 

from the root b-s-r “to fail, come up short” (Ps 76:13; Niph‘al in Gen 11:6 and Job 42:2). It 

is also possible, assuming a sound shift between beth and pe’, that the present form 

represents a variation of a root p-s-r (with Sin) rarely occurring in several Aramaic letters 

from Elephantine with the same meaning. Cf. TAD D7.20:4: anxw? wen Ox “and do not fail 

to come,” and earlier in the same letter, line 2: [wD x?) “without fail.” Ultimately, all of the 

above forms probably derive from the same root. 
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P.Yadin 55 (= 5/6Hev 55): AN ARAMAIC LETTER 

FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

Plate 87 

INTRODUCTION 

P.Yadin 55 is a brief, but well-preserved letter, undated, from Shim‘on, son of Kosibah to 

his agents, Yehonathan and Mesabalah. As in P.Yadin 54, still another Aramaic letter from 

Shim‘on, persons from Tekoa‘' are referred to, and there are the usual warnings of 

punishment for failure to carry out orders. Above the Aramaic text, about six Greek letters 

written with a different implement may be a remnant of another document. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 55. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 24.3 x 10.8 cm. , 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 

Description of Damage: Minor damage at the folds. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; from left to right(?), and in half. 

Height of left fold: 2.2 cm. 

Height of right fold: Ca. 2.6 cm. 

Number of lines (not including the remains of one line in Greek letters at the top): 9. 

Signature: There is no signature. 

Height of text (including the remains of one line in Greek letters at the top): Ca. 9.7 cm. 

Aramaic text (including the ascender of /amed): 9 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 9 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin (including the ascender of /amed): 1.9 cm; (to the top of the Greek line): Ca.1 cm. 

Lower margin: 14.3 cm. 

Right margin: 0.6—-1.5 cm. 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: A very peculiar “Jewish” cursive handwriting. All the letters lean forward. There are almost no 

ligatures. (Key letters: daleth [and occasionally resh] has the form of an oblique stroke, sharpening to a point at its 

bottom; he? made of two interwoven strokes [alongside other variants of cursive he’; long final ayin). 

Average height of medial mem: 0.35—0.45 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5 cm. 
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P.YADIN 55: TEXT 
(GREEK) °°°°°° [7] 

qs? Aawly> 72 jiyaw 
BID 7 ANTAN NVI 
TnN Anai yipn 7 wax 

%) twn yoni? °F 
o>x) yp axa finn 

yp AM TATA x2 
JAYN JID FJD? NT 

no 4455 nwy/79 [1] XNIYID 
re? 

TRANSLATION 
Shim‘on, son of K[o]sibah; to Yehonathan 

and to Mesabala?: A letter: (To the effect) that any 

person from Tekoa‘, or from any other place, 

who is with you—you are to dispatch them “Ito me 

right a[waly. And if 
you do not dispatch them, “may it be known 

to you that from you I will exact 

punishment. [And]... shall be of the hou- 
ses. 

[314] 
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P.Yadin 55: AN ARAMAIC LETTER FROM SHIM‘ON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
The decipherment of this peculiar handwriting requires special training in the reading of 
documents in the “Jewish” cursive hands, as well as a comparative study of the letter forms. 

Line 1: The name 72v[1]3, spelled with sin, can be restored (see INDEX OF PERSONAL 

NAMES). 

Line 3: The reading J7nx 4m) “and from another place” has been suggested by J. Naveh. 

The form ‘7711 assumes the syncopation of aleph: 1n<x>%1 “and from a place.” Cf. the form 

na “after, behind,’ syncopated from 7nx3* and see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.II.c. The form J7nx “other, another,” of which the second and third 

letters are somewhat distorted, has been restored on the basis of context. 

Line 5: The second word is reliably restored as y[?"]5x2 “right away, quickly.” 

Line 6: In the word read as yi09Wh, daleth, resh, and waw are small equal down-strokes, 

leaning forward. The reading is based on the occurrence of the same word in line 4, above, 

where the letters are more clearly legible. 

Line 7: The reading 12? “to you” is based on context rather than on the graphic form of the 

letters. 

Line 8: The final nun which appears in the word xnijy1b seems to be a scribal error. The 

scribe may have first written the word }y15 and then corrected it to xnijy1D without changing 

the form of the nun. The second word is enigmatic, but the expected meaning can be 

surmised from context (see the COMMENTARY on line 8). 

COMMENTARY 

Line 2: On the term 7773x, see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 53:1. In the Aramaic of this 

period, noun forms are often determinate only by analogy, the definite article occasionally 

(and gradually; cf. e.g., the synagogue inscriptions) losing its determinative force, so that we 

need not translate “the letter.” 

Line 3: The reading ]7nX 1n71, as suggested by J. Naveh, is idiomatic, and has the quality of 

a merism, as if to say, “from any place whatsoever.” 

Lines 5—6: The form reliably restored as adverbial y[?7]5x3 recalls y797(?). Levy (2:202) 

lists the form y157) in Talmudic sources, which he derives from the Arabic fara‘a “to surpass 

(in height)” (Lane 2378-80). The sense is to be ahead of time, in advance; hence: “right 

away.” Targum Onkelos translates Hebrew 17% in Exod 32:8 as: y71D2. The form y°"5X is 
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attested at Elephantine (TAD A6.12:3 [Driver 9]). The form x> o>xi “and if not” may be 

related to xon>x, which represents the joining of the two ingredients that had been expressed 

separatim at an earlier stage. The same development is to be observed in generating the form 

xox “were it not.” 

Lines 6-7: For the classical formula: 12? xi y°7” “May it be known to you” cf. the 

formulation of Aramaic letters at Elephantine (TAD A6.8:2; A6.10:8 [Driver 4, 7]) and in 

Dan 3:18; Ezra 4:12—13; 5:8. 

Line 8: Although the reading is obscure, context suggests the destruction of the homes of 

those who disobey. Cf. P.Yadin 54, where the houses of the undesirable persons were to be 

burned. The verbal form 44° “they will be, become” is the normal realization in Aramaic. 
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P.Yadin 56 (= 5/6Hev 56): AN ARAMAIC LETTER 
FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

Plate 88 

INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 56 is an undated Aramaic letter sent by Shim‘on, son of Kosibah to Yehonathan, 

son of Ba‘yan, to Mesabalah, and to “the son of Hayyata?,” namely, >El‘azar (son of ?El‘azar) 
Hayyata (mentioned in P.Yadin 44-46), his agents in ‘Ein Gedi. It contains instructions for 
the transport of some goods and the dispatch of personnel. The letter can be read 
consecutively all the way through, with no real gaps, and only a few lexical options in lines 
5, 7, 8, and 9. Of particular interest is a reference to “the Romans” in line 5, which seems to 
include a statement by Shim‘on to the effect that he will take proper revenge against the 
Romans (see the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES and the COMMENTARY on line 5, below). 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 56. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 21.5 x 9.5 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 

Description of Damage: Minor damage at the folds. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; from right to left(?), and in half. 

Height of right fold: Ca. 2.7 cm. 

Height of left fold: 2.4—3.2 cm. 

Number of lines: 10. 

Signature: There is no signature. 

Height of text (including the ascender of /amed and the descender of final mem): 9.7 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 8.5 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (0.3 cm, including the ascender of /amed). 

Lower margin (not including the descender of final mem): 12.5 cm. 

Right margin: Ca. 0.5 cm. 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: “Jewish” extreme cursive script, written with a practiced, idiosyncratic hand. Except for a few 

ligatures, most of the letters are nicely spaced and so are the lines. (Key letters: he’? with two strokes, alongside a 

peculiar form in which the “roof” and the left stroke were drawn continuously while the right stroke, which starts 

above the center of the left one, slopes down to the right; shin with its middle stroke joining the top of the left down- 
stroke; taw with the right down-stroke curving inside at its bottom). 

Average height of medial mem: 0.30.5 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5 cm. 
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P.Yadin 56: AN ARAMAIC LETTER FROM SHIM‘ON, SON OF KOSIBAH 

P.YADIN 56: TEXT 

Pyl 32 pnw? 72019 72 pyAW 
Ty o?w nx AVN 121 AboNd) 
PAY Pens LAs9y91 Aan oF 

TIN1 1348 AAIPIID Finn xd 
PIII BAA nN mx yasmin 

Bn OMIT 43 oIOWN\oOIOTN Mm 
y1 72 po mE AMIN °F PIay 

Oo Amar N nN FP WY MOw[13]D \WowLAy [9D Ppa. MIM 

pow 147 — i=) 

TRANSLATION 
Shim‘on, son of K[o]sibah to Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan 

And to Mesabalah, and the son of Hayyata?: My brothers, peace! Pack up 
(the goods) for transporting; and the youths—that you bring (them along) with these, 
so that there will be no punishment (exacted) from you. And I 
am exacting (or: shall exact) punishment, as is proper, from the Romans (or: and bring the Romans.) And 
transport 

° Theodosius (or: Tyrsus), son of Theodorus, and let him come 

4 with you, for we are in need of him. And pack (baling) 

9 

vA &- Ww HNO & 

over the salt so that none will fall out of (or: depart from) your hands. 
And transport (this) by mules (or: in a covered cart), all according to [custo]mary practice. 

Fare you well! 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

Line 5: The first letter seems to be mem, the body of which was drawn with a to-and-fro 

movement, creating a thick stroke rather than a circle. Hence, the reading y45n7, the Ithpe‘el 

participle “I am exacting punishment,” is preferable to the imperfect form: y45nx. In the 

middle of the line, two readings are possible: (1) as two words: 7 MX’; (2) as one word: 

jimm. The ligature at the end is best read as the preposition 3 “from, of” rather than the 

plural suffix }1-, and because the preceding letters can be clearly read as the abstract adverb 

nix’ (yet) “fitting, proper,” this reading is preferable graphically to the alternative: Jin") 

“and you shall bring” (see the COMMENTARY). 

Line 6: Between d107°n, which would represent a highly defective Aramaic rendering of 

Theodosius, and dion, a close Aramaic rendering of Tyrsus, the latter is more likely. 

Aramaic 01117°n represents Theodoros (cf. P.Yadin 11:37 and XHev/Se 72:1). 

Line 8: The last word in the line may be read as 715°759 “from your hands,” leaving the 

option of reading the preceding word as pad} “will fall out” or p15> “will depart” (see the 

COMMENTARY on line 8). 

Line 9: The second word in the line can be read 777152 “in a covered cart,” or as is more 

likely: n°77D2 “by mules” (see the COMMENTARY). The conjectural reading: n01a[13 Jo “all 

according to customary practice” is based on the assumption that the thick vertical down- 

stroke after kaf represents a Jamed that touches the long “leg” of gof above it. The reading 

soi[i3]> (Naveh’s correction), however, should not be ruled out. 

COMMENTARY 

Lines 2-3: The root “-m-r in the Pi‘el/Pa‘‘el stem occurs quite frequently in the Bar-Kokhba 

letters, Hebrew and Aramaic. In addition, it is attested in Biblical Hebrew where it is parallel 

with g-s-r “to reap”: Wayr 13301 TIP 155 xm xow “when the reaper has not filled his palm 

nor the baler his sash” (Ps 129:7). The Pisel/Pa‘el forms are denominative of either or both 

any “sheaf” (Lev 23:10) and Vay “baled, tied crops” (Amos 2:13); hence: “to tie, bale, pack 

up.” Also see Levy 3:665—-66 for Rabbinic usage and for forms such as 11°y “baling, 

binding.” The syntax is characteristically Aramaic: 711277 °3 17799, literally: “Pack that you 

may transport,” best rendered: “Pack for transporting.” The Aramaic verb d-b-r “to lead” in 

the Pa“el stem has the sense of “transporting,” as again in line 9, below. For Aramaic 83599 

“the youths,” see DNWSI 854-55, s.v. lym “young man, lad,” a term attested at Elephantine 

and elsewhere (see also Sokoloff DJPA 399), and cognate with Arabic gulamun “young 

man,” and related forms (Lane 2286, col. 3). The spelling with yod suggests the Arabic 

diminutive gulaymun. 

Line 5: As indicated in the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES the preferred reading is: 77917" 77a MX? “as 1S 
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proper, from the Romans.” The form 752177 is common in Syriac (LexSyr 721-22), and 
could be either singular (= Rhédmayyah), or plural (= Rhémayyeh), the latter being more 
likely. The spelling with he? conveys the rough breathing of the Greek form ‘Pwjin. Also cf. 
the form with prosthetic aleph: x°m4KX in CIS II no. 161, a Nabatean inscription (Yardeni 
2000c:A:323). 

Lines 6-8: The form 37 reflects the syncopation of the aleph (from: 7x") “and let him 
come.” Aramaic/Late Hebrew }2""3 “are in need of—’ is common usage (cf. Mur 46 and 
Sokoloff DJPA 469-70, s.v. 7778 and verbal 73). A new sentence begins with the last word 
in line 7: nA'77 Dy ry “and pack baling over the salt,” again reflecting denominative usage. 
The verb ‘-m-r here takes an oblique object rather than the accusative as was the case in line 
2, above. 

The verb preferably read as 755 probably represents the Pe‘al imperfect (= yiproqg) “he 
will remove, take away.” The sense would be that if the salt is packed, none of it will pour 
out and be lost, taking the elliptic third person as having stative force. One could translate 
actively: “so that no one will take it away from your hands,” but this seems less likely. The 
alternative, /15° “will go out, depart,” would not change the essential meaning, but is perhaps 
less idiomatic. 

Line 9: Usually, transport was by mule, so that the reading 777753 is decidedly preferable to 
77152 “in a covered cart,” a meaning that is, nonetheless, attested (Sokoloff DJPA 426; 
LexSyr 596; < bopetov). The construction 7017[13 ]?5, if correct, is a variant of 017139. 
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P.Yadin 57 © 5/6Hev 57): AN ARAMAIC LETTER FROM SHIM‘ON 

Plate 89 

INTRODUCTION 

This undated letter from Shim‘on (son of Kosiba) is addressed to Yehudah, son of 

Menasheh, at a place named m’a7y n-7P. Early on, Yadin presented virtually its full text with 

some comments (1961:48-50; also see Yadin 1971:128-30). The special interest awakened 

by this message has been its reference to the celebration of the Sukkoth festival at Shim‘on’s 

camp, most likely located at Herodion. There are, however, other aspects of this letter, and of 

P.Yadin 58, where 7259 n°"? is again mentioned, that may prove to be equally instructive. 

Yehudah is ordered to assemble and prepare four items that, no doubt, were required for 

the celebration of the Sukkoth festival (see the COMMENTARY). Two donkeys had earlier 

been sent to him by Shim‘on (son of Kosiba?), and these he was to dispatch, along with two 

men, to Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan and to Mesabalah, Shim‘on’s agents in ‘Ein Gedi. These 

donkeys were to be loaded up in ‘Ein Gedi with palm branches (725%) and citrons (7?37NX), 

two of the four species prescribed, and sent to Yehudah at m°a5y mp. Yehudah was then to 

dispatch other persons to bring to him the remaining two species, myrtle (7077) and willows 

(379); where these were to be collected is unspecified. These items were to be assembled 

and prepared properly and then delivered “to the camp” (773077) of Shim‘on, because the 

population there had grown in numbers. The message ends with a greeting. 

This message is problematic because the location of 77279 mp is not known, and, in fact, 

there is more than one way to interpret the second part of the place name, 1729. This could 

be an Aramaic rendering of the last part of the Latin name of the new province, Provincia 

Arabia. The Hebrew/Aramaic term 7p “town, fortress,” however, would not be used to 

designate an entire province (see Levine 1999a:423-28). Thus, 7739y n°9P probably does not 

mean Provincia Arabia, nor is it even likely that it was located in the new Roman province of 

Arabia. From P.Yadin 58 we get the clear impression that 7209 77? was close to ‘Ein Gedi, 

because Shim‘on sends greetings to the men of Many np through Yehonathan and 

Mesabalah of ‘Ein Gedi. 

There is also a logical reason for assuming proximity to ‘Ein Gedi. We assume that 771079? 

“to the camp,” in line 4, refers to Shim‘on’s “camp” at Herodion, since the verb S-/-h “to 

send, ship” is used in the orders. Menasheh is to ship the prepared items to some other locale, 

not to retain them in his own “camp.” Now, if 1°299 n°"? was, indeed, located in Arabia, it 

would have been utterly impractical to make it the assembly point for the religious objects. 

Would men and donkeys be sent to ‘Ein Gedi from Arabia and other materials brought to 

Arabia, only to be sent to Herodion, or to Beit-Ther, for that matter? 

Acting on the assumption that n’29y 77? was, indeed, located near Ein Gedi, Yadin 

(1971:130) summarized the possible resolutions: One could read ‘Ardbayyah “(the town of) 

the Arabs,” which would require an explanation as to why it was so-called. He even 
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entertained the possibility that the name 77279 means “willows” yielding a name like 
“Willowville.” In a more systematic vein, Yadin attempted to identify this place with a ruin 
named ‘Arib, located on the road between Beit-Ther and ‘Ein Gedi, northwest of Tekoa‘. 
There is also a village between Bethlehem and Hebron called <Arub where caves have been 
found with objects dating to the Bar-Kokhba period (see the GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 
SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: VENUES). 

The vocalization ‘Arabiyah is tempting, in context, as an Aramaic rendering of Latin 
Arabia. The vocalization ‘Arabayyah “the Arabs” (an Aramaic determined plural form) is 
also possible. In either case, we must explain why this site near “Ein Gedi in Provincia 
Tudaea was so-called. Perhaps Arabs lived there, or Jews who had come from Arabia resided 
there. We cannot be certain. 

It seems that the four species of Sukkoth held particular significance for Shim‘on 
undoubtedly because of the traditional role of the festival as the major pilgrimage of the year 
to Jerusalem. It was on that occasion, 3nn “the pilgrimage festival,” that the Temple of 
Solomon had been dedicated (1 Kings 8). In 1991, Amit and Eshel discovered a tetradrachm 
(= Hebrew/Aramaic 70) in the Cave of the Rock, some twelve kilometers west of the Cave 
of the Letters, dated to year three of the revolt (see Amit and Eshel 1993). On one of its 
sides, we observe the facade of the Temple and the inscription: [}1y]aw, and on its other side 

are actually depicted the four species of the Sukkoth festival, and the words: a¥win? niin> 

“for the liberation of Jerusalem.” On the enhanced significance of the Sukkoth festival in 

Second Temple times and in the Rabbinic period, see Rubenstein 1999. 

A new edition by Hannah Cotton of P.Yadin 52, a Greek letter from Nahal Hever, of 

somewhat similar content, appears in this volume. 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 57. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 6.6 x 22 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the script (1). 

Description of Damage: Almost intact, with only minor damage at the folds. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom, and in half. 

Maximal height of smallest fold: 1.5 cm. 

Maximal height of largest fold: Ca. 1.9 cm. 

Number of lines: 5. 
Signature: There is no signature. 

Height of text (Including the ascenders of lamed and the descenders of final nun): 5.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 21.5 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (0.2—-1 cm, including the ascender of /amed). 

Lower margin (including the descender of final nun): 1.2 cm. 

Right margin: — 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive, slowly written with a practiced hand. A very clear handwriting with a 

large spacing between and inside the letters. 

Average height of medial mem: 0.3—0.6 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5 cm. 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

P.YADIN 57: TEXT 

nown oT poan an 7? anvw may map) awa 12 7710? pyaw 

pay? mao mi pya 72 pos mi pra pay 

smbn prin now x1 paanN p32? 7M ann? jn 

Soya manna? ya Mews pan? ym paqyy pow" J? wa" 

o>w xin 720 025K 77 na WN 

TRANSLATION 

Shim‘on to Yehudah, son of Menasheh, at Qiryat <Arabayyah (or: <Arbayyah): I have delivered to you two 

donkeys (in order) that you dispatch 

along with them two men to Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan, and to Mesabalah (in order) that they pack up 

and deliver to the camp, to you, palm branches and citrons. And you are to send additional persons from 

your place 

and let them bring you myrtle branches and willows. And prepare them, and deliver them to the camp, 

because 

the (or: its) population is large. Fare well! 
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P.Yadin 57: AN ARAMAIC LETTER FROM SHIM‘ON 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
The text, as preserved, has no gaps, but there are some irregularities that require comment. 

Line 2: The number two, normally written -1n (as in line 1: }>773n "Nn “two donkeys”) is here 
written without final yod, as 1n and apparently joined as one word with the following 77723. 

Line 4: The word for “the camp” is written 7°1nM, a determined form, as in P.Yadin 58:2 
(and cf. Mur 42:2). : 

Line 5: The reading 7075x “the (or: its) population” is convincing, despite the rather 
damaged kaph and samekh. 

COMMENTARY 
Line 2: On the Pa‘el denominative verb, ‘ammar “to tie up, bale, pack,” see the 
COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 49:7; 56:2. 

Lines 3-4: The basic requirements for the celebration of the Sukkoth festival are set forth in 
Lev 23:39-44. There we read of four “species,” in Hebrew o°727 ny20KX, which are as 
follows: 1) 175 7¥ °"D, defined as 219nX “citron” in the later tradition; 2) o-77n mp2 “palm 
branches,” defined in the later tradition as 2519; 3) may Yy 439, defined in the later tradition 
as 077 “myrtle”; and 4) 9n3 °27 “willows,” known by the same name in the later tradition as 
Pry, nay (see Levine 1989:163). 

Quite possibly, the Aramaic/Late Hebrew. root t-qg-n may represent an emphatic, 
secondary realization of the verb k-w-n (j-1-P = J-1-2) “to stand” with taw preformative, 
conveying the factitive force of the Pa‘‘el (Levy 4:663—64); hence: “to make fit, prepare, ‘set 
up.” Cf. Mur 44:4-5: 3p oie 77? Jpn “and set up for them a vacant place” (Milik 
1961:162). This verb at times refers to the setting aside of priestly gifts from produce, which 
has led some to interpret the present letter as instructing Yehudah to tithe the materials 
before delivering them (Yadin 1961:49; and see sources cited in Sokoloff DJPA 589). Only 
the citrons, however, as a fruit that was part of the human diet, would require tithing (m. 
Mafas 1:1), so that the object of the verb jpn, plural jinn? “them,” could have as its 

antecedent only }?279nx. Although this is possible, it would be simpler to relate these 

instructions to all of the components in general, because three of the four had to be tied 

together, and even the citron had to be detached from its branch in a certain way. Such acts 

would fit in with known connotations of the verb }pn. The form y1u7” represents the 3mpl. 

imperfect of the root m-t-y “to arrive” in the Aph‘el stem; hence: “they will bring, deliver.” 

Line 5: Aramaic/Late Hebrew ]’01251x, in various spellings, represents Greek 6yos “crowd, 

populace” (Liddell and Scott 1102), and has related meanings such as “personnel, soldiers” 

in Rabbinic literature (Sokoloff DJPA 38-39; Levy 1:75, s.v. X1125X). The form given here, 
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n0%5x, is written defectively, and may represent the determined fei written 
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P.Yadin 58 (= 5/6Hev 58): AN ARAMAIC LETTER FROM SHIM‘ON 

Plate 89 

INTRODUCTION 
This is a brief, undated Aramaic letter from Shim‘on once again addressed to Yonathan (= 

Yehonathan), son of Ba‘yan and to Mesabalah, his two agents in “Ein Gedi, with instructions 
to ship a quantity of salt to “the camp” (773n%9>), most often a way of referring to Shim‘on’s 
camp at Herodion. It concludes with friendly greetings to the two, adding the words “and to 
the men of Qiryat ‘Arabayyah.” In the INTRODUCTION to P.Yadin 57 the problem of locating 
Qiryat <Arabayyah (or: ‘Arbayyah) was discussed, and it was noted that the fact that 
greetings were sent to the residents of Qiryat ‘Arabayyah through persons at ‘Ein Gedi 
suggests that the two localities were near each other. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 58. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 
Maximal Measurements: 7.1 x 12 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the script. 
Description of Damage: Insect holes as well as tears at the folds caused some damage, mainly to the right half of the 

document, but most of the text could be restored on the basis of the remains of the letters. 
Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom, and in half. 

Height of upper fold: Ca. 1.5 cm. 

Height of largest fold: 2 cm. 

Number of lines: 4. 

Signature: No signature. 

Height of text: Ca. 4.5 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 10.7 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (ca. 0.7—1 cm, including the ascender of Jamed). 

Lower margin: Ca. 1.7 cm (from the bottom of taw). 

Right margin: 0.5 cm. 

Scribe: Unknown. ' 
Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive, written by an unprofessional writer, with a flat calamus, held almost 

parallel to the line. Large spacing between the letters and between the lines. There are no ligatures. (Key letters: he? 

made with two oblique strokes, resembling modern gimel; “square”-style Jamed; looped taw, in which the left down- 
stroke continues vertically below the right one). 

Average height of medial mem: 0.35—0.4 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.7 cm. 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

P.YADIN 58: TEXT 
qoawndr jn? pLy}awl 7] 

pana? inowm jiaayn $4 Ow 

bow mia ayaa 198 °F f490 

S499 AAP $943°L1] 

TRANSLATION 

[From] Shim[‘Jon, to Yonathan and to Mesabalah: 

Peace! You are (ordered) to pack up and deliver to the camp 

loads of salt, four. Fare you well! 

[And] to the men of Qiryat <Arabayyah (or: ‘Arbayyah). 

[330] 
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Coun 

Fig. 44. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 58: Recto 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

Line 1: The gap at the beginning of the line is restored as: []2] “from,” in line with the 

conventional incipit of the Bar-Kokhba letters. The name }[¥]Av was clearly intended. 

Line 3: The reading ji¥ is conjectural, the presumed fet being connected in an unusual way 

to the avin, while most of the presumed medial nun is missing in the tear. 

Line 4: The gap at the beginning of the line is restored on syntactic grounds by prefixing 

conjunctive waw: $4545[1] “and to the men of-.” The final nun of the first word in line 3 cuts 

COMMENTARY 

Line 1: The spelling jny is highly defective: jn311” — jnIV — jy. Generally, one notes a 

tendency in the Nahal Hever texts toward long forms of traditional personal names, 

especially those structured as: 17” + verb, such as 017”, 13717” that also, however, also exhibit 

syncopated and defective forms. There are also some cases of defective and syncopated 

spellings: (yw? > yw? (Mur 43:1-2); a1y>x — [possible] 11y? (Mur 41 frag. 4, line 3); 

nynw — jynw (4Q346 frag. a, line 3); Arabic omoxtyw — ony (4Q343:14). 

Line 2: The Aramaic relative pronoun *4, when it precedes a finite verb in the imperfect, has 

virtually imperative force, as if to say: “You are ordered to pack up.” This is also the force of 

the Hebrew relative pronoun Se— in the same syntactic position (see APPENDIX C and the 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION: GRAMMAR: ARAMAIC.IV.d). On the denominative verb ‘-m-r see 

the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 49:7; 56:2. 

Line 3: Aramaic 739 (= te‘unin) is the plural of jyv “load,” (also plene, as Jv = te‘tin), 

forms known in both Jewish Babylonian Aramaic (Levy 2:174) and in Jewish Palestinian 

Aramaic (Sokoloff DJPA 227, and cf. in Syriac, LexSyr 283). O9v 714 “Fare you well!” is a 

common epistolary idiom. 

Line 4: This is an elliptic sentence with both the verb and subject missing. The meaning 1s 

something like “and deliver my greetings as well to the men of Qiryat ‘Arbayyah.” Aramaic 

923 may be compared to Hebrew "ix “men of-” in P.Yadin 49:1, 722 being the normal 

Aramaic word for “man.” The sense is that of “people, citizens.” 
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P.Yadin 60 and P.Yadin 61 (= 5/6Hev 60 and 61): TWO FRAGMENTARY 
HEBREW LETTERS FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBA 

P.Yadin 60: Plate 91 

P.Yadin 61: Plate 91 

P.YADIN 60: INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 60 is another in a series of Hebrew letters addressed by Shim‘on, son of Kosiba 

(whose name is, however, not preserved) to Yehonathan (son of Ba‘yan, presumably), one of 
his agents at ‘Ein Gedi, whose first name is legible in line 1, and perhaps to Mesabala?, as 
well (in the gap of line 2). Like other letters of this sort, it must have contained specific 
instructions. This papyrus is so fragmentary, however, that most of the content of the letter is 
either illegible or unintelligible, making any attempt at continuous translation futile. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 60. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 
Maximal Measurements: 5.9[+?] x 7.2[+?] cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Perpendicular to the script. 
Description of Damage: Most of the right part of the document is missing. The rest is severely damaged, but remains of 

the ends of five consecutive lines survived. The text is too fragmentary to enable restoration. 
Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: From top to bottom, and in half(?) 

Height of smallest fold: Ca. 0.7 cm. (?) 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 1.4 cm. (?) 

Number of lines: 5. 

Signature: No signature? (there may have been one on the missing bottom of the document). 

Height of text (including the ascender of /amed and the descender of final nun): 5.4 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 7[+?] cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (ca. 0.5 cm, including the ascender of /amed). 

Lower margin (including the descender of final nun): Ca. 0.8 cm. (?; perhaps lines are missing at the bottom). 

Right margin: Missing. 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive, written carelessly. Largely spaced letters, varying in size and in form. 

There are no ligatures. Three of the surviving lines were miscalculated and terminate either below or above the line, 
near the left edge of the papyrus sheet. 

Average height of medial taw(!): 0.40.6 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5—0.7 cm. 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

P.YADIN 60: TEXT 
qnsin? °[ 

abe o ome Piwel 
“VI 

On 000 rae 

oMP) POIMIMIIN PPRNI2> VoL 

TRANSLATION 

Xyn xvi pdoxe? wel jex/wel 

(Remains of lines 2-5 are visible, but are too fragmentary to allow for any interpretation). 
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P.Yadin 60 and P.Yadin 61: TWO LETTERS FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBA 

Fig. 45. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 60: Recto 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES AND COMMENTARY 

Line 1: It is unclear why, at the end of line 1, the last two letters of Yehonathan’s name (jn-) 

are written below the line on the papyrus. The other lines conclude with either sublinear or 

supralinear script. Only selected letters may be read with certainty, and, in all, the text is too 

damaged to enable translation. 

Line 3: At the end of the line we may perhaps read: 65 which can signify a subject pronoun 

“they,” or the 3mpl. suffix pronoun or even the accusative “them.” 

Line 4: We may possibly read here ]17277, but both this reading and the context are unclear. 

Line 5: Only the negative x>1 “and not” is legible, enclosing a statement that most probably 

instructed the addressee to refrain from certain actions. The final word in line 5, xwn, would 

then represent the beginning of an imperfect verb, second person plural, from the root n-§- 

“to carry.” This would require, however, an object that would have appeared in the next line, 

but there are no traces of another line. 
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P.Yadin 60 and P.Yadin 61: TWO LETTERS FROM SHIMSON, SON OF KOSIBA 

P.YADIN 61: INTRODUCTION 
P.Yadin 61 is a letter addressed by Shim‘on, son of Kosiba, to “the men of Tekoa‘” 

demanding payment of an outstanding obligation. It is in a highly fragmentary state making 
any attempt at continuous translation futile. It has been classified as Hebrew, although there 
are counter-indications. Some information is known about relations between Shim‘on and the 
residents of Tekoa‘ and their leaders. In P.Yadin 54, an Aramaic letter of Shim‘on, son of 
Kosibah to Mesabala’ and to Yehonathan, son of Bay<an at ‘Ein Gedi, orders are given to 
burn down the houses of persons from Tekoa‘, and from elsewhere, residing in ‘Ein Gedi. In 
P.Yadin 55 the same officials are ordered to deliver to Shim‘on without delay any Tekoans in 
‘Ein Gedi. Quite possibly the present letter, as fragmentary as it is, offers a clue to the 
problem, namely, that the Jews of Tekoa‘ were behind in meeting their payments; for what, 
exactly, we do not know. On the localities of reference in the Nahal Hever papyri, see the 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST: VENUES. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 61. 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 
Maximal Measurements: 13.5 x 11.2 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 

Description of Damage: The lower right quarter of the document is missing altogether, while the rest is severely 

damaged. The beginnings of lines 1-3 survived. The large left margin is almost intact, but most of the text suffered 
severe damage, leaving only single words to be restored. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: From bottom upwards(?). 

Height of smallest fold: Ca. 2.2 cm. 

Height of largest fold: Ca. 2.9 cm. 

Number of lines: 7[+?]. 

Signature: [?]. 

Height of text: 9[+?] cm. 

Maximal Width of text: Ca. 8 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (ca. 0.1—1 cm). 

Lower margin: Ca. 4[—?] cm. 

Right margin: Missing. 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive, written with a flat calamus, held parallel to the line. Large spacing 

between the letters and between the lines. No ligatures. (Key letters: final kaf[?] and resh[?] with a convex “roof”; 

shin with a long left down-stroke; taw with a high shoulder). 

Average height of medial mem: Ca. 0.35—0.4 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 1 cm. 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

P.YADIN 61: TEXT 

yip[n WIND RAWDNIOD JAI yyw 

ny/IL Jol vy VV TVIOR\ TONE yn 

iL WAM AANA UR 

$9 jPANwL ] 
Nef Jocoof Jf ] 

SPs gail sea ] 
al ] 

[7 

TRANSLATION 

From Shim‘on, son of [Kosiba? to the people of Te]koa‘. 

Be Fal oc 
Aa ea 
[...]that you are to pay me 

al a el ee 
ot heeled 

sie 

[?] 
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P.Yadin 60 and P.Yadin 61: TWO LETTERS FROM SHIM‘ON, SON OF KOSIBA 

NH 2 
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cm Ponrfurderr 

Fig. 46. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 61: Recto 
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HEBREW AND ARAMAIC LETTERS 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTES AND COMMENTARY 

Line 1: This line may be reasonably restored: y1P[N owINY NIOD J42 PyAwW? “From Shim‘on, 

so[n of Kosiba? to the men of Te]koa‘.” Since the patronymic must be restored, we cannot be 

certain how it was spelled. It is worth mentioning that usage of the formula “the people of 

GN” is nuanced to mean the persons in charge, not everyone who resided in a certain place 

(see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 49:1). 

Line 2: In line 2 we may read the words: ]e7n>y TOX, which mean either “I shall come 

around to ...,” or: “forbidden for (or: to).” The context is unclear, however. 

pay to me,” written defectively. This verb is well known in the Nahal Hever documents and 

other contemporary sources. 

Line 6: This line ends with the letters x5[. It may be the word x2 “prison” or the end of a 

longer word, the beginning of which is missing in the tear. In a Hebrew letter we would not 

expect the Aramaic adverb x29 “entirely.” 
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P.Yadin 62 (= 5/6Hev 62): A FRAGMENTARY PAPYRUS (ARAMAIC?) 

Plate 91 

INTRODUCTION 
The text of this severely damaged letter is too fragmentary to allow for translation or 
interpretation. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Number of Document: P.Yadin 62. 
Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 
The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 
Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 
Maximal Measurements: 10 x 9.2 cm. 
Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the text. 
Description of Damage: Apart from a few letters and parts of words, this document is extremely damaged. It has holes all 

over and at the folds. The second fold from the right is almost entirely missing and some text at the top may be 
missing as well. It is possible, however, to estimate the width of the text on the basis of the surviving beginnings and 
ends of a few lines. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; ?. 

Height of right fold: 1.8 cm. 

Height of largest fold: ? (it is difficult to determine the precise width of the folds). 
Number of lines: [?+]5. 

Signature: [?]. 

Height of text: 4.5[+?]. 

Maximal Width of text: Ca. 8.3 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Missing? 

Lower margin: Ca. 3.5 cm(?). 

Right margin: Ca. 0.7 cm. 

Scribe: Unknown. 
Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive. Largely spaced lettering. No ligatures. (Key letters: beth with a very 

long “tail”; medial kaf resembling the numeral 3 [unless the reading is wrong]). 
Average height of medial taw(!): Ca. 0.5 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.5 cm. 
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P.YADIN 62: TEXT 

[ Jel ha 

[ PVT Kel AL Neh 

[ oelere Tele ef }eott oe Jaa Jn? 3 

C JL Uk Jl Ima A ]° ayaa 

PL et Niet seibazesly eleok Wax 5 

This letter is too fragmentary to allow for translation. 

EPIGRAPHIC NOTE 

Line 4: We may have the Aramaic comparative m2 “like, as, as well, according to” in the 

middle of this line, and if so, this sole surviving meaningful word would indicate that the text 

was in Aramaic. 
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P.Yadin 62: AFRAGMENTARY PAPYRUS (ARAMAIC?) 

Fig. 47. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 62: Recto 
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P.Yadin 63 (= 5/6Hev 63): AN ARAMAIC LETTER 

FROM SHIMON, SON OF KOSIBA? 

Plate 92 

INTRODUCTION 

P.Yadin 63 is an undated Aramaic letter from Shim‘on, son of Kosiba? preserved in a 

highly fragmentary condition. The name of the addressee (or names of the addressees) 

cannot be read with certainty. The letter may have been addressed to two persons, one of 

them being Mesabalah, one of Shim‘on’s agents in ‘Ein Gedi, and the other Yehonathan (see 

the EPIGRAPHIC NOTES to line 1). The letter appears to be a demand for payment, as 

evidenced by the plural passive participle opm “and are weighed out, paid” in line 3. 

Further on, in lines 4-5, there is reference to a previous letter (Aramaic 1738) sent to the 

addressee(s) by Shim‘on, son of Kosiba through Shim‘on, son of Yishma°’el, and we may, 

therefore, conclude that the people in ‘Ein Gedi had already been put on notice. The present 

letter continues with an admonition and ends with the customary greeting: “Fare you well!” 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Number of Document: P.Yadin 63. , 

Material: Papyrus. 

Kind of script: “Jewish.” 

Kind of Document: Letter. 

The Group of documents to which it belongs: The Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Condition at time of discovery: Folded and packed together with the other letters in a bundle tied up with two threads. 

Maximal Measurements: 16.5 x 13.8 cm. 

Direction of fibers on Recto: Parallel to the script. 

Description of Damage: The document suffered some damage at the two left folds, where some of the text has been torn 

away or peeled off. Most of the text exists, but the document had apparently been folded before the ink dried, and a 

mirror image of some of the text stained the entire letter. 

Joins: No join is visible on the recto. 

Direction of Folds: Sidewise; from right to left(?), and in half. 

Height of right fold: Ca. 2.3 cm. 

Height of middle fold: 3.1 cm. 

Number of lines: 8. 

Signature: No signature? 

Height of text (including the ascender of Jamed): Ca. 10 cm. 

Maximal Width of text: 12 cm. 

Maximal Measurements of Margins: 

Upper margin: Almost no margin left (0.7 cm, including the ascender of /amed). 

Lower margin (From the bottom of the long oblique stroke): 5.8 cm. 

Right margin: Ca. 1.4 cm. 

Scribe: Unknown. 

Description of Script: Standard “Jewish” cursive mixed with the formal style (represented mainly by het, medial kafand 

lamed). A “rounded” handwriting, carelessly written by a practiced hand. Large spaces between and inside the letters, 

as well as between the lines. (Key letters: Jamed with a rounded “hook” and a triangular body; taw with the top of its 

left down-stroke curving backward). 

Average height of taw(!): 0.45—0.6 cm. 

Average space between lines: Ca. 0.8 cm. 
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NH 63 <13.3 cde oi 

Fig. 48. P. Yadin (5/6 Hev) 63: Recto 
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P.YADIN 63: TEXT 

7 TL Joo NaDID WA PAW a 1 
Moco okf Jooooof Priynese NVWesonw 2 

MeL Jooeeool IMPNVA In-TP2pm 3 

mand -[ }eo/2 PL ject pVtecf Jenova In" 4 

nynw I]2 ak m po? nnrwi ps2 5 

[ le PU Wo2yn x? Oxynw? 2 6 

[ -Jacsl Joel 1°28l (ee 

aye wpm [ jextt, ? | 8 

TRANSLATION 

From Shim‘on, son of Kosiba? to ...[...]...[and Mesaba}lah: That 

eh baad 
and are weighed out, that (or: which) you ...[...]... 

and all of ...[...]...[...]... that ...[...].... [have written 

to you, sending you a letter (or: [land all the ... that I wrote “to you. And I have sent you a letter) by the 

[hjand of Shim‘on, 

son of Yishma°el. Do not d[o Jto[...] 

[oe 

[2]... that I have ...[...]. Fa[re you w]ell! 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 
Line 1: In order to be able to read some of this text, we should ignore its mirror image, 
which stains the letters. In line 1, the text reads: n4[ —_J-’. One would expect the name of 
Yehonathan (or: Yonathan), son of Bat‘yan to come first, followed by Mesabalah, and we 
have provisionally restored: 7>[20%]. There is room for both names in the gap. The form of 
address is similar to most of the letters in this group. 

Line 2: There are some legible letters, but no identifiable words in this line. 

Line 3: After }55°pm “and are weighed out,” we have a relative clause: Lavoe ie Chat 
you [are to]-,” probably followed by verbs in the second person plural. 

Line 4: Most of the line is badly damaged. Legible at the beginning are the words: 1D n°) 
“and all,” perhaps followed by xx, yielding: “and all that....” Again, the relative °7 
introduces a new clause, after which the line ends with a legible verb that begins a new 
statement. 

Line 5: The line is completely legible, requiring only the restoration 772 “through, via.” 

Line 6: The second part of the line exhibits a long gap after the negative imperative, 
probably in the plural: [1}729Nn x> “Do not do.” 

Line 7: Incomprehensible, with only a few legible letters. 

Line 8: An intended space was left at the beginning of this line. After a long gap, we may 
read Jax °7 °[. A restoration [7JAx\[N]dx °F °[ “J... that I have sa[id]\they s[ay]” is 
conjectural, because the preceding ligature cannot be identified. The line concludes with a 
greeting, expressed with either the singular or the plural imperative of the verb h-w-y, [xX]n 
or [1], most likely the latter, followed by the word A5[w]. 

COMMENTARY 

Line 3: We have encountered several references to weighing out payments due in Hebrew 
and Aramaic letters and legal documents from the Judean Desert, as for example in P.Yadin 
42:6; 43:3, and in Mur 24. 

Lines 4-8: In these lines we have the only completely legible sentence in the letter. On the 
term 773% “a letter’ (technically: “the letter”) see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 53:1. The 
sequential effect of the two finite verbs, nn?wi ... nan> is most likely to render the latter 
circumstantial: “I wrote to you, sending you,” rather than: “I wrote to you, and I sent to you.” 

The damaged word before the verb nan>, however, may have been its direct object, and the 
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sentence itself may thus have begun with the words at the beginning of line 4: 713 7", 

thereby yielding the translation: “and all the ... that | wrote to you.” In that case, the verb 

nnbwi “and I have sent” would begin a new clause. In line 6, the addressees are told not to do 

something. Line 8 is indented. It begins with an unidentified ligature, followed by about four 

words, three of which are damaged. The expected greeting at the end of the letter may be 

restored with certainty, but the two preceding words are unintelligible (see the EPIGRAPHIC 

NOTES). 
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GREEK LETTERS 

by 

| Hannah M. Cotton 

Text Sender Addressee(s) 
P.Yadin52 Soumaios Yonathes, son of Beianos; Masabala 
P.Yadin59 Annanos (or: Aelianus) Yonathes 
P.Yadin 64 — fragmentary (plate only) 
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Greek Letters 

by 
Hannah M.Cotton 

P.Yadin 52 
Letter from Soumaios to Yonathes and Masabala in Ein Gedi! 

First publication: B. Lifshitz, ‘Papyrus grecs du désert de Juda’, Aegyptus 42, 1962, 241.2 SB VIII 9843 
reproduces Lifshitz’ text. The text was republished with corrections by D. Obbink, ‘Bilingual Literacy and 
Syrian Greek’, BASP 28, 1991, 53-4; H. Lapin, ‘Palm Fronds and Citrons: Notes on Two Letters from Bar 
Kosiba’s Administration’, HUCA 64, 1993, 114; G.W. Nebe, ‘Die beiden griechischen Briefe des Jonatan 
Archivs in Engedi aus dem zweiten jiidischen Aufstand 132-135 n. Chr.’, Revue de Qumran 17, 1996 (= 
Hommage a J.T. Milik), 276-7; L. Devillers, ‘La lettre de Soumaios et les Ioudaioi johanniques’, RB 105, 
1998, 571-2 (in transliteration). In addition there were several suggested corrections to lines 12-14: G. 
Howard and J.C. Shelton, ‘The Bar-Kochba Letters and Palestinian Greek’, JEJ 23, 1973, 101-2: HB. 
Rosén, ‘Die Sprachen im rémischen Palistina’, Die Sprachen im rémischen Reich der Kaiserzeit, Beihefte 
der Bonner Jahrbiicher 40, 1980, 224-6. A draft of a transcription of the text (perhaps made in consultation 
with H.J. Polotsky), found among Yadin’s personal papers, reached me through Ada Yardeni. It is the basis 
for Yadin’s translation of the text in his Bar Kokhba. The Rediscovery of the Legendary Hero of the Second 
Jewish Revolt, London 1971, 130-2. 

Place: Unknown (between Ein Gedi and Bar Kokhba’s camp at the time). 

Date: It seems reasonable to assume that this letter, like the others discovered in the same 
bundle in the Cave of Letters, dates to the very last months of the revolt, i.e. just before the 
rebels left Ein Gedi and escaped to Nahal Hever. Contrary to what has been assumed so far, 
it is likely that the revolt continued beyond the traditional date, the month of Ab 
(July/August) 135, perhaps even into 136.3 The pressing need for wands and citrons and the 
mention of the approaching festival imply that the letter was written shortly before the 
festival of Tabernacles. Thus this letter is to be dated in September or even early October 
135 — depending of course on when Sukkot was celebrated that year. 

' IT am grateful to Dieter Hagedorn and Klaus Maresch for their generous help. I thank David J. 
Wasserstein and Ra‘anana Meridor for going carefully over the manuscript. 

? Reproduced in an appendix below. 

3 See W. Eck and G. Foerster, ‘Ein Triumphbogen fiir Hadrian im Tal von Beth Shean bei Tel Shalem’, 
JRA 12, 1999, 294-313. 
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P.Yadin 52 

Description: 

The papyrus measures 25.3 x 9.5 cm, but the writing occupies only some two thirds of it 
with almost 8 cm left blank below the written part. The text is written along the fibres. All 
the margins are preserved. The margin to the left of the text is much wider than that to its 
right (3 cm against 1 cm). The left-hand part of the papyrus has suffered much damage: it is 
now entirely detached from the right-hand part, although the papyrus fibres match perfectly 
at the very top; in addition, the lower left-hand side of the papyrus beneath the written space 
is missing; finally, a narrow strip of papyrus of uneven width is lost, just after the beginning 
of the lines, along the length of the entire written part of the papyrus, so that one or more 
letters are missing after the first or second letter in most lines. It is possible to estimate the 
amount of loss and align the two parts on the basis of secure restorations in many lines (e.g. 
Il. 5, 10, 16 and 20). Two fragments of a narrow strip of papyrus with traces of letters, seen 
on the recto, belong to the verso (see below), and match perfectly the traces of ink there. On 
25 July 2001, when the papyrus was examined, the longer strip was re-attached to the back. 
The spindly faint letters of the verso are illegible but appear likely to have contained the 
names of one or both addressees of the letter. 
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Museum inv. no. 213 

Cotton-Cockle-Millar no. 31 74 

Plate 90 

(m .1) 1. Cov[patjoc Iwvabrt 

2.  Beravouv kat Ma- 

3.  [claBadal[t] xatpecv. 

4.  €TLOT) ETTEULCA TIPOC 

5. vupac ’A[y]oimmav ctrov- 

6.  OS[dca]te TE pcE LOL 

7.  §Q[v]pcov[c] kat ktTpta, 

8.  Ofcov] SvvacOyceTat, 

9, tc [tlapewBorAnv ’lov- 

10. Sfat]wv Kal wh ddwe 

u. T[or}qcntat. eyeadn 

2. 8] ‘EAnvecti 6a 

13. TO] [A]wac py evpn- 
4. K[lé]var ‘EBpaecti 

i. €Llyyp]abacbat. avtov 

16. . att[d]Aucat TAXLOV 

7. Stila Thy EopTHy 

is, Kaft wl) dAAwe TOLT- 

19, cylTa}. 

(m.2) 20. Coupatoc 

21. €pPpwco 

4 ener8y émepia ° méprbar Tkitpera * SyvacOyceTe %etc @ Grrwe “18? toticnte 

2 Pyrxnvioti | ‘EBpaicti 

Translation: 

(First hand) Soumaios to Yonathes son of Beianos and to Masabala greetings. 

Since I have sent you Agrippa, hurry to send me wands and citrons, as much as you will be 

able to, for the camp of the Jews, and do not do otherwise. It (the letter) was written in 

Greek because of our inability (to write?) in Hebrew letters. Release him?’ (Agrippa) more 

quickly on account of the festival, and do not do otherwise. 

(Second hand) Soumaios, Farewell. 

4 HM. Cotton, W. Cockle and F. Millar, ‘The Papyrology of the Roman Near East: A Survey’, JRS 85, 

1995, 214-35. 

5 Or: ‘make haste to release him’, see commentary below. 
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Comments on readings: 
Throughout the transcriptions no accents or breathings are given to Semitic names. 

L. 1 Note the ekthesis (hanging indent) in the first line with the first two letters of the 
name Cov[,Lat Joc introjecting for about 1 cm into the left margin. 

L. 2 Betavou — one can just make out the trace of the iota exactly above the beta of 
the Masabala in 1. 3. The presumed ligature of epsilon and iota would resemble that in 
Xaipetv at the end of the line. True, this reading leaves an unaccounted for space between 
the iota and the following alpha. There is no doubt though that this is the Greek 
transcription of Yonathes’ patronymic: py. Ba‘yan (e.g. P. Yadin 50) or mp2 Ba‘yah (e.g. 
P.Yadin 53). The reading of Betavov rather than Lifshitz’ Batavou is supported by the 
presumed identification of Yonathes (Yonathan) as the brother of Miriam daughter of 
Be[t]avou, previous or other wife of Eleazar son of Judah son of Eleazar Khthousion, 
Babatha’s second husband, in P. Yadin 26.6 Yonathes son of Beianos and Masabala son of 
Shim‘on, Bar Kokhba’s representatives, as it seems, in Ein Gedi, are the addressees of the 
majority of the Aramaic and Hebrew letters (P. Yadin 49, 50, 54, 55, 56, 58, perhaps also 63; 
51 and 53, perhaps also 60, address Yonathes alone). 

Ll. 2-3 Ma[c]aBada[t] — There is enough space for the iota adscriptum — as in 
Iwvaon. — in the space between the name and xatpetv. The man, Masabala son of 
Shim‘on, appears in the Aramaic and Hebrew letters of the Bar Kokhba archive with his 
name written variously as 7200 or 720. The same man served as a witness in two of the 
leases written in Ein Gedi (P. Yadin 44, 1. 28 and 45, 1. 32) and in a waiver of claims by 
Shelamzion daughter of Yehosef from Ein Gedi (P.Hever 13, 1. 14).7 The Greek 
transliteration of the man’s name in this papyrus helps to determine the vocalization of the 
vowel-less 77201 in the Aramaic papyri as ‘Masabala’, which sounds better in Aramaic than 
Masbala. One may note though that Bab(a)tha — mnaa — is normally spelled BaBa$a but 
in her land declaration, the most formal of all the Greek papyri of her archive, her name is 
spelled BapOa (P. Yadin 16, ll. 13, 33-34). 

L. 4 Here the body of the letter starts. This is indicated by the larger gap left by the 
writer between this line and the one preceding it (see Nebe ad loc.). 

etd) — Yadin’s restoration, but for the epsilon, which he has put in square 
brackets. Lifshitz’ €[m1]n61 takes what is left of the pi together with the iota to be an eta, 
resembling the efa in SuvvacOr\ceTat in line 8. It is quite true that the pi’s in this papyrus are 

° Published in N. Lewis, The Documents from the Bar Kokhba Period in the Cave of Letters: Greek 
Papyri, Jerusalem 1989. 

7 Edited by Yardeni in H.M. Cotton and A. Yardeni, Aramaic, Hebrew and Greek Texts Jrom Nahal 
Hever and Other Sites with an Appendix Containing Alleged Qumran Texts (The Seiydl Collection I), 
Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XXVII, Oxford 1997 (henceforward Cotton-Yardeni). On witnesses in the 
documents from the Judaean Desert see now T. Ilan, ‘Witnesses in the Judaean Desert Documents: 
Prosopographical Observations’, SCJ 20, 2001, 169-78. 
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never joined in ligature to the letters standing on their right (see twice in this line and 

’A[y]pimav in 1. 5). However, Lifshitz’ restoration makes the gap created by the loss of the 

thin strip of papyrus larger than seems possible. Nebe’s OT &1 is palaeographically possible 

and accounts well for the right joint (cf. the tau in Eoptyv in |. 17), but is on his own 

admission very rare. Perhaps the writer mismanaged. the iota, and then tried to correct 

himself — which would explain the very thick iota and what looks like a ligature between 

the pi and the iota. 

For éeuica instead of éteisa in the papyri from the Judaean Desert see P. Masada 

741, 1. 3.8 For the substitution of c and see F. Th. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek 

Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods, Milan 1975-81, I, 65. 

L. 5 The safe restoration of bydc at the beginning of this line helps us estimate the 

size of the lacuna in other lines. 

L. 6 méuce = Téursat, but see Tépbar in P. Yadin 59, |. 2, the only other Greek letter 

which belongs to the Bar Kokhba archive. For the interchange of at and € see Gignac I, 

192. 

L. 7  Yadin’s, Nebe’s and Lapin’s §[v]pcou[c] is to be preferred to Lifshitz’ 

c[te]\eov[c]. For an exhaustive discussion with references to the sources see Lapin, 116ff. 

- See above all Jos. AJ 13.372: vénou dvtoc Tapa Tote “lovdSatorc Ev TH cKnvonyta 

éyerv Exactov Ovpcovc Ek potvikwv kal KiTptwv. For the celebration of the festival of 

Tabernacles during the revolt see Lapin, 128ff. 

L. 8 S[cov] SuvacOycetal — Yadin read oc’ av SuvacOncetat, taking 

SuvacbrceTat to represent a subjunctive form — which is what one would expect after the 

imperative in line 6 (cnovd[dca]te Tépce). However, there is no form of the subjunctive of 

Sivaj.at which could have been changed to yield SuvacOyjceTat. It can hardly be taken to 

be the third person singular used impersonally — a form never attested in the papyri — but 

rather to represent an irregular active form of 5vvayat, namely SuvacOyjceTe, which is 

attested for example in P.Brem. 48 (second century CE): UTouLWvycKkw S€ ce Tepl THe 

Evielac Tic olkoSopfic, et Tuc Suvacbycetc amd Tod "O€vpuyxettou ATNPTLCHEVHY 

dvyjcacbat, iva ph éyTecwpev betepov cic Tovc xetpotéxvac (Il. 22-27). For the 

interchange of « and at see Gignac I, 193. 

I restore &[cov] and translate: ‘as much as you will be able to’, since oca, which 

would have yielded a better sense: ‘as many as you will be able to’, does not fill the entire 

space.® Lifshitz’ afta] 8’ dvacOrjceTat (for dvaoTnoeTe), accepted by others, is certainly 

8 See H.M. Cotton and J. Geiger, Masada II: The Latin and Greek Documents, Israel Exploration Society 

and the Hebrew University, Jerusalem 1989, 85ff. For a new edition see P. Arzt, ‘Abaskanotos an Judas: 

Neuedition von P.Masada 741’, Archiv fiir Pap. 44, 1998, 228ff. 

9 The first letter looks more like an omikron than an epsilon, i.e. €[wc], suggested to me by Klaus 

Maresch, who translates: ‘solange es méglich ist’. 
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less satisfactory both palaeographically and semantically.'° The first letter in the line is 
certainly not an alpha. Admittedly, what is left of what I take to be the bottom of an upsilon 
in duvacOycetat suggests a straight left hasta, unlike the upsilons in lines 9 (‘lov-), 13 
(cUpn-) and 15 (avtov). However, it may have resembled the left hasta of the upsilon in 
Vudc in line 5, or that in otrov- at the very end of the same line, and in dm[d]Aucat in line 
16. The examination of the papyrus on 25 July 2001 left no doubt in my mind that it cannot 
be part of an alpha. 

L.9 [t]apeyBoknv — Yadin’s reading is to be preferred to Lifshitz’ [kK ]uTperaBoAnv 
(as against kitpta two lines above), unattested as the name for the festival of Tabernacles, !! 
especially in view of the Aramaic P. Yadin 57 which mentions a camp in the same context of 
sending the four species required for celebrating the festival from Qiryat ‘Arabayyah (or 
‘Arbayyah) ‘to the camp’ (71n97): 

Shim‘on* to Yehudah, son of Menasheh, at Qiryat ‘Arabayyah (or ‘Arbayyah): I have 
delivered to you two donkeys (in order) that you dispatch along with them two men to 
Yehonathan, son of Ba‘yan, and to Masbalah (in order) that they pack up and deliver 
to the camp, to you, palm branches and citrons. And you are to send additional persons 
from your place and let them bring you myrtle branches and willows. And prepare 
them, and deliver them to the camp (72m), because the (or: its) population is large. 
Fare well. 

Although it is true that one can read after the rho a ligature of an epsilon and iota, 
nonetheless an epsilon followed by a mu is not impossible at all, to judge by the sequence in 
€Trej.ca in line 4. 

L. 11 (and Il. 18-19) toifjcntat — for the interchange of € and at see Gignac I, 193. 
Obbink’s to.ncete assumes an interchange of € and n, and the use of the future instead of 
the subjunctive in prohibitions, for which see F. Blass and A. Debrunner, Grammatik des 
neutestamentlichen Griechisch’, 1954, §§362, 364. However, this is quite unnecessary in 
view of the host of examples for ji d\Awe Totrcyc, always with the subjunctive, in 
Egyptian papyri. 

Ll. 11-15 eypadn dE] Ednvecti 8a tld] [M]wac ph etpnklélvat ‘EBpaecti 
Elyyp]abacbat — I follow Yadin in reading 81a Td []udc in lines 12-13. There is no 
doubt in my mind that this fits the space better than all other restorations; however, I have 
not followed the rest of his transcription to Il. 13-15: 17) evpnO[A]var ‘EBpaeoti €[iSd]rac 
(see his translation in Bar Kokhba The Rediscovery of the Legendary Hero of the Second 
Jewish Revolt 1971, 130-1). 

10 See inconclusive discussion of dvaotijcetat in Lapin, 118-21. 

'l Despite Devillers’ vehement defence of Lifshitz’ reading, 566ff., relying on Puech for excluding 
reading a mu after the epsilon. Of course the entire edifice built by Devillers around [k]itpetaBodry falls to 
the ground. 

'? This is not the leader of the revolt whose name is invariably accompanied by the patronym. 
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There are many suggestions for solving the famous crux in ll. 12-14. Lifshitz’ Sta T[O 

dp]uav ph evpnO[f]var ‘parce qu’on n’a pas envie d’écrire en hébreu’, is logically 

unsatisfactory even after the unacceptable Doric form [op]uav is replaced with [op]ac, for 

in any case the traces following the alpha are more compatible with a sigma than with a nu. 

The same goes for Nebe’s T[6 Ti]pay"? 7) evpnOlfvlat ‘weil es nicht fiir besonders wert 

gefunden wurde (ihn) auf hebraisch zu schreiben’ — which reads nu instead of sigma and 

also yields an absurd sense. Howard and Shelton suggested [‘Ep].av exempli gratia, i.e. 

‘the letter was written in Greek because [Her]mas could not be found to write in Hebrew (or 

Aramaic)’. Rosén’s 8a T[O pndlev](a?) pn evpne[flvat ignores the traces of letters 

preserved on the papyrus. Obbink’s suggestion, to read here the familiar idiom “to give, 

take, or have dboppat” in the sense of “opportunity, chance, or means” of doing something 

(completed by the infinitive)’, falls short for reasons of space: there is no room for four 

letters between the tau of TO and the jac. 

Reading etpnO[flvat (without, however, pointing out in the apparatus that it should 

have been cvpeO[fJvat), rather than evpyk[é]vat seems to have bedeviled the entire 

reconstruction. Not only are the remains of the letter at the beginning of 1. 14 compatible 

with kappa but they are incompatible with the kind of theta we have in this document, 

namely in 1. 7: 9[U]pcou[c] and 1. 8: Suvacjcetat. Any further doubt is banished once we 

read, with Lapin and Nebe, é[yyp]aacOat in line 15, rather than Lifshitz’ y[pd}bao€a, 

making it clear that the spot of ink between the two lines belongs to an epsilon in line 15 

(but see further on €[yyp]asacbar below). 

The active evptcketv followed by an infinitive in the sense of ‘to get a chance of, to be 

able’ is recorded in Liddell-Scott-Jones s.v. II.2, and in Preisigke’s Worterbuch: 

oe eee 

ee cee 

wot crypabov xdpTny, tva eVpwyev eTLoToATHy] yoabat. 

But it seems to me that sometimes the combination means simply ‘to be able to, to be 

capable of’, or rather together with the negative ‘to be unable to’, with no need to add in our 

mind an unwritten ddoppde: e.g. P.Mich. 8, 477, ll. 36-37: énfer]8h ovx evonka eyo 

Tréprar Sia TO vwOpe[Vec]}Pat pe, Kahadc ouv [mJoujcetc Ta cad peTé[wpla exmr€[Eat 

tlaxéwlc] Kall] katamAe[d]cat mpoc Ene (ii century); PSI 7, 835, ll. 3-5: d&@ kat 

TAPAKAAG Sia TOV uLKpPdV cLTdpa ES€SwKa citou apTdBac SeKa <Tac> AoiTrac eikoctee 

'3Nebe, mistakenly, writes [TL] 4<1>v. 
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dptdBac ovx eVpnka Sodvat (iv century); P.Oxy. 14, 1716, Il. 13-16: Kat un €]vpnkévat 
Tpoc anfo]katdctacty tpiv évtetOev pndev bpiv mepl tovtou évKadeiv Unde 
EYKANECELV LLNS ETTEAEUCacbal[t K]ad’ dvTivacby Tp[d]Tov TpdTW pNSevi tapeup[é ]cet 
Un[d]eyia (333 CE); P.Oxy. 17, 2155, Il. 3-7: kai 8a Tlekictoc Tod OVNAGTOU COL 
eTeua iva Tene Hiv eic Ta Epya S00 TddavTa iva evpwuev Sovvat Toic ato 
*[Bi@voc (iv century).!4 

Thus it seems to me that the sense here is clear and simple: ‘because of our inability (= 
we are unable) to write Hebrew (or Aramaic)’. 

L. 14 ‘EBpaectt — which language is designated by ‘EBpaecti: Hebrew or Aramaic? 
This old enigma has often been discussed in the context of several passages of the New 
Testament and Josephus without a definite conclusion being reached.!5 It would seem that 
‘EBpaecti and tH ‘EBpatét S:adéxtw and similar expressions can mean ‘Aramaic’ in 
certain contexts. But since both Hebrew (P. Yadin 49, 51, 60, 61) and Aramaic (P. Yadin 50, 
53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 62, 63) are used in the correspondence of Bar Kokhba and his people, the 
expression may refer to either in the present context. However, it is perhaps likely that in 
our letter ‘EBpaecti refers to a script rather than to a language, since both Hebrew and 
Aramaic were written in the same script, namely what is generally designated ‘Jewish 
Script’.'® If Soumaios is a Nabataean, which seems very likely, he would have no problem 
with Aramaic except for the script. What Soumaios and his people are incapable of doing 
(Sta T[O] []wac pi} evpnk[é]vat ‘EBpaecti é[yyp]dbsachat) is communicate in writing, 
for Nabataean Aramaic is written differently from Jewish Aramaic.!” 

L. 15 €[yyp]aysacbat — I agree with Dieter Hagedorn that the solution for this line 
has not been found yet, and this may well modify the interpretation of the following line as 
well (see ad loc): neither the alpha nor the psi looks quite convincing. ‘At the same time’, as 
Lapin observes, ‘the sense requires a verb meaning “writing” (or related action), and the 
traces at the end of the word are consistent with the middle aorist infinitive of ypddw’ and 
... €yypddw ... can be used as a synonym to ypddw’ (122). Furthermore, the middle voice 
elyyp]dbacBat is very appropriate in such a context. Bruno Rochette was very close to the 

'4 See also P.Oxy. XVI, 1848, 1. 5; P.Oxy. 1856, Il. 4-5, and SB 9396, 1. 5 — all from the vi-vii centuries. 
The late date does not make these examples irrelevant, since the papyri from the rest of the Roman Near East 
often attest linguistic forms attested much later in Egypt, see H.M. Cotton, in Cotton-Yardeni, 136 and 196. 

'> See briefly E. Schiirer, G. Vermes, F. Millar and M. Black, The History of the Jewish People in the Age 
of Jesus Christ, 175B.C.—A.D.135, 2, Edinburgh 1979, 28, n. 118 and T. Rajak, Josephus, London 1983, 
23 0ff. 

'© See now above all A. Yardeni’s monumental Textbook of Aramaic, Hebrew and Nabataean 
Documentary Texts from the Judaean Desert and Related Material, Jerusalem 2000, II, 151-218. 

'7 See Yardeni, ibid. 219-63. 
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solution offered here,'® but he was on the wrong track because of the fixation on the passive 

infinitive evpnO[h vat. 

L. 16 dn[é]Aucat — the accent — and my translation — imply that I take this to be 

the imperative of the middle aorist. Presumably it was thus understood in previous editions 

as well, albeit supplied with the wrong accent: dt[o]Atcat, which makes it into the infinitive 

of the active aorist. The editors do not have the excuse of having taken it to be the infinitive 

used in commands in view of how they explain it: ‘impératif de l’aoriste moyen’ (Lifshitz, 

247); ‘Imperative Aorist Medium, hier im Sinne von “fortschicken’””’ (Nebe, 282). 

It must be conceded that the transition to the second person singular is disconcerting. 

Furthermore, there is not a single éxample of the use of the imperative of the middle aorist 

of dtrodvw in the papyri. One would expect here the active form atréducov, attested no less 

than 28 times in the Duke Data Bank of Documentary Papyri). 

In view of these difficulties, a different punctuation of the two sentences in Il. 11-19 is 

offered here tentatively.'? This alternative reconstruction takes into account also the serious 

difficulties encountered in reading €[yyp]aac@at in |. 15: 

ll. Eypadj 

vw. 6[e] Ednvecti dia 

13. TO] [N]wac wh evpn- 
14. k[é]vat ‘EBpaectt. 

is. €[...]..acOat avTov 

16. dt[o]Atcat TaXLOV 

17. Stila T]yv EopThy 

is. Kali wh} dddwe Trott- 

Coe renee 

has the further advantage of placing the avtév in the second place — its natural place in a 

Greek sentence. I translate: ‘Make haste to release him on account of the festival’. 

LI. 18-19 totjcn[tat] — restored from line 11, although the right form would be 

rroufjcn[te], unless the writer reverted here to the second person singular, i.e. To.ncyc, as in 

line 16: dm[d]Aucat, if we should not read dt[o]Atcat instead (see previous note). 

18 <I @ SB VIII 9843 et la position du Grec en Palestine aux deux premiers siécles apres J.-C.’, Archiv f 

Pap. 44, 1998, 44. 

!9 Suggested to me by Dieter Hagedorn. 
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Discussion: 

The relationship between this letter and P.Yadin 57 (cited ad 1. 9 above) cannot be 
determined with absolute certainty, but it is highly likely that they were both written when 
the feast of Tabernacles in the last year of the revolt was impending, i.e. autumn 135.7 
Agrippa is likely to have been the bearer of the present letter. The identification of the 
Soumaios of our letter with the leader of the revolt,2! Shim‘on son of Kosiba, can be 
dismissed out of hand: the form Soumaios is never used to transcribe the name Shim‘on 
(yaw), nor is it possible that the leader of the revolt should have been unable to write 
ebraisti — and least of all that he should contrast ‘us’ (Sta TO [H]pac, Il. 12-13) with ‘the 
camp of the Jews’ (ic [TlapepBoAny ‘lov8[at]wv, Il. 9-10).23 The writer is not a Jew but a 
Nabataean, like his namesake in the Babatha archive, who signs his name in Greek in 
P.Yadin 19, 1. 34: [Clovpatoc Kal. JaBatou \Lde(Tuc), and like the father of ABdSapeTac who 
gives his patronym in P. Yadin 12, ll. 16-17: ABSapetac Coupa[tlouv ud(ptuc).”4 But it is 
not only the name which marks Soumaios as a Nabataean. Nabataeans in the archives from 
the Roman province of Arabia, unless they sign their names in the Nabataean cursive script, 
do so in Greek letters, whereas Jews sign their names mostly in the Jewish script.”> Finally 
there is Soumaios’ admission that he and his men cannot write ebraisti: as pointed out in the 
comment on |. 14 the debate whether ebraisti means here Hebrew is misconceived. 
Soumaios is talking about script and not about a language. 

The participation of Nabataeans in the Bar Kokhba revolt has of course wide-ranging 
implications for a reassessment of the revolt, which are discussed elsewhere. It no doubt 
confirms Cassius Dio’s statement that ‘many outside nations too (Toot Te GAOL Kal TOV 
dAdobvAWV) were joining them through eagerness for gain’ (69.13.2). 76 

20 See plausible scenarios suggested by Lapin, 123f. Probably P.Yadin 59 was written on the same 
occasion as well, see ad loc. 

2! So Lifshitz followed by others. 

22 As rightly pointed out by Lapin, 115 and nn. there. 
23 | do not find Obbink’s ‘cultural distancing’ (56, n. 18) convincing. 
24 Tewis’ "ABdepetvc was corrected to ABSapetac by E. Puech, ‘Présence Arabe dans les manuscrits de 

“la Grotte aux Lettres” du wadi Khabra’, in H. Lozachmeur, ed., Actes de la Table ronde internationale 
organisée par |’Unité de recherche associée 1062 du CNRS, Etudes sémitiques, au Collége de France, le 13 
novembre 1993, Paris 1995, 39, n. 8. 

*° True, Jews sometimes also sign their names in Greek letters, e.g. P.Yadin 5; P.Yadin 14, line 47: 
OaSaioc Ga[Satov] .dp(tuc); cf. for the same person: P. Yadin 15, line 43; P. Yadin 20, line 50; P. Yadin 23, 
line 29; see in general H.M. Cotton, ‘The Languages of the Legal and Administrative Documents from the 
Judaean Desert’, ZPE 125, 1999, 227f. 

26 See W. Eck, ‘The Bar Kokhba Revolt: The Roman Point of View’, JRS 89, 1999, 86f. S. Abbadi and 
F, Zayadine, “Nepos the Governor of the Provincia Arabia in a Safaitic Inscription’, Semitica 46, 1996, 157 
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Appendix: First edition: 

1 Dou[pat Jos *Iwvadyt 

Batavot kat Ma- 

[o]aBara yaipetv. 

’E[t]ndy Etteoa TpOS 

5 vuds ’A[y]ottmav otov- 

d[doa]tTe TeLoOE [LOL 

o[te]keov[s] Kai KiTpLa 

a[tvta] 8 advao8noeTat 

is [k]tTpetaBoAnv ’lov- 

10 Saiwv kal pt dws 

TOLNONTAL. Eyeadn 

d[é] EAnvioti 81a 

T[O Op]uav ph €vpn- 
8[A]vat “EBpaeott 

15 ylpdksac8ar. AvTov 

at[o]Avoat TaxLov 

Si[a T]yv ‘Eoptyv 

Ka[t }y dAAws TroLn- 

on{tal 

20 Zovpatos 

Eppwao 

make the inscription talk about a three-year revolt against the tyrant Nepos. Their reading of the text has 

been questioned by A. Knauf Bellori in a private communication. On Haterius Nepos see recently W. Eck, 

‘Vier mysteriése Rasuren in Inschriften aus Gerasa: Zum “Schicksal” des Statthalters Haterius Nepos’, 

’Emtypadai. Miscellanea epigrafica in onore di Lidio Gasperini, ed. Gianfranco Paci, 1, Rome 2000, 

347-62; G.W. Bowersock, ‘More Hadrianic Documents from the Judaean Desert’, JRA (forthcoming). 

On the whole issue of Nabataean participation in the Bar Kokhba revolt in conjunction with the present 

papyrus see H.M. Cotton, ‘From Arabia to Judaea: Jews and Nabataeans in the Documents from the Judaean 

Desert’ (forthcoming). 
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P.Yadin 59 
Letter in Greek from Annanos to Yonathes in Ein Gedi 

First publication: B. Lifshitz, ‘Papyrus grecs du désert de Juda’, Aegyptus 42, 1962, 248. SB VIII 9844 reproduces Lifshitz’ text. G.W. Nebe, ‘Die beiden griechischen Briefe des Jonatan Archivs in Engedi aus dem zweiten jiidischen Aufstand 132-135 n. Chr.’, Revue de Qumran 17, 1996 (= Hommage a J.T. Milik), 283. See also Y. Yadin, Bar Kokhba. The Rediscovery of the Legendary Hero of the Second Jewish Revolt, London 1971, 132-3. Yadin’s readings are found in the draft he left at his death (see on P. Yadin 52). 

Place: Unknown. 

Date: Probably autumn 13527 

27 See on P. Yadin 52. 
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Description: 

The text of the editio princeps is reproduced here,2® without breathings and accents in 

Semitic words, and with Yadin’s alternative readings in the apparatus. The papyrus 

measures 14 x 8 cm. The ink has faded badly in places and sometimes has completely 

disappeared. The fourth line is unreadable. The first edition does not draw attention to the 

existence of a space between line 6 and the valediction. One can see some traces of ink 

which may be no more than stains or holes. The text is written along the fibres in a fluent 

hand. 

Museum inv. no. currently unknown 

Cotton-Cockle-Millar no. 320 

Plate 85 

[A]vvavoc lwvady Tt adedd@ Xalpetv. 

étrel Clpwv XwerBa avOr éypabev TEppat (6-7 letters missing) 

[tpdc] xpetav TOV ddedAPAv LGV 

Kal Tadta av[tixa é]lv achareia TEL bov? | 

[Avva]voc 

Eppwco adedde. SS) sey SE er a Ss 

Wh TAinalvoc 7? po *xpelav Tav aSeApav * illegible 

Translation: 

Annanos (or: Aelianus) to Yonathes his brother greetings. 

Now that Simon son of Koziba wrote again (or: to me) to send ... for the need of our 

brothers ... 

Annanos (or: Aelianus) 

Greetings, brother. 

Comments on readings: 

L. 1 In a census list from Nahal Se’elim we find Avavoc Avavou, (34Se no. 4 frg. b, 

line 3),2° which is likely to be the common way of rendering the Hebrew name Hanan }:n in 

Greek. However, the gemination of a nu in a middle position is often attested in the papyri, 

cf. F. Th. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods, 

Milan 1975-81, I, 158. 

28 The papyrus itself was not accessible to me in time for this publication, and I had to work from 

photographs of rather poor quality. 

29 Published by H.M. Cotton in DJD XXXVIII. 
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Yadin’s Aid\tavoc, i.e. Aelianus, cannot be ruled out on palaeographic grounds, so far 
as can be ascertained from the photograph. The cognomen Aelianus is attested even before 
the Hadrianic period.*° In itself the cognomen does not of course prove the possession of 
Roman citizenship; cf. Judah, also called Cimber, son of Anania son of Samla, the 
bridegroom of Shelamzion daughter of Judah son of Eleazar, Babatha’s second husband, in 
P.Yadin 18: lovdatt Emtkadroupévw KipBepr ul@ Avaviov Tot Copada (Il. 34-35), But 
the use of Greek rather than Aramaic or Hebrew, though this time without apology, leads 
one to wonder whether the writer of this letter, like Soumaios in P. Yadin 52, was a 
Nabataean and likewise incapable of using the Jewish script.3! 

Nebe rightly draws attention to the identical manner of spelling this most common 
address formula in the present letter and in P. Masada TAI, Il. 1-2: "ABdcxavtoc IovSa Tat 
[a]8[€A]66 yaip[e]iv: the iota adscriptum appears only in the definite article, but is absent 
from the name and the epithet d5¢\¢éc.22 Here too the expression 0 aSeAddc should be 
taken to mean no more than it does in the bulk of Greek letters on papyrus from Egypt 
rather than ‘brother in-arms’ as Lifshitz (and Yadin) would have it. 

Most of the letters in the Bar Kokhba archive are addressed to both Yonathes and 
Masabala, but like P. Yadin 51 and 53 (perhaps also 60) our letter addresses Yonathes alone. 

L. 2 XwciBa — The interlinear addition of the leader of the revolt’s patronym should 
alert us to the possibility that when the common name Shim‘on stands alone it may not 
refer to the leader, e.g. in P. Yadin 57. Xwctfa is the genitive of XwctBac, cf. Gignac II, 12f. 
In the archives from the Judaean Desert the ending of the genitive singular of Semitic names 
ending originally in a, like Judah, but treated in Greek like nouns ending in as, fluctuates 
between -ou and -a, e.g. IovSa in P. Yadin 15, 1. 32 and Iov8ov in P. Yadin 17, 1. 35. 

It is worth stressing again that this is the first and only attestation of how the patronym 
of the leader of the revolt was vocalised, since the name is always transcribed without yod 
after the s sound and sometimes without the waw after the kh sound in the Aramaic and 
Hebrew documents: x101D, 72013, 7201D, T2wWID, TI0D, Taw>. The spelling of the patronym in 
the documents from the Judaean Desert proves once and for all that both Khozba/Khoziba 
(xan>/x2’n>D, from the Semitic root 31> kzb = to lie, to let down) and Kochba (xa>1> from 

30F.g. PIR? A 119, 120; for Jews bearing this name see e.g. Frey, Cl/ 139 (Rome), 578 (Venosa). 

31 See comments on P. Yadin 52, ll. 12-14 and discussion at the end. 

>? Published in H.M. Cotton and J. Geiger, Masada II: this name The Latin and Greek Documents, Israel 
Exploration Society and the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 1989, 85ff. 

33 In addition to what Lifshitz says in his edition of the two Greek texts from Nahal Hever (Aegyptus 42, 
1962, 252f.), see also, ‘The Greek Documents from Nahal Seelim and Nahal Mishmar’, JEJ 11 (1961), 60f. 
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a>1> kwkhb = star) of the literary sources reflect nothing but exegeses (or puns), hostile and 

favourable respectively,.on the leader’s patronym.** 

adO. — Like Nebe, I too read pot here rather than av6. as Lifshitz does. 

mépibar — the last two letters of this word have faded almost completely but it seems 

very likely that we have here the normal form of the infinitive; contrast with Téyce in 

P.Yadin 52, 1. 6 for the infinitive. The rest of the line is missing.*° 

L. 5 What one sees on the photograph does not allow any comments on the reading of 

the first edition. 

Ll. 6-7 [Avva]voc (Lifshitz), [Aida]voc (Yadin) — I see no reason whatsoever to 

restore the name of the writer there. First, there is far too much blank space between [ voc 

and the valediction in 1. 7 for the [ voc to be syntactically connected to it. Secondly, 

signing one’s name at the bottom of a letter, if done at all,°° as in P. Yadin 52: Coupatoc 

Zppwco, may have been felt necessary when the writer used an amanuensis for writing the 

letter, ic. when he did not write the letter with his own hand — which is certainly not the 

case here. No more than the most common valedictory formula Eppwco aSedde is otherwise 

necessary. Hundreds of letters on papyrus from Egypt bear witness to that. 

34 See J.T. Milik in P. Benoit, J. T. Milik and R. de Vaux. Les Grottes de Murabba‘at, DJD Il, Oxford 

1961, 126; E. Schiirer, G. Vermes, and F. Millar, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus 

Christ, 175B.C.-A.D.135, 1, Edinburgh 1973, 543f. 

35 1 fail to understand Nebe’s interpretation of Lifshitz’ ‘6-7 1’ as meaning 6 or 7 litres. His own reading is 

even more fantastic. 

36 Tn fact this too is most irregular. 
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Appendix A: Bar-Kokhba’s Title >x1w° ~~w3 “Premier of Israel” 

The extensive distribution of the title xqw" X°W3, principally in documents and on coins, 
as well as the reasons for, and the significance of its appropriation by Bar-Kokhba invite 
comment. For data on the distribution and variant spellings of the title xw3 (= nas, 
construct: nesP- Yisrael), see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 44:1—2. The main questions of 
interpretation pertain to (a) the derivation of the title x°wi itself and (b) its putative 
compatibility with the actual role and status of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba, as we know of them 
from the available evidence. These questions have been addressed by D. Goodblatt (1984) in 
a detailed study, and his findings will be considered in the present discussion. 

To be sure, the title nas? occurs in the Hebrew Bible, and whenever and wherever it is 
used in subsequent periods, its meaning must inevitably hark back, in some way, to biblical 
traditions. Biblical projections of the role of the nas? will, therefore, prove to be basic in 
evaluating its operative meaning as Bar-Kokhba’s title. It has been translated “Premier” 
rather than “Prince” for a reason. Although both English terms connote “the first, foremost,” 
the rendering “Prince” usually implies royal lineage, as when it designates a king’s son, or 
some other royal personage, whereas “Premier” would express the notion of leadership in a 
broader sense. As used in the Hebrew Bible, the title x°w3 connotes one “raised up, elevated” 
by the people, or tribe, similar to the honorific a3) xIw3 “of high position,” literally: “one 
whose face has been elevated.” It is said of Na‘aman, the Aramean general, in 2 Kgs 5:3, and 
of a commander over a unit of fifty in Isa 3:2-3, where we find a long list of leaders 
including warriors, judges, prophets and diviners, and elders and other counselors. In Isa 
9:14 the term 0°35 N1W3 is actually paired with 1Pt “elder.” Grammatically, the form xw3 
represents the Pa‘il (passive) participle of the verb n-s~ “to lift, raise” (Speiser 1963). 

The common denominator in biblical usage is the notion of attaining a position of 
leadership by being elected to it, or acknowledged in it, often in recognition of property, 
wealth and social position, of military prowess, wisdom, or singular achievements. The 
association with warriors and fighters in Isa 3:23 is particularly suggestive when one 
considers Bar-Kokhba’s career (see further). The title nas? is rare in early biblical sources 
where it designates the leader of a “clan,” or “tribe,” Hebrew OY (Exod 22:27, to be 
compared with 1 Kgs 21:10). Ezekiel revived the title nas? as a replacement of 72” “king” in 
his vision of a restored Jerusalem, so that even David is referred to as a nds? (Ezek 34:24; 
37:25; 44:3). This signifies a demotion of sorts, as we would gather from 1 Kgs 11:34, 
where, with transparent hindsight, the prophet Ahijah states that God will not seize the entire 
kingdom from Solomon’s successor, but rather declare him nds? over only a small part of it; 
and this—for the sake of David, his servant. It is also relevant that in Gen 34:2, part of a 
passage of priestly authorship, the sheikh of Shechem, named Hamor the Hivite, is referred 
to as PONT X’WI “the headman over the land,” and in Gen 23:6, the sheikh of Hebron, Ephron 
the Hittite, honors Abraham by calling him o°7>x x°w3, “a headman favored by God.” One is 
immediately reminded of Ezra 1:8 where Sheshbazzar, designated AnD in Ezra 5:16, is 
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entitled: 77177) x°w3n “the headman of Judah.” This indicates that the J ewish author of Ezra 

1:8 understood the Hebrew term nas? as an internal counterpart to the Aramaized form nn® 

(Akkadian: (bé/) pihdati) “sovernor,” by which 
the Persians designated a person whom they 

had appointed. In other words, what the Persians call an is what the Jews call x°wi when 

they appoint one of their own to govern them. This is how the authors of various passages in 

Ezekiel characterized the post-exilic leader of the people in Jerusalem. 

With Bar-Kokhba’s adopted title in mind, it is of interest that a military role is suggested 

for the nas? in 1 Chron 7:40, where, in a reference to the militia of the tribe of Asher, the 

highest ranking O°X’W4 are characterized as 077172 “élite fighters,” and o>on ona “ranking 

warriors of the legions.” It is uncertain, however, whether or to what degree the adoption of 

this title by the leader of the Jewish revolt against Rome in the first half of the second 

century CE is specifically linked to any or all of the above biblical configurations of the X°W2. 

Alternatively, this title may reflect contemporary perceptions of leadership and political 

authority. The widespread notion of primacy is, after all, expressed in certain Roman titles, 

such as Princeps, or Primarius. The Patriarchs of the Jews in Roman Palestine, were entitled 

nas?, as, for example: X°W3(0) TTT 999 (b. <Avod. Zar. 36a; y. B. Bat. 9:7 [17a]; and see 

Sokoloff DJPA 362), but the Patriarch’s role was of a very different sort. 

Without rejecting the possibility of contemporary models, it is more probable that earlier 

post-biblical roles expressed by this title, and which modulate its biblical functions, may lie 

behind its appropriation by Bar-Kokhba. Goodblatt surveys the scant Talmudic evidence, as 

well as that provided by the more extensive literature from Qumran, such as the War Scroll 

and the Damascus Document. He also includes material gleaned from the Books of 

Maccabees and Greco-Roman historical writings, employing a typological analysis of 

leadership roles, but ends up with few definitive conclusions. It may be possible, 

nonetheless, to lend greater clarity to Bar-Kokhba’s title. Goodblatt’s conclusion that there 1s 

a priestly element or conception reflected in Bar-Kokhba’s title is essentially correct, but for 

reasons he does not fully explore. 

A possible interpretation of the background of Bar-Kokhba’s titulary may be formulated 

as follows: Certain biblical projections of the x°w3 found in writings of the priestly school, 

including Ezekiel, were modulated by the Qumran sectarians. As noted by Goodblatt, the 

authors of the War Scroll took their cue from the priestly traditions of Numbers on the 

organization of the Israelite tribes as a fighting force marching through the desert. The most 

prominent class of leaders in the book of Numbers consisted of o°x’w3, distributed over 

several ranks. It can be argued that these priestly Torah traditions date to the post-exilic, 

Achaemenid period (after 538 BCE), a matter of literary history that Goodblatt fails to factor 

into his analysis, and which, if accepted, would condense the distance in time from the late 

biblical to the Bar-Kokhba period. Ultimately, this derivation may prove to be more relevant 

than the evidence from Ezekiel, which depicts a largely sacral ruler within a temple-centered 

administration. 

Returning to the War Scroll from Qumran (1QM), it is significant that its portrayal of the 
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battle arrays, a virtual spin-off of Numbers, speaks of several ranks of o°x’w3 who will head 
the military units in the envisioned battle. Their ranks ascend through the clan, tribe, and 
“encampment” (Hebrew 7302), a unit comprising three tribes, until they reach “the headman 
of the myriad” (x12°97 x°w3n; 1QM 3:13-16). The Damascus Document (CD 7:20) identifies 
the “star from Jacob” (a1py"1 3313) of Num 24:17, the victorious military leader of 
Jacob/Israel, as 7797 79 xw3 “the headman of the entire community” (cf. also from Qumran 
4Q285). In this light, it is hard to resist the conclusion that the traditional name given to 
Shim‘on, son of Kosiba, namely, 82312 73, resonates with the “star” of Num 24:17. 

In summary, a biblical term for tribal leaders, configured in the Numbers traditions, was 
later modulated so as to characterize the military role projected for the nag? in the War 
Scroll and in the Damascus Document. This raises the possibility that sectarian concepts of 
leadership may have conditioned the choice of Bar-Kokhba’s title, and that such concepts 
served to iconize the role of Bar-Kokhba, and even the significance of the revolt itself. 

There is, in addition, a third factor to be considered. It has been held by many scholars 
that the Hasmonean warrior-leaders, who stemmed from a priestly family, especially Simon 
the Hasmonean, were prototypes of Bar-Kokhba as >x1w> x°w3. Goodblatt emphasizes, 
however, that there is no explicit evidence that any of the Hasmoneans actually bore the 
Hebrew title x°wi. This is primarily so because the original Hebrew text of 1 Maccabees is 
not extant, so that we cannot be certain which Hebrew term the Greek translators were 
rendering in every case. And yet, the Greek title pyobpevos “chief, headman,” conferred by 
the Jews on both Simon and Jonathan, fits the role of Hebrew nas? very well. In fact, 
Nyovpevos at times translates Hebrew nds? in Greek versions of the Bible (Goldstein 
1976:472, NOTES on 13:8; 479, NOTES on 13:42). As Goldstein carefully explains, the Jews 
freely conferred this title on Jonathan and Simon, which would suit the concept of one 
elected, or acknowledged as leader, a notion endemic to Hebrew nd§?. In the end, Goldstein 
opts for taking nyotvpevos as the Greek rendering of Hebrew wxv “chief,” to which compare 
OTT IA WRI [NI “Yehonathan, chief of the Jewish community” on Hasmonean coin 
legends (Kindler 1952:189). 

Be that as it may, it would make sense were Bar-Kokhba to have modeled himself after 
one or more of the Maccabees. There is, after all, a history of successful Jewish military 
activity in the Dead Sea region during the time of the Maccabees, as, for example, during the 
reign of Alexander Jannaeus (Shalit 1951). Most of all, there is the formulaic similarity 
between the regnal dates registered for Simon the Hasmonean and those of Bar-Kokhba. 
Thus, 1 Macc 13:41-42: 

In the year 170 [of the Seleucid era = 142 BCE], the yoke of the gentiles was lifted from Israel, and the 
people began to write as the dating formula in bills and contracts, “In the first year, under Simon, high 
priest, commander and chief of the Jews.” 

In other words, the first years of campaigns were seen as heralding the eventual liberation. In 
historical terms, it is a fact that certain campaigns started out well, only to lose ground 
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subsequently. It would strengthen the link between the role of Bar-Kokhba’s title and that of 

certain Maccabean rulers if we were to factor in the more expansive versions of Bar- 

Kokhba’s titulary, which speak of his achieving ’xw? n?KX3 “the restoration of Israel” 

(XHev/Se 49:2; Wadi Sdeir 2:1; Mur 24 B:2; D:2; E:1; P.Yadin 42:1) and 2x Ww? nj) ihe 

liberty of Israel” (XHev/Se 7:1; 8:1; Sante sale 
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Appendix B: The “Tie” (wp) as Proof of Payment 

Two of the Hebrew legal papyri from Nahal Hever, P.Yadin 45 and P.Yadin 46, attest a 
legal term known from Talmudic and later Jewish sources, and add considerably to our 
understanding of its use and function. These documents refer to “ties” being provided by one 
party of the relevant transactions to the other as proof that a required payment had been 
made. An investigation of this interesting term may provide an illustrative example of the 
value of epigraphy for deepening our understanding of Talmudic practices, and conversely, 
may add to the elucidation of the epigraphic sources themselves. 

The term wp, derived from the verb g-s-r “to tie, bind,” designates an object or token 
that, when presented by the bearer, would serve to release him from further payments; it was 
a type of receipt. The Aramaic cognate of Hebrew Ww, namely Xap, occurs in P.Yadin 43, 
an Aramaic receipt from the Yadin Collection published in the present volume (see the 
INTRODUCTION to P.Yadin 43 and the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 43:7). Although the general 
sense of “binding, tying” is well attested in both Semitic and non-Semitic languages, it is 
important to define its specific function in P.Yadin 45, P.Yadin 46, and in P.Yadin 43 as 
well. 

The clauses in the two Hebrew legal papyri where the terms wp and plural o-Wwp occur 
present syntactic difficulties. They can be parsed in different ways, which only complicates 
our understanding of the specific function of the tie in context. In the sequence of business 
arrangements recorded in P.Yadin 45 and P.Yadin 46, the “tie” enters at a certain point 
where the primary concern had already shifted from guaranteeing the total payments and 
obligations of the original lease, pursuant to the division that had been recorded in P.Yadin 
44. It is in P.Yadin 45, in the course of a subsequent, internal transaction affecting only Pair 
A’s part of the lease, and again in P.Yadin 46, where an outsider takes a short-term lease for 
the two parcels held by Pair A, that the term 7wp first occurs. It would appear, therefore, that 
its function was subsidiary to the primary transaction, an observation that will prove to be 
significant. 

It would be well to survey at this point what is known of the term wp from Jewish 
sources. We begin with the statement of the Mishnah (m. Sabb. 8:2): 

2°-H—POI 19 Wi? NS WT) 

Also one who brings out a “tie” of tax collectors [into the public domain on the Sabbath] is liable [for 
violation of the Sabbath]. 

The context of m. Sabb. 8 (continuing from 7:4) pertains to the prohibition of carrying a 
burden from one’s private domain into the public domain on the Sabbath, pursuant to Jer 
17:21—22, where the verb x°315 “to bring out” and the noun xwn “burden” are employed. It 
attempts to determine whether each of a series of particular objects would qualify as a 
“burden.” The Mishnah operates on the principle of utility, it being assumed that a useless 
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object does not qualify as a “burden.” A tie would qualify as a “burden” because it had 

utility; it was required for presentation to tax collectors. 

The Tosefta (¢. Sabb. 8:11) introduces a second variable: 

jon Toi NAW AR VIN TI 9 Twp 0319? WAN ATwA .2N oD) IAN Now IY Pos Wp xs 

,oDn(7) by2> imixiad away own 

One who brings out a “tie” of tax collectors (into the public domain on the Sabbath): Before he has 

shown it to the tax collector—he is liable (for violation of the Sabbath). Once he has shown it to the 

tax collector—he is free of liability. Rabbi Yehudah says: Even once he has shown it to the tax 

collector he is liable, because he would retain it in order to show it to [another] tax collector. 

Lieberman (1955-88 3:116-17) explains that receipts were provided by customs collectors, 

containing the name of the payer, a description of his merchandise, and also the amount he 

had paid. Metal seals of similar function have also been discovered, actually tied onto the 

goods when custom duties were paid. At times, parchment was used. According to 

Lieberman, the Mishnah and Tosefta are here referring to ties used in connection with bridge 

customs, when the amount due was relatively small and the cost of parchment could be 

saved. Customs collectors had a supply of paper receipts at home and would sell them to 

persons who frequently crossed the bridges. They would initial the tie on the inside with 

capital letters, fold and tie it, and then initial it again on the outside. At the entrance to the 

bridge the transporter of the goods would present the tie to the collector, who would partially 

tear it and rub out the initials on its exterior. In effect, the transporter would retain a tie 

marked “Paid,” thereby assuring that he would not have to pay any further duty. The law is 

according to Rabbi Yehudah: Even a previously presented “tie” had utility, and would come 

under the Sabbath ban. 

There are further references to the Ww? in t. Demai 2:11, y. Sabb. 8:2 (11b), and in Deut. 

Rab. on Deut 5:8 (ed. Lieberman 1964:70), part of the commandment of donning Tephillin 

“‘phylacteries”’: 

ona) .ONTPND OAK ON—ONN .PODWA PO NPN NT NVI PITT? RIP OIN—”PP Py MIR? ONWPY” 
“poy yon ow nwpw 

“And you shall tie them as a sign on your arms”—A person sets out on a voyage bearing 

merchandise, and is fearful of the tax collectors. As for you—you are not fearful. Why so? Because 

the “tie” of the king is upon you. 

Lieberman explains that the Midrash is most likely referring to royal seals, or those issued by 

other officials similar to the lead plumb in use to this day. It was tied by wire or string onto 

the merchandise or onto the arm of the payer. 

N.H. Tur-Sinai, in his notes to the Ben-Yehudah Dictionary (Ben-Yehudah 1958:13:6263, 

s.v. wp, n. 4) presents a Hebrew version of the words of Maimonides in his comments on m. 
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Sabb. 8:2: 

AVPIIN ONY NY WI ,AnNIw AM YI AT ymin? oan °>y21 Wynn npr? PANIDW IOI NIT POD WPI 
ray pws WAITER VPY PopPIDn on. PAvnAw NIST ow WIT WIN PRUPW WI WP INN XP 

IIT WP may pws 

And the tie of the tax collectors is the token that those who collect tithes and the tax officials write to 
confirm that a certain person paid what he was liable for. Its measure is two letters, and it is called 
wp just as those of our generation called the inscribed objects and forms used in computing ledgers 
‘aqd al-Romi in Arabic, and in the Hebrew language “the tie of the Romans.” 

Maimonides’ reference to the Arabic term ‘aqdun, forms of which may even occur in the 
Nabatean papyri from Nahal Hever, helps to sharpen our understanding of the Hebrew term 
Ww)? (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 1:15). It is also worth mentioning that the Hebrew 
cognate “q-d “to bind” occurs in Gen 22:9: 133 pny? nx tpy71 “Then he (= Abraham) bound 
Isaac, his son.” In P.Yadin 43:7 we find the Aramaic form NN, a phonetic variant of xIvp 
“tie, knot, receipt, binding contract” (see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 43:7) that is 
etymologically related to Hebrew wp. 

In fact, y. Seg. 7:3 (50c) speaks of the ties (710°?) used as tokens by wine merchants in 
the same way that we read elsewhere that tax collectors used the WP: PIP KDW TWIN? 
“Let the pourers (of wine) recognize their own ties” (for the term °Dv “pourer, wine 
merchant” see the COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 45:27). The Talmud there records a series of 
cases brought before leading Sages that deal with meat and wine whose ritual fitness was in 
doubt. In some instances, these products had been washed away in the river during shipment, 
whereas in others, they had been seized by robbers, or had ended up in public places. These 
circumstances raised the question as to whether, after being retrieved, such products would 
be permitted and could be partaken of by Jews. The issue was whether the products could be 
precisely identified at that point since they may have been mixed in with forbidden products, 
or otherwise tampered with. Two of the cases, which are stated in the same way, are of 
particular concern in the context of the present discussion of the term wp: 

PTI)? KDW JWIDN? 2 WAX sUYON 72 pny? /9 791) NIDY XIN of7j27T FW NIA 21 
PIV AY NYO [VID : WAN .7797? 9 MIP NIDY XIN 22127 NNWID] NINwKN f?3j 13.2 

1. The G.-river washed away some wine-skins. The case came before Rabbi Yishaq, son of-El‘azar, 
and he ruled: “The wine-merchants will recognize their ‘ties.’” 

2. Some sausage was found in the assembly hall (or: synagogue) of the council (Greek BovA1). The 
case came before Rabbi Yirmiyah. He ruled: “The sausage-makers will recognize their own product.” 

By way of explanation, in case no. | the concern was with the prohibition of consuming wine 
that had been in the possession of gentiles (see Levine 2000b:191-93, NOTES to Num 24:4). 
In the present instance, the retrieved wine was ruled ritually fit, because the wine-skins had 
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been tied in identifiable ways, so that the wine-merchants could identify their own skins and 

further ascertain that they had not been opened during the interim. It is to be assumed that 

these “ties” were marked in some way, in a manner similar to what was observed in the case 

of the 1. 

In case no. 2, it was determined that the sausage was packaged in a recognizable way and 

bore some indication as to who had processed it. It is unclear whether these products had 

been retrieved in a synagogue, or, as would seem to be more logical, in a public building that 

was operated by non-Jews. The Aramaic term xnw°13 often connotes “synagogue,” but may 

also designate a town-hall. 

In summary, case no. 1 adds to our information on the utilization of ties in the Talmudic 

period, once we take note of the Aramaic term 1vp, and of its etymological relationship to 

the Hebrew term wp, Aramaic xnp (see COMMENTARY on P.Yadin 43:7). 

We may now examine the two clauses in P.Yadin 45 and P.Yadin 46, respectively, that 

refer to the “taking” and “giving” of ties. These clauses come after the terms of the 

transactions have been specified and immediately preceding the defension clauses: 

(a) P.Yadin 45:24—30: 

mp) ron aI oO Ty yan ONT aN Tn > yA pp? nrw? oy1 J? VPN? RPK .WP 23 Siw 99 ynn 122n 
D2 may? "29 

(b) P.Yadin 46:9-11: 

Spey) ten Fett yo ty tam nn yo °ap> mpw? os->y1 °> Dapne NON dw O50 PiDN) 02> Sipwr i2%n 

W395 Aayd »>y Oop—_ADD] SPipw>a] Fon TNT 7°? AIP? ATVAN ,TNN 

The first parts of both statements are clear: 

(a) P.Yadin 45: “These (amounts) you (ms.) shall remit to me, and take from me a tie.” 

(b) P.Yadin 46: “These (amounts) I will weigh out to you (mpl.) and I will take from you ties.” 

The chiastic alternation expressed in the above statements helps to explain the operation of 

the “tie.” In P.Yadin 45, the one granting the lease addresses the one assuming it, and is 

entitled to a “tie” as proof of that the latter had met his payment. In P.Yadin 46 the one 

assuming the lease addresses those who are granting it to him, and demands “ties” from these 

payees. It is at this point that the syntactic problem arises, first in statement (a), above, taken 

from P.Yadin 45. That statement (and its counterpart in P.Yadin 46) can be parsed in two 

ways: 

(1) These (amounts) you will pay to me, and take from me a tie. [Protasis:] And if it (= the tie) is not 

received by you (= if you do not receive it), [Apodosis:] it is incumbent upon me to silence (all 

objections) before you, from any grievance, or contest, or claimant until the termination of this 

period/season. I am legally bound on this account. 
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(2) These (amounts) you will pay to me, and take a tie from me. [Protasis:] And if not, [Apodosis:] 
another shall receive [it] on your behalf. And it is (further) incumbent upon me to silence (all 
objections) before you, etc. 

Syntactically, both parsings have analogues. The short protasis is attested in the negative 
mode in XHev/Se 49, also an acknowledgment of debt, dated 133 CE, in Hebrew with some 
Aramaic influence. A received an acknowledgment of debt from B, who confirms receipt of 
a sum of silver from A, and agrees to pay it on demand. At that point, the document would 
be returned to B, the debtor. The text then continues: 

RTT WwwT PY WNW 21D >y OPI °OD3 OI MPa [Ja] own 9d OPN? XIN? OLN] 

[Protasis:] And if not (namely, if I fail to repay the loan on demand)—[Apodosis:] it shall not have 
been fulfilled by me (=I shall not be in good standing). And the payment (shall be due) to you from 
my estate and possessions. And I am accountable for all that appears on this document (lines 10-12). 

Most scholars, including Broshi and Qimron (1994:291-92), Yardeni (1997:130-31), and 
Cotton and Qimron (1998:118 n. 51) excise the second negative, regarding it as a 
dittography, reading: °9 o>pn> >xd< x> oON1. This interpretation is surely possible, but can be 
sustained only by a deletion. Katzoff (Gulak 1935:177 n. 9) retains the text as is, opting for 
the short protasis, and would translate somewhat as follows: “And if not—(namely, if the 
creditor fails to return the document)—then it (= the loan document) shall not be binding on 
me/valid with respect to me.” This requires reading a lot into the statement. 

A similar reference to the attachment of assets in default of payment occurs in Wadi Sdeir 
2, published by Yardeni (2000b:125-29). It is apparently a promissory note, written in 
Aramaic, and dated to the third year of the revolt. There, in lines 5—7, we read the statement 
of the debtor: 

27723? MPR 1 °ODI a ANAPwN 7? bapn 7d oN ALT Nw > ANN >> In yar 223 

Yardeni translates: 

At any time that you will say to me, I will exchange for you th[a]t deed. (And) if it will not be 
received by you, then the payment (will be) from my property and (from) whatever I shall acquire, 
according to that. 

Alternatively, the statements could be parsed differently: 

.. OD] ya ANaewm .472 Sapm—ard ow 

And if not—another may receive it on your behalf. And the payment will come from my property, 
etc. 

Once again, according to the alternative translation, agency would be operative, which is to 
say that an agent of the creditor could demand a new document on his behalf and collect it. 
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The reference to attachment of payment in default would constitute a separate, general 

provision, one found in loan docouments, by which failure to repay the loan would allow the 

creditor to seize the debtor’s assets. This would hold true whether or not the promissory note 

was replaced. 

Contrast the formulation of Mur 18 (Aramaic, dated 54/55 CE), also an acknowledgment 

of debt (Milik 1961:100-4), where the verb is part of the protasis: 

Soa1p? mapx 71 oD 7? [XMPI17wWN—TIYR N? JD 771 

[Protasis:] And if I do not do accordingly, [Apodosis:] payment (shall be due) to you from my 

possessions, and whatever I may acquire, as your collateral (lines 7-8) 

Note that here, the apodosis is not introduced by conjunctive waw because it is linked to the 

protasis, whereas in the two statements cited just prior to it, conjunctive waw introduces an 

additional statement of accountability. There are some further problematic passages wherein 

the same two syntactic options exist. 

It is relevant to note that conditional formulations using X? OX) (compare 82x) of P.Yadin 

45 and P.Yadin 46, and related forms) are well attested in Mishnaic Hebrew. These 

formulations are not exactly like those occurring in P.Yadin 45 and 46, but they are close 

enough to be illustrative, nonetheless. Three examples will suffice. 

Cl) eB ers 

tonm xo—ord oni pbonm ,zaw> aya? Now Ty T321 nnA? 721° ON—IM NA DX 3p 

They buried the dead person and started back. If they are able to begin and complete (the reading of 

the Shema) before they reach the line (of comforters), let them begin. But if not—they should not 

begin. 

(2) m. B. Qam. 10:3: 

qaoem SD xo aNd ond bio yma mad npiom 1b yawe—ya naa ow 1? NEP ANN PI POI P79 PIAA 

One who identifies his vessels or books in the possession of another (in a case where) notice of his 

theft had been announced in town—let the purchaser swear to him by oath how much he paid for 

them and receive compensation (from the owner). But if not—{namely, if there was no notice of the 

theft]—we may not rely entirely on his word. 

(3) y. Mo‘ed Qat. 2:3 (81b) (cited by Sokoloff DJPA 49, s.v. xx). The question at issue is 

whether to finalize a sale during the intervening days of the festival: 

par RI NDRI “PAPUA Jd DD NWT Jar ROT YT PR 

If he knows that (if) it is not sold, his gain would be reduced—he should sell. But if not—he should 

not sell. 
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There is, therefore, a basis for preferring the short protasis in P.Yadin 45 and 46, although 
Yardeni and others would dispute this analysis. What is more, the short protasis would allow 
for the institution of agency, whereas the long protasis would not have that effect. 

At this point, more needs to be said about the functions of the Hithpa‘‘el in Mishnaic 
Hebrew, some of which strongly suggest the role of agents. The Hithpa‘el often had the 
force of a virtual transitive verb, so that 24pni meant: “to receive.” Thus, according to m. 
Git. 6:1: 0a °9 Sapna AaKXW AwRKA “The woman who said: Receive my bill of divorce on my 
behalf” was, in effect, appointing an agent to accept it on her behalf (see further in m. Git. 
6:24). Some such statements even specify where such delivery is to be received on the part 
of the agent. Hithpa‘‘el forms are also employed in statements of the Mishnah dealing with 
the receipt of other legal documents by agents, such as the ketubba (m. Ketub. 5:1; 9:8; 11:4). 
This explains why the verb is in the singular whether singular "wp or plural ow? is used; 
the verb refers to the one who will obtain the “tie” or “ties,” not to the ties themselves. 
A further issue to be addressed is whether, in P.Yadin 45 and P.Yadin 46, the receipt of a 

“tie” represents an alternative mechanism to the guarantee of clearance written into legal 
documents. Or, did the “tie” represent a different mechanism for protecting the payer that did 
not obviate the need for a defension clause? There is reason to conclude that the wp, like the 
Taw “written receipt,” originated in the context of loans and other forms of indebtedness, 
such as taxation, where essential payment was the only issue (Gulak 1935:175—77). It did not 
originate with sales and leases, where there was further need for guarantee against future 
claims generated not by the purchaser or the lessee, but by some other party. 

If one could appoint an agent to make payments and obtain a receipt, the “tie” would be 
particularly handy, because goods were often transported by persons other than their owners. 
Agency is also evident in “a document of empowerment,” known in the literature as ov 
HxXwI7, a kind of power of attorney licensing an agent to collect a debt on behalf of the 
creditor, to collect deposits made by another, and even to appear in court on behalf of 
another. Gulak, augmented by Katzoff’s notes (Gulak 1935:165—74), provides information 
on similar types of Greek documents. The use of agents is attested in XHev/Se 60, a receipt 
in Greek for tax or rent, dated 125 CE from Maoza (= Mahoza?) (Cotton 1997a:167—73). Also 
note the use of a tie as a receipt for partial payment of a lease in P. Yadin 43. 
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Appendix C: The Relative Pronoun Opening Short Aramaic Inscriptions 

and the Body of the Bar-Kokhba Letters 

By Joseph Naveh 

Aramaic phrases beginning with zy/dy/d- are a well-known phenomenon. For example, 

Dan 5:19, XN 319 NIE A OT) POP TIA NAS TT “Whom he would he slew, whom he would 

he kept alive”; in the Elephantine papyri, 2? jn7 72732 91 oy S307] 3277 [7 peeademenes 

17." “Whoever shall start against you suit or process or complain against you or against 

your children shall give you a fine” (TAD B3.10:19-20 [Kraeling 9]; see also TAD B306:75 

B3.9:7 [Kraeling 5, 8]; B2.7:10; B2.9:14 [Cowley 13, 20]). In these phrases the noun is 

missing; zy/dy stands for mn dy “any person who(m) ...” (see also Dalman 1905:117). 

There is a series of short Aramaic inscriptions opening with zy/dy/d-. The ninth-century 

BCE Hazael inscription on a horse’s forehead ornament from Samos reads: 

AI JN TTY Iw. Pay yo PRIN JN W? TIT NI 77 

That which Hadad gave our lord Hazael from ‘Umi in the year that our lord crossed the river 

(Eph‘al and Naveh 1989:192—94). 

Two fifth-century BCE inscriptions on silver bowls from Tell Maskhuta read: 

noxan> wy IIY I XMS 3p 77 
That which Seho, son of ‘Abdamru offered to Han-Ilat 

noxand 2p Wp Je ows 72 1777p 77 
That which Qainu, son of Gashm, king of Qedar, offered to Han-Ilat 

(I. Rabinowitz 1956:1-9; Dumbrell 1971:33-44; Gibson 1975:122—23). 

On an altar from Bostra was inscribed in 40 BCE (CIS II no. 174) the following Nabatean 

inscription: 

xobn iobnd 11 n3w2 Ep TN? ONIwI 72 OXI: IP 77 

That which Netarel, son of Netarel offered to the god of Qasiu in the 1 1th year of king Maliku 

In these inscriptions zy or dy is a relative pronoun; the noun before it has been omitted. In 

the Hazael inscription, the object given to Hazael as booty was the horse’s forehead 

ornament. The Tell Maskhuta inscriptions do not mention the bowls that Seho and Qainu 

offered to Han-Ilat. In the Bostra inscription an altar was offered. All four texts omitted the 

names of the objects bearing the inscription. 

In these and other similar short inscriptions (see below), whenever the noun before zy/dy 

was omitted, the text referred to the inscribed object. Hence the inscriptions engraved on 

building stones opening with zy hqrb, found in the excavation of the second-century BCE 

sacred place, on Mount Gerizim, the object was the wall section of the sacred place or its 
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enclosure. For example: 

X91 [27H OT 
That which Wa‘la offered 
(see Naveh and Magen 1997:9*—17*), 

Since some of the Mount Gerizim inscriptions mention “PN and his sons” or “PN and his 
wife,” it seems likely that these fragmentary inscriptions indicate that the building activity at 
the sacred place on Mount Gerizim was carried out or financed by families in a very similar 
way to the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem as described in Nehemiah 3. 

There are short inscriptions in which the initial zy/dy/d-— is not a relative pronoun, but a 
genitive particle. In these cases, too, the omitted word is the name of the inscribed item. Thus 
the reading and translation of the eighth-century BCE jar inscription from Tell Deir <Alla are 
as follows: 

XYW T 

(The jar) of the gate 

The Hebrew parallel of zy 7° occurs in a contemporary jar inscription from Tel Kinrot, 
which reads kd hr “the jar of the gate” (Eph‘al and Naveh 1993:59-65). 

A stone weight from the Herodian period found in the excavations in the Jewish quarter of 
Jerusalem bears a short inscription: 

OINP 727 

(The weight) of the son of Qatros 
(Avigad 1983:129-31; Beyer 1984:346 translates: “Das (Eigentum) des Sohnes des Qatros”). 

In the same period, a short inscription was engraved above the entrance to a tomb-cave at 
‘Illar, about 10 km north-east of Tul-Karem: 

°37 2 AwInt 
(The tomb) of Manasse, son of Wannai 

(Mazar 1954:154-57). 

Aramaic endorsements on fifth-century BCE Babylonian clay-tablets begin either with Str 
zy or zy. These openings are then followed by short descriptions of the documents. 
Endorsements beginning with zy (without str) also indicate “document of/which ...” 
(Delaporte 1912:56—79). Besides zy, another genitive particle, commonly employed in jar 
inscriptions and seals, is /-; e.g., /Sqy’ “(the jar) of the cup-bearers”; Itbhy “(the bowl) of the 
butchers”; see Avigad 1968:42-44. The text on the cylinder seal that served as a votive seal 
(CIS II no. 75) used both of them: Pkdbn br grbd srs? zy harb lhdd “(The seal) of PN, son of 
PN, the eunuch, (that) which he offered to Hadad.” For the omission of the name of the 
inscribed object not at the beginning but in the middle of a short text see the inscribed 
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weights from Niniveh, e.g., CJS II no. 2: mnn 5 bzy °rq’, “S minae by (this stone weight) of 

the country.” 

This usage can perhaps be applied to the interpretation of dy/d— and Hebrew s— appearing 

in the transition from the address and greeting formula to the body of the Bar-Kokhba letters. 

Milik and Kutscher considered that dy/d— and s— introduce direct speech (Milik 1961:158; 

Kutscher 1961a:122; 1961b:11). In Qimron’s opinion, the words dy, s—, ?sr in the Bar- 

Kokhba letters do not designate direct speech, because they are not preceded by verbs; they 

rather “introduce main clauses; in most of the cases these words are followed by imperfect 

forms denoting commands, prohibitions or wishes” (Qimron 1982:27—38; the quotation is 

from the English summary). 

Beyer translated dy/d— “(Hiermit wird euch mitgeteilt) daB...” (Beyer 1984:349—51). 

Fitzmyer (Fitzmyer and Harrington 1978:160-61) and Pardee (1982:124, 132) do not 

translate it at all, but Pardee, who refers to the syntactic resemblance of dy/d— and Hebrew 5— 

to the earlier Hebrew wt (Aramaic wk‘n, wk<‘nt, wk‘t), remarks: 

The previous history, and therefore the real semantic/syntactic function of 5/dy in the Bar-Kokhba 

correspondence can only be a subject of conjecture until documents are discovered to fill the gap of 
several centuries without Hebrew or Aramaic letters before those of the Bar-Kokhba period (Pardee 

1982:149-S0; cf. Qimron 1982:38). ; 

The clue to the undrstanding of dy/d- in the Bar-Kokhba letters may perhaps be found in 

P.Yadin 53, which reads as follows: 

o>w mn aPaLy] S52] nay Twn 7? Jay J? WX ywrons 997 Aya [T]a JN3IT?? OPW 72019 73 FyAw NIK 

The letter of Shim‘on, son of Kosibah (Greeting to Yehonathan, son of Ba‘ayah) that anything that 

Elisha says to you, do for him; help him in any work. Be well. 

Even more instructive is P.Yadin 55: 

yD TX2 pam > pwn yon os ANN AN yIPN yA wax 31D °F AMLAN Kawa? pn? FawID 72 pynAw 
NI W7 [...] NMYID TYR 73977 JD? NAL] YP PIN? PINT! XP NI 

Shim‘on, son of Kosibah to Yehonathan and Masabala: the letter that any man from Teqoa‘ and 

from (any) other place, who are with you, you should send them to me immediately. And if you will 

not send them, you should know that you will be punished; the houses will be [burnt/desolated] 

In these two instances the pronoun dy/d-— is syntactically related to the word ’grt(h). The 

phrase ’grth dy means “‘the letter (written in order) that ...,” or “the letter (saying) that ....” 

In other epistles the word ’grt(h), which should have indicated the nature of the text, was 

omitted. Should this interpretation be correct, then the function of dy/d-, at the transition to 

the body of the letter, was indeed to introduce direct speech. 
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INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES 

The Index of Personal Names is intended to serve as a prosopographical aid to the 
analysis of this corpus. Thus, we have not merely listed the personal names and where they 
occur, but also the role each individual carries out within a particular document (where 
possible). In addition, we have tried to note occurrences of the same individual in the 
documents from the Seiyal Collection and the Greek documents from the Yadin Collection. 
e Partially reconstructed names are included (even when only a fragment of the patronymic 

is preserved), but totally reconstructed ones are not. 
e The names are listed alphabetically. When the same individual serves the same role (e.g., 

witness to a legal document, addressee of a letter) in multiple documents, those entires 
are grouped together even when that individual’s name is spelled in different ways. 
When the same individual serves different roles in different texts, the name is listed 
once, followed by “(SAME AS ABOVE)” in subsequent entries. 

In cases where there is a strong likelihood that we are dealing with the same individual in 
different documents but cannot be completely certain (e.g., on39 72 yaw in P.Yadin 7 
and jiy7w in P.Yadin 3), we have treated them as separate individuals. 

e Common names that are spelled in a variety of different ways are listed under the fullest 
spelling. Thus, *]01” is listed under 40177”. 

The entry lists the fullest version of the individual’s name. Thus, when an individual is 
mentioned multiple times within the same document, sometimes with his patronymic 
and sometimes without, the entry will include the patronymic. 

Citations Role and/or Position 

0797279 13 NnpX N13 yIy"AN| 2:3, 5,9, 10, 11, | Seller of land 

ALE Re aN lpg de 

S25 4e Seo 8: 

Sd I Plays 

16, 23bis, 28, 

EEE elec be al 30 

19:31; 26:22 

wapn Oxiaw 32. 11y°>NX Lessee; payer in transaction; referred to in P.Yadin 42 as 

ORIW 12 wap; see wap 12 and pyAwW 72 wrap yw? 

Partner in a lease of land; same person referred to as 
45:5; 46:2 wapn Dxinw 12 311y°>x 

22. TA TV RN Purchaser of land 

el 50:4—5(?) and nephew of 711n (46:5)? 

(SAME AS ABOVE) | 45:3-4, 31; Sublets a plot of land 
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Citations Role and/or Position 
0:4-5 Subject of letter; father of 11¥9x?; brother of m:n (46:5)? 

4:32 
pyaw 73 yvdx | 8:11 Witness cf. P.Yadin 23:26; 

XHev/Se 8a:17; 

also cf. 4Q348:15, 

but see Yardeni 

1997:300 

53:2 Subject of letter 
Ie2e ONS e183 Wife of 1°pn; lender of money to him 

42, 47 

wVaytay 12 09D9x| 2:2, 4, 8, 10, Purchaser; strategos 

1lbis, 14,15, 

1637210922529) 

33, 34, 38, 40 

1 
Frag A2 

Other texts 

2 

(Hymw na) XxnI2| 7:24, 65 Subject of legal stipulation cf. Lewis 

1989:152 Index 
O:19522 Recipient of ketubba 

7-8, 9, 39, 42 _|Possessor of property used in boundary description 

5 
‘ 

yw 72 xIw72m1] 3:5 

‘ 

Lj 
2 

3 

58, 8 
34 

7:12, 47 Mentioned in description of irrigation allotment cf. P.Yadin 5 frg 

a:I:6(? 

of XHeviSe 103 

:55, 62 
6:5 Previous lessee; brother of a1y>x (50:4—-5)? 

3:26 Possessor of property used in boundary description 

vRVNW? 12 PIn\yn | 54:34 ubject of letter 

8 

BS 

= al 

S 

:59, 66 
Oxynw? 13 71) | 42:2, 11 Lessor of land; administrator of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba 

‘4 Receiver of payment in transaction 

8, 41 Former owner of an orchard ; 

PWINd IWY2RX I2 ATA | 6 cf. Lewis 

1989:152 Index 

N 

0:19 Husband of xnaa in ketubba 
4:31, 45:33 

Administrator at many np; addressee 
ni W 

<2 Or ae r) i=) Qu. — ie) = Q 3 

ale N 1 

:12 cf. P.Yadin 22:37 
2:1-2, 10 Lessor of land; administrator of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba 

xnion nia inv} 7:11-2, 46 Possessor of property used in boundary description 
(SAME AS ABOVE) | 8:10 

scribe for P.Yadin 6, 9, and 22. 
13 9 Witness and scribe; name written here: xmi>9 19 XIN? 

x22 72 yinv| 7:8, 40 Bequeathed property used in boundary description 

6:3 Tenant farmer(?); from ‘Ein Gedi 
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cf. P.Yadin 5b.i:9; 

14:36, 45; 16:42; 

20:52; 22:29, 34 

Scribe; “nna” in patronymic in P.Yadin 7 likely a 
mistake; name written here xnizn 12 y3nY; also was the 
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Role and/or Position 
49:2; 50:2; 51:1; | Agent in “Ein Gedi; addressee; name written jnr in 58:1 
93:23042 9531 

56:1; 58:1; 60:1 

ey: 

44:6,18; 45:11 

Other texts 

cf. P.Yadin 52:1; 

59:1 

(PyA/pys 73) |ANT 

(SAME AS ABOVE) 

o2m 72 yn 

Oxynw? 72 ynIn? 

sty>x 92.9017? 

N22 93 407 

03907 13 OV 

MII WA O17 

Subject of letter 

Lessor of land; administrator of Shim‘on, son of Kosiba 

Issuer of text (perhaps local administrator?) 

Witness 

Bequeather of property used in boundary description and 
irrigation agreement 

Bequeather of property used in boundary description and 

cf. XHev/Se 

64a:11, 33 

irrigation agreement 

Witness cf. P.Yadin 14:48; 

15:44; 17:49; 

21:33; 22:40; 

XHev/Se 49:5, 14; 

64:49 

cf. XHev/Se 64 a 

(r) 4, (v) 43 

tf Galil IONS 8, 
45,47 

7:6bis, 37, 38 

MOIST. Bequeather of property used in boundary description and 

irrigation agreement 

m>xniy 32 037 Possessor of property used in boundary description 

ND ID MRM Ia wpm] 1:7, 14, 19, 35, Husband of °o-xn»x; borrower of money from her : 

7:3, 14, 33-34, |Recipient of gift; wife of onim 12 pynw; mother of xnaa [apace 

50-51 

(yaw Ja) Abaon\xbawn\nvawn| 44:28 cf. XHev/Se 13:14 
| (Same as apove)| 45:32 Witness 

(SAME AS ABOVE) | 49:2; 50:3; 54:2; | Agent in ‘Ein Gedi; addressee 

5532256222 Sak: 

63:1 

Subject of letter 
yaw ya yo] 44:29 Proxy 

cf. P.Yadin 16:39 

pyaw 72/72 wrap yiw?|46:1—2, 12 Lessee of land from xw’n 72 aty>x 72 I1¥>x and 72 71y°>N 
Dxinw; see wapn brinw 72 719°>x and wap 32 

cf. P.Yadin 52:2-3 

cf. P.Yadin 8:3, 

10; XHev/Se 64a 

Witness 

Partner and guarantor of 1pm; father of 0925x in P. Yadin 
2? 

45:34 
paytay\inytay|1:7bis, 35, 36, 

61 

sniy 12 tty | 2:49; 3:55; 4:26 i [oP 5 

rena | 4614 Witness eee Ry 
47:8 BARS Nee a (21D ee, 

~»y 92 Dxiaw | 54:17 Scribe 

Sxinw 2 weap fa ae see Wapn ORIMW 19 WYN 
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Gave an orchard in trade to oni 12 pnw 

lines 10, 43 mention his heirs, not him 

Used in date formula; chief of the administrator(s) 
issuing the document 

(SAME AS ABOVE) | 46:1; 47a:3 

(SAME AS ABOVE) | 49:1; 50:1; 51:1; 

a elolibvay Bils aysyille 

op eee Hip et IP 

61:1; 63:1 

oni 12 pvaw| 7:3, 33, 73 
| 

cf. P.Yadin 14:37, 

46 (witness); 

Guarantor of purchase; written in his own hand 

ae 

Owned land that formed the eastern boundary to land 
being sold in P. Yadin 47 

Administrator in ‘Ein Gedi; addressee; 11y5x or 7°320? 

Guarantor? cf. P.Yadin 18:5, 

35, 69, 70 
Previous holder of land being leased; see bximw 12 I1y°>X 
wapn and pynw 72 weap yw? 

Seller of land to his brother; unnamed brother of 73 9017 
www 

yaw yay... [46:13 
snoxmrn 73 ... [38:1 

anti 73y| 10:25 

+ oo oO wn 22) —_ ~ 4 

— = - a N Se aS \o 
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PLACE NAMES CONSULS 
: Lucius Catilius Severus wa 44:33 DTD O”>IwP OP”) §~—-7:1, 30 

yma 42:4 

wWesns 7:77 Marcus(!) Aurelius Antoninus X71 3:3, 24 OPIN OTN OPI ~—- 7:1, 30 
82972 2:3, 22; 3:3, 24; 6:4 
mm? 44:5 Acilius Auiola 
2x «1:2, 15 MIN OPK 8:1; 9:1 

pnray rin 2:2, 22; 3:1, 2, 3, 22, 23, 24; 7:2; 
44:4 . Corellius Pansa xTIN? ~—-7:3bis, 13bis, 33, 48, 49 XOID 8:1 

"APY 10:4; 44:2, 4, 5—6, 7; 45:3, 4-5, 20; 
46:1, 2, 7; 47a:4; 49:1 

yinw ery 1:14 GOVERNORS 
maw nap 57:1; 58:4 Desenius 

nay 1:12 0707 6:1 

yipn = 55:3; 61:1 

NABATEAN ROYALTY 
FLURNAMEN 

KINGS 
12 (46:4 Rab’el 

nyn 44:8, 15 whan, 171, 9, 11, 42, 46; 2:1, 4, 15, 18, 24, 40; 3:1, 5, 
yon 44:9, 11 18, 21, 27, 46; 4:18 
R219 7:7, 39 

mown 44:8, 15 Malichus 
7 44:9, 12; 46:3 1933 2:2, 20 

Haretat 
MONTHS noan 22 20 

TR 10:1 

ve 42%] PRINCES 
RX 1:1, 11, 46; 42:7; 43:1(?) Obodae 
nav 3:21; 42:7 nay 2:1. 19 
W702 2:1, 18; 45:1; 46:1 oe 

pwn 44:1 

wo «42:7 QUEENS 
TN 7:2: 8:2 Gamilat 

n7mx 2:2,19 

ROMAN OFFICIALS Hagru 

EMPERORS rare 
Hadrian 
dvoad oan omy «66:1; 7:1, 31; 8:2 
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GLOSSARY AND CONCORDANCE 

REGISTER 

Language classification is consistently determined by the language of the text in which 

the word occurs. Thus, Aramaisms appearing in the Hebrew documents are listed in 

the Hebrew section of the GLOSSARY. For example, when the Aramaic form 1M 

(instead of Hebrew 75x) appears in P.Yadin 46, a Hebrew legal document, it is listed 

in the Hebrew section of the GLOSSARY. 

The GLOSSARY includes all words occurring in the texts, with the exception of proper 

names (which are listed elsewhere). 

Common prepositions (e.g., —2, ?y) and conjunctions (—1) are not included. 

Each entry is followed by a list of attested forms. Verbal forms are listed by root and 

nominal forms are normally listed in their absolute form. 

Partially reconstructed forms are included. For example, in P.Yadin 1:15, only the traces 

of a single letter are visible for the form 03, but it has nonetheless been included in 

the GLOSSARY. 

The Greek, Arabic, and Latin forms of probable loanwords are provided. 

[Citations in boldface brackets] indicate alternative readings. For example, the TEXT of 

P.Yadin 49 offers two alternative readings for the third word in line 9: 11h” and 7In?. 

Thus, both readings are listed in the GLOSSARY, with the citations placed in boldface 

brackets. 

Italicized citations indicate problematic readings. For example, the word reconstructed at 

the beginning of P.Yadin 42:7 (7711yw) is highly conjectural, and thus, the citation in 

the GLOSSARY entry has been italicized. 

Citations in boldface indicate where a word is discussed in the COMMENTARY. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

adj. — adjective Nip. — Niph‘al 

adv. — adverb Pa. — Pa“el 

Ap. — Aphtel part. — particle 

f. — feminine Pi. — Piel 

Hip. — Hiph‘il pl. — plural 

(H)ithpe. — (H)ithpe‘el prb. — probable 

(H)ithpa. — (H)ithpa‘<al prep. — preposition 

lit. — literally pron. — pronoun 

m. — masculine vb. — verb 

n. — noun 
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Dax 
bax 

MAN 

TAX 

OTN 

DIN 

nN 

yn 
Jn 

INR) 
m7 

RDN 
RDN 

TOR 
TPR 

ToRT 

PR 
PR 

WR 

WIR 

DVINT 

DON 
proR 

TORN 
TK 

moxn 

TAR 

WAX 

WIN 

718 

"aN 

TON 

ON 

OXN 
1293N 

YAIR 

YAIR 

nyaix 

PyIIN 
pyaix 

(W°=) WR 
UX- 

but, however (adj.) 
49:6 

(given form; root uncertain; 
vb.) 
46:6 “I will remove, or: prune” 

person, anyone (n.m.) 
45:28 

brother, kinsman (n.m.) 
44:25 

49:4,9 

one (Aramaism; num.) 
46:12 

if not (part.) 
45:26; 46:9 

tree (n.m.) 
44:12, 16 

46:4, 8 

particle of non-existence 
44:24 

man, person (n.m.) 
49:1 

44:17, 23 

to eat (vb.) 
49:3 

these (pron.) 
44:10 

44:24 

to say (vb.) 
45:5; 46:2 

49:13 

I (pron.) 
45:6, 10; 46:3 

binding agreement, order 
(n.m.) 
44:16 

near, with (prep.) 
49:7, 8 

four (num.) 
44:21, 24 

44:17 

forty (num.) 
46:9 

existential particle (part.) 
49:8 

nN 

nN 

-n 

ANN 

TNR 

INR 
]nx 

pa 
pimra 
ops 

na 

na 

cif 

prin 

md 

m3 

nan 

ANT 

PANT 

a= hn! 

427 

427 91D 

927 95 

y2027 

Pa 
pt 

OD 
opt 

D-opt 

ont 

ont 

iia 

"1 

nE)RaN 
nmRan 

MRan 

m7 
(2)R1n 

yn 

mm? 

7 

wir 

man 

pn 

pn 

HEBREW 

nota accusativi (part.) 
49:9, 10 

44:6, 7, 8, 9bis, 15, 17, 19, 22; 45:7, 

8, 24; 46:3bis, 4(5x), S5bis, 6bis, 9 

you (ms) (pron.) 
45:11; 46:10 

you (mp) (pron.) 
49:3, 11 

between (prep.) 
44:2 
44:26 

house, household (n.m.) 
49:3 

a gentile (n.m.) 
“the gentiles”; 51:6 

garden (n.f.) 
45:7 

45:20, 21 

to worry (vb.) 
49:4 

thing, matter, case (n.m.) 
49:11 

49:4, 5-6 
51:9 

49:6; 51:11 

denarius (n.m/f.) 
44:20, 23; 46:11 

date palm (n.m.) 
46:4 

46:4, 6 

south (n.m.) 
45:15 

way, path (n.m/f.) 
45:14 

produce (n.f.) 
46:6 

45:17 

to be, come into being (vb.) 
49:6 

ls 

45:18; 46:7 

51:11 

44:16 

45:16 

as, like, according to (part.; 
Aramaism) 
46:8 
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yon 
non 

ton 
non 

on 

won 

195(77) 
195(n) 

on 

on 

WT 

yam 

TY 

pnt 

yor 
yor 

yor 

yt 

yout 

YUN 

mig) 

pin 

pina 

npin 
onpin 

yan 

ann 

yn 

q3n 

yon 

win 

onan 

DINIDNN 

NINN 

n<i>3nn 

pon 
pon 

these (pron.) 
44:17, 18 

these, those (pron.) 
44:20 

44:22; 45:13, 18, 22, 29; 46:7, 10, 

11 

44:25 

these (pron.) 
45:24; 46:4,9 

they; copula (pron.) 
44:20, 23; 46:9, 11 

Hip.: to acknowledge (vb.) 
45:6; 46:3 

this (pron.) 
44:3 

44:13; 46:5 

to be careful (vb.) 
49:7 

Zuz (= drachma, denarius) 
(n.m.) 
45:23; 46:8 

time, season (n.m.) 
46:10 

44:25; 45:19bis, 29; 46:7bis 

to sow (vb.) 
45:16 

46:6 

See 7N(X) 

Hip: to hold, grasp, possess 
(vb.) 
46:5 

right of tenure (n.f.) 
44:13, 16 

lease price (n.m.) 
45:9, 10; 46:11 

44:17, 25 

(vb.) 
Qal(?): to lease 

44:6, 18 

45:10 

46:3, 4 

Hip.: to let 

46:8 

45:14, 22 

45:7 

to divide (vb.) 
44:2 



pon 
apon 

Jon 

jon 

SEI 

Nn 

TSH 

73n 

TWH 

an 

a0 

av2 

a0 

a7 

al) 
yay 

ny 

yp 
pyr 

ov 
orn 

7 
p72(n) 

aw” 

avy 
pavr 

oxqw? 
Drqw? 

ase 

=P) 

portion, lot, share (n.m.) 
44:10 

less, minus (adj.) 
44:20 

half (n.m.) 
44:19, 22 

harvest; or: type of date 
(n.m.) 
46:5 

grievance (n.m.) 
45:27; 46:10 

good (circumstances) 
(Aramaism; n.m.) 
49:2 

good (adj.) 
46:5 

young children (n.m.) 
49:10 

See XT 

to know (vb.) 
49:6 

day (n.m.) 
44:3; 45:6; 46:3 

child (n.m.) 
51:4 

vegetable (n.m.) 
45:21; 46:7 

to dwell (vb.) 
44:5 
49:3 

Israel 
44:2, 7; 45:3, 13; 46:1; 49:4 

plus, more (adj.) 
44:23 

like, as, according to (prep.) 
44:13bis, 16bis; 46:6 

all (pron.) 
49:4, 5,14 

44:8, 9bis, 12, 15, 25, 26; 45:17, 27; 

46:5, 6; [51:9] 

[51:5] 
51:10 

utensil (n.m.) 
BH i95} 

thus, so (adv.) 
45:30; 46:8, 12 

op) 

DVDN 

DID 

alee) 
"023 
F027 

D5 

1D) 

Ws 

pw 

xd 
xd 

324 
329 

q2” 

yam 7Dy(7) 

naiy? 

naiv 

nny 

1D 
7D 

yp? 

pon 

TR 

nxn 

VAN? 

WWaNr 

mar 

nn 

nn b> 

man 

R779 

x73 

balate) 

nnn 

np2nn 
npynan 

nin 

mann 

mony n 
(m9y7 779) 

nbn 

(2) 

-9 

GLOSSARY 

to gather in (vb.) 
46:6 

45:16 

silver, money, sum (n.m.) 
45:23; 46:8 

44:20, 22 

village (n.m.) 
46:5 

fit, proper (adj.) 
[51:4] 

negative particle (part.) 
49:4, 5; 60:5 

alone, only (adv.) 
44:21 

lit. “white”; arable, rain-fed 
(land) (adj.) 
44:12, 15; 45:8; 46:4, 6 

as over and against, on this 
account, equal to (prep.) 
45:22, 30; 46:8 

46:12 

before (prep.) 
46:10 

45:27 

46:5 

hundred (num.) 
46:8 

verbal order, statement 
(n.m.) 
44:29 

44:30 (Aramaism) 

what(ever) (pron.) 
45:17 

46:6 

fast, quickly (adv.) 
49:7 

dock (n.m.) 
[49:9] 

division (n.f.) 
44:25 

camp (n.m.) 
[49:9] 

above (adv.) 

44:26 

from (prep.) 
45:6; 46:3bis, 4, 5, 9; 49:1, 8; 

51:10; 61:1 
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wp) 
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qn 
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AID 
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yo 
oybo 

TW 
5 
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py 

WwW 

WwW 

WY 

Wy 

moy 

yoy 

yoyn 

mby 

Doy 
qnboy 

44:2, 4,5, 6, 18, 33; 45:4, 10, 11, 

14, 27; 46:2, 10, 11; 49:3 

44:23 

45:25 

place (n.m.) 
44:11bis, 13, 14 

44:10, 17 

44:7, 8; 45:18; 46:3bis, 7; 51:10 

44:6 

opposite, facing (prep.) 
45:15 

law, custom (voudés; n.m.) 
46:6, 8 

to take (vb.) 
46:9 

45:25 

possessions (n.mpl.) 
49:3 

to fall (vb.) 
44:13 

44:10 

person, self (reflexive) (n.f.) 
44:27, 28, 29, 30 

46:6 

45:16 

Aramaism: 45:31; 46:12 

premier (n.m.) 
44:2, 7; 45:2, 13; 46:1 

to give, place (vb.) 
45:24 

end (n.m.) 
45:29; 46:10 

sela‘ (= tetradrachma) (n.m.) 
44:21, 24; 45:24; 46:9, 11 

witness (n.m.) 
44:31, 32, 33; 45:32, 33, 34; 46:13, 

14 

46:15 

until (prep.) 
45:19, 28; 46:7, 10 

more (adv.) 
44:23 

Qal: to ascend; Hip.(?): to 
bring up (vb.) 
51:8 

[51:5] 
45:15 

to do (or: to enter) (vb.) 
49:5 
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op 
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Ww 

with (prep.) 
49:6 

45:9 

Pi.: to load, pack, bale (vb.) 
49:7 

ground, land (n.m.) 
44:12, 15; 45:8; 46:4, 6 

to enter; or: to guarantee 
(vb.) 
49:12 

ten (num. ) 
44:20, 23; 45:23 

46:11 

twenty (num.) 
44:1 

[51:4] 

prb. to inspect (vb.) 
49:5 

fruit (n.m.) 
46:7 

49:6 

45:17; 46:6 

[51:5] 

iron (n.m.) 
[51:5] 

adminstrator (n.m.) 
44:6; 45:12 

to pay (vb.) 
61:4 

side, direction (n.m.) 
49:14 

Pi.: to command (vb.) 
49:12 

Ithpa.: to be received (vb.) 
45:26; 46:9 

legally binding, valid (adj.) 
44:26; 45:29; 46:12 

Nip.: to be called (vb.) 
44:8,9, 11, 12, 14; 46:3bis 

Pi.: to bring near, deliver 
(vb.) 
46:11 

“tie” (n.m.) 

HEBREW 

wp 45:25 

onwp 46:9 

4x1 fitting, proper (adj.) 
Ni 44:13, 16 

777‘ Pi.: to pursue legal action, 
file suit (vb.) 

117 44:24 

m1 ~—s to want, desire; (in 
hendiadys) to act with 
volition (vb.) 

yn 44:2 

nx free will, consent, 
permission (n.m.) 

any 44:28 

ony) 44:2 

nw. jurisdiction (n.f.) 
nw 45:8 

inw 44:9bis 

onw 44:8 

mw 1 __ to have (legal) permission, 
be permitted (vb.) 

oxwi 44:24 

-w __ relative particle (conj.) 
-w 44:5, 6, 8,9, 10, 11, 12bis, 13bis, 

14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25, 26; 45:7, 

8, 10, 15, 16, 18bis, 19; 46:3tris, 4, 

5tris, 7tris, 9, 11; 49:5, 6, 7tris, 8bis, 

11, 13; 51:5; 61:4 

mv 51:2 

remainder (n.m.) 
sxw 46:4; 51:1 

witness (Aramaism; n.m.) 
amv 44:32 

npiniw partnership (n.f.) 
(nIaniw) 

ompinw 45:9 

2w of, belonging to (prep.) 
ow 44:7, 10, 11; 45:12, 20, 21; 46:7bis, 

8; 51:6 

sow 45:7 

ow peace, welfare, “Greetings” 
(n.m.) 

oibw 49:2 

obw 51:2 

wivw __ three (num.) 
wikw 44:1; 45:1, 24; 46:1 

[397] 

now to send, deliver (vb.) 
inbwn 51:2 

now to reach completion, come to 
an end, finish (vb.) 

nyw? 45:19; 46:7 

ow _ there, that place (adv.) 
ow 45:6; 46:3 

saw _—_ to guard, take care (vb.) 
mown 51:6 

mow eight (num.) 
minw 44:1 

mw ——year (n.f.) 
niw 44:1; 45:1; 46:1 

ow two, both (num.) 
omiw 44:4, 5, 19; 46:2 

ow 45:1, 23; 46:1 

onw 46:11 

mow _ P1.: to quiet, silence; or: to 
cleanse (vb.) 

mpw> 45:27; 46:10 

mypw ship (n.f.) 
xypw 49:8 

nypw 49:5 

“pw sheqel (n.m.) 
Spw 46:11 

2pw _ to weigh out, pay (vb.) 
pwr 46:9 

Sipw 46:11 

o>pw 44:17, 19, 22 

mww six (num.) 
qwynww “sixteen” 44:20, 23 

oww sixty (num.) 
aww 46:8 

to drink (vb.) 
pnw 49:3 

=H See NX 

yan _ to demand, claim (vb.) 
san 45:28 

aan _— legal contest (Aramaism; 
n.m.) 

san 45:28; 46:10 
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ARAMAIC 

INCLUDING ARABIC LOANWORDS 

letter (n.f.) 
53:1 

55:2; 63:5 

or (conj.) 
7:15, 19, 23, 53, 58; [10:8]; 42:8 

Imperator (aVTOKpaTop; 
n.m.) 
8:1 

A 

See NIK 73 

brother, kinsman (n.f.) 
8:4 

56:2 

to seize, grasp (vb.) 
54:16 

54:3, 14 

one, first (Hebraism; only in 
date formulae) 
42:1, 7tris 

other, another (adj.) 
7:7, 12, 13, 48 

55:3 

7:6, 9°37, 422 57'3 

tree (n.m.) 
7:4, 34, 48 

50:11 

particle of existence 
7:3, 4, 19, 20) 21535559 

7:20 

to eat, enjoy the usufruct 
(vb.) 
7:14, 51 

populace, population (6x)os; 
n.f.) 
57:5 

these (pron.) 
8:7 

TS 

if (not) (conj.) 
55:5 

if (conj.) 
10:10, 14; 54:6 

to say (vb.) 
47b:4; 53:3 

42:2 

son 10:16 

mx I (pron.) 
mx 7:3; 8:7; 10:15, 18; 47a:8, 10, b:4; 

50:9; 56:4 

pax they (pron.) 
ax 7:52; 10:6; 47b:6, 7; 54:11 

mmx we (pron.) 
mmx 42:3; 56:7 

wix a person, anyone (n.m.) 
wx 7:19, 21, 23bis, 27, 60; 8:7 

w3ix 47b:10, 50:13; 55:3 

nix you (ms) (pron.) 
nix 47b:4, 9 

mnix woman, wife (n.f.) 
nmix [10:5], 8, 10, 11 

onnix 7:3, 14, 28, 33, 51, 62 

snix —_- wifehood (n.f.) 
anix_ [10:5] 

(nix you (fs) (pron.) 
mix 10:3 

mix 7:3, 14, 18, 33, 50, 57 

w>pox guard (doddreta; n.f.) 
nrypona 54:5, 9 

mbpoxra 54:15 

nox binding agreement (n.m.) 
jox 7:18, 28, 59 

mox 7:14, 51 

yx right away, immediately 
(adv.) 

ypra 55:5 

psx rightful (heir) Casdaqun; 
n.m.) 

psx 7:22, 23 

pre 7:21 

yaux four (num.) 
yaix 10:6, 8; 42:6 

mya 7:2, 12, 46, 47; 58:3 

nyaix (“fourteen”) 47a:3 

(Pw) 

mx road (n.m.) 
xmx 7:9, 43 

boix Ithpe.: to be/become a widow 
(demon. vb.) 

Sooxnn 7:25, 66 
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goal gal! 

~wTNR "I 

oby ma 
onby na 

sinba 

widow (n.f.) 
7:26, 68 

land, land parcel (n.f.) 
7:4, 6, 34, 37 

7:10, 44 

you (ms) (pron.) 
5723 

Qal: to go; Ap.: to bring (vb.) 
56:6 

54:3(?) 
56:3, 5 

place, parcel of land (n.m.) 
7:7, 39; 47a:8 

7:4, 11,45 

7:5, 13,25;93 

35:3 

citron (n.m.) 
57:3 

after (prep.) 

7:16, 24, 54, 61 

clothier (Hebraism; n.m.) 
7:9, 10, 41, 43 

so that, for the reason that 
(o4+°7+3; prep.) 
57:4 

Pa. passive particple: to 
scatter (vb.) 
7:48 

to weigh, examine (vb.) 
54:2 

see na 

house, household (n.m.) 
7:4;16,)55 

42:9 

10:10, 14, 15 

7:13, 15, 26, 49, 52 

54:11; 55:8-9 

7:3 

“cattle pen” (n.m.) 
7:25, 26, 66, 67 

eternal home (n.m.) 
7:15, 18, 21, 22, 24, 28, 52, 54, 59, 

61, 63, 64, 71; 10:15 

see 71n9 
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mind 

4-7 
“7 

7 

to build (vb.) 
Hd D1. 

sons, children (n.mpl.) 
7;8, 19,59 

IB ey yl 

to fail, come up short (vb.) 
54:15 

husband (n.m.) 
7:25, 26bis, 66, 68, 69 

10:14 

cattle (n.m.) 
50:10 

Ap.: to grant clear title 
(bara’a; vb.) 
7:26, 69 

TV222 

clearance (n.m.) 
7:24, 65 

daughter (n.f.) 
7:3, 33, 46, 51; 10:19 

7:24, 66 

free/married woman 
10:8, 10 

redemption (n.f.) 
42:1 

man (n.m.) 
54:10 

54:8 

58:4 

Sed 

roof (n.m.) 
47b:7 

inside, midst (prep.) 
42:4 

54:12 

complete, total (adj.) 
47a:9 

to steal (vb.) 
54:6 

garden (n.f.) 
7:4 

7:5; 47a:4 

7:8, 41; 47a:9, b:10 

47b:7 

relative pronoun 
47a:4, 5, b:4; 53:2bis; 56:3 

7:2, 3bis, 4tris, Sbis, 6, 7, 8, 1 1bis, 

13bis, 14, 15, 16bis, 17, 18tris, 19, 

20tris, 21bis, 22bis, 23, 24tris, 25tris, 

NWT NT 

RT 

RT 
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asia 

y7127n 

qwatn 

-54 

254 
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rt 

3371 7 

137,194 
res 
mn 

bu 

ai! 

mT 

myvpy 

xn 

ont 

maint 

xamI19 

ARAMAIC 

26bis, 27, 28bis, 29, 32, 33, 35, 36, 

37, 39, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49bis, 51, 53, 

54, 55, 56, 57bis, 58, 59, 61, 62, 

63bis, 64bis, 65bis, 66tris, 68, 72; 

8:5; 10:6, [8], 9, 14, 16bis; 42:2, 3, 

4bis, 8; 43:2, 6; 47a:4, 9, b:Stris, 

6bis, 9; 50:4, 7, 10, 11, 13; 54:2, 3, 

OMT LOU Of 55: 264s SOLS 8s 

eS PORES IOE AIR L Bar 

this, that (pron.fs.) 
TPR Msp, NC) PAO OR OLS OL Cech, 

58, 62, 63, 67; 8:2; 47a:4 

47b:7 

see 77 

to lead (vb.) 
56:9 

56:3, 5 

possessive pronoun (¥+77) 
7:13; 47a:4 

law, lawsuit (n.m.) 
10:5, 7,9 

7:21, 27, 64 

denarius (n.f.) 
47b:6 

43:5 

that (pron.ms.) 
7:28, 29, 72; 47a:8, 9 

meaning uncertain 
7:9, 40, 42 

price, sum, funds (n.mpl.) 
47b:6 

7:16, 55 

47a:9 

this (pron.ms.) 
42:6,7 

47b:7, 9 

7:4, 16, 17, 28, 29, 56; 8:8; 42:4bis, 

6; 47a:4, 8, 10 

43:7; 47b:6, 9bis 

courtyard, enclosed area 
(n.f.) 
TB 

TiS; U9;.29,.49).52, OF, 

south (n.m.) 
47b:8 

7:6, 8, 9, 37, 40, 42 

myrtle (branches) (n.m.) 
57:4 

that (pron.ms.) 
7:26, 69; 8:3 
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pn 

"7 
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14 
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ny) 
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R75) 

NPD] 

ake 2) 

py 

qa 

ei 

mat 

jar 

mya 

to be, come into being (vb.) 
7:14, 51 

42:3; 57:5; 63:8(?) 

58:3 

56:10 

535 

7:5, 16, 20bis, 25, 55, 65, 66; 8:8; 

43°7355:7 

7:24 

55:8 

7:57 

42:8 

7:25, 26bis, 66, 68bis; 10:14; 42:6, 8 

50:12; 56:4 

Til, 28j92 102) 055 LONs 

see on 

that (pron.fs.) 
TZ, OF 

they (copula) (pron.) 
10:8 

8:5 

to go, walk (vb.) 
TASS, 2b 922) 24, 5259909, 6. 

63, 64, 71; 10:15 

42:8 

if (conj.) 
7:25, 66; 8:8 

consulship (Utrate(a; n.f.) 
WLS: tal O21 

province (ETapxta; n.f.) 
DLP IS) 

Ap.: to acknowledge (vb.) 
42:3 

wadi (wadi; n.m.) 
7:43 

child, offspring (n.m.) 
7:22 

craggy (wa‘ratun; adj.f.) 
7:6, 37 

beautiful (wafi; adj.) 
42:3 

described (wasif; adj.) 
7:4, 17, 20bis, 56 

(vb.) 
Qal: to buy 

8:3; 47b:9 

47a:9 

47a:9 

Pa.: to sell 

47a:4 
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47a:4 

47a:9, b:9 

47b:8 

Tis O 34229 

Ithpa.: to be sold 

7:16, 54 

purchase, purchased item 
(n.m.) 
8:7 

to be careful (vb.) 
50:6 

zuz (= drachma, denarius) 
(n.m.) 
8:5; 10:6, 8; 42:5 

(vb.) 
Qal: to feed, provide for 

[10:5] 

Ithpe.: to be provided for 

10:14, 15 

time, season (n.m.) 
10:14, 16bis; 42:6 

47b:3 

small (adj.) 
7:16, 27, 55, 71; 8:6 

to sow (vb.) 
TAT 36 

associate (n.m.) 
7:12, 48 

one (num.) 
7:43 

42:1, 7tris; 54:5 

7:47bis; 8:4bis 

new (adj.) 
7:8, 41 

white (adj.) 
8:4 

7:10, 44; 42:3 

see pun nia 

lit. “to see”; be fitting (vb.) 
7:13, 40, 49; 42:5; 47b:7(?) 

7:8; 47a:8 

47a:8 

life, lifetime (n.mpl.) 
INS. 24, 27552 

to lease (vb.) 
43:6 

lease (price) (n.f.) 
43:6 

GLOSSARY 

mpon 

npn 7:24, 65 

non donkey (n.m.) 
san 8:4 

xvon 8:6 

pron 57:1 

wan five, fifth (num.) 
wan 7:2; 8:1, 5; 47b:6 

xwon 7:7 

nuan 43:1 

fifty (num.) 
pwon 42:5 

vin wheat (n.m.) 
rwvin 54:3 

yon (to be strong) Ap.: to possess, 
take possession of (vb.) 

jon 7:18, 19, 23, 58, 60 

yon 7:14, 51 

qwnn 42:4 

yen excavation, ditch (n.m.) 
xpon 42:3 

aan ~— (to be in ruin) Ap.: to destroy 
(vb.) 

yam 50:10 

yin ~— dates, date palm tree 
(hariifatun; n.m.) 

yin 7:4 

needs (n.f.) 
ninwn 7:54 

qwn see yon 

qyv —_— load (n.m.) 
nyu 58:3 

mx? suitable, fitting (adj.) 
myx? [56:5] 

+ arm, hand (n.f.) 
x7 7:18, 19, 23, 58 

ya 63:5 (“by the hand of”) 

mat [53:4] 

»t4 50:9 (“to one’s side”) 

non 56:8 

poy 43:4 

wali, see 7) 

y? to know (vb.) 
ya 55:6 

a7 to give (vb.) 
DPagse soe 

mam [10:5] 
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nature, custom, proper 
practice (haliqatun; n.f.) 

nam 
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nv 
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,2(1)D 
T/RID 

boa 

7:5, 14, 28, 35, 50 

Jew, Judean (adj.) 
10:5 

day (n.m.) 
7:9, 18, 21, 27, 43, 46, 59, 63, 64; 

47b:6 

8:3; 47a:4, 10, b:7, 9 

42:6 

IRs SP? 

7:26, 67 

to bear children (vb.) 
ee 

to burn (vb.) 
54:12 

vegetable (n.m.) 
47a:4 

(to inherit) Ap.: to bequeath 
(vb.) 
7:17, 56 

heir (n.m.) 
22a 2S 

7:6(4x), 8, 10, 11bis, 12, 19, 21, 27, 

37bis, 38bis, 43, 45bis, 47, 60; 10:16 

7:18, 19, 21, 58, 60 

Israel 
42:1bis; 47a:3; 54:1 

nota accusativi (part.) 
7:3, 7, 22bis, 34; 47a:4; 50:4, 10; 

54:3, 8, 13bis, 16; 56:6; 63:4, 5 

54:5; 55:6; 57:4bis 

55:9 

7:62 

PPR P ALAS!) 

to sit, dwell (vb.) 
10:14, 15 

like, as, according to (prep.) 
7:24, 62, 65; 10:10 

like, as; when (7+; prep.) 
7:4, 8, 13, 15, 22, 40, 49, 52, 53, 62, 
64; 42:5; 47a:7 

thus, so (part.) 
7:28, 61, 72 

7:26, 61, 69 

like, as (is customary), as 
well (prep.; cf. ->) 
7:7, 14, 39, 41, 44, 48bis; 8:9; 62:4 

all (pron.) 

7:16, 54, 63; 10:16; 42:6bis; 53:4 
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nan> 
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mans 

man 
nan 

xD 
xd 
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ny 

ym 

yom? 

iayeze) 

mind 
ainda 

on? 
Jan? 

oud 
mv 

8:8; 42:4; 54:10; 55:2; 63:4 

8:4 

7:3, 4bis, 5, 12, 13bis, 15, 16, 18, 

20bis, 21, 22tris, 23, 26, 27tris, 29, 

34, 36, 48, 49bis, 52, 55, 57, 67; 8:7; 

47a:8, 9, 10, 11, b:7, 8, 9, 10; 50:7; 

53:2; 56:9 

7:14, 20, 22, 35, 50 

7:4, 19, 21bis, 23; 8:7 

thus, so (part.) 
54:7 

covering, clothing (n.f.) 
10:7 

10:10 

(to cover) Pa.: to clothe (vb.) 
[10:5] 

silver, money, sum (n.m.) 
42:5; 47b:6 

8:5, 9; 10:6, 8, 16; 43:4 

42:6, 7; 47a:9 

now, then, at this time (adv.) 
HED. 20522..39, 55,58 

(vb.) 

Qal: to write 

10:18; 47b:6 

7:73; 8:10; 10:20(?); 42:10, 11; 43:8, 

10; 50:15 

7:22, 26, 61, 69; 63:4 

7:27, 29, 49 

T:A(2) 

Ithpe.: to be written 

7:24, 65 

document, ketubba, ketubba 
money (n.f.) 
47b:6 

10:5, 11, 16 

negative particle (part.) 
7:2, 4, 16, 19(4x), 20, 21bis, 25, 

26tris, 32, 54bis, 59, 60tris, 64tris, 

66, 68bis; 8:6bis; 42:4; 50:10, 13; 

54:6, 15; 55:6; 56:4, 8; 63:6 

at the side of, in the vicinity 
of, to (prep.) 
57:2bis 

eyes) 

54:11; 55:4 

S133 

sole, only, specifically (adv.) 
7:4, 24, 65 

bread, food (n.m.) 
10:7, 9 

spice(-garden) (/Jadanum; n.) 
50:12 

xdod 
bob 

rod 

2% 
pay 

~Dap? 

IND 

AND 

JRO 
"IN 

AT 

R127 

nis 

nniqn> 

ani 

iaueyse) 

y 

a) 

ite) 

ARAMAIC 

nighttime, at night (n.m.) 
lz 

7:6, 47 

palm-branch (n.m.) 
57:3 

see Yap 

hundred (num.) 
10:6bis, 8, 9; 42:5; 47b:6 

vessel, utensil (n.m.) 
7:4, 16 

desert (n.m.) 
We3) 

east (n.m.) 
1335 7,.9, 11, 39,41, 44 

47b:7 

what (pron.) 
10:9 

7:3, 15, 53; 10:6bis 

mohar (n.m.) 
[10:5] 

oath (n.f.) 
7:18, 21, 23, 27, 59, 64 

food, provisions (n.m.) 
10:8 

camp (n.m.) 
S7:354258:2 

(to arrive) Ap.: to bring (vb.) 
57:4 

water (n.mpl.) 
7:43 

7:38 

word, statement (n.f.) 
alee! 

salt (n.m.) 
58:3 

56:8 

authority, ownership, 
property taxes(?) (n.m.) 
7:15, 51 

from (prep.) 
355550 0:6s013 

7:2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 16, 17, 18bis, 19bis, 

20, 21, 22bis, 23(4x), 24, 25, 26, 

27(5x), 28, 29, 38, 41, 43, 44, 54, 55, 

58(4x), 60, 61, 62, 64, 66, 69, 77; 

8:3, 7, 8; 10:7, 10bis, 14bis, 15bis; 

42:4, 6, 9bis; 43:6bis; 47a:3, 10bis, 

b:Sbis, 7, 9; 55:3; [56:5]; 63:1 

[401] 

oy ti 

oy737 

pi 
py 

a7 

roy) 

ma Ww 

ale) 

RINT 

raale) 

pq 
pn 

awn 

man 

xin? 

mani 

ninz 

xnInD 

Wi 

x7 

01791] 

mow 

3 

2 

pry 
ra 

on} 

Onn? 

nn 

nnn 

033 ,0D3 
705] 

42:9bis 

TONS 

54:4 

E225 98 

50:12 

54:7, 12; 55:7; 56:4 

who, whoever (pron.) 
7:18, 19, 58, 60; 50:7, 11 

anything, whatsoever (n.m.) 
TAs 165195235 27.3559, 5000 1: 

8:6 

counting, reckoning (n.m.) 
7:1; 8:2 

west (n.m.) 
7:6, 8, 9, 11, 39, 42, 45 

47b:8 

lord (n.m.) 
8:9 

Pa.: to pay up; clear, remove 
claims (vb.) 
42:8 

47a:9 

see 20] 

gift (n.f.) 
Tel 

TA2, 13548 

TA By Ve oy 

TSeds WO) 205 235 24525),28: 

29, 53, 56, 58, 62bis, 65, 67 

vow (n.m.) 
7:18, 23, 27, 59 

river (n.m.) 
7:8, 9, 40, 42 

law, custom (VdL0s; n.m.) 
56:9 

completeness, full extent 
(naufun; n.m.) 
[7:20] 

damage (n.m.) 
[7:20] 

to receive, inherit; Ap.: to 
bequeath (vb.) 
7:17, 56 

(to descend) Ap.: to bring 
down (vb.) 
[54:3] 

possessions (n.mpl.) 
10:10, 15 



yori 
por 

20) 

awn 

yaoim’ 

PDI 
pp 

pon 

pp 

mpDd 
mp3 

W5) 

nwdI 

WD) 

3%) 

ayn) 

23) 

2x) 

nap 
7373 
7373 

NW) 

2037 

NW) 

17) 

yo 
pyvo 

po 
p20 

p20 
po 

42:9 

7:16bis, 54, 55 

(vb.) 
Qal: to take, marry 

10:7, 9 

Ithpe.: to be taken, married 

10:14 

to depart, go out (vb.) 
[56:8] 

42:8 

“right of egress (n.m.)” 7:14, 50 

right of egress (n.f.) 
T2507, 

reflexive pronoun; one’s self 
(n.f.) 
7:73; 10:20, 22; 42:10 

7:16, 54 

to plant (vb.) 
(EG eM 

a planting, plantation (n.m.) 
ak) 

female (n.f.) 
8:4 

10:14 

premier (n.m.) 
(Hebraism) 54:1 

42:1 

to give, place, bestow as gift 
(vb.) 
7:17, 56; 10:16 

54:5 

seah (n.f.) 
54:5 

large, great (adj.) 
57:4 

FelGs2 [5555 dls o:0 

(to revolve) in trade (adv.) 
7:8, 41 

sword (n.m.) 
54:16 

see obw 

sela‘ (= tetradrachma) (n.f.) 
8:5, 9; 10:8; 47b:6 

Pa.: to pay off (vb.) 
[43:5] 

discharge, payment (n.m.) 
43:2 

Tay 

JAYN 

sayn? 

say 

yayn 

prayen 

Jaynn 

mvay 

may 

WwW 

Ww 

"WY 

myn 

yy 

ny 

Py 

1 

ndy 
xoy 

poy 

oy 
oy 

piroy 

yoy 

ob>y 
wy 

boy 

ToVR 

yoyind 

byin 

Inb>y 
omnboy 

Il nooy 
mboy 

oy 
oby> 

oby 1 

oby 

omby 

n>y 
n>y 

oy 

oy 

GLOSSARY 

(vb.) 
Qal: to do, make 

SAN 25057 

7:18, 20, 57; 47a:9, b:9 

42:4bis; 53:3 

63:6 

54:7 

Ithpe.: passive 

54:8 

task, project, enterprise (n.f.) 
53:4 

until (conj.) 
7:18, 21, 24, 28, 59, 63, 64, 72; 42:6; 

47a:10, b:7, 9 

to pass away (vb.) 
seas, 

at this time (adv.) 
[54:4] 

precisely (weighed out) 
(adv.) 
[54:4] 

above (prep.) 
7:13, 21, 27, 29, 49, 62, 64 

see 7” 

upper (story) (n.m.) 
Jats 

7:49 

7:3 

youth, boy (n.m.) 
56:3 

(to enter) Ap.: to bring in 
(vb.) 
10:5 

7:26, 68 
7:50 “right of ingress (n.m.)” 

harvest, yield (gallatun; n.f.) 
7:4 

right of access (n.f.) 
7:25, 67 

eternity (n.m.) 
7:61, 65; 47a:9, 10 

7:18, 21, 24, 28, 55, 59, 64, 72; 

47b:7, 9 

7:2, 5, 14, 24, 32, 51 

see ny na 

cause, pretext (n.f.) 
127, 71 

with (prep.) 
7:4, 6, 10, 12, 13, 38, 43, 47bis, 49; 

10:7, 9 

[402] 

my 
pinay 
yay 
ony 
yoy 

yay 
ony 

boy 
mony 

Iony 
pay? 

yy 

yyn 

Il sny 

Wyn 

ay 

mny 

pmiy 
oy 
may 
poy 

nai 

pay 

Wwy 

YWY NYIIN 

Wwy 

pqwy 
piwy 

map 
map 

425 
pap 

BWyJ3) 
by) 

niyp 
by) 

2-295 

map 

aa) 

map 

vas) 

map 

rp.) 

AND TD 
pe 

mp 

O15 

oinp 

result, labor, product (n.m.) 
50:6 

Pa.: to pack, bale (vb.) 
Sz 

56:2, 7 

58:2 

Qal: to live, dwell; Pa.(?): to 
install s.o. as a resident (vb.) 
1135, 52 

(Pe ealee eC eh! 

7:25, 66 

set time of irrigation (n.m.) 
7:6, 8 

7:9(?), 38, 40, 43, 46; 42:5 

7:14, 50 

willow (n.f.) 
57:4 

ten (num.) 
“fourteen” 47a:3 

TERS! 

twenty (num.) 
7:2; 8:5; 47b:6 

cart, wagon (n.f.) 
[56:9] 

to split, branch off (vb.) 
7:11, 46 

half (n.m.) 
G16 38 

half-share (n.f.) 
47a:5 

47a:4 

7:43, 44; 47a:4, 9 

mule (n.m.) 
[56:9] 

fruit (n.m.) 
50:7 
42:4, 5 

dowry (be pv1j; n.m/f.) 
10:9 

10:7 

subsistence (n.f.?) 
7:16 



on) 

*TIOIND 

yp 

yp? 

yp 

YIPNR 

YIDN/N 

195 

ny 

pmy1p 

n(1)3yv4D 

niyip 

mayb 

xnvy15 

mAny1p 

pp 

pw 
JAP DN 

wis 

yw 

nnD 

nnip 

ae 

pay 
xoyn 
mayn 
payn 

as 

pus 

pw 

any 

quan? 
any? 

ppy 
nnd 

maipy 

7DS 

-pxn 

qs 

pony 

2ap 
Dapn 

Wap 

nap 

-Dap? 
(7) Yap? 

administrator (n.m.) 
42:2 

(vb.) 
Qal: to pay, remit 

WATS OT 

Tass 

Ithpe.: to be repaid, punished 

50:9 

56:5 

payment (n.m.) 
a5. 511 

7:18, 57 

lit. “repayment,” punishment 
(n.f.) 
50:11 

56:4 

54:7; 55:8 

54:13 

to remove, extricate, redeem 

(vb.) 
[56:8] 

10:10 

meaning uncertain 
10:7, 9 

to open (Hebraism?; vb.) 
47b:2 

to wish, desire (vb.) 
10:16 

10:7 

47b:9 

7:18, 20, 57; 10:9; 47a:9 

Tyrian (adj.) 
8:5bis; 10:6 

47b:6 

to raise a clamor, object 
(sahiba; vb.) 
50:8 

50:11 

north (n.m.) 
7:6, 8, 9, 11, 37, 40, 42, 45 

[47b:8] 

to clear (safawa; vb.) 
47b:10 

to need, require (vb.) 
56:7 

Pa.: to receive (vb.) 
47a:9, I:2 

47b:6 

8:5 

in consideration thereof 
728,29; 712 

Tap 

Dup 
Dv (7?) 

DIP 

TW? 
NIP 
NNTP 

nN TIp 
NNTP 129 

op 

0/7 

op 
0°}? 

xn°? 

mp 

N07? 

Nieleuird 

10° 
10° 

eyed 

7)? 

NIPR 

map? 

xipn? 

mpn? 

nyp 
nyp 

mnyp 

27? 
27° 

20)? 
ap 

2p 

ale 

xopnn 

xaNp 
alates 

=a) 

x24 

79 

im) 

qn 

TANK 

mri 

MrT 

ARAMAIC 

42:9 

before (prep.) 
7:28, 29 

50:5 

10:15 

7:22 

7:62 

before, in olden times (n.f.) 
42:4 

Ap.: to make valid, binding 
(vb.) 
132,32 

valid, binding (adj.) 
7:24, 29, 65; 10:6, 18; 42:9; 43:7 

10:11 

IP) 

share of water (gids + ma’un; 
n.m.) 
7:44 

emperor, Caesar (n.m.) 
8:9 

final 

to acquire, buy (vb.) 
ES 

47a:9 

IRI eXs) 

47a:9, II:9 

part of, some, a little (n.f.) 
IPRS PAYS) 

IESE PES ERI 

to approach, come near (vb.) 
50:13 

near (adj.) 
47b:10 

7:23, 60; 47b:5 

Ithpe.: to be called (vb.) 
7:7, 39 

“tie” (n.m.) 
43:7 

great, large (adj.) 
7:8 

50:12 

(rahina; vb.) 
Qal: to pledge 

TAG SO 

Ishtaph‘el: to be pledged 

7:54 

Romans (‘Pwpatos; proper 
npl.) 
56:5 

[403] 

pcm 
pm 

pm 

Ww" 

omy 79 

wy 

wr 

mw 
pwr 

INW 

IRW 

maw 

mw 

nmyIaw 

nyiaw 

"aw 

oR/PNAWN 

yaw 

yaw 

paw 
pIawK 

mp2) 

aw 

yawn 

Ianw 

wunn 

Il s4w 

pawn 

 Wwni 

Tw 

Iw 

mw 

mw 

ow 

ow 

WwW 

nUw 

now 

ywnn 

nown? 

now 
now? 

now 

nn>w 

far (adj.) 
7:23, 60; 8:7; 47b:5 

47b:10 

will, desire (n.f.) 
7:2, 26, 61, 69 

legally permitted (adj.) 
47a:9, IL:6, 9 

7:15, 20, 26, 53, 63, 68 

42:8 

remainder (n.m.) 
7:4; 50:7 

week, Sabbath (n.f.) 
7:7, 12, 43, 46, 47; 50:6 

sworn statement (n.f.) 
719559 

Ithpe.: to be taken captive 
(vb.) 
10:10 

seven (num.) 
8:3 

to release, leave behind (vb.) 
7:16, 22, 53, 63 

Pa.: to dispatch (vb.) 
50:9 

54:14, 16 

Hithpe.: to do well (o1w; vb.) 
[53:3] 

(vb.) 
Pa.: to send, dispatch 

55:4, 6 

Hithpe.: to send oneself, (+ oy) to 

accompany 

[53:3] 

witness (n.m.) 
TIA Toy 65.78% Sil Le 122 10324525 

directly (adv.) 
50:5 

sale, value (n.m.) 
10:8 

document (n.m.) 
7:4, 17 

Hithpe.: to be found (vb.) 
54:6 

54:10 

to send, deliver (vb.) 
aye) 

Do 54 

Aa puto Na 



n2wn 

pnywn 

ynown 

vow 
vbw 

mo>w 

obo ,oow 

ovo 

obw 

ow 

nninw 

Up) 

vw 

nwnwn 

mw 

mw 

niw 

"Ww 

NIUN 

nyw 

nyw 
pyw 

WWW 

pnyw 

syria 

50:4; 54:4, 8 

58:2 

legal possessor (n.m/f.) 
47b:6, 9 

F315; 20526553, 63,108 

peace, welfare, “Greetings” 
(n.m.) 
54:2 

53:1, 5; 56:2, 10; 57:5; 58:2, 3; 63:8 

name, designation (n.m.) 
735 

FAQS 21523527500 

Pa.: to serve, minister to (vb.) 
7:28, 62 

year (n.f.) 
42:6tris 

7:1, 23-8:1, 2;.42:1, 6;'43:1; 47a:3 

Pa.: to change, deviate from 
(vb.) 
8:8 

hour (n.f.) 
7:7, 12, 38, 43, 44, 47bis 

Tele 8 

measure (n.m.) 
42:7 

VyaW 

NYPDU 

oDw 
pavpw 

prpw 

PW 
xPwW 

WwW 

pw 

nw 

nw 

197N 
ma Tn 

an 

IDNR 

dinn 

InN 

omaINN 

mann 

NINN 

non 
non 

xnbn 

xondn 

GLOSSARY 

fine, of good quality (adj.) 
7:5, 36 

lower story (n.m.) 
7:49 

7:3 

irrigation ditches (n.m.) 
7:48 

to dwell (vb.) 
54:11 

six (num.) 
42:5 

Palmyrene (adj.) 
54:14 

Ap.: to bring back, restore 
(vb.) 
10:11 

boundary (n.m.) 
47b:7 

WSS) 

7:5, 9, 11, 36, 41, 44 

47b:8 

three (num.) 
7:1, 7, 30, 38, 44; 42:7; 47a:3 

10:1 

8:2 

[404] 

pnon 
pnon 

Wan 

x77ON 
pion 

xy an 

xmpain 

-yipn 
>yipn 

thirty (num.) 
43:5 

date palm (n.m.) 
7:5, 10, 44 

7:4, 7, 12, 39, 48 

the second (num.) 
7:1 

Tekoan (adj.) 
54:10 

to weigh (vb.) 
42:6; 43:3 

63:3 

Pa.: to prepare (vb.) 
57:4 

two (num.) 
57:2 

ayial’ 

7:43 

payment (n.f.) 
42:9 

nine (num.) 
43:5 



IN 

ahs 

Isnx 
nxn 

Il tnx 

INN 

ninN 

ANINN 

TNR 

INR 7D 
TANK 7D 

TANK 

MANN 

MANN 

pnK 
Fn 

JON 
TPR 

TPR 

OR 

"DN 

77128 

TORN 
mK 

JOR 

7X 
TIX 

UX 
IN 

7IM3(8) 
MIMIN 

mn 

"IN 
DIN by 

WIN 

WiIX 

VIX 

nix 

or (conj.) 
1:37 

to seize, grasp (vb.) 
1:44 

holding, possession (n.?) 
1:44 

sister (n.f.) 
PIBD, 

following, after (prep.) 
2:16, 41, 47 

PLAN aH Se 8163 

[1:43] 

perhaps a variant of >xinx 
“responsible” (adj.) 
[1:43] 

other (adj.) 
2:16, 41, 47 

tree (n.m.) 
2:6, 26 

particle of existence 
NPE 9352254 2945205.26 

leasing fee (ikra’; n.m.) 
131632514537; 3:41 

these (pron.) 
1:7, 36, 38; 2:4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 

23528729932, 54, 4155-13, 17, 25, 

31, 32, 34, 35, 38, 44, 45, 47; 9:7, 8 

see yn 

I (pron.) 
1:13; 2:8, 10, 11, 14, 21, 30, 32, 34; 

BZ ans 2eo oy OAL. 158923. 5 

these (pron.) 
4:16 

we (pron.) 
1:36; 3:43 

137 

face, front (n.m.) 
1:33 

a person, anyone (n.m.) 
1:20, 43; 2:10, 32; 3:12, 35; 4:11, 14; 

9:7 

2:16, 41; 3:47 

you (ms) (pron.) 

NABATEAN-ARAMAIC 
INCLUDING ARABIC LOANWORDS 

nix 

°nIX 

NIN 

JON 

JON 

NAN ION 

NANTON 

ORR 
ONN 

YIN 

yanKX 

TIN 

RIMIN 

lola} 

DIRD 

YAN 

YX 

RYN 

VIN 

INN 

anX 

na 

ona 
pna 

pa 
712 
2 

723 

Evia 

NYION 

NVI) 

xyam 

myan 
pyann 

bya 
n>oya 

7 

(9) 812 

ma 

na 

x2 

2:11bis, 15, 33, 34; 3:36, 37, 44; 6:3 

you (fs) (pron.) 
1525195135422 51 

binding agreement (n.m.?) 
2:14, 38; 3:42 

commander (otpatnyés; 
n.m.) 
RY II 

roots ?aslun; n.m.) 
Len 36 

four (num.) 
6:5 

road (n.m.) 
2:4; 3:25 

Pa.: to till, act as a tiller (vb.) 
6:10 

land, land parcel (n.f.) 
2:4, 6, 24, 26; 3:7, 29 

1:33; 6:8, 14 

1:21 

place (n.m.) 
1:30; 2:7, 14, 28, 38; 3:30, 42 

house, household (n.m.) 
2:4; 3:26bis 

UMA AS IS). eet 

sons, children (n.mpl.) 
2:16, 41; 3:46 

2:20 

ZA 3933350 

(vb.) 
Qal: to seek, claim 

PENG ee BY FR PIS Si) 

3:18, 45 

Ithpe.: to be claimed 

2:12, 15:3:37, 38,45 

PEAOL 

[4:16] 

husband (n.m.) 
1:14 

besides, except (prep.) 
1:7, 36; 6:16 

daughter (n.f.) 
12s AT a2S, 42 le 5329.20 

clearance (bara’a) (n.m.) 

[405] 

pra 

NUINTa 

Sowa 
prws 

prwa 

ap 

72 

ni 

ma 

Wd 

pra 

1 m33 72 
(YAN) 7A 

pu 

nia 

Nn 

II ya 
(yan) 73 

mn 

ma 

ela 

m2 

XT 

NT 

alalil 

227 

ant 

a7 

7 
7 

1 
ia 

>) 

2:13, 36; 3:40 

2:13, 36; 3:40 

ripened, mature (adj) 
[1:8, 38] 

2:9):30;,3:33 

inside, midst (prep.) 
237528:3:30 

meaning uncertain 
[1:32, 49] 

equivalent, full (value) (adj.) 
2D} 308323 

garden (n.m/f.) 
[1:4, 22; 2:6, 26; 3:29] 

1:21 

2225 SI DoH LO 

2:5, 14, 24, 37, 38; 3:27, 41, 42; 4:9, 

12 

concealment (jinnun) 
[1:4, 22; 2:6, 26; 3:29] 

meaning uncertain 
[1:32, 49] 

(“bone”), essential worth 
(n.f.?) 
1:27 

this, that (fs) (pron.) 
1:9, 18bis, 42; 2:5, 10, 11, 13, 14bis, 

25,32, 54 931 93 SOISHS: Onl aloe 4s 

28, 32, 35, 37, 41bis, 42; 6:2; 9:2 

contest (n.m.) 
2:10)3253:3524215 

gold (n.m.) 
le2 

relative pronoun 
1:1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12bis, 14, 16, 17bis, 

19, 22, 31, 33, 36, 40bis, 41, 42, 43, 

44bis, 47, 48, 49, 51bis; 2:1bis, 2, 3, 

4, Sbis, 7, 9, 10tris, 12bis, 13, 14, 15, 

16, 18, 25, 28, 32bis, 34, 36, 41; 3:1, 

3, 6, 13, 21, 23, 24tris, 27, 28, 29(?), 

34bis, 35bis, 37, 38, 40, 42bis, 43, 44, 

45; 4:5, 8,9, 11, 12, 14bis, 15bis, 

l6tris, 18; 6:4bis, 8bis, 9, 11, 12, 14; 

9:A:2 

lawsuit (n.m.) 
2108329339 34115 

clean (adj.) 



727 

Pat 

7 

pnt 

nyt 

mt 

N17 

x17 

mt 

mp 

"5 

xv7nn 

an) 

qa 

to 

moan 

mupn 

mI 

man 

7 
ate} 

jat 

eu 

mar? 

q@)at 

el) 

NDAT 

NIT 

2:11, 16, 33, 40; 3:37, 46 

price, amount, sum, funds 
(n.mpl.) 
1:6, 33, 49; 2:8, 15, 29; 3:32, 45; 

4:16bis; 9:8 

2:9, 30; 3:32 

this (ms) (pron.) 
1:6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19bis, 34, 35, 

38, 42, 44bis; 2:8bis, 10, 11bis, 14bis, 

15, 16bis, 29bis, 38, 40, 41; 3:11, 

16bis, 31, 32, 34bis, 36, 37, 42bis, 43, 

44, 45, 46; 4:12, 15, 18; 9:5, 6 

return, revenue; or: 
“scattering” (n.f) 
1:40 

courtyard, enclosed area (n.f.) 
120277 112-2.75.3:13,.30,.38 

Ithpe.: to accrue; or: “be 
scattered” (vb.) 
1:40 

meaning uncertain 
2:12, 35:33:14) 39 

that (pron.) 
eA 7222.2 Ossie 

to be, come into being (vb.) 
6:6, 8, 12, 14 

1:30; 2:14, 38; 3:42; 6:6bis, 7, 8, 9, 

11 

that (pron.) 
225. 24-324 236:95 19514 

if (part.) 
1:16, 39, 51; 2:14; 3:43; 4:15; 6:14 

consulship (Utateta; n.f.) 
(EIB BI 

province (ETapxta; n.f.) 
6:29: 

Ap.: to acknowledge (vb.) 
4:14 

(vb.) 
Qal: to buy 

DED ty OAM PEEP. Sipe, ilk 

Pa.: to sell 

2:9, 30; 3:10, 33 

purchase, purchased item 
(n.m.) 
4:12 

2:16 

2:8bis, 9, 10, 12, 15, 28, 29, 32, 34, 

36, 41; 3:31, 32, 34, 35, 38, 40, 45, 

47-4266. ono S 

pat 

qt 
yor 

NIT 

yt 
YT 

vv 

yr 

vy 

RY 

ban 
bban 

man 

man 

mig) 

min) 

nn 

TIN 

7 

nin 

nin 

an 

2INN 

anni 

an) 

pun 

7m 
xn 

nin 

NTN? 

Ty 

hada! 

date) 

OR 

Teale 

oT 

von 
poon 

pon 
pp-on 

npn 

npn 

GLOSSARY 

2:13, 36; 3:40 

time, season (n.m.) 
HONG. Iyeonsts} 

1:17; 4:12(?) 

small (adj.) 
1:5, 31; 2:7, 28; 3:8, 30; 6:15, 16; 9:6 

to sow (vb.) 
6:6 

meaning uncertain 
1:28 

restriction? (cf. hajrun; n.m) 
1:21 

one (num.) 
3225 

13515, 515 2:822973:20531 

border, boundary (haddun) 
[2:6, 26; 3:29] 

new (adj.) 
2:14, 38; 3:42 

to owe, be responsible for 
(vb.) 
DAS 

4:14 

3:44 

see Pun n2 

to be fitting, suitable (vb.) 
2:4: 6:13 

15) Sl 27a 285316; ob 

esi 

(vb.) 
Qal: to live 

151 

Pa.: to keep alive, fruitful 

6:9 

Ap.: to bring life 

W:1; 12747221 bis, 55185 2453315; 

PM, OL) 

life, lifetime (n.mpl.) 
7p) 

beyond release (adj.) 
2:9, 30; 3:10, 33 

exchange (rates) (n.m.) 
ZB 4s 439 

custom, proper practice 
(haliqatun; n.f.) 
Lely 

[406] 

np>n> 1:38; 2:13, 36; 3:40; 6:10 

abn fruit (cf. hulufun; n.m.) 
Hon) 8X) 1:7, 36 

yon 
yn 

clearance (halasun; n.m.) 
1:28, 32,49; 2:12) 35: 3213558 

portion, lot, share (n.m.) 
2:5, 13, 25; 3:6, 15, 28, 41; 6:7, 8 

pon 
pon 

wrn 

wrn 

five (num.) 
6:5 

fifty (num.) 
Tels) 

punn 
pwon 

to fall, descend (vb.) 
1:5: 2:8, 285 3:0e50 

mn 
(b4u) mn 

jon Ap.: to possess, take 
possession of (vb.) 

yor? 1:44; 2:16, 41; 3:47 

on 
“Aan 

on 

ban (n.m.) 
150 

1:8 

An 
yn 

dates (harifatun; n.m.) 
121526 

fixed, determined (adj.) 
2:9, 30; 3:32 

yun 

yan ¢w) 

Inn 

nin 

arid (adj.) 
2:6, 26332129 

Ilan 

n 

release, clearance (harrun) 
[2:6, 26; 3:29] 

nwn 

num 

to desire (vb.) 
1:39 

5bu 
bou 

shade, shadow 
f:5, 32: 2:28: 3:83.30 

pv manner of (preparation) 
(tarigatun; n.m.) 
1:8, 38 

1:20, 38 

pro 

Tp 

pw to prepare; to sew, press 
together (taraqa; vb.) 
1:47 

dry (adj.) 
2:6, 26; 3:7, 29 

nprw 

v2 
nwa’ 

“poe See st 

am to give (in payment) (vb.) 
nam [6:16] 



ov 

ov” 

RY 

er 

xp 

=3, 

m2 

boo5 
bobo 

ADD 
022 
40> 

XDDD 

192 
J¥> (7?) 

RTD 

RT 

nap 

map 

O15 

por 

ans 

mans 

yan 

mans 

mans 

<a>"n<s> 

ans 

ansnn 

day (n.m.) 
2:10; 3133:25, 34 

1:2, 12, 47; 2:2, 20; 3:22 

south 
2:4, 24; 3:5, 26 

like, as, according to (prep.) 
1:38; 2:12, 13, 36; 3:14, 39; 6:10 

like, as (°3+5; prep.) 
1:6, 9, 34, 51; 2:3, [6], 16, 41; 3:[7], 

8, [29], 31, 47; 6:13 

thus 
2:13, 37; 3:40; 4:14 

like, as (is customary), as well 
(prep.; cf. ->) 
1:10; 2:11, 14, 15, 33, 37, 40; 3:37, 

41, 46; 4:18; 9:9 

all (pron.) 
1:30, 42; 2:5, 17; 3:28, 48; 4:18 

2:42 

1:7; 2:28; 3:4; 4:16bis 

1:6, 34; 4:11 

1:10, 19, 31, 40, 42, 44bis, 48; 2:5, 

Tbis, 9, 10, 12, 15, 25, 28, 32, 34, 39; 

3:6, 12, 13, 25, 28, 30bis, 34, 35, 37, 

42, 45; 4:11, 14; 6:7, 16; 9:7, 8 

M22 723150 2-990 Ss ll 20,29: 

SU Sea, 40414) 155927, 

all and everything 
1:9; 2:15; 3:45; 4:16 

silver, money, sum (n.m.) 
2:8, 29; 3:31; 4:15; 9:9 

1:6, 15, 25, 33, 49 

1:18; 2:8, 29; 3:9, 32 

this time 
1:30 

proclamation 
1:24 

meaning uncertain 
[2:6; 3:7, 29] 

vineyard (n.m.) 
120 

(vb.) 
Qal: to write 

1:61, 66; 2:49; 3:52, 55; 9:14 

[1:10, 45; 2:17, 42; 3:20, 48] 

1:55, 56, 58, 62, 63, 64, 65; 2:47, 48; 

3:51, 53, 54; 4:22: 9:13 

1:53, 60 

7 

1:36; 2:10; 3:34, 43; 4:12 

Ithpe.: to be written 

23, 372 3:40 

NABATEAN-ARAMAIC 

an> document, writ (n.m.) 
nan> 9:6 

yand 1:23 

x2 negative particle (part.) 
x? 1:10, 16, 41, 45, 51; 2:10tris, 15, 16, 

17, 32tris, 40, 41; 3:35tris, 44, 46, 47; 

4:1Stris, 18bis; 6:12; 9:6bis 

wad 
pwad 

2ap? - 

garment 
1:24 

see Yap 

hundred 

1:3, 6, 15, 34, 49, 50; 2:8, 29; 3:31 

IN 

AND 

79(X)2_- verbal order (n.m.) 
mann 4:21 

1(%)® vessel, utensil 
om 1:24 

east 

2:4; 3:25 

nIjt 

xniq 

jn 
mT 

penn 

trustworthy (adj.) 
1:51 

1:6, 34 

W7 

79 

mohar (n.m.) 
1:18 

NP 

Niahi-) 

oath (n.m.) 
PRINS SYS EWI Si 2 i163 

ni 

in 

oath, promise (n.f.) 
D353 2s120-58 

*0m ~~: to come, arrive (vb.) 
xnvan? 1:16 

nun 9:5 

nun 2:8; 3:32 

ra water (n.mpl.) 
yo 2:7 

27 
y20 

king (n.m.) 
1:1, 11, 46; 2:1bis, 2bis, 4, 18, 19, 24; 

Sl 21527 

1:1, 9, 11, 42, 46; 2:1bis, 2, 4, 15, 18, 

19, 24, 40; 3:21, 27, 46; 4:18 

RDoD 

m55n 
noon 

queen (n.f.) 
PES INS) 

mnon 
mn 

right of possession (?) 
1:44; 2:16, 41; 3:47 

1mm © see 12/8) 

7 from (prep.) 
yo 2:4, 5, 10, 11bis, 12, 14, 16bis, 23, 

29; 31532,)33) 55, 38,413 3:19bis, 17, 

28, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 44, 46, 47; 

4:10, 14; 6:4, 7, 12, 14, 15, 16; 9:7, 8 

mim 1:24 

[407] 

30 9:7 

Piez SLI 22 3223537 

oy 

nyt 

anything, whatsoever 
1:4, 31; 2:7, 28; 3:30; 4:11; 6:14, 16; 

9:6 

*” ~—— Ithpe.: to be counted, 
registered (vb.) 

xionn 2:14, 38; 3:42 

py 
pin 

counting, reckoning 
6:2; 9:2 

oly? 

paiva 
profits (cf. ganima) 
2:12, 35; 3:39 

west 

2:4; 3:26 

ay? 

oon 

to be sufficient for, to be able 
(vb.) 

eGey Me) 

rwxn [1:8, 37] 

fe) 

N19 

NINW 

lord (n.m.) 
1:9, 42; 2:4, 14, 15, 24, 37, 40; 3:5, 

15, 27, 41, 45; 4:11, 17; 9:9 

oil 
1:26 

nw 

nw 

pawn 
pwn 

mortgage 
1:6, 19, 34 

qnn 
wn 

to delay (vb.) 
[1:10, 45; 2:17; 3:48; 4:18] 

Nun? 

xunD 

gift (n.f.) 
[3:43] 

Iya 

yan ya 

spring (n.m.) 
[1:22; 2:6, 26; 3:29] 

II ya3 
yan yi 

open (nabaga) 
[1:22; 2:6, 26; 3:29] 

pti _—~ Pa.: to injure, damage (vb.) 
pr 6:13 

2n1 to receive, inherit (vb.) 
Snia> 2:9, 31; 3:33 

mn estate (rights) (n.f.) 
moni 2:7; 3:30 

wni copper 
wn 1:24 

02] ~—- possessions 
xo] 1:19 

7D] Qal: to be expended (vb.) 
ppin 1:40 



Tpb3 
mpp3 

Wd) 

mwpi by 

Dw) 
prws 

qn3 
TIN 

au” 

qn? 

TNO 

PRO 

yo 
py2o 

I4p0 

50 

II 15d 

R150 

Jay 

qayn> 

Jayn 

WwW 

Ww 

Ixty 

NT 

II xy 

RY 

“Yy 
—7y 

ndoy 
xdby 

*ONdDY 
DRY 

INDY 

Irby 

poy 
onpby 

boy 
boyy 

mooy 
mdboy 

expense 
1:40 

reflexive pronoun; one’s self 
(n.f.) 
1:53, 60, 61; 3:49 

meaning uncertain (adj.) 
[1:8, 38] 

to give, place (vb.) 
4:14 

1:10, 45; 2:17, 42; 3:20, 48; 4:19 

2:9, 31; 3:10, 33 

seah 
DAA Ts 335,41 

sela‘ (= tetradrachma) (n.f.) 
1:35:6, 15;.34:;4955022:8529"3:31; 

9:9 

document, record 
1:23 

scribe 
1:59, 66; 2:49; 3:55 

(vb.) 
Qal: to do, make 

2:9; 3:10, 34 

Ithpe.: passive 

4:18 

until 
117s 2 2 A 6nAls34. Les: 

34, 36, 38, 42, 47 

to remain (‘ada; vb.) 
[9:6] 

promise (<“idatun; n.f.) 
[9:6] 

agreement 
1:18, [28, 33; 2:12; 3:38] 

above 
1:7, 17, 36; 4:9bis, 12, 14, 16 

as above, the same 
[1:22; 2:6, 26; 3:29] 

something public 
(‘alaniyatun) 
[1:22; 2:6, 26; 3:29] 

by the hand of 
1:38 

Ap.: to use as pledge (vb.) 
1:28 

harvest, yield (gallatun) 
1:21, 26; 6:5bis 

oby 
oby 

pnoy? 

oby qv 

oby 

Toy 
my 

yoy 

Il oy 

may 

boy 
_ ony 

boy 
xdoy 

Vay 

ay 

Way 

any 

TY 

nT 

poy 
mm 

poy 

wiy 

qway 

boyy 

mgy 

nyy 

TIpy 

mpy 

apy 
apy 

py 
ppy 
RPV 

[Taxi 

pry 

Il axon 
PpRyw 

ay 

ay 

"Y 

~y 

Wwy 

Wwy 

GLOSSARY 

eternity (n.f.) 
1:525221353723:40 

2:9, 30; 3:10, 33 

2:11, 16, 41; 3:4, 11, 25, 35, 36, 47 

1:45; 2:10, 32, 33 

with (prep.) 
1213 

9:6 

people 
1D N4A7 2 2DIS 32 Dy Sy 24s ok 

27 

to do work (vb.) 
6:6, 10bis 

labor 
6:6bis 

to live, dwell (vb.) 
1:14 

wool (n.m.) 
15 

‘Ein-Gedite (gentilic) 
6:3 

set time of irrigation 
PIPES in 

2:6 

punishment 
1:24 

see boy 

foliage (Sida’un; n.f.) 
2:6, 26; 3:29 

binding contract (“agdun; 
n.m.) 
[1:15] 

to uproot (vb.) 
6:12 

real property (‘aqarun; n.m.) 
[1:15] 
(4:14, 16] 

objection (n.m.) 
[2:15, 40; 3:46; 4:18] 

deception (cf. girdrun; n.m.) 
[2:15, 40; 3:46; 4:18] 

voucher, guarantor 
U7-3524302 

meaning uncertain 
[1:28, 33; 2:12; 3:38] 

ten (num.) 
6:5bis 
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mwy 

pwy 
pwy 

19D 
mab 

pop 

npop 

015 

oID 

pp 

ppp 

on5D 

oD 

yd 

yp” 
py 

yp 

yp 

yyip 

my 
pny 

Ay 

maya 

ERS 

nay? 

Naxyn 

aad 
raed 

™(1)8 

bath 3 

nyly 

nyix 

Yap; 

NDN 

RDXD 

-bap? 
map? 

map 
map 

DI 
aq 

ITP 

Dp 

Dp 

2:8, 14, 29, 37; 3:15, 41 

twenty (num.) 
1:1, 11, 46; 2:1, 183)3:215431039-9 

half, half-share (n.f.) 
3:24 

to divide, apportion (falaqa; 
vb.) 
23135375915 

meaning uncertain 
[13153 2:8; 2923:0na2) 

deposit 
1:24 

precisely; split/half 
[1:15; 2:8, 29; 3:9, 32] 

to repay (vb.) 
1:16, 40 

151 

branch (far‘un; n.m.) 
1:22 

payment 
1:39 

1:22 

desire, wish (n.f.) 
4:17 

to want, desire (vb.) 
2:9; 3:34 

1:18 

entitlement 
25, 253 3:05.20 

Tyrian 
OE 

crafted article (san‘atun; n.f.) 
1:25 

Pa.: to clear (safawa; vb.) 
2:10, 32; 3:35 

[1:8, 37] 

before, in advance of (prep.) 
1:40 

complaint (?) (n.f.) 
3:14, 39 

before (prep.) 
4:12 

4:14 

to be (legally) valid, binding 
(vb.) 
4:12 



10°? + emperor, Caesar (n.m.) 
10°? 6:1; 9:9 

*3 ~~ to acquire, buy (vb.) 
napa 2:9, 30; 3:10, 33 

Pi? (right of) purchase (n.m.) 
pap 1:22 

I4xp to cut down (vb.) 
ap [6:12] 

II 1xp to fall short, fail (vb.) 
axp [6:12] 

~p — Ithpe.: to be called (vb.) 
mipna 3:3, 24 

32? ~~ near (adj.) 
aapi pm 2:11, 33; 3:36; 4:14; 9:7 

owp piece, apportionment (gismun; 
n.m.) 

owp 2:6, 25; 3:28 

wx head, chief; principal sum 
(n.m.) 

wr 1:15 

27‘ to increase (vb.) 
xan 1:17 

man interest 
aman 1:19 

17__— to pledge (rahina) (vb.) 
Tm? 2:9; 3:33 

nim [6:16] 

pm far (adj.) 
api pen 2:11, 33; 3:36; 4:14; 9:7 

om lover (n.m.) 
om 2:2 

omni meaning uncertain 
nam 1:28 

2v1 ~— watered (adj.) 
mv 2:6, 26; 3:7, 29 

*y1 —_ Ithpe.: to want, desire (vb.) 
pyinn [4:16] 

pe? swamp 
Nppr 2:5; 3:27 

xw authority, permission (n.m.) 
xw2 (8%) 2:16, 40; 3:44, 46; 4:18 

ww jurisdiction, permission (n.f.) 
wn 2:5, 25; 3:28 

wi 3:39 

m/xaw week, Sabbath (n.f.) 
raw 3:4 

NABATEAN-ARAMAIC 

naw 3:4, 25bis 

naw profit, improvement (n.m.) 
maw 1:27 

paw to release (vb.) 
pawx 2:11, 33; 3:36 

naw large, great (adj.) 
xeaw 155) 31; 2:7, 28: 3:8, 30; 4:12: 6:15, 

16 

nw witness (n.m.) 
tw 1:55, 58, 62, 65; 6:19, 20; 9:11, 12, 

13 

minw [1:10; 2:42; 3:48; 4:19] 

minw 1:45; 2:17 

mnw [1:10; 2:42; 3:48; 4:19] 

wnw partnership 
yniw 1:28; 2:7; 3:7, 30 

‘uw document (n.m.) 
now 1:8, 16, 17, 38, 43, 44; 2:16, 41; 3:16, 

34, 42; 4:18 

ssIuw 1:9, 42 

arw to save, deliver (vb.) 
ary 1:1, 12, 47; 2:1bis, 5, 18, 24; 3:5, 21, 

27 

(o)w (sale) price (n.m.) 
yinew 2:9; 3:32 

pw>w possession (n.m.) 
xnorw 1:40 

vw empowered (adj.) 
vw >w 2:16; 3:46 

ow chain (n.m.) 
prow 1:25 

n”»w peace, welfare, well-being 
(n.m.) 

xnowa 4:11 

ow name, designation (n.m.) 
delat PRIA Ip BRIE} 3k} 

ninwa 3:45 

Sxow north 
norow> 2:5, 24; 3:5, 27 

paw heavens (n.p.) 
rwnw 1:8, 33 

wow sun, sunny area (n.m.) 
waw 1:5, 31; 2:28; 3:31 

mw = -year (n.f.) 
iw 1:16 

nw 1:1, 11, 46; 2:1, 18; 3:21; 6:Stris 

xniw 2:14, 37; 3:41 

[409] 

*w ~—~Pa.(?): to deviate from (vb.) 
xiwx 2:14, 38 

(2)xIw 6:9(?) 

niwi 3:17, 44 

myw hour (n.f.) 
myw 3:25 

pw ~——~ Pa.: to make improvements 
(vb.) 

apwn 6:9 

pw irrigation ditch (n.m.) 
wpw 2:22; 3:3, 24 

mapw sycamore (n.f.) 
popw 2:6, 26 

pnw sixty (num.) 
pnw 3:31 

inw rainy season, winter (n.m.) 
xinv 6:14 

nan firm, sound (register) (tabit; 
adj.) 

nan 2:6, 25; 3:6, 28 

21n__ to return; to do again (in 
hendyadis) (vb.) 

ain’ 1:30 

oinn boundary (n.m.) 
pinn) 235,25; 3:6, 28 

mninn 2:4, 5, 25; 3:25, 28 

ninn under (prep.) 
minn 1:33 

In?n_ three (num.) 
xmmbn 6:1 

non 1:1, 6, 11, 34, 39, 46, 49 

mnbn 2:1, 18 

IIn’n one-third (n.m.) 
non 1:40 

yan price (tamanun) 
yon [6:7, 11] 

jan — one-eighth (num.) 
yon [6:7, 11] 

mn eight (num.) 
xin 2:1, 18; 3:9, 21, 32; 4:11 

myn 1:1, 11, 46 

san date palm (n.m.) 
ran 2:3, 22; 3:23 

pen 2:26 

Psi>nn 2:6 

un __—~Pa.: to make a condition (vb.) 
xinn [3:43] 



ann [1:10, 45; 2:17; 3:48; 4:18] 

pyn specification (ta‘yinun; n.m.) 
pon 1:28, 32, 49; 2:12, 35; 3:38 

psn legal agreement (?) _ 
psn 2:12, 35; 3:14, 39 

apn valid document (n.m.) 
Hpn| 1-23;,2:5,.29; 3:0,26 

payin two (num.) 
pin 3:21 

pnin 1:16; 2:8, 29 

. 
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